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Introduction for FEIS Appendices A-H: Attribute Key — 1 

INTRODUCTION FOR FEIS APPENDICES A – H  
ATTRIBUTE KEY 

Appendices A-H Provides a comparison of routes by Preferred Alternative (5) and No Action (Alternative 
Routes are listed by: 

Map Label: Route identifier number on alternative maps. 

INFRA ID: Route number represented in Forest Service corporate database. 

Name: (if it has one) 

Seasonal: a “y” indicates that there is a seasonal restriction on the route; see Appendices G & H for dates of 
seasonal use 

Appx Miles: Approximate length of the route segment in miles 

Change from DEIS: a “y” indicates a change between Final EIS Preferred Alternative (Alt 5) and 
Proposed action in DEIS, S indicates a change in seasonal use 

 

Attribute Description 

F Foot trail 

HO Horse/foot trail 

MB Trail open to mountain bike, horse, foot and other non-motorized uses (Alt 1-4). 

NM Trail open to non-motorized uses on BLM trails including mountain bike, horse, foot travel. 

NM/MB Trail open to all non-motorized uses, trail built to mountain bike trail design standards 
(described in FS Alt5) 

NM/HO Trail open to all non-motorized uses, trail built to horse trail design standards (described in 
FS Alt5) 

MO Single track motorized trail 

ATV  Trail allowing motorized vehicles less than 50 inches in width  

JEEP Trail open to all motorized vehicles including vehicles greater than 50 inches in width 

HC High clearance road (FS-Level 2) non licensed vehicles allowed. 

PSG BLM Passenger vehicle standard road. 

PSG3 Passenger vehicle road (FS-Level 3) licensed and non-licensed vehicles allowed 

PSG3_NNL Passenger vehicle road (FS-Level 3) where non-licensed motorized vehicles are NOT allowed  

PSG4 Passenger vehicle road (FS-Level 4) licensed vehicles only. 

PSG4-NL Passenger vehicle road (FS-Level 4) non-licensed vehicles allowed 

PSG5 Passenger vehicle road (FS-Level 5) licensed vehicles only 

D Route to be closed 

DE Route is currently decommissioned 

NE Route does not exist on the ground 

A Administrative road, travel by permit or by agency personnel. 

A-TRAIL Non motorized trail allowing administrative use by motorized vehicles  
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2 — Introduction for FEIS Appendices A-H: Attribute Key 

Attribute Description 

DUAL-MB, DUAL-
HO, DUAL-ATV 

Route is an Administrative road that has managed public trail use. DUAL-USE indicates 
the managed trail use for that route.  

STATE Road under State jurisdiction 

NPS Route under National Park Service jurisdiction 
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Appendix A. Forest Service Managed Roads — A-1 

APPENDIX A. FOREST SERVICE MANAGED ROADS 

MAP LABEL INFRA ID NAME 

S
E

A
S

O
N

A
L

1  

ALT5 
PREFERRED 

ALT1 
EXISTING 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS2 

APPX 
MILES 

12.1A 12.1A     HC HC   0.08 

12.1B 12.1B     HC HC   0.23 

12.1C 12.1C     HC HC   0.41 

12.1D 12.1D     HC HC   0.48 

12.1E 12.1E HOOK TA LOO   HC HC   0.17 

12.1F 12.1F     HC HC   0.31 

12.5A 12.5A PRETTY PLACE   PSG3 PSG3   0.76 

128 128.0 LEROUX CREEK   PSG3 PSG3   5.32 

128.1A 128.1A PATTERSON RESEVOIR   HC A   0.50 

128.1B 128.1B BAILEY   HC HC   1.41 

128.1B 128.1B BAILEY   PSG3 PSG3   1.36 

128.1C 128.1C GOODENOUGH RESERVOIR   HC HC   2.92 

128.1F 128.1F ELLINGTON CREEK   HC HC   2.90 

128.1G 128.1G DUKE BASIN   HC HC   1.51 

128.1H 128.1H GRAY RESERVOIR   A A   0.15 

128.1J 128.1J BROCKMAN RESERVOIR   HC HC   1.28 

265 265.0 BUZZARD DIVIDE Y PSG4 PSG4   14.03 

265.3A 265.3A OIL WELL MTN   HC HC   2.80 

Z265.3A1 265.3A1B     A NE Y 0.55 

265.3B 265.3B     HC HC   0.59 

265.3C 265.3C MULE PARK   HC HC   2.09 

265.3D 265.3D TURNER CREEK   HC HC   1.69 

265.3F 265.3F 
WEST MUDDY RANGER 
STATION   A A   0.16 

U8067 265.3G     HC U   0.29 

265.3G 265.3G CHIMNEY ROCKS   HC A   0.21 

265.3J 265.3J EAST MULE PK   PSG3 PSG3   0.10 

U8000 265.4C     HC HC   0.38 

503.1 503.1 PILOT KNOB   A A   1.16 

701 701.0 STEVENS GULCH Y PSG4 PSG4   21.73 

701.3A 701.3A JULIAN CAMP   HC HC   1.74 
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A-2 — Appendix A. Forest Service Managed Roads 

MAP LABEL INFRA ID NAME 

S
E

A
S

O
N

A
L

1  

ALT5 
PREFERRED 

ALT1 
EXISTING 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS2 

APPX 
MILES 

701.3B 701.3B BULL PARK-LOCAL   HC HC   1.02 

701.3C 701.3C IRON POINT   HC HC   3.67 

701.3E 701.3E LITTLE ALDER   A A   2.49 

701.3F 701.3F LITTLE ALDER SPUR 3F   A A   0.94 

701.4A 701.4A STELTER   HC HC   0.42 

701.4B 701.4B ELECTRIC MTN LODGE   HC HC   0.09 

701.4B 701.4B ELECTRIC MTN LODGE   PSG3 PSG3   0.26 

701.4C 701.4C     PSG3 PSG3   0.08 

701.4D 701.4D CARSTEN   HC HC   1.41 

U8076 701.4E     HC HC   0.35 

701.5A 701.5A BEAVER CREEK   HC HC   1.47 

701.5D 701.5D OLD DYKE CREEK C.G.   HC HC   0.06 

703 703.0 SCHONEMAN PARK   HC HC   5.15 

703.1A 703.1A     A HC   0.21 

U8083 703.1A     A HC   0.34 

703.1A 703.1A SALT PILLAR   A HC   2.49 

U8080 703.3A     HC HC   0.39 

704 704.0 CONDEMN IT PARK   PSG3 PSG3   6.36 

704 704.1 HUBBARD CANYON   HC HC   0.56 

704.1C 704.1C     PSG3 PSG3   0.05 

UX-1153 704.2A     A HC   0.21 

UT-8055 704.3A     A A   0.43 

704.4A 704.4A FLOATING LAKE   HC HC   2.10 

704.4B 704.4B CONDEMN IT-B   HC DE   0.13 

704.4D 704.4D SPRINGHOUSE PARK   HC HC   4.93 

704.4D1 704.4D1     HC HC   2.70 

704.A4 704.A4 SOMMERSET #2   HC HC   0.16 

705 705.0 OVERLAND RESERVOIR   A HC   0.67 

705 705.0 OVERLAND RESERVOIR   PSG3 PSG3   4.73 

705.1A 705.1A OVERLAND DITCH   A A   10.94 

705.1A 705.1A OVERLAND DITCH   A HC   2.56 

705.1A 705.1A OVERLAND DITCH   HC HC   0.58 

705.1D 705.1D OVERLAND RESEVOIR SPUR D   A A   0.66 

706 706.0 LOST LAKE   PSG3 PSG3   2.33 
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Appendix A. Forest Service Managed Roads — A-3 

MAP LABEL INFRA ID NAME 

S
E

A
S

O
N

A
L

1  

ALT5 
PREFERRED 

ALT1 
EXISTING 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS2 

APPX 
MILES 

706.1A 706.1A LOST LAKE LODGE   PSG3 PSG3   0.21 

706.1B 706.1B LOST LAKE CAMPGROUND   PSG3 PSG3   0.35 

706.1C 706.1C TROUT SUMMER HOMES EAST   HC HC   0.26 

706.1D 706.1D TROUT SUMMER HOMES WEST   HC HC   0.17 

707 707.0 HORSE RANCH NORTH   PSG3 PSG3   0.34 

709 709.0 COAL CREEK   HC HC   1.38 

709 709.0 COAL CREEK   PSG3 PSG3   8.99 

709.1A 709.1A     PSG3 PSG3   0.50 

709.1B 709.1B     PSG3 PSG3   0.19 

709.1C 709.1C     HC HC   0.18 

710 710.0 MINNESOTA CREEK Y HC HC   4.27 

710.5A 710.5A BEAVER RESEVOIR   HC HC   0.87 

710.5B 710.5B     HC HC   0.60 

711 711.0 DRY FORK MN CREEK Y HC HC   8.23 

711.2A 711.2A DEER CRK   HC HC   1.15 

711.2B 711.2B HORSE GULCH   HC HC   2.86 

U8010 711.2B1     A HC   0.26 

711.2C 711.2C ELIJAH SPRINGS   HC HC   0.29 

711.3A 711.3A SUNSET   HC HC   0.72 

711.3B 711.3B EAST FLATIRON   HC HC   2.31 

711.3C 711.3C THE PINES   HC HC   1.98 

873 711.4A     A ATV   0.82 

UT-8103 711.A1A     A A   0.85 

UT-8105 711.A1A     A A   0.12 

U8040 711.A2A     A A   1.00 

U8041 711.A2B     A A   0.28 

711.C1 711.C1 BOX CANYON   A HC   0.89 

712 712.0 NEEDLE ROCK   PSG3 PSG3   3.34 

713 713.0 CRYSTAL CREEK   HC HC   0.66 

713 713.0 CRYSTAL CREEK   HC PSG3   5.70 

713 713.0 CRYSTAL CREEK   PSG3 PSG3   5.16 

713.3A 713.3A EAST CRYSTAL CREEK SPUR   HC HC   1.17 

713.3A 713.3A EAST CRYSTAL CREEK SPUR   HC HC Y 0.21 

UX-2049 713.3A1 Admin - Crystal Creek Spur   A HC   0.74 
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A-4 — Appendix A. Forest Service Managed Roads 

MAP LABEL INFRA ID NAME 

S
E

A
S

O
N

A
L

1  

ALT5 
PREFERRED 

ALT1 
EXISTING 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS2 

APPX 
MILES 

884 713.3A2 MENDICANT RIDGE   A A   0.30 

UX-2145 713.3A2 Admin- Pvt land access   A HC Y 0.26 

713.4A 713.4A CRYSTAL CREEK SPUR A   HC HC   0.90 

UX-2087 713.4G     HC HC   0.75 

149.1A 7149.1A WINDY POINT OVERLOOK   PSG5 PSG5   0.12 

149.1B 7149.1B SPRING CREEK PASS PG   HC PSG5   0.20 

715 715.0 MYERS GULCH   HC HC   4.82 

716 716.0 OLD MESA   HC HC   7.94 

716 716.0 OLD MESA   PSG3 PSG3   6.82 

Z716.1B 716.2A     HC HC   0.86 

716.3D 716.3D SUTTONS CORRAL   HC HC   4.48 

716.5A 716.5A MYERS SOUTH   A A   1.54 

716.5B 716.5B     HC HC   1.69 

717 717.0 MESA CREEK   HC PSG3   3.85 

717 717.0 MESA CREEK   PSG3 PSG3   4.14 

717.1E 717.1E MESA CREEK SPUR E   HC HC   0.55 

717.1E1 717.1E1 MESA CREEK SPUR 1E1   HC HC   0.54 

717.1H 717.1H MESA CREEK SPUR H   HC HC   0.44 

717.1J 717.1J HEILMAN GRAVE SITE   HC HC   0.18 

717.1L 717.1L BUFFALO OVERLOOK   HC HC   0.19 

718 718.0 WEST HUBBARD   A A   1.89 

719 719.0 CORRAL GULCH   PSG3 PSG3   3.14 

719.2A 719.2A MCLEOD RANCH   HC HC   1.10 

720 720.0 CURECANTI CR   HC HC   2.42 

720 720.0 CURECANTI CR   HC PSG3   4.26 

209.1A 7209.1A TIMBERLINE OL   HC HC   0.24 

209.1B 7209.1B UPPER PASS CREEK   HC HC   2.13 

209.1C 7209.1C PASS CREEK   HC HC   0.51 

Z7209.C1 7209.1C1     HC HC   2.55 

209.1D 7209.1D BURMA   HC HC   2.45 

209.1E 7209.1E CAKE RIDGE SPUR   HC HC   0.55 

209.1G 7209.1G UPPER BULL   HC HC   3.38 

209.1H 7209.1H ADM SITE BR   HC HC   0.23 

209.1I 7209.1I ADM SITE   HC HC   2.01 
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Appendix A. Forest Service Managed Roads — A-5 

MAP LABEL INFRA ID NAME 

S
E

A
S

O
N

A
L

1  

ALT5 
PREFERRED 

ALT1 
EXISTING 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS2 

APPX 
MILES 

209.1J 7209.1J TEXAS RIDGE   HC HC   0.22 

Z7209.J1 7209.1J1     HC HC   0.18 

209.1K 7209.1K TAYLOR PK GS   PSG3 PSG3   0.23 

Z7209.B1 7209.B1     HC HC   0.02 

209.G1 7209.G1 CRANOR   HC HC   0.39 

210 7210.0 ALDER   HC HC   0.87 

210.2A 7210.2A BIG GULCH   HC HC   0.90 

UX-2032 722.0 Pine Ridge Connector   HC HC   0.07 

237 7237.0 OLD MONARCH PASS   PSG3 PSG3   8.49 

243 7243.0 MARSHALL PASS Y PSG3 PSG3   10.76 

243.1A 7243.1A NELSON CREEK   HC HC   5.72 

243.1B 7243.1B CARLSON CREEK   HC HC   0.30 

243.1D 7243.1D NELSON CREEK SPUR   HC HC   0.81 

243.2A 7243.2A HOMESTAKE   A A   0.49 

243.2A 7243.2A HOMESTAKE   PSG3 PSG4   5.17 

243.3B 7243.3B PIPELINE   A A   3.70 

243.3C 7243.3C MILLSWITCH   A A   0.41 

243.3G 7243.3G CATLIN DITCH   HC HC   1.65 

243.3J 7243.3J CATLIN CABIN   A HC   0.58 

243.3K 7243.3K SPUR 243.3K   HC HC   1.01 

243.3M 7243.3M WINDY POINT SPUR   A A   1.09 

243.3N 7243.3N CATLIN DITCH SPUR   A HC   0.52 

243.3P 7243.3P MILLSWITCH CREEK   A A   0.99 

243.3Q 7243.3Q MILLSWITCH SPUR   A A   1.31 

266 7266.0 Hancock Pass Jeep   JEEP HC   0.89 

267 7267.0 MIRROR LAKE   HC HC   3.68 

267 7267.0 MIRROR LAKE   HC PSG3   2.63 

267.2C 7267.2C MIRROR LAKE CG   HC PSG3   0.22 

267.3D 7267.3D OLD TINCUP PASS Jeep   JEEP HC   0.36 

298 7298.0 WILLIAMS PASS Y JEEP HC   1.26 

317 7317.0 SCHOFIELD PASS Y PSG3 PSG3   5.28 

317.1A 7317.1A PUMP ROAD   A HC   0.61 

Z7317.1B 7317.1B/9590.1A SNODGRADD SPUR   DUAL-MB A   1.50 

317.3A 7317.3A GOTHIC BYPASS   HC HC   0.57 
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A-6 — Appendix A. Forest Service Managed Roads 

MAP LABEL INFRA ID NAME 

S
E

A
S

O
N

A
L

1  

ALT5 
PREFERRED 

ALT1 
EXISTING 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS2 

APPX 
MILES 

317.3B 7317.3B AVERY PEAK PG   PSG3 PSG3   0.28 

317.3C 7317.3C RUSTLER GULCH   HC HC   0.83 

317.3E 7317.3E EMERALD LAKE PG   HC HC   0.46 

317.3G 7317.3G GOTHIC C G   PSG3 PSG3   0.27 

317.B3 7317.B3 AVERY MINE   A A   0.40 

733 733.0 HOLY TERROR RES   HC HC   4.65 

744 744.0 WELSH MESA   A HC   0.68 

745 745.0 HENDERSON CREEK   A A   1.48 

597.1A 7465.1A Skyline Connector   HO HC   0.20 

473 7473.0 RAMBOULLET PARK   HC HC   4.03 

769.2C 7483.0 SOUTH QUARTZ CREEK   ATV HC   2.62 

577 7486.0 SARGENTS PARK   MO A   0.83 

243.3H 7243.3H/7486 WINDY PEAK   DUAL-MO A   0.50 

243.3H 7486.0 WINDY PEAK   MO A   2.24 

781 7487.0 NEEDLE CREEK Y ATV HC   1.54 

781 7487.0 NEEDLE CREEK Y ATV HC Y 2.57 

781 7487.0 NEEDLE CREEK Y ATV PSG3 Y 0.49 

749.0 749.0 GRAND VIEW   A HC   4.40 

Z749.3A 749.3A     A HC   1.72 

749.3C 749.3C GRAND VIEW SPUR C   A HC   2.25 

749.3D 749.3D GRAND VIEW SPUR D   A A   0.41 

687.1 7490.1A Owens-Dutchman Cutoff   ATV HC   1.88 

781.2E 7495.0 EBY BRANCH   ATV HC   0.21 

499 7499.0 CORDUROY   DUAL-MO DUAL-MO Y 2.53 

878 7878/7499 PINE CREEK   DUAL-MO DUAL-MO Y 0.85 

878.1C 7878.1C/7499 RIDGE   DUAL-MO DUAL-MO Y 1.35 

878 7878/7499.1A Corduroy Connector   DUAL-MO DUAL-MO Y 0.23 

906 7906/7531.0 MONARCH RIDGE   DUAL-MO HC   1.45 

906.1A 7531.0 MONARCH RIDGE SPUR 1A   NM/MB HC   0.47 

544.1A 7544.1A FLAG RIDGE BR A   A HC   1.24 

544.1B 7544.1B FLAG RIDGE BR B   A HC   0.78 

547 7547.0 LA GARITA STOCK DRIVEWAY   HC HC   1.99 

547.2A 7547.2A RAMBOUILET CONNECT   HC HC   0.44 

547.2B 7547.2B HILL 71 REPEATER RD   HC HC   0.53 
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Appendix A. Forest Service Managed Roads — A-7 

MAP LABEL INFRA ID NAME 

S
E

A
S

O
N

A
L

1  

ALT5 
PREFERRED 

ALT1 
EXISTING 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS2 

APPX 
MILES 

550 7550.0 SO MATCHLESS   HC HC   1.43 

552 7552.0 POVERTY GULCH   HC HC   1.61 

552.1A 7552.1A PITTSBURG MINE   A HC   0.60 

554 7554.0 DOCTOR GULCH   HC HC   2.97 

544.1 7554.0 FLAG RIDGE   A HC   3.30 

563 7563.0 CARBON-RED MTN   HC HC   2.64 

Z7563.1A 7563.1A Carbon Spur   HC HC Y 0.61 

Z7579.2C1 7563.1A Prosser Rock Spur   HC HC   0.27 

563.2A 7563.2A NORTH RED MTN   HC HC   1.42 

563.A3 7563.A3 NORTH RED MTN   A A   0.35 

563.A3 7563.A3 NORTH RED MTN   A HC   0.29 

569 7569.0 BELLVIEW   HC HC   1.32 

757 757.0 CORRAL DRAW   HC HC   2.22 

757 757.0 CORRAL DRAW   HC HC Y 0.28 

578 7578.0 MILK CREEK   HC HC   1.27 

578 7578.0 MILK CREEK   PSG3 PSG3   4.10 

578.2A 7578.2A SARGENTS MESA   HC A   5.55 

578.2B 7578.2B SARGENTS MESA SPUR B   A A   0.48 

578.2C 7578.2C ROCKY PARK   A A   1.19 

578.2D 7578.2D ROCKY RIDGE SPUR D   A A   1.20 

578.2F 7578.2F SARGENTS MESA SPUR F   A A   1.50 

579 7579.0 HOME GULCH   HC HC   6.09 

579.2A 7579.2A ROCKY GULCH   HC HC   2.21 

579.2B 7579.2B ROCKY BASIN   A DE   0.58 

579.2B 7579.2B ROCKY BASIN   A HC   0.91 

579.2C 7579.2C RAZOR CREEK   HC HC   1.68 

579.2D 7579.2D RAZOR DOME   HC HC   2.62 

Z7579.D2 7579.2D1 Razor Dome Spur D1   HC HC Y 0.09 

579.2E 7579.2E VOLE   HC HC   0.45 

579.2G 7579.2G HOME GULCH SPUR G   HC HC   0.96 

579.2I 7579.2I SPUR #1   A HC   1.14 

579.2J 7579.2J DEAN JONES GULCH   HC HC   0.78 

Z7579.3A 7579.3A Razor Dome Loop   HC HC   1.20 

Z7579.3B 7579.3B Razor Dome Loop Spur B   HC HC   0.14 
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A-8 — Appendix A. Forest Service Managed Roads 

MAP LABEL INFRA ID NAME 

S
E

A
S

O
N

A
L

1  

ALT5 
PREFERRED 

ALT1 
EXISTING 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS2 

APPX 
MILES 

Z7579.3C 7579.3C Razor Dome Loop Spur C   HC HC   0.48 

580 7580.0 LIGHTENING GULCH   HC HC   2.31 

580.1A 7580.1A RAZOR CREEK DOME   HC HC   0.91 

580.1E 7580.1E LIGHTENING GUL. SPUR E   HC HC   0.10 

582 7582.0 DEER CREEK   HC HC   0.94 

583 7583.0 PARLIN FLATS   HC HC   2.63 

583.2A 7583.2A S.B.   HC HC   1.56 

584 7584.0 TELLURIUM   HC HC   7.94 

585 7585.0 GUNSITE PASS   A HC   0.44 

585 7585.0 GUNSITE PASS   HC HC   3.02 

UX-1408 7585.B1 Special Use Road - Pvt land access   A HC   0.08 

586 7586.0 ONE MILE   HC HC   9.59 

586.1A 7586.1A FIVE MILE   HC HC   3.30 

586.1C 7586.1C CLIFF CREEK   HC HC   1.62 

586.1D 7586.1D TAYLOR VIEW   HC HC   0.74 

586.1E 7586.1E COUGAR CANYON   HC HC   0.36 

586.1G 7586.1G ONE MILE SPUR G   HC HC   0.22 

586.2A 7586.2A ELSINORE   HC HC   0.70 

586.3A 7586.3A EAST BEAVER   HC HC   0.82 

586.3E 7586.3E HIGH BEAVER (NELSON RD)   HC HC   0.67 

586.3F 7586.3F CREEK OVERLOOK   HC HC   0.26 

586.A1 7586.A1 FIVE MILE SPUR 1   HC HC   0.15 

586.A2 7586.A2 FIVE MILE SPUR 2   HC HC   0.97 

586.A3 7586.A3 FIVE MILE SPUR 3   HC HC   0.12 

586.A4 7586.A4 FIRE VIEW   HC HC   0.32 

587 7587.0 PASS CREEK BR   HC HC   3.63 

587 7587.0 PASS CREEK BR   PSG3 PSG3   0.73 

588 7588.0 PINE CR RIDGE   A HC   1.15 

592 7592.0 BONHOLDER   A DUAL-ATV   3.71 

597 7597.0 VAN TASSEL   HC HC   6.54 

597 7597.0 Van Tassel   HC HC   3.16 

787.2D 7597.0 Van Tassel   HC HC   0.84 

787.2J 7597.0 Van Tassel   HC HC   0.58 

U-7787.2J 7597.0 Van Tassel   HC HC Y 0.13 
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Z7597 7597.0 Van Tassel   HC HC   0.26 

597.1A 7597.1A VAN TASSEL BR   HC HC   1.38 

Z7597.A1 7597.1A1 Van Tassel-Cochetopa Spur   HC HC   0.64 

597.1C 7597.1C VAN TASSEL SPUR 1C   HC HC   0.48 

597.1D 7597.1D VAN TASSEL SPUR 1D   HC HC   1.02 

599 7599.0 PINTO BASIN   HC HC   6.00 

602 7602.0 O C SPUR   A HC   2.10 

603 7603.0 ALKALI   A HC   1.31 

604 7604.0 CABIN CREEK COW CAMP   HC HC   3.00 

604.1A 7604.1A SHEEPS GULCH   HC HC   1.17 

Z7604.2B 7604.2B Cow Camp Spur   HC HC   0.29 

604.3A 7604.3A SCHOOL SECTION   HC HC   0.16 

604.A3 7604.A3 SPUR   HC HC   0.06 

606 7606.0 LEAPS   A HC   0.26 

606 7606.0 LEAPS   HC HC   1.71 

606.1B 7606.1B ESTY   HC HC Y 1.07 

608 7608.0 MCINTYRE GULCH   A HC   5.67 

608.2A 7608.2A LOWER SOAP MESA   A HC   2.27 

609 7609.0 MAIN GULCH   HC HC   5.21 

609.2A 7609.2A MAIN GULCH SPUR   HC HC   1.60 

609.2A1 7609.2A1 RAINBOW LODGE   HC HC   0.17 

609.2C 7609.2C SLAB MILL CUTOFF   HC HC   0.63 

Z9642 7609.A2     A HC Y 0.54 

609.A2 7609.A2 BEAR SPRINGS   A HC Y 0.67 

609.A2 7609.A2 BEAR SPRINGS   HC HC   0.71 

609.A3 7609.A3 BEAR SPRINGS SPUR 1   HC HC   0.76 

609.A5 7609.A5 MAIN GULCH SPUR A5   A HC   0.79 

UX-2109 762.0 FLATIRON   HC HC   0.08 

762 762.0 FLATIRON   HC HC   0.79 

763.1A 7640.0 Waunita Pass Trail   ATV HC   1.49 

763.1B 7640.0 Waunita Pass Trail   ATV HC   1.27 

763.1N 7640.0 Waunita Pass Trail   ATV HC   1.03 

763.1B 7640.1A Waunita Pass Connector   ATV HC   0.07 

759.1A 7642.0 Italian Pass Jeep Trail   JEEP HC   3.00 
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759.2B 7642.0 Italian Pass Jeep Trail   JEEP HC   0.08 

782.1A 7643.0 LEFT BARRET   ATV HC   2.35 

781.2D 7643.0 Left Barret   ATV HC   0.29 

772.1A 7644.0 BALD MTN   ATV HC   2.90 

750.2D 7645.0 GREEN MOUNTAIN   ATV HC   1.38 

750.2D 7645.0 GREEN MOUNTAIN   MO HC   1.27 

750.2F 7645.1A GREEN MTN SPUR 2F   ATV HC   0.67 

750.2G 7645.1A GREEN MTN SPUR 2G   ATV HC   0.08 

787.2D 7646.0 CDNST Quemedo Spur   HO HC   2.04 

763.1C 7647.0 Powderhouse Trail   ATV HC   0.97 

880.1C 7648.0 Italian ConnectorTrail   MO HC Y 0.56 

779.1A 7649.0 North Bald Pitkin Cut-Off   ATV HC   1.30 

839 7653.0 ALPINE TUNNEL   NM/MB A   0.63 

772.1C 772.1C/7654 WILEY GULCH SPUR C   DUAL-HO HC   0.14 

669 7669.0 SECTION 3 RD   HC HC   1.03 

669.1A 7669.1A SEC3 SPUR A   HC HC   1.42 

669.1B 7669.1B SEC3 SPUR B   HC HC   0.35 

671 7671.0 UPPER ILLINOIS   A A   0.56 

671 7671.0 UPPER ILLINOIS   PSG3 A   2.47 

671 7671.0 UPPER ILLINOIS   PSG3 PSG3   4.03 

Z7671.2A 7671.2A Upper Illinois Ck Spur   HC HC   0.26 

677.1 7677.1 115 PWRL SEC 1   A HC   0.79 

677.3 7677.3 115 PWRL SEC 3   A HC   1.76 

677.3A 7677.3A 115 PWRL SPUR 3A   A HC   0.30 

677.3B 7677.3B 115 PWRL SPUR 3B   A HC   0.53 

677.3C 7677.3C 115 POWERLINE SPUR   A HC   1.75 

Z7677.4 7677.4A Admin-PWRL Sec 4 Loop   A HC   0.23 

677.5 7677.5 115 PWRL SEC 5   HC HC   0.93 

7677.5 7677.5 115 PWRL SEC 5   A HC   0.60 

677.5A 7677.5A 115 POWERLINE SPUR   A HC   0.75 

677.6 7677.6 115 PWRL SEC 6   A HC Y 3.54 

677.6A 7677.6A 115 POWERLINE SPUR   A HC   2.23 

677.7 7677.7 115 PWRL SEC 7   A HC   1.32 

677.7A 7677.7A 115 POWERLINE SPUR 7A   A HC   1.40 
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678.1 7678.1 FLICK GULCH   HC HC   1.01 

678.1B 7678.1B FLICK CUTOFF   HC HC   0.55 

678.B2 7678.B2 MEANS SPUR   HC HC   1.17 

679 7679.0 MCINTYRE   A HC   1.18 

UX-1963 7679.1A     A HC   0.11 

680.1 7680.1 230 PWRL SEC 1   HC HC   1.83 

Z7680.1 7680.1 230 PWRL Sec 1   HC HC   0.32 

680.1A 7680.1A GREATHOUSE-POWLN CUTOFF   HC HC   0.40 

680.2 7680.2 230 PWRL SEC 2   HC HC   1.33 

680.2A 7680.2A PRIVATE FORK   HC HC   0.47 

7680.4 7680.4 230 PWRL SEC 4   HC HC   0.65 

680.5 7680.5 230PWRL SEC 5   HC HC   1.33 

681.1 7681.1 RAZOR DOME BURN   HC HC   0.59 

681.1B 7681.1B WEST DOME   HC HC   1.09 

682 7682.0 FLYING M RANCH   HC HC   0.35 

683 7683.0 AGATE CREEK   A HC   1.28 

684 7684.0 SARGENTS RIDGE   HC HC   3.85 

688.1 7688.1 ROOSEVELT MINE   A A   0.44 

689 7689.0 RAMBOUILLET CREEK   HC HC   0.62 

690 7690.0 PITKIN CG SPUR   A HC   0.91 

691 7691.0 BRUSH-AGATE   A HC   1.19 

691.1A 7691.1A BRUSH-AGATE SPUR 1A   A HC   0.59 

692 7692.0 CHATO SPUR   A A   0.93 

694 7694.0 COLEMAN RIDGE   HC HC   0.79 

694.1A 7694.1A COLEMAN   HC HC   0.41 

697.1A 7697.1A NORTH BLUE PARK SPUR A   A HC   0.89 

698 7698.0 CAMPBIRD   HC HC   0.75 

698.1A 7698.1A CAMPBIRD SPUR A   HC HC   1.20 

698.1B 7698.1B CAMPBIRD SPUR B   HC HC   1.19 

698.1B1 7698.1B1 BARR ROW   A A   0.76 

700 7700.0 SUMMERVILLE TRAILHEAD   PSG3 PSG3   0.12 

721 7721.0 SOAP CREEK Y HC HC   6.12 

721 7721.0 SOAP CREEK Y HC PSG3   2.51 

721 7721.0 SOAP CREEK Y PSG3 PSG3   0.52 
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721 7721.0 SOAP CREEK Y PSG3 PSG4   1.61 

721.1B 7721.1B FITZPATRIC CO   HC HC   3.09 

721.2A 7721.2A PONDEROSA CG   PSG3 PSG3   1.42 

Z7721.A3 7721.2A1 Boat Ramp   HC HC   0.19 

Z7721.A4 7721.2A2 Boat Ramp Loop   HC HC   0.23 

721.2C 7721.2C SOAP CREEK CG   PSG3 PSG3   0.75 

721.2D 7721.2D COMMISSARY CG   PSG3 PSG3   0.14 

721.2E 7721.2E SOAP SPUR 1   HC A   0.17 

721.2E 7721.2E SOAP SPUR 1   HC HC   0.05 

721.2G 7721.2G COMMISSARY SPUR 1   HC HC   0.06 

721.2H 7721.2H SOAP CREEK CG SPUR   HC HC   0.60 

721.2J 7721.2J SOAP SPUR 2   HC HC   0.71 

721.3B 7721.3B LITTLE SOAP PK   HC HC   0.90 

721.3D 7721.3D OLD ROAD   HC HC   0.10 

721.3F 7721.3F BIG SOAP BR   HC HC   1.82 

Z7721.A1 7721.4A Soap Creek Spur 4A   HC HC   0.08 

Z7721.C1 7721.4B Soap Creek Spur 4B   HC HC   0.13 

721.A2 7721.A2 CARPENTER   A A   1.74 

723 7723.0 RED CREEK Y HC HC   0.54 

723 7723.0 RED CREEK Y PSG3 PSG3   14.96 

723.2B 7723.2B POISON RIDGE   A HC   1.27 

723.2B 7723.2B POISON RIDGE   HC HC   1.30 

U7099 7723.2B1     A A   0.41 

U7101 7723.2B2     A A   0.12 

U7098 7723.2B3 Admin - Red Ck TS   A A   0.09 

723.2C 7723.2C UPPER DEEP HOLLOW   A HC   1.12 

723.2C 7723.2C UPPER DEEP HOLLOW   HC HC   0.15 

723.2C1 7723.2C1 UPPER DEEP HOLLOW 2C1   HC HC   0.27 

723.2C2 7723.2C2 UPPER DEEP HOLLOW 2C2   HC HC   0.20 

723.2C3 7723.2C3 UPPER DEEP HOLLOW 2C3   A A   0.86 

723.2E 7723.2E UPPER WEST RED   HC HC   1.27 

723.2E1 7723.2E1 UPPER W RED SPUR   A HC   0.42 

723.2E2 7723.2E2 UPPER W RED 2E2   A HC   0.62 

723.2G 7723.2G SIX MILE   A A   1.42 
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723.2I 7723.2I RED SPUR 2I   HC HC   0.76 

723.2J 7723.2J UPPER RED SPUR 2J   A DE   0.07 

723.2J 7723.2J UPPER RED SPUR 2J   A HC   0.43 

723.B1 7723.B1 POISION GULCH   A HC   1.25 

723.B2 7723.B2 DEEP HOLLOW   HC HC   1.25 

723.C2 7723.C2 POISON BASIN   A HC   0.78 

723.D1 7723.D1 WEST DEEP HOLLOW SPUR 1   A HC   0.54 

723.D1 7723.D1 WEST DEEP HOLLOW SPUR 1   HC HC   0.33 

723.D2 7723.D2 WEST DEEP HOLLOW SPUR 2   HC HC   0.70 

723.D5 7723.D5 W DEEP HOLLOW SPUR 5   A DE   0.13 

723.E3 7723.E3 UPPER RED SPUR E3   A HC   0.66 

724 7724.0 RAINBOW LAKE Y PSG3 PSG3   13.44 

724.2A 7724.2A RAINBOW LAKE   PSG3 PSG3   0.36 

724.2B 7724.2B EAST FORK SPUR 2 Y HC HC   0.21 

724.2B 7724.2B EAST FORK SPUR 2 Y HC HC Y 0.22 

724.2C 7724.2C FRYING PAN   HC HC   0.07 

Z7724.C2 7724.2C1 Frying Pan Camp Site   HC HC   0.27 

724.2D 7724.2D BURNT MILL   A A   2.11 

724.2E 7724.2E BEAR WALLOW   A HC   0.36 

724.2F 7724.2F SLAB MILL   A A   0.66 

724.2F 7724.2F SLAB MILL   A HC Y 2.33 

724.2F 7724.2F SLAB MILL   HC HC   0.43 

724.2H 7724.2H RAINBOW SPUR   HC HC   0.20 

724.2I 7724.2I RAINBOW SPUR   A HC   0.21 

724.2J 7724.2J RAINBOW SPUR   HC HC   0.25 

724.2L 7724.2L RAINBOW SPUR   HC HC   0.28 

724.2M 7724.2M RAINBOW SPUR   HC HC   0.33 

724.2N 7724.2N RAINBOW SPUR   A HC   0.13 

U7103 7724.2P     HC HC Y 0.16 

Z7724.A2 7724.3A Rainbow Lake Camp Loop   HC HC   0.40 

Z7724.A3 7724.3A1 Rainbow Lake Camp Spur   HC HC   0.14 

725 7725.0 COW CREEK   HC HC   1.58 

725.1A 7725.1A SANFORD CREEK   HC HC   0.54 

725.1C 7725.1C COW CREEK SPUR   HC HC   0.38 
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726 7726.0 STEERS GULCH Y HC HC   13.92 

727 7727.0 MILL CREEK Y HC HC   1.25 

727.2A 7727.2A GUERRIERI   HC HC   0.21 

727.2B 7727.2B EILEBRECHT DITCH   HC HC   0.08 

727.B2 7727.B2 CUNNINGHAM BR   HC HC   1.17 

728 7728.0 CASTLE CREEK   A A   3.47 

728.2A 7728.2A CASTLE JUNCTION   A A   0.72 

728.2B 7728.2B CASTLE BRANCH   A A   0.42 

728.2C 7728.2C LITTLE PASS CREEK   A A   0.68 

729 7729.0 GARDNER RIDGE   A DE   0.38 

729 7729.0 GARDNER RIDGE   PSG3 PSG3   1.73 

UX-1757 7729.1C     HC HC   0.14 

729.2A 7729.2A GARDNER RIDGE MINE   A A   0.46 

730 7730.0 OHIO CREEK Y PSG3_NNL PSG3   5.35 

730.1B 7730.1B RAILROAD GRADE   HC HC   0.76 

730.1D 7730.1D BEAVER PONDS PARKING   PSG3 PSG3   0.02 

732 7732.0 AMAX   A A   5.20 

732.2A 7732.2A RED LADY SPUR 2A   A A   0.63 

732.2B 7732.2B RED LADY BASIN   A A   1.38 

732.A1 7732.A1 STANDARD   A HC   2.84 

734 7734.0 SLATE RIVER   HC HC   2.97 

734 7734.0 SLATE RIVER   PSG3 PSG3   1.40 

734.5A 7734.5A SLATE RIVER SPUR   HC HC   0.23 

735 7735.0 RAMBOUILLET Y HC HC S 3.94 

736 7736.0 FARRIS   HC HC Y 3.65 

736.1A 7736.1A STRAND HILL   HC HC Y 2.55 

737 7737.0 CARBON CREEK   PSG3 PSG3   1.43 

738 7738.0 BRUSH CREEK Y HC HC   7.34 

738 7738.0 BRUSH CREEK Y PSG3 PSG3   0.50 

738.2A 7738.2A WEST BRUSH   HC HC   3.78 

739.1A 7739.1A VIRGINIA BASIN   A A   0.61 

740 7740.0 CEMENT CREEK Y HC HC   8.18 

740 7740.0 CEMENT CREEK Y PSG3 PSG3   3.57 

740 7740.0 CEMENT CREEK Y PSG4 PSG4   1.90 
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740.2A 7740.2A CEMENT WORK CENTER   PSG3 PSG3   0.21 

740.2B 7740.2B PIONEER RESORT   PSG3 PSG3   0.54 

740.2C 7740.2C WALROD   HC HC   1.64 

UX-1173 7740.2C1     HC HC   0.19 

740.2D 7740.2D CEMENT SUMMER HOME   HC HC   0.78 

740.2E 7740.2E CEMENT CREEK C G LOOP A   PSG3 PSG3   0.22 

740.2E1 7740.2E1 CEMENT CREEK CG LOOP B   PSG3 PSG3   0.15 

740.4E 7740.4E LAPIS   A A   1.79 

742 7742.0 TAYLOR RIVER   PSG3 PSG3   2.54 

742 7742.0 TAYLOR RIVER   PSG3 PSG4   9.38 

742 7742.0 TAYLOR RIVER   PSG4 PSG4   5.59 

742.1A 7742.1A NORTH BANK C G   PSG3 PSG3   0.57 

742.1B 7742.1B ONE MILE C G   PSG5 PSG5   0.53 

742.1C 7742.1C ROSY LANE C G   PSG5 PSG5   0.43 

742.1D 7742.1D TAYLOR RIVER VIS   PSG5 PSG5   0.10 

742.1E 7742.1E LODGEPOLE C G   PSG3 PSG3   0.11 

742.1F 7742.1F COLD SPRINGS C G   PSG3 PSG3   0.12 

742.1G 7742.1G LOTTIS CREEK C G   PSG3 PSG3   0.13 

742.1H 7742.1H LAKE VIEW C G   PSG5 PSG5   0.52 

742.1H 7742.1H1 LAKE VIEW CG LOOP 1   PSG5 PSG5   0.37 

742.1H 7742.1H2 LAKE VIEW CG LOOP2   PSG5 PSG5   0.56 

742.1I 7742.1I BOAT DOCK   PSG3 PSG3   0.31 

Z7742.I1 7742.1I1     HC HC   0.27 

742.1J 7742.1J RESERVOIR OVERLOOK   PSG3 PSG3   0.09 

742.1L 7742.1L TRADING POST LANDING   PSG3 PSG3   0.47 

742.1N 7742.1N HOLLY POINT   HC HC   0.60 

742.1P 7742.1P HOBBS GULCH   HC HC   1.71 

742.1Q 7742.1Q BULL 2   HC HC   0.14 

742.1R 7742.1R TEXAS POINT   HC HC   0.68 

742.1S 7742.1S RIVERS END C G   PSG3 PSG3   0.56 

742.1T 7742.1T SOUTH LOTTIS   HC HC   0.69 

742.1V 7742.1V BALDY LOOP   PSG3 PSG3   0.26 

742.3A 7742.3A N ILLINOIS SP   HC HC   0.22 

742.3B 7742.3B RIVER LOOP   HC HC   0.53 
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Z7742.F1 7742.3C     HC HC   0.30 

742.3D 7742.3D PIEPLANT CREEK   HC HC   3.86 

742.3E 7742.3E DINNER STATION BP   HC HC   0.69 

742.3F 7742.3F DINNER STATION CG   PSG3 PSG3   0.42 

742.3G 7742.3G N TAYLOR SP   A A   0.14 

742.3G 7742.3G N TAYLOR SP   HC HC   0.55 

742.3H 7742.3H RED MTN CREEK   PSG3 PSG3   1.45 

742.3I 7742.3I POTHOLE   HC HC   0.20 

742.3J 7742.3J POTHOLE RES 2   HC HC   0.23 

742.3K 7742.3K DORCHESTER CG   PSG3 PSG3   1.15 

742.3L 7742.3L HIDEAWAY   HC HC   0.68 

Z7742.K3 7742.3N     HC HC   0.26 

Z7742.K1 7742.3P     HC HC   0.08 

UT9597 7742.3P2 Camp Spur 3P2   HC DE   0.12 

Z7742.J2 7742.3Q     HC HC   0.66 

U-110 7742.4A SO LOTTIS   HC HC   0.44 

Z7742.I2 7742.5A     HC HC   0.23 

742.A1 7742.A1 FIVE MILE BOAT LAUNCH   PSG5 PSG5   0.28 

742.A2 7742.A2 SOUTH BANK RIVER ACCESS   PSG5 PSG5   0.11 

742.D2 7742.D2 PIEPLANT SPUR 2   HC HC   0.44 

742.E3 7742.E3 DINNER STATION BP   A A   1.45 

742.E3 7742.E3 DINNER STATION BP   HC A   0.26 

742.F3 7742.F3 DINNER STATION SPUR   HC HC   0.69 

742.S1 7742.S1 RIVERS END BOAT   HC HC   0.62 

743 7743.0 LOST CANYON   HC HC   3.73 

743 7743.0 LOST CANYON   PSG3 PSG3   3.37 

743.4B 7743.4B CANYON SPUR   HC HC   1.42 

743.B4 7743.B4 CUTOFF SPUR   HC HC   0.54 

744 7744.0 SPRING CREEK   HC HC   6.28 

744 7744.0 SPRING CREEK   PSG3 PSG3   4.49 

744 7744.0 SPRING CREEK   PSG3 PSG3   6.14 

744.2A 7744.2A SPRING CREEK C G   PSG3 PSG3   0.23 

744.2C 7744.2C DEADMAN   HC HC   0.77 

744.2D 7744.2D MOSCA C G   PSG3 PSG3   0.23 
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744.2G 7744.2G BOAT RAMP   PSG3 PSG3   0.19 

744.2I 7744.2I SPRING CR SPUR   HC HC   0.81 

Z7744.3I 7744.2J Spring Creek Camp Loop   HC HC   0.33 

Z7744.4I 7744.2K Spring Creek Camp Spur   HC HC   0.30 

Z7880.B1 7744.2L Spring Ck Res Camp 2L   HC HC   0.54 

744.3A 7744.3A BEAR CREEK   A HC   0.86 

744.3B 7744.3B BEAR CREEK CUTOFF   A HC   0.76 

744.3C 7744.3C WEST FLAG   A HC   1.02 

744.3C 7744.3C WEST FLAG   HC HC   0.59 

744.3D 7744.3D BEAR CREEK EXTR   A HC   1.99 

746 7746.0 DUSTIN GULCH   A A   1.48 

746 7746.0 DUSTIN GULCH   HC HC   2.24 

746.1A 7746.1A WHEELBARROW GULCH   A HC   0.68 

746.1A 7746.1A WHEELBARROW GULCH   HC HC   1.45 

746.1B 7746.1B DUSTIN SPUR   A HC   0.35 

746.2E 7746.2E DUSTIN GULCH BR   A A   0.24 

748 7748.0 ROCKY BROOK   PSG3 PSG3   10.55 

748.1A 7748.1A NORTH ROCKY BROOK   A A   0.69 

748.1B 7748.1B DUSTIN PARK   HC HC   1.93 

748.1C 7748.1C ROCKY POINT   A HC   2.04 

748.1C 7748.1C ROCKY POINT   HC HC   1.52 

748.1D 7748.1D ROCKY BROOK SPUR   A A   0.87 

748.1E 7748.1E HORSETHIEF   A A   0.95 

748.1F 7748.1F TRAIL CC   A A   1.39 

748.1G 7748.1G TRAIL SPUR   A A   0.67 

748.1H 7748.1H ROCKY POINT SOUTH   A A   0.90 

Z7748.A1 7748.1K Trail Creek Camp K   HC HC   0.10 

Z7748.A2 7748.1L Trail Creek Camp L   HC HC   0.11 

Z7748.A3 7748.1M Trail Creek Camp M   HC HC   0.10 

748.C2 7748.C2 ROCKY POINT SPUR 2   A A   0.47 

748.C3 7748.C3 SOUTH TRAIL   A HC   1.54 

750 7750.0 OWENS CREEK   HC HC   2.82 

750.1A 7750.1A MILL HILL   HC HC   0.71 

UX-2179 7750.1A1     HC HC Y 0.23 
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750.1B 7750.1B     HC HC   0.40 

UX-1516 7750.1B1     HC HC   0.03 

750.2A 7750.2A DUTCHMAN   HC HC   1.07 

750.2B 7750.2B DUTCHMAN SPUR 2B   HC HC   0.39 

750.2C 7750.2C DUTCHMAN SPUR 2C   HC HC   0.31 

750.2D 7750.2D GREEN MOUNTAIN   HC HC   0.69 

750.2H 7750.2H OLD NEEDLE CR RD   PSG3 PSG3   0.39 

751 7751.0 NORTH TRAIL   A HC   1.97 

751.1A 7751.1A NORTH TRAIL SPUR   A HC   0.95 

752 7752.0 UNION PARK   HC HC   2.36 

752 7752.0 UNION PARK   PSG3 PSG3   4.32 

752.1B 7752.1B PARK RIDGE   A HC   1.42 

752.1C 7752.1C PARK CONE   A HC   0.70 

752.1F 7752.1F UPPER UNION   A HC   1.21 

752.2B 7752.2B LOTTIS MINE   HC HC   0.36 

752.3A 7752.3A CROSS MTN   HC HC   1.43 

752.3B 7752.3B CAMERON CREEK   HC HC   1.73 

752.3D 7752.3D CROSS   HC HC   0.09 

752.F1 7752.F1 UNION SPUR 1   A HC   0.33 

752.F2 7752.F2 UNION SPUR 2   A HC   0.36 

753.1 7753.1 SOUTH TRAIL   A HC   1.05 

753.1 7753.1 SOUTH TRAIL   HC HC   2.08 

753.1A 7753.1A BURN SPUR 1   A HC   0.39 

753.1C 7753.1C BURN SPUR 3   A HC   0.65 

753.1D 7753.1D S.TRAIL SPUR   A HC   0.47 

753.1E 7753.1E S.TRAIL BRANCH   A HC   0.66 

755 7755.0 TEXAS CREEK   HC HC   8.54 

755.1A 7755.1A TEXAS-COTTON WOOD   HC HC   2.34 

Z7755.D1 7755.1A2 TEXAS COTTONWOOD CAMP    HC HC   0.06 

755.1B 7755.1B TEXAS CUTOFF   HC HC   0.73 

755.1C 7755.1C NORTH TEXAS BR   HC HC   0.96 

755.1D 7755.1D NORTH TEXAS BR 1   HC HC   1.48 

755.1E 7755.1E NORTH TEXAS BR 2   HC HC   0.26 

755.1F 7755.1F NORTH TEXAS BR 3   HC HC   0.21 
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755.1G 7755.1G NORTH TEXAS BR 4   HC HC   0.25 

755.1H 7755.1H TEXAS LOW   HC HC   0.81 

Z7755.A1 7755.2A TEXAS CREEK CAMP 2A   HC HC   0.07 

Z7755.B1 7755.2B TEXAS CREEK CAMP LOOP 2B   HC HC   0.30 

Z7755.B2 7755.2B2 TEXAS CREEK CAMP 2B2   HC HC   0.14 

Z7755.C1 7755.2C TEXAS CREEK CAMP LOOP 2C   HC HC   0.36 

Z7755.C1A 7755.2C1 TEXAS CREEK CAMP LOOP 2C1   HC HC   0.22 

756 7756.0 ILLINOIS   A A   1.09 

756.1A 7756.1A ILLINOIS-TEXAS   HC HC   1.40 

756.1C 7756.1C ILLINOIS TEXAS BR   HC HC   1.28 

756.A1 7756.A1 ILLINOIS/TEXAS BR   HC HC   1.26 

756.A2 7756.A2 ILLINOIS/TEXAS SPUR   HC HC   1.05 

756.A3 7756.A3 ILLINOIS BR 1   HC HC   0.80 

758.1 7758.1 KENTUCKY RIDGE   A HC   0.96 

758.1 7758.1 KENTUCKY RIDGE   HC HC   2.65 

758.1A 7758.1A KENTUCKY GULCH   HC HC   3.00 

758.1B 7758.1B UPPER BERTHA   HC HC   0.43 

758.1C 7758.1C KENTUCKY GULCH   HC HC   0.51 

759 7759.0 ITALIAN CREEK   HC HC   17.75 

759.1D 7759.1D RENO REPEATER   A ATV   0.62 

759.1E 7759.1E FLAG DIVIDE   HC HC   4.35 

759.2A 7759.2A STAR MINE   HC HC   0.64 

759.2E 7759.2E AMERICAN FLAG   HC HC   0.62 

759.2F 7759.2F STEWART MINE   A A   0.44 

Z7759.3A 7759.3A     HC HC   0.07 

776 776.0 WATSON FLATS RD   HC HC   2.35 

760 7760.0 FOREST HILL   HC HC   1.70 

760.1A 7760.1A FOREST HILL SPUR   HC HC   0.44 

760.1B 7760.1B PAYMASTER MINE   HC HC   0.28 

760.3A 7760.3A LILY POND   HC HC   0.91 

761 7761.0 TAYLOR PASS   HC HC   4.08 

761.1A 7761.1A TAYLOR PASS DIVIDE   HC HC   2.55 

761.1C 7761.1C TAYLOR LAKE BYPASS   HC HC   0.68 

761.1D 7761.1D TAYLOR RIVER HEAD   HC HC   4.14 
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761.A1 7761.A1 GOLD HILL   HC HC   1.43 

763 7763.0 WAUNITA PASS   PSG3 PSG3   6.07 

763.1G 7763.1G FARLEE   HC HC   0.23 

763.1H 7763.1H MINGO   HC HC   2.38 

763.1I 7763.1I LORRAIN   HC HC   0.61 

Z7763.A1 7763.1I1 LORRAIN SPUR   HC HC   0.83 

763.1J 7763.1J LORRAIN 235 PWRL   HC HC   1.17 

763.1T 7763.1T MINGO SPUR T   HC HC   0.90 

Z7763.3A.1 7763.3A1 GRAPHITE CREEK CAMP   HC HC   0.19 

764 7764.0 SLAUGHTERHOUSE GULCH   HC HC   3.27 

764.1A 7764.1A 
SLAUGHTERHOUSE GULCH 
SPUR A   A HC   2.04 

764.1B 7764.1B 
SLAUGHTERHOUSE GULCH 
SPUR B   A HC   0.72 

764.1C 7764.1C 
SLAUGHTERHOUSE GULCH 
SPUR C   A HC   0.84 

765 7765.0 CUMBERLAND PASS Y PSG3 PSG3   14.77 

765 7765.0 CUMBERLAND PASS Y PSG4 PSG4   6.41 

765.1A 7765.1A TAYLOR PARK LAGOON   PSG3 PSG3   0.31 

765.1B 7765.1B  RED BUCK   HC HC   0.42 

765.1C 7765.1C TINCUP DUMP   HC HC   1.16 

765.1D 7765.1D WILLOW 1   HC HC   0.18 

765.1F 7765.1F WILLOW 2   HC HC   0.30 

765.1G 7765.1G OLD DUMP   HC HC   0.21 

765.2A 7765.2A TINCUP GULCH   HC HC   0.91 

765.2B 7765.2B BLISTERED HORN   HC HC   2.23 

765.2C 7765.2C WEST WILLOW   HC HC   1.13 

765.2D 7765.2D     HC HC   0.02 

765.3B 7765.3B GOODNER   A HC   0.84 

UX-1069 7765.3B1     A HC   0.44 

765.3C 7765.3C MOSQUITO   HC HC   1.46 

765.3C1 7765.3C1 MOSQUITO SPUR   HC HC   0.49 

765.3D 7765.3D QUARTZ CG   PSG3 PSG3   0.17 

765.3E 7765.3E PITKIN CG   PSG3 PSG3   0.41 

765.3E1 7765.3E1 PITKIN CG LOOP1   PSG3 PSG3   0.10 
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765.3E2 7765.3E2 PITKIN CG LOOP 2   PSG3 PSG3   0.09 

765.3E3 7765.3E3 PITKIN CG LOOP 3   PSG3 PSG3   0.06 

765.3F 7765.3F CUMBERLAND PASS SPUR F   HC HC   0.66 

765.3G 7765.3G KIMMEL GULCH   A HC   0.20 

765.3H 7765.3H PITKIN CG SPRING   HC HC   0.13 

765.3J 7765.3J SAWMILL GULCH   HC HC   0.15 

Z7765.A2 7765.4A WILLOW CREEK CAMP 4A   HC HC   0.11 

Z7765.A1 7765.4B TAYLOR PARK CAMP 4B   HC HC   0.51 

Z7765.D1 7765.4D WILLOW CREEK CAMP 4D   HC HC   0.10 

Z7765.D2 7765.4D1 WILLOW CREEK CAMP 4D1   HC HC   0.05 

765.B1 7765.B1 DUMP BR 1   HC HC   0.94 

765.C1 7765.C1 DUMP BR 2   HC HC   0.41 

766 7766.0 HALLS GULCH   HC HC   3.28 

766.1C 7766.1C FISHER   HC HC   2.24 

766.1D 7766.1D JACKSON LAKE   A HC   0.46 

766.1I 7766.1I HALLS GULCH SPUR 1I   A HC   0.45 

766.1J 7766.1J HALLS GULCH SPUR 1J   A HC   0.38 

767 7767.0 MIDDLE QUARTZ CREEK   HC HC   4.62 

767.1B 7767.1B MIDDLE QUARTZ STAGE   HC HC   0.30 

768 7768.0 HORN GULCH   A HC   1.34 

769 7769.0 DEPLER PARK   HC HC   7.95 

769 7769.0 DEPLER PARK   JEEP HC   2.20 

769.2B 7769.2B BUFFALO FORK   HC HC   0.76 

769.2K 7769.2K DEPLAR PARK SPUR K   A A   0.74 

770 7770.0 FAIRVIEW PEAK   A A   0.66 

770 7770.0 FAIRVIEW PEAK   HC HC   3.67 

770.1A 7770.1A     HC HC   0.97 

771 7771.0 GOLD CREEK   HC HC   1.63 

771 7771.0 GOLD CREEK   HC PSG3   1.43 

771.1A 7771.1A COMANCHE CG   PSG3 PSG3   0.11 

771.1B 7771.1B DUTCH GULCH   A HC   1.02 

771.1C 7771.1C COMANCHE GULCH   HC HC   2.78 

771.2A 7771.2A JONES GULCH   A HC   1.04 

U-7152 7771.2A1     A HC   0.31 
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771.2B 7771.2B SANDY HOOK   A A   0.69 

771.2C 7771.2C NANCE CABIN   HC HC   0.06 

771.2D 7771.2D GOLD CREEK CG   PSG3 PSG3   0.12 

771.2G 7771.2G NEW DOLLAR   HC HC   3.16 

772 7772.0 WILEY GULCH   HC HC   3.53 

772.1B 7772.1B WILEY GULCH SPUR B   A HC   1.77 

772.1C 7772.1C WILEY GULCH SPUR C   A HC   1.64 

772.1D 7772.1D WILEY GULCH SPUR C   A HC   0.33 

772.1D 7772.1D WILEY GULCH SPUR C   HC HC   0.78 

773 7773.0 FISHER   HC HC Y 3.97 

773.1B 7773.1B FISHER GULCH 3R   HC DE Y 0.67 

774 7774.0 STRIDIRON   HC HC   4.98 

774.2B 7774.2B STEIDIRON SPUR B   HC HC   1.28 

774.3A 7774.3A STRIDIRON   HC HC   0.13 

775 7775.0 MUDDY CREEK   HC HC   4.36 

775.1D 7775.1D MUDDY CR. SPUR D   HC HC   0.64 

775.1E 7775.1E MUDDY CR. SPUR E   HC HC   0.35 

776.A1 7776.A1 LAKE FORK SAGUACHE   A A   1.03 

777 7777.0 INDIAN CREEK   A HC   1.75 

777 7777.0 INDIAN CREEK   HC HC   3.04 

777.1A 7777.1A BULLS CREEK   HC HC   1.15 

777.1C 7777.1C INDIAN CREEK BR 1   HC HC   2.77 

779 7779.0 NORTH BALD MTN   HC HC   3.47 

778 778.0 GROUSE SPRING RD   HC HC   0.92 

780 7780.0 LONG BRANCH G S   HC HC   1.30 

780 7780.0 LONG BRANCH G S   HC PSG3   1.50 

780.1A 7780.1A BIG BEND   HC HC   2.03 

781 7781.0 NEEDLE CREEK Y PSG3 PSG3   1.17 

781.2A 7781.2A NEEDLE CR SPUR 2A   HC HC   0.64 

781.2C 7781.2C NEEDLE CR SPUR 2C   HC HC   0.52 

781.2D 7781.2D BIG HILL   HC HC   1.23 

782 7782.0 BARRET CREEK   HC HC   6.23 

782.1B 7782.1B BIG DRAW   HC HC   0.35 

782 7782.1C BARRET CREEK   HC HC   0.16 
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782.1C 7782.1C KILBORN SPRING   HC HC   1.18 

782.1G 7782.1G RIGHT BARRETT   A HC   1.09 

Z7782.2A 7782.2A BLM Connector   HC HC   0.34 

784 7784.0 MAINLINE Y HC HC S 1.35 

784.1A 7784.1A TALUS Y HC HC S 1.06 

784.1B 7784.1B MIDTALUS Y HC HC S 0.56 

785 7785.0 LUJAN Y HC HC   0.11 

785 7785.0 LUJAN Y HC PSG3   2.07 

785.1A 7785.1A LUJAN BR NO 1   HC HC   2.58 

785.1B 7785.1B LUJAN CR SPUR B   A HC   1.21 

786 7786.0 LONG PARK   HC HC   2.58 

787 7787.0 SAGUACHE PARK Y PSG4 PSG3   5.66 

787.2A 7787.2A SAGUACHE PARK BR 1   HC HC   2.48 

787.2B 7787.2B MONCHEGO PARK   HC HC   2.23 

787.2D 7787.2D     HC HC   0.15 

787.2J 7787.2D  QUEMEDO   HC HC   1.50 

787.2G 7787.2G SAGUACHE PARK SP 787.2G   HC HC   1.05 

787.2I 7787.2I SAGUACHE PARK SP 787.2I   HC HC   2.28 

788 7788.0 LOS PINOS-CEBOLLA Y PSG3 PSG3   32.67 

788.1B 7788.1B CEBOLLA C G   PSG3 PSG3   0.03 

788.1C 7788.1C SPRUCE C G   PSG3 PSG3   0.07 

788.1D 7788.1D HIDDEN VALLEY C G   PSG3 PSG3   0.11 

788.1E 7788.1E DEER LAKES C G   PSG3 PSG3   1.02 

788.1F 7788.1F 
SLUMGULLION PASS C G 
NORTH   PSG5 PSG5   0.13 

788.1F1 7788.1F1 
SLUMGULLION PASS C G 
SOUTH   PSG5 PSG5   0.14 

788.1G 7788.1G MINERAL CREEK TRAILHEAD   PSG3 PSG3   0.57 

788.1K 7788.1K GARDNER RIDGE   A A   1.50 

788.1L 7788.1L GARDNER RIDGE SPUR L   A A   1.62 

788.2A 7788.2A MC DONOUGH DAM   PSG3 PSG3   0.78 

788.2B 7788.2B MC DONOUGH RESERVOIR   PSG3 PSG3   0.67 

788.2E 7788.2E LOS PINOS-CEBOLLA SPUR 2E   HC HC   1.59 

788.2F 7788.2F MCDONOUGH PARK   HC HC   1.40 

788.2I 7788.2I ELK CREEK CAMP   HC HC   0.36 
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788.2J 7788.2J BULL CREEK   HC HC   0.77 

788.2K 7788.2K LOS PINOS SPUR 2K   HC HC   0.58 

Z7788.3A 7788.3A LOS PINOS CAMP SPUR 3A   HC HC   0.19 

Z7788.3B 7788.3B LOS PINOS CAMP SPUR 3B   HC HC   0.29 

788.6A 7788.6A SPRING BOX SPUR   A A   1.10 

788.7G 7788.7G OLD MILL   A HC   1.29 

789 7789.0 LICK PARK   HC HC   6.28 

789.2A 7789.2A HOLENBECK   HC HC   0.77 

789.2B 7789.2B BEAD CREEK   HC HC   2.06 

790 7790.0 BIG MEADOWS Y PSG3 PSG3   20.34 

790.1A 7790.1A EAST FORK   HC HC   1.46 

790.1B 7790.1B CHATO   A A   1.56 

790.1C 7790.1C MC DONOUGH DITCH   HC HC   1.85 

790.1D 7790.1D KILDEER CREEK   A HC Y 1.61 

790.1E 7790.1E BLUE PARK   A HC   0.75 

790.1E 7790.1E BLUE PARK   HC HC   0.38 

790.1F 7790.1F SORO PARK   HC HC   6.23 

790.1G 7790.1G STILL CREEK   A A   1.02 

790.1G 7790.1G STILL CREEK   HC HC   0.28 

790.1H 7790.1H STILL CR RIDGE   A A   0.65 

790.1J 7790.1J BLUE CREEK BR   HC HC   0.81 

790.1K 7790.1K SORO PARK BR   A A   1.59 

790.1L 7790.1L EAST FORK EAST   A HC   1.47 

790.1P 7790.1P SORO PARK BR   A A   0.85 

790.1Q 7790.1Q SORO PARK SPUR 1Q   A A   0.49 

790.1Q 7790.1Q SORO PARK SPUR 1Q   A HC   0.95 

790.1R 7790.1R SORO PARK SPUR 1R   A A   0.90 

790.1S 7790.1S SORO PARK SPUR 1S   A A   0.86 

790.1U 7790.1U LOS PINOS CR SPUR U   A DE   0.58 

790.1W 7790.1W STILL CREEK SPUR W   A A   1.81 

790.1X 7790.1X 790 SPURS   A A   0.81 

Z7790.A1 7790.2A Willow Park Camp Spur 2A   HC HC   0.09 

Z7790.A2 7790.2B Willow Park Camp Spur 2B   HC HC   0.39 

Z7790.A4 7790.2C Blue Park Camp Spur 2C   HC HC   0.13 
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Z7790.A5 7790.2D Big Meadows Camp Spur 2D   HC HC   0.10 

Z7790.A6 7790.2E Big Meadows Camp Spur 2E   HC HC   0.08 

Z7790. A7 7790.2F Still Creek Camp Spur 2F   HC HC   0.06 

Z7790.A9 7790.2G Blue Creek Camp Spur 2G   HC HC   0.12 

Z7790.2J 7790.2J Big Meadows BLM Connector   HC HC   0.27 

791 7791.0 SORO PARK SPUR   A A   1.50 

791 7791.0 SORO PARK SPUR   A HC   0.33 

791.1A 7791.1A SORO PARK SPUR A   A DE   0.56 

794 7794.0 COCHETOPA CREEK Y PSG3 PSG3   16.93 

Z7794.1A 7794.1A Cochetopa Connector   HC HC   0.72 

Z7794.1B 7794.1B Burro Park Camp Spur 1B   HC HC   0.40 

Z7794.1C 7794.1C Pauline CreekCamp 1C   HC HC   0.33 

Z7794.1D 7794.1D Pauline Creek Camp 1D   HC HC   0.21 

Z7794.1E 7794.1E Perfecto Creek Camp 1E   HC HC   0.45 

Z7794.1F 7794.1F Chavez Creek Camp 1F   HC HC   0.47 

794.2A 7794.2A IGNACIO PARK   HC HC   1.25 

Z79C4.2A 7794.2A1 Pauline Creek Loop 2A1   HC HC   0.23 

794.2B 7794.2B PERFECTO CREEK Y PSG3 PSG3   4.10 

794.2B1 7794.2B1 PERFECTO RIDGE SPUR B   A A   0.79 

794.2B1 7794.2B1 PERFECTO RIDGE SPUR B   A HC   1.30 

794.2C 7794.2C CHAVEZ BR 1   A A   0.80 

794.2C 7794.2C CHAVEZ BR 1   HC HC   0.16 

794.2D 7794.2D CHAVEZ BR 2   A HC   0.99 

794.2D 7794.2D CHAVEZ BR 2   HC HC   0.22 

794.2E 7794.2E NUTRAS CREEK   HC HC   0.12 

794.2F 7794.2F NUTRAS   A A   0.93 

794.2G 7794.2G ELK PARK CUT-OFF   HC HC   2.45 

794.2H 7794.2H SPUR RD 794.2H   A HC   0.49 

794.2H 7794.2H SPUR RD 794.2H   HC HC   0.65 

Z7794.2H1 7794.2H1 Chavez Creek Connector   HC HC   0.21 

794.2I 7794.2I COLD SPRINGS SPUR   HC HC   0.67 

794.2K 7794.2K BURRO PARK SPUR   HC HC   0.99 

794.2L 7794.2L BURRO PARK SPUR   HC HC   0.93 

797 7797.0 LOST-LEAPS   HC HC   1.22 
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799 7799.0 AGATE TRAILHEAD   HC HC   0.24 

799.1A 7799.1A POWERLINE 115   A HC   1.63 

7799.2 7799.2 115 PWRL - AGATE ACCESS   HC HC   0.64 

799.2 7799.2 115 PWRL - AGATE ACCESS   HC HC   0.22 

801 7801.0 TOMICHI DOME   HC HC   0.29 

801.1A 7801.1A TOMICHI DOME   HC HC   1.30 

801.A1 7801.A1 TOMICH DOME SPUR 3A   HC HC   1.07 

802 7802.0 WOOD GULCH   HC HC   4.95 

802.2A 7802.2A TOLLGATE   HC HC   1.69 

Z7802.A3 7802.2A1 Tollgate Connector   HC HC   1.09 

802.2B 7802.2B YELLOW PINE RIDGE   HC HC   4.36 

802.2C 7802.2C LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN   HC HC   0.23 

802.2C 7802.2C LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN   HC HC Y 1.92 

802.2E 7802.2E REVENUE GULCH   HC HC Y 0.34 

803 7803.0 MYERS GULCH   HC HC   9.15 

803.1B 7803.1B SOUTH GULCH   HC HC   1.00 

803.2C 7803.2C LOWER PARK CONNECT   HC HC   0.28 

804.1B 7804.1B COCHETOPA PARK SPUR B   HC HC   0.31 

804.1C 7804.1C COCHETOPA PARK SPUR C   HC HC   2.98 

804.1D 7804.1D COCHETOPA PARK SPUR D   HC HC   0.60 

804.1E 7804.1E COCHETOPA PARK SPUR E   HC HC   1.19 

Z7804.2E 7804.1E1 Cochetopa Park Camp 1E1   HC HC   0.20 

804.1F 7804.1F COCHETOPA PARK SPUR F   HC HC   3.04 

804.1L 7804.1L COCHETOPA PARK SPUR L   HC HC   0.58 

804.1M 7804.1M COCHETOPA PARK SPUR M   HC HC   0.80 

805 7805.0 SALAYA   HC HC   6.08 

805.1A 7805.1A OLD COCHETOPA PARK   HC HC   1.82 

805.1B 7805.1B SPUR #1   HC HC   0.33 

805.2A 7805.2A SALAYA SPUR 2A   HC HC   0.73 

805.2B 7805.2B SALYA SPUR 2B   HC HC   0.99 

805.A1 7805.A1 SPUR #3   HC HC   0.95 

806 7806.0 BEAVER CREEK   HC HC   8.31 

807 7807.0 ROCK CREEK   HC HC   2.66 

808 7808.0 ROAD MILLER   HC HC   4.22 
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UX-2023 7809.0     HC HC   0.23 

UX-2208 7809.0     HC HC   0.41 

810 7810.0 TRIANGLE (ALMONT)   HC HC   2.83 

810.1A 7810.1A RADIO TOWER Y HC HC   0.32 

810.A1 7810.A1 TOWER N. ACCESS Y HC HC   0.52 

810.A2 7810.A2 RADIO TOWER S. RIDGE Y HC HC   2.16 

811 7811.0 WASHINGTON GULCH   HC HC   2.29 

811 7811.0 WASHINGTON GULCH   PSG3 PSG3   1.57 

Z7811.1A 7811.1A     HC HC   0.06 

811.3A 7811.3A SLIDE ROCK   HC HC   0.55 

Z7811.1B 7811.3A1     HC HC   0.04 

811.3C 7811.3C GOLD POLK   A HC   0.43 

811.A2 7811.A2 MERIDIAN LAKE   HC HC   0.56 

812 7812.0 DRY GULCH   HC HC   5.40 

812.2A 7812.2A EAST CABIN CREEK   HC HC   0.44 

812.2C 7812.2C EAST CABIN SPRING   HC HC Y 1.80 

812.2E 7812.2E MCINTYRE SPUR   HC HC   0.18 

813.2A 7813.2A POWDER CACHE   HC HC   3.08 

813.A2 7813.A2 ROARING JUDY   HC HC   3.08 

815 7815.0 COPLEY LAKE   A HC   0.66 

816 7816.0 SLANE GULCH Y HC HC   1.22 

816.1A 7816.1A SLANE-LUJAN CUTOFF   HC HC   0.95 

817 7817.0 SNYDER   HC HC   2.59 

817.2B 7817.2B SYNDER SPUR 817.2B   HC HC   0.48 

818 7818.0 WEST ANTELOPE Y HC HC   2.77 

818.2A 7818.2A WEST ANTELOPE SPUR 2A   HC HC   1.32 

819 7819.0 DAWSON RIDGE   HC HC   4.02 

819.2A 7819.2A SAWMILL GULCH   A HC   0.89 

819.2A 7819.2A SAWMILL GULCH   HC HC   1.88 

Z7819.2A 7819.2A1 Sawmill Gulch Spur 2A1   HC HC   0.15 

819.2B 7819.2B COW GULCH   HC HC   1.45 

820 7820.0 ROPERS STORAGE   HC HC   0.31 

821 7821.0 PORCUPINE GULCH   A HC   2.32 

821 7821.0 PORCUPINE GULCH   HC HC   1.06 
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821.1B 7821.1B PORCUPINE GULCH SPUR B   HC HC   2.31 

Z7821.A1 7821.1D     HC HC   0.09 

823 7823.0 JAKES CREEK   A HC   1.70 

823.1A 7823.1A ARCHULETA BR   HC HC   1.47 

825 7825.0 PAULINE RIDGE   A HC   2.27 

826 7826.0 LAKE IRWIN CG   PSG3_NNL PSG3   2.40 

826.1A 7826.1A LAKE IRWIN CG   PSG3_NNL PSG3 Y 0.52 

826.1B 7826.1B SHEEP CAMP   A HC   0.07 

826.1C 7826.1C IRWIN LODGE   HC HC   0.12 

826.1D 7826.1D GREEN LAKE   HC HC   0.59 

Z7826.D1 7826.1D1     HC HC   0.48 

UX-1355 7826.1D2     HC HC   0.42 

826.1D 7826.1D3 GREEN LAKE   HC HC   1.15 

827 7827.0 PERFECTO RIDGE   A A   1.40 

827 7827.0 PERFECTO RIDGE   A HC Y 1.67 

827.1A 7827.1A PERFECTO RIDGE SPUR A   A A   0.96 

827.1C 7827.1C PERFECTO RIDGE SPUR C   A A   0.50 

827.1D 7827.1D PERFECTO RIDGE SPUR D   A A   0.77 

827.1E 7827.1E PERFECTO RIDGE SPUR E   A A   1.14 

827.1F 7827.1F PERFECTO RIDGE SPUR F   A A   0.42 

827.1G 7827.1G PERFECTO RIDGE SPUR G   A A   0.69 

827.1H 7827.1H PERFECTO RIDGE SPUR H   A A   0.20 

828 7828.0 PERFECTO SPUR   A A   1.02 

829 7829.0 RED MOUNTAIN Y HC HC   8.36 

829.1A 7829.1A RED MTN BR NO 1 Y HC HC   1.15 

783 783.0 COAL GULCH RD   HC HC   2.16 

831 7831.0 BROWN DERBY   HC HC   1.63 

837 7837.0 STAG GULCH   HC HC   0.94 

839 7839.0 ALPINE TUNNEL   HC HC   9.34 

839 7839.0 ALPINE TUNNEL   HC A   0.40 

U8008 784.0     A A   0.87 

843 7843.0 CHESTER   HC HC   1.47 

843.1B 7843.1B STAGE ROAD   HC HC   0.21 

843.1C 7843.1C CHESTER/LIME CUTOFF   A A   0.34 
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843.1C 7843.1C CHESTER/LIME CUTOFF   HC HC   1.73 

843.1F 7843.1F RIDGE   HC HC   0.63 

843.1G 7843.1G UPPER TIE   HC HC   0.96 

845 7845.0 WOLVERINE RIDGE   HC HC   1.68 

848 7848.0 WOLVERINE   HC HC   1.79 

848.1A 7848.1A WOLVERINE SPUR A   HC HC   0.88 

854 7854.0 HOMESTEAD   HC HC   7.58 

854.2A 7854.2A ROCK CREEK SPUR A   HC HC   0.64 

854.2L 7854.2L HOMESTEAD SPUR L   HC HC   0.16 

855 7855.0 POISON GULCH   HC HC   3.53 

855.1A 7855.1A POISON GULCH SPUR A   HC HC   1.39 

855.1B 7855.1B POISON GULCH SPUR B   HC HC   1.14 

855.1C 7855.1C POISON GULCH SPUR C   HC HC   0.79 

859 7859.0 SUN CREEK   HC HC   6.77 

860 7860.0 ALMONT POWER LINE   A HC   2.35 

860 7860.0 ALMONT POWER LINE Y HC HC   0.22 

860.1A 7860.1A FIELDS BRANCH Y HC HC   0.78 

860.1B 7860.1B POWER LINE CUTOFF Y HC HC   1.07 

Z7860.1C 7860.1C POWERLINE Connector   HC HC   0.64 

862 7862.0 POWER LINE Y HC HC   6.28 

864 7864.0 LOS CREEK   HC HC   5.95 

864.2A 7864.2A ARCHULETA   HC HC   1.88 

865 7865.0 CATHEDRAL   A A   0.12 

865 7865.0 CATHEDRAL   A HC   1.20 

865.1A 7865.1A CATHEDRAL SPUR A   A A   0.54 

865.1B 7865.1B CATHEDRAL SPUR B   A A   0.40 

865.1C 7865.1C CATHEDRAL SPUR C   A A   0.66 

872 7872.0 ROOSEVELT PG   PSG3 PSG3   0.09 

874 7874.0 SAMORA CK Y HC PSG3   2.79 

874 7874.0 SAMORA CK Y PSG3 PSG3   3.71 

874.1A 7874.1A DEADMAN WEST   HC PSG3   3.15 

874.1B 7874.1B DEADMAN EAST   A A   0.87 

874.1C 7874.1C KING RIDGE   HC HC   2.25 

874.1D 7874.1D SAMORA SPUR D   HC HC   1.80 
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874.1E 7874.1E KING RIDGE SPUR   A A   1.58 

874.1F 7874.1F GISMO SPUR   A HC   1.19 

874.1G 7874.1G LOOP ROAD   A HC   1.29 

874.1H 7874.1H DEADMAN SPUR H   A HC   0.68 

874.1J 7874.1J DEADMAN SPUR J   A A   0.64 

878 7878.0 PINE CREEK   A A   1.41 

878 7878.0 PINE CREEK   HC HC Y 0.56 

878.1A 7878.1A KNOB RD.   A A   0.66 

878.1B 7878.1B PASS RD.   A A   1.09 

878.1D 7878.1D BASIN   A A   0.53 

878.1E 7878.1E PINE CREEK SPUR   A A   0.59 

879 7879.0 WEST MOUNTAIN   HC HC   2.27 

879.1A 7879.1A DUTCH FLATS   A HC   1.18 

880 7880.0 DARK GULCH   A HC   2.17 

880 7880.0 DARK GULCH   PSG3 PSG3   3.29 

880.1A 7880.1A DARK GULCH BR   A HC   0.93 

880.1C 7880.1C BETTY LAKE   HC HC Y 0.82 

880.2B 7880.2B SPUR RD 880.2B   A HC   1.05 

880.A1 7880.A1 RESEVOIR SPUR   HC HC   0.72 

882 7882.0 WILLOW CREEK Y HC HC   5.74 

882.1A 7882.1A WILLOW MINE SPUR 1A   HC HC   0.41 

882.1B 7882.1B FLICK RIDGE   HC HC   3.47 

882.1C 7882.1C WILLOW CREEK MINE   HC HC   2.17 

882.1D 7882.1D EAST WILLOW CREEK   HC HC   1.16 

882.2A 7882.2A BEAR GULCH   HC HC   0.84 

882.A1 7882.A1 WILLOW MAIN SPUR A1   HC HC   0.17 

882.C1 7882.C1 ILLINOIS OVERLOOK   HC HC   0.18 

882.D1 7882.D1 EAST WILLOW SPUR D1   HC HC   0.16 

885 7885.0 SPLAINS GULCH   HC HC   1.15 

885.1A 7885.1A SPLAINS SPUR   HC HC   1.16 

885.1B 7885.1B SPLAINS SPUR SOUTH   HC HC   0.66 

887 7887.0 WAUNITA-BLACK SAGE   PSG3 PSG3   4.12 

887.3A 7887.3A TOMICH DOME NORTH   HC HC   0.35 

887.4A 7887.4A WAUNITA PARK BR   HC HC   0.16 
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887.4B 7887.4B WAUNITA PARK   HC HC   1.09 

887.4C 7887.4C QUAKEY MOUNTAIN   HC HC   0.13 

887.4E 7887.4E GRAVEL PIT SPUR   HC HC   0.63 

887.4F 7887.4F BLACK SAGE PASS SPUR E   HC HC   0.32 

887.4G 7887.4G WAUNITA PARK SPUR G   HC HC   0.38 

Z7887.5 7887.5A Mtn Spring Ck Camp 5A   HC HC   0.16 

888 7888.0 TOMICHI CREEK   HC HC   2.63 

888 7888.0 TOMICHI CREEK   PSG3 PSG3   2.79 

888.1A 7888.1A SNOWBLIND CG   PSG3 PSG3   0.29 

888.2B 7888.2B GRAVEYARD   HC HC   3.19 

888.2B1 7888.2B1 POTOSI CLAIM   A HC   0.35 

888.3A 7888.3A BONANZA   HC HC   3.33 

UX-1033 7888.4A     A HC   0.12 

UX-1571 7888.4A     A HC   0.11 

890 7890.0 NO NAME-GALENA   A HC   0.37 

890 7890.0 NO NAME-GALENA   HC HC   4.05 

UT-7113 7890.1A     A HC   0.13 

UX-1343 7890.1A     A HC   0.36 

893 7893.0 BOX CANYON   HC HC   0.66 

893.1A 7893.1A BOX CANYON SPUR A   HC HC   1.09 

893.1B 7893.1B BOX CANYON SPUR B   HC HC   0.87 

893.1D 7893.1D BOX CANYON SPUR D   HC HC   0.38 

893.1E 7893.1E BOX CANYON SPUR E   HC HC   0.68 

893.B1 7893.B1 LOOP   HC HC   1.34 

901 7901.0 CRANOR GRAVEL PIT   PSG3 PSG3   0.73 

Z901.1A 7901.1A     HC HC   0.14 

906 7906.0 MONARCH RIDGE   A HC   1.45 

906.1A 7906.1A MONARCH RIDGE SPUR 1A   A HC   0.43 

907 7907.0 WILLIAMS CREEK CG   PSG3 PSG3   0.50 

909.1A1 7909.1A1 ALMONT CG   PSG3 PSG3   0.23 

909.1A2 7909.1A2 ALMONT CG   PSG3 PSG3   0.11 

910 7910.0 PORPHRY PARK   HC HC   0.45 

911 7911.0 CAMP REDCLOUD   A HC   0.48 

912 7912.0 TOMICHI CREEK PG   A A   0.27 
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792 792.0 MIDDLE CRK RD   HC HC   0.24 

793 793.0 MARCELLINA MOUNTAIN   HC HC   0.37 

795 795.0 MUNSEY CREEK   HC HC   1.99 

795.1A 795.1A     HC HC   0.19 

952 7952.0 SILVER SPRINGS   HC HC   0.63 

952.1B 7952.1B TEEPEE GULCH   HC HC   1.26 

952.1D 7952.1D FISHER CUTOFF   HC HC Y 0.56 

953.1 7953.1 MIDDLE WILLOW   HC HC   1.44 

953.2B 7953.2B BOONE BASIN   HC HC   0.67 

954 7954.0 MITZEL   A HC   1.57 

955 7955.0 FLAT TOP BENCH Y HC HC   1.19 

956 7956.0 EAST RIVER   A HC   1.27 

956 7956.0 EAST RIVER   HC HC   0.56 

964 7964.0 SOUTH CASTLE BENCH   A A   1.03 

965 7965.0 SOUTH ILLINOIS   A HC   0.31 

966 7966.0 TRAPPERS CROSSING   PSG3 PSG3   0.34 

798 798.0 LONE CABIN   HC HC   2.13 

798.2B 798.2B LAKE FORK SPUR B   HC HC   1.65 

UT-8168 798.2B1 CABIN DITCH ADMIN   A ATV   2.47 

UT-8174 798.2B1 CABIN DITCH ADMIN   A ATV   0.73 

798.2C 798.2C     A A   0.71 

809 809.0 CLIFF CREEK TRAILHEAD   PSG3 PSG3   0.39 

814 814.0 VIRGINIA CREEK Y HC HC Y 4.52 

U-814.1G 814.1H     HC HC   0.51 

822 822.0 SNOW SHOE CREEK   HC HC   1.56 

824 824.0 LITTLE TERROR CREEK   HC HC   2.69 

824.1A 824.1A TERROR CREEK RESERVOIR   HC HC   0.89 

U8002 824.2A     HC HC   1.07 

U8003 824.2A1     HC HC   0.32 

826.1A 826.1A SHEEP CORRAL   HC HC   0.03 

826.1A 826.1A SHEEP CORRAL   A HC   0.55 

826.1C 826.1C OLD KEBLER   NM/MB HC   0.40 

826.1C 826.1C OLD KEBLER   HC HC   0.47 

830 830.0 BRACKEN CREEK   HC HC   1.28 
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830.1A 830.1A BRACKEN CREEK EAST   HC HC   0.35 

830.1B 830.1B     HC HC   0.43 

832.2A 832.2A MCDONALD MESA SPUR A   HC A   0.59 

834 834.0 CITY SPRINGS   HC HC   2.32 

834.2A 834.2A CITY SPRINGS SPUR A   HC HC   0.58 

834.2B 834.2B CITY SPRINGS SPUR B   A HC   0.47 

834.2B1 834.2B1     A DUAL-ATV   0.39 

834.2B1 834.2B1 CITY SPRINGS SPUR B1   A DUAL-ATV   0.24 

835 835.0 LITTLE COAL CREEK   HC HC   1.65 

835.1A 835.1A     A HC   0.48 

835.1A 835.1A     HC HC   0.42 

842 842.0 MCLURE PASS CG   PSG5 PSG5   0.36 

844 844.0 CLEAR FORK   A A   3.20 

844 844.0 CLEAR FORK   PSG3 PSG3   0.08 

844.0 844.0 CLEAR FORK   PSG3 PSG3   2.93 

844.1A 844.1A BATTLE PARK   A A   4.87 

844.1B 844.1B SO BAINARD CK OLSON SPUR   HC HC   1.07 

Z844.1C 844.1C Admin - Clear Fork Spur   A NE Y 1.94 

Z844.1C 844.1C Admin - Clear Fork Spur   A HC   0.16 

849 849.0 ASPEN   A A   2.04 

849 849.0 ASPEN   HC HC   1.23 

849.1A 849.1A MARTIN - WOLVERTON   A HC   2.80 

849.1A 849.1A MARTIN - WOLVERTON   HC HC   1.18 

849.1B 849.1B ROAD GULCH   A HC   2.40 

849.1B1 849.1B1 AULT RESEVOIR   A HC   0.27 

851 851.0 SHEEP PARK   A A   0.47 

851 851.0 SHEEP PARK   HC PSG3   1.08 

851.1A 851.1A SHEEP PARK SPUR A   A PSG3 Y 0.90 

851.1B 851.1B COCKCROFT   A HC   0.89 

UX-2404 8522.0     ATV HC   0.91 

265.3D 8522.0 TURNER CREEK   ATV HC   1.85 

856 856.0 SOUTH BAINARD CREEK   A HC   0.29 

856 856.0 SOUTH BAINARD CREEK   HC HC   1.22 

Z8606 8606.0     NM/MB HC   0.16 
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861 861.0 DOVE GULCH   A DUAL-ATV   0.59 

U8005 861.2B     A DUAL-ATV   0.62 

825 8703.0 Pine Plantation Trail   ATV ATV   1.46 

U8080 8703.3A Schoneman Ditch Camp Jeep   JEEP HC Y 1.23 

705.1A 705.1A/8705.1A Overland Ditch ATV   DUAL-ATV HC   4.53 

711 8711.0 Raven Mesa Jeep Y JEEP HC Y 7.33 

711.A1 711.A1/8720.0 West Flat iron   DUAL-ATV DUAL-ATV   3.39 

711.A1C 8720.0 West Flat iron   ATV DUAL-ATV   1.77 

711.A1D 711.A1D/8720.1A RAV 1 SPUR   DUAL-ATV DUAL-ATV   0.31 

711.3B 8721.0 EAST FLATIRON   ATV ATV   0.49 

711.A2 8722.0 LONG DRAW SADDLE   ATV DUAL-ATV   0.41 

UX-2304 8723.0 Elijah's Park Trail   ATV HC Y 0.35 

UX-2409 8723.0 Elijah's Park Trail   ATV HC Y 0.09 

704.4B 8803.0 CONDEMN IT-B   NM/HO DE Y 0.35 

708 8805.0 Powerline Trail   ATV DUAL-ATV   3.19 

708 8805.0 Powerline Trail   ATV HC   4.97 

849.1B1 8807.0 Sheep Park   ATV A   1.52 

796 8836.0 UPPER TROUT CREEK   HO HC   0.41 

Z770.1A 8838.0     NM/MB HC   0.20 

814.1A 8864.0 Throughline Trailhead Jeep   JEEP HC Y 0.27 

798.2A 8876.0 LONE CABIN DITCH   JEEP HC Y 2.49 

U8031 8876.1A Big Spruce Park   ATV HC   0.43 

888 888.0 LONG GULCH   HC HC   0.27 

UX-2136 8881.0 Castle Rock Jeep   JEEP HC   2.00 

814 8881.0 Castle Rock Jeep Y JEEP HC   2.26 

814 8881.1A Castle Rock Jeep Spur Y JEEP HC   0.05 

814.1G 8881.1G Castle Rock Jeep   JEEP HC Y 0.49 

Z716.3A 8887.0     ATV A   0.63 

Z716.2B 8887.0     ATV HC   0.47 

832 8891.0 Todd Reservoir Jeep   JEEP HC   0.39 

832 8896.0 Todd Reservoir Tie In   ATV HC   0.49 

834.2C1 8897.0 Lands End   ATV HC   0.13 

U-8085 8897.0 Lands End   ATV HC   0.56 

UX-2345 8897.0 Lands End   ATV HC   0.77 
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Appendix A. Forest Service Managed Roads — A-35 

MAP LABEL INFRA ID NAME 

S
E

A
S

O
N

A
L

1  

ALT5 
PREFERRED 

ALT1 
EXISTING 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS2 

APPX 
MILES 

891 891.0 MESA CREEK CAMP GROUND   PSG4 PSG4   0.10 

754 8936.0 OH-BE-JOYFUL   HO HC   1.06 

898 898.0 RAGGED MOUNTAIN   A A   1.31 

898 898.0 RAGGED MOUNTAIN   HC HC   3.37 

902 902.0 BRACKEN   HC HC   0.80 

903 903.0 ERICKSON SPRINGS REC AREA   PSG3 PSG3   0.67 

913 913.0 SCHAEFER   HC HC   2.08 

913.0 913.0 SCHAEFER   HC HC   0.33 

913.1B 913.1B     HC HC   0.12 

914 914.0 CASCADE   A HC   1.30 

738.2B 9400.0 Brush Creek   MO HC   2.38 

552.2A 9404.0 BAXTER BASIN   HO HC   1.53 

736 9409.0 FARRIS   MO HC   0.47 

742.H1 9414.0 6 SHOOTER BROWN   ATV HC   0.17 

267.2B 9414.0 Timberline Trail   ATV HC   0.93 

544.1 7544.1/9422.1A Spring Ck-Flag Ridge Connector   DUAL-MO HC   0.26 

748.1J 9424.0 DINNER STATION   MO HC   0.29 

748.J2 9424.0 DINNER STATION SPUR 2   MO HC   0.13 

554.1B 9424.0 DOCTOR RIDGE   MO HC   0.75 

753.1E 7753.1E/9424.0 S.TRAIL BRANCH   DUAL-MO HC   0.05 

753.1 753.1/9424.0 SOUTH TRAIL   DUAL-MO HC   0.70 

554 9424.1C DOCTOR GULCH   MO HC Y 0.18 

752 9427.0 UNION PARK   MO HC   1.59 

958 9436.0 WILDCAT   MO HC Y 0.24 

958.1A 9436.0 Wildcat   MO HC T 1.62 

727.2B 9455.0 Little Mill   MO HC   0.63 

953.1 9540.0 MIDDLE WILLOW   JEEP HC   1.12 

765.3A 9540.0 Napoleon Pass Jeep Trail   JEEP HC   1.54 

765.3A 9540.1A Napoleon Pass Jeep Spur   JEEP HC   1.54 

738.2A 9554.0 WEST BRUSH   MO HC Y 0.43 

582 9568.0 DEER CREEK   NM/MB HC   0.35 

738.2A 9569.0 WEST BRUSH   HO HC Y 0.06 

859.2A 9574.0 Black Gulch   MO HC   0.48 

725.1A 9584.0 SANFORD CREEK   ATV HC   0.13 
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MAP LABEL INFRA ID NAME 

S
E

A
S

O
N

A
L

1  

ALT5 
PREFERRED 

ALT1 
EXISTING 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS2 

APPX 
MILES 

585 9585.0 Gunsight Pass Trail   JEEP HC   0.99 

585 9585.0 Gunsight Pass Trail   NM/MB HC   1.91 

585.2A 9585.0 Gunsight Pass Trail   NM/MB HC   1.53 

585 9585.1A Copley Lake   NM/MB HC   0.13 

Z7317.1B 9590.1A     DUAL-MB DUAL-ATV   2.20 

606 9606.0 SHEEP CAMP   DUAL-MB HC   0.27 

UT-7759.0 9620.0     ATV ATV   0.36 

UX-1950 9621.0     ATV HC   0.01 

UX-1962 9621.0     ATV HC   0.14 

752.1A 9621.0 UNION RIDGE   ATV HC   1.59 

767.1A 9622.0 Middle Quartz Trail   ATV HC   0.47 

839.1A 9622.0 Middle Quartz Trail   ATV HC   1.13 

243.1A 9624.0 Lime Ridge Jeep   JEEP HC   1.59 

777.1B 9624.0 Lime Ridge Jeep   JEEP HC   1.51 

578 9625.0 MILK CREEK   ATV HC   3.30 

736.1B 9627.0 Brush Creek Connector   NM/MB ATV   0.60 

752.2A 9631.0 LOTTIS   JEEP HC   2.53 

765.1B 9632.0  RED BUCK   ATV HC   0.68 

738.1A 7738.1A/9634 East River Trail   DUAL-MB HC Y 2.18 

726.2A 7726.2A/9635 April Gulch Trail   DUAL-HO HC Y 1.40 

858.1B 9637.0 Sun Creek Jeep   JEEP HC   4.21 

885 9639.0 Splains Gulch Trail   NM/MB DE   3.42 

886 9639.0 Splains Gulch Trail   NM/MB DE   0.06 

599 7317.3C/9660.0 RUSTLER GULCH   DUAL-HO DUAL-HO   3.76 

738 9738.0 Brush Creek Jeep Trail Y JEEP HC   2.89 

740 9740.0 CEMENT CREEK Y JEEP HC   0.69 

863 9863.0 FLAT TOP Y JEEP HC   6.22 

955 9863.2A FLAT TOP BENCH Y JEEP HC   0.74 

863.2E 9863.2E FLATTOP BR 3 Y JEEP HC   0.82 

888 9888.0 Tomichi Pass Jeep   JEEP HC   1.86 

983 9983.0 COPPER LAKE   A A   0.92 

983 7739/9983.0 COPPER LAKE   DUAL-HO DUAL-HO   3.43 

UX-1388 P265.A5 Special Use Road - Pvt land access   A HC   0.06 

UX-1030 P7770.A1 Special Use Road - Pvt land access   A HC   0.03 
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Appendix A. Forest Service Managed Roads — A-37 

MAP LABEL INFRA ID NAME 

S
E
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S

O
N
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L

1  

ALT5 
PREFERRED 

ALT1 
EXISTING 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS2 

APPX 
MILES 

  US 50-1A Monarch Pass Pull-off parking   PSG5 PSG5   1.45 

1 See Appendix G for seasonal dates 

     2 Y indicates change between Final EIS Preferred Alternative (Alt 5) and Proposed Action in DEIS, S indicates a change to seasonal use. 
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Appendix B. Forest Service Managed Trails — B-1 

APPENDIX B. FOREST SERVICE MANAGED TRAILS 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME S

E
A

S
O

N
A

L
1  

ALT5 
PREFERRED 

ALT1 
EXISTING 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS2 

APPX 
MILES 

522 2522.0 BURN 

 

ATV ATV 

 

1.906 

522 2522.1A BURN 

 

ATV ATV 

 

5.369 

Z265.3A1 265.3A1B  Admin Road 

 

A NE Y 0.548 

720 2720.0 ELK PARK 

 

NM/HO HO Y 0.716 

704 704.1 HUBBARD CANYON 

 

HC HC 

 

0.555 

UT-8055 704.3A  Admin Road 

 

A A 

 

0.434 

UT-8055 704.3A  Admin Road 

 

A U 

 

0.571 

873 711.4A  Admin Road 

 

A ATV 

 

0.821 

UT-8103 711.A1A  Admin Road 

 

A A 

 

0.852 

UT-8105 711.A1A  Admin Road 

 

A A 

 

0.116 

884 713.3A2 MENDICANT RIDGE 

 

A A 

 

0.300 

240 7240.0 WILLIAMS CREEK 

 

HO HO Y 0.336 

426 7426.0 FAIRVIEW 

 

MO MO 

 

2.723 

426.1A 7426.1A FAIRVIEW PEAK 

 

F F 

 

1.327 

427 7427.0 GOLD CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

2.075 

428 7428.0 SOUTH LOTTIS 

 

HO HO 

 

5.401 

428.1A 7428.1A LOWER LAMPHIER LAKE 

 

HO HO 

 

0.087 

457 7457.0 BRUSH CREEK Y ATV ATV S 3.368 

458 7458.0 CALF CREEK PLATEAU 

 

HO HO 

 

4.711 

458 7458.0 CALF CREEK PLATEAU 

 

NM/MB MO 

 

0.402 

458 7458.0 CALF CREEK PLATEAU Y ATV ATV S 1.450 

458.0A 7458.0A DEER LAKES CUTOFF Y ATV MO S 0.228 

459 7459.0 CEBOLLA 

 

HO HO 

 

21.962 

460 7460.0 N. CALF CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

4.262 

461 7461.0 CANYON INFIERNO 

 

HO HO 

 

4.606 

461 7461.0 CANYON INFIERNO 

 

NM/MB MO 

 

1.684 

462 7462.0 POWDERHORN PARK 

 

HO HO 

 

1.414 

463 7463.0 ROUGH CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

7.081 
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B-2 — Appendix B. Forest Service Managed Trails 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME S
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A
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O
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DEIS2 

APPX 
MILES 

464 7464.0 CANNIBAL PLATEAU Y ATV ATV S 5.063 

465 7465.0 SKYLINE 

 

HO HO 

 

34.710 

  7465.5A SAN LUIS PEAK TRAIL 

 

HO NE Y 1.234 

466 7466.0 MINERALCREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

8.529 

467 7467.0 BONHOLDER 

 

HO HO 

 

10.314 

468 7468.0 CASCADE CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

2.770 

469 7469.0 DEVILS CANYON 

 

HO HO 

 

0.725 

470 7470.0   

 

HO HO 

 

0.962 

470 7470.0 STEWART CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

5.080 

470 7470.1A STEWART CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

1.431 

Z7621 7473.0   

 

ATV ATV 

 

1.145 

474 7474.0 MILK CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

1.675 

475 7475.0 CATARACT CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

2.242 

476 7476.0 CAMP 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

3.428 

477 7477.0 CUBA GULCH 

 

HO HO 

 

3.319 

478 7478.0 FOSSIL RIDGE 

 

MO MO 

 

6.334 

478.3A 7478.3A BOULDER LAKE 

 

MO MO 

 

0.381 

479 7479.0 WILLOW CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

0.794 

480 7480.0 TANK SEVEN CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

3.339 

481 7481.0 CANYON CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

11.536 

482 7482.0 HORSESHOE 

 

MO MO 

 

4.792 

483 7483.0 SOUTH QUARTZ 

 

MO MO 

 

2.013 

484 7484.0 AGATE CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

0.522 

484 7484.0 AGATE CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

2.734 

484 7484.0 AGATE CREEK 

 

MO MO Y 6.293 

484.2A 7484.2A AGATE SPUR 

 

MO MO Y 0.691 

485 7485.0 LIME CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

0.675 

486 7486.0 SUMMIT 

 

MO MO 

 

30.108 

487 7487.0 RAZOR CREEK Y ATV ATV 

 

6.364 

487.5A 7487.5A UPPER RAZOR SPUR 

 

MO MO 

 

0.771 

488 7488.0 BIG BEND CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

6.242 
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Appendix B. Forest Service Managed Trails — B-3 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME S

E
A

S
O

N
A
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1  

ALT5 
PREFERRED 

ALT1 
EXISTING 
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FROM 
DEIS2 

APPX 
MILES 

489 7489.0 LONG BRANCH 

 

ATV ATV 

 

2.013 

489 7489.0 LONG BRANCH 

 

MO MO 

 

3.563 

490 7490.0 DUTCHMAN CREEK 

 

ATV ATV 

 

1.659 

490 7490.0 DUTCHMAN CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

4.243 

491 7491.0 BALDY LAKE 

 

ATV ATV 

 

2.553 

491 7491.0 BALDY LAKE 

 

MO MO 

 

3.215 

492 7492.0 HICKS GULCH 

 

MO MO 

 

1.714 

493 7493.0 RIGHT HAND 

 

ATV ATV 

 

2.007 

493 7493.0 RIGHT HAND 

 

MO MO 

 

2.490 

494 7494.0 MIDDLE BARRETT CREEK 

 

ATV ATV 

 

0.982 

494 7494.0 MIDDLE BARRETT CREEK 

 

MO ATV 

 

0.685 

494 7494.0 MIDDLE BARRETT CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

2.153 

495 7495.0 LEFT HAND 

 

ATV DE 

 

1.431 

495 7495.0 LEFT HAND 

 

MO DE 

 

0.704 

495 7495.0 LEFT HAND 

 

MO MO 

 

1.839 

Z7495 7495.0 LEFT HAND 

 

ATV NE C 0.415 

497 7497.0 WAUNITA 

 

MO MO 

 

2.049 

499 7499.0 CORDUROY-LUJON 

 

HO HO Y 0.999 

499 7499.0 CORDUROY-LUJON 

 

MO MO Y 5.525 

501 7501.0 MIDDLE RAZOR CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

1.998 

502 7502.0 NORTH GULCH 

 

MO MO 

 

2.006 

618 7531.0 BASIN VIEW 

 

MO MB 

 

0.821 

531 7531.0 CREST 

 

MO MB 

 

0.167 

531 7531.0 CREST 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

2.381 

531 7531.0 CREST 

 

MO MO 

 

2.314 

531 7531.0 CREST 

 

MO MO Y 6.606 

531 7531.0 CREST TRAIL 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

3.078 

532 7532.0 MILL LAKE 

 

HO HO 

 

1.664 

537 7537.0 QUAKEY MOUNTAIN 

 

MO MO 

 

3.524 

Z7538 7538.0  Quakey Mtn West 

 

HO MO 

 

1.148 

538 7538.0 QUAKEY MTN WEST 

 

HO MO 

 

2.487 
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593 7593.0 EAST MINERAL CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

2.348 

Z9642 7609.A2  Admin Road 

 

A HC Y 0.542 

618 7618.0 BASIN VIEW 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

0.790 

Z7495 7645.1A   

 

ATV ATV 

 

0.917 

Z7627 7647.0 Powderhouse Trail 

 

ATV ATV 

 

0.635 

Z7627 7647.1A Powderhouse Tie 

 

ATV ATV 

 

0.635 

UT-8282 7648.0 Stewart Mine Trail 

 

MO MO Y 2.892 

Z7628 7654.0   

 

HO HO 

 

1.359 

UT9597 7742.3P2 Camp Spur 3P2 

 

HC DE 

 

0.124 

784 7784.0 MACHIN BASIN 

 

HO HO 

 

6.385 

785 7785.0 MINERS CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

0.237 

787 7787.0 SNOW MESA 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

1.306 

UT-7113 7890.1A  Admin Road 

 

A HC 

 

0.133 

UT-8168 798.2B1  Admin Road 

 

A ATV 

 

2.473 

UT-8174 798.2B1  Admin Road 

 

A ATV 

 

0.727 

438 8438.0 LOWLINE 

 

HO HO 

 

2.490 

439 8439.0 SWAMPY PASS 

 

HO HO 

 

0.570 

Z844.1C 844.1C Admin - Clear Fork Spur 

 

A NE Y 1.937 

441 8441.0 CASTLE PASS 

 

HO HO 

 

2.990 

443 8443.0 SOAP CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

0.993 

454 8454.0 EAST CURECANTI 

 

HO HO 

 

1.271 

UT-8111 8522.0 OIL MTN TRAIL 

 

ATV ATV 

 

0.783 

UT8000 8522.0 OIL MTN TRAIL 

 

ATV ATV 

 

1.244 

UT-8106 8522.0 Oil Well Mtn Trail 

 

ATV ATV 

 

0.417 

606 8606.0 KEBLER WAGON TRAIL 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

1.192 

606 8606.0 KEBLER WAGON TRAIL 

 

NM/MB NE C 10.434 

Z8606 8606.0 KEBLER WAGON TRAIL 

 

NM/MB NE 

 

0.540 

Z8606 8606.0 KEBLER WAGON TRAIL 

 

NM/MB NE C 3.203 

Z8606 8606.0 KEBLER WAGON TRAIL 

 

NM/MB U 

 

1.414 

606 8606.1B KEBLER WAGON SPUR 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

0.173 

704 8704.0 HUBBARD CANYON 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

3.717 
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714 8714.0 SOUTH DYER 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

2.186 

UT-8152.1 8723.0 Elijah's Park Trail 

 

ATV ATV 

 

0.861 

800 8800.0 CRATER LAKE 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

2.470 

800 8800A.0 ELK PARK 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

2.382 

801 8801.0 REX RESEVOIR 

 

DUAL-ATV HC 

 

0.885 

802 8802.0 TERROR 

 

NM/HO ATV Y 1.833 

802 8802.0 TERROR 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

5.356 

Z8704.4B 8803.0   

 

NM/HO HO 

 

1.021 

Z8704.4B1 8803.1A   

 

NM/HO HO 

 

0.405 

804 8804.0 BUCK MESA 

 

ATV ATV 

 

4.998 

806 8806.0 THOUSAND ACRE FLAT 

 

ATV ATV 

 

2.234 

UT-8290 8807.0 Sheep Park 

 

ATV ATV 

 

0.188 

Z849.1B1 8807.0 Sheep Park 

 

ATV ATV 

 

1.390 

Z849.1B1 8807.0 Sheep Park 

 

ATV HO 

 

2.518 

UT-X708 8808.0 Mule Park 

 

ATV HC 

 

0.339 

810 8810.0 CLEARFORK 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

9.016 

812 8812.0 JONES CREEK 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

4.933 

814 8814.0 GOOSEBERRY 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

7.599 

815 8815.0 DRIFT CREEK 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

2.630 

820 8820.0 RAGGEDS 

 

ATV ATV 

 

6.759 

820 8820.0 RAGGEDS 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

4.440 

820.1A 8820.1A   

 

A-TRAIL ATV Y 0.297 

Z8820.1A 8820.2B   

 

NM/MB MB 

 

1.987 

823 8823.0 RAGGEDS TIE-IN 

 

ATV ATV 

 

0.314 

824 8824.0 SPUD PASS 

 

HO HO 

 

3.524 

UT-8114 8825.A1 Elkhorn Stomp Ditch Trail 

 

A-TRAIL A-TRAIL 

 

3.218 

UT-8115 8825.A2 Ditch Access 

 

A-TRAIL A-TRAIL 

 

0.341 

UT-8116 8825.A3 Williams Creek Reservoir 

 

A-TRAIL A-TRAIL 

 

0.479 

UT-8114 8825.B1 Fillmore Ditch Trail 

 

A-TRAIL A-TRAIL 

 

1.674 

UT-8114.1 8825.B1A Goose Hill Ditch 

 

A-TRAIL A-TRAIL 

 

0.284 

830 8830.0 DARK CANYON 

 

HO HO 

 

13.344 
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UT-8081 8830A Dark Canyon Munsey Tie-In 

 

HO ATV 

 

0.568 

883 8831.0  Munsey Ruby Stock 

 

HO HO 

 

0.879 

832 8832.0 NORTH ANTHRACITE 

 

HO HO 

 

6.035 

834 8834.0 SILVER BASIN 

 

HO HO 

 

5.577 

835 8835.0 OH-BE-JOYFUL PASS 

 

HO HO 

 

2.070 

836 8836.0 RUBY ANTHRACITE 

 

HO HO 

 

4.209 

837 8837.0 DYKE 

 

HO HO 

 

0.453 

837 8837.0 Dyle Creek 

 

HO HO 

 

0.888 

837 8838.0 DYKE 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

3.534 

838 8838.0 DYKE 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

1.181 

840 8840.0 CLIFF CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

8.349 

840 8840.0 CLIFF CREEK 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

1.729 

842 8842.0 BECKWITH PASS 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

2.419 

843 8843.0 THREE LAKES 

 

F F 

 

1.790 

845 8845.0 BECKWITH BENCH 

 

HO HO 

 

3.145 

848 8848.0 SHEEP LAKE 

 

HO HO 

 

1.641 

850 8850.0 LITTLE ROBINSON 

 

HO HO 

 

4.512 

851 8851.0 MOSLEY RIDGE 

 

HO HO 

 

1.709 

852 8852.0 KAUFMAN CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

7.599 

854 8854.0 ELK BASIN 

 

HO HO 

 

5.378 

854A 8854A.0 ROBINSON CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

2.400 

855 8855.0 SHEEP LAKE CUTOFF 

 

HO HO 

 

0.926 

856 8856.0 PETER CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

2.077 

857 8857.0 NAVAJO RIDGE 

 

HO HO 

 

2.693 

859 8859.0 COAL BASIN 

 

HO HO 

 

2.301 

860 8860.0 THROUGH LINE 

 

HO HO 

 

12.239 

860A 8860A.0 
THROUGHLINE 
(HAWKSNEST) 

 

HO HO 

 

0.513 

861 8861.0 SINK CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

5.179 

862 8862.0 LONE PINE 

 

HO HO 

 

4.779 

UT-8207 8863.A1 Saddle Mtn Highline Ditch 

 

A-TRAIL ATV 

 

1.041 
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UT-8208 8863.A1 Saddle Mtn Highline Ditch 

 

A-TRAIL U 

 

0.641 

UT-8207 8863.A2 Saddle Mtn Highline Ditch Spur 

 

A-TRAIL ATV 

 

0.385 

870 8870.0 CURECANTI 

 

HO HO 

 

15.113 

870 8870.0 CURECANTI 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

7.282 

871 8871.0   

 

ATV ATV 

 

1.756 

872 8872.0 TRAIL CREEK 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

2.515 

875 8875.0   

 

HO HO 

 

1.123 

876 8876.0 LONE CABIN 

 

JEEP HC Y 3.134 

877 8877.0 HOODOO GAP 

 

HO HO 

 

2.067 

880 8880.0 PIBURN 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

6.278 

882 8882.0 BALD MOUNTAIN TIE IN 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

2.078 

884 8884.0 MENDICANT RIDGE 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

9.141 

885 8885.0 WEST DYER 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

4.556 

886 8886.0 DYER CONNECTION 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

1.721 

888 8888.0 DYER CREEK 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

7.192 

890 8890.0 INTER OCEAN PASS 

 

NM/HO HO Y 5.105 

891 8891.0 Todd Reservoir Jeep 

 

DUAL-JEEP DUAL-ATV 

 

1.730 

Z8891.1 8891.0 Todd Reservoir Jeep 

 

JEEP ATV 

 

0.156 

892 8892.0 LITTLE ELK BASIN 

 

HO HO 

 

3.636 

892 8892.0 LITTLE ELK BASIN 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

2.408 

894 8894.0 LAMBORN 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

3.268 

895 8895.0 MOUNT LAMBORN 

 

NM/HO HO 

 

1.273 

369 9369.0 BROWN'S PASS 

 

HO HO 

 

1.548 

370 9370.0 IRWIN LAKE 

 

HO HO 

 

1.539 

370.1A 9370.1A IRWIN LAKE SPUR 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

0.238 

400 9400.0 BRUSH CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

5.178 

401 9401.0 TRAIL RIDERS 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

6.872 

402 9402.0 TWIN LAKES 

 

HO HO 

 

3.423 

UT-8277 9402.1A   

 

HO HO 

 

0.874 

403 9403.0 WASHINGTON GULCH 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

3.332 

404 9404.0 DAISY PASS 

 

HO HO 

 

7.496 
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MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME S

E
A

S
O

N
A

L
1  

ALT5 
PREFERRED 

ALT1 
EXISTING 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS2 

APPX 
MILES 

404.3A 9404.3A DAISY PASS BLUE LAKE 

 

HO HO 

 

0.256 

404.5A 9404.5A DAISY PASS PEELER 

 

HO HO 

 

0.677 

405 9405.0 DOUBLETOP 

 

MO MO 

 

12.244 

405 9405.0 DOUBLETOP 

 

NM/MB MO 

 

0.873 

405.2A 9405.2A DOUBLETOP WALROD SPUR 

 

MO MO 

 

1.377 

405.3A 9405.3A 
DOUBLETOP WATERFALL 
SPUR 

 

MO MO 

 

0.793 

406 9406.0 WARM SPRINGS 

 

MO MO 

 

0.527 

407 9407.0 STRAND BONUS 

 

NM/MB MO 

 

2.173 

408 9408.0 CANAL 

 

NM/MB MO 

 

0.926 

409 9409.0 FARRIS CREEK 

 

MO ATV 

 

0.384 

409 9409.0 FARRIS CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

1.002 

409 9409.0 FARRIS CREEK 

 

NM/MB MO 

 

4.664 

UT-7080 9409.1A   

 

NM/MB MO 

 

0.602 

Z7736 9409.2A Farris Connector 

 

MO NE C 0.101 

409.5A 9409.5A FARRIS CREEK BYPASS 

 

MO ATV 

 

2.400 

409.5A 9409.5A FARRIS CREEK BYPASS 

 

MO MO 

 

0.313 

410 9410.0 HUNTERS CREEK 

 

MO ATV 

 

1.841 

410 9410.0 HUNTERS CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

0.649 

411 9411.0 STAR 

 

MO MO 

 

7.878 

412 9412.0 WALROD GULCH 

 

MO MO 

 

1.069 

413 9413.0 MATCHLESS 

 

MO MO 

 

1.762 

414 9414.0 TIMBERLINE 

 

ATV ATV 

 

8.150 

414 9414.0 TIMBERLINE 

 

JEEP ATV Y 0.278 

414 9414.0 TIMBERLINE 

 

JEEP HC Y 0.157 

414 9414.0 TIMBERLINE 

 

MO MO 

 

19.556 

Z9414.1A 9414.1A   

 

ATV ATV 

 

0.544 

Z9414.1A 9414.1A   

 

MO ATV 

 

0.464 

415 9415.0 BEAR CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

3.116 

415 9415.0 BEAR CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

2.061 

416 9416.0 TEXAS CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

6.256 
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MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME S

E
A

S
O

N
A

L
1  

ALT5 
PREFERRED 

ALT1 
EXISTING 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS2 

APPX 
MILES 

417 9417.0 SOUTH TEXAS 

 

HO HO 

 

3.997 

418 9418.0 WALROD GULCH CUTOFF 

 

NM/MB MO 

 

1.411 

419 9419.0 RIDGE 70 

 

HO MB 

 

1.319 

420 9420.0 DEADMAN GULCH 

 

MO MO 

 

3.321 

420 9420.0 DEADMAN GULCH 

 

MO MO 

 

2.254 

421 9421.0 SCARP 

 

HO MB 

 

2.363 

422 9422.0 FLAG CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

3.252 

423 9423.0 ROSEBUD Y MO MO 

 

2.865 

424 9424.0 DOCTOR PARK 

 

MO MO 

 

0.994 

424 9424.0 DOCTOR PARK 

 

MO ATV 

 

0.535 

424 9424.0 DOCTOR PARK 

 

MO MO 

 

7.523 

424 9424.0 DOCTOR PARK Y ATV ATV 

 

1.098 

424 9424.0 DOCTOR PARK Y MO MO 

 

3.176 

424 9424.0 DOCTOR PARK Y NM/MB MO 

 

5.582 

Z9424.1A 9424.1A DOCTOR PARK ATV SPUR 

 

ATV ATV 

 

0.123 

Z9424.1A 9424.1A DOCTOR PARK ATV SPUR 

 

ATV HC 

 

0.224 

UT-8270 9424.1B Dr Park Spur Loop 

 

NM/MB MO Y 1.023 

UT-9424.1A 9424.1B Dr Park Spur Loop 

 

NM/MB MO Y 0.643 

425 9425.0 COSTO LAKE 

 

HO HO 

 

1.914 

427 9427.0 GOLD CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

2.328 

428 9428.0 SOUTH LOTTIS 

 

HO HO 

 

4.320 

429 9429.0 HENRY LAKE 

 

HO HO 

 

1.648 

430 9430.0 SUMMERVILLE 

 

HO HO 

 

10.338 

431 9431.0 VAN TUYL 

 

HO HO 

 

3.823 

433 9433.0 FIVEMILE CREEK 

 

ATV ATV 

 

0.414 

433 9433.0 FIVEMILE CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

1.727 

434 9434.0 THREEMILE CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

1.788 

435 9435.0 UPPER LOOP 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

1.402 

435.1A 9435.1A UPPER UPPER LOOP 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

2.041 

436 9436.0 CARBON 

 

MO MO Y 6.341 

438 9438.0 LOWLINE 

 

HO HO 

 

2.550 
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MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME S
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O
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438 9438.0 LOWLINE 

 

NM/HO MB Y 10.568 

439 9439.0 SWAMPY 

 

HO HO 

 

2.961 

439 9439.0 SWAMPY 

 

NM/HO MB Y 0.855 

439 9439.0 SWAMPY 

 

NM/HO NE Y 1.053 

439.1A 9439.1A SWAMPY RAILROAD 

 

HO HO 

 

1.016 

440 9440.0 TAYLOR DIVIDE 

 

MO MO 

 

1.163 

441 9441.0 CASTLE PASS 

 

HO HO 

 

2.882 

442 9442.0 SOAP BASIN 

 

HO HO 

 

7.410 

443 9443.0 SOAP CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

8.517 

444 9444.0 SUN PARK 

 

HO HO 

 

2.062 

447 9447.0 WEST BEAVER 

 

HO HO 

 

0.179 

447 9447.0 WEST BEAVER 

 

HO MO 

 

3.953 

448 9448.0 KROENKE LAKE 

 

HO HO 

 

0.995 

449 9449.0 RAINBOW LAKE 

 

HO HO 

 

8.733 

450 9450.0 MILL CASTLE 

 

HO HO 

 

12.993 

451 9451.0 COAL MESA 

 

HO HO 

 

13.841 

453 9453.0   

 

HO HO 

 

5.472 

454 9454.0 EAST CURECANTI 

 

HO HO 

 

1.660 

455 9455.0 LITTLE MILL 

 

MO MO 

 

2.574 

Z9456 9456.0   

 

HO ATV 

 

0.600 

456 9456.0 COFFEEPOT CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

3.397 

464 9464.0 BEAVER CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

9.455 

471 9471.0 HORSE BASIN 

 

HO HO 

 

2.137 

472 9472.0 BEAVER-MCINTYRE 

 

ATV ATV 

 

2.332 

478 9478.0 FOSSIL RIDGE 

 

MO MO 

 

5.380 

478.1A 9478.1A FOSSIL BYPASS 

 

MO MO 

 

0.932 

478.1B 9478.1B FOSSIL CUTOFF 

 

MO MO 

 

0.068 

516 9516.0 BEAVER PONDS 

 

HO HO 

 

0.573 

534 9534.0 LILY POND 

 

ATV ATV 

 

0.986 

534 9534.0 LILY POND 

 

MO MO 

 

2.060 

535 9535.0 EAST SOAP 

 

HO HO 

 

4.504 
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536 9536.0 LION GULCH 

 

HO HO 

 

3.814 

540 9540.0 NAPOLEAN PASS 

 

JEEP ATV 

 

1.286 

541 9541.0 WATERLOO GULCH 

 

HO HO 

 

3.418 

542 9542.0 MAGDALENE 

 

HO HO 

 

1.101 

543 9543.0 RED MTN CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

3.469 

545 9545.0 BLOCK AND TACKLE 

 

MO MO 

 

3.052 

549 9549.0 CAMERON GULCH 

 

MO MO 

 

1.728 

551 9551.0 SHEEP LAKE 

 

HO HO 

 

1.727 

552 9552.0 ROARING JUDY 

 

NM/MB MO 

 

2.181 

553 9553.0 CEMENT MOUNTAIN Y MO MO 

 

6.501 

554 9554.0 TEOCALLI MOUNTAIN 

 

MO MO 

 

1.143 

555 9555.0 WATERFALL CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

3.234 

556 9556.0 STRAND HILL 

 

NM/MB MO 

 

1.894 

557 9557.0 TEOCALLI RIDGE 

 

MO MO T 3.362 

558 9558.0 GRANITE BASIN 

 

NM/HO MB Y 3.087 

559 9559.0 ECCHER GULCH 

 

NM/HO MB T 0.991 

563 9563.0 LITTLE PASS CREEK 

 

NM/HO MB Y 3.363 

565 9565.0 BAXTER GULCH 

 

HO HO 

 

1.687 

566 9566.0 GREEN LAKE 

 

NM/HO MB Y 0.439 

566 9566.0 GREEN LAKE 

 

HO MO 

 

0.468 

568 9568.0 DEER CREEK 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

8.309 

570 9570.0 BOWMAN CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

4.611 

571 9571.0 TEXAS RIDGE 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

6.303 

574 9574.0 BLACK GULCH 

 

MO MO 

 

2.026 

574 9574.0 Black Gulch 

 

JEEP HC Y 0.427 

574 9574.0 Black Gulch 

 

MO MO 

 

1.113 

576 9576.0 YULE PASS 

 

F F 

 

2.310 

577 9577.0 ALDER CREEK 

 

ATV ATV 

 

0.964 

577 9577.0 ALDER CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

2.130 

578 9578.0 MCINTYRE GULCH 

 

MO MO 

 

1.393 

579 9579.0 CUMBERLAND BASIN 

 

HO HO 

 

2.520 
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582 9582.0 MOUNT TILTON 

 

MO MO 

 

2.443 

582.1A 9582.1A MOUNT TILTON SPUR 

 

MO MO 

 

0.887 

583 9583.0 CRYSTAL PEAK 

 

MO MO 

 

0.822 

583 9583.0 CRYSTAL PEAK 

 

NM/MB MO Y 1.291 

584 9584.0 SANFORD CREEK 

 

ATV ATV 

 

1.440 

589 9589.0 TEXAS LAKES 

 

ATV ATV 

 

0.711 

590 9590.0 SNODGRASS 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

2.878 

Z9590.1A 9590.1A   

 

NM/MB NE C 1.573 

592 9592.0 LAKE ANN 

 

HO HO 

 

1.328 

594 9594.0 PTARMIGAN LAKE 

 

HO HO 

 

1.665 

597 9597.0 PINE CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

3.796 

598 9598.0 BELLVIEW 

 

HO HO 

 

1.407 

600 9600.0 TAYLOR RIVER 

 

MO MO 

 

1.557 

601 9601.0 ZIG ZAG 

 

HO HO 

 

1.602 

602 9602.0 WHETSTONE VISTA 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

0.918 

603 9603.0 TONY'S 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

0.705 

604 9604.0 FIVE MILE 

 

MO MO 

 

0.394 

606 9606.0 KEBLER WAGON TRAIL 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

1.387 

606 9606.0 KEBLER WAGON TRAIL 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

2.657 

606 9606.1A KEBLER WAGON TRAIL 

 

NM/MB MB 

 

0.099 

607 9607.0 RENO RIDGE 

 

MO MO 

 

2.703 

608 9608.0 BEAVER COW 

 

HO HO 

 

1.731 

609 9609.0 EAST WILLOW 

 

MO MO 

 

0.638 

610 9610.0 BEAR GULCH 

 

MO MO 

 

4.014 

611 9611.0 WILLOW MINE 

 

MO MO 

 

0.825 

612 9612.0 CEMENT CREEK 

 

MO MO 

 

0.836 

612 9612.0 CEMENT CREEK 

 

NM/MB MO 

 

2.167 

613 9613.0 TIMBER 

 

HO HO 

 

0.528 

614 9614.0 COUGAR CANYON 

 

HO HO 

 

1.320 

615 9615.0 MOONLIGHT 

 

HO HO 

 

1.293 

616 9616.0 HARMELS POINT 

 

HO HO 

 

0.541 
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617 9617.0 SEELY 

 

HO HO 

 

3.790 

619 9619.0 TAYLOR VISTA 

 

ATV ATV 

 

0.801 

UT-8277.1 9621.0   

 

ATV HO 

 

0.312 

UT-X18345 9621.0   

 

ATV HO 

 

0.322 

Z9634 9623.0   

 

MO MO 

 

2.278 

Z7485.1A 9624.0 Lime Ridge Jeep 

 

JEEP ATV 

 

1.928 

Z9632 9626.0   

 

ATV ATV 

 

1.356 

UT-7736.1B 9627.0   

 

NM/MB MO 

 

2.176 

Z9647 9628.0   

 

ATV NE C 0.763 

Z9754.1A 9629.0   

 

NM/MB NE C 5.448 

UT-7765.1B 9632.0   

 

ATV ATV 

 

1.593 

Z9633 9633.0 Willow Snow ATV Bypass 

 

ATV ATV T 0.167 

Z9738.1A 9634.0 East River Trail 

 

NM/MB NE C 1.273 

Z9636 9636.0   

 

NM/MB MO 

 

1.053 

UT-7073 9638.0   

 

NM/MB HO Y 1.153 

UT-7073 9638.0   

 

NM/MB MO Y 1.430 

UT-7164 9638.0   

 

NM/MB MO Y 1.974 

Z9638 9638.0 SNODGRASS 

 

NM/MB MB Y 0.639 

835 9835.0 OH-BE-JOYFUL PASS 

 

HO HO 

 

1.996 

836 9836.0 OH-BE-JOYFUL 

 

HO HO 

 

3.529 

981 9981.0 CONUNDRUM 

 

HO HO 

 

2.508 

983 9983.0 COPPER CREEK 

 

HO HO 

 

1.472 
1 See Appendix H for seasonal dates 

  2 Y = Change between Final EIS Preferred Alternative (Alt 5) and Proposed Action in DEIS 
(Alt 2) 

 T = Temporary mitigation required on route 

 C = Conceptual Trail, site specific NEPA required prior to construction 

 S = Change in seasonal use/dates 
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Appendix C. Bureau of Land Management Managed Roads and Trails — C-1 

APPENDIX C. BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
MANAGED ROADS  

ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3000   HC 0.020 

3001 High Mesa Rd HC 3.825 

3001 High Mesa Rd PSG 8.283 

3001a   HC 0.015 

3001b   HC 0.105 

3001b1   HC 0.011 

3001b2   HC 0.009 

3001c   HC 0.063 

3001d   HC 0.042 

3001e   HC 0.830 

3001f   HC 0.127 

3001g   HC 0.167 

3001h   HC 0.603 

3001h1   HC 0.033 

3001i   HC 0.243 

3001i1   HC 0.007 

3001i2   HC 0.004 

3002   HC 3.291 

3002a   HC 0.394 

3002b   HC 0.575 

3002c   HC 0.373 

3002c1   HC 0.277 

3002d   HC 0.194 

3002d1   HC 0.113 

3003   HC 4.026 

3003a   HC 0.496 

3003b   HC 0.587 

3003b1   HC 0.112 

3003c   HC 1.249 

3003d   HC 0.168 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3003e   HC 0.191 

3003f   HC 1.243 

3003f1   HC 0.525 

3004 Alpine Plateau Rd PSG 13.937 

3004a Z7-189 ATV 2.249 

3004a1   HC 0.193 

3004b   HC 0.423 

3004b1   HC 0.136 

3004c   HC 1.238 

3004c1   HC 0.021 

3004c2   HC 0.345 

3004c2a   D 0.011 

3004d   HC 0.596 

3004d1   HC 0.100 

3004e   HC 0.027 

3004f   HC 0.278 

3004f1   HC 0.894 

3005   HC 0.017 

3005 Cox's Park Rd HC 2.907 

3005a   HC 0.468 

3005b   HC 0.092 

3005c   HC 0.383 

3005c1   HC 0.615 

3006   HC 3.323 

3006a   HC 0.129 

3006b   HC 2.883 

3006c   ATV 0.289 

3007   HC 0.046 

3007 Middle Blue Creek Rd HC 2.202 

3007a   HC 0.237 

3007a1   HC 0.119 

3007a1a   HC 0.012 

3008   HC 3.077 

3008a   HC 0.289 
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Appendix C. Bureau of Land Management Managed Roads and Trails — C-3 

ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3008b   HC 0.107 

3008c   HC 0.641 

3008c1   HC 0.219 

3008d   HC 0.525 

3009   HC 1.262 

3009a   HC 0.306 

3009b   HC 1.259 

3010 Armitage Spring Rd HC 2.358 

3010a   HC 0.207 

3010b   HC 0.134 

3010c   HC 0.100 

3011   HC 1.845 

3011a   HC 0.139 

3011b   HC 0.584 

3011b1   HC 0.050 

3011b2 Z7-239 ATV 0.184 

3011c   HC 1.411 

3011c1   HC 0.331 

3011c2   ATV 1.039 

3012   HC 0.129 

3012a   HC 0.051 

3013   HC 0.020 

3014   HC 0.869 

3014a   HC 0.030 

3014b   HC 0.053 

3014b1   HC 0.018 

3014c   HC 0.486 

3015   HC 6.125 

3015a   HC 0.906 

3015b   HC 1.255 

3015c   HC 2.657 

3015c1   HC 0.331 

3015c2   HC 0.048 

3016 

 

HC 0.881 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3016 BLM #3016 HC 1.105 

3016a   HC 0.259 

3017   NPS 0.658 

3017 Red Creek Rd PSG 4.514 

3017a   HC 0.007 

3017b   HC 0.015 

3017c   HC 0.041 

3017d   HC 0.048 

3018   HC 1.765 

3018 Skunk Creek Rd 3018 HC 1.499 

3018a   HC 0.062 

3018b Skunk Creek Rd HC 0.876 

3018c   HC 0.257 

3021 Devil's Creek Trailheads Rd HC 1.146 

3021a Devil's Creek Trailheads Rd HC 0.087 

3023   HC 0.105 

3025 Wilson Ranch Rd HC 1.135 

3025a The Gate Campground Rd PSG 0.097 

3026   HC 0.273 

3028   HC 0.410 

3029   HC 1.452 

3029a   HC 0.244 

3029b   HC 0.116 

3031   HC 0.218 

3032 Dutch Gulch Rd 3032 HC 2.260 

3032a   HC 0.732 

3032a1   HC 0.139 

3032b   HC 1.619 

3032c   HC 0.422 

3032d   HC 0.964 

3032d1   HC 0.549 

3032d1a   HC 0.058 

3033 Indian Creek Rd 3033 HC 10.352 

3033a   HC 0.051 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3033b   HC 0.372 

3033c   HC 0.474 

3033d   HC 0.055 

3033e   HC 0.096 

3033f   HC 0.017 

3033g W. Fork Powderhorn Cabin Rd HC 0.909 

3033g1   HC 2.383 

3033g1a   HC 2.508 

3033g1a1   HC 1.695 

3033g1a1a   HC 0.299 

3033g1a1b   HC 0.269 

3033g1a1c   HC 0.154 

3033g1a2   HC 0.358 

3033h   HC 0.015 

3033i Grey Ranch Access Rd HC 0.555 

3033j   HC 0.195 

3033k   HC 0.255 

3033l   HC 0.544 

3033l1   HC 0.028 

3033l2   HC 0.023 

3033m   HC 0.489 

3033m1   HC 0.008 

3033m2   HC 0.252 

3033m3   HC 0.253 

3034 10 Mile Springs Rd PSG 1.486 

3034 10 Mile Springs Rd - 3034 HC 6.799 

3034a   HC 0.077 

3034b   HC 1.234 

3034c   HC 0.261 

3034d   HC 0.723 

3034e   HC 1.751 

3034e1   MO 2.558 

3034f Old Sawmill Rd HC 0.705 

3034f1   HC 0.171 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3034g   HC 0.026 

3034h   HC 2.006 

3034h1   HC 0.065 

3034h2   HC 0.086 

3035 W. Fork Indian Creek Rd HC 1.862 

3035a   HC 0.068 

3035b   HC 0.192 

3036 Old Lot Mine Road HC 0.100 

3037 Rainbow Lake Rd HC 2.895 

3037 Rainbow Lake Rd PSG 2.596 

3037a   HC 0.319 

3037a1   HC 0.852 

3037a1a   HC 0.470 

3037b   HC 0.097 

3037b rainbow lake-powerline HC 1.426 

3037b2   HC 0.654 

3037b3   HC 1.018 

3037b4   HC 0.714 

3037c   HC 0.436 

3037d   HC 0.315 

3037d1   HC 0.767 

3037d2   HC 0.594 

3038 Nine Mile Hill Rd into Kezar HC 7.826 

3038a   HC 0.397 

3038b   HC 2.421 

3038b1   HC 3.531 

3038b1a   HC 0.224 

3038c   HC 0.913 

3038d   HC 0.698 

3038e   HC 0.662 

3038f   HC 0.419 

3038g   HC 0.265 

3038h   HC 0.684 

3038i   HC 0.668 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3038i1   HC 0.171 

3038j   HC 0.200 

3038k   HC 0.230 

3039   HC 2.298 

3039a   HC 1.264 

3039b   HC 2.002 

3040   HC 0.146 

3041   HC 0.400 

3042 149 to S Willow Ck Rd HC 1.749 

3043  9 Mile Radio Tower Rd HC 1.186 

3043a   HC 0.899 

3043b  9 Mile Radio Tower Rd HC 0.025 

3043c  9 Mile Radio Tower Rd HC 0.020 

3044 Midway Mine Rd HC 1.848 

3044a   HC 0.346 

3045 Old Huntsman Mesa Rd HC 3.266 

3045a   HC 1.037 

3045a1   HC 1.635 

3045a1a   HC 0.242 

3045b   HC 1.369 

3046 Huntsman Mesa Access Rd HC 6.614 

3046a   HC 0.945 

3046b   HC 0.504 

3046c Huntsman Mesa Rd HC 4.411 

3046c1   HC 0.692 

3046c2   HC 0.438 

3046c3   HC 2.098 

3046c3a   HC 0.338 

3046c3b   HC 1.338 

3046c4   HC 0.404 

3046c5   HC 0.234 

3046d   HC 0.977 

3046e   HC 1.034 

3046f   HC 0.488 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3046f1   HC 2.298 

3046g   HC 0.768 

3047   HC 0.828 

3047a Big Mud Pond Rd HC 1.986 

3047a1   HC 0.801 

3047h1   HC 0.314 

3048   HC 3.872 

3048a   HC 0.964 

3048b   HC 0.042 

3048c   HC 0.707 

3048c1   HC 0.521 

3048d   HC 1.611 

3048d1   HC 1.335 

3048d1a   HC 0.744 

3048d1b   HC 0.068 

3048d1c   HC 0.495 

3048d1d   HC 0.077 

3048e   HC 0.932 

3049   HC 4.725 

3049a   HC 1.465 

3049b   HC 0.632 

3049c   HC 0.289 

3049d   HC 0.179 

3049e   HC 1.083 

3049e1   HC 0.135 

3049e2   HC 0.161 

3050 Devil's Hole Rd HC 2.663 

3050a   HC 0.131 

3051   HC 6.645 

3051a   HC 0.204 

3052 Road Beaver Rd HC 7.751 

3052a   HC 1.344 

3052b   HC 0.676 

3052c   HC 1.015 
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Appendix C. Bureau of Land Management Managed Roads and Trails — C-9 

ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3052d   HC 0.719 

3053   HC 1.684 

3054 Big Mesa Rd HC 4.323 

3054a   HC 0.924 

3054a1   HC 0.050 

3054b   HC 2.259 

3054b1   HC 1.813 

3054c   HC 0.578 

3054d   HC 0.715 

3054e   HC 0.065 

3055 Cebolla Creek Campground Rd HC 0.097 

3056 McCabe Lane to Pole Creek HC 4.216 

3056a   HC 1.014 

3057 Pole Creek Rd HC 11.430 

3057a   HC 3.809 

3057a1   HC 0.440 

3057b   HC 0.811 

3057c   HC 1.122 

3057d   HC 0.830 

3057e   HC 0.276 

3057f   HC 2.565 

3057g   HC 0.195 

3057h   HC 0.363 

3057i   HC 0.263 

3057j   HC 0.325 

3057k   HC 1.122 

3057l   HC 0.442 

3057m   HC 1.334 

3057m1   HC 0.669 

3057n   HC 0.519 

3058   HC 4.637 

3058a   HC 1.849 

3058b   HC 0.933 

3058c   HC 1.556 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3058c1   HC 0.633 

3059   HC 0.510 

3060 Kezar Basin Rd  HC 6.260 

3060a   HC 0.293 

3060b   HC 2.885 

3060b1   HC 1.227 

3060b2   HC 1.682 

3060b3   HC 0.660 

3060c   HC 0.537 

3061   HC 0.641 

3061 McCabe Entrance to Hartmans HC 3.463 

3061 S Entrance to Hartmans 3061 HC 3.210 

3062   HC 3.153 

3062a   HC 2.083 

3062b   A 0.270 

3062b1   A 0.052 

3062c   HC 0.425 

3062d   HC 0.798 

3063   HC 0.136 

3063 Rd to Soldier Park PSG 0.934 

3063a   HC 0.441 

3063b   HC 0.228 

3063c   HC 0.062 

3063d   HC 0.340 

3063e   HC 0.513 

3063f   HC 0.100 

3065a   HC 1.298 

3065a Subdivision Rd PVT 2.133 

3065a1   HC 0.895 

3065a2   HC 0.800 

3065b   HC 0.161 

3065c   HC 0.071 

3066 Chance Gulch North HC 5.591 

3066a   HC 0.071 
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Appendix C. Bureau of Land Management Managed Roads and Trails — C-11 

ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3067   HC 3.555 

3067a   HC 1.281 

3067b   HC 0.227 

3067c   HC 0.093 

3067d   HC 0.289 

3068 Chance Gulch Rd HC 5.444 

3068a   HC 0.445 

3068b Sage Hen Gulch Rd HC 0.826 

3068c Chance Gulch to W Mtn Rd HC 0.717 

3068d   HC 1.738 

3068e   HC 1.442 

3068f   HC 0.172 

3069 Sage Hen Gulch Rd 3069 HC 1.931 

3070 Upper Chance Gulch Rd HC 4.304 

3070 W Mountain Rd HC 2.284 

3070a   HC 1.837 

3070b Chance Gulch to W Mtn Rd HC 1.531 

3071   HC 0.524 

3071 Stubbs Gulch Rd HC 3.100 

3071 Stubbs Gulch Rd PVT 0.081 

3071a Mineral Hill Mine Rd HC 0.994 

3071a1   HC 0.076 

3071a2   HC 0.723 

3071b   HC 0.421 

3072   HC 0.537 

3072   PVT 0.560 

3072 Sixmile Lane HC 5.037 

3072 Sixmile Ln 3074 HC 0.613 

3072a   HC 2.955 

3072a1   HC 1.730 

3072a2   HC 0.715 

3072b   HC 0.512 

3073 Long Gulch to Bead Creek HC 9.310 

3073a   HC 2.431 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3073a1   HC 1.479 

3073b   HC 1.332 

3073c Kreuger Ranch HC 0.469 

3073d   HC 0.293 

3073e   HC 0.178 

3073f   HC 0.251 

3073g   HC 0.193 

3073h   HC 0.608 

3073i   HC 1.340 

3073i1   HC 1.076 

3073j   HC 0.415 

3073j1   HC 0.385 

3073k   HC 0.018 

3074   PVT 0.328 

3074 Bead Creek Rd HC 2.468 

3074 Lick Park HC 1.212 

3074a   HC 0.639 

3075   HC 2.616 

3075a   HC 0.159 

3075a1   HC 0.184 

3076 South Parlin Flats Rd HC 4.923 

3076a   HC 2.066 

3076a1   HC 0.857 

3076a1a   HC 0.196 

3076b   HC 0.476 

3076c   HC 2.520 

3076c1   HC 1.055 

3076d   HC 1.747 

3076d1   HC 2.260 

3076d1a   HC 0.223 

3076e   HC 1.752 

3077 Houston Gulch Rd HC 4.486 

3077a   HC 3.138 

3077a1   HC 0.607 
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Appendix C. Bureau of Land Management Managed Roads and Trails — C-13 

ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3077b   HC 0.588 

3077b1   HC 0.145 

3077c   HC 2.842 

3077e   HC 0.694 

3078   HC 0.051 

3078 Table Top Rd HC 6.951 

3078a   HC 2.638 

3078a1   HC 0.398 

3078b   HC 1.454 

3078c   HC 0.268 

3078d   HC 2.829 

3078d1   HC 1.572 

3079   HC 0.732 

3079b   HC 0.010 

3080   HC 0.022 

3080 Valdez Springs Rd HC 5.049 

3080a   HC 2.008 

3080b   HC 0.935 

3080c   HC 0.418 

3080d   HC 0.686 

3081 Sage Hen Spring Rd HC 2.840 

3081a   HC 0.633 

3081a   PVT 0.290 

3081b   HC 0.206 

3082 Los Ochos Mine Rd HC 1.689 

3082a   HC 0.537 

3082b   HC 0.202 

3082c   HC 0.152 

3082d   HC 1.382 

3082d1   HC 1.689 

3082d2   HC 3.741 

3082d2a   HC 0.709 

3082d2b   HC 0.625 

3082e   HC 1.732 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3083   HC 1.092 

3084 Homestead Rd HC 3.276 

3084a   HC 0.005 

3085   HC 0.112 

3086 Cochetopa Creek Rd PSG 1.346 

3086a burrow park spur HC 1.886 

3086a1   HC 0.068 

3086a2   HC 0.221 

3086b burrow park spur HC 0.185 

3086c Burrow Park Spur HC 0.256 

3086c1   HC 0.031 

3086d   HC 0.569 

3086d burrow park spur HC 0.569 

3087 Quemado Creek Rd HC 1.035 

3087a Aberdeen Quarry HC 0.024 

3087a   HC 0.086 

3088   HC 1.118 

3089   HC 0.208 

3090   HC 0.835 

3091   HC 1.170 

3092 Mill Hill Rd HC 1.674 

3092a   HC 0.640 

3093 Barrett Creek Rd HC 1.651 

3093a Barrett Creek Rd HC 0.276 

3094 Tomichi Dome Access Rd HC 11.729 

3094a Tomichi Dome Access Rd HC 0.073 

3094b Tomichi Dome Access Rd HC 0.054 

3094c Tomichi Dome Access Rd HC 0.240 

3094d Tomichi Dome Access Rd HC 0.272 

3094e Tomichi Dome Access Rd HC 0.394 

3094f Tomichi Dome Access Rd HC 1.144 

3094f1 Tomichi Dome Access Rd HC 0.044 

3094g monson powerline HC 0.237 

3094g1 Monson Gulch Rd HC 0.103 
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Appendix C. Bureau of Land Management Managed Roads and Trails — C-15 

ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3096   HC 2.520 

3097 Woods Gulch East HC 4.527 

3097a Woods Gulch East Rd HC 0.455 

3097b Woods Gulch East Rd HC 2.552 

3097c   HC 1.383 

3098   HC 0.643 

3099 Wood Gulch Rd HC 3.491 

3099a Woods Gulch Rd HC 0.034 

3099b Woods Gulch Rd HC 0.358 

3099c Woods Gulch Rd HC 0.096 

3099d Woods Gulch Rd HC 2.241 

3099d1 Woods Gulch Rd HC 0.798 

3099e   HC 5.721 

3099f   HC 3.380 

3102 Big Gulch Rd HC 4.167 

3102a   HC 2.196 

3102b   HC 0.655 

3102c   HC 0.110 

3102d Alder Creek access rd. HC 2.748 

3102d1   HC 1.715 

3102d2   HC 2.134 

3102d3   HC 0.734 

3102e   HC 0.714 

3103 North Parlin Flats Rd HC 5.438 

3103a   HC 0.476 

3103b   HC 1.938 

3103c   HC 0.450 

3104 Big Seep Reservoir Rd HC 2.330 

3104a   HC 0.172 

3104a1   HC 0.024 

3105 Alder Creek Rd HC 1.279 

3105 Alder Creek Rd. HC 1.235 

3105a   HC 0.085 

3106 Dry Gulch Rd HC 5.045 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3106 Dry Gulch Rd PSG 0.182 

3106 Sewell Rim Rd HC 5.246 

3106a   HC 2.880 

3106b   HC 2.257 

3107 Cabin Creek Rd HC 4.695 

3107 Cabin Creek Rd PSG 3.425 

3107a   HC 0.062 

3107b   HC 1.582 

3107b1   HC 0.655 

3107c   HC 1.676 

3107d   HC 0.926 

3107e   HC 1.086 

3107e1   HC 0.369 

3107f   HC 1.063 

3107f1   HC 0.844 

3107f1a   HC 0.667 

3107g   HC 0.157 

3107g1   HC 0.291 

3107h   HC 0.402 

3107i   HC 2.240 

3107j East Cabin Creek Rd HC 0.124 

3108   HC 4.429 

3108a   HC 0.350 

3108b   HC 0.243 

3108c   HC 1.576 

3111 Lost Canyon Gulch Rd HC 3.585 

3111a   HC 2.627 

3111a1   HC 0.281 

3111b   HC 2.302 

3111b1   HC 0.515 

3111b2   HC 0.678 

3112 deep gulch c HC 0.297 

3112 hartman gulch HC 2.359 

3112 hartman gulch spur HC 2.693 
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Appendix C. Bureau of Land Management Managed Roads and Trails — C-17 

ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3113 Antelope Timber Sale Road HC 3.186 

3113a   HC 0.254 

3113b Steers gulch HC 3.711 

3113b1   HC 0.054 

3113b1 McIntosh spur a HC 1.787 

3114 Deep Gulch Rd HC 4.115 

3114a deep gulch spur a HC 0.609 

3114b deep gulch b HC 0.788 

3114b1   HC 0.006 

3114c deep gulch c HC 0.100 

3114d   HC 0.380 

3114e deep gulch spur HC 0.790 

3115a 3115 spur  HC 1.173 

3115aT 3115 spur C D 0.952 

3115b 3115 spur B HC 0.050 

3115c   HC 0.014 

3116 Maggie Gulch Rd HC 3.857 

3116a   HC 0.611 

3116b   HC 0.297 

3116b1   HC 0.265 

3116c   HC 0.937 

3116c1   HC 0.097 

3116d   HC 1.313 

3118a 

 

HC 0.331 

3118a1   HC 0.029 

3118b  Mill Creek Ski Trails 3118b HC 0.990 

3118b1   HC 0.012 

3118b2   HC 0.013 

3118b3   HC 0.012 

3118c Mill Creek Rd  HC 0.179 

3118d Ski Parking Lot PSG_NNL 0.049 

3119 Crystal Creek Rd HC 5.923 

3119a   HC 0.155 

3119b   HC 0.224 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3119c   HC 0.056 

3119d   HC 0.014 

3119e   HC 0.712 

3119f   HC 0.243 

3119g   HC 0.523 

3120 Prosser Creek Loop HC 2.199 

3120 Prosser Creek Loop 3120 HC 1.030 

3120a   HC 1.258 

3120a1   HC 0.010 

3120b   HC 0.062 

3121   HC 0.024 

3122   HC 0.539 

3123  Signal Peak Rd HC 0.829 

3123  Signal Peak Rd MO 0.631 

3123 Signal Peak Rd HC 2.914 

3123a   HC 0.084 

3123b   HC 0.757 

3123b   MO 0.726 

3123c   HC 2.889 

3123c1   HC 1.262 

3123d   HC 2.685 

3124   HC 0.422 

3125   HC 1.358 

3125a   HC 0.185 

3126   HC 0.030 

3127   HC 0.930 

3128   HC 0.401 

3128a   HC 0.033 

3128b   HC 0.012 

3128c   HC 0.006 

3129   HC 0.389 

3130 Z7-322 HC 0.821 

3131   HC 1.358 

3131a   HC 0.383 
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Appendix C. Bureau of Land Management Managed Roads and Trails — C-19 

ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3132   HC 1.523 

3133   HC 1.171 

3133a   HC 1.209 

3134   HC 0.333 

3135   HC 1.408 

3135a   HC 0.192 

3136   HC 0.770 

3136a   HC 0.260 

3136b   HC 0.089 

3137   HC 1.914 

3137a   HC 1.023 

3137b   HC 0.893 

3137c   HC 0.107 

3138   HC 0.287 

3138a   HC 0.005 

3139   HC 1.713 

3139a   HC 0.582 

3139b   HC 0.089 

3140   HC 0.262 

3141   HC 0.512 

3142 Carpenter Ridge Rd HC 6.357 

3142a   HC 2.571 

3142a1   HC 2.122 

3142b   HC 1.834 

3143   HC 0.218 

3144   HC 5.286 

3145   HC 1.327 

3145a   HC 0.386 

3145b   HC 0.486 

3145c   HC 0.565 

3146 Spencer Schoolhouse Rd HC 1.056 

3147   HC 0.659 

3147a   HC 1.001 

3148   HC 0.811 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3149   HC 0.308 

3150   HC 2.529 

3150a   HC 0.257 

3150b   HC 1.293 

3150b1   HC 0.492 

3150b2   HC 0.216 

3151   HC 0.986 

3152   HC 1.092 

3153   HC 0.125 

3154 Gravel Pit Roads HC 0.130 

3155 Gravel Pit Roads HC 0.299 

3156   HC 0.146 

3157 Graflin Gulch Rd HC 2.249 

3158   HC 1.802 

3158a   HC 1.193 

3158b   HC 2.113 

3158b1   HC 0.389 

3159 Powerline Rd HC 5.459 

3159a   HC 0.389 

3159b   HC 1.121 

3160   HC 1.961 

3161 Flat Top Rd HC 4.774 

3162   HC 0.019 

3162 Crosson Rd HC 2.470 

3162a   HC 0.260 

3163   HC 2.558 

3163a   HC 2.127 

3163a1   HC 0.096 

3163a2   HC 1.055 

3163a2a   HC 0.205 

3163a2b   HC 0.453 

3163a3   HC 1.128 

3163a4   HC 0.549 

3163b   A 0.392 
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Appendix C. Bureau of Land Management Managed Roads and Trails — C-21 

ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3163c   HC 0.509 

3163d   HC 0.027 

3163e   HC 0.364 

3164   HC 1.988 

3165   HC 0.175 

3166   HC 0.265 

3167   HC 1.092 

3167a   HC 0.445 

3168   HC 1.063 

3169 Mercury Mine Rd HC 2.905 

3169a   HC 1.276 

3169a1   HC 0.365 

3169b   HC 0.031 

3169c   HC 0.024 

3169d   HC 0.408 

3169d1   HC 0.023 

3169e   HC 0.876 

3169e1   HC 0.470 

3169f   HC 0.729 

3170 Homestead lower HC 0.714 

3171   HC 5.418 

3171a   HC 1.257 

3171a1   HC 1.415 

3171a2   HC 0.885 

3171a2a   HC 0.019 

3171b   HC 1.226 

3171c   HC 0.235 

3171d   HC 0.236 

3171e   HC 0.068 

3172   HC 1.469 

3172a   HC 3.692 

3172a1   HC 0.059 

3172a2   HC 0.165 

3172a3   HC 0.766 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3172a4   HC 0.369 

3172b   HC 0.155 

3172b1   HC 0.017 

3172c   HC 0.140 

3172d   HC 0.005 

3173   HC 0.609 

3173a   HC 1.185 

3174 Van Tassel Gulch HC 1.676 

3174a   HC 1.018 

3174a1   HC 0.538 

3175   HC 0.080 

3176   HC 1.016 

3177   HC 1.243 

3177a   HC 0.350 

3177b   HC 1.439 

3177b1   HC 0.102 

3177b2   HC 0.551 

3177b3   HC 0.480 

3178   HC 1.849 

3178a   HC 0.185 

3179 Prosser Creek Road #3120 HC 2.762 

3179a   HC 1.401 

3179b   HC 0.153 

3179c   HC 0.797 

3179d   HC 1.362 

3179d1   HC 0.579 

3179d2   HC 0.383 

3180   HC 0.952 

3181   HC 1.558 

3182   HC 0.785 

3183   HC 0.159 

3183a   HC 0.289 

3183b   HC 0.013 

3184 Snyder Gulch Rd HC 1.187 
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Appendix C. Bureau of Land Management Managed Roads and Trails — C-23 

ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3184a   HC 1.084 

3185   HC 2.353 

3185a Snyder Gulch Rd HC 0.084 

3185b   HC 0.589 

3185b1   HC 0.139 

3185c   HC 0.227 

3185d 

 

HC 0.055 

3185d   HC 1.010 

3185e   HC 0.140 

3185f   HC 1.072 

3185g   HC 0.082 

3185h   HC 0.124 

3186   HC 0.146 

3187   HC 0.982 

3188   HC 0.896 

3188a   HC 0.240 

3189   HC 0.814 

3190   HC 2.649 

3191   HC 0.842 

3192   HC 0.896 

3193   HC 0.251 

3194   HC 0.561 

3194a   HC 1.137 

3195   HC 0.358 

3195a   HC 0.168 

3196   HC 0.302 

3197 Cochetopa Site 9 HC 0.044 

3198 Cochetopa Site 8 HC 0.050 

3198a Cochetopa Site 8 HC 0.013 

3199 Cochetopa Site 7 HC 0.078 

3200 Cochetopa Site 6 HC 0.065 

3200a Cochetopa Site 6 HC 0.008 

3201   HC 0.059 

3202 Cochetopa Site 5 HC 0.067 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3203 Cochetopa Site 4 HC 0.010 

3204 Cochetopa Site 3 HC 0.017 

3205 Cochetopa Site 2 HC 0.038 

3206 Cochetopa Site 1 HC 0.146 

3206a Cochetopa Site 1 HC 0.046 

3207   HC 0.870 

3208   HC 0.287 

3209   HC 0.212 

3210   HC 2.585 

3210a   HC 1.454 

3210b   HC 0.695 

3211   HC 9.967 

3211a   HC 0.961 

3211b   HC 2.803 

3211b1   HC 0.317 

3211c   HC 2.808 

3211c1   HC 0.974 

3211d   HC 0.624 

3211e   HC 0.539 

3211f   HC 0.354 

3212   HC 1.252 

3213T Contour Trail NM 1.431 

3214   HC 0.411 

3214a   HC 0.184 

3215T   HC 2.300 

3215T   MO 0.327 

3216   HC 0.022 

3217   HC 0.112 

3218 Spur L & H sheep gulch HC 2.205 

3218a   HC 0.353 

3219   HC 1.470 

3219a   HC 1.103 

3220 Oh Be Joyful Rd HC 0.466 

3220a Oh Be Joyful Rd HC 0.163 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3220a1   HC 0.024 

3220a2   HC 0.004 

3220a3   HC 0.004 

3220a4   HC 0.026 

3220a5   HC 0.012 

3220a6   HC 0.012 

3220b Oh Be Joyful Rd HC 0.045 

3220c Oh Be Joyful Rd HC 0.055 

3221 Gunsight Pass Rd HC 2.083 

3221aT Lower Loop upper section NM 0.012 

3222T Lower Loop upper section NM 1.042 

3223T Lower Loop lower section NM 0.840 

3224 Slate River Railroad Grade HC 0.367 

3224a   HC 0.043 

3224T Railroad Grade NM 0.369 

3225T Green Lake Trail NM 0.553 

3226 McIntosh HC 6.689 

3226 McIntosh STATE 3.325 

3226a   HC 0.337 

3226b McIntosh spur b HC 2.201 

3226b1 McIntosh spur  HC 0.702 

3226c McIntosh Loop HC 1.022 

3226c1   HC 0.030 

3226c1 McIntosh spur HC 0.131 

3226d   HC 0.027 

3227 Lands End Rd HC 7.424 

3227a 

 

HC 0.333 

3227b   HC 0.079 

3227c 3113 HC 0.115 

3228 North Beaver Creek Rd HC 0.749 

3228a beaver cr spur A2 HC 1.202 

3228a1   HC 0.017 

3228a1 beaver cr spur A HC 0.824 

3228a2 beaver cr spur A HC 1.312 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3228a3   HC 0.421 

3228aT   MO 2.025 

3228b beaver creek spur HC 0.336 

3229   PSG_NNL 0.103 

3229 Steuben Creek Rd HC 0.017 

3229 Steuben Creek Rd X 0.259 

3230 powerline rd. 3037 - 724 HC 0.043 

3230 steuben creek powerline HC 1.384 

3230T   NM 2.005 

3231   HC 3.676 

3231a   HC 0.630 

3232 Stevens/Bear Springs Gulch HC 2.272 

3232a Stevens Creek Spur HC 2.029 

3232a1   HC 0.337 

3233 Haystack Gulch HC 5.769 

3233a   HC 0.100 

3233b   HC 0.326 

3233c haystack gulch spur c HC 0.142 

3233c1   HC 0.070 

3233c1a   HC 0.065 

3233d haystack gulch spur d HC 0.196 

3233d1   HC 0.085 

3233e   HC 1.359 

3233e1   HC 0.569 

3235   HC 0.046 

3236   HC 0.050 

3237   HC 0.022 

3238 Hartman Rocks Rd 7 HC 0.720 

3241   HC 0.025 

3242   PSG_NNL 0.011 

3281aT Lake to Lake Trail Spur NM 0.076 

3281T   NM 0.228 

3281T Lake To Lake Trail HC 0.268 

3281T Lake To Lake Trail NM 0.675 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3281T Lake to Lake Trail NM 0.310 

3281T Road above Crystal Lodge NM 0.164 

3282 Ski Hill Parking PSG 0.079 

3283T Crystal Lake Trail NM 1.077 

3284 Henson Hilton Rd HC 0.120 

3285T Henson Creek Trail NM 0.529 

3286 Tobasco Cabin Rd HC 0.026 

3287 Bonne Homme Camp Loop HC 0.092 

3288   HC 0.351 

3289   HC 0.041 

3290 Lower Bent Creek HC 0.111 

3291 Upper Bent Creek HC 0.203 

3292 Clausen Mesa Rd HC 0.169 

3292a Clausen Mesa Meadow Rd HC 0.015 

3293   HC 0.056 

3294   HC 0.078 

3294a   HC 0.024 

3295   HC 0.253 

3296 Access to Crystal Lodge PSG_NNL 0.164 

3297 Wade's Gulch Campsite HC 0.088 

3298 Road to LC Water Tank PSG_NNL 0.302 

3299 Capitol City sheep corrals HC 0.322 

3299a Capitol City sheep corrals HC 0.095 

3300 Henson Creek ATV Staging area HC 0.072 

3300a Henson Creek ATV Staging area HC 0.025 

3300b Henson Creek ATV Staging area HC 0.010 

3305 Roundtop Mountain Rd HC 0.418 

3305a Roundtop Mountain Rd  HC 0.044 

3305b Roundtop Mountain Rd  HC 0.111 

3306 Nellie Creek Meadow Rd HC 0.123 

3307   HC 0.240 

3307a   HC 0.096 

3309a   HC 0.034 

3309a Cuba Gulch Trailhead HC 0.028 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3314 American Basin Rd HC 0.889 

3314a   HC 0.016 

3316 Mill Creek Campground Rd PSG 0.395 

3317T Waterdog Lake Trail NM 3.680 

3322a   HC 0.119 

3322a Rambouillet Park Rd HC 1.234 

3322a1 Hill 71 Rd HC 0.740 

3322b Hill 71 repeater site HC 0.635 

HHR R20 Hartman Rocks Rd 20 HC 0.179 

HR R18 Hartman Rocks Road 18 HC 2.368 

HR R19 Hartman Rocks Road 19 HC 0.905 

HRR   HC 0.414 

HRR Connector R6 to T23 MO 0.048 

HRR Gravel pit rd HC 0.043 

HRR Hartman Rocks Rd HC 0.188 

HRR Main Street HC 1.519 

HRR Tiger Wall parking HC 0.017 

HRR A36 Hartman Rocks Rd A36 HC 0.642 

HRR A49 Hartman Rocks Road A49 HC 0.093 

HRR A59 Hartman Rocks Rd A59 HC 0.137 

HRR A64 Hartman Rocks Rd A64 HC 0.756 

HRR A67 Hartman Rocks Rd A67 HC 0.394 

HRR A9 Jeep Problem HC 0.182 

HRR R1 Kill Hill to Cottonwood Grove HC 2.604 

HRR R10 Hartman Rocks Rd 10 HC 1.612 

HRR R13 Rattlesnake Jct to Powerline HC 1.616 

HRR R14 Hartman Rocks Rd 14 HC 1.192 

HRR R15 McCabe Upper Shooting site HC 0.098 

HRR R16 McCabe lower shooting site HC 0.053 

HRR R17 Circle route off McCabe HC 0.112 

HRR R2 Cottonwood Grove to McCabe HC 1.138 

HRR R20  Hartman Rocks Rd R20 HC 0.135 

HRR R20 Hartman Rocks Rd R20 HC 0.622 

HRR R21 Hartman Rocks Rd 21 HC 0.282 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

HRR R22 Behind the Rocks Party Loop HC 0.237 

HRR R23 Hartman Rocks Rd 23 HC 0.339 

HRR R24 Hartman Rocks Rd 24 HC 0.894 

HRR R25 Hartman Rocks Rd 25 HC 0.329 

HRR R26 Gravel Pit to Grassy Meadow HC 0.355 

HRR R28 Hartman Rocks Rd 28 HC 0.154 

HRR R29 Hartman Rocks Rd 29 HC 0.512 

HRR R30 Hartman Rocks Rd 30 HC 0.146 

HRR R31 Top of Kill Hill to Overlook HC 0.057 

HRR R32 Hartman Rocks Rd 32 HC 0.218 

HRR R32 Hartman Rocks Rd 32 MO 0.067 

HRR R33 Hartman Rocks Rd 33 HC 0.073 

HRR R34 Hartman Rocks HC 0.104 

HRR R35 Gravel Pit Trail Complex MO 0.333 

HRR R36 Hartman Rocks Rd 36 HC 0.100 

HRR R37 Hartman Rocks Rd 37 HC 0.167 

HRR R38 Budda's Belly Loop HC 0.138 

HRR R39 Road Loop to V Drop HC 0.466 

HRR R4 Powerline Rd West HC 1.859 

HRR R40 Hartman Rocks Rd 40 HC 0.698 

HRR R41 Hartma Rocks Rd 41 HC 0.108 

HRR R42 Road to Top of Becks HC 0.340 

HRR R5 Powerline Rd East HC 1.329 

HRR R8 Hartman Rocks Road 8 HC 0.941 

HRR R9 Hartman Rocks Road 9 HC 0.214 

HRT   MO 0.185 

HRT   NM 0.043 

HRT Buddy Bear MO 1.252 

HRT Freefall new section MO 0.332 

HRT Hartman Rocks Trail MO 0.044 

HRT Jacks Trail MO 0.059 

HRT Motorcycle Terrain Park ATV 0.778 

HRT Ridge Trail Reroute NM 0.364 

HRT Ridge Trail reroute NM 0.064 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

HRT Ridge trail reroute NM 0.108 

HRT- Alt Freefall exit MO 0.049 

HRT- Terrain Park Beginner Loop MO 0.177 

HRT- Top of the World MO 1.213 

HRT 17 Josho's MO 2.136 

HRT 5   HC 0.124 

HRT A18 Technical Becks MO 0.216 

HRT A20 Josie's Trail MO 1.630 

HRT A21 Gateway Trail MO 1.709 

HRT A24 Hartman Rocks Trail A24 MO 0.646 

HRT A25 Hartman Rocks Trail A25 MO 0.299 

HRT A26 Hartman Rocks Trail A26 MO 0.507 

HRT A31 Dirty Sock with reroute MO 0.992 

HRT A32 Hartman Rocks Trail A32 MO 0.053 

HRT A33 Hartman Rocks Trail A33 MO 0.094 

HRT A38 Hartman Rocks Trail A38 MO 0.481 

HRT A39 Hartman Rocks Trail A39 MO 0.583 

HRT A39 Ring Dike MO 0.822 

HRT A4 Ridge Trail NM 0.171 

HRT A4 Ridgeline - Private portion NM 0.187 

HRT A40 Rattlesnake alt entrance MO 0.056 

HRT A43a Qualifier Loop MO 0.131 

HRT A46 Hartman Rocks Trail A46 MO 0.303 

HRT A5 Fenceline Trail MO 0.650 

HRT A56 Aberdeen Loop MO 0.025 

HRT A56 Aberdeen Loop West MO 2.076 

HRT A57 Aberdeen Loop East MO 3.608 

HRT A58 Skull Pass MO 0.803 

HRT A6 Hartman Rocks Trail A6 MO 0.108 

HRT A6 Top of the World MO 0.218 

HRT A65 Sawtooth Trail MO 0.795 

HRT A66 Trail 9-0 MO 0.986 

HRT A8 Freefall MO 0.087 

HRT A8 Freefall - Open MO 0.237 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

HRT T10 Behind the Rocks MO 0.519 

HRT T11 Alonzos MO 0.710 

HRT T12 Water Treatment Trail MO 2.208 

HRT T13 The Luge Trail MO 1.417 

HRT T14 Sea of Sage MO 1.064 

HRT T15 Broken Shovel MO 0.738 

HRT T16 Skyline MO 1.477 

HRT T18 McCabe's MO 0.649 

HRT T19 Dave Mo's Trail MO 1.170 

HRT T2 The Notch MO 0.090 

HRT T20 Enchanted Forest MO 0.686 

HRT T21 Outback MO 1.431 

HRT T22 Back In MO 0.852 

HRT T23 Bambi's Trail MO 1.396 

HRT T3 V Drop NM 0.244 

HRT T4   MO 0.109 

HRT T5 Ridge Trail MO 0.182 

HRT T7 Becks MO 0.371 

HRT T8 Rattlesnake MO 1.127 

HRT T9 Rocky Ridge MO 1.281 

3181a off road 3181 HC 0.006 

3077c1 connects 3077c to 3077b HC 0.025 

3048f off road 3048 HC 0.027 

3172e off road 3172 HC 0.006 

3035c off road 3035 HC 0.006 

3033g1a3 off road 3033g1a HC 0.021 

3034m off road 3034 HC 0.011 

3034j off road 3034  HC 0.004 

3034n off road 3034  HC 0.008 

3034i off road 3034 HC 0.005 

3034k off road 3034 HC 0.007 

3034l off road 3034 HC 0.005 

Z6-1 floating HC 0.025 

3005d off road 3005 HC 0.008 
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ROUTE 
NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3004f1a off orad 3004f1 HC 0.007 

3137b1 off road 3137b HC 0.006 

 

  NPS 1.496 

 

  STATE 0.919 

 

Cottonwood Creek Rd HC 0.834 

 

Haystack Gulch NPS 5.769 

 

powerline rd. 3037 - 724 STATE 0.087 
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APPENDIX D. BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
MANAGED TRAILS 

ROUTE NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

3004a Z7-189 ATV 2.25 

3006c   ATV 0.29 

3011b2 Z7-239 ATV 0.18 

3011c2   ATV 1.04 

3034e1   MO 2.56 

3123  Signal Peak Rd MO 0.63 

3123b   MO 0.73 

3213T Contour Trail NM 1.43 

3215T   MO 0.33 

3222T Lower Loop upper section NM 1.04 

3223T Lower Loop lower section NM 0.84 

3224T Railroad Grade NM 0.37 

3225T Green Lake Trail NM 0.55 

3228aT   MO 2.03 

3230T   NM 2.01 

3281T   NM 0.23 

3281T Lake To Lake Trail NM 0.67 

3281T Lake to Lake Trail NM 0.31 

3281T Road above Crystal Lodge NM 0.16 

3281aT Lake to Lake Trail Spur NM 0.08 

3283T Crystal Lake Trail NM 1.08 

3285T Henson Creek Trail NM 0.53 

3317T Waterdog Lake Trail NM 3.68 

HRR Connector R6 to T23 MO 0.05 

HRR R32 Hartman Rocks Rd 32 MO 0.07 

HRR R35 Gravel Pit Trail Complex MO 0.33 

HRT   NM 0.04 

HRT   MO 0.18 

HRT Buddy Bear MO 1.25 

HRT Freefall new section MO 0.33 
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ROUTE NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

HRT Hartman Rocks Trail MO 0.04 

HRT Jacks Trail MO 0.06 

HRT Motorcycle Terrain Park ATV 0.78 

HRT Ridge Trail Reroute NM 0.36 

HRT Ridge Trail reroute NM 0.06 

HRT Ridge trail reroute NM 0.11 

HRT 17 Josho's MO 2.14 

HRT A18 Technical Becks MO 0.22 

HRT A20 Josie's Trail MO 1.63 

HRT A21 Gateway Trail MO 1.71 

HRT A24 Hartman Rocks Trail A24 MO 0.65 

HRT A25 Hartman Rocks Trail A25 MO 0.30 

HRT A26 Hartman Rocks Trail A26 MO 0.51 

HRT A31 Dirty Sock with reroute MO 0.99 

HRT A32 Hartman Rocks Trail A32 MO 0.05 

HRT A33 Hartman Rocks Trail A33 MO 0.09 

HRT A38 Hartman Rocks Trail A38 MO 0.48 

HRT A39 Hartman Rocks Trail A39 MO 0.58 

HRT A39 Ring Dike MO 0.82 

HRT A4 Ridge Trail NM 0.17 

HRT A4 Ridgeline - Private portion NM 0.19 

HRT A40 Rattlesnake alt entrance MO 0.06 

HRT A43a Qualifier Loop MO 0.13 

HRT A46 Hartman Rocks Trail A46 MO 0.30 

HRT A5 Fenceline Trail MO 0.65 

HRT A56 Aberdeen Loop MO 0.03 

HRT A56 Aberdeen Loop West MO 2.08 

HRT A57 Aberdeen Loop East MO 3.61 

HRT A58 Skull Pass MO 0.80 

HRT A6 Hartman Rocks Trail A6 MO 0.11 

HRT A6 Top of the World MO 0.22 

HRT A65 Sawtooth Trail MO 0.80 

HRT A66 Trail 9-0 MO 0.99 

HRT A8 Freefall MO 0.09 
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ROUTE NO NAME TRAVEL APPX MILES 

HRT A8 Freefall - Open MO 0.24 

HRT T10 Behind the Rocks MO 0.52 

HRT T11 Alonzos MO 0.71 

HRT T12 Water Treatment Trail MO 2.21 

HRT T13 The Luge Trail MO 1.42 

HRT T14 Sea of Sage MO 1.06 

HRT T15 Broken Shovel MO 0.74 

HRT T16 Skyline MO 1.48 

HRT T18 McCabe's MO 0.65 

HRT T19 Dave Mo's Trail MO 1.17 

HRT T2 The Notch MO 0.09 

HRT T20 Enchanted Forest MO 0.69 

HRT T21 Outback MO 1.43 

HRT T22 Back In MO 0.85 

HRT T23 Bambi's Trail MO 1.40 

HRT T3 V Drop NM 0.24 

HRT T4   MO 0.11 

HRT T5 Ridge Trail MO 0.18 

HRT T7 Becks MO 0.37 

HRT T8 Rattlesnake MO 1.13 

HRT T9 Rocky Ridge MO 1.28 

HRT- Alt Freefall exit MO 0.05 

HRT- Terrain Park Beginner Loop MO 0.18 

HRT- Top of the World MO 1.21 

Z1-24 Lower Loop upper section NM 0.01 
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Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads — E-1 

APPENDIX E. CLOSED FOREST SERVICE ROADS 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

209.1C 7209.1C PASS CREEK D HC   2.95 

209.1F 7209.1F CUT OFF D HC   1.27 

209.1H 7209.1H ADM SITE BR D HC   0.79 

209.1J 7209.1J TEXAS RIDGE D HC   0.86 

210 7210.0 ALDER D HC   0.55 

237.1B 7237.1B   D A   1.37 

243.1B 7243.1B CARLSON CREEK D HC   2.11 

243.1C 7243.1C BRUSH D HC   1.19 

243.3E 7243.3E JAY CREEK D HC   3.33 

243.3L 7243.3L MARSHALL PASS SPUR D HC   0.62 

265.3D 265.3D TURNER CREEK D HC   0.14 

265.3D 265.3D TURNER CREEK D HC Y 0.48 

265.4B 265.4B BUZZARD DIVIDE-LOCAL D HC   0.63 

317.C3 7317.C3 RUSTLER GULCH MINE ROAD D A Y 0.60 

550.1A 7550.1A UTE GULCH D HC   0.82 

550.1B 7550.1B GANDY RIDGE D HC   1.00 

550.A1 7550.A1 UTE BRANCH D HC   0.16 

552 7552.0 POVERTY GULCH D HC   0.84 

552.2A 7552.2A BAXTER BASIN D HC   0.69 

554.1A 7554.1A DOCTOR MINE SPUR D HC   0.14 

577 7577.0 SARGENTS PARK D A   1.19 

578.3A 7578.3A SPUR 578.3A D HC   0.34 

578.3B 7578.3B SPUR 578.3B D HC   0.54 

578.3C 7578.3C SPUR 578.3C D HC   0.30 

578.3D 7578.3D SPUR 578.3D D HC   0.25 

579.2E 7579.2E VOLE D HC   0.43 

579.2F 7579.2F HOME GULCH SPUR F D HC   0.99 

579.2H 7579.2H ROCKY GULCH SPUR D HC   1.34 

580.1B 7580.1B LIGHTENING GUL.SPUR B D HC   0.51 

580.1C 7580.1C LIGHTENING GUL. SPUR C D HC   0.45 
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MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

580.1D 7580.1D LIGHTENING GUL. SPUR D D HC   0.42 

582.1A 7582.1A EAST DEER CREEK D HC   1.24 

586.2B 7586.2B BEAVER RIDGE SPUR D HC   0.53 

587.1A 7587.1A CRANOR BY-PASS D HC   0.43 

597 7597.0 VAN TASSEL D HC   0.75 

597.1B 7597.1B VAN TASSE SPUR D HC   0.73 

597.1D 7597.1D VAN TASSEL SPUR 1D D HC   0.43 

599 7599.0 PINTO BASIN D HC Y 0.79 

600 7600.0 WILLOW CREEK D HC   1.57 

602.2A 7602.2A O C SPUR 2A D HC   1.10 

602.2B 7602.2B DOTSON'S SPUR D HC   1.10 

604.2A 7604.2A COW CAMP D HC   1.09 

604.A1 7604.A1 BRANCH 2 D HC   0.67 

606 7606.0 LEAPS D HC   0.23 

606.1A 7606.1A LEAPS CUTOFF D HC   0.79 

608.3A 7608.3A MILL GULCH D HC   1.28 

608.3B 7608.3B CENTER SOAP D HC   2.10 

609 7609.0 MAIN GULCH D HC   0.46 

609.2A 7609.2A MAIN GULCH SPUR D HC   0.38 

609.2D 7609.2D WILLOW CR SPUR D HC   0.20 

609.2E 7609.2E WILLOW CR SPUR D HC   0.17 

609.2F 7609.2F WILLOW CR SPUR D HC   0.09 

609.A2 7609.A2 BEAR SPRINGS D HC Y 3.32 

609.A4 7609.A4 BEAR SPRINGS SPUR 2 D HC   0.60 

670 7670.0 UPPER CATHEDRAL D HC   0.97 

673 7673.0 SAGE PARK D HC   1.59 

674 7674.0 WILLOW PARK D A   0.81 

675.1 7675.1 WEST PASS CR SPUR D HC   1.18 

676 7676.0 CORDUROY SALAYA GULCH D HC   1.07 

677.1A 7677.1A 115 PWRL SPUR 677.1A D HC   0.83 

677.2 7677.2 115 PWRL SEC 2 D HC   1.04 

677.2A 7677.2A 115 PWRL SPUR 677.2A D HC   0.39 

677.2B 7677.2B 115 PWRL SPUR 677.2B D HC   0.78 
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MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

677.2C 7677.2C 115 POWERLINE SPUR D HC   0.44 

677.3C 7677.3C 115 POWERLINE SPUR D HC Y 0.62 

677.4 7677.4 115 PWRL SEC 4 D HC Y 0.63 

680.3 7680.3 230 PWRL SEC 3 D HC   0.55 

684.1A 7684.1A SARGENTS RIDGE SPUR A D HC   0.54 

684.1B 7684.1B   D HC   0.32 

686 7686.0 WILD DOG CREEK D HC   1.74 

686.1A 7686.1A CLAIR CR.SPUR A D HC   0.31 

686.1B 7686.1B CLAIR CR.SPUR B D HC   1.05 

686.1C 7686.1C WILD DOG CR.SPUR C D HC   0.39 

687.1A 7687.1A OWENS-DUTCHMAN SPUR A D HC   0.74 

687.1B 7687.1B OWEND-DUTCHMAN SPUR B D HC   0.18 

687.1C 7687.1C OWENS-DUTCHMAN SPUR C D HC   0.46 

687.1D 7687.1D OWENS-DUTCHMAN SPUR D D HC   0.54 

690 7690.0 PITKIN CG SPUR D HC   0.94 

697 7697.0 NORTH BLUE PARK D HC   0.62 

698 7698.0 CAMPBIRD D HC   1.38 

698.1A 7698.1A CAMPBIRD SPUR A D HC   0.59 

698.1C 7698.1C SULLIVAN GULCH D HC   1.73 

703.2B 703.2B SCHONEMAN CAMP LOCAL D HC   0.52 

713.4H 713.4H WINTER CABIN D HC   0.30 

714 714.0 DYER CREEK D HC   0.29 

714 714.0 DYER CREEK D HC Y 0.68 

714.2A 714.2A NORTH DYER CREEK D A   0.93 

716-SPUR 716.0-SPUR OLD MESA-SPUR D HC   0.36 

718.1A 718.1A WEST HUBBARD SPUR 1A D A Y 0.28 

718.1B 718.1B WEST HUBBARD SPUR 1B D A Y 0.87 

718.1C 718.1C WEST HUBBARD SPUR 1C D A Y 0.80 

721.2F 7721.2F OREGON GULCH D ATV   0.63 

721.2F 7721.2F OREGON GULCH D HC   0.20 

721.2G 7721.2G COMMISSARY SPUR 1 D ATV   0.90 

721.2I 7721.2I COMMISSARY SPUR 2 D HC   0.55 

721.3A 7721.3A COTTONWOOD D A   0.62 
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721.3C 7721.3C BUCK HOLLOW D ATV   0.72 

721.3D 7721.3D OLD ROAD D HC   0.53 

721.B1 7721.B1 FITZ CO SPUR D HC   0.54 

723 7723.0 RED CREEK D A   0.53 

723.2C 7723.2C UPPER DEEP HOLLOW D A   0.75 

723.2C 7723.2C UPPER DEEP HOLLOW D HC   0.62 

723.2F 7723.2F SIX MILE SALVAGE D A   0.49 

723.2G 7723.2G SIX MILE D A   0.86 

723.2H 7723.2H RED CR SPUR 2H D HC   0.27 

723.2I 7723.2I RED SPUR 2I D HC Y 0.07 

723.D1 7723.D1 WEST DEEP HOLLOW SPUR 1 D HC   0.34 

723.D6 7723.D6 WEST DEEP HOLLOW SPUR D6 D A   0.76 

723.E1 7723.E1 UPPER WEST RED SPUR 1 D HC   0.30 

723.F1 7723.F1 SIX MILE SALVAGE D A   0.43 

724.2C 7724.2C FRYING PAN D HC   0.26 

724.2G 7724.2G RAINBOW SPUR 2G D HC   0.24 

724.2K 7724.2K RAINBOW SPUR D HC   0.21 

724.L2 7724.L2 RAINBOW SPUR D HC   0.40 

725 7725.0 COW CREEK D HC   0.58 

725.1C 7725.1C COW CREEK SPUR D HC   1.10 

726.3A 7726.3A OLD ANTELOPE D A   0.50 

726.3B 7726.3B OLD ANTELOPE D HC   1.54 

726.3C 7726.3C   D HC   0.68 

727.1A 7727.1A LITTLE MILL D HC   0.31 

727.1B 7727.1B LITTLE MILL D HC   0.30 

727.2B 7727.2B EILEBRECHT DITCH D ATV   0.39 

727.2B 7727.2B EILEBRECHT DITCH D HC   1.40 

730.1A 7730.1A OLD OHIO PASS D HC   1.36 

732.1B 7732.1B ELK RIDGE D HC   1.80 

732.1C 7732.1C ELK BASIN D HC   1.94 

734.5A 7734.5A SLATE RIVER SPUR D HC   0.22 

738.2B 7738.2B EAST BRUSH D HC   0.68 

738.2C 7738.2C TEOCALLI RIDGE D MO   2.48 
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MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
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CHANGE 
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DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

738.2D 7738.2D CARBONATE RIDGE D HC   0.37 

740.4C 7740.4C CEMENT SPUR D A   0.70 

742.1M 7742.1M BULL GULCH D HC   1.86 

742.1N 7742.1N HOLLY POINT D A   0.30 

742.1Q 7742.1Q BULL 2 D HC   0.15 

742.1U 7742.1U GROUP LOTTIS D HC   0.11 

742.2A 7742.2A RIVERS END D HC   1.00 

742.2B 7742.2B RIVERS END SPUR D HC   0.68 

742.3A 7742.3A N ILLINOIS SP D HC   0.20 

742.3I 7742.3I POTHOLE D HC   0.28 

742.3M 7742.3M EYRE BASIN D HC   1.45 

742.D1 7742.D1 PIEPLANT SPUR 1 D HC   0.71 

742.H1 7742.H1 6 SHOOTER BROWN D HC   1.08 

742.J1 7742.J1   D HC   0.15 

743.7B 7743.7B CANYON SHORTCUT B D HC   0.51 

744.2H 7744.2H BOSTON PEAK D HC   1.94 

745 745.0 HENDERSON CREEK D A   0.48 

747.7B 7747.7B SPRING ROAD D HC   0.34 

748.1B 7748.1B DUSTIN PARK D HC   0.21 

748.1I 7748.1I NORTHBURN D HC   1.18 

748.1J 7748.1J DINNER STATION D HC   3.10 

748.J2 7748.J2 DINNER STATION SPUR 2 D HC   0.29 

750 7750.0 OWENS CREEK D HC   0.95 

750.1A 7750.1A MILL HILL D HC   1.48 

750.2B 7750.2B DUTCHMAN SPUR 2B D HC   0.43 

750.2D 7750.2D GREEN MOUNTAIN D HC   0.33 

750.2E 7750.2E GREEN MTN SPUR 2E D HC   0.63 

750.2F 7750.2F GREEN MTN SPUR 2F D HC   0.22 

750.2G 7750.2G GREEN MTN SPUR 2G D HC   0.44 

752.1E 7752.1E MISTLETOE D A   0.75 

752.1F 7752.1F UPPER UNION D HC   0.12 

752.1G 7752.1G UPPER UNION D HC   0.29 

752.3C 7752.3C CAMERON MTN D HC   1.40 
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752.3D 7752.3D CROSS D HC   0.86 

753.1B 7753.1B BURN SPUR 2 D HC   0.44 

753.1E 7753.1E S.TRAIL BRANCH D HC   0.63 

755.1E 7755.1E NORTH TEXAS BR 2 D HC   0.29 

755.1F 7755.1F NORTH TEXAS BR 3 D HC   0.63 

755.1G 7755.1G NORTH TEXAS BR 4 D HC   0.55 

755.D1 7755.D1 NORTH TEXAS SPUR 1 D HC   0.99 

755.D2 7755.D2 NORTH TEXAS SPUR 2 D HC   0.61 

756.1B 7756.1B ILLINOIS BR 1 D HC   1.02 

756.4A 7756.4A NORTH ILLINOIS SPUR D HC   0.20 

756.5B 7756.5B ILLINOIS D HC   0.26 

758.1A 7758.1A KENTUCKY GULCH D HC   0.43 

758.1B 7758.1B UPPER BERTHA D HC   0.66 

759.1E 7759.1E FLAG DIVIDE D HC   2.16 

760 7760.0 FOREST HILL D HC   1.99 

760.1B 7760.1B PAYMASTER MINE D HC   0.18 

761.1E 7761.1E TAYLOR PASS SPUR D HC   0.30 

763.1C 7763.1C POWDERHOUSE D HC   4.01 

763.1D 7763.1D CAMPBIRD MINE D HC   0.23 

763.1F 7763.1F INDEPENDENCE GULCH D HC   0.33 

763.1H 7763.1H MINGO D A   0.88 

763.1I 7763.1I LORRAIN D A   0.27 

763.1I 7763.1I LORRAIN D HC   0.37 

763.1K 7763.1K LORRAIN GULCH D A   2.82 

763.1L 7763.1L LORRAIN GULCH SPUR L D A   0.52 

763.1M 7763.1M WAUNITA PASS SPUR M D A   1.23 

763.1P 7763.1P WAUNITA PASS SPUR P D HC   0.53 

763.1Q 7763.1Q WADE GULCH D A   1.14 

763.1R 7763.1R WAUNITA PASS SPUR R D HC   0.73 

763.1S 7763.1S WAUNITA PASS SPUR S D HC   0.65 

763.1V 7763.1V MINGO GULCH SPUR V D A   0.59 

763.1W 7763.1W CAMPBIRD GULCH D HC   0.31 

764 N/A   D HC   0.04 
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764.2A 7764.2A UNION PLACER D HC   3.50 

764.2B 7764.2B UNION PLACER CUTOFF D HC   1.05 

764.2C 7764.2C UNION SPUR D HC   0.67 

765.1B 7765.1B  RED BUCK D HC   0.36 

765.1D 7765.1D WILLOW 1 D HC   0.19 

765.1F 7765.1F WILLOW 2 D HC   0.30 

765.3F 7765.3F CUMBERLAND PASS SPUR F D HC   0.84 

765.3G 7765.3G KIMMEL GULCH D HC   0.31 

765.3I 7765.3I CUMBERLAND-FSHER CUTOFF D HC   1.08 

765.3J 7765.3J SAWMILL GULCH D HC   1.09 

766.1A 7766.1A HALLS GULCH SPUR D HC   0.59 

766.1B 7766.1B JACKSON GULCH D HC   1.81 

766.1E 7766.1E   D HC   1.09 

766.1E 7766.1E JACKSON GULCH SPUR E D HC   0.87 

766.1F 7766.1F HALLS GULCH SPUR 1F D HC   0.51 

766.1G 7766.1G HALLS GULCH SPUR 1G D HC   0.63 

766.1H 7766.1H HALLS GULCH SPUR 1H D HC   0.87 

767.1B 7767.1B MIDDLE QUARTZ STAGE D HC   0.50 

768.2A 7768.2A BEAR GULCH D A   1.55 

768.2B N/A   D HC   0.01 

768.2B 7768.2B BERRY GULCH D A   1.60 

7685.1 7685.1 TEMPLETON-HICKS CUTOFF D HC   1.72 

769.2A 7769.2A HICKS BRANCH D HC   0.91 

769.2B 7769.2B BUFFALO FORK D HC   2.11 

769.2D 7769.2D DEPLAR PARK SPUR D D A   1.07 

769.2E 7769.2E DEPLAR PARK SPUR E D HC   1.73 

769.2F 7769.2F DEPLAR PARK SPUR F D HC   0.62 

769.2G 7769.2G DEPLAR PARK SPUR G D HC   0.93 

769.2H 7769.2H DEPLAR PARK SPUR H D HC   0.64 

769.2J 7769.2J DEPLAR PARK SPUR J D HC   0.78 

771.2C 7771.2C NANCE CABIN D HC   0.11 

771.2F 7771.2F GOLD CREEK BRANCH D HC   0.76 

771.2H 7771.2H NEW DOLLAR SPUR 3H D HC   1.23 
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771.2I 7771.2I BROWNS GULCH D HC   0.35 

772 7772.0 WILEY GULCH D HC   0.45 

772 7772.x WILEY GULCH FORK D HC   0.45 

772.1E 7772.1E WILEY GULCH SPUR E D HC   1.96 

772.1F 7772.1F BALD MTN-POWDERHOUSE C D HC   0.32 

773 7773.0 FISHER D HC   0.55 

773.1A 7773.1A UPPER FISHER CUTOFF D HC   0.45 

774.2A 7774.2A STRIDIRON RIDGE D A   1.16 

7753.1 7753.1 SOUTH TRAIL D HC   1.53 

777 7777.0 INDIAN CREEK D HC   0.51 

777.1A 7777.1A BULLS CREEK D HC   0.95 

777.1D 7777.1D INDIAN CREEK CUTOFF D A   1.72 

777.1E 7777.1E BULLS CREEK SPUR D HC   1.74 

779.1B 7779.1B NORTH BALD MTN SPUR B D A   1.51 

780.2C 7780.2C LONG BRANCH RIDGE D ATV   1.62 

781.2A 7781.2A NEEDL CR SPUR 2A D HC   0.83 

781.2B 7781.2B NEEDL CR SPUR 2B D HC   0.45 

781.2C 7781.2C NEEDLE CR SPUR 2C D HC   0.20 

782.1D 7782.1D KILBORN SPUR 782.1D D A   0.73 

782.1E 7782.1E KILBORN SPUR 782.1E D HC   0.44 

782.1F 7782.1F BARRETT SPUR 782.1F D HC   0.42 

782.1H 7782.1H KILBORN SPUR 782.1H D HC   0.40 

782.1I 7782.1I KILBORN SPUR 782.1I D HC   0.26 

787.2C 7787.2C   D HC   1.08 

787.2C 7787.2C SUNSHINE D HC   0.24 

787.2E 7787.2E ANT CREEK D HC   1.90 

787.2F 7787.2F SAGUACHE PK SP 787.2F D HC   2.20 

787.2H 7787.2H SAGUACHE PARK SP 787.2H D HC   0.77 

788.2C 7788.2C KILLDEER CREEK D HC Y 0.74 

788.2D 7788.2D BLUE-LOS PINOS SPUR D HC   0.49 

788.K3 7788.K3 CUTOFF D A   0.65 

790.1I 7790.1I BLUE CREEK D HC Y 1.44 

790.1T 7790.1T SORO PARK SPUR 1T D HC   0.41 
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790.1V 7790.1V LOS PINOS CR SPUR V D HC   0.73 

791.1B 7791.1B SORO PARK SPUR B D A   0.84 

791.1B 7791.1B SORO PARK SPUR B D HC   0.39 

792 792.0 MIDDLE CRK RD D HC   0.61 

794.2A 7794.2A IGNACIO PARK D HC   2.80 

794.2E 7794.2E NUTRAS CREEK D HC   0.72 

794.2H 7794.2H SPUR RD 794.2H D A   0.32 

794.2J 7794.2J COLD SPRINGS SPUR D HC   1.15 

794.2M 7794.2M IGNACIO PARK LOOP D HC   3.46 

794.2N 7794.2N ELK-SORO PARK CUTOFF D HC   1.02 

801.2A 7801.2A TOMICHI DOME SPUR 2A D HC   0.39 

802 7802.0 WOOD GULCH D HC   0.16 

802.2A 7802.2A TOLLGATE D HC   3.52 

802.2D 7802.2D YELLOW PINE CUTOFF D HC   0.40 

802.2E 7802.2E REVENUE GULCH D HC   0.53 

802.2E 7802.2E REVENUE GULCH D HC Y 1.07 

802.A2 7802.A2 TOLGATE SPUR D HC   2.27 

803.0A 7803.0A DEER HILL SPUR D HC   0.54 

803.0B 7803.0B WOLVERINE SPUR D HC   0.60 

803.0D 7803.0D GREEN MOUNTAIN D HC   0.72 

803.0E 7803.0E MYERS SPUR E D HC   0.40 

803.1F 7803.1F MINE SPUR D HC   0.40 

803.2A 7803.2A NORTH GULCH D HC   0.61 

803.2B 7803.2B NORTH GULCH BR D HC   0.37 

804.1B 7804.1B COCHETOPA PARK SPUR B D HC   2.24 

804.1C 7804.1C COCHETOPA PARK SPUR C D HC   2.16 

804.1E 7804.1E COCHETOPA PARK SPUR E D HC   0.94 

804.1G 7804.1G COCHETOPA PARK SPUR G D HC   1.42 

804.1H 7804.1H COCHETOPA PARK SPUR H D HC   0.69 

804.1I 7804.1I COCHETOPA PARK SPUR I D HC   0.27 

804.1J 7804.1J COCHETOPA PARK SPUR J D HC   0.45 

804.1K 7804.1K COCHETOPA PARK SPUR K D HC   0.65 

804.1N 7804.1N NORTH DOME D HC   0.84 
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805.1A 7805.1A OLD COCHETOPA PARK D HC   2.44 

805.1B 7805.1B SPUR #1 D HC   1.28 

805.1C 7805.1C SPUR #2 D HC   0.63 

805.1D 7805.1D SPUR #4 D A   0.52 

805.1E 7805.1E SPUR #5 D HC   0.72 

805.1F 7805.1F SPUR #6 D HC   0.52 

805.2A 7805.2A SALAYA SPUR 2A D HC   0.23 

805.2B 7805.2B SALYA SPUR 2B D HC   1.20 

805.A1 7805.A1 SPUR #3 D HC   1.07 

806 7806.0 BEAVER CREEK D HC Y 1.60 

807 7807.0 ROCK CREEK D HC Y 0.83 

810.1B 7810.1B RIDGE ROAD D HC   1.08 

810.A3 7810.A3 RADIO TOWER SPUR D HC   0.83 

811 7811.0 WASHINGTON GULCH D PSG3   0.15 

811.3B 7811.3B MELTON CABIN D HC   0.22 

812.2B 7812.2B DRY GULCH SPUR D HC   0.24 

812.2C 7812.2C EAST CABIN SPRING D HC   0.06 

812.2D 7812.2D TENTS CREEK D HC   0.72 

812.2F 7812.2F UPPER BEAVER D A   0.66 

816 7816.0 SLANE GULCH D HC   0.63 

817.2A 7817.2A SNYDER SPUR 817.2A D HC   0.52 

817.2C 7817.2C SNYDER SPUR 817.2C D HC   0.64 

818 7818.0 WEST ANTELOPE D HC   1.22 

818.1A 7818.1A HIDDEN ROAD D HC   2.91 

818.2B 7818.2B WEST ANTELOPE SPUR 2B D A   0.52 

818.2B 7818.2B WEST ANTELOPE SPUR 2B D HC   0.39 

819.2B 7819.2B COW GULCH D HC   1.15 

823 7823.0 JAKES CREEK D HC   0.07 

825 825.0   D ATV   0.90 

826.1C 826.1C OLD KEBLER D A Y 0.19 

829 7829.0 RED MOUNTAIN D HC   1.03 

832 832.0 MCDONALD MESA D HC   1.14 

833 833.0 WILEY SPRINGS D HC Y 0.42 
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836 7836.0 CORDUROY CREEK D HC   2.15 

843 7843.0 CHESTER D HC   1.08 

843.1A 7843.1A HARRY CREEK D A   2.97 

843.1B 7843.1B STAGE ROAD D HC   0.86 

843.1D 7843.1D HARRY CREEK SPUR D HC   1.20 

843.1E 7843.1E MARSHALL SPUR D A   0.95 

843.1E 7843.1E MARSHALL SPUR D HC   0.67 

847.1 7847.1 SOUTH TEXAS D HC   3.91 

847.1A 7847.1A SOUTH TEXAS BRANCH D HC   1.32 

848 7848.0 WOLVERINE D HC   1.20 

849.1B1 849.1B1 AULT RESERVOIR D A   0.37 

854.1A 7854.1A POLE ROAD D A   1.22 

854.2K 7854.2K HOMESTEAD SPUR K D HC   0.26 

855.1D 7855.1D POISON GULCH SPUR D D HC   0.78 

859.2A 7859.2A Black Gulch D HC Y 3.03 

859.2A 7859.2A UPPER SU/REED D HC   4.78 

859.2B 7859.2B BLACK GULCH D HC   0.33 

860 7860.0 ALMONT POWER LINE D HC   0.59 

861 861.0 DOVE GULCH D HC   1.16 

861.2A 861.2A DOVE GULCH WEST D HC   0.24 

862.3A 7862.3A FLAT TOP CUTOFF D HC   1.57 

862.3B 7862.3B FLAT TOP SPUR D HC   0.78 

862.3C 7862.3C FLAT TOP CUTOFF D HC   0.41 

863 7863.0 FLAT TOP D HC   0.31 

863.2A 7863.2A FLATTOP SPUR 1 D HC   0.79 

863.2B 7863.2B FLAT TOP BR NO 1 D HC   1.72 

863.2C 7863.2C FLATTOP SPUR 2 D HC   0.36 

863.2D 7863.2D FLATTOP BR 2 D HC   2.25 

874.1C 7874.1C KING RIDGE D A   0.40 

874.1G 7874.1G LOOP ROAD D HC   0.39 

879.1B 7879.1B RED JACKET GULCH D HC   0.78 

880.1C 7880.1C BETTY LAKE D A   0.39 

880.1C 7880.1C BETTY LAKE D HC   0.98 
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885.1A 7885.1A SPLAINS SPUR D HC   0.77 

885.1B 7885.1B SPLAINS SPUR SOUTH D HC   0.70 

886 7886.0 SAWDUST PILE D OTHER Y 0.48 

887.4D 7887.4D WAUNITA PARK BR D D HC   1.63 

887.4G 7887.4G WAUNITA PARK SPUR G D HC   0.20 

893 7893.0 BOX CANYON D HC   1.98 

893.1B 7893.1B BOX CANYON SPUR B D HC   0.44 

893.1C 7893.1C BOX CANYON SPUR C D HC   1.80 

893.1D 7893.1D BOX CANYON SPUR D D HC   0.70 

893.1F 7893.1F BOX CANYON SPUR F D HC   0.27 

899 7899.0 HATCHERY GULCH D HC   3.08 

906.1A N/A   D HC   0.01 

906.1A 7906.1A MONARCH RIDGE SPUR 1A D HC   0.31 

913 7913.0 IRBY GULCH D HC   3.08 

93.1C1 7893.1C1 BOX CANYON SPUR C D HC   0.15 

952 7952.0 SILVER SPRINGS D HC   2.71 

952.1A 7952.1A UPPER TEEPEE D HC   0.19 

952.1B 7952.1B TEEPEE GULCH D HC   1.36 

952.1C 7952.1C NORTH SILVER D HC   0.74 

952.1E 7952.1E COPPER RIDGE D HC   0.76 

952.B1 7952.B1 COPPER GULCH D HC   1.73 

952.B2 7952.B2 COPPER SPUR D HC   0.71 

952.B3 7952.B3 DEATH DRAW D HC   1.33 

953.1 N/A   D HC   0.03 

954.2A 7954.2A MITZEL SPUR 2A D HC   0.91 

954.3A 7954.3A TRAMPE ROAD D HC   0.21 

955 7955.0 FLAT TOP BENCH D HC   2.82 

955.1A 7955.1A FLAT TOP BENCH SPUR A D HC   0.78 

955.1B 7955.1B FLAT TOP BENCH SPUR B D HC   0.56 

955.1C 7955.1C FLAT TOP BENCH SPUR C D HC   0.60 

955.1D 7955.1D FLAT TOP BENCH SPUR D D HC   0.20 

955.1E 7955.1E FLAT TOP BENCH SPUR E D HC   0.84 

955.1F 7955.1F FLAT TOP BENCH SPUR F D HC   0.37 
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955.1G 7955.1G FLAT TOP BENCH SPUR G D HC   0.94 

956.7A 7956.7A DRY BASIN D HC   1.99 

957 7957.0 STEERS GULCH BRANCH D HC   0.60 

957 7957.0 STEERS GULCH BRANCH D MO   0.53 

958 7958.0 WILDCAT D HC   1.13 

958.1B 7958.1B WILDCAT SPUR D HC   0.46 

959 7959.0 POINT LOOKOUT D HC   0.69 

961 7961.0 LEVALLEY D A   1.06 

962 7962.0 WEST ELK RIDGE D HC   1.79 

962.1A 7962.1A WEST ELK CO D HC   0.66 

962.1B 7962.1B EAST WEST ELK D HC   1.25 

963 7963.0 GANDY GULCH D HC   1.08 

HC 7876.0 CORDUROY D HC   0.25 

U-1437 N/A   D HC   0.12 

U2086 N/A   D HC   0.14 

U7013 N/A   D HC   1.31 

U7014 N/A   D HC   0.17 

U7059 N/A   D HC   0.22 

U7060 N/A   D HC   0.08 

U7062 N/A   D HC   0.26 

U7063 N/A   D HC   0.20 

U7068 N/A   D HC   0.31 

U7069 N/A   D HC   0.17 

U7072 N/A   D HC   0.56 

U7073 N/A   D A   0.42 

U7074 N/A   D HC   0.19 

U7076 N/A   D A   0.09 

U7077 N/A   D A   0.11 

U7078 N/A   D A   0.17 

U7079 N/A   D A   0.09 

U7080 N/A   D A   0.11 

U7081 N/A   D A   0.08 

U7082 N/A   D A   0.10 
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U7083 N/A   D A   0.24 

U7084 N/A   D A   0.16 

U7085 N/A   D A   0.22 

U7086 N/A   D A   0.13 

U7087 N/A   D A   0.23 

U7088 N/A   D A   0.06 

U7089 N/A   D A   0.15 

U7090 N/A   D A   0.19 

U7091 N/A   D A   0.24 

U7092 N/A   D A   0.38 

U7093 N/A   D A   0.19 

U7094 N/A   D A   0.13 

U7095 N/A   D A   0.42 

U7096 N/A   D HC   0.67 

U7097 N/A   D A   0.25 

U7100 N/A   D A   0.15 

U7102 N/A   D HC   0.12 

U7103 N/A   D HC   0.24 

U7104 N/A   D HC   0.22 

U7105 N/A   D A   0.18 

U7106 N/A   D A   0.23 

U7107 N/A   D A   0.30 

U7108 N/A   D A   0.11 

U7109 N/A   D A   0.21 

U7110 N/A   D A   0.13 

U7111 N/A   D A   0.16 

U7113 N/A   D A   0.13 

U7114 N/A   D A   0.38 

U7115 N/A   D A   0.32 

U7116 N/A   D A   0.07 

U7117 N/A   D A   0.13 

U7119 N/A   D A   0.60 

U7120 N/A   D A   0.54 
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U7121 N/A   D A   0.10 

U7122 N/A   D A   0.33 

U7123 N/A   D A   0.68 

U7124 N/A   D A   0.24 

U7125 N/A   D A   0.23 

U7126 N/A   D A   0.13 

U7127 N/A   D A   0.12 

U7128 N/A   D A   0.86 

U7129 N/A   D A   0.40 

U7132 N/A   D HC   0.16 

U7133 N/A   D A   0.34 

U7137 N/A   D HC   0.14 

U7138 N/A   D HC   0.20 

U7140 N/A   D HC   0.46 

U7141 N/A   D HC   0.37 

U7143 N/A   D HC   0.91 

U7147 N/A   D HC   0.09 

U7148 N/A   D A   0.09 

U7149 N/A   D A   0.38 

U-7153 N/A   D HC   1.06 

U-7766-FS N/A HALLS GULCH D HC   0.49 

U8001 N/A   D HO   2.15 

U8004 N/A   D HC   0.16 

U8006 N/A   D HC   0.13 

U8007 N/A   D HC   0.10 

U8011 N/A   D HC   0.15 

U8012 N/A   D HC   0.16 

U8013 N/A   D HC   0.39 

U8019 N/A   D HC   0.90 

U8020 N/A   D HC   0.67 

U8021 N/A   D ATV   0.35 

U8021 N/A   D HC   0.76 

U8025 N/A   D HC   0.27 
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E-16 — Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

U8028 N/A   D HC   0.32 

U8032 N/A   D HC   0.15 

U8033 N/A   D HC   0.34 

U8034 N/A   D HC   0.35 

U8036 N/A   D HC   0.14 

U8037 N/A   D HC   0.15 

U8038 N/A   D HC   0.95 

U8039 N/A   D HC   1.09 

U8043 N/A   D HC   0.48 

U8044 N/A   D HC   0.14 

U8045 N/A   D HC   0.81 

U8046 N/A   D HC   0.17 

U8047 N/A   D HC   0.16 

U8048 N/A   D HC   0.27 

U8049 N/A   D HC   0.10 

U8050 N/A   D HC   0.24 

U8052 N/A   D HC   0.21 

U8056 N/A   D HC   0.25 

U8059 N/A   D HC   0.20 

U8065 N/A   D HC   0.70 

U8066 N/A   D HC   0.07 

U8068 N/A   D HC   0.27 

U8072 N/A   D HC   0.16 

U8074 N/A   D HC   0.27 

U8075 N/A   D HC   0.30 

U8077 N/A   D HC   0.25 

U8078 N/A   D HC   0.43 

U8081 N/A   D HC   0.17 

U8082 N/A   D HC   0.41 

U-8085 N/A   D HC   0.43 

U-8086 N/A   D HC   0.12 

U-8087 N/A   D HC   0.14 

U-8088 N/A   D HC   0.07 
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Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads — E-17 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

U-PVT N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-1002 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1003 N/A   D HC   0.88 

UX-1005 N/A   D HC   0.33 

UX-1006 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1008 N/A   D HC   0.27 

UX-1009 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1011 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1012 N/A   D HC   0.28 

UX-1013 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1014 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1017 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-1019 N/A   D HC   0.01 

UX-1020 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1022 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-1023 N/A   D HC   1.02 

UX-1025 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-1026 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1029 N/A   D HC   0.40 

UX-1032 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1034 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1035 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1037 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1038 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1039 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1041 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1043 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1044 N/A   D HC   0.19 

UX-1045 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1046 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1048 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1049 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1050 N/A   D HC   0.22 
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E-18 — Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-1053 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1056 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1060 N/A   D HC   0.33 

UX-1065 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-1068 N/A   D HC   0.19 

UX-1070 NA   D HC   0.05 

UX-1071 N/A   D HC   0.59 

UX-1072 N/A   D HC   0.37 

UX-1073 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1074 N/A   D HC   0.67 

UX-1075 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-1076 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-1078 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1079 N/A   D HC   0.29 

UX-1082 N/A   D HC   0.29 

UX-1084 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-1085 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1087 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1088 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1090 N/A   D A   0.27 

UX-1091 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-1092 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1098 N/A   D HC   0.28 

UX-1100 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-1101 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-1104 N/A   D HC   0.01 

UX-1106 N/A   D HC   0.43 

UX-1107 N/A   D HC   0.43 

UX-1108 N/A   D HC   0.37 

UX-1109 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1111 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-1112 N/A   D HC   0.01 

UX-1116 N/A   D HC   0.53 
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Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads — E-19 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-1117 N/A   D HC   0.18 

UX-1120 N/A   D HC   0.33 

UX-1122 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1123 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-1125 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1126 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-1128 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1129 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1130 N/A   D HC   0.23 

UX-1132 N/A   D HC   0.31 

UX-1133 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1135 N/A   D HC   0.23 

UX-1136 N/A   D HC   0.21 

UX-1137 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-1138 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1140 N/A   D HC   0.23 

UX-1141 N/A   D HC   0.23 

UX-1143 N/A   D HC   0.28 

UX-1145 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-1146 N/A   D HC   0.27 

UX-1147 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-1149 N/A   D HC   0.32 

UX-1150 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1152 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1155 N/A   D HC   0.59 

UX-1157 N/A   D HC   0.01 

UX-1159 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1161 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1162 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1163 N/A   D HC   0.51 

UX-1164 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1165 N/A   D HC   0.20 

UX-1166 N/A   D HC   0.06 
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E-20 — Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-1167 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1168 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1169 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1170 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1171 N/A   D HC   0.60 

UX-1175 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1177 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-1179 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1181 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1182 N/A   D HC   0.18 

UX-1183 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1184 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1186 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-1187 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-1189 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1191 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-1192 N/A   D HC   0.22 

UX-1193 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-1196 N/A   D HC   0.26 

UX-1199 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-1200 N/A   D HC   0.01 

UX-1202 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1203 N/A   D HC   0.01 

UX-1205 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1208 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1209 N/A   D HC   0.23 

UX-1211 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-1212 N/A   D HC   0.29 

UX-1213 N/A   D HC   0.24 

UX-1215 N/A   D HC   0.44 

UX-1217 N/A   D HC   0.26 

UX-1219 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1220 N/A   D HC   0.14 
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Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads — E-21 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-1223 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1226 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1227 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-1228 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1229 N/A   D HC   0.19 

UX-1230 N/A   D HC   0.19 

UX-1237 N/A   D HC   0.24 

UX-1240 N/A   D HC   0.54 

UX-1241 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1243 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1244 N/A   D HC   0.54 

UX-1245 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-1246 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1247 N/A   D HC   0.91 

UX-1248 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-1250 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1251 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-1252 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1255 N/A   D HC   0.29 

UX-1256 N/A   D HC   0.76 

UX-1257 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1258 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-1263 N/A   D HC   0.28 

UX-1265 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1266 N/A   D HC   0.57 

UX-1270 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-1271 N/A   D HC   0.66 

UX-1274 N/A   D HC   0.35 

UX-1275 N/A   D HC   0.50 

UX-1276 N/A   D HC   0.26 

UX-1279 N/A   D HC   0.65 

UX-1280 N/A   D HC   0.82 

UX-1281 N/A   D HC   0.39 
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E-22 — Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-1285 N/A   D HC   0.32 

UX-1287 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1288 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1290 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1291 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1293 N/A   D HC   1.05 

UX-1294 N/A   D HC   0.26 

UX-1296 N/A   D HC   0.49 

UX-1297 N/A   D HC   0.85 

UX-1299 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-1301 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-1304 N/A   D HC   0.56 

UX-1305 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-1309 N/A   D HC   0.22 

UX-1310 N/A   D HC   0.23 

UX-1314 N/A   D HC   0.46 

UX-1315 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-1317 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1320 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1321 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-1323 N/A   D HC   0.20 

UX-1324 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-1328 N/A   D HC   0.22 

UX-1330 N/A   D HC   0.47 

UX-1335 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-1336 N/A   D HC   0.22 

UX-1338 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1339 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1340 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1344 N/A   D HC   0.52 

UX-1345 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1348 N/A   D HC   0.26 

UX-1351 N/A   D HC   0.16 
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Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads — E-23 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-1353 N/A   D HC   0.28 

UX-1354 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1360 N/A   D HC   0.50 

UX-1361 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1362 N/A   D HC   1.43 

UX-1363 N/A   D HC   0.27 

UX-1366 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-1369 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1370 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1371 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-1375 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1376 N/A   D HC   0.41 

UX-1377 N/A   D HC   0.27 

UX-1378 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1379 N/A   D HC   1.27 

UX-1381 N/A   D HC   0.36 

UX-1383 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1386 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-1387 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1390 N/A   D HC   0.91 

UX-1394 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1396 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-1397 N/A   D HC   0.29 

UX-1398 N/A   D HC   0.34 

UX-1400 N/A   D HC   0.47 

UX-1401 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1403 N/A   D HC   0.53 

UX-1405 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-1409 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1411 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-1412 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1414 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1417 N/A   D HC   0.12 
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E-24 — Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-1418 N/A   D HC   0.43 

UX-1419 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1423 N/A   D HC   0.72 

UX-1424 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1425 N/A   D HC   0.28 

UX-1427 N/A   D HC   0.38 

UX-1431 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1432 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1433 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-1434 N/A   D HC   0.66 

UX-1441 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-1442 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-1444 N/A   D HC   0.41 

UX-1445 N/A   D HC   0.24 

UX-1448 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1449 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-1450 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1451 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1452 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-1456 N/A   D HC   0.51 

UX-1457 N/A   D HC   0.51 

UX-1459 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-1460 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1461 N/A   D HC   0.34 

UX-1462 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-1463 N/A   D HC   0.64 

UX-1465 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1466 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-1470 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-1471 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1474 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1475 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1476 N/A   D HC   0.10 
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Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads — E-25 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-1477 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-1480 N/A   D HC   0.18 

UX-1481 N/A   D HC   0.38 

UX-1483 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1485 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-1486 N/A   D HC   0.29 

UX-1487 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1488 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1489 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1490 N/A   D HC   0.26 

UX-1491 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-1492 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-1493 N/A   D HC   0.49 

UX-1498 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1499 N/A   D HC   0.36 

UX-1500 N/A   D HC   0.19 

UX-1501 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-1503 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1504 N/A   D HC   0.24 

UX-1505 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1506 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1508 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1511 N/A   D HC   0.34 

UX-1512 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1514 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-1521 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-1524 N/A   D HC   0.69 

UX-1526 N/A   D HC   0.19 

UX-1530 N/A   D HC   0.01 

UX-1531 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-1533 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-1534 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1535 N/A   D HC   0.30 
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E-26 — Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-1536 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1537 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1538 N/A   D HC   0.27 

UX-1539 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1540 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1543 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-1545 N/A   D HC   0.35 

UX-1546 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1548 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-1549 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-1552 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-1553 N/A   D HC   0.21 

UX-1554 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-1557 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1563 N/A   D HC   0.20 

UX-1565 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-1568 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-
1568.1A N/A   D HC   0.23 

UX-1569 N/A   D HC   0.32 

UX-1573 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1574 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1576 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1578 N/A   D HC   0.26 

UX-1579 N/A   D HC   0.01 

UX-1580 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-1582 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-1583 N/A   D HC   0.36 

UX-1584 N/A   D HC   0.20 

UX-1587 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-1588 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-1597 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1599 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1602 N/A   D HC   0.16 
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Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads — E-27 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-1605 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1606 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1607 N/A   D HO   0.25 

UX-1608 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1609 N/A   D HC   0.28 

UX-1611 N/A   D HC   0.23 

UX-1616 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1617 N/A   D HC   0.26 

UX-1618 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1619 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-1625 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1627 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1628 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1633 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1636 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1637 N/A   D HC   0.19 

UX-1638 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1639 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-1640 N/A   D HC   0.23 

UX-1641 N/A   D HC   0.40 

UX-1643 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1648 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-1650 N/A   D HC   0.39 

UX-1651 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1652 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1653 N/A   D HC   0.32 

UX-1655 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-1658 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-1659 N/A   D HC   0.49 

UX-1662 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-1664 N/A   D HC   0.67 

UX-1665 N/A   D HC   0.48 

UX-1666 N/A   D HC   0.24 
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E-28 — Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-1667 N/A   D HC   0.37 

UX-1669 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-1672 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1673 N/A   D HC   1.44 

UX-1674 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1675 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1678 N/A   D HC   0.24 

UX-1679 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1680 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1682 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1685 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1686 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1687 N/A   D HC   0.50 

UX-1688 N/A   D ATV   1.22 

UX-1690 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1693 N/A   D HC   0.47 

UX-1694 N/A   D HC   0.53 

UX-1695 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1697 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1699 N/A   D HC   0.21 

UX-1701 N/A   D HC   0.26 

UX-1707 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1708 N/A   D HC   0.01 

UX-1710 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1711 N/A   D HC   0.20 

UX-1712 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-1713 N/A   D HC   0.20 

UX-1714 N/A   D HC   0.51 

UX-1716 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1720 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1723 N/A   D HC   0.61 

U-X17239 N/A   D HC   0.19 

UX-1724 N/A   D HC   0.02 
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Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads — E-29 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-1727 N/A   D HC   0.28 

UX-1731 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1734 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-1735 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-1739 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-1742 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1743 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-1744 N/A   D HC   0.22 

UX-1745 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1747 N/A   D HC   0.24 

UX-1749 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1751 N/A   D HC   0.21 

UX-1752 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-1754 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1756 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1760 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1761 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-1763 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-1764 N/A   D HC   0.22 

UX-1765 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1766 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1767 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1772 N/A   D HC   0.37 

UX-1773 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-1777 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1778 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1779 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1781 N/A   D HC   0.41 

UX-1782 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1783 N/A   D HC   0.30 

UX-1784 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1787 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1788 N/A   D HC   0.12 
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E-30 — Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-1790 N/A   D HC   0.01 

UX-1791 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1794 N/A   D HC   0.30 

UX-1795 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1796 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1797 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1801 N/A   D HC   0.01 

UX-1804 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-1805 N/A   D HC   0.20 

UX-1807 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1809 N/A   D HC   0.28 

UX-1810 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-1811 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-1812 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1813 N/A   D HC   0.18 

UX-1815 N/A   D HC   0.52 

UX-1816 N/A   D HC   0.24 

UX-1817 N/A   D HC   0.18 

UX-1818 N/A   D HC   0.19 

UX-1820 N/A   D HC   0.61 

UX-1821 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-1822 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1825 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1827 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-1828 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1830 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1831 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-1832 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1833 N/A   D HC   0.31 

UX-1834 N/A   D HC   0.52 

UX-1835 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1837 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1838 N/A   D HC   0.10 
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Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads — E-31 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-1841 N/A   D HC   0.39 

UX-1846 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-1850 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-1851 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1852 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-1856 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1858 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-1860 N/A   D HC   0.79 

UX-1861 N/A   D HC   0.21 

UX-1864 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-1865 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1870 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1871 N/A   D HC   0.32 

UX-1872 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-1873 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-1874 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-1875 N/A   D HC   0.39 

UX-1876 N/A   D HC   0.19 

UX-1877 N/A   D HC   0.72 

UX-1878 N/A   D HC   0.39 

UX-1880 N/A   D HC   0.61 

UX-1881 N/A   D HC   0.47 

UX-1886 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-1887 N/A   D HC   0.34 

UX-1888 N/A   D HC   0.18 

UX-1889 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1890 N/A   D HC   0.62 

UX-1891 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-1892 N/A   D HC   0.27 

UX-1893 N/A   D HC   0.28 

UX-1894 N/A   D HC   0.24 

UX-1895 N/A   D HC   0.57 

UX-1896 N/A   D HC   0.04 
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E-32 — Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-1897 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-1898 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1900 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-1901 N/A   D HC   0.23 

UX-1902 N/A   D HC   0.22 

UX-1903 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-1905 N/A   D HC   0.24 

UX-1906 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1908 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-1909 N/A   D HC   0.27 

UX-1910 N/A   D HC   0.73 

UX-1912 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1915 N/A   D HC   0.35 

UX-1916 N/A   D HC   0.32 

UX-1918 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1919 N/A   D HC   0.57 

UX-1920 N/A   D HC   0.76 

UX-1921 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-1925 N/A   D HC   0.01 

UX-1926 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-1927 N/A   D HC   0.31 

UX-1928 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1929 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1930 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1936 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-1938 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1940 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1944 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-1945 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-1946 N/A   D HC   0.34 

UX-1949 N/A   D HC   0.47 

UX-1952 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-1954 N/A   D HC   0.02 
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Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads — E-33 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-1955 N/A   D HC   0.20 

UX-1961 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1965 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-1966 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1967 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-1968 N/A   D HC   0.44 

UX-1972 N/A   D HC   0.01 

UX-1973 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-1974 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-1975 N/A   D HC   0.31 

UX-1976 N/A   D HC   0.41 

UX-1980 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-2017 N/A   D HC   0.19 

UX-2019 N/A   D HC   0.84 

UX-2020 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-2021 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-2022 N/A   D HC   0.24 

UX-2024 N/A   D HC   0.20 

UX-2026 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-2028 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-2029 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-2030 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-2031 N/A   D HC   0.59 

UX-2033 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-2034 N/A   D HC   0.85 

UX-2035 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-2037 N/A   D HC   0.53 

UX-2038 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-2039 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-2044 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-2045 N/A   D HC   0.41 

UX-2046 N/A   D HC   0.37 

UX-2047 N/A   D HC   0.13 
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E-34 — Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-2048 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-2050 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-2051 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-2052 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-2053 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-2054 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-2055 N/A   D HC   0.48 

UX-2056 N/A   D HC   0.20 

UX-2058 N/A   D HC   0.18 

UX-2059 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-2060 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-2061 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-2063 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-2064 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-2065 N/A   D HC   0.29 

UX-2066 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-2067 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-2068 N/A   D HC   0.33 

UX-2069 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-2070 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-2071 N/A   D HC   0.01 

UX-2072 N/A   D HC   0.18 

UX-2073 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-2075 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-2076 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-2077 N/A   D HC   0.57 

UX-2078 N/A   D HC   0.64 

UX-2079 N/A   D HC   0.26 

UX-2080 N/A   D HC   0.34 

UX-2081 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-2082 N/A   D HC   0.72 

UX-2084 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-2085 N/A   D HC   0.32 
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Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads — E-35 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-2086 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-2088 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-2089 N/A   D HC   0.10 

UX-2091 N/A   D HC   0.20 

UX-2093 N/A   D HC   0.63 

UX-2095 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-2097 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-2098 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-2099 N/A   D HC   0.44 

UX-2106 N/A   D HC   0.27 

UX-2108 N/A   D HC   0.19 

UX-2109 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-2111 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-2112 N/A   D HC   0.57 

UX-2113 N/A   D HC   0.71 

UX-2115 N/A   D HC   0.22 

UX-2116 N/A   D HC   0.54 

UX-2117 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-2118 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-2119 N/A   D HC   0.20 

UX-2120 N/A   D HC   0.18 

UX-2123 N/A   D HC   0.42 

UX-2124 N/A   D HC   0.57 

UX-2125 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-2126 N/A   D HC   0.22 

UX-2127 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-2128 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-2129 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-2130 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-2131 N/A   D HC   0.22 

UX-2132 N/A   D HC   0.18 

UX-2135 N/A   D HC   0.21 

UX-2137 N/A   D HC   0.12 
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E-36 — Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-2140 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-2141 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-2142 N/A   D A   0.58 

UX-2143 N/A   D HC   0.24 

UX-2146 N/A   D HC   0.32 

UX-2147 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-2148 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-2151 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-2152 N/A   D HC   0.85 

UX-2154 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-2156 N/A   D HC   0.52 

UX-2157 N/A   D HC   0.81 

UX-2160 N/A   D HC   0.28 

UX-2161 N/A   D HC   0.28 

UX-2162 N/A   D A   0.22 

UX-2164 N/A   D HC   0.34 

UX-2165 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-2166 N/A   D HC   0.21 

UX-2167 N/A   D HC   0.56 

UX-2168 N/A   D HC   1.28 

UX-2169 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-2171 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-2175 N/A   D HC   0.41 

UX-2178 N/A   D HC   0.24 

UX-2180 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-2183 N/A   D HC   0.18 

UX-2187 N/A   D HC   0.01 

UX-2189 N/A   D HC   0.28 

UX-2190 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-2191 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-2192 N/A   D HC   0.20 

UX-2194 N/A   D HC   0.30 

UX-2195 N/A   D HC   0.28 
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Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads — E-37 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-2196 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-2198 N/A   D HC   0.46 

UX-2199 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-2204 N/A   D HC   0.57 

UX-2209 N/A   D HC   0.55 

UX-2210 N/A   D HC   0.24 

UX-2211 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-2213 N/A   D HC   0.20 

UX-2214 N/A   D HC   0.22 

UX-2215 N/A   D HC   0.44 

UX-2216 N/A   D HC   0.28 

UX-2217 N/A   D HC   0.24 

UX-2218 N/A   D HC   0.29 

UX-2221 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-2222 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-2223 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-2224 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-2225 N/A   D HC   0.56 

UX-2226 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-2227 N/A   D HC   0.48 

UX-2229 N/A   D HC   0.45 

UX-2230 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-2232 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-2233 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-2234 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-2235 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-2236 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-2239 N/A   D HC   0.27 

UX-2240 N/A   D HC   0.51 

UX-2242 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-2244 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-2247 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-2248 N/A   D HC   0.09 
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E-38 — Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-2249 N/A   D HC   0.72 

UX-2250 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-2251 N/A   D HC   0.28 

UX-2252 N/A   D HC   0.75 

UX-2257 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-2258 N/A   D HC   0.30 

UX-2259 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-2260 N/A   D HC   0.20 

UX-2262 N/A   D HC   1.03 

UX-2263 N/A   D HC   0.49 

UX-2264 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-2265 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-2268 N/A   D HC   0.28 

UX-2270 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-2271 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-2272 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-2275 N/A   D HC   0.34 

UX-2277 N/A   D HC   0.23 

UX-2278 N/A   D HC   0.18 

UX-2280 N/A   D HC   0.92 

UX-2281 N/A   D HC   0.31 

UX-2282 N/A   D HC   0.02 

UX-2283 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-2284 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-2285 N/A   D HC   0.42 

UX-2286 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-2287 N/A   D HC   0.09 

UX-2288 N/A   D HC   0.32 

UX-2289 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-2290 N/A   D HC   0.80 

UX-2291 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-2292 N/A   D HC   0.31 

UX-2294 N/A   D HC   0.63 
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Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads — E-39 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-2296 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-2297 N/A   D HC   1.08 

UX-2298 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-2299 N/A   D HC   0.39 

UX-2300 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-2301 N/A   D HC   0.51 

UX-2302 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-2305 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-2306 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-2307 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-2308 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-2309 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-2310 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-2311 N/A   D HC   0.91 

UX-2312 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-2313 N/A   D HC   0.27 

UX-2314 N/A   D HC   0.17 

UX-2321 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-2322 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-2323 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-2328 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-2329 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-2330 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-2333 N/A   D HC Y 0.52 

UX-2334 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-2336 N/A   D HC   0.49 

UX-2337 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-2338 N/A   D HC   0.35 

UX-2339 N/A   D HC   0.29 

UX-2340 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-2341 N/A   D HC   0.22 

UX-2343 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-2344 N/A   D HC   0.19 
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E-40 — Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-2346 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-2348 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-2350 N/A   D HC   0.47 

UX-2353 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-2354 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-2355 N/A   D HC   0.90 

UX-2356 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-2357 N/A   D HC   0.12 

UX-2359 N/A   D HC   0.14 

UX-2360 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-2361 N/A   D HC   0.23 

UX-2364 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-2365 N/A   D HC   0.47 

UX-2367 N/A   D HC   0.36 

UX-2368 N/A   D HC   0.75 

UX-2369 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-2370 N/A   D HC   0.07 

UX-2371 N/A   D HC   0.01 

UX-2372 N/A   D HC   0.37 

UX-2373 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-2374 N/A   D HC   0.22 

UX-2375 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-2377 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-2378 N/A   D HC   0.59 

UX-2379 N/A   D HC   0.15 

UX-2381 N/A   D HC   0.26 

UX-2382 N/A   D HC   0.03 

UX-2383 N/A   D HC   0.29 

UX-2384 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-2385 N/A   D HC   0.11 

UX-2386 N/A   D HC   0.08 

UX-2387 N/A   D HC   1.01 

UX-2389 N/A   D HC   0.27 
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Appendix E. Closed Forest Service Roads — E-41 

MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UX-2390 N/A   D HC   0.24 

UX-2391 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-2394 N/A   D HC   0.04 

UX-2395 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-2396 N/A   D HC   0.25 

UX-2398 N/A   D HC   0.28 

UX-2399 N/A   D HC   0.21 

UX-2400 N/A   D HC   0.33 

UX-2402 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-2403 N/A   D HC   0.13 

UX-2405 N/A   D HC   0.38 

UX-2408 N/A   D HC   0.16 

UX-2410 N/A   D A   0.66 

UX-2411 N/A   D HC   0.05 

UX-2412 N/A   D HC   0.06 

UX-
7563.1A1 N/A   D HC   1.37 

Z716.1A N/A   D HC Y 1.34 

Z716.1A N/A   D HO Y 1.60 

Z716.1A1 N/A   D HC   0.71 

Z716.1A1 N/A   D HC Y 0.43 

Z716.1B N/A   D HC   3.13 

Z7317.4A N/A   D HC   0.17 

Z7597 N/A Van Tassel Quemedo Connector D HC Y 0.22 

Z7721.B2 N/A   D HC   0.23 

Z7750.1C N/A   D HC   1.54 

Z7764.A1 N/A   D HC   0.04 

Z7775.E1 N/A   D HC   0.09 

Z7790.A3 N/A   D HC   0.22 

Z7790.A8 N/A   D HC   0.03 

Z7802.A1 N/A   D HC   0.28 

Z7811.4A N/A   D HC   0.07 

Z9635 7744.2B MANGANESE D ATV   2.80 
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MAP 
LABEL INFRA ID NAME ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

              
1 Change 
between 
Final EIS 
decision 
and 
Proposed 
Action in 
DEIS             
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Appendix F. Closed Forest Service Trails — F-1 

APPENDIX F. CLOSED FOREST SERVICE TRAILS 

MAP LABEL INFRA ID NAME 
ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

410.0A 9410.0A HUNTERS HILL D ATV   2.09 

410.0A 9410.0A HUNTERS HILL D MO   0.54 

413 9413.0 MATCHLESS D ATV   0.96 

413 9413.0 MATCHLESS D MO   4.89 

422 9422.0 FLAG CREEK D MO   0.62 

439.X 9439.X SWAMPY D MB Y 1.03 

489.1A 7489.1A BALDY BRANCH D ATV   0.48 

496 7496.0 HICKS CREEK D ATV   2.09 

538 7538.x QUAKEY MTN WEST D MO   0.85 

544 7544.0 WILLIAMS PASS STAGE D ATV   1.68 

554 9554.0 TEOCALLI MOUNTAIN D MO   0.34 

558 9558.0 GRANITE BASIN D MB   0.97 

560 9560.0 PIONEER SKI D F Y 2.59 

561 9561.0 EYRE BASIN D MO   2.00 

562 9562.0 GRASSY D ATV   1.38 

563.2A 9563.2A   D MB   0.66 

572 9572.0 UTE GULCH D MO Y 2.49 

580 9580.0 BEAVER SLIDE D MB   2.03 

820 8820.0 RAGGEDS D MB   2.94 

891 834.2C1   D ATV   0.99 

UT-7071 N/A   D HO Y 2.44 

UT-7071.1 N/A   D HO Y 0.25 

UT-7074 N/A   D MO   0.25 

UT-7083 N/A   D MO   0.14 

UT-7083.1 N/A   D MO   0.32 

UT-7127 N/A   D MO   1.16 

UT-7141 N/A   D ATV   0.61 

UT-7152 N/A   D MB   0.24 

UT-7158 N/A   D HC   0.49 

UT-7159 N/A   D MO   1.26 
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MAP LABEL INFRA ID NAME 
ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UT-7175 N/A   D HO   0.50 

UT-7194 N/A   D ATV   0.03 

UT-7544.1 N/A   D ATV   0.69 

UT-7721.1B N/A   D ATV   1.06 

UT-8018.1 N/A   D ATV   0.07 

UT-8061 N/A   D ATV   1.30 

UT-8067 N/A   D HC   0.40 

UT-8068 N/A   D ATV   0.39 

UT-8069 N/A   D ATV   0.57 

UT-8069.1 N/A   D ATV   0.13 

UT-8078 N/A   D ATV   0.94 

UT-8112 N/A   D ATV   0.47 

UT-8118.1 N/A   D ATV   0.01 

UT-8121 N/A   D ATV   0.22 

UT-8127 N/A   D HC   0.47 

UT-8129 N/A   D ATV   0.71 

UT-8130 N/A   D ATV   2.98 

UT-8131 N/A   D ATV   1.51 

UT-8132 N/A   D ATV   0.48 

UT-8132.1 N/A   D ATV   0.22 

UT-8132.1A N/A   D ATV   0.22 

UT-8132.2 N/A   D ATV   0.54 

UT-8133 N/A   D ATV   1.31 

UT-8134 N/A   D ATV   2.21 

UT-8134.1 N/A   D ATV   0.07 

UT-8136 N/A   D ATV   0.92 

UT-8150 N/A   D HC   0.62 

UT-8150.1 N/A   D ATV   0.21 

UT-8151 N/A   D ATV   0.18 

UT-8151 N/A   D HC   2.14 

UT-8152 N/A   D ATV   1.77 

UT-8152.1 N/A   D ATV   0.71 

UT-8153 N/A   D ATV   1.17 
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MAP LABEL INFRA ID NAME 
ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UT-8154 N/A   D ATV   0.63 

UT-8158 N/A   D ATV   0.03 

UT-8160 N/A   D ATV   1.39 

UT-8160.1 N/A   D ATV   0.26 

UT-8161 N/A   D ATV   0.30 

UT-8162 N/A   D ATV   0.26 

UT-8163 N/A   D ATV   1.49 

UT-8164 N/A   D ATV   3.12 

UT-8164.1 N/A   D ATV   0.92 

UT-8164.2 N/A   D ATV   0.16 

UT-8166 N/A   D ATV   2.02 

UT-8166.1 N/A   D ATV   0.10 

UT-8166.2 N/A   D ATV   0.32 

UT-8166.2A N/A   D ATV   0.14 

UT-8166.2A1 N/A   D ATV   0.04 

UT-8166.3 N/A   D ATV   0.20 

UT-8166.4 N/A   D ATV   0.06 

UT-8167 N/A   D ATV   0.17 

UT-8168.1 N/A   D ATV   0.20 

UT-8169 N/A   D ATV   0.70 

UT-8170 N/A   D ATV   0.44 

UT-8170.1 N/A   D ATV   0.11 

UT-8171 N/A   D ATV   0.54 

UT-8172 N/A   D ATV   0.24 

UT-8173 N/A   D ATV   0.33 

UT-8174 N/A   D ATV   0.63 

UT-8174.1 N/A   D ATV   0.29 

UT-8175 N/A   D ATV   0.99 

UT-8176 N/A   D ATV   0.71 

UT-8177 N/A   D ATV   0.48 

UT-8178 N/A   D ATV   0.63 

UT-8178.1 N/A   D ATV   0.01 

UT-8179 N/A   D ATV   0.42 
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MAP LABEL INFRA ID NAME 
ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UT-8180 N/A   D ATV   2.01 

UT-8180.1 N/A   D ATV   0.36 

UT-8181 N/A   D ATV   0.66 

UT-8182 N/A   D ATV   0.69 

UT-8183 N/A   D ATV   0.32 

UT-8184 N/A   D ATV   0.54 

UT-8185 N/A   D ATV   0.88 

UT-8185.1 N/A   D ATV   0.05 

UT-8186 N/A   D ATV   0.15 

UT-8187 N/A   D ATV   0.53 

UT-8187.1 N/A   D ATV   0.10 

UT-8188 N/A   D ATV   0.44 

UT-8188.1 N/A   D ATV   0.52 

UT-8188.1A N/A   D ATV   0.11 

UT-8189 N/A   D ATV   0.74 

UT-8189.1 N/A   D ATV   0.27 

UT-8190 N/A   D ATV   0.20 

UT-8191 N/A   D ATV   0.31 

UT-8193 N/A   D ATV   0.93 

UT-8193.1 N/A   D ATV   0.35 

UT-8194 N/A   D ATV   0.59 

UT-8195 N/A   D ATV   1.00 

UT-8196 N/A   D ATV   0.65 

UT-8197 N/A   D ATV   0.66 

UT-8198 N/A   D ATV   0.41 

UT-8199 N/A   D ATV   0.26 

UT-8204 N/A   D ATV   0.65 

UT-8205 N/A   D ATV   1.25 

UT-8233 N/A   D ATV   0.29 

UT-8277.1 N/A   D HO   0.98 

UT-8278 N/A   D MO   4.01 

UT-8281 N/A   D MO   0.37 

UT-8283 N/A   D MO   1.44 
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MAP LABEL INFRA ID NAME 
ALT5 

PREFER 
ALT1 
EXIST 

CHANGE 
FROM 
DEIS1 

APPX 
MILES 

UT-8285 N/A   D ATV   0.39 

UT-8286 N/A   D ATV   0.65 

UT-8287 N/A   D ATV   0.25 

UT-8287.1 N/A   D ATV   0.18 

UT-8289 N/A   D ATV   0.10 

UT-8294 N/A   D ATV   0.01 

UT-8832.1 N/A   D ATV   0.13 

UT-9405.1 N/A   D MO   0.90 

UT-X N/A   D ATV   0.94 

UT-X18434 N/A   D MO   1.18 

UX-2258 N/A   D ATV   0.30 

Z7622 N/A   D ATV Y 1.58 

Z9414.1A N/A   D ATV   0.60 

Z9455.1A N/A   D ATV   0.22 

Z9642 N/A   D ATV Y 3.29 

Z9644 N/A   D ATV   0.68 

       1 Change between Final EIS decision and Proposed Action in DEIS 
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Appendix G. Seasonal Closures: Forest Service Roads — G-1 

APPENDIX G. SEASONAL CLOSURES: FOREST SERVICE ROADS 

MAP 
LABEL 

INFRA 
ID TRAVEL NAME RESTRICTION APPLIES TO: 

PREFERRED 
ALT 

RESTRICTED 
USE DATES 

EXISTING 
RESTRICTED 
USE DATES 

APPX 
LENGTH 
IN MILES 

REASON 

243 7243.0 PSG3 MARSHALL PASS All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 11/15-5/30 10.76 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

265 265.0 PSG4 BUZZARD DIVIDE MV greater than 50"3 11/1-5/15 3/1-5/30 14.03 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

298 7298.0 JEEP WILLIAMS PASS  All Motor Vehicles 9/1 - 7/31 9/1-7/31 1.26 
Fragile Alpine 
Soils 

317 7317.0 PSG3 SCHOFIELD PASS  All Motor Vehicles 3/1 - 6/30 4/1-5/30 5.28 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

701 701.0 PSG4 STEVENS GULCH MV greater than 50"3 11/1-5/15 12/15-3/1 21.73 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

710 710.0 HC 
MINNESOTA 
CREEK MV greater than 50"3 11/1-5/15 12/1-5/30 4.27 

Spring soft 
roadbed 

711 711.0 HC 
DRY FORK MN 
CREEK MV greater than 50"3 11/1-5/15 11/15-5/30 8.23 

Spring soft 
roadbed 

711 8711.0 JEEP RAVEN MESA JEEP MV greater than 50"3 11/1-5/15 11/15-5/30 7.33 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

721 7721.0 HC, PSG SOAP CREEK All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 3/1-4/30 10.76 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

723 7723.0 HC, PSG RED CREEK All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 3/1-4/30 15.50 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

724 7724.0 PSG3 RAINBOW LAKE All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 3/1-4/30 13.44 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

724.2B 7724.2B HC 
EAST FORK SPUR 
2 All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 3/1-5/30 0.43 

Spring soft 
roadbed 

726 7726.0 HC STEERS GULCH All MV except sno1 Last Hunt-6/30 12/1-6/30 13.92 
Big Game 
calving/security 

727 7727.0 HC MILL CREEK All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 3/1-5/30 1.25 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

730 7730.0 PSG3_NNL OHIO CREEK All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 3/1-5/30 5.35 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

735 7735.0 HC RAMBOUILLET All MV except sno1 10/1-7/1 10/1-6/1  3.94 
Big Game 
calving/security 

738 7738.0  HC, PSG BRUSH CREEK All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 4/1-5/30 7.84 
Spring soft 
roadbed 
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MAP 
LABEL 

INFRA 
ID TRAVEL NAME RESTRICTION APPLIES TO: 

PREFERRED 
ALT 

RESTRICTED 
USE DATES 

EXISTING 
RESTRICTED 
USE DATES 

APPX 
LENGTH 
IN MILES 

REASON 

738 9738.0 JEEP 
BRUSH CK JEEP 
TRAIL All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 4/1-5/30 2.89 

Spring soft 
roadbed 

740 7740.0 HC, PSG CEMENT CREEK All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 12/1-5/30 13.65 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

740 9740.0 JEEP 
CEMENT CK JEEP 
TRAIL All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 12/1-5/30 0.69 

Spring soft 
roadbed 

765 7765.0 HC, PSG 
CUMBERLAND 
PASS All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 11/15-5/30 21.18 

Spring soft 
roadbed 

781 7487.0 ATV NEEDLE CREEK All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 11/15-5/30  4.60 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

781 7781.0 PSG NEEDLE CREEK All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 11/15-5/30  1.17 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

784 7784.0 HC MAINLINE All MV except sno1 10/1-7/1 N/A 1.35 
Big Game 
calving/security 

784.1A 7784.1A HC TALUS All MV except sno1 10/1-7/1 N/A 1.06 
Big Game 
calving/security 

784.1B 7784.1B HC MIDTALUS All MV except sno1 10/1-7/1 N/A 0.56 
Big Game 
calving/security 

785 7785.0 HC LUJAN All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 11/15-5/30  2.18 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

787 7787.0 PSG4 SAGUACHE PARK All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 11/15-5/30  5.66 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

788 7788.0 PSG3 
LOS PINOS-
CEBOLLA All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 11/15-5/30  32.67 

Spring soft 
roadbed 

790 7790.0 PSG3 BIG MEADOWS All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 11/15-5/30  20.34 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

794 7794.0 PSG3 
COCHETOPA 
CREEK All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 11/15-5/30  16.93 

Spring soft 
roadbed 

794.2B 7794.2B PSG3 PERFECTO CREEK All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 11/15-5/30  4.10 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

810.1A 7810.1A HC RADIO TOWER ALL USES 12/1-3/31  Area Closure  0.32 
Wildlife - Almont 
Triangle 

810.A1 7810.A1 HC TOWER N. ACCESS ALL USES 12/1-3/31  Area Closure  0.52 
Wildlife - Almont 
Triangle 

810.A2 7810.A2 HC 
RADIO TOWER S. 
RIDGE ALL USES 12/1-3/31  Area Closure  2.16 

Wildlife - Almont 
Triangle 

814 8881.0 JEEP 
CASTLE ROCK 
JEEP  MV greater than 50"2 11/1-5/15 11/15-5/30 2.26 

Spring soft 
roadbed 
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MAP 
LABEL 

INFRA 
ID TRAVEL NAME RESTRICTION APPLIES TO: 

PREFERRED 
ALT 

RESTRICTED 
USE DATES 

EXISTING 
RESTRICTED 
USE DATES 

APPX 
LENGTH 
IN MILES 

REASON 

814 8881.1A JEEP 
CASTLE ROCK 
JEEP SPUR  MV greater than 50"2 11/1-5/15 11/15-5/30 0.05 

Spring soft 
roadbed 

814 814.0 HC VIRGINIA CREEK MV greater than 50"2 11/1-5/15 11/15-5/30 4.52 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

816 7816.0 HC SLANE GULCH All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 11/15-5/30  1.22 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

818 7818.0 HC WEST ANTELOPE All Motor Vehicles Last Hunt*-6/30 12/1-6/30 2.77 
Big Game 
calving/security 

829 7829.0 HC RED MOUNTAIN ALL MV & Mechanical3 Last Hunt-5/15 N/A 8.36 
Gun Sage Grouse 
Habitat 

829.1A 7829.1A HC RED MTN BR NO 1 ALL MV & Mechanical3 Last Hunt-5/15 N/A 1.15 
Gun Sage Grouse 
Habitat 

860 7860.0 HC 
ALMONT POWER 
LINE ALL MV & Mechanical3 Last Hunt-5/15 N/A 0.22 

Gun Sage Grouse 
Habitat 

860.1A 7860.1A HC FIELDS BRANCH ALL MV & Mechanical3 Last Hunt-5/15 N/A 0.78 
Gun Sage Grouse 
Habitat 

860.1B 7860.1B HC 
POWER LINE 
CUTOFF ALL MV & Mechanical3 Last Hunt-5/15 N/A 1.07 

Gun Sage Grouse 
Habitat 

862 7862.0 HC POWER LINE ALL MV & Mechanical3 Last Hunt-5/15 N/A 6.28 
Gun Sage Grouse 
Habitat 

863 9863.0 JEEP FLAT TOP ALL MV & Mechanical3 Last Hunt-5/15 N/A 6.22 
Gun Sage Grouse 
Habitat 

863.2E 9863.2E JEEP FLATTOP BR 3 ALL MV & Mechanical3 Last Hunt-5/15 N/A 0.82 
Gun Sage Grouse 
Habitat 

874 7874.0 HC, PSG SAMORA CK All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 11/15-5/30  6.50 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

882 7882.0 HC WILLOW CREEK All MV except sno1 3/1-MemorialDay 3/1-5/30 5.74 
Spring soft 
roadbed 

955 7955.0 HC FLAT TOP BENCH ALL MV & Mechanical3 Last Hunt-5/15 N/A 1.19 
Gun Sage Grouse 
Habitat 

955 9863.2A JEEP FLAT TOP BENCH ALL MV & Mechanical3 Last Hunt-5/15 N/A 0.74 
Gun Sage Grouse 
Habitat 

 

1All Motor Vehicle except over snow travel 
     

 

2 Motor Vehicle Greater Than Fifty Inches 
     

 

3All Motor Vehicle and Mechanized Travel 
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APPENDIX H. SEASONAL CLOSURES: FOREST SERVICE TRAILS 

MAP 
LABEL 

INFRA 
ID TRAVEL NAME 

SEASONAL RESTRICTION 
APPLIES TO REASON 

RESTRICTED 
USE DATES 

APPX 
LENGTH 
IN MILES 

423 9423.0 MO ROSEBUD All Motorized Travel Big game calving/fall security area 10/1- 6/15 2.86 

424 9424.0 
ATV,MO, 
NMMB 

DOCTOR PARK All uses Bighorn Sheep Habitat 3/1-Mem Day4 9.85 

457 7457.0 ATV BRUSH CREEK 
All Motor Travel except 
oversnow Big game calving/fall security area 10/1- 6/30 3.37 

458 7458.0 ATV CALF CREEK PLATEAU 
All Motor Travel except 
oversnow Big game calving/fall security area 10/1- 6/30 1.45 

458.0A 7458.0A ATV DEER LAKES CUTOFF 
All Motor Travel except 
oversnow Big game calving/fall security area 10/1-6/30 0.56 

464 7464.0 ATV CANNIBAL PLATEAU 
All Motor Travel except 
oversnow Big game calving/fall security area 10/1-6/30 5.06 

487/781 7487.0 ATV RAZOR CREEK  
All Motor Travel except 
oversnow Spring soft roadbed 3/1-Mem Day4 11.08 

553 9553.0 MO CEMENT MOUNTAIN All Motorized Travel Big game calving/fall security area 10/1- 6/15 6.50 

955 9863.2A JEEP FLAT TOP BENCH 
ALL MV & Mechanical 
Travel3 Gun Sage Grouse Habitat Last Hunt5-5/15 0.74 

298 7298.0 JEEP WILLIAMS PASS  All Motor Vehicles Fragile Alpine Soils 9/1 - 7/31 1.26 

711 8711.0 JEEP RAVEN MESA JEEP MV greater than 50"1 Spring soft roadbed 11/15-5/30 7.33 

738 9738.0 JEEP BRUSH CK JEEP TRAIL All MV except sno2 Spring soft roadbed 3/1-Mem Day4 2.89 

740 9740.0 JEEP CEMENT CK JEEP TRAIL All MV except sno2 Spring soft roadbed 3/1-Mem Day4 0.69 

814 8881.0 JEEP CASTLE ROCK JEEP  MV greater than 50"1 Spring soft roadbed 11/1-5/15 2.26 

814 8881.1A JEEP CASTLE ROCK JEEP SPUR  MV greater than 50"1 Spring soft roadbed 11/1-5/15 0.05 

863 9863.0 JEEP FLAT TOP ALL MV & Mechanical3 Gun Sage Grouse Habitat Last Hunt5-5/15 6.22 
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MAP 
LABEL 

INFRA 
ID TRAVEL NAME 

SEASONAL RESTRICTION 
APPLIES TO REASON 

RESTRICTED 
USE DATES 

APPX 
LENGTH 
IN MILES 

863.2E 9863.2E JEEP FLATTOP BR 3 ALL MV & Mechanical3 Gun Sage Grouse Habitat Last Hunt5-5/15 0.82 

955 9863.2A JEEP FLAT TOP BENCH ALL MV & Mechanical3 Gun Sage Grouse Habitat Last Hunt5-5/15 0.74 

1 Motor Vehicle Greater Than Fifty Inches 
2All Motor Vehicle except over snow travel 
3All Motor Vehicle and Mechanized Travel 
4 Memorial Day – allowed use begins the Friday before Memorial Day 
5Last Hunt – Restricted travel begins the day after the last combined big game hunt of the calendar year. 
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APPENDIX I. RECREATION OPPORTUNITY SPECTRUM 
The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) is the land classification system that land managers use 
to provide recreation settings and opportunities. Settings range from unmodified natural surroundings 
to more developed landscapes where man’s influence is evident.  

The ROS progression within non-wilderness lands can be roughly categorized into three primary 
forest settings: backcountry areas, general forest roaded areas, and built environments. Backcountry 
and general forest areas include both a motorized and a non-motorized component. Wilderness 
settings are categorized into three groups – Pristine, Primitive, and Semi-Primitive. Table 1 illustrates 
the ROS relationship by forest settings, and each category is described below.  

Table 1. ROS relationship by forest settings 
Forest 
Setting Wilderness Backcountry Areas 

General Forest Roaded 
Areas 

Built 
Environment 

ROS 
setting 

Semi-Primitive 
Primitive 
Pristine 

SPNM SPM RN-NM RN 
RM R-Rural 

Type of 
Travel 

Non-
mechanized 

Non-
motorized Motorized 

Non-
motorized Motorized Motorized 

WILDERNESS SETTINGS – DESIRED CONDITIONS  
Wilderness settings include congressionally designated lands and areas recommended to Congress for 
wilderness designation. Areas are greater than 5,000 acres, appear to be affected primarily by the 
forces of nature, offer opportunities for solitude and unconfined recreation and provide for non-
motorized and non-mechanized travel year-round. Fire is managed as a natural ecological factor. 
Invasive plant species are rare and treated to limit spread. Wilderness lands are categorized into three 
settings describing the relative naturalness and level of remoteness of the area: a) unspoiled pristine 
lands, b) unmodified primitive lands, and c) concentrated use semi-primitive lands. Settings are 
retained at their current level of naturalness.  

Pristine areas are the quintessential wilderness. They provide the most outstanding opportunity for 
solitude and isolation; sights and sounds of development do not intrude on the experience. Lands are 
managed to protect and perpetuate their essentially pristine conditions. Plant species are indigenous to 
the immediate area, with exotic plants being extremely rare. Encounters with small groups or 
individuals are infrequent. All travel is cross-country. There is no lasting evidence of camping 
activity, social trails, or other human impacts on the natural environment. Indirect methods of 
accomplishing management objectives predominate. 

Primitive areas are an essentially unmodified natural environment. These areas offer a moderate 
degree of solitude and are managed to protect ecological conditions with effects of human activity 
minimized. Human influence on vegetation is minimal. There is some evidence of established 
campsites. Campsites are dispersed; usually one will not hear or see visitors at adjacent campsites. 
Maintained trails exist; user-established trails are evident. Natural succession occurs on all existing 
vegetative communities and is influenced by processes and disturbance. 

Semi-primitive areas are managed to protect natural environment and provide access to primitive or 
pristine areas. Encounters with other users may be frequent due to concentrated use. Highly 
constructed and maintained trail corridors support access to popular destinations and travel routes. 
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Use is often heavily concentrated day-use, however, over-night camping occurs. Management 
emphasizes sustaining and protecting natural conditions. Management actions to mitigate visitor use 
impacts of the resource may be noticeable. Human use and activities within the area are evident. 

BACKCOUNTRY SETTINGS – DESIRED CONDITIONS  
Backcountry areas are non-wilderness lands characterized by predominantly natural appearing 
environments of greater than 2,500 acres. Resource modification and utilization practices are not 
evident. Concentrations of users are low. Opportunities are provided that allow the visitor to have a 
high degree of interaction with the natural environment and for a sense of remoteness and solitude. 
Trails systems are designed to provide challenge and opportunities for self-reliance. Backcountry 
areas can be motorized or non-motorized. Figure 22 displays the non-motorized (SPNM) and 
motorized (SPM) backcountry settings. 

SPNM – Semi-Primitive Non-Motorized 
SPNM landscapes non-wilderness backcountry areas characterized by a predominantly natural-
appearing environment where motorized travel does not occur. Resource modification and utilization 
practices are not evident. Recreation opportunities are primarily those which provide opportunities for 
self-reliance and challenge. Concentrations of users are low. Common recreation activities include 
hiking, mountain biking, hunting, fishing, backpacking, and camping. Scenic integrity objectives are 
Very High (unaltered) to High (appears unaltered). 

SPM – Semi-Primitive Motorized 
SPM landscapes are similar to the SPNM landscapes but are with motorized travel. These areas 
provide for a motorized experience in a predominately natural environment. Travel is over motorized 
trails or high-clearance, four-wheel drive roads. The roads are generally designed for low speeds and 
with native surfacing (maintenance level 2). Road and trail density (in combination) provide for a 
sense of remoteness and solitude. Common recreation activities include motorized trail riding, four-
wheel driving, hunting, fishing, and dispersed camping. Scenic integrity objectives are Very High 
(unaltered) to Moderate (slightly altered).  

GENERAL FOREST ROADED SETTINGS – DESIRED CONDITIONS 
General forest roaded lands are where the preponderance of multiple resource management activities 
occur. Resource modification and utilization practices are evident within these areas. Concentrations 
of users are can be moderate to high. Roads and trails are common. The ROS settings are RN, RM, 
and RN-NM. 

RN – Roaded Natural 
These areas are a general forest area characterized by predominantly natural appearing environments 
with moderate evidence of sights and sounds of man. Resource modification and utilization practices 
are evident but harmonize with the natural environment. The areas often take on a mosaic of 
development and resource evidence from highly modified areas to pockets of unmodified lands. 
Conventional motorized use is provided for in construction standards such as road widths and surface 
hardening. Road development levels are native surfaced high-clearance to levels that will 
accommodate passenger vehicles. OHV travel is common on forest roads and trails. Road and trail 
densities are moderate to high and interaction with the other users is to be expected. Developed 
campgrounds, picnic areas, trailhead, and interpretive sites may be present within this setting. 
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Constructed recreation facilities provide for resource protection, visitor information and comfort. 
Hunting, fishing, biking, hiking, and viewing scenery are common activities. Scenic integrity 
objectives are Very High (unaltered) to Low (moderately altered). 

RM – Roaded Modified 
These areas are characterized by significant modifications to general forest areas and those that have 
been permanently altered by existing linear rights-of-way corridors, such as major oil and gas 
pipelines; major water transmission systems, and electrical transmission corridors. Vegetation 
composition and structure have been altered to meet the needs of the site. Physical disturbances to 
existing conditions frequently are high within the right-of-way corridor and low outside the corridor. 
Dispersed recreation activities may be available for both motorized and non-motorized activities, 
including hunting, OHV riding, snowmobiling, hiking, cross-country skiing, horseback riding, and 
bicycling. Scenic integrity objectives are Moderate (slightly altered) to Very Low (heavily altered). 

RN-NM – Roaded Natural Non-Motorized 
These areas are similar in to the Roaded Natural setting in terms of resource utilization practices; 
however, the charcter of the area differs in that it provides a non-motorized recreation experience in a 
modified environment. Roads are constructed for specific objectives such as timber harvest, oil and 
gas exploration, or private land access and are generally not open to motorized travel by the public. 
The primary recreation activities within these areas are hunting and hiking. Scenic integrity objectives 
are High (appears unaltered) to Very Low (heavily altered). 

BUILT ENVIRONMENT – DESIRED CONDITIONS 
The built environment is where the highest level of development occurs on the national forest. The 
built environment consists of rural and urban settings. These areas are substantially modified although 
the background may have natural appearing elements. Facilities are almost always designed for a 
large number of people and roads are generally paved. Urban settings are more common off national 
forest lands, examples of urban settings are private campgrounds, state and other municipal parks. 

R – Rural 
Rural areas are characterized by substantially modified natural environment. The landscape is often 
dominated by human-caused geometric patterns; there is also a dominant sense of open, green-space. 
Resource modification and utilization practices are to enhance specific recreation activities. Facilities 
are often designed for use by a large number of people. Development of facilities is for user comfort 
such as pavement on roads and trails, and convenience amenities within campgrounds. Common 
facilities within this setting would be Visitor Centers, highly developed campgrounds that provide 
electricity and showers, areas with multiple facility developments such as lodges, campgrounds, and 
recreation residences. Scenic byway corridors are also within this setting. Driving for pleasure, 
viewing scenery, camping, and picnicking are common activities. Scenic integrity objectives are Very 
High (unaltered) to Moderate (slightly altered). 

U – Urban 
This ROS setting does not occur on the GMUG National Forest. An Urban area is characterized by a 
substantially urbanized environment. High levels of human activity and concentrated development are 
prevalent including recreation opportunities and increased regulations on human behavior. Vegetation 
is often manicured. 
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APPENDIX X. RESPONSE TO DEIS GENERAL COMMENTS 
36 CFR 215.2 defines substantive comments, as comments that: 

1. are within the scope of the proposed action, 
2. are specific to the proposed action, 
3. have a direct relationship to the proposed action, and 
4. include supporting reasons for the Responsible Official to consider. 

 

 
Air Quality/ Climate Change Responses 

A2 

Although the air quality in the analysis area is currently designated as 
attainment for all criteria pollutants including particulate matter (DEIS 
page 191), mitigation measures for dust suppression is considered in 
the DIES to control fugitive dust and lesson the impacts to air quality. 
Unfortunately there are no viable mitigation measures included in the 
DEIS other than enforcing speed limits. (see page 197). 

Mitigation measures are described in the DEIS/FEIS along with their draw 
backs. Some watering of roads and/or use of magnesium chloride does 
occur within the analysis area on roads maintained by Counties under 
“Schedule A agreements”, but due to the very high cost (financially and 
environmentally because of water depletions, water quality, and 
vegetation) their use is extremely limited. The agencies agree with EPA 
that mitigation measures available are limited in their viability and 
availability. (DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 3, Air Quality and Vehicle Emissions) 

A3 

In addition to reducing dust to preserve ambient air quality conditions, 
EPA invites the BLM and Forest Service to consider ways to reduce 
dust that may affect early onset of snowmelt within the Gunnison 
Basin. The National Research Council provided an analysis that may 
be of interest to you regarding responses to climate change that have 
resulted in conditions that are projected to lower the stream flow 
potential on the Colorado River and its headwaters. 

“Accelerated snowmelt--precipitated by desert dust blowing into the 
mountains--changes how alpine plants respond to seasonal climate cues 
that regulate their life cycles, according to results of a new study reported 
this week in the journal Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 
(PNAS).” It is suggested in related research that dust that is affecting the 
San Juan Mountains area is originating hundreds of miles away on the 
Colorado Plateau in the Four Corners areas as a result of many human 
activities, not originating within the project area during snow-covered 
conditions. Therefore, while dust suppression activities on roads and trails 
may help reduce overall particulates, those activities would not necessarily 
be occurring during the time when snowpack would be most vulnerable 
due to the relatively high elevations of the analysis area. Dust affecting 
snowpack is therefore outside the scope of determining which routes 
should be open and to what mode of travel. (July, 2009. Proceedings of 
the National Academy of Sciences) 

A4 I am very concerned about the damage to the forest, noise, and Specific to noise pollution, the State of Colorado has passed Noise 
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Air Quality/ Climate Change Responses 

pollution caused by over-use of off highway vehicles on the Gunnison. Abatement legislation that will reduce the allowable decibels of off-
highway vehicles effective July 1, 2010. 

A5 

Another untruth in the DEIS is the claim on p.185, para. 5, that "the 
noise from motorized vehicles is not regulated by the Forest Service 
nor the BLM." This is no longer true. There is a limit of 96 dba and FS 
personnel are trained in sound testing. I do not like loud vehicles and I 
applaud the noise limit. Noisiness is not inherent in motorized 
recreational vehicles but is the result of owner error. The 96 dba limit 
will help correct the error. 

The 96 dba limit is the result of legislation that the State of Colorado 
passed in 2008, but does not go into effect until July 1, 2010 for off-
highway vehicles manufactured after January 1, 1998. Enforcement of this 
will occur under State authorities. There is currently no one at BLM or the 
Forest Service in the Gunnison Basin that are monitoring, enforcing or 
collecting decibel readings. However, as of November, 2009, there is 
discussion that Colorado State Parks will be providing monitoring devices 
in the future to the Federal Agencies. The Federal Agencies will continue 
to work with the State regarding this issue.  

Meeting discussion with Rocky Mtn RO, Nov, 2009.) 

A6 

There is a very strong argument for the forest service to come up with 
some form of a noise ordinance for the national forest. Evidenced by 
the many respectful motorized users who have reasonably quiet bikes, 
there is the affordable technology to quiet the motors so they are not 
disturbing people in an up to two mile radius. Excessive noise should 
not be a prevailing trait associated with our wild lands. The technology 
is there and since the most common complaint from non-motorized 
users is noise, a noise ordinance, would alleviate user conflict and get 
non-motorized users to have a greater respect for motorized users. 
These actions would also be supported by federal regulations. 

The 96 dba limit (the loudness of a locomotive train’s horn at 100 feet) for 
off-highway vehicles is the result of legislation that the State of Colorado 
passed in 2008, but does not go into effect until July 1, 2010 for off-
highway vehicles manufactured after January 1, 1998. Enforcement of this 
will occur under State authorities. Off-highway vehicles purchased within 
the State after January 1, 1998 will generally meet the regulations unless 
they are modified after purchase for various purposes such as racing. The 
Federal Agencies will continue to work with the State regarding this issue 
when it goes into effect. However, creating noise ordinances is outside the 
scope of the EIS in determining which routes remain open and to what 
uses. 
(http://www.michie.com/colorado_print/lpExt.dll/cocode/2/449fe/46e1d/4
808d?f=templates&fn=document-frame-chapter.htm&2.0#JD_25-12-110 

(DEIS/FEIS Chapter 1, Scope of the Project and Analysis  

A7 

One specific resource likely to be impacted by oil and gas development 
is air quality. The number of vehicles, road miles, emissions (including 
nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds, sulfur 
dioxide, and particulate matter), and the associated infrastructure 
resulting from industrial development of oil and gas is likely to have 
significant impacts on the travel analysis area’s air quality. The DEIS 
mentions these impacts briefly on p. 192, but provides no detailed 
analysis of likely air quality impacts stemming from oil and gas 
development or the cumulative effects of such development in 
conjunction with the travel system.  

This EIS deals with the public transportation system on federal lands. 
Commercial activities related to oil and gas development are analyzed as 
received for air quality attainment and include specific impacts based on 
the individual development including equipment to be used, private access 
needs, etc. For the purposes of a public travel network, specific effects to 
air quality are limited to those activities that would occur from travelling 
on public roads and trails with a cumulative effects area defined for the 
particular airshed (as mentioned on pg 191-192, 214-215 of EIS related to 
energy exploration). The extent of Oil and Gas impacts in this analysis is 
therefore limited to existing operations and current proposals (not 
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Air Quality/ Climate Change Responses 

Clearly, oil and gas development cannot occur without roads or 
vehicular travel. Just as a timber sale must be analyzed with the timber 
road, an oil and gas development must be analyzed with access roads. 
The TMP affords a critical opportunity for the federal agencies to 
analyze and actively manage roads and travel within the travel analysis 
area. It also provides an opportunity to manage activities likely to 
substantially degrade other values the federal agencies are charged to 
protect. 

The Clean Air Act imposes on “the Federal Land Manager and the 
Federal official charged with direct responsibility for management of 
such lands an affirmative responsibility to protect the air related values 
(including visibility) of any such lands within a Class I area.” 42 
U.S.C. § 7475(d)(2)(B); 40 C.F.R. § 51.166(p)(2). In one recent 
analysis the Forest Service admitted that oil and gas development will 
contribute to the substantial deterioration of regional air quality, 
including Class 1 areas under Forest Service jurisdiction. See Hells 
Gulch EA, 2008, at 54. Such development would not happen without 
authorization by the federal agencies allowing use of existing roads 
and without proper permits to construct new roads.  

The connection between oil and gas development and a travel 
management plan is undeniable. Failure to analyze the impacts of oil 
and gas development in the TMP is untenable.  

speculative future activities) within the airshed affecting background 
pollutant concentrations (Affected Environment) and continued driving on 
public roads (No Action & Action Alternatives).  

The analysis area is in attainment of state and federal standards. This EIS 
is not permitting new uses (such as oil and gas development) in the 
airshed, nor is it constructing more roads, it is merely defining which 
routes are open (or closed) to public travel and which mode(s) of travel 
are allowed. Therefore, these comments are outside the scope of the 
proposed action. 

(DEIS/FEIS Chapter 1, Scope of the Project and Analysis; Chapter 3, Air 
Quality and Vehicle Emissions) 

A8 

We would like to see the federal agencies use their regulatory authority 
to enjoin oil and gas development until we know that development can 
continue without degrading Class 1 airsheds. If protection of our Class 
1 airsheds is too much to ask, we simply request that the federal 
agencies abide by another statutory mandate and include a thorough 
analysis of impacts likely to accrue from use of federal roads and 
construction of new roads within the travel analysis area for oil and gas 
development. 

This is outside the scope of the FEIS. See comment immediately above.  

Further, Federal Land Management Agencies do not have the authority to 
“enjoin” Oil & Gas development authorized under Congressional Acts. 
Courts may “enjoin” activities. (DEIS/FEIS Chapter 1, Scope of the 
Project and Analysis; Chapter 3, Air Quality and Vehicle Emissions) 

A9 

The Gunnison National Forest, along with all other governments and 
agencies of governments, should be taking demonstrable steps to 
reduce carbon dioxide whenever possible. Therefore, the Town 
supports the alternatives with the fewest miles of motorized trails and 
roads and supports muscle powered trail use. 

Carbon monoxide production is the major component of vehicle exhaust 
leading to smog that is a concern for air quality standards. The 30 year 
trend has been a decrease in these levels. Carbon dioxide, a non-regulated 
greenhouse gas, would be produced through exhaling from all the exercise 
associated with “muscle powered trail use” and from combustion of fossil 
fuels. (DEIS/FEIS Chapter 3, Air Quality and Vehicle Emissions 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_dioxide 
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A10 

Alternative Number One  

This would be a good solution except that human nature is to change 
something to make it better. (not always) The choice has been taken 
from all of us at this level, because someone with some authority has 
made the decision for whatever reason that the world needs changing. 
Now we underlings will make a change. Thank you, the people is 
charge at this level have a chance to have some say in the change. 

The need for change from existing conditions was explained in Chapter 1. 
"Why Replace the Current Travel Management Direction" and in the 
"Purpose and Need for Action" sections. In response to the opportunity to 
comment on the Gunnison Travel Draft EIS, a number of comments were 
generated expressing either support for, or opposition to travel 
management in general, to specific alternatives, or to selected aspects of 
Alternatives. These essentially express the preference of the commenter in 
terms of what the final decision should be (or not be). While these 
comments are not counted our considered as votes, they are valid 
expressions of opining that we take in to consideration. Each does not 
warrant an individual response here, however commenters should know 
that each comment has been read and considered.  

A11 

As a representative of the mountain bike trail association with an 
excellent working relationship with both the BLM and USFS, I would 
like to voice my organization’s support for the Crested Butte Mountain 
Bike Association’s (CBMBA) opinion that the Forest Service 
Alternative #1 is their preferred alternative for their proposed 
Gunnison Basin Travel Management DEIS. This alternative seems to 
offer the most benefits for all trail users while maintaining the Forest 
Service’s goal of an overall net loss in routes.  

See response A10 

A12 

We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] have enumerated 
nearly 40 points of weakness or failure in the DEIS. We feel that only 
Alternative 1, the No Action Alternative, is a viable alternative in the 
FEIS. While we feel this is the only viable alternative, we understand 
from senior sources in the USFS and BLM that these No Action 
Alternative options are NEVER selected. Therefore, we offer to 
continue to work with the planning and recreation teams to come up 
with a viable alternative that is not punitive to the motorized recreation 
community, takes into account the issues we have raised, and utilizes 
multiple use and mitigation as primary tools, rather than last resort 
efforts 

See response A10 above 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_monoxide�
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A13 

Our decision to locate in the Pitkin area was based on our love of the 
forest and being able to enjoy it on the vast number of 4 wheel drive 
and ATV trails in the area. For this reason, we ask that you consider 
the "NO ACTION ALTERNITIVE" for Pitkin and surrounding areas. 

See response A10 above 

A14 

My request comes down to that of equal status for all users according 
to their needs. As a balance is difficult to achieve it is imperative that a 
balance be created by the respective agencies, groups and individuals. 
It is for these reasons that I endorse Alternative # 1, No Action, in 
order to provide the space and time for creating a master plan 
expansion of trails with the input of all category users and recognition 
of the growing number of users in the motorized and mechanized 
categories. 

The Forest Service and BLM have been working with the public and 
within the agency to create a plan for managing public travel within the 
Gunnison Travel analysis area for almost 3 years now, we have had 
numerous meetings, presented several alternatives for managing such 
travel and believe there is adequate and sufficient information to develop a 
Preferred Alternative for travel management that does balance needs, 
opportunities, costs and resource protection. Your preference for No 
Action (Alt.1) has been noted and considered, but it fails to meet the 
purpose and need for this action (See Response A10) 

A15 

We propose that the agencies considering alternative actions recognize 
the uniqueness of the Pitkin area and for the reasons stated above, take 
no action in changing the travel management plan. As an alternative, 
.take no action in the 30 mile radius surrounding Pitkin area. This area 
is uniquely known for its extensive trail networks that characterize the 
visitors to this part of the Gunnison National Forest and should remain 
the same. 

Your comment is noted. You have provided little information or data to 
support a separate and unique travel plan for the Pitkin area. That area was 
evaluated, route-by-route during the Travel Analysis process and 
considerations were given to the trail network, the private land issues, and 
resource management objectives on federal lands to come up with the 
alternatives evaluated and the Preferred Alternative of the FEIS. 

A16 

I think option 1 is the best option as closing trails causes others to 
become overused, but since you won’t really consider option 1. 

All options (alternatives) were considered and evaluated. The No Action 
alternative fails to meet the Purpose and Need for action and continues to 
perpetuate a situation that is not sustainable, nor does it address many of 
the adverse resource conditions associated with No Action. (See Response 
to comment A10) 

A17 

General thoughts on Travel Management; If I were to be voting on a 
preferred alternative, it would be the NO Action alternative.  

My reasons are these:  

1. The existing network of roads serves the needs of the public very 
well.  

2. Closing roads concentrates traffic on the remaining roads, 
increasing damage and erosion on those roads and the areas they 
serve.  

3. Closing roads cuts citizens off their forests and public lands. 
Especially the handicapped, older, elderly and poor of health.  

The public comment process under NEPA is not a voting process. 
Commenters are asked to provide specific comments and address the 
adequacy of the analysis (40 CFR 1503.3). The comment or has provided 
their position and contentions regarding travel management and were 
considered by the Forest Service and BLM in the development of the 
FEIS. There is little factual information that supports the contention that 
closing dead end roads and short spurs (the majority of closed roads are 
less than 0.5 miles in length) would concentrate use on other routes. The 
existing network of roads and trials may serve the public but there are 
resource management concerns that are not mitigated or resolved under 
the existing conditions (see Chapter 1, Purpose and Need for Action) the 
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4. The fact that the public has been using the roads on the National 
Forest for many years should give them right of eminent domain. 
If I had been letting the public cross my property to access the 
Forest, they could use my government to force me to accept that 
route as public. I don’t respect double standards.  

5. We the People are a part of the Forest Service landscape even if 
some only get to occasionally experience it. Public lands are an 
interactive experience, not a museum or zoo type experience. 

maintenance costs are overly high to sustain a system of roads that are not 
needed and the planned transportation system does provide thousands of 
miles of motorized travel opportunity for those unable to access the 
public's lands by foot or horseback.  

A18 

MY recommendations for a NO Action alternative  

1. Where the traffic causes erosion, fix it, use more seasonal closures 
when roads are soft and more easily damaged...  

2. If there are real conflicts between road use and wildlife such as 
winter range areas for big game, use temporary closures.  

3. Use education and enforcement to manage the roads we have and 
to prevent off road use.  

4.  Work with volunteers and volunteer organizations to maintain 
Forest Service roads. 

Your suggested recommendations are part of the Preferred Alternative and 
the action Alternatives (Alt 2, 3, and 4). The Forest Service and BLM 
currently use seasonal restrictions to mitigate impacts to wildlife and 
prevent road damage that would otherwise cause more maintenance and 
repair. The Preferred Alternative uses seasonal restrictions to provide 
mitigation as you suggest. In Chapter 2. Alternative Development and 
Conditions Common to All Alternatives sections and in the descriptions of 
the Alternatives include for seasonal restrictions, erosion control, 
maintenance and trail repair, and need for education and enforcement.  

A19 

I’m very concerned with keeping access to these trails. Alternative 1 
seems to be the best course of action: that is, no action. By closing 
historically open trails, the trails that are open will simply become 
more crowded, exaggerating the problems instead of helping them. As 
always, irresponsible riders are not tolerated by the majority of us, and 
every time I travel these trails, most riders are just out enjoying the 
back-country, the same as mountain bikers, hikers, and horse-back 
riders.  

The Forest Service and BLM have developed alternatives to No Action 
that meet the Purpose and Need and provide for access to the public lands 
on various modes of transportation. Many of the "historically" open trails 
were user created routes, with little planning or design incorporated into 
their development. Many of these routes are problems for a resource 
management perspective. The multiple use mandates for federal lands 
requires that all resources, not just public recreation, be managed in a 
sustainable manner. The No Action alternative fails to provide that level 
of resource management. 

A20 

COHVCO's route summary, Item 39 in their comments, is critical. 
None of these trails should be stolen from and closed to mc's. Please 
re-designate them as fully multiple-use and open to motorized use as 
they have always been with no detriment to the resource, and open by 
the sweat of our back's and by our willingly supplied funds. 

Your comments have been considered. None of the routes on public lands 
belong to COHVCO or any interest group or organization. The public 
lands are managed in the public interest, not just for one user group or 
organization. The funds provided by user groups and organizations to 
maintain routes do not vest ownership and the federal land managing 
agencies have used those funds to maintain routes that remain open under 
the Preferred Alternative. Consideration was given to routes where outside 
funding has been used to repair damage in the Travel Analysis process, 
but such consideration did not automatically vest a route as open to the 
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public, other factors were considered (see Chapter 1. Travel Analysis). 

A21 

I am given to understand that the USFS NEVER chooses the No 
Action Alt! This is not a good thing. The purpose of an EIS is discover 
whether what one thought one wanted is really the appropriate thing to 
have. It is entirely reasonable that after prolonged study, the USFS 
should discover that the things demanded of it by some of the more 
persistent lobbyists are in fact not the things that should be done. It is 
reasonable and justifiable to back off from this DEIS until it can be 
reworked to be fair and fulfilling. 

Your comments have been considered. The Forest Service and BLM 
determined many years ago that there was a need to better manage 
motorized and mechanized travel within the Gunnison Analysis Area. The 
reasons to change the existing conditions are described in Chapter 1. 
"Why Replace the Current Travel Management Direction" section. The 
Purpose and Need further define why there is a need for change. The 
agencies would not have embarked on the long and arduous task of 
changing existing conditions if there wasn't a need to do so. 

A22 

I support the continued existence of ALL trails and most roads shown 
on the No Action Alt map and NONE of the arbitrary assignments of 
motorized trails to non-motorized users. And I support new motorized 
trails. Also, too many spur roads are slated to be closed -- I agree here 
with COHVCO's comments. I have ridden by motorcycle most of the 
motorized trails and many of the jeep roads. They are all valuable and 
wonderful routes and none should be denied to motorized 
recreationists. But there have been too many roads closed and too 
many trails given away over the years. 

See response to comment A10 

A23 

 I strongly urge the Gunnison National Forest to implement Alternative 
1, preserving the existing OHV trail system, as well as adding the 100 
miles of proposed trails to disperse use, reduce impacts, and meet 
current and future demands. 

See response to comment A-10 

A24 

As all past letters I’ve submitted I know it is not likely that any input 
from anyone in the motorized community will be regarded in this final 
comment period. As far as I know all of the pro-motorized letters were 
all disregarded during the last comment period August of 2008. I 
believe the Forest Service is determined to oppress motorized travel to 
the best of their ability even though motorized travel has had 
documented history since the 1960’s. The Forest Service should 
consider fact that the motorized community is responsible for a 
majority of the trails being shared today. 

See response to comment A-10. All comments are reviewed, evaluated, 
and considered. The Forest Service does concur that many of the 
motorized trails were the responsibility of the motorized community and it 
is these user created routes that have lead to many site specific resource 
damage problems that require additional maintenance and funding to 
mitigate. The history of travel on the Gunnison National Forests goes far 
beyond the 1960's and includes many trails and roads pioneered by Native 
Americans, early miners, and settlers (See Chapter 3, Cultural Resources). 
Motorized recreational demand is relatively a new resource to be managed 
by the Forest Service and BLM and the vast majority of roads and trails 
have been developed since the 1960s as the commenter suggests. 

A25 
I, along with my wife and two daughters and extended family, have 
been riding motorcycles and ATV’s in the GNF for 30 plus years. We 
have personally spent thousands of hours and thousands of dollars over 

See response to comment A-10 
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the years in this area not just recreating but also maintaining trails. The 
thought of closing our trails to motorcycles is appalling considering 
that motorcyclists and their monies, via OHV stickers, have made it 
possible for these trails to exist in the first place. Please consider 
Alternative 1. 

A26 

Concerning the GNF TMP to eliminate trails to motorize vehicles:  

I prefer Alternate 1 because more trail miles are needed not deleted. It 
seems to me that there has been allot of time and money put into these 
areas over the years of which would be a waste 

See response to comment A-10. There is insufficient information to 
determine if more trails are needed. OHV ownership may be increasing, 
but there is no federal mandate that requires that the public lands be 
managed to meet demands. The public lands are to be managed in the 
public interests and are managed for multiple uses that include other 
resources and activities besides motorized recreation. 

A27 

 I am in strong support of Alternative 1 but unfortunately it does not 
seem this is even an option. The new Alternative that closest fits my 
needs is Alternative 4 (with some important changes). Alternative 2 is 
a good start, while I believe Alternative 3 is not good for local 
recreation or tourism alike and admits to not meeting even the current 
motorized needs (pg 152).  

See response to comment A-10 and A- 26  

A28 

Please consider the needs of the OHV community. These comments 
keep important loops along with needed access open. To close these 
trails would be unfair and as the comments show unwarranted. All 
these trails are multi use and ask you to please remind the non 
motorized users to except and be considerate to all users of public 
trails. Please remind anyone that does not want to encounter motorize 
use that they are the only user that has the option to go to a wilderness 
area and there are several in CO. 

The comments received show a mixed preference for motorized travel. 
Many see the need for more open routes while many see the need to 
restrict and close routes. The public lands are multiple use lands that must 
be managed for to sustain multiple resources, of which recreational use is 
but one of the resources to be managed. Your support of Wilderness 
values and use is also noted. 

A29 
The motorcycle trails we ride are already crowded. Closing 15 trails in 
the Gunnison Forest will make it worse.  

See response to comment A-10. Your opinion is noted. 

A30 

We [Colorado Back Country Trail Riders Alliance] support a No 
Change Alternative (Alternative 1). We believe that trails currently 
open to motorized use should remain open and additionally, more 
single track and 2 track trails need to be created allowing motorized 
use as the number of people participating in this type of recreation is 
growing exponentially with population growth and popularity.  

 Importantly, closing trails that are financially self-supported and 
maintained by clubs and users is not serving the public. The Forest 

See response to comment A-10 
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Service must consider the needs of the people who use and support our 
public lands.  

A31 

I am dismayed at all of the closings in Colorado over the past decade. I 
feel like we are losing our trail system to an invisible enemy. Mixed 
use in the Forest is the fair way to serve all of us taxpayers. Hopefully 
you will listen to all of the voices in Colorado, not just those groups 
that oppose motorized use. 

See response to comment A-10. The Forest Service and BLM have 
considered all comments in development of the Preferred Alternative. 

A32 

Concerning the GNF TMP to eliminate trails to motorize vehicles:  

 I prefer Alternate 1 because more trail miles are needed not deleted. It 
seems to me that there has been allot of time and money put into these 
areas over the years of which would be a waste to lose if trails were 
eliminated. 

See response to comment A-10 

A33 

I would like to see the trails in the GNF stay open. We need more trails 
not less. I will volunteer to work and do maintenance on any trail in 
this area. I bought a second home in Pitkin just so I can ride these trails 
more often.  

See response to comment A-10 

A34 

It is a shame when those who have maintained and taken care of trail 
systems of the National Forest to decide that motorcyclists should not 
be given any rights. I strongly oppose any attempt to restrict rider’s 
rights in the GNF. These are Public lands and should remain open. 

See response to comment A-10. The efforts of various user groups in 
maintaining and repairing damaged trails is well understood by the federal 
land managing agencies, but it should be noted that such work does not 
constitute a vested right of use. The public lands are to be managed in the 
public interest. 

A35 
I also feel that if a trail already has been used for a specific type of 
access, like mountain biking, that trail should only be closed if it 
cannot be maintained in a usable fashion.  

The Forest Service and BLM would concur. The Preferred Alternative 
was developed with that concept in mind.  

A36 

As a very proud American I know it’s our right to have access to such 
a great region in this part of the world. I have been going to this region 
riding dirt bike and camping for over 10 years! I really enjoy this area 
and respect the environment but if you take this away from us it will 
only make matters worse for everyone. The trails in this region are the 
best trails in the world for off road enthusiasts – please keep them 
open. It’s my right as a hard working American to have access to such 
trails for every kind of OHV! Please do not close this region. 

See response to comment A-10. The Forest Service and BLM have 
developed a Preferred Alternative that would not close the region. There 
are trails and roads that would be closed because they are not needed, 
cause undue resource damage, or are not consistent with resource 
management objectives. Your support for the motorized trails in this area 
is noted. 

A37 
Implement alternative 1, and work with the local user groups to add 
additional trail miles to support the anticipated increase in use.  

See response to comment A-10 
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A38 

Please don’t close down any more of our riding areas. We take care of 
the trails, tune our bikes down so they don’t make too much noise, help 
others on the trail, bring commerce to local businesses, pay usage fees, 
and even run low impact trials tires on our endure bikes. Please do not 
confuse us (dual sporters and endure riders) with the motocross riders 
on television. We wear our ball caps straight, are not covered in 
tattoos, work hard for a living, and take care of the land. In fact, I 
would venture to say the majority of the men and women who ride in 
the Gunnison Basin care more and have a deeper respect for the 
mountains than most of the individuals who pass the laws keeping us 
off them. 

See Response to comment A-10. The Forest Service and BLM have 
developed the Preferred Alternative for travel management based on what 
is believed to be the best course of action to meet the Purpose and Need 
(Chapter 1). The travel analysis process was conducted using a stated set 
of considerations (Chapter 1. Travel Analysis) and did not factor in 
personal appearance or manner of dress.  

A39 

Alternative #1 meets the conservation needs of the Gunnison National 
Forest and its users. With just some basic research, users can easily 
find an area of the forest that welcomes their activity and offers them 
an experience second to none. 

The Forest Service and BLM do not believe that Alternative 1 (No Action) 
would meet the Purpose and Need (See Chapter 1). The agencies concur 
with your assessment that users can find areas where their recreational 
activities can be enjoyed.  

A40 

For the most part of alternative #1 has my full backing. The only place 
where I would deviate from this is where there are unsustainable 
routes, redundant routes (which don’t mitigate user conflict) and where 
new trails that make for big riding loops would work. 

Your preference for Alternative 1 is noted. The agencies would concur 
that there is a need to close routes that are unsustainable or redundant. 
Providing for new trails that would provide loops for trail riders was 
considered and where deemed appropriate incorporated into the Preferred 
Alternative. 

A41 
Please leave the existing trails system open as is and let us, the 
American public, enjoy the beautiful scenery, trails and wildlife on our 
ATVs. 

See response to comment A-10 

A42 

 I simply don’t see a significant impact on our National Forests from 
off-road motorcycle use. When we consider the impacts of new 
highways, cell phone towers, power transmission lines, oil, gas and 
mining exploration and development, timber harvesting, and many 
other uses, I believe off-road motorcycle use on our public lands to be 
deminimus. 

See response to comment A-10 

A43 
I’m writing to ask you to please go for Alternative 1 with an additional 
100 miles of new trail and please don’t close any of the trails. 

See response to comment A-10 

A44 
Please keep trails open to motorized vehicles.  The Forest Service and BLM are proposing to maintain about 550 miles of 

motorized trail open to public travel in the Preferred Alternative.  

A45 While there is clear political pressure to push motorized uses out and See response to comment A-10 
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expand opportunities for non-motorized uses, this is not an openly 
stated part of any federal mandate. Responsible users of all types must 
be accommodated. Growth of interest in motorized uses, combined 
with a decline in the amount of usable trails, leads to intensive and 
growing use of the remaining trails. It is a self –fulfilling prophecy 
then, that more and more damage occur, and other user or managers 
use that justification for closing more trails.  

A46 

Please keep these public lands open for public use. Motorized users 
have as much right to public lands as do hikers. At my age I can’t hike 
into these high backcountry areas. My ATV is the only way I can get 
there.  

Your comment and concern about keeping motorized use on public lands 
were considered. The factors considered in the Travel Analysis are listed 
in Chapter 1, Travel Analysis. The public lands are managed in the public 
interest. 

A47 

It is very sad for me to see "Our Forest Service" working so hard to 
keep my family and our OHVs from using the motorized trail systems 
in this great state. Closures to trails used by OHVs across the United 
States are full steam ahead. If the Forest Service is trying to satisfy 
everyone, you have missed your mark. Sure, the non-motorized 
community is very happy (but not satisfied); while the motorized 
community keeps taking it on the chin. I don't think that the wilderness 
advocates will be happy even when every bit of "PUBLIC" land is 
designated Wilderness. 

See response to comment A-10 

A48 

 Please do not make these closures, but instead choose Alternative 1 to 
preserve the existing trail system for all the good people that make up 
the OHV community now, and generations to come.  

Not only is this a resource that simply should be made available to this 
community just because they already support it financially through 
OHV funds, but dedicated members have invested themselves and 
earned the right of preservation for the majority. Every trail being 
proposed for closure has been worked on/maintained by the Colorado 
and out of state motorcycle club volunteers (C500, CBTRA, NCTRA, 
groups out of Texas and others) at the request of the Gunnison NF 
staff, In addition, several non-motorized routes were worked on by 
their clubs as a show of good faith from the motorized community in 
conjunction with the local mountain bike club. There are many 
hours/years of maintenance that are on record with the FS to verify 
this. The GNF must keep trails open to the form of recreation enjoyed 
by those who volunteer on them.  

See response to comment A-10 
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A49 

I strongly support the specific trail recommendations made by the 
Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition (COHVCO), the Trails 
Preservation Alliance (TPA), the Thunder Mountain Wheelers and the 
Western Slop 4-Wheelers. 

See response to comment A-10 

A50 

The Gunnison Basin has had a motorized and mountain bike 
recreational niche for many decades. Because of the growth in 
popularity of OHV and mountain bike use, and because of closures in 
other areas of Colorado, there is a need to enhance motorized and 
mountain bike based recreation on the Gunnison NF. Therefore, it 
incumbent on the decision maker to choose a travel land that enhances 
the motorized and mountain bike trail experience.  

I would like to emphasize this comment with a rhetorical question. 
Given the fact that other national forests in Colorado have designated 
vast areas for the exclusive use of non-motorized recreation, and 
subsequently closed many thousands of miles of motorized routes, 
does the Gunnison NF have a motorized niche because of the 
opportunities existing on the forest, or has the U.S. Forest Service 
created the motorized niche because the agency has displaces so much 
OHV use from other Forests?  

The answer is obvious: Both. The Gunnison has a motorized niche 
both because of the decades of use, but also because closures in other 
areas of Colorado are displacing more OHV people. 

The Forest Service and BLM do not necessarily agree that it is our role to 
enhance motorized and mechanized recreational use in the Gunnison 
Travel Management Analysis Area because of closures in other areas. As 
public land management agencies our responsibility to manage the public 
lands in the public interests. These interests are varied and diverse, 
including sustaining natural resources, natural flows and recreation. Your 
rhetorical question is in fact rhetorical and no response is required.  

A51 
My choice would be for Alternative #1 with an addition of 100 miles 
of new trails. Motorcycles “dirt bikes" bring in a lot of business to the 
Crested Butte area. This is important to our business community.  

Your preference and comments regarding economic impacts were 
considered. The public lands with the analysis area provide important 
economic attributes to the local and national economies. 

A52 Please implement Alternative 1 with additional 100 miles of new trail. See response to comment A-10 

A53 
I fully support Alternative 1, no change. This land is open to all for 
pure enjoyment, why take away that option to a proactive group that 
cares deeply about their land? 

See response to comment A-10 

A54 

All trails on the No Action Alternative 1 have had OHV grant money 
and local volunteers help and work. The proposed closed trails all have 
historical use by motorized vehicles dating back to the late 60’s. I 
personally worked on some of these proposed “closed trails” and feel 
ripped off for my time spent when all along I was only working on 
then for someone else. 

There is insufficient information or no evidence that all trails received 
OHV grant money for maintenance and repairs. It is correct that many of 
the trails that are proposed to closed have had historical use. Some of that 
historical use may have been by early settlers, Native Americans or 
ranchers. Use of a trail does not provide a vested right. The public lands 
are managed in the public interest. 
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A55 

I do feel that the present trails open to dirt bikes is correct and could 
perhaps be expanded a bit in order to lessen travel impact that happens 
with everything from cattle traffic to hiker traffic up to bicycle, dirt 
bike and 4-wheel traffic.  

If there is opposition to dirt bike traffic, it has to be weighed against 
the impact of mtn. bike wear on terrain, which is not light at all, hiker 
impact which [is] over time (which I’ve seen as well), and even horse-
back impact, which along with cattle-traffic, is substantial also! But 
permitting all these forms of traffic is what collectively is deemed 
appropriate and “democratically fair”. And I will stand behind that 
opinion understanding that I too have a less broad-sighted personal 
opinion. But [I] feel the correctness of a broad-minded stand on this 
issue and hope strongly that all parties involved can reach for that same 
perspective and keep from small-mindedness in reaching any 
conclusions on such a great opportunity to enjoy life.  

See response to comment A-10 

A56 

Having visited and ridden in the GNF for many years, I strongly 
believe that the trail system should be left open, but with an emphasis 
on trail maintenance and enforcement.  

The Forest Service and BLM proposed to maintain a trail system open to 
the public under all alternatives evaluated. The Preferred Alternative is 
believed to provide a sustainable and functional transportation system 
supporting a full range of users and modes of travel. 

A57 
Please adopt Alternative 1 rather than any other Alternative as I 
understand it protects motorized access to these priceless trails. 

See response to comment A-10 

A58 

All of these other closures will surely have a negative impact on the 
remaining open areas by forcing the increasing users to a smaller area, 
thus creating potential for conflict, and over use of given space the 
Forest Service should think twice before closing existing road/trails, 
thus your preferred alternative 2, the proposed action, calls for more 
closures, which will create user issues. The Gunnison [NF] has a 
motorized history that can accommodate, and sustain its current plan. 

The Forest Service and BLM do not believe that the no action conditions 
are sustainable and over time would result in serious resource damage and 
lead to problems managing other natural resources. Your support for No 
Action is noted. See response to comment A-10 

A59 

I am against closure of public land to public use.  

I believe the people who try to close public land to the public are very 
narrow minded and selfish. They want this land for their own personal 
use, not what is best for the public. This land should be used 
responsibly by responsible people, not closed to OHV’s.  

Too much of our freedoms are taken away everyday by people who 
think they know what’s best for us. The truth is these people don’t 

None of the alternatives evaluated by the Forest Service and BLM would 
close the public lands. Closure of roads and trails based on the factors 
considered in the Travel Analysis process (see Chapter 1, Travel Analysis) 
is proposed under all of the action alternatives (Alt. 2, 3, 4 and 5). The 
public lands are managed in the public interest, no one group or interest 
group has a preferential use of the public lands. Sustaining the natural 
resources of the Public Lands for future generations is a goal for both the 
Forest Service and BLM. 
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want freedom, they want to control.  

Leave this land open for us to use in a responsible way. Allow our 
children to have the same freedom we have now. 

A60 

I am upset by the closure of hundreds or even thousands of miles of 
prime trails throughout Colorado. I hope that you won’t continue this 
trend. At some point it becomes unenforceable. These are public lands 
and you are keeping the public off of them. 

See response to comment A-1 

A61 

I love those trails please don't shut them down they are awesome! I 
want to be able and go back there and ride my dirt bike, please don't 
shut them down! 

The Preferred Alternative would propose to maintain about 550 miles of 
motorized trail opportunity and over 1,800 miles of high clearance road 
open to OHV riders. The miles of closed motorized single track trail 
would be about 45 miles (11% reduction). Your support of motorized trail 
riding is noted and was considered in the development of the Preferred 
Alternative which increased motorized single track trail miles by 33 miles 
over the Proposed Action described in the DEIS. 

A62 

I advocate that no route closures be instituted at this time. Instead, I 
advocate that if you have identified specific areas of resource threat or 
damage, that education and compliance resources be directed to those 
specific areas. 

The route-by-route travel analysis process did in fact identify specific 
trails and roads where there was a threat or actual resource damage. That 
information was used in the Travel Analysis process to determine which 
routes were not needed or could not be sustained over the long-term.  

A63 

Any other alternative than #1 will impact our recreation enjoyment 
negatively and further damage our already short 4 month tourist 
economy. 

The anticipated impacts to recreation were analyzed and described in 
Chapter 3. Recreation. There was the recognition that closure of routes 
would adversely impact some recreational users and may force them to 
look to other locations (substitution effect) to fulfill their recreational 
needs. There was no information available that linked recreational trail 
miles to economic output, but the total economic contribution of OHV 
ownership and use was disclosed in Chapter 3 Local Economics section. 

A64 

I would like to see the BLM and FS adopt Alt #1 (no action). The 
reason for this is that it seems that the BLM and FS always appear to 
be closing or restricting roads for almost any reason at all.  

Your preference for Alternative 1 is noted. The resource management 
considerations given to possible route closures is complex , but in Chapter 
1, Travel Analysis section the factors considered were disclosed and used 
by the Forest Service and BLM in their development of the Preferred 
Alternative.  

A65 

From my age perspective, I will not be able to even see most of the 
back country in the US because more and more public lands are being 
closed to motorized vehicles. Colorado is no exception. The National 
Forest service has closed thousands of miles of motorized routes 
already. This denies access to these areas for most of us. So I would 

None of the action Alternatives evaluated would close any of the public 
lands to the public. The proposed travel management decisions may close 
some trails or roads to motorized use that would require the public to seek 
other modes of travel to access some public lands. This has always been 
the case, not all public lands are accessible by motorized modes of travel 
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encourage you to consider all the people in the US in your decision 
making process. 

because of terrain, topography, and vegetation. This travel management 
decision would also restrict motorized use of some existing trails and 
roads because such use was deemed inconsistent with resource 
management objectives or result in unnecessary resource damage.  

A66 I strongly support Alternative 1 – no action. See response to comment A-10 

A67 

The increase in motorized use presently and projected future use is 
enough cause to keep all motorized trails open. All trails being closed 
have historic linage of multi use or were built by motorcycle riders 
dating back to the late 60’s. There are many current residents of 
Crested Butte that can verify this. Additionally, the current Crested 
Butte culture shows that bias by the land owners that have purchased 
land near the FS trails and roads… and now want them closed. “I have 
my piece of paradise…now close it to everyone else” 

See response to comment A-10 

A68 

My input is for Alternative #1. You are the ones doing the most 
damage by concentrating National Forest users into smaller and 
smaller areas thus increasing the concentration of use and subsequent 
problems. I’ve been riding this area since the 1970s, supporting the 
local businesses and working the annual work parties the last few 
years. The following trails need to stay open for motorized use. 

Managing public travel on public lands is one of the management 
responsibilities of the agencies. The increases in users on trails are in fact 
more influenced by the increases in OHV ownership (145% increases in 
20 years) and an ever increasing population base in Colorado than by the 
proposed closure of about 55 miles of motorized trail. 

A69 
I am deeply concerned about the shrinking amount of off road trails 
available to the ever growing OHV public. 

See response to comment A68 

A70 

These trails [proposed for closure] lead to vistas, scenic byways, 
secluded lakes, creeks and primitive camping, that are enjoyed by all 
users of the Gunnison National Forest. None of these trails proposed 
for closure to OHV's has been scientifically proven to affect water 
quality, habitats, or plants. Therefore, a reasonable person can 
conclude that the only reason(s) for their proposed closure is either a 
centrist mind set, political, or both. 

The Forest Service and BLM do not agree that the routes proposed for 
closure lead to unique or valued recreational features. Such considerations 
were made when completing the Travel Analysis (see Chapter 1, Travel 
Analysis) and routes that had multiple attributes or purposes where 
generally were to remain open unless there were over riding resource 
management concerns. The process used to evaluate routes under the 
Travel Analysis process was done by an interdisciplinary (ID) team of 
resource management specialists and experts (See Chapter 4). There is 
substantial technical and scientific reference relating to roads and travel 
impacts on water quality, wildlife, plants, and cultural resources (See 
References Cited) used by the ID team in the Travel Analysis. 

A71 
As I have ridden and continue to ride many off-road trails in many 
states, I see the effects that occur when [fewer] trails are available and 
more riders are forced to ride only the trails that remain. Something as 

Your observations and conjecture is noted and the increases in OHV 
ownership and population growth were evaluated in the environmental 
consequences sections of Chapter 3.  
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simple as natural population growth adds to the number of off-road 
riders, adults and children that enjoy this form of outdoor recreation. 
This, in and of itself, is an excellent reason to maintain existing off-
road trails and open new trails as they can be made available. 

A72 

As each trail is closed, the OHV users must concentrate on those that 
remain open. Thus, trail damage increases, noise levels increase, risk 
factors are increased and the arguments for closing any other trails gain 
momentum. 

This may be one consequence of route closures. There may also be less 
erosion, less wildlife disturbance, better habitat, more wildlife security, 
less maintenance costs associated with closures as well. All of these 
factors were considered and evaluated in the development of the Preferred 
Alternative. The concept of substitution effect (See Chapter 3 Recreation) 
may result from route closures as well and some users may move to other 
less crowded areas.  

A73 

Our rider groups contain people from all over the United States. We 
bring income to the local economy, ride responsibly, stay on existing 
trails and are courteous and respectful to horse riders, hikers, mountain 
bikers and hunters. Closing these trails will only serve to over use the 
remaining trails and ultimately lead to the closure of all off-road 
recreation. 

The economic activity related to OHV ownership and use is disclosed in 
Chapter 3, Local Economy section. See response to comment A-72. 

A74 

Gunnison National Forest has a duty as well as a legal obligation to 
keep these trails open to OHV use since the OHV public has paid to 
have them maintained. 

The Forest Service has a responsibility to manage and sustain the natural 
resources on the National Forests. OHV use and recreational travel is only 
one of many multiple uses to be managed by the Forest Service. Travel 
Management is needed (See Chapter 1, Purpose and Need for Action) for 
the Gunnison National Forest.  

A75 

The Gunnison Trail System is only open essentially for 4 months out 
of the year to OHV use. The balance of the year, the forest is no 
accessible. Therefore I urge adoption of Alternative 1. 

The Forest Service and BLM appreciate the limited summer recreational 
use season. This is a natural attribute of the area and does not, in the eyes 
of the land managing agencies, necessitate taking no action with regard to 
travel management as you suggest. 

A76 

Please keep America's public lands open and free for Americans to 
appreciate and enjoy to the fullest. 

The Forest Service and BLM would agree that the public lands should be 
open to the public. None of the alternatives evaluated would close the 
public lands, but there would be plans to close some routes to the public or 
change the mode of travel for the public when using those routes. See 
Response to comment A-10 

A77 

A few years back, I sat down with Mike Martin (representing mountain 
biking), Mary Anne Tarr (representing hikers), and Sandy Shae 
(representing the HCCA) to put together a travel management proposal 
for the Gunnison National Forest. I was there as the token motorized 

The background information provided is interesting and does serve to 
expand the understanding of why the Forest Service and BLM believe 
there is a need to change the current travel situation. Your early planning 
efforts were not lost and were considered with respect to Roadless issues 
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guy. It was an HCCA driven process, but I had decent relationships 
with everyone at the table, so I thought I’d give it a try and see where 
we got.  

At first GNF staff paid our efforts very little attention, explaining, 
among other things, that we didn’t have any community support and 
that the NF staff didn’t have time for us. After several months work on 
our plan, our little travel management group made presentations to the 
public in Crested Butte and Gunnison. We hadn’t looked at the entire 
forest yet, but we had considered much of the Crested Butte and Taylor 
Park area. Public response to our plan from all user groups was very 
positive. Next thing we know, Carmine Lockwood was calling and 
suddenly he and the staff had time to meet with us.  

While our little travel management group’s plan closed some 
unsustainable trails and did away with redundant routes (unless they 
went a long way to mitigating user conflict), we basically left the forest 
as is. For the most part, Carmine and together planning staff really 
liked what we came up with. Where our travel management group ran 
into disagreement with the Forest Service was regarding language that 
could protect some currently unroaded areas around Union Park from 
getting roads in them for natural resource harvest.  

As you craft the final version of the Gunnison Travel management 
document, please keep in mind the work our little travel management 
group did, particularly in the sense that our plan was received well by 
user groups who came to our meeting. Yes, we recommended closing 
some unsustainable and/or redundant routes, but we also worked to 
leave many routes intact. I’m not sure if what I’m describing here fits 
more into Alternative #1 or #4, but I ask that you please choose the 
alternative that reflects what our little group came up with (as I 
describe above). While we, as volunteers, didn’t have the staying 
power to keep our proposal alive, it was a good plan that the public 
attending our meetings embraced. 

(See Chapter 3 Roadless). 

A78 

Do not close any of the existing trails in this new travel plan, but that 
you look for ways to connect trails and create ‘loops’ for us to ride. 

Closure of routes is typically done if there are resource or safety concerns 
that cannot be mitigated, repaired, or resolved through different 
management options. Trails not needed to access recreational features or 
that fit into the categories described above are typically considered for 
closure. Closure is a valid and necessary management option. The 
Preferred Alternative does attempt to provide for looped trail riding 
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opportunities for both motorized and non-motorized modes of travel. 

 

# Alternative 2 Comments Response 

A79 

Alternative Number Two  

This alternative is only somewhat good in my opinion. I feel that not 
enough progress is made in addressing motorized future needs. 
Motorized users usually fall into two categories; one is the young who 
have a limited amount of recreational time and no time to worry about 
if they will be able to ride in the future, the second, is older riders past 
50 with some time to recreate but seeing the time coming when they 
may not be able to hike anymore and will need to use a motorized 
vehicle of some kind to get there. Otherwise I am stuck at home and 
can’t enjoy nature like I used to. 

Your preference for Alternative 2 is noted. The travel management is 
essentially a plan to manage what is on the ground now. The Forest 
Service and BLM did not envision this planning effort to provide an in 
depth look into future needs, it is an effort meet the objectives of the 
Purpose and Need (Chapter 1) which was to determine which existing 
routes were needed and should remain open for public travel. This is 
consistent with the 2005 Travel Rule for the Forest Service, where the 
focus was to designate routes open to motorized travel. Future demand is 
not a component of the Forest Service or BLM travel management since 
meeting recreational demand is not necessarily an objective public land 
management. Providing for reasonable and sustainable use is of 
recreational features is a goal. 

A80 

We [High Country Citizens Alliance] agree with the need to identify an 
official designated travel system on the Gunnison Basin federal lands 
and that moving to a designated travel system will help the public to 
clearly know where particular modes of travel are allowed and not 
allowed across the forest and public lands. We believe that these 
designations will go a long way towards eliminating ambiguities that 
lead to the proliferation of user created routes that are difficult to 
manage and damaging to resources.  

We commend the USFS & BLM for this concerted effort to 
definitively identify what routes are not parts of the official travel 
system so that these duplicative, unnecessary and damaging routes can 
be rehabilitated and lands restored back to their natural state. 

See response to comment A-10 

A81 

I fully agree with closing many of the little dead-end and old logging 
roads and that are all around the forest. I also believe a few poor and 
parallel trails could be closed to defragment the forest; some examples 
are listed in specific comments below. 

See response to comment A-10 

A82 
On the proposed action map I noticed all of the spur roads in Gunnison 
national Forest are being closed. A spur road is a road that comes off a 
main road for dispersed camping, or fishing purposes. If these roads 

All of the alternatives evaluated provide for dispersed camping. 
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 allow travel, up to 300 feet, for the purposes of 
dispersed camping off of roads open to public travel (designated open on 
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are closed there will be no dispersed camping in all of the Gunnison 
National Forest. Is that the goal? If not we should leave some spur 
roads open for camping. If we close these roads are we turning our 
forest slowly into a National Park? All of these spur roads disperse the 
people and bring a better camping experience to all of the people. This 
also improves businesses in the community that these trails exist.  

the MVU map). The Preferred Alternative does propose to control travel 
off of designated open roads more than the other alternatives in that, over 
time, 12 corridors would not allow off-road travel for dispersed camping, 
but would designated those spurs where dispersed camping would be 
allowed and expected. Other than those 12 corridors, the remainder of the 
public lands would allow travel within 300 feet of the road for dispersed 
camping. These differences for dispersed camping are disclosed for each 
alternative in Chapter 2.  

A83 

Since the Forest service restricted motorized vehicles in 1970, the area 
has flourished – erosion from vehicles, trash pieces, and illegal wood 
cutting, have all been eliminated. Therefore I’m in favor of travel plan 
#2 or #3 for this area – wilderness or remain roadless. Proposed 
connection for motorized use specifically country RD #3043 to South 
Beaver CK – West side of Sawtooth – This is a disturbing proposal and 
never should be allowed – History has proven motorized us in sensitive 
areas never agree, especially when the area cannot be patrolled to 
check the abusive ones.  

Your preference for Alternative 2 and 3 is noted. The proposed connection 
between County Rd 3043 was contained only in Alternative 4 and is not 
part of the Preferred Alternative (Alt 5) see Figure 4C. 

A84 

Alternative 2, the Proposed Action, portrays The Gunnison Northeast 
Trail System. This would be an amazing network of trails for avid and 
fit trail users and would be an important asset to our community. 
However, as new, high-quality trails in this system begin 3 miles away 
from Gunnison; its appeal will not be noticed by many citizens of our 
community. Users who are not likely to benefit from the Gunnison 
Northeast Trail System include:  

People who cannot cover the "approach distance" to get to this system. 
This includes most: - Walkers; - Runners; - Less experienced, less fit 
mountain bikers; - Seniors; - Kids; - Trail users looking for a quick 
experience, for example a walk during the lunch hour or before or after 
work.  

Thus, Gunnison Trails continues to advocate for the Gunnison 
Northwest Trail System as being necessary if the BLM (and further 
out, the Forest Service) is interested in offering a full spectrum of 
residents of the Gunnison Valley, regardless of age, ability or fitness 
level, high-quality opportunities for trail based recreation and fitness 
on public lands close to the City of Gunnison; lands that can be 
accessed for quiet, healthy recreation while decreasing the carbon 
footprint of our valley by keeping people out of their automobiles. 

Your support of the "Northeast Trail system" is noted. Since there are 
conceptual trails identified in this "system" the final decision on those 
trails would not be covered under this travel management decision. This 
response is the same for the "Northwest Trail system". The BLM and 
Forest Service have considered these proposals and evaluated the potential 
benefit and some of the potential impacts, but both proposed "systems' 
would require further evaluation, environmental assessment and public 
input before they would be considered for implementation. The Preferred 
Alternative does address these proposed systems to a limited extent. 
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Following are the most common objections to the Gunnison 
Northwest.  

Trail System and our responses to those objections.  

OBJECTION: A bridge across the Gunnison River would be cost 
prohibitive. RESPONSE: In May of 2008, the Gunnison County 
BOCC unanimously endorsed further consideration of this trail system 
and the cost of the bridge was not a concern for them. Bridges to 
access recreational opportunities are approved, paid for and built all the 
time. This is not an unusual instance of needing a bridge. It is clear to 
all, including the BOCC, that the BLM will not be able to pay for this 
bridge, and will not be expected to contribute.  

OBJECTION: It will be difficult to get permission from the Colorado 
DOW to cross lands controlled by them. RESPONSE: In a meeting 
with DOW Area Manager J Wenum during the spring of 2008, he 
stated that requests such as this to cross DOW lands are common 
occurrences and need to go through the state level process for crossing 
or gaining public access to DOW lands. Additionally, it's possible that 
the Gunnison River can be crossed and access to BLM lands gained 
while never encountering DOW lands. This determination would be 
part of the process of a feasibility study of the Gunnison Northwest 
Trail System, which is beyond the scope of the Travel Planning 
Process.  

OBJECTION: The trail up to the top of the ridge will be difficult to 
build. RESPONSE: This trail may require the construction of one labor 
intensive switchback. Even with that factored in, the trail construction 
to gain the ridge is not extraordinary.  

 OBJECTION: This trail to the ridge would be too steep and wouldn't 
get much use. RESPONSE: This trail would be built using modem trail 
design standards and would be built to a sustainable, reasonable grade. 
The trail head for the Gunnison Northwest Trail System would be 
located on the City of Gunnison's outer loop trail, one of the trails that 
was a component of ballot issue 1A, which was passed by popular vote 
of a majority of citizens. This trail head and its various potential 
segments and loops, will appeal to citizens from all walks of life. 

A85 
The proposed plan will allow bicycling on designated routes only. This 
is a positive way of stating a very negative policy, which essentially 
means that trails are closed to bicycling unless designated open. This is 

Your comments were noted. The Preferred Alternative does return to the 
previous policy where mountain bike use is allowed on all non-motorized 
trails except were specifically restricted. Mountain bike use is managed as 
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a fundamental change because the Forest Service has always allowed 
bicycling on all trails except where designated closed such as in 
Wilderness or by occasional special order. The Gunnison National 
Forest and Gunnison BLM Field Office would manage bicycling in the 
same way that you manage motorized travel, which is inappropriate.  

a recreational trail mode of travel. It is different from motorized travel. the 
planned restrictions on mountain bike travel are further explained in 
Chapter 2 under non-motorized travel for the Preferred Alternative. The 
Preferred Alternative would open up about 100 miles more non-motorized 
trail to mountain bike use than the DEIS Proposed Action. 

A86 

Quiet Use Coalition support the agency decision to close all roads and 
segments of road identified in roadless areas to all motorized travel. 
These closures will support the intent of the 2001 Roadless Area 
Conservation Rule. 

Your support for closing roads identified roadless areas is noted. These 
closures are included in the Preferred Alternative. 

A87 

Recommendation Summary: Adopt Alternative 2, with modifications 
as follows:  

• Cannibal Plateau Loop (464, 458, 458.0A): No change from 1980 
Plan.  

• All of Rambouillet/Penniston Park Route: No change from 1980 
Plan.  

• Carson Spur: No change from 1980 Plan  

• All of Sawmill Park Roads: No change from 1980 Plan.  

• Quiet Valley to Spring Creek Road (#735, 689, 784, 784TA, 
784TB): No change from 1980 Plan.  

• Camping restrictions: Maintain right to camp and gather firewood 
within 300 feet of the roadway to the extent allowed in the 1980 
Plan.  

• Snow Mesa (#787): To allow ATV access for the 
Mineral/Hinsdale County loop. 

The route-by-route suggestions for the referenced routes were noted. The 
Preferred Alternative (Figure 4) depicts the agencies' plan for long-term 
management of these routes. The Preferred Alternative reflects the Forest 
Service and BLM vision of what would best meet the Purpose and Need 
for Action (Chapter 1) and provide for a sustainable transportation system. 

A88 

If the Forest Service chooses to implement their preferred alternative 2, 
their idea of a travel plan would be irrational, arbitrary, and 
discriminatory towards a fair and balanced plan that could actually be a 
great system for the majority of forest visitors. The Forest Service 
should be looking at managing a multiple use forest as just that. A 
MULTIPLE USE FOREST! Seems to me the Forest Service has a 
vendetta to oppress multiple use/motorized to the best of their ability. I 
have witnessed this on the Grand Mesa National Forest Travel Plan 
and especially the Uncompahgre National Forest Travel Plan. 

Alternative 2 was the Proposed Action in the Draft EIS. Based on public 
comments, further evaluations, and additional information the Preferred 
Alternative (Alt 5) was developed for the Final EIS. The Forest Service is 
directed to multiple use management and to sustain the natural resources 
of the forests. In order to maintain sustainable resource conditions not all 
uses in all places can be expected to be allowed. The Preferred Alternative 
provides for recreational uses (e.g. motorized travel) as do all the 
alternatives considered. Recreational travel is not appropriate or the best 
management for all areas of the National Forest. 

A89 I understand all Alt 2 trail designations, including trail closures and See response to comment A-10 
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changes in type of trail use, are based on the need to protect resources 
and also an adequate amount of “quiet use” experience. I am concerned 
about loss of nonmotorized opportunities on the forest. For these 
reasons I support your Alt 2 decisions as follows:  

409 Farris Creek - nonmotorized portion  

405 Double Top Trail Systems the mount bike segment in Alt 2  

407 Strand Bonus D as in Alt 3 for 1.3 mile segment of this trail  

407 Strand Bonus support nonmotorized for the .87 mile section 556 
Strand Hill Support non-motorized (MB) for the 1.4 mile section of 
this trail  

418 Walrod Gulch Cut –off Support nonmotorized desig Alt 2 and 3  

457 Brush Creek support Alt 3 mb  

612 Cement Creek 2.17 mi Support the MB designation for this 
segment  

552 Roaring Judy keep nonmotorized as in Alts 2 and 3  

554 Teocalli Mountain decommission a portion as in Alt 2 

A90 

I oppose Alternative 2, closing more trails to motorcycles and ATV’s 
just creates congestion and unnecessary accidents especially with sales 
of these vehicles on the rise. 

Your opposition to Alternative 2 is noted. There is insufficient 
information submitted with this comment to support that the closing 
motorized trails will result in congestion. Ownership of OHVs is 
increasing, but it is not the mandate of the Forest Service or BLM to 
provide opportunities for all of the user demand. As noted in Chapter 3, 
Recreation, the plans to close some routes may result in the substitution 
effect or more vehicle trips per day on the some routes. Increased vehicle 
trips do not have a direct nexus to congestion or more accidents. Such 
impact analysis is speculation without supporting data. 

A91 

Your preferred alternative, “Alternative 2 - The Proposed Action”, 
which proposes yet more closures, is simply not logical. It also runs the 
risk of creating an unmanageable situation on the ground. 

Alternative 2, the Proposed Action in the DEIS is not the Preferred 
Alternative. The Preferred Alternative (Alt 5) has been developed for the 
Final EIS (See Figure 4A, B and C and Chapter 2). This Preferred 
Alternative was developed in response to public comments, further 
evaluation and updated information. The Forest Service and BLM believe 
it would provide for travel management that best meets the Purpose and 
Need for Action (Chapter 1) and would provide a more sustainable and 
manageable transportation system than existing conditions (No Action). 

A92 Alternative 2 – The Proposed Action, does more harm than good 
because it concentrates OHV activity in increasingly smaller areas 

See response to comment A-10 
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rather than diluting its impact over vast areas of present and past forest 
service roads. It has the same effect as a rancher grazing his herd of 
5,000 cattle on 1,000 acres vice 50,000 acres of land. It doesn't take 
long for his herd to destroy the 1,000 acres by over-grazing. Spreading 
the impact over 50,000 acres, the land has time to regenerate and 
support the herd indefinitely. Concentrating human activity to small 
patches of NF land is like grazing 5,000 cattle on 1,000 acres. The NF 
becomes a "feed lots of humans, greatly reducing the NF experience 
and devastating the land. The end result is the final closure of all NF 
lands to all motorized and non-motorized activity.  

A recent example of the assertion above is the closure of Carnage 
Canyon by the Forest Service in Boulder County, Colorado where I 
live. Over the years, the Forest Service methodically closed numerous 
OHV roads and trails in Boulder County. Parts of the closures were the 
result of the creation of the Indian Peaks Wilderness area. The 
remainder where closures as the result of reasoning similar to that 
being considered by Gunnison Basin Travel Management DEIS. 
Boulder County closures concentrated OHV activity to fewer and 
fewer roads and trails, causing an excessive amount of traffic on the 
Carnage Canyon trail which was only 4 miles in length. Last year 
(2008), the district Ranger, bowing to special interest groups, closed 
Carnage Canyon for "restoration reasons"? Carnage Canyon is a 
seasonal stream that restores itself with every spring snow melt/run off. 

A93 

The Alt 2 plan is unacceptable since is does not enhance motorized 
recreation, since many area's in other Forest's have been closed we 
have been squeezed into ever decreasing area's to ride. This will create 
an unmanageable plan that will be hard to enforce. 

The Purpose and Need for Action does not advocate the need to enhance 
motorized recreation. There is a need to provide for quality recreational 
experiences, manage natural resources, provide for public safety and 
provide access to private and public lands. Based on public comments, 
further evaluations and updated information the agencies have developed 
a Preferred Alternative (Alt. 5, Figure 4) that defines a sustainable and 
manageable transportation system the agencies' believe best meets the 
purpose and need for travel management on public lands. 

A94 

I must say though that alternative two is alarming in that it proposes 
more closures. Please do not do this. Manage…not close. Alternative 
two notwithstanding, things are looking good regarding Gunnison 
Basin and I thank you for your open mindedness regarding this issue 
and would hope that things would continue to be dealt with in a fair 
manner regarding this matter. 

There are situations where the best management is closure. Long-term 
irreversible resource damage, ever increasing maintenance costs, and 
incompatible resource management objectives are reasons for closure and 
by definition are management options. The Forest Service and BLM have 
proposed only a small percentage of the existing motorized travel routes to 
be closed (See Table 2-6). Both agencies are prepared and planning to 
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manage some trails that are problematic from a resource impact 
perspective by increasing maintenance, hardening, re-alignment as part of 
the effort to provide a sustainable transportation system that provides a 
variety of motorized recreational opportunities. 

A96 
Your preferred alternative, “Alternative 2 – The Proposed Action”, 
which proposes yet more closures, is simply not logical in this respect. 

See response to comment A-10 

A97 
Alternative 2 - The Proposed Action", which proposes yet more 
closures, is simply not logical. 

See response to comment A-10 

A98 

The action [Alt 2] is arbitrary and capricious because there is no 
documentation to justify the change of restricting these roadways to 
licensed vehicles only. Restricting these roadways on anticipated 
problems is not justified. If such actions is included in the FEIS/ROD 
it would completely eliminate all OHV loop routes in the area. 

The Forest Service and BLM do not agree that any of the alternatives 
evaluated would completely eliminate OHV loop routes. The Preferred 
Alternative provides for many OHV loop opportunities as do other 
alternatives considered. The development of the alternatives was hardly by 
an individual based on a whim as you suggest (i.e. arbitrary and 
capricious), those options were the product of thousands of public 
comments, numerous public meetings, many hours of Interdisciplinary 
team meetings, and completion of the Travel Analysis (See Chapter 1. 
Public Involvement and Travel Analysis sections). 

A99 

I have enjoyed the single track systems on my motorcycle for several 
years in the Gunnison area and feel it is important to preserve this type 
of access to such a wonderful single track system. Please do not 
implement the proposed Alternative 2 in your plan, it creates too many 
closures and will condense the motorized users into an unacceptably 
small group of trails.  

See response to comment A-10 

A100 

I think we need to maintain the areas world renowned heritage as a 
backcountry four wheeling, bike riding, climbing and hiking Mecca. 
Historically this area has seen all sorts of activity, both currently and in 
the past. This lends itself to the history buff, geologist, biologist and 
the recreational enthusiasts. To this end, I encourage you enact either 
the Proposed Alternative or preferably the Fourth Alternative, Keep the 
traditional single tract experience in the Gunnison Basin. 

Your preference for Alternative 2 and 4 is noted. The Preferred 
Alternative does provide for more single track trail riding opportunity than 
Alt 2 in an effort to recognize the public interest and traditional use of the 
area by motorcycles and mountain bikes.  

 

# Alternative 3 Comments Response 

A101 We [Colorado Division of Wildlife] urge you to strongly consider See response to comment A-10 
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wildlife related factors as you develop a final alternative. During the 
implementation period a strong education campaign paired with an 
effective law enforcement presence will hopefully result in a positive 
transition period. Because travel management plan revisions are such 
laborious endeavors and occur infrequently, we recommend 
implementation of travel prescriptions that place the highest priority on 
natural resource preservation (Alternative 3). Colorado’s human 
population and demand for recreational opportunities are expected to 
grow significantly during the next 30 years. This planning effort should 
be considered the first step in managing future recreation while 
safeguarding the tremendous natural resources that occur within the 
GMUG.  

After reviewing the DIES, the Division of Wildlife support Alternative 
3. Alternative 3 provides the most comprehensive levels of resource 
protection across the landscape, which is acknowledged throughout the 
DEIS. 

A102 

Generally support Alternative 3  

In addition to the specific trail recommendations above, RMRI 
supports the remaining road and trail closures listed in the Trails Chart, 
Appendix B as “D” in Alt. 3. We believe the forest is already too 
fragmented by mountain bike trails, motorcycle trails, ATV trails and 4 
X4 roads and will be better served by Alternative 3.  

Rocky Mountain Recreation Initiative appreciate the effort in the draft 
travel plan to increase the diversity of trail uses on the forest and 
allocate various trail uses more equitably. This is commendable. RMRI 
generally support downgrading trails to less-impacting uses, but still 
would like to have seen more closures rather than conversions, as all 
kinds of trails fragment habitat. For example, mountain bikes are now 
the major source of habitat fragmentation on the Gunnison Forest, 
particularly with the proposed addition of up to 55 miles of new MB 
routes. Mountain bikes are similar to motorcycles in their habitat 
fragmenting effects, on-the-ground impacts, daily mileage needs and 
also in their high user volumes. We note that many of the motorcycle 
trails proposed for closure or conversion to mountain bikes are either 
spurs or are not long enough to constitute an adequate day’s ride for a 
motorcycle rider. 

The Forest Service and BLM have determined that the Preferred 
Alternative (Alt 5) developed for the Final EIS best meets the Purpose and 
Need (Chapter 1) for Gunnison Travel management. During the 
evaluations on which trails and road were not needed (Travel Analysis) 
habitat fragmentation was a factor that was considered. Input from various 
wildlife specialist, state agencies and others was taken into consideration 
regarding wildlife habitat needs. The Forest Service does not agree that 
mountain bikes are similar to motorcycles in terms of trail maintenance, 
trail design, and daily mileage needs. Mountain bike use and motorcycle 
use both can have adverse impacts on soil erosion and vegetation damage 
as well as disturbance to wildlife. Typically the difference between those 
trail riders is noise and length of ride per day. See Chapter 3 Wildlife for 
impact assessments. 
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A103 

Implementation Costs  

Rocky Mountain Recreation Initiative appreciate the in-depth analysis 
of trade-off between trail maintenance and decommission cost and the 
chart on p. 208 of the DEIS. We strongly support Alternative 3 as the 
least costly alternative.  

To conserve forest budgets and staff time, we recommend that the 
Gunnison Forest enter into agreements with motorized and mountain 
bike groups that trail remain open only so long as the user groups are 
providing trail maintenance funding and volunteers, and are offering 
trail patrols to prevent further user-created trail development. This 
model follows one used I n the Royale Gorge BLM, 2005 Arkansas 
River Travel Plan, EA, Appendix 6. Under such an agreement, trails 
that are not adequately being enforced or are resulting in ineffective 
closures or new user-created trails would be closed until the problem 
was corrected. 

The Forest Service and BLM agree that over the long-term, Alt 3 might be 
the least cost option, but it does not provide for the motorized recreational 
opportunities that have been heavily supported by the public. Alt 3 does 
have a high up-front cost factor because of the greater number of closures. 
The Preferred Alternative considers maintenance and closures costs along 
with recreational opportunity needs and attempts to better balance those 
competing factors. The suggestion regarding how the Forest Service and 
BLM might implement future trail maintenance and management utilizing 
more volunteers and user group involvement is noted. This is more related 
to implementation, enforcement and maintenance than the decisions on 
which routes to remain open. 

A104 

Rocky Mountain Recreation Initiative (RMRI) favors Alternative 3 
because it would better protect forest health over the long term. 

Your preference for Alternative 3 is noted. The agencies would agree that 
if forest health was the only factor to consider in our travel management 
plans that alternative would be preferable but it does not provide the level 
of recreational opportunities that were heavily supported by the public. 
The Preferred Alternative is believed to provide the best balance of these 
seemingly competing considerations. 

A105 

Page 131 of the DEIS discusses the goals of resource managers “to 
provide opportunities for people to obtain those recreation motivations 
and experiences” and “to minimize the impacts of outdoor recreation 
use on the natural resources.” EPA realizes the challenge that the FS 
and BLM have in providing adequate access for land management and 
public recreation while protecting and restoring aquatic and terrestrial 
ecosystems, and acknowledges the agencies’ attempt to strike a 
balance in the Proposed Action. However, where there are conflicts 
between access and recreational use and long-term protection of 
resources and ecosystems, EPA believes resource/ecosystem protection 
must be given priority to sustain and protect natural resources for 
future generations. EPA very much supports and appreciates efforts to 
incorporate seasonal restrictions and resource protection closures on 
roads and trails, in addition to the decommissioning of roads. 

The Forest Service and BLM would agree with the EPA that long-term 
protection of natural resources and ecosystems is a priority. Such goals are 
included in the Purpose and Need for Action (Chapter 1) and the agencies 
believe the implementation of any of the action alternatives would move 
further towards that goal than taking no action (Alt 1.). 

A106 Regarding resource protection, Alternative 3 has less adverse The EPA's support of Alt 3 and their assessment that it is the 
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environmental impacts overall in such categories as soil and water 
resources, wetlands and riparian areas, aquatic species, wildlife habitat, 
sensitive plant species and noxious weeds to name few (see DEIS page 
41). Therefore EPA is in agreement that Alternative 3 is the 
environmentally preferable alternative and Alternative 4. Alternative 3 
seems most consistent with the National Forest Management Act 
requirement that the FS manage forests in an ecologically sustainable 
manner that “protects soil and water resources, streams, streambanks, 
shorelines, wetlands, fish, wildlife and the diversity of plant and animal 
communities” 36 CFR 219.27(a)(4)(1982). 

"environmentally preferable" alternative was noted and the in the ROD, 
the agencies will most likely find Alt. 3 to be the Environmentally 
Preferable alternative. The Forest Service has several mandates regarding 
the management of the forests (36 CFR 212) and the agency believes that 
the Preferred Alternative would provide a transportation system that 
would sustain the public lands in a manner that is ecologically, physically, 
socially, and economically sustainable. See Chapter 1 Travel Analysis and 
Chapter 3 Transportation System, Sustainability, Maintenance and 
Funding sections. 

A107 

The Town of Crested Butte supports Alternative Three with the 
following revisions.  

The following trail should be open to cyclists:  

• Old Waterfall Creek trail on Travel Management Plan (TMP) map 
listed as #UT-7073 and #UT-7164, (This trail crosses a very wet 
area, and we ask that the Forest Service consider re-aligning the 
trail to keep it out of the wet area.)  

• Eccher Gulch Trail #559/558  

• Green Lake Trail #566  

• Farris Creek Trail #409, and we also ask that the Forest Service 
consider re-aligning the trail to keep it out of wet areas  

• Old Trail #402 now UT-7736-1B  

• Strand Bonus Trail #407  

• Teocalli Ridge Trail #557  

• Caves Loop, Trail #409  

• Reno Flag/Bear Trail, the section connecting #422 with #415 

The Town of Crested Butte's support of Alternative 3 is noted, but the 
recommendations to keep the list of trails open to cyclists (motorcycles or 
bicycles?) would make Alt 3 more like Alternative 4. The Forest Service 
has modified the DEIS Proposed Action and developed the Preferred 
Alternative (Alt 5) that may be more in line with the Town's 
recommendations. See Figure 4A, B and C.  

A108 

For these reasons, Gunnison County supports Alternative 3 with the 
following general concepts:  

• A change from the travel management status quo toward better 
resource protection;  

• Resource protection and long-term sustainability are primary 
concerns;  

• We do support a provision in the Plan that allows for consideration 

Gunnison County’s support of Alternative 3 is noted. The Forest Service 
and BLM believe that Final EIS Preferred Alternative (Alt 5) does provide 
for and include most all of the general concepts recommended by the 
County. The agencies have considered and evaluated the implications 
travel management could have on grazing permittees and found there to be 
no adverse consequences that cannot be resolved or mitigated through the 
operator’s annual grazing permit. With regards to long-term sustainability 
see the responses to EPA's comment A105 and A106. 
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of new routes and trail systems on a case-by-case basis, but only 
after thorough review of the impacts. We recommend a general 
"placeholder" for new routes to allow a more thorough assessment 
of impacts such as non-motorized trails northwest and northeast of 
the City of Gunnison and the Gunnison to Crested Butte trail;  

• We support the concept of area closures to protect Gunnison Sage-
sage-grouse. This is particularly important during the spring 
lekking season but some areas in other critical habitat may require 
closures during other parts of the sage-sage-grouse life cycle, 
particularly nesting season. In all cases the wildlife impacts of 
pets, particularly dogs, must be considered, as pets greatly increase 
the sphere of influence of a trail user with the understanding that 
permanent closures to dogs on appropriate trails should be part of 
the plan;  

• Routes that result in the displacement of big game should be 
carefully evaluated for either alternative routing, or if necessary, 
permanent or seasonal closure;  

• We recommend that routes in areas where there may be impacts to 
grazing permits be evaluated for location, routing and impacts on 
the activities of the permittees with the understanding that grazing 
permits and subsequent healthy habitat are vital to Gunnison 
County's agricultural livelihood;  

• Minimize conflicts among user types to the extent possible;  

• Enhance trails close to urbanized areas where appropriate to create 
more carbon-efficient recreation options without the need to drive 
to a trailhead;  

• Aggressively curtail unauthorized trail proliferation and return 
trails to historical use, i.e., double tracks to single, motorized to 
non-motorized, mechanized to horses, etc.; and  

• Loop trails where possible to create better user experiences. 

A109 

Based on our [High Country Citizens Alliance] analysis we have 
determined that Alternative 3 offers the best outcomes for a variety of 
resources including wildlife such as Gunnison sage-sage-grouse, 
riparian areas, and roadless areas. Alternative 3 is also the most fiscally 
sustainable. Although Alternative 3 is not perfect and should be 
modified with a number of specific route designations from 

The Forest Service and BLM are most likely to determined Alt 3 to be the 
Environmentally Preferable alternative in the ROD. The agencies have 
developed the Preferred Alternative (Alt 5) in the Final EIS that does 
incorporate many of the route-by-route suggestions made by HCCA, 
which would be a modification of the DEIS Proposed Action and taking 
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Alternatives 2 and 4, the concepts and route designations of Alternative 
3 allow for the highest degree of resource and conservation protection. 

into consideration aspects of Alt 3 and Alt 4 as you suggest. 

A110 

After carefully reviewing all the alternatives presented in the Draft 
EIS, our Advisory Committee, as representatives of the 228 members 
of the EMHC, feels that Ac Toward that end, the EMHC would like to 
offer the attached table for your consideration. The table is divided into 
four sections. Sections 1 & 2 are a recap and a validation of the Forest 
Service proposed trail actions consistent across all three alternatives or 
across Alternatives 2 & 3. We believe these choices were made wisely 
and we urge you to retain them in the final adopted plan. Section 3 is a 
list of trails for which we believe there is a rationale for change within 
Alternative 3. Lastly, in Section 4, is a list of trails proposed in 
Alternative 4 that we believe should be included in Alternative 3.  

 The Advisory Committee's table of recommendations was evaluated and 
considered in the development of the Preferred Alternative (Alt 5) for the 
Final EIS. The process of developing the Preferred Alternative is done 
with consideration of public comment, re-evaluations of natural resource 
information and updating of travel data base information to create an 
alternative that takes components from all the alternative evaluated in the 
DEIS to define an alternative that the Forest Service and BLM believe 
best meets the Purpose and Need for Action (see Chapter 1). The 
Preferred Alternative is defined in more detail in Chapter 2, Alt 5. and on 
Figure 4.  

A111 

Crested Butte Mountain Guides strongly supports the delineation 
between the mountain bike trail use and motorized trait communities as 
being two very separate entities and thus there access and impact on 
the forest should be treated as such. Therefore, once again, we support 
most of the designations made in Alternative #3 that show reduced use 
and access for motorized users, but also strongly support the trail use 
proposals presented in Alternative #4 that keep open many popular and 
currently used trails to the mountain bike community while also 
allowing for the current trail network to be expanded and improved 
upon so as to allow for more levels of riders to enjoy the trails, and to 
allow for more interconnectedness amongst the outlined trails to allow 
for more single-track travel throughout the Gunnison Valley and 
Crested Butte area. 

The comments of the Crested Butte Mountain Guides were considered and 
evaluated during the development of the Preferred Alternative (See 
Chapter 2, Alt 5 and Figure 4). The Forest Service and BLM concur that 
mountain bike use is not the same as motorcycle use. The maintenance, 
management, and physical requirements for trails used by those separate 
modes of travel are different. Support of Alternative 3 is noted, but with 
recommendations to include more single track trail opportunities similar 
to Alt 4, would be more like the Preferred Alternative. 

A112 

On behalf of Crested Butte Mountain Guides (CBMG LLC), a 
permitted guide service / outfitter with the USFS, BLM, & NPS, I 
would like to submit the following comments on the proposed DEIS 
statement for travel management plans on the upper Gunnison Basin  

Crested Butte Mountain Guides LLC depends upon its permitted use of 
public lands to make a viable business plan work and supports the 
management of these public lands, and feels it should be managed in a 
way that is both feasible for current permitted outfitter/guide to 
continue to run a sustainable business and to offer the majority of the 
public interest their desired recreational uses. Therefore, we support 
most of the action plans proposed in Alterative #3 but only with the 

See response to comment A-10 
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additions of many of the proposed mountain biking trail openings and 
expansions proposed in Alternative #4 

A113 

The value of trail-based recreation in Gunnison County has been 
reinforced in many ways. Both  

Gunnison and Crested Butte have done surveys where trails are the top 
priority as a recreation choice/amenity. Trails in Gunnison County 
have received national praise in media publications.  

Trails play a crucial part in one's decision to relocate to Gunnison 
County. With 85% of our  

County being public lands, Gunnison County is a desired destination 
for tourists. The economic engine of Gunnison County is tourism - we 
need to keep our economy healthy by reasonably expanding our trail 
opportunities.  

The Travel Management team has identified 3 alternatives, a Proposed 
Alternative (#2), Alternative #3 and Alternative #4.  

After work sessions with the Board of County Commissioners (BOCC) 
we have been directed to offer support for Alternative #3 with 
exceptions. The major exceptions in Alternative #3 are: decommissions 
too many routes which encourages overcrowding on trails, changes 
cycling trails to hiker/horse trails in areas that are not wilderness, 
eliminates many historic (CCC) routes in the scoping area, and 
provides very limited new trail offerings from Crested Butte Mountain 
Bike Association (CBMBA) and Gunnison Trails.  

During our scoping process the GCTC was conscious of trail 
opportunities that facilitate dispersed use, leading to less 
overcrowding; loop options for various users; analysis of trail 
sustainability for motorized use; non-motorized trails in the urban 
interface of the  

Gunnison/Crested Butte South areas; and fostering increased 
partnerships with CBMBA, Gunnison Trails, Elk Mountain Hikers, 
CBTRA, Blue Mesa 4-wheelers and other trail advocates.  

The BOCC asked that the GCTC be conscious in our recommendations 
of how wildlife may be affected, maintenance limitations, 
sustainability and capacity. 

See response to comment A-10 

A114 If anything, I think we need more trails. The Colorado population has The purpose of Gunnison Travel Management is to determine which 
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increased 40% since 1990. The Southwest Region is projected to grow 
by 71% by 2030. "Trails are the areas greatest priority recreational 
need," according to the SW Region report 2008 SCORP. I do not 
support Alternate #3, as I believe we need more recreational 
opportunities to meet a growing demand. 

existing routes need to remain open (see Chapter 1, Purpose and Need for 
Action). Developing a transportation system to meet speculative future 
population growth and increased user demand was not the purpose of this 
action. The objective of this travel management effort was to define a 
sustainable transportation system based on what routes were needed from 
the existing system for roads and trails (see Chapter 1, Why Replace the 
Current Travel Management Direction section). 

A115 

I personally feel that of the Alternatives put forth by the Forest Service 
Travel Management Team, #3 comes closest to protecting our 
treasured natural resources here while still slowing for ample trail 
travel for different user groups. 

See Response to comment A-10 

A116 

There are trails in Alt #3 that should be re-evaluated in terms of either 
leaving some as they are rather than decommissioning them, and some 
that should have more restrictions on them. Please refer to the 
exhaustive comment document from the Elk Mountain Hikers Club for 
their position on trails that should be re-evaluated within Alternative 
#3. 

The process to develop the Preferred Alternative (Alt 5) for the Final EIS 
does exactly as you suggest. The Alternatives considered in the DEIS 
were revisited and specific routes were re-evaluated based on public 
comment, new information, and updated data bases to define the Forest 
Service and BLM Preferred Alternative (See Chapter 2. Alt 5 and Figure 
4). 

A117 

Alternative 2, the Proposed Action, portrays The Gunnison Northeast 
Trail System. This would be an amazing network of trails for avid and 
fit trail users and would be an important asset to our community. 
However, as new, high-quality trails in this system begin 3 miles away 
from Gunnison; its appeal will not be noticed by many citizens of our 
community. Users who are not likely to benefit from the Gunnison  

Northeast Trail System include:  

- People who cannot cover the "approach distance" to get to this 
system. This includes most:  

• Walkers  

• Runners  

• Less experienced, less fit mountain bikers  

• Seniors  

• Kids  

• Trail users looking for a quick experience, for example a walk 
during the lunch hour or before or after work. 

The support of Alternative 2 is noted. The Northeast Trail System 
proposal was considered and some of the aspects of that system are 
incorporated into the Preferred Alternative (Alt 5). 

A118 In Alternative 2, you can get in your 4x4 and drive all over in the The Forest Service and BLM recognize there are substantially more miles 
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Signal Peak, Lost Canyon,  

Signal Mesa, McIntosh Mountain and West Antelope country. There 
are numerous road options in each of these areas. We are only asking 
for the potential to further study the possibility of but a portion of this 
same mileage to be in the form of non-motorized, high-quality single-
track trails, easily accessible from Gunnison. 

of high clearance full-sized vehicle travel opportunities than miles of non-
motorized single track trail. This is the existing condition that results from 
years of traditional use by full-sized vehicles as opposed to the relatively 
newer demand for non-motorized trail riding opportunities. The Preferred 
Alternative does proposed about 55 miles more non-motorized single 
track trail than the DEIS Proposed Action (Alt 2) which is consistent with 
your suggestion. 

A119 

Overall the Proposed Plan or Alternative 3 could receive my support 
without the expansion of Trail 5 90. Generally speaking these 
alternatives are more in balance for all the different user groups and the 
land. I strongly oppose Alternative 4. 

See response to comment A-10 

A120 

I find that Alternative 3 is the best approach. It allows for continued 
access to more than adequate roads while reducing the current excess 
and unnecessary roads that adversely impact wildlife and vegetation 
through erosion and motor traffic. 

See response to comment A-10 

A121 

I urge that Alternative 3 be the final decision. It will maintain and 
improve appropriate non-motorized access to the forests. It will 
increase foot trails which are much less destructive of vegetation and 
less disruptive of wildlife. It will provide appropriate access to the 
forests for all types of recreational users. 

See response to comment A-10 

A122 

I particularly support the proposal to preserve the wilderness quality of 
the Whetstone Potential Wilderness Area by closing Green Lake, 
Baxter Gulch and Eccher Gulch Trails. Wilderness and wilderness 
quality lands are dear to my heart and we need every one we can get. 
The highest and best use of this roadless area is as wilderness, not 
mountain biking! Not only should these trails be hiker/horse, but they 
should not be upgraded for more users. Keep them natural-feeling, 
especially Baxter Gulch so the wilderness quality of the area is 
preserved, even from high-use horse and hiking trails! 

See response to comment A-10 

A123 

I support Alternative #3 for the Travel Plan. Not only is it important to 
keep our trails for hikers, bikers and dirt bikers in good shape to 
minimize erosion, but it is also important to me to be distanced from 
motorized activity. My hiking experiences in and ground sectors of this 
valley where dirt bikes and ATV’s are allowed, has not been pleasant. I 
do appreciate having access to the backcountry trails by 4WD vehicles. 
If this access were not allowed, I would be less likely to hike into some 

Your comments regarding a preference for Alternative 3 are noted. The 
Forest Service and BLM recognize the need for non-motorized trail 
opportunities that avoid conflicts between motorized users and non-
motorized users. The Preferred Alternative provides for more 
opportunities for mountain bike riders than the DEIS Proposed Action or 
Alternative 3.  
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of the more remote areas of wilderness. 

A124 
I personally am rooting for travel plan #3. I feel that this travel plan 
best protects the environment, the trails and the forest for us now, for 
future generations yet to come and for the wildlife always. 

See response to comment A-10 

A125 
I encourage you to choose Alternative 3 with slight modifications. 
ATV use and abuse is the biggest threat to hunting in Colorado today.  

See response to comment A-10 

A126 

I encourage you to choose Alternative 3 with slight modifications. 
ATV use and abuse is the biggest threat to hunting in Colorado today. 

Your concerns regarding ATV use and the impacts that mode of travel has 
on hunting and wildlife habitat were considered. In the Preferred 
Alternative the closure of about 20 miles more of ATV trails than in the 
DEIS Proposed Action is directly related to wildlife habitat concerns and 
preservation of elk security areas. 

A127 

NPS supports Alternative 3, which emphasizes resource protection. 
However, we would support showing the trail segment north of Beaver 
Creel Day Use Area fo hiker/biker use, which is not currently shown 
on the Alternative 3 map. Although NPS cannot currently authorize the 
short segment of trail that crosses NPS in this area for bike use, such 
use could be authorized in the future after appropriate NEPA review.  

The BLM has considered the NPS recommendation for a non-motorized 
trail connection in the Beaver Creek area. See Chapter 3 Recreation on 
BLM Public Lands section. 

A128 
Quiet Use Coalition supports alternative 3, especially because its 
implementation is the least expensive and it is the most fiscally 
sustainable alternative. 

See response to comment A-10 

A129 
Alternative #3 has many trail closures for bicycling. It doesn’t increase 
cycling opportunities, it decreases them. The mission statement of 
CBMBA is to promote cycling opportunities in the Crested Butte area. 

See response to comment A-10 

A130 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) supports the 
implementation of Alternative 3 because it minimizes the impacts to 
listed species, candidate, or former candidate species and would be less 
likely to contribute to the need to list species such as the Gunnison 
sage-sage-grouse (Centrocerus minimus), boreal toad (Bufo boreas 
boreas), Gunnison’s prairie dog (Cynomys gunnisoni), and skiff 
milkvetch (Astragalus microcymbus). All efforts to eliminate or 
minimize impacts to these imperiled species would enhance their long-
term conservation. The Final EIS should assess and discuss the effects 
of the proposed action on the long-term viability on Gunnison sage-
sage-grouse; whose population in this area is the stronghold for the 
species. USFWS strongly supports the use of road closures 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered the recommendations of the 
USFWS regarding listed species and the Gunnison Sage-sage-grouse. All 
of the action alternatives lessen the potential landscape level impacts to 
listed species and sage-sage-grouse. The lessening of impacts associated 
with miles of motorized road and trail when characterized by percentage 
of reduction varies by species and metric of evaluation but most are 
between 20% to 25% reductions from existing conditions (No Action). 
The Forest Service and BLM have prepared biological assessments and 
evaluations of the Preferred Alternative for the listed species. 
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implemented to conserve Gunnison sage-sage-grouse during the 
lekking season. 

A131 

The committee supports, Alterative 3, with its emphasis on protection 
of resources.  

Natural, cultural, scenic and wildlife resources are considered intrinsic 
values for which the  

Byway was established, and are worthy of protection. Alternative 3 
provides a good mix of motorized and non-motorized access. It is 
important that areas be available to users who wish to experience the 
sights and sounds of the natural world without the audible intrusion of 
motorized users.  

West Elk Loop and Scenic supports the designation of Trails 820 and 
Z8820.1A (Raggeds Trail) as mechanized, but not motorized, as shown 
on the Alternative 3 map. 

The committee's support for Alternative 3 is noted. The Forest Service and 
BLM believe that all of the action alternatives provide for a reasonable 
mix of motorized and non-motorized use. The agencies' believe that the 
Preferred Alternative (Alt 5) provides the best mix of recreational travel 
opportunities while protecting natural resources and best achieves the 
Purpose and Need for Action. Under the Preferred Alternative (Figure 4) 
the 820 trail would allow for OHV use on the southern portion of the trail 
and then would be restricted to non-motorized use on the northern leg 
including Z8820.1A. The Forest Service believes these modes of travel are 
appropriate for this trail given the management objectives for that area. 

A132 
Alt. 3 provides more than ample recreational opportunities for all user 
groups while offering the best protections to wildlife and habitat. 

See response to comment A-10 

A133 

Enforcement and budget  

It is irresponsible and reckless to designate or allow motorized or 
mechanized trails that cannot be adequately patrolled by enforcement 
personnel and/or adequately maintained. In both these categories – 
realistic enforcement possibilities, and long-term maintenance costs – 
Alt. 3 is the most responsible and correct choice. 

Enforcement is outside the scope of this travel management decision. 
Enforcement staffing, patrol priorities, and budget are not tied to the 
Purpose and Need for Action (Chapter 1). The function of law 
enforcement is on-going and would continue regardless of this proposed 
action to determine which existing routes are to remain open for public 
travel. The Forest Service and BLM believe the level of law enforcement 
commitment to the Gunnison Travel Management analysis area is 
commensurate with other similar areas in the region and had not 
determined there is a need for change. 

A134 

We [Colorado Trout Unlimited et al] urge GBFL travel management 
planners to adopt Alt. 3 throughout. Bottom line is to not create a new 
or allow to remain in use any backcountry motorized trails that:  

a. Harm wildlife habitat, water quality or watershed health  

b. Negatively impact traditional quiet-use values and users  

c. Cannot be regularly and adequately maintained for safety and 
erosion,  

d. Cannot be vigorously enforced.  

Restated: Your Decision of Record will significantly sculpt public use 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered Colorado Trout Unlimited 
mission statement for travel management on federal lands. The agencies 
do not promote the development of any new motorized roads or trails that 
would have unmitigated adverse resource damage. Considerable 
consideration was given to determining which routes would remain open 
to public use (see Chapter 1 Purpose and Need for Action) with regard to 
the potential for adverse environmental impacts, but no transportation 
system that meets the multitude of public needs and resource management 
objectives would be able to be designed that would not have some level of 
environmental impact. The Preferred Alternative does propose a 
transportation system that the Forest Service and BLM believe can be 
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on Gunnison Basin federal lands for the next 20 years or longer. 
Consequently, we believe it is the moral and professional responsibility 
of FS and BLM travel managers to ensure that manageable and 
sustainable motorized use levels are mandated and enforced. Aside 
from route planning, the key element in travel management 
sustainability is enforcement. The recommended Alt. 2 is clearly 
insufficient in attaining even the basics, while Alt. 4 is “out of the 
ballpark” of ecological and social sustainability and manageability. 
Please adopt Alternative 3 and work closely with DOW to make it a 
product that we, our children and grandchildren will thank you for.  

adequately maintained. Both agencies believe our existing law 
enforcement is appropriate and there is no need for change. See Response 
to comment A133 above. 

A135 

For the average person/family it is nearly impossible to comment on 
every specific route within the planning area that is of significance. 
Again, we would like to express our support for alternative 3, and 
would ask that you consider our broader comments during final 
planning efforts.  

The Final EIS is expected disclose the final planning effort. All public 
comments submitted on the DEIS have been evaluated and considered. 
Your support for Alternative 3 has been noted. 

A136 

HPP’s recommendation of Alternative 3:  

Fragmentation of landscapes and habitats due to road and trail densities 
has significant impacts on wildlife. This increase of road and trail 
densities causes a decrease in wildlife use of adjacent areas. Human 
disturbance causes habitat degradation which leads to an increase of 
wildlife on private lands. This increase ultimately leads to game 
damage and wildlife conflicts. Alternative 3 in the Gunnison Basin 
Federal Lands Travel Management Plan would allow fewer miles of 
routes which would help to decrease the amount of these wildlife 
conflicts. This alternative puts much needed emphasis on route 
selection, and will ultimately help protect our natural resources. In 
addition, it will provide opportunities to improve non-motorized 
recreation experiences. Through the support of alternative 3 the density 
of roads and trails would decrease, resulting in the decline of 
fragmentation, helping to keep animals off of private land tracts, and 
increasing habitat security areas.  

The Gunnison Basin HPP Committee understands that roads are 
necessary in order to achieve a harvest for big game. However, we feel 
that too many roads reduce hunter success and that Alternative 3 
reaches a good balance for access. Overall reduction in open roads and 
trails has additional benefits including habitat improvement, improved 
animal health and condition, reduction of soil erosion, improved water 

All of the action alternatives result in a decrease in road density. Wildlife 
populations and wildlife habitat on federal lands is considered to be good 
with exceptions for concerns related to Big horn sheep in the Matchless 
mountain area. In this area the Forest Service concurs there is a need to 
further restrict travel during some portions of the year for the benefit and 
protection of wildlife.  
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quality, and puts maintenance costs more in line with agency budgets. 

A137 

All one has to do is look at a comparison of the roads in the Basin from 
20 to 30 years ago to the present to see what has evolved, legally and 
illegally, over the years. Habitat has been fragmented to the extreme in 
some areas. While some will support Alt. 4 in order to maximize their 
recreational uses, I believe Alt. 3 provides adequate trails for 
mechanized and motorized uses, and all users need to rein in their 
perceived needs in order to provide for the sustenance of our 
environment. Alt. 3 is also the most carbon-neutral of the alternatives, 
and carbon-neutrality has become a national imperative. 

See Response to comment A-10 

A138 

I am supporting Alternative 3 of this draft. It lends itself to less 
motorized travel and goes the farthest to return inappropriate roads to 
their natural state.  

A primary reason for my support of Alt. 3 is the Gunnison Sage-sage-
grouse. Alt. 3 is the most sensitive to the birds during their mating 
season, with the fewest miles of roads near leks. As the Gunnison 
Sage-sage-grouse is an imperiled bird by anyone’s standards, going the 
“extra mile” to protect them rather than allowing more encroachment 
into their sensitive habitat is vital to their very existence. This action 
stands out as a critical piece in the survival of this species and goes 
hand-in-hand with BLM spring road closures. Proposed trails on the 
outskirts of Gunnison would, by nature, affect sage-grouse habitat. If 
any of these were allowed, strict control of their use during critical 
seasons would be imperative. If there is any doubt that impacts could 
be controlled, then I believe the sage-grouse is the key “user group” for 
federal agencies to protect. 

The BLM has considered your support for Alternative 3 and the benefits it 
may provide to Gunnison Sage-sage-grouse. While Alternative 3 may 
have fewer miles of motorized road and trail, it may not result in less 
motorized travel nor would it address the heavy public preference for 
recreational travel. The Forest Service and BLM believe the Preferred 
Alternative best meets the Purpose and Need for Action (Chapter 1) and 
provides both resource protection and reasonable and sustainable 
recreational travel. 

A139 

I object to Alternative #3’s proposed closure of several trails to 
mountain biking with the view that these trails may, at some 
hypothetical point in time, be included within the bounds of proposed 
Wilderness. I refer specifically to the Carbon Creek, Para Mi Para Ti, 
Green Lake and Wildcat Trails. As of now there is no formal proposal 
for a Wilderness Area in the vicinity of Whetstone Mountain. Let us 
cross that bridge when we come to it and leave these trails open to 
mountain bike use for the time being. I can see no valid reason for 
closing them given the long history of mountain biking on these trails. 
If, at some point, a Wilderness Area is proposed, we can reassess trail 
usage at that time. I would also like to voice my support for the 

The Preferred Alternative makes no route closures based on speculative 
proposals for future Wilderness. The Forest Service agrees that there are 
no formal proposals for new Wilderness being promoted by the agency 
and has not based travel management plans on speculation. The existing 
Forest Plan management direction in that area provides for some 
motorized use but is geared more towards a semi-primitive recreational 
setting (See Chapter 3 Recreational Opportunity Spectrum). Under the 
Preferred Alternative, the trails in the area referenced in your comment 
would remain single track trails, some open to motorized use others 
restricted to non-motorized use based on the overall management 
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Gunnison Trails proposed Gunnison to Crested Butte Trail which 
traverses the backside of Whetstone Mountain. This would be a unique 
and fantastic trail which could draw people from all corners to ride. 

objectives for the area. 

A140 

In general, excepting the aforementioned Snodgrass trails, the 
Proposed and Alternative 3 plans are acceptable from my perspective. 
Alternative 4, on the other hand, affects grazing permittees, wildlife, 
and private property owners negatively, and I strongly oppose. I would 
question, given the condition of other trails in the area, whether USFS 
has the resources to maintain such an aggressive expansion. 

There is little or no evidence that any of the action alternatives would 
adversely impact grazing. The commenter provides no information or 
research that supports the claim of adverse impact. The Forest Service and 
BLM do believe that restricting travel to designated trails is important to 
livestock management and has taken a very limited approach to possible 
development of new trails in the Preferred Alternative. The increases in 
trail miles under Alternative 4 are achieved for the most part by 
converting roads to trails or expanding the mode of travel . Alternative 4 
would at the most increase trail miles by 10% over existing conditions. 
The Preferred Alternative considers about a 3% increase trail miles as a 
result of possible new trail construction. Any new trail construction would 
undergo separate environmental assessment and public involvement 
before any decisions would be made to build new roads or trails.  

A141 
I generally support recommendations for trails in Alternative 3 rather 
than the preferred Alternative 2 because they will result in better 
protection of wildlife and other natural resources on the forest. 

See Response to comment A-10 

A142 
Overall, I support the Proposed Plan or Alternative 3, with 
consideration to the Snodgrass trails comments made above. However, 
I strongly oppose Alternative 4. 

See Response to comment A-10 

A143 

We would like to make an additional point with respect to the 
alternatives, which we feel is particularly germane in these difficult 
economic and fiscal times. We think it is critical to look at all of the 
costs associated with the various alternatives in addition to the 
environmental impacts. As taxpayers, all of us will shoulder the burden 
of whatever alternative is chosen. According to your draft EIS, costs 
associated with each alternative are summarized below: [See letter for 
Table 1 – Cost by Alternative]  

We understand that these costs do not include capital or construction 
costs for new motorized and non-motorized trails [See letter for Table 
2 – Road and Trail lengths by Alternatives]  

Based on the above table f new trails, it appears that Alternative 3 is 
the least expensive both from an initial cost and operating cost 
perspective. In addition, we are aware that the Forest Service remains 

The Forest Service and BLM recognize the concern for any action taken 
by the federal agencies to be of taxpayer concern if it results in higher 
costs to the public. Both agencies do not anticipate an increase in road or 
trail maintenance funding as a result of the proposed Travel Management 
decisions. All of the action alternatives would require additional funding 
to implement closures. Such funding would most likely come from the 
existing programs and not necessarily be new or increased funding. It is 
expected that the short-term costs of closures would come at the expense 
of other projects or programs that might be deferred to a later date due to 
travel management closure implementation. 
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resource constrained. Consequently, an alternative, which encompasses 
the least number of trails, which need to be supervised and maintained 
in terms of man-hours, would seem to make the most sense as well.  

As taxpayers who will be paying for this initiative we urge you to 
consider the cost in financial terms as well as the environmental impact 
when making your decisions. To reiterate, we believe that Alternative 
3 best meets both criteria. 

A144 
We support Traffic Management Plan Alternative #3 including the 
changes suggested but the Elk Mountain Hikers Club in their 5/21/09 
comments to the GMUG.  

See Response to comment A-10 

A145 

We strongly support Alternative #3 of your Gunnison Basil Travel 
Management Plan as a way to limit motorized use of our trails. The Elk 
Mountains Hikers Club is led by citizens who pay thoughtful attention 
to what is generally best for protecting this precious environment as 
well as what is more specifically favorable for hikers. We strongly 
endorse their recommendations regarding the plan. 

See Response to comment A-10 

A146 

Overall, I support travel Alternative 3.  

I find that Alternative 3 is the best approach. It allows for continued 
access to more than adequate roads while reducing the current excess 
and unnecessary roads that adversely impact wildlife and vegetation 
through erosion and motor traffic. Alternative 3 is most representative 
of conservation values.  

Alternative 3 also allows for more hiker and horse trails than the other 
alternatives.  

Alternative 3 is the least expensive and most fiscally sustainable of the 
Alternatives (other than doing nothing). I know budgets are tight now 
and there is not much hope for a great deal more funding in the future. 
Therefore, I urge that Alternative 3 be the final decision. 

See Response to comment A-10 

A147 
We support travel plan 3, we are conservationists and feel this plan is 
most suitable to best protect the land and its wildlife.  

See Response to comment A-10 

A148 

Alternative 3 is the most conservation friendly. Alternative 3 offers the 
best protection for Gunnison sage-sage-grouse because of road 
closures near leks. Alternative 3 offers the best protection for the 
Whetstone Roadless Area & Cochetopa Hills. Alternative 3 is the only 
alternative that contains more non-motorized trails than motorized 

See Response to comment A-10 
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trails. 

A149 

As a public lands grazing permittees, I am in favor of alternative #3 in 
the travel management. With years of abuses by recreational vehicle 
users, this system is in need of a major reset in designated roads and 
trails. I feel as though alternative #3 has chance for the best results. 

See Response to comment A-10 

A150 

In general, I favor option #3 which provides for the most road closure. 
I realize that BLM and FS recommendations are less stringent than that 
but I do not have to please all the participants with whom they are 
involved.  

See Response to comment A-10 

A151 

After attending some public discussions of the proposed alternatives, I 
would urge adoption of Alternative 3 with the frequently suggested 
additions that would reduce trail mileage, reduce conflicts with 
wetlands and riparian areas, reduce impacts and fragmentation to 
critical wildlife habitat, and would focus group camping closer to 
established trails. 

All of the action alternatives (Alt 2, 3, 4, and 5) would reduce the miles of 
motorized routes in wetland areas. All alternatives would reduce road 
densities and improve habitat effectiveness (beneficial to wildlife). Your 
preference for Alternative 3 is noted. 

A152 
Alternative #3 will preserve habitat for rare species such as lynx and 
Gunnison Sage-sage-grouse. Alternative 3 is lease expensive and most 
fiscally sustainable: both very important in these times. 

See Response to comment A-10 

A153 

Adopt alternative 3 in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement; I 
believe this alternative will provide the most protections for the most 
resources, while also serving the greatest number of recreational users 
well. 

The Forest Service and BLM have developed the Preferred Alternative for 
the Final EIS and believe this option would provide more than adequate 
resource protection and would better meet the recreational use 
opportunities expected by many. The development of the Preferred 
Alternative took into consideration all of the public comments received re-
evaluated information and updated data base information and the agencies' 
believe it best meets the Purpose and Need for Action (Chapter 1). 

A154 
Please register my opinion in favor of Alternative 3 for the Gunnison 
National Forest Travel Management Plan. It offers the highest level of 
protection for the irreplaceable and vulnerable resources. 

See response to comment A-10 

A155 
We support Alternative 3 in the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement.  

See response to comment A-10 

A156 
I am writing to support alternative 3 which will designate more quiet 
trails and protect more resources than the other alternatives. 

See response to comment A-10 

A157 Gunnison County has a Trails Commission that has a mission to The Forest Service and BLM recognize the mission of the Trails 
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protect, plan, develop and manage trails to promote alternative modes 
of transportation, to provide access to public lands, and to promote the 
recreational economy of Gunnison County. The Trails Commission is 
charged to develop a trail system which respects the rights of private 
property owners, facilitates communication among interested parties, 
and works with private entities and local, state and federal agencies to 
enhance the trail system.  

Given this purpose, the Gunnison County Trails Commission 
originally was in favor of Alternative 4. However, given the need to 
enhance resource protection as discussed above, the Board of County 
Commissioners directed the Trails Commission to re-evaluate in favor 
of Alternative 3. Please see the attached comments from the Trails 
Commission. We recommend modification of Alternative 3 per the 
Trails Commission's requests where it is possible and in compliance 
with resource protection goals. 

Commission and have considered your recommendations and the concerns 
of the County Commissioners in the development of the Preferred 
Alternative for the Final EIS. Both agencies believe the Preferred 
Alternative best meets the Purpose and Need for Action on federal lands 
(Chapter 1). 

A158 

What I’d prefer:  

• A mix of Alternative #3 and #4 allowing for the possibility of 
some new trails in the future.  

• Less motorized traffic in most parts of the forest.  

• An alternative allowing for a compromise position between hikers, 
bikers, and environmentalists over future considerations of 
wilderness areas and areas that will not be considered. 

The Forest Service and BLM have developed a Preferred Alternative (Alt 
5) for the Final EIS that does take options and concepts from all of the 
alternatives evaluated. Both agencies believe the Preferred Alternative 
best meets the Purpose and Need for Action (Chapter 1). 

 

# Alternative 4 comments Response 

A159 

Alternative Number 3  

Study of this map shows too much loss of motorized use trials and very 
little chance of new routes. I do not feel that the motorized community 
can support this alternative. 

The lack of support for Alternative 3 by the motorized community is 
understood. Alternative 3 was evaluated and considered along with the 
other alternatives that were more oriented to the desires of the motorized 
community. The Preferred Alternative is a mix of those alternatives and is 
believed to provide the best mix of options to meet the Purpose and Need 
for Action (Chapter 1). 

A160 

The City of Gunnison Council is writing to strongly support 
Alternative 4 referenced in the Travel Management Plan (TMP). We 
offer this support in recognition of the balance of interests in resource 
management decisions. Our natural resources are our greatest asset and 

The Forest Service and BLM believe that the Preferred Alternative (Alt 5) 
developed for the Final EIS does provide for effective stewardship of the 
federal lands and provides a balance between recreational opportunities 
and natural resource protection. See Response to comment A-10 
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we encourage effective stewardship of our public lands.  

A161 

It seems as though the most favorable option offered to the mountain-
biking  

community is Alternative 4. Unfortunately this alternative is the 
heaviest on  

motorized use and there is unfortunately no alternative that allows 
more mountain bike use in a non-motorized alternative. It is a 
disservice to lump the mountain bike community in with the motorized 
users as they are fundamentally different in terms of impact on the 
forest and in terms of culture, and we strongly support the designation 
of mountain bike users as non-motorized, human powered activities 
and therefore more along the lines of hiking activities more than 
motorcycle activities on the forest. 

Neither the Forest Service nor the BLM have "lumped" mountain bike use 
with motorized users. Mountain bike trail management, design features, 
and use patterns are unique non-motorized trail attributes. The Preferred 
Alternative does provide for more mountain bike trail riding opportunities 
than the DEIS Proposed Action and only slightly less than Alternative 4 
which incorporates about 60 or more miles of conceptual trail. The 
Preferred Alternative considers about 40 miles of new conceptual non-
motorized trail. So there may be no difference between the Preferred 
Alternative and Alternative 4 with respect to non-motorized mountain 
bike trail riding opportunities. 

A162 

Gunnison Trails has made the decision to focus primarily on the public 
lands within approximately a 10-mile radius of Gunnison. In addition 
to this, Gunnison Trails has committed itself to work toward a non-
motorized single-track trail that would connect the trails network of 
Gunnison, with that of Crested Butte. This focus allows us to be most 
effective to the largest number of citizens and also to assist land 
managers with the public lands close to Gunnison, allowing them to 
deploy more of their own valuable resources onto the public lands 
further from this population center.  

This comment is to advocate for the inclusion in the Final Decision of 
the following new trail and trail system proposals for future study and 
consideration.  

• THE GUNNISON NORTHWEST TRAIL SYSTEM, 
CURRENTLY PORTRAYED IN ALTERNATIVE 4, 
INCLUDING THE NORTH BEAVER CREEK TRAIL 
BYPASSING DOW LANDS IN THE APRIL GULCHILANDS 
END ROAD AREA.  

• THE GUNNISON TO CRESTED BUTTE TRAIL, 
CURRENTLY PORTRAYED IN ALTERNATIVE 4  

• NEW TRAILS PROPOSALS REQUESTED BY FORMER 
FOREST SERVICE RECREATION MANAGER  

• JOHN MORRISEY AND STUDIED AND DELIVERED BY 

See response to comment A-10 
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THE CRESTED BUTTE MOUNTAIN BIKE  

• ASSOCIATION (CBMBA). THESE ARE CURRENTLY 
PORTRAYED IN ALTERNATIVE 4.  

• -THE GUNNISON NORTHEAST TRAIL SYSTEM, 
CURRENTLY IN THE PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE. 

A163 

I support Alternative # 4 for these reasons:  

• The alternative favors recreation in parts of the Forest, and I see 
this as an important part of the future for this area.  

• It doesn’t by itself create new, or keep all existing recreational 
trails in the area, it just allows for them to be considered. I believe 
they still must be evaluated by the current processes to evaluate 
their impact on the forest environment.  

• Alternatives #2 and #3 remove any changes for new trails from 
future consideration. 

Your support for Alternative 4 is noted and the preference for the 
enhanced recreational experiences was considered in the development of 
the Preferred Alternative in the Final EIS.  

A164 

What I don’t like about Alternative #4 or the other Alternatives:  

• Biking is lumped in with motorcycling creating an inherent 
conflict between hikers, bikers, and people in general seeking a 
“greener” vision of the area.  

• The Alternatives seem to be a very blunt policy instrument. Each 
area of the forest should be evaluated on what is appropriate use 
for that specific local. 

See response to comment A-10. We agree that the consideration of all 
routes in alternatives is a "blunt policy instrument", however limited time 
and resources, and the clear need for travel management decision making 
make this approach necessary. Over time, individual needs may be 
reconsidered as needed, consistent with the philosophy and broad 
decisions made through this process. Neither the Forest Service nor the 
BLM have "lumped" mountain bike use with motorized users. Mountain 
bike trail management, design features, and use patterns are unique non-
motorized trail attributes.  

A165 

I choose to support Alternative #4 only because as a mountain biker I 
stand to lose the least amount as well as gain the most new trail. 1 
oppose being lumped with motorized users as stated above but am 
willing to share trails with them to not loose miles. CBMBA has made 
a commitment to the FS to adopt any non- motorized trails in the 
system and as the treasurer of CBMBA I would like to reiterate 
CBMBA’s [Crested Butte Mountain Biking Association] commitment 
to non-motorized trails. We are a strong group with a 20-25% 
membership to community ratio. We work on trail! A lot of trail! I 
fully support CBMBA's route by route comments as I spent many 
hours on them so will not re-state them here. 

The Forest Service and BLM have fully considered the route-by-route 
recommendations made by CBMBA in the development of the Preferred 
Alternative for the Final EIS. Neither agency has "lumped" mountain bike 
use with motorized users. There are plans to manage miles of non-
motorized trail that would allow mountain bike use. Mountain bike riders 
may also travel on motorized single track trails if those riders are willing 
to share the trail as you suggest, but allowing mountain bike us on roads 
and motorized trail does not lump them with those motorized users, it only 
increases the miles of riding opportunity if mountain bike riders share 
trails. The Forest Service and BLM recognized the CBMBA contributions 
to trail maintenance and repair (see Chapter 3, Recreation Opportunity) 
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A166 

Of the proposed alternatives, Alternative #4 is best for the future of our 
public lands. It closes the least amount of trails and has a decent mix of 
newly proposed trails. Folks live and visit this area for the public land 
(regardless of specific use) so closing trails is not the answer. There are 
many organizations here that have been helping maintain trails around 
here for years, so the burden of maintenance has not fallen solely on 
the USFS’ shoulder. Decommissioning trails as a consequence is not 
the answer. 

The Forest Service and BLM would agree that route closures are not the 
answer. But closure of routes not needed is one of the objectives (Needs) 
identified for Gunnison Travel Management (See Chapter 1, Why Replace 
the Current Travel Management Direction and Purpose and Need for 
Action sections). Careful consideration was given of public comments, 
resource limitations and concerns and recreational opportunities provided 
before proposed closures were evaluated. 

A167 

On December 18, 2007, Cathedral Peak Ranch (CPRLA) and Thunder 
Mountain Wheelers submitted a travel proposal for the Dyer Creek 
area titled "Dyer Creek Area Motorized Trail Proposal". Two members 
of CPRLA attended the informational meeting on March 18, 2009 held 
in Paonia, CO by the USDA Forest Service. We visited with Ranger 
Levi Broyles at the meeting and were pleased to see our proposal on 
the Alternative 4. Enclosed is a copy of our proposal for your review if 
needed.  

We wish to inform you that we continue to support this option with our 
proposal and look forward to working with the Forest Service in the 
management of these trails.  

We also would support Alternative 1 if "No Action" means leaving 
travel on roads and trails as they currently are. However, Alternative 4 
would limit the use to motorized vehicles 50 inches or less and may be 
more suited for the forest.  

In closing, I ask you seriously consider leaving these areas open to 
some form of motorized travel. Many of us our up in our age and 
would be unable to enjoy the National Forest for camping, fishing, 
picnics or hunting. Thank you for your consideration. 

The Forest Service has considered the preference of the CPRLA and 
Thunder Mountain Wheelers regarding trails in the Dyer Creek area in the 
development of the Preferred Alternative in the Final EIS. The Forest 
Service believes the Preferred Alternative (Figure 4A) best meets the 
Purpose and Need of Action (Chapter 1) for the National Forest system 
lands. 

A168 

Route Density: Gunnison Trails is committed to lowering route 
density. We are as interested in reclaiming unsustainable routes and 
those designated for closure by land management agencies, as we are 
in building new, sustainable routes. Every new trail and trail system in 
Alternative 4 could be built including the Gunnison Northeast and 
Northwest Trail Systems the Gunnison to Crested Butte Trail; and the 
routes championed by CBMBA that the Forest Service asked them to 
propose; and route density would still be reduced by closing and 
reclaiming the myriad of roads and trails that are unsustainable, user-

See response to comment A-10 
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created, poorly located or negatively impact resources. 

A169 

The agencies have put quiet recreation supporters in a quandary by 
lumping together the best bicycling and motorized opportunities in 
Alternative 4. While IMBA does not have formal policy concerning 
motorized access (beyond an opposition to four-wheeled vehicles on 
narrow single-track), our members generally prefer a quiet forest 
experience. Alternative 4 provides the least opportunity for this. The 
greatly expanded motorized access in Alternative 4 would not translate 
into desirable bicycling experience on some trails, but IMBA docs 
generally support the bicycling aspects of Alternative 4. 

The development of the Preferred Alternative was not an all or nothing 
process. Aspects for all alternatives were considered and some aspects 
adopted as part of the Preferred Alternative. The Preferred Alternative 
provides for more mountain bike trail riding opportunities than the DEIS 
Proposed Action and is almost identical to Alternative 4 for mountain bike 
riding opportunities.  

A170 

The International Mountain Bicycling Association (IMBA) submits the 
following comments on the Gunnison Basin Travel Management Plan. 
IMBA supports the route proposals of its local affiliates, the Crested 
Butte Mountain Bike Association (CBMBA) and Gunnison Trails. 
Most of these routes are found in Alternative 4, which is regrettably the 
most pro-motorized alternative. 

See response to comment A-10 

A171 

The Crested Butte Mountain Bike Association (CBMBA) supports 
Alternative #4, with some changes. This is the recreationally intensive 
alternative as presented by the USFS/BLM. Alternative #4 has the best 
mix of our new CBMBA trails and re-establishes existing trails with a 
designation that includes bicycling. This alternative allows the Forest 
service to maintain their goal of an overall net loss in routes, both road 
and trail.  

Unfortunately Alternative #4 is portrayed as the motorized alternative 
but bicycling is heavily favored in this alternative also. CBMBA 
specifically asked the USFS/BLM to not lump bicyclists in with 
motorized users in a meeting with land mangers in the summer of 
2007. IMBA (International Mountain Bike Association) also asked the 
GMUG to categorize mountain bicyclists as non-motorized users at 
that same time. As evident in Alternative #4 that’s where cycling 
ended up. This is not what CBMBA asked for. CBMBA worked 
towards a non-motorized recreational alternative, which would have 
been a blend of Alternatives #3 and #4, but this is not the case with this 
DEIS.  

Alternative #4 is the alternative where CBMCA and Gunnison Trail’s 
new non-motorized trails are included. Some non-motorized users 

The Forest Service and BLM did not characterize Alt 4 as the motorized 
alternative. It does represent that Alt 4 is more oriented towards enhanced 
recreational opportunity. The Forest Service does not lump mountain bike 
riders with motorized users. There have been several meetings with 
representatives from CBMBA where that myth has been addressed. The 
Forest Service and BLM developed alternatives that provided for the full 
spectrum of recreational travel. CMBMA's request to have a specific 
alternative dedicated to their special interest is not warranted nor needed. 
Both agencies have considered the mountain bike users desires and 
expectations in the development of the Preferred Alternative.  
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might be in favor of the new non-motorized trail proposals and keeping 
a majority of trails open to mountain bikes but they cannot endorse the 
motorized components of Alternative #4. 

A172 

Option 4 offers the most congruent approach to serving the needs of 
our valley, which will include increased Mountain Bike and 
recreational traffic. This Option is the only way to preserve the 
experience that we have come to expect and not have overused and 
crowded trails where user groups are in conflict. 

See response to comment A-10 

A173 

Please consider opting for Option 4, which provides for an emphasis 
on recreation. This option is the obvious choice for the east river 
valley, while I understand that you have budget constraints and 
environmental concerns, this Valley relies on tourism which is 
primarily recreation based. If we can adequately protect and conserve 
our environment, use of our forest is the primary goal. 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered the preference for Alt 4 by 
many in the East River valley. The agencies have a responsibility to 
manage the public lands in the public interest that includes all users not 
just a select population in one area. The Preferred Alternative does 
provide for a mix of options from all of the alternatives considered and the 
agencies' believe it best meets the Purpose and Need for Action (Chapter 
1). 

A174 

Alternative 4 is completely unacceptable and would negate the wildlife 
values that make our public lands what they are. 

Without additional supporting data or information to support the 
assessment provided by the commenters the agencies have relied the 
impact assessments developed by wildlife specialists both within the 
Forest Service and BLM and other wildlife experts as disclosed in the 
Chapter 3, Wildlife section to determine potential consequences of all the 
alternatives. 

A175 

Alternative 4 certainly provides more single-track motorized mileage 
than the Preferred Alt. However, it has serious flaws. One, it still 
destroys much too much valuable motorized multiple-use trail mileage 
by denying existing, historic, much needed motorized opportunities to 
the favor of the mb and hiker complainers. Two, it assigns atv usage to 
single-track trails where there should NOT be atv usage -- trails 440, 
582, and the northern end of Lily Pond trail south of Italian Mtn Rd, at 
the least; atv's annihilate single-track trails. Three, it proliferates mb 
trail mileages radically while it is reducing motorized mileages. I don't 
believe that the USFS should turn over the Gunnison NF to mb's nor 
should it squeeze out motorcyclists.  

If Alternative 4 were to correct the flaws I have noted above, I would 
support it. The TM program should enhance and extend recreation in 
the National Forests. Recreation is what the Forests are about to most 
people. The more awesome opportunities we have, the better. 

Both the Forest Service and BLM have developed the Preferred 
Alternative (Alt 5) for the Final EIS. The agencies believe this alternative 
best meets the Purpose and Need for Action (Chapter 1). The Preferred 
Alternative does draw from some aspects of Alt. 4 as it also draws from 
aspects of other alternatives evaluated. In the Preferred Alternative 
motorized single-track trail miles exceeds the mileage planned for 
mountain bikes and is greater than the miles of motorized single track trail 
under existing conditions.  
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A176 

Overall, Crested Butte Mountain Resort supports Alternative #4 but 
recognizes that there are many complicated issues for regions outside 
our expertise and familiarity. Therefore, CBMR will just be 
commenting regarding trails that are adjacent or connect into the Ski 
Area Special Use Permit boundary.  

The Forest Service has considered CBMR's special use permit trails in the 
development of the Preferred Alternative and the connections they make 
with trails adjacent to and connecting with ski area trails. Your concerns 
were noted. 

A177 
I support most closely option #4, although there are many places 
motors do not belong, I would rather see more access than less. 

See response to comment A-10 

A178 

I support the recreationally friendly Alternative #4 because it maintains 
the most number of existing mountain bike/non-motorized trails and 
includes the new trails proposed by CBMBA. Alternative #3 
decommissions many current popular mountain biking trails. Crested 
Butte is world famous as one of the birthplaces of mountain biking as 
well as its vast network of incredible trails. Our economy here is tourist 
based and if anything we look forward to more people coming to our 
area to recreate, rather than less. It does not make sense to 
decommission trails thereby forcing more people onto fewer trails. 

Closure of routes is typically done if there are resource or safety concerns 
that cannot be mitigated, repaired, or resolved through different 
management options. Trails not needed to access recreational features or 
that fit into the categories described above are those that would be 
typically proposed to be closed. 

A179 

Alternative 4 proposes a new multi-use trail loop on the west side of 
Slate River between Oh-Be-Joyful Campground and Pittsburgh. Such a 
trail will have several effects. As has been the case for decades, we 
have used this area to access the Slate River Permit with our cattle. It is 
critical to our grazing operations that we can remove ourselves from 
the heavy traffic that is present on the other side of the river. Adding a 
high use trail will make it more challenging to achieve our grazing 
goals, especially in this riparian area. In addition to grazing conflicts, 
wildlife will be affected by a new high use trail on the quiet side of the 
valley. As can be seen on the Lower Loop trail down valley, a 
significant amount of use of such a trail occurs before and after work 
hours. As a longtime user of this ground in question, I can vouch that 
this is also the time that wildlife descends into this undeveloped area to 
water and graze. Having increased traffic, especially in the form of 
bikes, will limit the utility and access for wildlife. 

The new concept trail identified for this area was contained in Alternative 
4. While that possible new trail was considered, it was not carried forward 
into the Preferred Alternative. Your concerns and identification of 
potential impacts were taken into account when the Preferred Alternative 
was developed.  

A180 

I am in support of Alternative 4 of the draft EIS because it offers the 
most opportunity for new and existing mountain bike trails. I also 
believe it still reduces current route miles enough to adequately protect 
natural resources and reduce current dispersion of big game caused by 
many user-created routes.  

See response to comment A-10 
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A181 

I support the Alternative 4 (recreation based) option with some 
changes. I want to be very clear that mountain bikes should not be 
grouped with Motorized. Mountain Bikes have dramatically less 
impact than motorized. I would rather have mountains called human 
powered. 

It is clearly stated in Chapter 1 in section titled "Why Replace the Current 
Travel Management Direction", "Scope of the Project Analysis, and 
"Decisions to be Made" that mountain bike riding is a non-motorized use 
and are listed with other non-motorized modes of travel such as hiking and 
horseback riding. In Chapter 2 in the section titled "Alternative 
Development" and under the heading Non-Motorized for each alternative 
evaluated it is clearly stated mountain bike use is a non-motorized mode 
of travel. In Chapter 3 in the Recreation Opportunity mountain bike riding 
impacts are evaluated and are clearly listed as non-motorized use. The 
Forest Service and BLM have not considered mountain bike riding as 
motorized travel in any of the Gunnison Travel Management planning, it 
is not clear where this assertion comes from. 

A182 

I believe that option #4 is the best option. Crested Butte and Gunnison 
are known for their great biking and we should not limit the biking. 
There are three major wilderness areas already in this area for people 
who do not want to hike where there are bikers.  

Mountain bike use is only restricted where it was determined that such 
non-motorized use was not allowed by Congressional designation or 
where such use was inconsistent with the management objectives for the 
area as set forth in the land management plans and if there were safety and 
resource damage concerns that could not be reasonably mitigated or 
resolved.  

A183 

Alternative 4 of the Draft EIS maps is the best choice for the residents, 
visitors, and natural inhabitants of the Gunnison Valley. This option 
increases environmental protections, economic and recreational 
opportunity for residents and visitors. 

See response to comment A-10 

A184 

I would like you to know that I support plan #4, because I think it is the 
most logical and balanced for all users, and protects our valuable trail 
network. Specifically, I want to emphasize that closing trails is not 
going to benefit anyone, and is not a necessary course of action. 

See response to comment A-10 and A -178 

A185 

In general I support the Alternative four (recreation based) option. 
Although I value our natural resources I do not see how alternative 3 
would benefit this local area with its roots based in recreation and 
tourism. I value open space but also the opportunity to enjoy it through 
non-motorized use in a sustainable fashion (I support areas only being 
open seasonally if it allow me to visit them when my impact is low). 

See response to comment A-10 

A186 
I would like to voice my support for Alt# 4 especially all of the newly 
proposed trails by CBMBA [Crested Butte Mountain Biking 
Association] and Gunnison Trails. The thought of these new trails and 

Your interest in new trails as proposed by CBMBA and Gunnison Trails is 
noted. These conceptual trails have been considered and some of them are 
included in the Preferred Alternative (Alt 5).  
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the amount of recreationalists that would travel to this area to use them 
really peaks my interest.  

A187 

I urge you to follow the guidelines for Alternative #4, the Recreational 
Intensive alternative. This has the best mix of new trails and existing 
trails.  

But I strongly believe that non-motorized vehicles (a.k.a. mountain 
bikes) should be separated from motorized vehicles (a.k.a. dirt bikes) 
in reviewing your plans. I’ve had to stop riding several single track 
trails, like Cement Creek trail, because the ruts became too deep to 
safely and/or enjoyably ride these any longer. And then there is the 
noise coming from these dirt bikes, which don’t seem to have mufflers 
of any kind. 

It is clearly stated in Chapter 1 in section titled "Why Replace the Current 
Travel Management Direction", "Scope of the Project Analysis, and 
"Decisions to be Made" that mountain bike riding is a non-motorized use 
and are listed with other non-motorized modes of travel such hiking and 
horseback riding. In Chapter 2 in the section titled "Alternative 
Development" and under the heading Non-Motorized for each alternative 
evaluated it is clearly stated mountain bike use is a non-motorized mode 
of travel. In Chapter 3 in the Recreation Opportunity mountain bike riding 
impacts are evaluated and are clearly listed as non-motorized use. The 
Forest Service and BLM have not considered mountain bike riding as 
motorized travel in any of the Gunnison Travel Management planning, it 
is not clear where this assertion comes from. Noise impacts and new noise 
limits for OHVs is discussed in Chapter 3, Societal Values, Noise and 
Dust. 

A188 

Reasons for selecting Alternative 4 are: Volunteers have donated at 
least 50,000 hours of trail work in the past 24 years. That’s over 2,000 
man-hours a year or at least 260 man-days per year of trail work. 90% 
of the work done on trails has been done by mountain bike volunteers. 
That’s over 90% of the work done on trails. 

The statistics offered in this comment is new information. Such 
information was considered in Chapter 3, Transportation System and the 
known contributions of volunteers providing maintenance was disclosed. 
Since there are no reference to document these figures they were not 
specifically included in the Final EIS. 

A189 
I favor alternative 4 which seems to provide the best recreational use 
options. Our public lands should e opened to a mix of users.  

See response to comment A-10 

A190 

Search and Rescue: From a SAR standpoint, the fewer the roads, the 
easier it is to locate lost or injured citizens. This obliviously should not 
be a deciding factor in road closure decision but please keep in mind 
that the more roads which exist in the back country, the more 
opportunities exist for a lost person to go the wrong way and the more 
difficult it is for us to find them. This can be a matter of life and death.  

This is a new perspective on why to close roads and trails. While an 
interesting perspective and an aspect to travel management, it was not a 
factor used in the Travel Analysis when trying to determine which routes 
need to remain open for public travel.  

A191 
I believe your Alt 4 is the best plan and would work great for all the 
users of the Gunnison Basin.  

See response to comment A-10 

A192 

My preferred option is #4. Although I do think less motorized traffic in 
all areas of the forest, community and world are a direction we should 
be moving to. Removing motorized traffic from all trails would be 
reduced to noise and dust in many areas of the forest, which I would 

Motorized traffic is a by-product of opportunity and is influenced by 
population, mode of travel preference, and economics. Gunnison Travel 
Management provides open roads and trails where motorized travel is 
allowed, the amount of traffic on those routes is depend upon other factors 
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support. not within the scope of this analysis.  

A193 

In regards to the proposals included on Alternative #4 by CBMBA 
[Crested Butte Mountain Biking Association] and Gunnison Trails I 
would like to say: Please understand that CBMBA members absolutely 
appreciate the relationship between CBMBA as a club and the 
Gunnison District Forest Service. CBMBA members were asked to put 
forward a long term plan to the Forest Service and complied with their 
request. CBMBA members will certainly continue to work hand in 
hand with the Forest Service to make any of these proposals comply in 
any way with Forest Service Concerns.  

As the author, if you will, of some of these proposals, and sitting in 
with other members who authored others, please rest assured, these 
were long thought out trails to access existing trails safely, limiting 
driving necessity to many of the existing classics, and meant to better 
the trail use experience.  

Gunnison Trails certainly have these same criteria in mind with all of 
their trail proposals. These are necessary trails that are well thought out 
and would benefit the entire Gunnison County.  

Please add all of CBMBA’s and Gunnison Trails proposals on your 
Preferred Alternative and insure that non-motorized trail users continue 
to see our trail system become even better than it is now. 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered CBMBA proposals in the 
development of the Preferred Alternative. 

A194 
This correspondence is to appeal to the Gunnison Basin Travel 
Management DEIS officials to strongly consider “alternative #4” 
regarding the trails surrounding Gunnison and Crested Butte. 

See response to comment A-10 

A195 

Alternative 4 would be my preferred change to the Current Travel 
Plan, as fewer Mountain Bike Trails is never a good thing for a town 
that is a Mountain biking destination. You may or may not know we 
were voted "Best Destination" by Bike Magazine this spring, please 
don't let them have to write another article about how all of our trails 
got closed down! 

The Forest Service and BLM were aware of the Bike Magazine "Best 
Destination" vote for some Gunnison trials. Copies of that and other bike 
magazines that provided information on mountain bike trails within the 
analysis area were made available to the federal ID team and those 
perspectives were considered.  

A196 
I favor Alternative #4. This allows for the greatest amount of multi-use 
enjoyment of the Public lands in the Gunnison Basin. 

See Response to comment A-10 

A197 
Pg 59, the agencies contradict themselves when they say that the 
overall impacts of Alt 2 and Alt 4 are about the same then later 
conclude that we prefer Alt 2. 

The statement under the section titled ‘Environmental Effects of 
Alternative 4’ was that “The consequences of this action would be of 
similar magnitude as the Proposed Action.” That doesn’t mean the 
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 impacts were the same. It just meant that there were not orders of 
magnitude differences between the two alternatives. Further down the 
point is clarified by saying that “…it could be concluded that more roads 
often mean more risk to water resources”. As a result, Alternative 4 which 
had more miles of roads was less desirable than the Proposed Action when 
it comes to potential impacts to water resources. 

 

# Alternative Development Comments Response 

A198 

General comment on the Alternatives  

The alternates were improperly narrowed, or “skewed” toward 
reducing motorized and mountain bike trails  

In discussing the rationale for the range of alternatives developed, the 
DEIS describes two “somewhat polarized” views of OHV use on 
public lands and then states:  

Recognizing the contradictory public perspectives regarding travel 
needs, the BLM and Forest Service developed two alternatives to the 
Proposed Action that attempted to reflect those differing perspectives. 
One alternative maintained a basic road and trail system open to the 
public, but determined transportation needs based on objectives 
weighted towards achieving natural resource management and 
protection rather than motorized recreation. The other alternative is 
based on an objective to develop a recreational focused road and trail 
system. This alternative is oriented towards enhanced recreational 
opportunities for motorized users and motorized modes of travel and 
considers travel needs beyond basic transportation by focusing on 
recreational use as the major component of travel management. Both 
the Forest Service and BLM believe that the  

Proposed Action and action alternatives, while having slightly different 
emphasis and objectives, provide for recreational travel, access, and 
resource protection. (DEIS, Page 2 emphasis added) The FS sets up a 
false choice here. Or at least a choice without necessary context. Some 
members of the public may well have the perception that motorized 
and mountain bike use on the GNF should be drastically reduced, or a 
desire that resource protection would be emphasized over recreational 
uses. But that does not square with the agency's lawful mandates. The 

The Forest Service and BLM disagree with the commenters perspective on 
alternative development. The process used and the alternatives developed 
are consistent with the direction and process described under NEPA (40 
CFR 1502.14). The alternatives were developed to meet the Purpose and 
Need for Action (Chapter 1), they do in fact reduce the miles of road and 
in some alternatives reduce the miles of motorized trail, but the premise of 
the need for action was to determine which of the existing routes were 
needed, which implies from the start that not all routes were needed (See 
Chapter 1, Current Travel Management Direction). The federal land 
managing agencies mandates clearly provide for and direct the agencies to 
manage natural resources, sustain healthy forests, and provide for 
favorable conditions of flow (i.e. stream flow) and to provide for multiple 
use. Recreational use of the public lands is but one of many objectives. 
Public lands are managed in the public interest. Further, it is the land 
managing agencies responsibility and mandate to define the management 
objectives for federal lands (e.g. Forest Plan, Resource Management Plan) 
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mistake is to act as if it does, and incorporate this flawed perspective in 
to the alternative formation.  

The agencies compound this error in further alternative development.  

Page 30 and 31 of the DEIS describe the (flawed) application of 
“management objectives.” Of note are numbers 5 through 8.  

• Preserve or expand wildlife integrity zones (e.g., reduce 
fragmented habitats, avoid critical lifecycle habitats) by 
eliminating or restricting travel;  

• Preserve fragile ecotypes (e.g., alpine soils, wetlands, fens, 
meadows) by restricting travel to these areas;  

• Protect erodible soils from wheeled-vehicle travel by shifting use 
to nearby routes providing similar access to the area or point of 
interest;  

• Protect wilderness values by reducing motorized and/or 
mechanized travel on roads or trails that dead-end at or are along 
Wilderness boundaries;(DEIS page 31) The problem with these 
“management objectives” is related to our comments in section A. 
You apply this criterion to routes and use it to formulate 
alternatives as if removing only the motorized uses will enhance 
alpine soils. You agencies manage millions of acres of Wilderness. 
You folks know darned well that walking persons can cause quite 
significant impacts to all these sensitive resources.  

Suggestion:  

In the final plan, the decision maker should look for opportunities to 
enhance the road and trail system by selecting features from 
Alternatives 4 and 1. 

A199 

Issue 4: Resource Protection  

As noted in the DEIS, all of the alternatives will reduce impacts on 
natural resources.  

We [Blue Ribbon Coalition] wish to note that all of the related to 
“resource protection” are addressed in the agencies route designation 
criteria ([section] 212.55 – we've forgotten BLM's CFR reference) So a 
stand-alone planning issue addressing resource protection is redundant. 
This acts as an additional criteria or 'filter' over and above the 
minimizing impact criteria in the agencies regulations. This has 

While there may be more than one reference to resource protection as a 
criteria or filter, that factor was considered in the Travel Analysis process 
where not "lumped", "compounded" or "aggregated" to overly influence or 
"skew" a planning determine for a route as to whether it needed to remain 
open (See Chapter 1, Purpose and Need for Action). All the alternatives 
show a reduction in motorized trails based on many factors, not all of 
which were resource protection as is implied by the comment. Many of 
the existing OHV trails were user created prior to the 2001 Interim Travel 
Restrictions and were poorly located or aligned, were short cuts between 
trails and roads which actually shortened trail rides (not desired by most 
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contributed in the skewing of the alternatives toward reducing 
motorized trails. 

motorized recreational user groups), and had safety concerns. All of these 
factors were considered when developing the alternatives that depict a 
reduction in OHV trail miles. Observations by local resource specialists 
and other local residents often showed that many of the OHV riders enjoy 
and regularly use high clearance roads for OHV riding and there was no 
need to change to mode of travel to the more restrictive OHV designation. 

A200 

Page 28. Future Demands. The issue on consideration of recreational 
opportunities and primitive settings should be presented and discussed 
under Issue 2: Recreational Experience and Opportunity, not “Future 
Demands”. This is at the heart of this whole TMP need to describe and 
allocate recreation opportunities and settings among recreation users. 
“Preservation” of a full spectrum of recreation settings (ROS) is 
absolutely critical to the current and historical use presentations in this 
document (which is missing). This is not just an issue about preserving 
primitive settings in the future.  

It is clear that the Forest Service has failed to meaningfully consider 
viable alternatives to those formally analyzed in the DEIS. NEPA 
imposes a mandatory procedural duty on federal agencies to consider a 
reasonable range of alternatives to the preferred alternative. 40 C.F.R. 
[section] 1502.14 (“agencies shall rigorously explore and objectively 
evaluate all reasonable alternatives.”) The alternatives section is 
considered the “heart” of the EIS and a NEPA analysis must “explore 
and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives.” 40 C.F.R. 
[section] 1502.14. A NEPA analysis is invalidated by “[t]he existence 
of a viable but unexamined alternative.” Resources, Ltd. v. Robertson, 
35 F.3d 1300, 1307 (9th Cir. 1993).  

Numerous existing and historically traveled routes were not considered 
for detailed analysis in any action alternative. While we [Colorado Off 
Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] generally support Alternative 1, 
even that alternative is far from ideal and doesn’t offer any increase in 
the network of routes available for motorized travel.  

The agency has improperly ignored viable, if not persuasive, 
alternatives and proposals in violation of NEPA. The management of 
and access to these lands are important to us and many diverse Forest 
visitors.  

We respectfully ask you to review the questionable management 
decisions made in the DEIS. We specifically request that you expand 

Your comment as to where to include the topic of recreational 
opportunities under Issue 2 or Issue 10. This is trivial. The important 
aspect is that the topic was addressed and evaluated in the Chapter 3. 

Preservation of the full spectrum of recreational settings is important, but 
it is unclear as to why it is critical. ROS is just one aspect or factor to be 
considered in the evaluations of routes to determine if they need to remain 
open. Recreational use is one of the multiple perspectives to be considered 
for public travel on federal lands. Safety, sustainability, resource 
protection, resource management, and private access are other factors and 
there are those that would content that they are as critical as ROS. ROS 
was evaluated and potential impacts or consequences were documented 
and d included in the FEIS (See Chapter 3 Recreational Opportunity 
Spectrum). 

The Forest Service and BLM are well versed in the requirements on 
NEPA and believe they have developed and analyzed a reasonable range 
of alternatives that consider a spectrum of options for the responsible 
officials to make an informed and reasoned decision on public travel on 
federal lands. 

COHVCO contents existing routes and historic routes were not considered 
in this analysis. COHVCO has had several opportunities to provide the 
Forest Service and BLM with routes they believe to be existing and they 
have done so. Both agencies have considered that information in the 
formulation of the No Action alternative (existing conditions). The 
problem comes when the routes COHVCO or others consider to be 
existing were not identifiable prior to January 2001. Routes created prior 
to the 2001 Interim Travel Restrictions when cross-country travel was 
allowed were considered as existing and legally created for the purposes 
of defining the No Action alternative. Routes that could not be determined 
to exist prior to January 2001 were most likely created after the Interim 
Restrictions went into effect and most likely are unauthorized or illegally 
created. The Forest Service and BLM do not believe it to be appropriate or 
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the range of alternatives and receive additional public comment in 
order to provide an adequate route network for the Gunnison public 
lands. As a forward looking document, the FEIS should forecast the 
user demands by recreation type 

sound management practice to embrace or give standing to illegal or 
unauthorized routes in this travel management planning effort. If new 
connector routes were needed to provide recreational opportunities or 
improve travel, they were considered, but would not be approved to be 
built under this Travel Management decision. 

Both agencies believe they have accepted and evaluated all of the 
proposals and information submitted by COHVCO in good faith and 
within the context of the Purpose and Need for Action (Chapter 1). All of 
the route specific comments submitted by the public and COHVCO in 
response to the DEIS have been considered and re-evaluated in the 
process of formulating the Preferred Alternative (Alt. 5). The agencies 
have provided a 5th alternative to reflect public comments and new 
information. 

Forecasting future user demand is not within the scope of this travel 
management planning effort (See Chapter 1, Scope of the Project and 
Analysis) and the objectives and roles of recreation management on 
federal lands is clearly stated in Chapter 3, Recreation Opportunity – The 
Forest’s Role in Meeting Future Demand (third paragraph). 

 

 

# Alternative- the Preferred Comments Response 

A201 

I think an Alternative with significant new trails for bicycles but not so 
much for motorized travel protects our natural resources and offers 
expanding recreational opportunities at the same time. It also needs to 
allow for the growth of bicycling and the advancement in the sport 
(highly rocky, steep or technical terrain). 

The commenter’s preference for more, new mountain bike trails is noted. 
The advancement of the sport of mountain biking is not necessarily an 
objective for public land management. Providing a range of recreational 
opportunities is one of the multiple use objectives for public lands within 
the analysis area. Both the Forest Service and BLM believe they have 
developed a Preferred Alternative that provides for such a range of 
recreational opportunities while adequately providing for natural resource 
protection and management. 

A202 
I support an alternative that is environmentally protective, yet flexible 
to meet the educational and economic needs of we who reside here. 

See response to comment A-10 

A203 
The importance of sensible utilization of our great outdoors to the 
benefit of our diverse public is something that makes a great deal of 
sense to us in further serving our constituents. We have, as a 

The Forest Service and BLM manage the public lands in the public 
interest and have attempted to develop a Preferred Alternative in the Final 
EIS that provides reasonable opportunities for a diverse public. 
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community, supported this vision with a vote to increase taxes for the 
development of recreational amenities that specifically include 
expanding the city trail network. 

A204 

The Gunnison County Trail Commission list the following as the 
highest priorities for the commission as well as pursuing possible grant 
funding.  

Historic Routes: Identify historic routes that access public lands 
through private property. Pursue public access easements on these 
routes wherever possible and oppose closure of these routes when 
necessary.  

New Trail: Be alert for opportunities to create new trails on private or 
public lands.  

Trail Opportunities: Explore opportunities as they arise for trail such as 
contour, McIntosh, West Mountain Ranch and Baxter Gulch.  

Improvements of Existing Trails: Participate in the maintenance and 
improvement of existing trails to reduce resource impacts and improve 
usability. This can include clearing overgrown vegetation, establishing 
or maintaining drainage features to prevent erosion, installing or 
maintaining proper signage and rerouting problem sections of the trail. 
The construction of walkovers in areas of high trail use may alleviate 
problems with the opening and closing of gates.  

Priorities for grant funding are outside the scope of the analysis for travel 
management. Identifying and pursuing public access agreements are also 
outside the scope of this analysis. Maintenance objectives and priorities 
are outside the scope of this analysis as well. The purpose of this travel 
management planning effort is to determine which existing routes should 
remain open for public travel and to determine the appropriate mode of 
travel as well as possible season of use restrictions if needed. The 
commenter has provided other suggestions regarding implementation and 
on-the-ground trail management options that are not with the scope of this 
proposed action. 

A205 

Although the Draft Plan's range of alternatives may satisfies NEPA's 
call for a "full range," the range leaves bicyclists in a bind. Many of us 
might endorse Alternative 2 or 3, if not for their negative approach to 
bicycling. None of the alternatives satisfies me and I do not endorse 
any. Please make a new alternative based on the diverse inputs you will 
receive. 

Based on the diverse comments received on the DEIS, the Forest Service 
and BLM have developed the Preferred Alternative (Alt 5) for the Final 
EIS. It draws aspects of the various alternatives considered in the DEIS to 
essentially modify the DEIS Proposed Action to reflect public comments, 
new information and updated information. While the Preferred Alternative 
is not necessarily a new alternative, because it does draw elements from 
the other alternatives to provide what the agencies believe best meets the 
Purpose and Need for Action (Chapter 1). 

A206 

Motorized use should be de-emphasized in the northern part of the 
Gunnison Forest with a graduated increase in access towards the 
southern portion of the Gunnison County where motorized use should 
be more emphasized. 

The suggested planning strategy was considered. It should be noted that 
there is substantial opportunity for motorized travel in the southern portion 
of Gunnison County on public lands. Getting the public to change their 
recreational preferences for one area over another is difficult and not 
necessarily within in the scope of this travel management planning effort.  

A207 Crested Butte Mountain Resort (CBMR) recognize the importance of The Forest Service concurs with the commenter’s statement.  
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managing and developing existing and new recreational opportunities 
on federal lands for local residents as well as attracting visitors to the 
Gunnison Valley. The balance of providing local trails for various 
modes of travel while preserving the ecological value is critical to the 
long-term sustainability on our public lands and tourist based 
economy.  

 

# Aquatic Resource Comments Response 

A208 

Page 75. . The list of eight specific effects to aquatic biota describe 
motorized routes only and include the associated concerns for chemical 
contamination, sediment, crushing of biota, introduction of exotics, 
spread of pathogens, exploitation of fishing because of increased 
pressure, and fragmentation by drainage structures. This is a 
professionally unacceptable, narrow disclosure of impacts created for 
and attached to motorized uses only. There is no science or references 
to hiker, horse or mechanized uses and their somewhat similar impacts 
to aquatic biota resources. This is especially shocking in a document 
that allocates uses and routes for all users. Planning has always been an 
interdisciplinary process incorporating overlapping issues that attempts 
to disclose all effects. This is another example of our [Colorado Off 
Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] developing a sense that a multi-
disciplinary process was used allowing personal or professional 
agendas to override interdisciplinary processes addressing all the issues 
of Chapter 1. For example, the design of motorcycle trail bike tires and 
mountain bike tires are very similar and both have the ability to 
introduce unwanted plant species when not addressed by the user. It is 
well documented that the greatest risk for the spread of Aquatic 
Nuisance Species (ANS) is through poor cleaning of fisherman’s 
waders and all types of watercraft. We request that the aquatic 
analysis be expanded to include all risks and explain the relative 
risks. 

You are correct and the DEIS has been modified. The width of the route, 
frequency of use and type of use (ATV, motorcycle, horses, etc) are major 
factors determining the type of potential affect. Effects discussed in this 
section of the DEIS are meant to generalized based upon site specific 
impacts documented in the scientific literature. (DEIS/FEIS Chapter 3, 
Transportation System ) 

 

 

# Cultural /Archaeological Comments Response 

C1 Like other resource discussions in Chapter 3, this section address Impacts to archaeological sites due to user-created and off-road travel by 
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impacts of motorized routes only. Our [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle 
Coalition; et al.] concerns remain the same. The assignment of trail 
opportunities by user group via this DEIS and travel management 
process strongly suggests that a broader discussion of effects and risks 
on Cultural Resources by all users (Page 182. Cultural Resources). 

any type of vehicle have occurred, although motorized use has a greater 
potential then various non-motorized due to speed, weight, and numbers 
using any given route. Once user-created routes are designated and studied 
for the possibility of impacts to whatever resources lie along the route, this 
potential for impacts is reduced and managed along those routes. Under 
the Programmatic Agreement for cultural resources, routes that have been 
designated for use by various types of vehicles will be inventoried and 
sites with impacts will be mitigated to the extent possible. 

C2 

It is troubling that many miles of trails on both the FS and BLM lands 
have not yet been inventoried for cultural resources. Only 529 miles of 
1,780 miles of routes have been inventoried for cultural resources on 
BLM land, and 724 miles of 2,236 miles of routes have been 
inventoried for cultural resources on FS land (see DEIS pages 178-
179). Therefore, there may potentially be unidentified sites and 
unforeseen impacts prior to completion of the cultural resources 
inventory. 

 

The agencies have taken into account the potential for impacts to cultural 
resources that might result from this proposal. Site monitoring conducted 
in the Gunnison forest for the travel management plan in 2008 revealed 
generally low levels of effects from current travel on existing routes, and 
the only sites in that study that showed effects from travel were on routes 
proposed for decommissioning. Not all routes proposed for designation 
are likely to contain cultural resources. Impacts from travel tend to be 
slow, incrementally increasing over time, and the time it takes to survey 
the sensitive routes will not significantly add to the impacts that may be 
present. The BLM and the Forest Service have separate programmatic 
agreements with the Colorado State Historic Preservation Office that 
contain protocols to be used to assess newly designated routes for cultural 
resource concerns. These will also contain inventory requirements, and 
strategies to be used to mitigate, reduce or remove adverse effects to sites 
if found, on a prescribed schedule after the decision.  

The BLM will place particular emphasis on doing inventories for routes 
before any scheduled maintenance is performed. 

C3 

CDNST: The NEPA document "purpose and need" should clearly 
describe the "nature and purposes" of the CDNST, as described in the 
vision for the Trail as adopted by the CDNST Leadership Council:  

"Complete the Trail to connect people and communities to the 
Continental Divide by providing scenic, high-quality, primitive 
hiking and horseback riding experiences, while preserving the 
significant natural, historic, and cultural resources along the 
Trail." The following web links refer to documents that provide 
necessary background material for the NEPA document.  

Leadership Council Charter - 2004 

The directives for managing the CDNST are disclosed in the EIS in 
several places (See Chapter 1, Issue 11, and Chapter 3, Recreation 
Opportunities, Special Status Trails). The purpose and need for action 
related to Gunnison Travel Management is a broader scale than one trail. 
The Forest Service has and will continue to monitor historic and cultural 
resources associated with the CDNST regardless of the decisions made for 
Gunnison Travel Management, such monitoring is continual. References 
to related information are appreciated and considered relative to the 
decisions to be made (See Chapter 1). 
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Vision and Guiding Principles - 2004 

CDTA-FS-BLM-NPS Memorandum of Understanding - 2005 
Legislative History and Planning Reference - 2008 Administrative 
Reference Questions and Answers - 2008 The Colorado Trail Master 
Plan - 1998 CTF-Forest Service Memorandum of Understanding 

C4 

There is a concern about impacts to cultural resources on un-
inventoried roads until we can inventory them 

We share the commenter’s concern about cultural resources. 
Unfortunately we lacked the time, staff and funding to complete cultural 
inventories on all our routes before making decisions in this travel plan. 
The agencies have been negotiating with the State Historic Preservation 
Office (SHPO) to come to agreement about the best way to address this 
issue. We have worked out a strategy that seems to be acceptable to both 
the agencies and the SHPO. The agencies will go ahead and make 
decisions in the travel plan based on our current knowledge of the area 
and increase our efforts to complete cultural inventories of the routes that 
are designated as open. Particular emphasis will be placed on doing 
inventories for routes before any scheduled maintenance is performed. If 
cultural sites are found on or immediately adjacent to designated routes 
they will be evaluated for their significance and mitigated as appropriate.  

 

# Cumulative Effect Comments Response 

C5 

Oil, Gas & Coal Development Impact Analysis Postponed-  

Energy exploration and development is expected to account for the 
greatest increases in new roads and localized increases in travel. These 
activities most likely create the greatest cumulative impact to the 
transportation system on federal lands as it is the one activity occurring 
on federal lands that has the need and the economic strength to 
construct new roads. Energy exploration has accounted for the greatest 
amount of new road construction within the analysis area. (p. 214)  

By failing to include detailed analysis of roads and travel associated 
with oil and gas development, or other industrial/extractive 
development, the DEIS does not adequately analyze impacts associated 
with travel management on the Gunnison Basin & North Fork Valley. 
Oil and gas development, and other industrial development, are reliant 
on existing routes, require use of large vehicles and mandate many 

Analysis of cumulative effects addresses the effects of past, present and 
reasonably foreseeable actions (as defined at 36 CFR 220.3). In Chapter 3, 
under the heading "Energy Exploration and Development" assumptions 
relating to Energy development are stated, and analysis of alternatives that 
follows considers those assumptions.  
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vehicle trips. Further these types of industrial development frequently 
necessitate construction of new roads. These facts are briefly 
mentioned on pages 214-215 of the DEIS, but are never adequately 
analyzed. There is an obvious connection between oil and gas 
development and roads. One cannot happen without the other. 
Nonetheless the federal agencies undertook no effort to analyze the 
cumulative impacts of the travel plan and such industrial roads in this 
DEIS.  

Development of oil and gas is inextricably intertwined with the 
agencies’ management of roads and routes in the travel analysis area. 
Construction of additional roads and industrial use of existing routes 
will have substantial impacts. The scope of the DEIS must, therefore, 
be broadened to include a detailed analysis of the impacts associated 
with oil and gas development. 

C 

The DEIS cumulative impact section is inadequate. It discusses the 
anticipated levels of six different actions or activities that may occur in 
the foreseeable future, but does not discuss the environmental 
consequences of all these actions or activities combined with the 
proposed action and their effects on the human environment and key 
species such as the Gunnison sage-sage-grouse. This significant 
deficiency should be corrected before the Final EIS and Record of 
Decision are finalized. The cumulative effects of all the Federal 
activities occurring within the action area, when combined with the 
actions on all non-federal lands should be considered and discussed 
prior to making future allocation in this planning action. 

Detailed discussion of sage-sage-grouse is included under the wildlife 
analysis in Chapter 3. Commenter offers no more specific 
recommendation for improving cumulative effects analysis. We believe 
discussion in the FEIS on cumulative effects is adequate and provides the 
decisions makers with a clear assessment of available information 
regarding cumulative effects in sufficient detail t make an informed and 
reasoned decision, which is consistent with analysis requirements.  
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C7 

Page 158. Affected Environment-Recreation on BLM Lands. The loss 
of 590 miles of road representing 35% of the opportunity for motorized 
recreation in the Proposed Alternative is a very significant change from 
historic use opportunities. It is another statistic that should be a part of 
a more fully disclosed Cumulative Effects analysis. Even though some 
of these routes were lightly used, they were part of a unique 
opportunity for a certain segment of motorized users and hunters.  

In addition to the loss of hundreds of miles of road the effect of an 
area-wide closure of 191,000 acres is another significant change to 
recreation opportunities. We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle 
Coalition; et al.] fully support the objectives of the Gunnison Sage-
sage-grouse Conservation Plan (page 119). However, we hope that the 
monitoring component in this plan will objectively evaluate the buffer 
areas needed for breeding and nesting requirements. In particular, a 4.0 
mile from lek (8 mile diameter) buffer to provide adequate breeding 
habitat seems on the surface as excessive. We will take a look at the 
science and management alternatives associated with this Conservation 
Plan.  

We request that the FEIS reflect both a cumulative effects analysis and 
a monitoring component that allows for a periodic adjustment of the 
seasonal closures on BLM land. 

We have relied on the expert advice of wildlife specialists in terms of 
sage-sage-grouse habitat requirements. A part of any plan is a monitoring 
component to determine if the plan is working. While not monitoring plan 
is formally proposed, implementation will entail the continuous 
consideration of the effects of resource management on the ground. The 
annual Forest Plan Monitoring report has a specific section which 
addresses this, and provides a feedback loop.  

C8 

Cumulative Effects/Cultural Resources 
Inadequate Analysis of Cumulative Impacts and Connected Actions  

Duty to Analyze Cumulative Impacts and Connected Actions  

In determining the scope of the likely impacts of a project, the Council 
on Environmental Quality’s regulations require that federal agencies 
consider "connected actions" and "cumulative actions" together with 
"direct" and "indirect" impacts. 40 CFR [section] 1508.25. Connected 
actions are those that  

1. "automatically trigger other actions which may require 
environmental impact statements,”  

2. Actions that “cannot or will not proceed unless other actions are 
taken previously or simultaneously,” and,  

3. Actions that are "interdependent parts" of a larger action and 

This appears to be a generic comment, not specific, to Gunnison Travel 
DEIS. Commenter does not identify what other actions they would include 
in the analysis. The cumulative impact analysis included in the EIS under 
the heading "The Evaluation of Cumulative Impacts at the Landscape 
Scale" identifies those actions which are consistent with definitions at 36 
CFR 220.3, and disclosed cumulative impacts for the analysis area to 
based on information available to the agencies. The agencies have 
considerable discretion to define the scope of a proposed action, and have 
reasonably done so in this case. 
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"depend on the larger action for their justification."  

(40 CFR [section] 1508.25(a)). The CEQ regulations define similar 
actions as those that “have similarities that provide a basis for 
evaluating their environmental consequences together, such as 
common timing or geography.” Id. The CEQ regulations also state 
when agencies ought to analyze such similar actions in a single impact 
statement. (Agencies “should do so when the best way to assess 
adequately the combined impacts of similar actions or reasonable 
alternatives is to treat them in a single impact statement.” 40 CFR 
[section] 15.08.25.)  

While federal agencies have considerable discretion in determining the 
scope of a NEPA document, there are situations where an agency must 
consider several related actions in a single NEPA document. In 
Fritiofson v. Alexander, the Fifth Circuit held that in a cumulative 
impact analysis, an agency should consider “(1) past and present 
actions without regard to whether they themselves triggered NEPA 
responsibilities and (2) future actions that are ‘reasonably foreseeable,’ 
even if they are not yet proposals and may never trigger NEPA-review 
requirements. 772 F.2d 1225, 1245 (5th Cir. 1985). The court stated:  

Sections 1508.7 and 1508.27 require an analysis, when making the 
NEPA-threshold decision, as opposed to the EIS-scoping decision, 
whether it is “reasonable to anticipate cumulatively significant 
impacts” from the specific impacts of the proposed project when added 
to the impacts from “past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future 
actions,” which are “related” to the proposed project. The regulation 
does not limit the inquiry to the cumulative impacts that can be 
expected from proposed projects; rather; the inquiry also extends to the 
effects that can be anticipated from “reasonably foreseeable future 
actions.”  

Id. at 1243. For any EIS, the Forest Service’s obligation to analyze 
impacts extends beyond the immediate impacts of the project at hand 
to include the cumulative impacts of the project, taken together with 
the impacts of existing, proposed, or reasonably foreseeable projects, 
on the environment. In doing so, the Forest Service must describe and 
analyze impacts beyond the borders of the Gunnison National Forest 
and the travel analysis area.  

To ensure that combined impacts of separate activities do not escape 
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consideration, NEPA requires the Forest Service to consider 
cumulative environmental impacts in its environmental analyses. See 
Davis v. Mineta, 302 F.3d 1104, 1125 (10th Cir. 2002); see also Grand 
Canyon Trust v. Federal Aviation Admin., 290 F.3d 339, 345-47 (D.C. 
Cir. 2002). NEPA’s regulations provide that “effects” includes 
ecological, aesthetic, and historic impacts, “whether direct, indirect, or 
cumulative.” 40 C.F.R. [section] 1508.8. “Cumulative impact,” in turn, 
is defined as:  

the impact on the environment which results from the incremental 
impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non-
Federal) or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts 
can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions 
taking place over a period of time.  

Id. [section] 1508.7.  

Based on these regulations, NEPA documents must provide useful 
analysis of past, present, and future actions. City of Carmel-By-The-
Sea v. U.S. Dept. of Transp., 123 F.3d 1142, 1160 (9th Cir. 1997); 
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe v. U.S. Forest Serv., 177 F.3d 800, 809-810 
(9th Cir. 1999). As the D.C. Circuit has held, the fact that a project 
may result in even a small incremental increase in the overall impacts 
to a resource is meaningless if “there is no way to determine . . . 
whether [this small increase] in addition to the other [impacts], will 
‘significantly affect’ the quality of the human environment.” Grand 
Canyon Trust, 290 F.3d at 346.  

It is established that the cumulative impacts analysis must include 
“some quantified or detailed information” since without such 
information it is not possible for the court or the public to be sure that 
the agency provided the hard look that is required of its review. 
Neighbors of Cuddy Mountain v. Forest Service, 137 F.3d 1372, 1379 
(9th Cir. 1998). 
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C9 

As state in the DEIS, “In 2003, the Chief of the Forest Service 
identified unmanaged recreation as one of four threats to National 
Forest System lands. One component of unmanaged recreation was the 
expanding use of off-highway vehicles (OHVs).” The DEIS goes on to 
state that “ATV’s are wide spread in the analysis area…and the 
number of illegal off road incidents and other ATV infractions” has led 
even Forest Service recreation personnel to comment that certain areas 
are “under Siege by ATVs”. In fact, the number of annual OHV 
registrations in Colorado has increased from 12,000 in 1991 to 131,000 
in 2007 according to the DEIS, and this trend is likely to continue. 
These increased registration rates have been coincident with staggering 
trail proliferation across public lands, which cumulatively has had 
profound impacts on wildlife habitat and distribution throughout 
Colorado.  

As the state’s human population has grown, the intensity of various 
forms of recreation such as four-wheel driving, cross-country 
motorcycle riding, mountain biking, horseback riding, and hiking has 
also increased. Collectively, we will refer to all of these various uses of 
public lands as “recreation”. Specialized user groups tend to focus on 
their individual recreational needs, however, natural resource issues 
should be evaluated based on the cumulative effects of all forms of 
recreation across a geographic area. The Division of Wildlife realizes 
that public land management, particularly motorized recreation issues 
are highly controversial, but look forward to a final plan that balances 
the needs of various forms of recreation while focusing on the long-
term sustainability of our public land and wildlife resources. (Mike 
Jackson also has this comment) 

The Colorado Division of Wildlife concerns are noted and have been 
considered in great detail by the Forest Service and BLM. As multiple use 
management agencies, all resources that comprise the mix of allowed uses 
must be considered, no one user group or resource is elevated above 
another unless there is specific law, regulation or policy to do so. Long 
term sustainability of all natural resources is a goal for both agencies 
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D1 

Quiet Use Coalition commends the agency for identifying routes that 
are no longer necessary and planning to decommission them. We 
encourage the agency to prioritize this when implementing the travel 
management plan. All too often there is pressure to build, construct 
and sign newly designated routes after a travel plan. We think the same 
or more emphasis should be applied to physically closing, signing and 
decommissioning routes also. This is in the spirit of fixing and 
repairing what you have first, instead of adding on to it. 

Implementation sequencing and methodology is outside the scope of the 
EIS, but will be accomplished as funding is available with site-specific 
considerations in mind. (DEIS/FEIS Chapter 1, Scope of the Project and 
Analysis).  

This document is focused primarily on deciding which routes should be 
open to use by wheeled vehicles. The issue of decommissioning and 
rehabilitating existing routes is mainly related to implementation and is a 
complicated one. Some routes to be closed will clearly need some 
management actions to discourage use on them and try to restore natural 
conditions. Others will likely rehabilitate on their own and not require 
significant management actions. Rehabilitation and decommissioning 
activities are costly and the limited budget we have available for this 
action demands that we will have to prioritize the areas where these 
actions are carried out. In some cases the acts of decommissioning and 
rehabilitation have the potential to create impacts of their own and 
appropriate NEPA analysis would have to be done before these actions can 
be undertaken. For these reasons we are not able to make a blanket 
commitment to decommission and rehabilitate every route. Instead we are 
committed to using the staff and funding we have available to carry out 
efforts to decommission and /or rehabilitate high priority routes as 
necessary to achieve our management goals for the area and its resources.  

D2 

In our [High Country Citizens Alliance] scoping comments for this 
process, we expressed our concern over federal budget shortfalls and 
maintenance backlogs that have persisted on federal lands including $8 
Billion maintenance backlog on National Forests. We requested 
alternatives that could actually be managed under anticipated budget 
revenues so that resources and visitor opportunities are protected 
appropriately.  

This is one reason why travel analysis before designation is so 
important, as recently required by Congress, which stated its intent to 

A maintenance funding-based alternative was considered in Alternatives 
Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Study because it did not address 
the purpose and need for a functional (minimum) transportation system 
that balances recreation and access needs with multiple-use management 
needs. Regardless of declining budgets, the Federal Agencies are 
Congressionally mandated to operate under many rules in addition to the 
“Travel Rule” cited.  

A Travel Analysis was conducted on a route-by-route basis to determine 
the minimum transportation system needed to meet resource and societal 
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require a minimum system determination under Part A (36 CFR 
[section] 212.55 (a)) prior to route designations. In the explanatory 
statement accompanying the FY 2009 Omnibus Appropriations Act, 
Congress instructs the U.S. Forest Service to “comply fully with all 
travel management regulatory requirements, particularly the science-
based analysis in 36 CFR 212.5 (b) (1), the identification of unneeded 
roads in 36 CFR 212.5 (b)(2), and the criteria for designation in 36 
CFR 212.55 (a) and (b). The Committees expect the Forest Service to 
identify priorities, and associated resource requirements, to fully 
comply with the regulatory requirements of 36 CFR 212.5 (b) (1) and 
(2).” 155 Cong. Rec. H2089-01 at H2110 (Feb. 23, 2009) (emphases 
added). Not doing so violates this mandate of Congress. 

needs. 

(DEIS/FEIS Chapter 1Travel Analysis, Chapter 2 Alternatives Considered 
but Eliminated from Detailed Study, Chapter 3 Transportation System; 
Project file Route Determinations) 

D3 

The following statements from the DEIS causes great concern: 

Any reasonable transportation system that is proposed will be fiscally 
unsustainable as only about 280 miles of roads in the Gunnison Travel 
Analysis Area (about 6 percent) are able to be maintained in any given 
year based on past funding and expected long-term federal funding 
levels. Appropriated funding will not keep up with the cost of needed 
maintenance of any system of travel routes envisioned that minimally 
meets resource management or visitor use needs. (p. 207) 

We [High Country Citizens Alliance] have concerns that newly 
proposed trails & roads requiring construction are being considered 
above the current maintenance backlog that exists in the travel analysis 
area. There is simply no justification for designating new routes when 
the agencies have such a significant maintenance backlog. It seems 
prudent that the maintenance backlog be rectified before new 
construction of trails & roads and their subsequent long-term 
maintenance are considered. Unmaintained and degraded roads, when 
open to motor vehicle use, may lead to substantial erosion, may 
collapse, and may cause serious safety problems. Why then do the 
Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management persist with a system 
too big to maintain that will lead to negative consequences for forest 
resources and whose deferred maintenance will impose increasing 
burdens on future budgets? 

In addition, what safety risks to public lands users are posed by 
continuing with a travel system that is fiscally unsustainable both now 

Comment was removed from context in the DIES which included a larger 
managed system than portrayed specifically by agency appropriated 
dollars (DEIS 197-211). That section of the FEIS has been revised to 
better articulate the agency’s intent.  

No new roads or trails are being authorized in any way other than 
conceptually to make logical systems in the DEIS/FEIS.  

Safety Concerns are addressed in Chapter 3 Transportation System of the 
EIS. 

(DEIS/FEIS Chapter 1Travel Analysis, Scope of the Project and Analysis, 
Chapter 3 Transportation System; Project file Route Determinations) 
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and into the future? We understand the public demand for a 
comprehensive travel system and the pressures that demand applies to 
the federal agencies, but at what threshold does human safety come 
before user demands? What risks are posed when the maintenance 
backlog is never met and can’t be fulfilled due to consistent and 
expected budget shortfalls? 

D4 

More route markers are needed, especially at junctions or forks in the 
trail, markers that indicate where you are on the map.  

Part of implementation, in association with producing a Motor Vehicle 
Use Map is that open routes be signed. Implementation methodology is 
somewhat outside the scope of the EIS, but signing will be accomplished 
as funding is available in accordance with Agency direction. (MVUM, 
Travel Rule, DEIS/FEIS Chapter 1, Scope of the Project and Analysis; 
Chapter 3 Transportation System; FSM/FSH) 

D5 

Estimating Costs of the Motorized Travel System. 

When determining the total cost of a proposed motorized travel 
system, the federal agencies should include both the cost of a 
maintaining roads and motorized trails, as well as costs associated with 
managing the motorized recreation systems, such as signage, trailhead 
management, enforcement, monitoring, and map production. To this 
end, we want to share a study that was recently completed by Dr. 
Michael Wing, Professor of Engineering in the Forest Engineering 
Department at Oregon State University. Dr. Wing developed an easily 
reproducible model for estimating the costs of a travel management 
alternative (See attached Appendix D & E). His model includes the 
ability to input figures associated with both roads and trails. 

These costs have been considered in the EIS (Transportation System) on a 
landscape scale. Revised numbers depicting actual costs from the GMUG 
during 2009 have updated the costs in the FEIS. We appreciate your 
sharing Dr. Wing’s study, however after reviewing his spreadsheet, it 
appears that you would have to be pre-decisional in determining which 
treatments were to be applied to each site-specific route and still know the 
local costs associated with doing each activity. The process of estimating 
costs in his model would be more applicable to a project (like a timber 
sale) instead of a huge geographic areas encompassing multiple 
jurisdictions, or data entry alone on all the individual route segments (tens 
of thousands for each alternative) would take forever with the same result 
as using the assumptions provided in the FEIS. Additionally, it appears 
that his spreadsheet could not be easily populated, particularly from Forest 
Service, GIS databases. (DEIS/FEIS Chapter 3 Transportation System ;) 

D6 

The action alternatives in the DEIS propose anywhere from 1,630 
miles to 2,253 miles of routes to be decommissioned.  

We [High Country Citizens Alliance] commend the federal agencies 
for proposing decommissioning on those routes that are not required to 
meet the minimum travel system needed for safe and efficient travel 
and administration, utilization and protection of federal lands. We 
question, however, the implication that there are no impacts beyond 
the physical footprint of the road or trail if there are no activities on the 
travel way such as in the case of administrative roads. This suggests 

HCCA does not address short-term impacts caused from actually 
decommissioning routes that may have similar impacts to those described 
from having a route in place.  

The overall affects of administrative roads was considered in the 
landscape level impact assessments for soils, water, wildlife, and cultural 
resources. The mileage associated with this roads ranges from 240 miles 
under existing conditions to 391 miles under Alternative 3 and is actually 
a small percentage of the overall system (3% to 7% depending upon 
alternative considered). We do not see the administrative roads as a major 
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that closed or administrative access routes do not have any impacts to 
surrounding habitats except during the short period of actual use. 
Regardless of use, the existence of any road leads to numerous 
resource impacts that must be analyzed and disclosed where such roads 
would not be decommissioned. The exposed soils of travel ways offer 
vectors for weeds although the process is slower without vehicles and 
human activities to provide seed transport. The openings in forest 
canopies caused by roads alter microclimates, generally making the 
area of the road warmer and drier, by reducing shading and increasing 
wind speeds leading to changes in the surrounding ecology. Cross 
slope road cuts intercept ground water channeling it in ditches and 
culverts thereby reducing soil moisture immediately downhill of the 
road prism. By channeling and concentrating runoff, roads provide the 
opportunity for increased erosion and sediment transport. Debris 
blocked culverts significantly increase the likelihood of slope failure, 
slumping and mass wasting threatening infrastructure, vegetation, and 
streams below.  

contributing source of adverse environmental impact. The level of impact 
described by HCCA associated with administrative roads is not consistent 
with on-the-ground conditions observed by the land managing agencies, 
these roads are typically in stable and non- degrading condition or they are 
highly managed and maintained access roads associated with commercial 
travel. 

 From a transportation perspective, maintenance and decommissioning 
activities will be accomplished as needed and funding is available with 
site-specific considerations in mind to protect resources and the public. 

(DEIS/FEIS Chapter 1, Travel Analysis Scope of the Project and Analysis, 
Chapter 3 Transportation System) 

D7 

The DEIS describes administrative roads in the following manner: 

There are existing routes on BLM and Forest Service lands, which are 
not part of this travel decision. These routes, where they cross federal 
lands, are shown on the transportation system maps as administrative 
routes. These are routes authorized for administrative uses, routes that 
are generally single purpose (i.e., access to a private residence, 
irrigation ditch, oil and gas well, etc.) which are not part of the public 
transportation system, and routes that have public easements or rights-
of-ways such as state or county roads. The status of these state and 
county routes will not change with this travel analysis. (p. 10)  

There are designations for roads to be managed for administrative 
purposes (e.g., timber sales, energy exploration, mining, private land 
access) that would not be open to public travel. (p. 14)  

We [High Country Citizens Alliance] would simply point out that there 
is a striking difference between the purpose and intent of 
decommissioning a route and designating that route for administrative 
use. We would suggest the federal agencies continue the progressive 
policy of decommissioning those routes identified in this DEIS to be 
decommissioned as opposed to granting them a different designation in 

This EIS deals with the transportation system on federal lands open to the 
public. Administrative routes, with a few exceptions, are not open to the 
public for motorized travel as a road but are needed for continued 
multiple-use management. The EIS process examined all routes in a route-
by-route analysis. They are considered as part of the affected environment 
and cumulative effects analysis for the EIS (Table 3-43 and The 
Evaluation of Cumulative Impacts at the Landscape Level). Some existing 
administrative routes would change to be open to the public; however 
between the existing condition and all action alternatives the number of 
administrative-use only routes was increased for purposes of maintaining 
existing multiple use management activities and also reducing 
maintenance costs by not paying for additional damage caused by public 
use. There is no denying that impacts occur from the mere presence of 
these routes. There is also a huge network of additional private, County, 
State, US HWY, wilderness trails, and closed routes within the analysis 
area that are not available for decision under this EIS. (DEIS/FEIS 
Chapter 1Travel Analysis, Purpose of and Need for Action, Scope of the 
project and Analysis, Chapter 3 Transportation System, The Evaluation of 
Cumulative Impacts at the Landscape Level; Project file Route 
Determinations) 
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an effort to save money or reduce management effort. 

D8 

The roads being used for “administrative purpose” could be left open. 
Leaving these roads open provide more places for ATV, motorcycles, 
cars, bicycles to enjoy. The water bars are in place already. 

See comment immediately above. Additionally, a Travel Analysis was 
conducted on a route-by-route basis to determine the minimum 
transportation system needed to meet resource and societal needs. 

(DEIS/FEIS Chapter 1Travel Analysis, Purpose of and Need for Action, 
Scope of the project and Analysis, Chapter 3 Transportation System,; 
Project file Route Determinations) 

D9 

By focusing on closing dead end routes the agencies eliminate many 
historically used recreation opportunities. Rather than just close routes 
because they are dead end the commenters want a justification that 
routes need to be closed for other reasons. 

 

We appreciate the correction. We clearly heard from a variety of 
commenters that they much preferred loop routes to dead end routes. 
However, we recognized that dead end routes can go to desirable 
destinations such as scenic overlooks, trailheads, desirable campsites or 
good fishing spots. At the same time we identified a number of dead end 
routes that had none of those values. They were simply places where 
vehicles wandered looking for some of those values and, finding nothing, 
turned around and went back out leaving a mark as they went. We did not 
close dead end routes simply because they were dead end. For each dead 
end route we asked ourselves if there was a recreation or access value 
associated with that route. If there was, our tendency was to leave it open 
rather than close it. The result is that hundreds of dead end routes are 
included in the Preferred Alternative. 

D10 

Commenters do not want to see any rehab or decommissioning work 
done on closed routes unless site specific NEPA has been done on 
ground disturbing activities. 

 

Decisions about decommissioning or rehabilitation of closed routes are not 
going to be made in this document. As we implement the transportation 
plan we will carry out decommissioning or rehab based on priorities for on 
the ground management, available staff time and funding. There are a 
variety of ways to deal with the issue. Our strategy is to pursue a positive 
signing strategy letting the public know which routes are open rather than 
which are closed. If we see illegal use on closed routes we could take a 
variety of steps including signing, physical barriers, camouflage, and 
obliteration. Some of these can be done without any environmental 
analysis but if ground disturbing activities are contemplated then NEPA 
analysis will be part of the process. 

D11 

We shouldn’t close trails to biking to resolve conflicts between bikers 
and others. There are a variety of other management actions we could 
do to reduce conflicts. These include: 

- Signing, Peer pressure, Education, Use closed roads, Soft cycling 

It is very rare that we closed trails to biking strictly to resolve conflicts 
between bikers and other recreation groups. (Note: the BLM didn’t close 
any for this reason. If the FS didn’t then we can state that we didn’t close 
any trails for this reason.) We regularly use the management strategies 
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training programs, Trail design, Barriers to control speed, Requested 
walking zone, One-way only, Post speed limits, Patrols by peers, 
Patrols by rangers, Ban during certain times, Ban on certain days,  

 Construct separate routes, Close certain areas and encourage use 
elsewhere, Close trail 

outlined above to try to reduce conflicts between various trail users and 
will continue to do so as we implement the plan. 

D12 

If we are closing trails due to lack of staff or funding we should 
consider coop agreements with user groups or other jurisdictions to 
help maintain them. 

 

We currently work with a variety of individuals, groups, organizations and 
Counties to cooperatively tackle the challenge of maintaining roads and 
trails. Through these cooperative efforts we are able to significantly extend 
our capability to maintain routes. But even with this help we still fall far 
short of being able to maintain the current system of existing routes. In the 
future, as we implement the plan, we will strive to continue the existing 
partnerships we have and look for additional opportunities to expand our 
capabilities to do this with other groups.  

D13 

Commenter feels we are closing routes for no reason.  

 

This commenter has been primarily focused on routes around Lake City. 
That area is different than most of the rest of the Gunnison Basin because 
vehicles have been limited to designated routes there since 1980. Because 
of that designation, there have been fewer problems with the proliferation 
of user created routes. Therefore, we have not determined the need to 
close additional routes in this area. In fact, despite the commenter’s 
contentions, the BLM is not closing any routes to ATVs in the Lake City 
area that are currently open to ATVs. Some routes were closed in other 
parts of the basin where former Open designations led to an expansion of 
user created routes that are causing inappropriate resource impacts. We 
have explained a variety of rationale why it is necessary to close some of 
these routes. 

 

# Dispersed Camping Response 

D14 

Dispersed camping guidelines in the draft will still lead to more user 
created routes and commenter prefers a more restrictive approach . 

 

Over the years dispersed camping sites have developed based on the 
places the public has chosen to recreate and their concept of what makes a 
desirable campsite. The result is a system of regularly used dispersed 
campsites that are generally perceived as being a desirable place to camp. 
The supply of these dispersed sites on BLM land seems to be in balance 
with the demand and we are not seeing a trend toward the creation of 
many new routes to access dispersed camping sites. So the concern that 
allowing use on existing routes that go to dispersed campsites will lead to 
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the creation of many new routes does not seem to be well founded. The 
next step in management that seems to be favored by the commenter 
would involve the inventory of existing routes to dispersed campsites, the 
designation of those routes as open to vehicles, marking them on the 
ground, conveying to the public where those sites are through maps & 
other information and enforcing new rules that the public is not 
accustomed to. The total effort and expense necessary to go to this next 
level of management does not seem justified given the low level of impact 
that we are currently seeing from dispersed camping. We are confident 
that allowing the public to use existing routes up to 300 ft off designated 
routes for dispersed camping will not result in significant additional 
impacts to resources, save the expense of implementing what is now an 
unnecessary level of regulation and be more convenient for the recreating 
public. We will leave open the option of going to designated routes for 
dispersed camping in the future if we find that there are areas where a 
proliferation of user created routes is becoming a problem. 

D15 
They feel we should designate dispersed camping areas and the routes 
to them and not leave them up to user created routes. 

 

Same as a D14 above 

D16 
They think we should consider the possibility of seasonal restrictions 
for access to dispersed camps 

Same as D14 above 

D17 

All of the I’ve spur roads are very important for dispersed camping as 
well as fishing access and they are a fabulous place for people to get 
away for little peace and quiet. Remember, handicapped people, older 
people, families with small children, and non hikers need these quiet 
places. Less than 1% of people on vacation hike into the wilderness. 
To my knowledge the Forest Service has put very little money into 
maintaining these spur roads in Taylor Park. To loose these roads 
would greatly hurt us economically. 

Dead end routes can go to scenic overlooks, trailheads, desirable 
campsites and/or good fishing spots. At the same time we identified a 
number of dead end routes that had none of those values. They were 
simply places where vehicles wandered looking for some of those values 
and, finding nothing, turned around and went back out leaving a mark as 
they went. In some cases, vehicles would reach the dead-end and then 
keep on going making new routes; that's how many of the user-created 
routes in the analysis area were made. We did not close a lot of dead end 
routes simply because they were dead end. For each dead end route we 
analyzed if there was a recreation or access value associated with that 
route. If there was, our tendency was to leave it open rather than close it. 
The result is that hundreds of dead end routes are included in the Preferred 
Alternative. 

D18 
The 2005 Travel Management Rule at 36 C.F.R. Sec. 212.51(b) 
provides that: 

Under the Preferred alternative, the Forest Service would allow motorized 
travel for the purposes of dispersed camping within a 300-foot corridor as 
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In designating routes, the responsible official may include in the 
designation the limited use of motor vehicles within a specified 
distance of certain designated routes, and if appropriate, within 
specified time periods, solely for the purposes of …dispersed camping. 
(Emphasis added). 

The Rule makes clear that such a dispersed camping decision is not an 
exemption from designation (i.e. administrative, military or authorized 
uses pursuant to 36 C.F.R. Sec. 212.51 (a)(1)-(8)), but, rather, is 
“included in the designation”, itself. Therefore, such a dispersed 
camping designation decision must consider the same criteria for 
designation that any road, trail, or area designation would require as 
outlined in 36 C.F.R. Sec. 212.55. (i.e. impacts on natural and cultural 
resources, safety, user conflicts, and adjacent landowners). 

an exception to the 2005 Travel Rule that restricts all motorized travel to 
designated routes. The Forest Service would actively work to educate and 
inform the public of the need to utilize existing camp sites, minimize 
vegetative damage, restrict off-road travel within the 300-foot corridor, 
and not to create new dispersed camping sites. Within the analysis area 
there are hundreds of existing dispersed camping sites that would remain 
available in the Preferred Alternative. Additionally, the Forest Service 
would eliminate the 300-foot corridor exemption for dispersed camping 
access along 12 road corridors (see FEIS, Ch. 3, Recreation, Dispersed 
Camping section). These 12 corridors were chosen because of their high 
intensity of dispersed camping and resulting resource and social concerns 
associated with high intensity dispersed camping. Many of the dispersed 
camping sites in these 12 corridors are too close to the watershed influence 
zone (WIZ), have caused vegetation compaction, noxious weed spread and 
are heavily utilized by “squatters” for long-term (and illegal) occupancy. 
In addition to the items just mentioned, the issue of “squatting” has also 
resulted in the proliferation and expansion of camp sites, increased trash 
and property abandonment, and the unavailability of camp sites for 
legitimate recreation visitors. Dispersed camping opportunities in these 12 
corridors would still be available provided the sites are in good locations 
and not causing resource damage. Forest visitors would have to use 
designated, signed roads to access these sites. Designated dispersed 
camping is not a new concept as many Forests in Colorado utilize this 
system in order to concentrate impacts at suitable sites instead of allowing 
visitors to create more and more camp sites often in locations not suitable 
for long-term dispersed camping. The Gunnison Ranger District has 
utilized the designated dispersed camping strategy in the Gothic corridor 
for many years due to campers continually creating new campsites in 
inappropriate locations. Recently the Gunnison Ranger District has 
restricted areas to camping in Taylor Park that are too close to the Taylor 
River watershed (WIZ). 

D19 
3. The Regional Forester should coordinate designations within States 
and among adjoining National Forests to promote consistency. 

The Forest Service is consistent in that some areas have designated 
dispersed camping and some areas do not. 

D20 

In addition to the Rule and national Directives, the U.S.D.A. Forest 
Service, Region 2, has issued guidance which addresses the 
designation of dispersed camping sites. Former Region Two Deputy 
Regional Forester Greg Griffith made the following request in a April 

See responses D-18 
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16, 2007, letter to Forest Supervisors within Region 2: 

I am writing to request each Forest Supervisor consider these 
recommendations in your travel management planning effort so that 
there is a standard approach towards consistency efforts by all Region 
2 Forests and Grasslands. As you know, we are now into the second 
year of a four-year effort and we cannot afford to let this issue linger. 
The recommendations are: 

Forest Motor Vehicle Maps (MVUM) must clearly identify the roads 
and distance where off road motor vehicle use is authorized for 
dispersed camping …so that the public understands the rules and 
regulations... 

3. Over time, the long term goal for the Rocky Mountain Region’s 
forests…will be to strive towards designating individual spur routes or 
dispersed camping sites. During future travel management planning 
efforts, forests…will identify those areas or locations where 
unacceptable resource damage is occurring or where there are 
opportunities to improve the recreation experience by designating 
individual dispersed sites. Forest Supervisors and District Rangers are 
charged with the responsibility of identifying and managing these 
areas in a manner that best meets the resource objectives of the area 
with consideration of their overall program of work and funding 
situation. 

D21 

A dispersed camping policy that does not designate camping sites, nor 
authorized access routes (spur roads), will almost certainly result in a 
proliferation of illegal user-created routes. The result will be an 
accumulation of negative impacts on existing soils & vegetation, plus 
the prospect of proliferation of invasive and non-native weeds and 
grasses, human trash, and unsanitary human waste. 

See responses D-17, D-18 

D22 

The Elk Mountain Hikers Club is as concerned as other organizations 
with the proliferation of undesignated campsites and the inevitable 
new user trails that will undoubtedly radiate from these new sites. 
Therefore, we recommend that designated camping areas be 
established within 300 feet of motorized routes by using signs to direct 
campers to an approved camping area, with instructions for 
minimizing their environmental impact on the area. 

See responses D-18. The Forest Service regularly monitors dispersed 
campsites and attempts to educate the public on proper camping 
procedures. Additionally, Leave no Trace camping information is 
provided to those who stop by the office prior to their trip. 

D23 HPP recommends that all routes for any use be designated. Vehicles See response D-18 above. Fuel wood gathering has it's own set of rules 
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should only be allowed one car length off designated routes for 
camping and other day use activities. Allowing 300 feet of travel for 
camping on existing routes will be impossible to manage when you 
consider fuel wood gathering created routes. This results in the 
proliferation of new camping access and further fragments the 
landscape. 

and regulations which define how that activity is to be carried out by the 
public. 

D24 

Quiet Use Coalition disagrees with the proposal to designate existing 
access routes as open for dispersed camping. This blanket non-
designation of these travel routes within 300 feet of officially 
designated routes violates the intent and letter of the 2005 Travel 
Management Rule, including regional and national agency guidance. 
The agency should develop and implement a legitimate process to 
identify, analyze & designate all existing access routes that might 
possibly be used for appropriate dispersed camping. This process 
should involve the public. Failure to do so could lead to the 
proliferation of user created motorized camp access routes within 300' 
of officially designated routes in some areas. It may effectively extend 
the width and direct impact of some routes to a 600' wide corridor. 

See response D-18 above 

D25 

There is a problem with dispersed camping in all the alternatives. I 
hope you will remedy this situation so that there aren’t more user-
created dispersed camping areas and spur roads to them proliferating 
all over the region. Dispersed camping is a growing use, and its 
impacts need to be curtailed. 

See response D-17 and D-18 above 

D26 

Dispersed camping is a western public lands tradition that we generally 
condone and as ardent campers often enjoy ourselves. The 300’ 
allowance has proven generally workable along maintained system 
roadways, so long as sensitive areas such as wetlands and riparian 
zones are protected (which unfortunately is not always the case). We 
applaud your restriction of this allowance for access “to established 
sites only,” and urge you to make that restriction clear on MVUMs 
[Motorized Vehicle Use Map]and via other public information 
opportunities. Additionally and most importantly, we request that you 
clarify on MVUMs and otherwise that the 300’ dispersed camping 
allowance from “routes” does not extend into roadless backcountry 
along the extensive networks of motorized backcountry trails, where 
monitoring and enforcement become difficult to impossible and the 
risks to scenery, habitat, wildlife, streams, watersheds and quiet use are 

See response D-18 above. We will explore the possibility of adding 
language to the MVUM map defining dispersed camping policy 
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exponentially higher. Please specify that the 300’ dispersed camping 
allowance applies only to maintained system roads. Seasonal 
restrictions to this allowance may also be necessary in certain places, 
but are not considered in any of your alternatives. This is an area, 
therefore, that needs further thought during your final decision-making 
process, and clarification in your DoR [Record of Decision]. 

D27 

Dispersed Camping: Preserve Camping Opportunity: Camping 
opportunities have been or are going to be severely limited by planned 
Forest Service Campground closures, due to budgetary constraints. 
These economic hardships should not be compounded by further 
restricting roadside camping to areas where existing pullouts exist. The 
number of existing pullouts is not adequate to provide adequate 
camping area or fishing access for our many summer visitors. 

See responses above. The number of existing pull-outs is more than 
adequate; many of these existing pull-outs would be "designated" as long 
as they are not causing adverse resource impacts. 

D28 

Because existing access routes would not be designated, they will not 
be shown on the Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM) which will lead to 
enforcement problems while simultaneously adding to the ambiguity 
that this travel management plan is trying to resolve. The failure to 
designate these existing access routes will lead to the proliferation of 
user created routes and user created dispersed camping sites. 
Proliferation of user created routes and campsites is a problem 
recognized in the DEIS: 

See response D-18 above. 

D29 

Dispersed camping is widespread throughout the analysis area, 
predominately occurring along streams and near lakes and is typically 
adjacent to existing public roads and trails. These types of camping 
sites were developed by users based on accessibility and the type of 
camping experience sought. Many sites have existed for years, but 
each year, new camping sites are being created or existing sites are 
enlarged. (p.134) 

See response D-18 above and FEIS section on Dispersed Camping 
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D30 

Despite having nearly two years to comply, we find no evidence in the 
DEIS that the Forest Service or the BLM followed direction from their 
respective leadership in the regional and state offices. Deputy Regional 
Forester Greg Griffith’s April 2007 guidance states that Forest 
Supervisors, “during future travel… planning…, should consider 
identifying those areas or locations where unacceptable resource 
damage is occurring or where there are opportunities to improve the 
recreation experience by designating individual dispersed sites.” In 
February 2007, Colorado BLM State Director Sally Wisely issued an 
instructional Memorandum on Travel Management that stated: 

See response D-18. It is not clear that former Deputy Regional Forester 
Griffith meant that on-going travel management planning efforts 
(Gunnison Travel Management planning began prior to 2001 and was re-
initiated in April 2006) would identify and designate individual dispersed 
sites. His direction states that “during future travel … planning …., should 
consider” this planning effort is not a future planning effort, but is a 
continuation and on-going planning effort. Further his direction is a 
recommendation (i.e. “should”) rather than a directive (i.e. “shall”). The 
Forest Service and BLM contend their travel management plans for 
dispersed camping in the FEIS are consistent with the intent and long-term 
direction of both Regional and State managers.  

D31 

RMP revisions should identify and designate spur roads and other 
routes that lead to significant and appropriate sites for camping and 
day use. If needed, RMP revisions may include the limited use of 
motor vehicles within a specified distance of specific designated 
routes, and if appropriate within a specified time period. This is 
consistent with the policies of the United States Forest Service OHV 
Rule. 

These suggestions have been noted. This travel management planning 
process does not include provisions for revising the BLM’s RMP. That is a 
separate and distinctly different action. The commenter’s preference for 
designating access spurs to dispersed campsite on BLM lands is noted. At 
this time the agency does not see the need to move to more restrictive or 
controlled access for dispersed camping. 

D32 

There is one process in which to rectify the problems identified above: 
The designation of access routes to dispersed camping areas and the 
dispersed camping sites themselves. This can be accomplished through 
an efficient review and analysis of all the existing spurs or a more 
thorough strategic dispersed camping plan be can designed to best 
accommodate for this use within the capabilities of the individual 
public land management agencies. As a starting point, we suggest 
designating routes to dispersed camping areas and dispersed camping 
sites themselves that are located within four miles of existing 
Gunnison sage-grouse leks. A four mile road buffer around leks is 
noted in the Gunnison Sage-grouse Range wide Conservation Plan as 
being the recommended buffer distance to provide adequate breeding 
habitat. 

The “how to” regarding evaluating and inventorying of existing dispersed 
camping sites and further controlling public access to traditional dispersed 
camping sites is essentially outside the scope of this travel management 
planning effort. See response D31 above and D18 above. The BLM and 
Forest Service recognize and adhere to the recommended buffer distance 
form Gunnison Sage grouse leks with regard to roads and motorized trails, 
which is within the scope of this travel management decision. 

D33 

Either way, we [High Country Citizens Alliance] believe that 
motorized dispersed camping is a travel management issue and should 
be addressed in full when doing a travel management plan. Therefore, 
we respectfully reiterate our strong suggestion that such routes and 
dispersed camping areas be designated through this travel plan. 

See D-18 response above 
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We [High Country Citizens Alliance] would like to reiterate the 
recommendations put forth by the Southern Rockies Conservation 
Alliance Dispersed Camping Policy on Forest Service Lands 
(Appendix C): 

D34 

Specifically, the Forest Service should allow dispersed camping 
generally but restrict motor vehicle travel for the purposes of dispersed 
camping according to a combination of the following options, as 
dictated by resource, safety, and private property concerns: 

a) Forest visitors may park a motor vehicle within one vehicle length 
from the edge of the road surface when it is safe to do so and without 
causing damage to the Forest Service resources (campers walk to 
access a backcountry camp of their choosing), and/or 

b) Motor vehicles may access signed campsites via designated camp 
spur routes that are signed and demarcated on a travel management 
map 

see response D-18 above and the FEIS section on Dispersed Camping 

D35 

Dispersed Motorized Camping -Along with the USFS & BLM, we 
recognize that camping in a dispersed manner is an important 
opportunity offered to public land visitors and we generally support 
camping in undeveloped terrain when it is sustainable and determined 
appropriate. Common to all action alternatives within this DEIS is a 
dispersed camping policy that allows motor vehicle access to existing 
dispersed camping sites via existing access routes or spurs. These 
undesignated dispersed camping sites and spurs must be within 300 
feet of the centerline of a route designated as open to motorized travel 
according to this policy. 

see response D-18 above and the FEIS section on Dispersed Camping 

D36 

Our [High Country Citizens Alliance] concern with this proposed 
policy lies primarily with these “existing access routes.” Through this 
policy these “existing access routes,” as an exemption from the ban on 
cross country travel, will be open to public motorized travel without 
ever having been analyzed through NEPA. To further complicate 
matters, these existing access spurs and routes will not be part of the 
official travel system and therefore will not be shown on the resulting 
Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM). This policy applies to any existing 
spur and realistically is left up to the public to identify these existing 
spur routes and determine the 300 ft length in the field. Through this 
proposal, the Forest service is creating a uniquely ambiguous policy 

see response D-18 above and the FEIS section on Dispersed Camping 
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that neither takes the necessary steps in this TMP to designate the 
access spurs and routes as open, closed, or limited, nor leaves the area 
entirely open to a 300 ft dispersed camping exception. Avoiding the 
latter is commendable, as it would not be a legally viable alternative 
anyway. 

D37 

Unfortunately, the legality of avoiding designation is also in question 
since this policy is applied neither sparingly to specific designated 
routes nor does it appear to fit within the range of options provided by 
the 2005 Travel Management Rule as further discussed below. The 
central and primary goal of the 2005 Travel Management Rule was to 
identify, analyze and establish a system of designated roads, trails, and 
areas on every forest in the nation and to limit motorized travel to 
those designated roads, trails, and areas as closed, open, or limited. 
There are only two exceptions to this ban on cross country travel 
available to the general public. The two exceptions were a limited 
distance off specific designated routes for dispersed camping and the 
retrieval of downed big game and were to be used sparingly to void 
undermining the spirit of the Travel Management Rule.  

See response D-18 above and the FEIS section on Dispersed Camping 

D38 

The next major travel management plan revision will likely not occur 
for approximately 15 - 20 years and this is too long for this portion of 
the travel system not to be properly addressed and designated in 
accordance with NEPA. Both USFS & BLM memorandums and 
guidance documents suggest designation of access spurs and routes to 
dispersed camping sites (see below) during planning efforts as a way 
to sustain this use and create consistency. 

See response D-18 above and the FEIS section on Dispersed Camping 

D39 

Consequently, we request that the federal agencies reconsider 
designating these existing dispersed camping access spurs and routes 
and the sites they lead to either opened, closed, or limited within this 
travel management process. We believe that a blanket exception for all 
existing spurs not only violates the 2005 Travel Management Rule but 
creates an extremely ambiguous and unenforceable policy. A 
legitimate process to identify, analyze & designate (open, closed, or 
limited) all existing access spurs and routes within the travel analysis 
area pursuant to NEPA is needed to bring the USFS & BLM into full 
compliance with the 2005 Travel Management Rule. This process 
needs accountability, a legal timeline, and public involvement all of 
which the current travel management planning process provides. 

See response D-18 above and the FEIS section on Dispersed Camping; 
Contrary to the commenter's opinion enforcing a designated dispersed 
camping policy on all lands within the analysis area would also be an un-
enforceable policy and defies the reality of available personnel. Also, the 
BLM is not directed to abide by the 2005 Travel Management Rule as the 
commenter suggests. 
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D40 

As mentioned above and more fully discussed below, it is our view 
that the blanket 300-ft fixed-length allowance for travel off designated 
routes for dispersed camping on all existing spurs violates the letter, as 
well as the spirit, of the 2005 Travel Management Rule and national 
and regional agency guidance. The Rule makes clear that dispersed 
camping must be designated in accordance with the ORV designation 
requirements of the 2005 Travel Management Rule (i.e. consideration 
of impacts on natural and cultural resources, forest visitor safety, user 
conflicts, and adjacent landowners). However, we find no impacts 
analysis to support the dispersed camping policy common to all action 
alternatives in this DEIS. Additionally, despite having raised the same 
issue in our scoping comments, we are disappointed to see that the 
DEIS lacked a range of alternatives with regards to other options for 
addressing motorized dispersed camping. 

See response D-18 above and the FEIS section on Dispersed Camping; 
Furthermore, the analysis team considered but dropped from analysis in 
the DEIS the concept of designated dispersed camping due to the 
infeasibility of carrying out such an action 

D41 

Dispersed: Page 22. Recreational Experiences and Opportunity. The 
issue statements for ATV’s and Motorcycles (page 23) are incorrect as 
they apply to our membership and motorized recreationists in general. 
The planning team’s interpretation of public input that ATV and 
motorcycle enthusiasts want to eliminate dead-end roads and trails is 
wrong. While motorized recreationists seek out long distance and loop 
trip opportunities, they still have a high interest in maintaining their 
special places and campsites…many of which are on dead-end roads. 

See responses D-17 regarding dead-end roads 

D42 

Most dispersed campers use motor vehicles to get to their favorite 
campsites, even if they do not use them for recreation. This group of 
dispersed campers are most impacted by the closure of spur routes, and 
are also less likely to be actively involved in the TMR process, and so 
become unheard citizens. 

See response D-17, D-18 above regarding dead-end roads and dispersed 
campsites. All citizens have had ample time (several months altogether) to 
provide comments regarding this travel management process. If there are 
citizens that have not commented then yes they will be "unheard". 

D43 

To automatically eliminate dead-end roads and trails is to remove 
reasonable, enhanced recreation settings that have been historically 
enjoyed by many motorized users. To eliminate these dead-end sites is 
to concentrate motorized camping along designated routes (+/- 300 ft) 
only and sets up a situation that disrupts other users and perpetuates 
potential conflicts. It is essential that the agency perform site-specific 
analysis in order to determine the proper designation status of dead-
end routes, rather than adopting some form of rigid guideline that will 
inappropriately eliminate legitimate use that will have a net beneficial 
effect on the environment. We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle 

See responses D-17 regarding dead-end roads. 
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Coalition; et al.] request all of the dead-end travel routes, including 
those of less than a quarter mile, receive site specific analysis or be 
placed back into the inventory of established routes for motorized use, 
and be available for consideration in all alternatives. 

D44 

The last paragraph on page 14: The Proposed Action provides for 
motor vehicle access to existing dispersed camping sites that are within 
300 feet of the centerline of a route designated as open to motorized 
travel. My comment: So, we have existing camping sites within 300 
feet of a designated route. 

See response D-18 above and the FEIS section on Dispersed Camping 

D45 

The first paragraph on page 135: The proposal for all action 
alternatives in this analysis is to allow motorized vehicles 300 feet off 
of designated routes for dispersed camping and other dispersed 
recreation activities on existing routes only. This means there is no 
blanket 300-foot buffer zone around designated routes where a person 
can pull a motorized vehicle off of the road or trail; rather, any 
dispersed camping or other dispersed recreational activity would have 
to occur on an existing open route or spur or a designated open route or 
spur as shown on the MVUM. My comment: What does "on existing 
routes only" pertain to? How could a designated route not be an 
existing route? My comment: The blanket 300-foot buffer zone 
sentence is so confusing, I can't understand what you are trying to 
allow or prevent. For example, what does "existing open route or spur 
or a designated open route or spur as shown on the MVUM." mean? 

See response D-18 above and the FEIS section on Dispersed Camping 

D46 

The second paragraph on page 135: Dispersed camping is currently 
restricted in Taylor Canyon and is limited to designated sites only in 
the Gothic corridor. Otherwise dispersed camping opportunities on 
NFS lands are generally allowed along all of the existing Forest 
Service roads in the analysis area. My comment: Is this a statement of 
existing conditions that are to continue unchanged? The second 
sentence seems to negate the entire previous first paragraph. 

Yes, this is a statement of existing conditions that would change 
depending on the alternatives outlined in the FEIS 

D47 

DESIGNATED CAMPING AREAS As a final note, I think that it is 
important to encourage DESIGNATED CAMPING AREAS! Due to 
our lack of such facilities, the dispersed camping has reached 
unsustainable proportions. In the years I’ve lived here I’ve watched 
more and more roads being created to new campsites. These create a 
huge environmental impact. I know that most people (visitors in 

See response D-18 above and the FEIS section on Dispersed Camping 
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particular) would prefer having campsites with basic amenities. We 
need more fee sites than just Irwin Lake and the Cement Creek 
Campground. 

 

# Document Related Comments Response 

D48 

Public administrators must be fair when it comes to managing the 
lands they are entrusted with. To be fair, they need to establish a 
baseline from which to make decisions. My proposal is to declare this 
year as a baseline and regulate closures in the Gunnison Basin on a 
one for one basis. That is, if a special interest group wants access to 
public land closed they would be expected to close a percentage of all 
types of access. i.e. In this particular discussion, there is an effort to 
close several historical OHV trails. The reasons given for closing 
these trails are not unique to OHV trails. They apply to all human 
presence in the forest, whether on foot, on bike, or on OHV. Human 
presence has a impact in each case. Who is to say that the impact to 
an animal is less or more from a OHV then from a hiker. Animals 
living next to roads think no more of a passing vehicles then a 
wilderness animal thinks of a passing hiker. It might be true saying 
that a wilderness animal is more traumatized by the hiker then the car. 
How many deer or bear bolt and run when a car passes by as opposed 
to the passing of a hiker in a wilderness area. My experience tells me 
that the wilderness animal is more traumatized for I have never been 
able to walk by an animal in a roadless area without the animal 
bolting off. While, at the same time, I am able to walk up and almost 
touch urban wild animals before they turn and casually walk away.  

Administrators should baseline the length of all categories of trails in 
their jurisdiction. If there are 1000 miles of designated ATV trails, 
1000 miles of 4x4 trails, 1000 miles of mountain bike trails, and 1000 
miles of hiking trails and a effort is put forth to close 10 miles or 1% 
of ATV trails, then 1% of each of the other category trails should be 
closed. Likewise, if a new wilderness is created and 100 miles of 
trails are opened in that area, then each of the other category of trails 
should be increased by 10% in new areas of public land in the 
Gunnison Basin. This is not a new concept. It based in law and public 
practice throughout this country. For example, if the State of Alaska 

For the purposes of NEPA the No Action alternative is considered a 
baseline against which to compare environmental effects. As for comments 
on the response of wildlife to human use, this is well settled among wildlife 
professionals, and is addressed in Chapter 3 Wildlife.  
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declares a portion of private property to be "wetlands" they give an 
equivalent size of state property to compensate the private land 
owner. 

D49 

Both Gunnison Trails and Crested Butte Mountain Bike Associations 
(CBMBA) have made extensive comments around this, so I will refer 
to their comments and support what both organizations have stated 
around mountain bikes being grouped separate from motorized. Both 
CBMBA and Gunnison Trails has proven that new trails and work on 
existing ones can be created in ways that reduce the amount of 
maintenance. For example, Jacks at Hartman Rocks was built in such 
a way very little work has had to be done on it. So with partnerships 
with local trail groups, we can build and maintain sustainable trails in 
ways that have not been done previously. 

Mountain bikes are not lumped with motorized use in the Final EIS or 
decision  

D50 

In future proposals replace the bureaucratic speak “Proposed 
Decommission” with the more honest, “Closure”. 

We understand the point of the comment. To many the terms decommission 
and closures are synonymous. The agencies have often used both terms in 
the EIS and have been used to mean the same thing. For the purposes of 
this Final EIS, closure means it will not be open to public travel. There are 
those that equate decommissioning with obliteration and others use the 
term in an administrative sense, meaning to take it out of the system. , 
whether the route will be decommissioned using either meaning has not 
been determined.  

D51 

Scope of Analysis  

The DEIS includes many references to the overall purpose:  

The purpose of this travel management planning process is to 
determine roads and trails on federal lands managed by the Forest 
Service and BLM in the upper Gunnison Basin and North Fork Valley 
needed to provide a functional transportation system that balances 
resource protection and public safety with recreation and access 
needs. (p.13)  

The purpose is clear. The USFS & BLM intends this document to be a 
final and complete representation of the travel system on Gunnison 
Basin federal lands. Clearly this is an ambitious goal. Nonetheless, 
the federal agencies appear to have excluded from analysis industrial 
routes. Specifically, the agencies have not adequately analyzed roads 
and routes associated with foreseeable oil and gas development on 
Gunnison Basin federal lands especially in the North Fork Valley. 

Not true. Industrial routes (e.g. administrative roads) were considered and 
evaluated in the EIS. Potential Oil and Gas development expectations were 
addressed specifically in the Chapter 3. The Evaluation of Cumulative 
Impacts at the Landscape Level – Energy Exploration and Development. 
Based on that assessment of past and expected oil and gas exploration, it is 
difficult to characterize 5 miles of new administrative road for oil and gas 
on the Paonia Ranger District as a “booming development”. These potential 
impacts have been evaluated based on information available to the agency 
and to the level and context appropriate for the potential for adverse impact. 
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Given the broad purpose of the document and booming development 
of oil and gas in western Colorado, the failure to analyze these routes 
that clearly have connected and cumulative impacts with the proposed 
travel system is a significant oversight. We ask the agencies to 
undertake a thorough analysis of the connected and cumulative 
impacts of all routes and roads, whether used for administrative 
purposes, for industrial purposes or for recreational purposes.  

D52 

Commenter is uncertain of the plan’s focus – is it just for motorized 
and mechanized or is it a comprehensive travel plan that also 
identifies management for foot & horse use. Commenter feels it 
focuses primarily on motorized/ mechanized uses because agencies 
say they are having problems with them. They contend there is a 
conflict about what is in the NOI and what agencies portray on the 
website and other materials for the plan. 

 

The plan’s focus has always been to decide what routes should be 
designated as open to motorized and mountain bike use during the spring, 
summer and fall, the appropriate users allowed on each route and what 
seasonal closures or other restrictions might be necessary for those uses. 
The decisions made in this document will have some effects on what 
opportunities are available for foot and horse traffic but planning for the 
use of these groups is not a major focus of this route designation effort. 
They are partially correct in thinking we are focusing on motorized and 
mountain bike activities because we are having problems with them (e.g. 
inappropriate or unnecessary routes, resource impacts, user conflicts, 
maintenance problems, route proliferation etc) but we are also doing this 
because the FS was directed to do travel planning and BLM’s local 
planning programs called for detailed route-by-route planning.  

Review of the NOI does not identify a conflict between the NOI and the 
Purpose and Need for Action (Chapter 1). The NOI identifies the need to 
evaluate and analyze motorized travel need s on a route by route basis and 
that the Forest Service would ultimately produce a MVU map that depicts 
the motorized and/or mechanized routes that would remain open to the 
public. Documentation in the EIS and other supporting information (e.g. 
website) includes a wide variety of information and details that go beyond 
the basis focus of motorized and mechanized travel because there are 
interrelationships or indirect consequences of actions related to those basic 
purpose and need decisions. 

D53 

Page 3, “Summary of Effects on Various Resources or Activities by 
Alternatives” Table, would benefit from a display of single-track 
trails by alternative since it is an issue identified on page 23, DEIS. 
Also, there are disclosures in the Affected Environment Chapter 
discussions on Recreation that suggest conceptual miles of new 
construction of roads and trails. Miles range from 15 to 100 miles and 
vary by alternatives. The reader is again directed to Item 37 for details 

The commenter’s preference to have information contained in the 
document to be shown in other locations or in various summaries is noted. 
The layout and contents of the EIS are discretionary other than the outline 
as defined in 40 CFR 1502.10 Recommended Format. The information 
referenced by COHVCO is fully disclosed in an appropriate location within 
the document. It should be noted the table titled “Summary of Effects on 
Various Resource or Activities by Alternatives" is a summary table of 
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on true recreational opportunity by type.  

We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] request to have 
these miles displayed in this same table (page 3) by alternative, and 
showing the available mileage by recreation type (similar to item 37 
below). 

detailed information contained in a 210 page document, not all information 
contained in the full document is necessary for a 4 page summary section. 

D54 

EPA’s role is to evaluate the potential effects of proposed actions and 
the adequacy of the information in the DIES. We rate this DEIS an 
“EC-2” (environmental concerns, insufficient information) as outlined 
in EPA’s enclosed ratings criteria. The EC rating indicates that the 
reviewer has identified environmental impacts that should be avoided 
in order to adequately protect the environment. We also recommend 
additional analysis and information to fully assess and mitigate all 
potential impacts of the management actions. A complete description 
of EPA’s EIS rating system is enclosed, as well as detailed comments 
used to determine the project’s rating. 

The Final EIS has been prepared in response to public comment, including 
those by EPA, to be a more complete analysis of environmental effects. 
The agencies have reviewed the environmental impacts identified by EPA 
and made revisions in the Final EIS. It should be noted that EPA's concerns 
with potential impacts associated with road and trail maintenance are not 
within the scope of the proposed action (see Chapter 1, Purpose and Need 
of Action and Scope of Project and Analysis sections). Road and trail 
maintenance are on-going resource management actions and both the Forest 
Service and BLM have separate and existing procedures, policies, and 
priorities for that annual work. There also specific guidelines that have 
been reviewed by the EPA regarding watershed protection and erosion 
control (Forest Service Region 2 Watershed Conservation Handbook) that 
are routinely used by the Forest Service with regard to road and trail 
maintenance. 

D55 

When considering the miles of trails available to horseback and hikers 
it is important to recognize the multiple miles of trails available in our 
local Wilderness Areas to only horseback and hiker usage while 
mechanized and motorized users are restricted from using the 
Wilderness Areas. Thus please consider the total available miles in 
our area for each user group when you are looking at the ratios of 
available miles today and in a new plan. 

Factors suggested by this comment are taken into consideration as the 
Forest Service weighs and balances competing demands for resource use. 
See Chapter 2, Conditions Common to all Alternatives, paragraph 2.  

D56 

Page 176. Table 3-34. Comparison of Alternatives. We [Colorado Off 
Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] Would prefer to have the historic 
levels of motorized use under Alternative A, the No Action 
alternative. However, we recognize the efforts by the BLM to put 
together a responsive motorized Alternative 4, especially for the 
single track routes that help provide a continuity of loop routes.  

The historic levels of motorized use are just that: historic. They do not 
represent the No Action existing conditions. The 2001 Interim Travel 
Restriction decision set the baseline of travel. Going back to conditions 
when cross-country travel was allowed and users created routes were 
proliferating is not a reasonable or realist baseline. The nature of motorized 
travel has changed in the Gunnison Travel analysis area with the 2001 
Interim Travel Restrictions. COHVCO and others were involved with that 
project and provided comments for the NEPA compliance. 

D57 Page 59. Last paragraph. The Alternative 4 discussion suggests that 
alternative 4 consequences would be of the same magnitude as the 

Resource specialists prepare the various sections of the DEIS depending 
upon their area of expertise and experience. Their assessments of impacts 
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Proposed Action. Then the author who assigns a self proclaimed 
simplistic level of analysis establishes that actually Alternative 4 is 
actually less preferable than the Proposed Action. This even assumes 
better new road and trail locations with best management practices 
applied. The science here is hard to follow.  

We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] request that the 
FEIS show the same consequences for alternatives 4 and the preferred 
alternative. 

are made based on their knowledge of the area, resource and science. While 
COHVCO may not agree with or like the assessment provided, they offer 
no evidence, science or technical expertise in the field of hydrology, 
watershed management, or water quality to support their request that the 
environmental consequences relating to water resources for Alternative 4 
are the same as the Preferred Alternative --- which should be noted was not 
determined in the DEIS. The DEIS only presented a Proposed Action, not a 
Preferred Alternative. 

D58 

Page 69. Aquatic Resources. The apparent planning assumptions 
assigned to most specialists on the Planning Team were to consider 
effects on motorized routes only. The same has been the case here in 
the Fish and Aquatic MIS (Management Indicator Species – Affected 
Environment section).  

We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] request that all 
alternatives be evaluated for all types of uses, or that the evaluation 
for motorized only be removed. 

Analyses included in the EIS are those that are commensurate with the 
Decision to be made. Please see Chapter 1. Purpose and Need for Action. 
The focus of the 2005 Travel Rule and the need to determine which routes 
would remain open to public travel in the Gunnison Travel Analysis area 
are all related to motorized travel. That is the focus of the decisions to be 
made and therefore the focus of the impact assessment. The decisions to be 
made are predominated by motorized travel; therefore the impact 
assessment of motorized impacts is commensurate with the scope of the 
project. 

D59 

Table 1 below provides a summary of the impacts of the various 
alternatives on the different types of recreation. At first glance it 
appears that there is some semblance of balance amongst the various 
recreation types. However, these values are quite misleading, based 
on the multiple use concept, and the fact that lower types of travel are 
granted access to those above, e.g. Horses get to use Mountain Bike, 
Motorcycle and ATV routes.  

Table 1, calculated trail mileage by DEIS method  

[See document page 14 for table 1]  

Table 2, available trail mileage by recreation type  

[See document page 14 for table 2]  

Table 3, available trail mileage by recreation type, with wilderness  

[See document page 15 for table 3]  

The differences by trail mileage shown in Tables 2 and 3 highlight the 
restrictive nature of the Travel Management Plan on motorized 
recreation, and how much more trail mileage is available to non-
motorized recreation forms. The impact needs to be taken into context 
of how many miles per day these types of users travel. As an 

What this commenter considers to be bias against motorized recreation is 
simply the agency's response to the clear need to manage motorized 
recreation, and to designate routes in order to do so. This is in compliance 
with the 36 CFR 212, for the Forest Service, and 43 CFR 83.42, for the 
BLM  

The analysis presented by the commenter does have some basic flaws in 
logic. The disclosure that certain modes of travel have differing distance 
requirements or objectives cannot be used to calculate recreation 
opportunity.  

“Days of opportunity” are more related to a season of use or weather 
conditions or snow free conditions. Recreation opportunity measured in 
miles of route is one way to define opportunity, but typically recreational 
experience and enjoyment is influenced by many factors such as scenery, 
wildlife viewing, weather conditions, numbers of other users encountered, 
all which have little to do with the miles travelled. Miles travelled for 
recreation is more of an accounting measure, much like defining a skiing 
experience by the number of runs per day as opposed to defining the skiing 
recreational experience by snow conditions, views, weather conditions and 
numbers of skiers on the slopes.  
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example, it becomes clear that ATV’s get about 3 days of opportunity 
(50 miles/day), while motorcycles get about 5 days of opportunity 
(100 miles/day), mountain bikes get about 24 days (25 miles/day), 
horses get about 65 days of opportunity (20 miles/day), while foot 
travelers get about 130 days of opportunity (10 miles/day). When the 
540 miles of Wilderness trails are included, equestrian recreationists 
get over 90 days of opportunity and hikers get between 180-190 days 
of opportunity!  

The point of this exercise is to remind the authors that additional 
mileage is warranted for motorized recreation, based on equitable 
need, financial support through grants and volunteer efforts. The 
continual decline in available trail mileage continues to show a bias 
against motorized recreation. It also results in concentrated use on the 
remaining routes, which provides fodder for the restrictive use groups 
to object to trail impact. Greater dispersion would result in less impact 
and happier recreationists.  

We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] request that an 
analysis identical to, or very similar to this be included in the FEIS. 

D60 

I realize that just because these trail systems are listed on any 
potential final version, doesn’t mean that they will automatically 
happen, so why not give them the blessing and then review each trail 
proposal on a case by case? 

Trails/routes have been considered individually, but simply cannot be 
displayed and analyzed one at a time. The need for travel management is 
now, and this effort to address the issue at this scale is the only reasonable 
way to do it. Otherwise no decision would be made on most routes for 
years to come.  

D61 

We need to know the specific reasons for each and every possible trail 
closure, so that we can find solutions for everyone. This is a specific 
request for more information on each route that you are considering 
closing. Please send this information to us, and to the COHVCO. 

 The DEIS clearly defines that the level of analysis for a project addressing 
over 3,000 miles of road and 1,000 miles of trail covering over 1 million 
acres of federal land can only be done at the landscape level. All of the 
individual routes were evaluated based on the factors disclosed in Chapter 
1, Travel Analysis and determinations on suitability and the need for those 
routes was made in order to develop the DEIS Proposed Action and a range 
of reasonable alternatives. It is unclear what "solutions" the commenter 
would be able to provide regarding planned closures. In the DEIS, 
Appendix A and B is a complete list of routes that would be closed. That 
information was available to the public. The commenter and COHVCO and 
COHVCO did provide the agencies with specific comments on specific 
routes that were identified for closure, those comments were evaluated and 
considered. 
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D62 

There is an untruth implied in the DEIS by the way the data are 
presented. The reassignment, in the Preferred Alt, of motorized trail 
to mb trail implies that a great benefit has been conferred upon mb's. 
But this is NOT true. The increase in mb trail mileage is an increase 
only the coloring changes done on the maps or the changes made to 
the listings of trails in the tables. All mileages for mb's exist on 
multiple-use trails now, trails that are open to motorcycles -- it is 
DENIAL of trail mileages to motorcycles that is given to appear as 
increase in mb trails -- what appears on the maps and tables as a 
benefit is actually a DETRIMENT to motorcyclists. Mb's do not gain 
opportunity but motorcyclist’s lose opportunity. But this is NOT a 
zero sum game. That is why we have multiple-use. That is why there 
the MUSA. Mb's can grow up and keep sharing the trails just like we 
do. The squeakiest users get greased, but mb's can be required to 
share trails, as they are not actually prima donnas.  

It is the duty of the USFS and the BLM to ensure that recreation on 
the Forests is not treated as a zero-sum game and that arrogance and 
pettiness are not rewarded with special favors of the destructive 
management type. 

Please note, there was no Preferred Alternative identified in the DEIS. The 
comments provided are unclear and allegations of mistakes or errors in 
tables or text are not referenced adequately to provide a more detailed 
response. The recreation experience of various users is taken into account 
in the attempt to provide a mix and spectrum of recreation settings. The 
hierarchy of travel (Chapter 1 and Chapter 3. Transportation System) 
explain what would be allowed under the various travel designations for 
trails. Yes, motorized trails can be used and shared with mountain bike 
riders, but non-motorized trails cannot be used by motorcycles.  

D63 

Wilderness trail mileages for hikers and horses vastly expand their 
opportunities. They do NOT need to abscond with our few 
opportunities, and you should not help them to, and you should 
include all those Wilderness miles in your charts and analyses.  

Miles of routes within Wilderness are outside the scope of the decision. WE 
do disclose they are there (Chapter 2, Conditions Common to All 
Alternatives) and in the discussion of recreation and ROS, however they 
are not, nor should they be, considered as part of an exercise to divide the 
pie equally. The focus of this travel management planning was to determine 
which existing routes should remain open for motorized travel, it is not 
about trails in the Wilderness.  

D64 
 I would consider pure documented science towards multiple use trail 
closure if the science actually exists. 

No response. 

D65 

Page 46. Table 3-2. Miles of Motorized Routes in Alpine Areas. This 
table shows only motorized routes. Our [Colorado Off Highway 
Vehicle Coalition; et al.] concerns remain about where is the science 
and impacts of mechanized, foot and horse use disclosed.  

We request a correction in the FEIS, with a complete comparison of 
all types of use in alpine areas. 

The significant issue being analyzed is the impact of motorized use on 
federal lands and more specifically in alpine areas for that section of 
Chapter 3. Corrections were made in this area of analysis based on an 
update of data base information on Alpine soil types. There were actually 
fewer miles of road and motorized trail in Alpine areas than disclosed in the 
DEIS. Those revisions are contained in the Final EIS. 

D66 Page 55. Last paragraph. Environmental Effects by Alternatives. This 
whole section of discussion and associated tables is introduced by the 

The significant issue being analyzed is the impact of motorized use on 
federal lands within the analysis area. The section specifically addresses 
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lead sentence that says: “For the purpose of this analysis only 
motorized roads and trails were summarized”. We [Colorado Off 
Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] consider this poor planning 
management of a process that requires full disclosure and has multiple 
issues identified about all user groups. Route densities and stream 
crossings, in example, can be seen for only motorized use. See Tables 
3-8 and 3-9 as additional illustrations of this bias.  

We request that all alternatives be evaluated for all types of uses, or 
that the evaluation for motorized only be removed. 

potential effects of motorized routes on alpine areas. There is no bias made 
by such an analysis, it addressed one of key issues identified in scoping and 
in the Purpose and Need for Action, that is the environmental effects of 
motorized travel on natural resources.  

D67 

Page 44. Chapter 3. Affected Environment and Environmental 
Effects. Paragraph one states that scientific data would be presented 
to summarize physical, biological, social, and economic environments 
and the associated effects by alternative. As identified above the 
document is particularly weak in displaying and using the social and 
recreation sciences, local economic and demographic data, and any 
data associated with mechanized use impacts.  

We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] request that the 
FEIS expound on these issues in a fashion that is unbiased against any 
activity, especially motorized recreation. 

As the introduction to the analysis that follows in Chapter 3, it should be 
apparent that we believe sufficient analysis is presented. As for the repeated 
charge of bias against motorized recreation, non e is intended, but rather the 
urgent need to manage motorized recreation is the very purpose of this 
action and the entire analysis. It should be noted that Chapter 3 does 
address social impacts, economic impacts, and recreational opportunities. 
Those assessments used the best available data and information. Without 
COHVCO providing the agencies with additional data, science, or 
information, the assessments made in the EIS are sufficient for the decision 
makers to make reasonable and informed decisions on which routes should 
remain open for public travel.  

D68 

The following issues should take top priority in managing travel on 
GMUG forests in the future:  

1. User safety  

2. Protection of the resource  

3. Preservation of roadless and quiet areas  

4. Protection of wildlife habitat and corridors 

No response necessary 

D69 

Page 13, paragraph 1, Sustainability of a transportation system. This 
is a two paragraph discussion associated with the costs of maintaining 
a transportation system, but seems to address the roads only. The 
choice of words by the author, “While this may not meet the criteria 
for a fiscally sustainable transportation system”, and “the agencies’ 
ability to reasonably maintain the routes” suggests there is not full 
awareness or recognition of cooperative road maintenance programs, 
trail partnerships, volunteers, and grants. We [Colorado Off Highway 
Vehicle Coalition; et al.] do recognize that later in the DEIS, under 
the Transportation section, the author does recognize grant and 

The section on sustainability of the transportation system has been revised 
in the Final EIS. The amount of money spent by COHVCO, grant funds 
made available for trail work on federal lands and the amount of volunteer 
work provided by special interest groups is critical to the maintenance of 
routes within the analysis area. It should be noted though, that unless 
specifically agreed to in writing by the federal agencies, investment of 
volunteer time and or funds in trail work does not bring with it any vested 
right of use or the ability of that interest group to dictate management 
decisions (i.e. route designations) on federal lands. The Forest Service has 
gone back during the route re-evaluation process done to develop the 
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volunteer opportunities.  

Since 1994, in example, the Colorado State OHV program has 
provided over $1.6 million in grants to the Gunnison Basin area for 
trail maintenance and trail crews. These grants are summarized in 
Appendix I of this document. The Travel Rule (at FR, Vol. 70. No. 
216, 68281) states that “volunteers and cooperators can supplement 
agency resources for maintenance and administration, and their 
contribution should be considered in this (TMP) evaluation”. We 
think this addition to the discussion would help disclose all the 
opportunities for trying to achieve fiscally sustainable transportation 
systems.  

Of particular concern, is the loss of motorized trails that have for 
years been maintained by motorized groups, and crews with the 
Colorado State OHV funds. An example would be Agate Creek. We 
have been advised that the Forest would not reallocate motorized 
trails that have been maintained with OHV grants to other uses. We 
would request a re-evaluation of the trail inventory in all alternatives 
to assure these remain in the motorized use category in all 
alternatives.  

Each Colorado OHV Program Grant for specific trails includes an 
agreement to maintain the trail for motorized recreation for a period 
of 20 years. A listing of the Colorado OHV Program Grants is 
provided in Appendix I. It is obvious that a number of the trails that 
are slated for prohibition from motorized recreation are on this list.  

We ask that each of them be allowed for the appropriate motorized 
use in all DEIS alternatives. We request that the planning team 
undertake an effort with COHVCO and TPA to address any 
motorized routes that are being considered for prohibition to 
motorized use due to maintenance funding. We think that there are 
opportunities to mitigate these issues prior to decisions in the FEIS.  

Preferred Alternative to see if routes that are planned for closure have had 
recent and/or significant outside grant funding or volunteer maintenance. 
That information was carefully considered in developing the Final EIS 
Preferred Alternative. The specific comment regarding Agate Creek trail 
can be addressed by the Preferred Alternative where the existing mode of 
travel (motorized single track trail) would remain open to the public. The 
reasons for this are not necessarily tied to COHVCO work on that trail, but 
that keeping the existing use is compatible with the plan to keep travel on 
the connecting Monarch Crest trail as open to motorized use makes the 
Agate Creek trail connection a desirable connecting trail and loop 
opportunity. The existing environmental conditions on that specific trail are 
such that continued motorized use is not anticipated to cause undue adverse 
impacts and that past maintenance has been effective in mitigating trail use 
erosion (one of the resource management concerns in this watershed). It 
must be noted that maintenance funding was not a factor in determining 
which routes should be closed. Maintenance funding is an overall general 
concern of the agencies for the Transportation System, but was not a factor 
in route-by-route determinations regarding whether a specific routes was 
needed or should be closed.  

D70 

The DEIS does explain why you are proposing to limit motorized 
travel. You are obligated to do this by relatively new agency policies, 
and you have evidence that motorized travel has caused adverse 
effects on natural resources. But no such national policies exist for 
bicycling, nor significant evidence of harm. Unlike with motorized 
recreation, there are not reams of scientific information about impacts 
of bicycling on natural resources. In fact, there is very little science to 

Discussions of impacts of bicycling on physical resources, and on 
recreation experience are based on field observations and common sense. 
Recreation and trail managers have substantial experience in the Gunnison 
Basin, and have relied upon common observation for much of their 
consideration in the EIS. Best available science is applied where it can be 
found; however, professional judgment on the part of trained professionals 
is also relied upon. The Preferred Alternative hardly restricts mountain bike 
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support your position that bicycling should be severely restricted. riding on designated non-motorized trials over existing conditions and 
based on public comments and re-evaluations of on-the-ground conditions 
about 100 more miles of non-motorized trail are planned to be managed for 
mountain bike use than under the DEIS Proposed Action. 

D71 

Page 16. Route Designation. There is a statement that “some routes 
cause resource damage, are inconsistent with recreation experience 
and opportunity objectives, or serve no transportation or resource 
management purpose”. Routes do not cause resource damage 
themselves. Poor location, improper design, lack of maintenance, 
users and storm runoff cause impacts and in some cases damage. The 
statement implies that there are “recreation experience and 
opportunity objectives” identified. We [Colorado Off Highway 
Vehicle Coalition; et al.] find in Appendix A/B concerns, issues, 
District Rationale, and public comments, but no established set of 
experience or opportunity objectives in this DEIS document.  

This is at the heart of our concern for this process. The DEIS process 
objectives establishes finding a “balance” as a primary goal, but there 
is no display of recreation settings or experiences for each class of 
activity to evaluate balance or opportunities.  

We request that the agencies provide a schedule of mitigation options 
for all routes proposed for closure under any of the alternatives, and 
that the agencies work with COHVCO and TPA to offer solutions to 
these mitigation needs, prior to the FEIS. 

COHVCO is fundamentally at odds with the process of designation of 
routes in accordance with regulations at 36 CFR 212, and 43 CFR 83.42. 
We welcome COHVCO offers to help mitigate the impacts of motorized 
use on routes designated for that use, however we will not delay the process 
set out in this analysis and decision process. The purpose and need 
discussed at page 13 of the DEIS is clear, and requires a prompt agency 
response.  

D72 

Figure 2, page 8, Map Key, show “Forest Service Lands” and BLM 
Lands”. These terms should be changed to use the terms “National 
Forest” or “Public Lands” to avoid the bias of agency centric 
terminology. These lands belong to national publics, not the Forest 
Service or the BLM.  

We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] request that the 
references reflect this in the FEIS. 

The comment is petty and irrelevant because the second paragraph, Chapter 
1, Background section clearly defines the federal lands managed by BLM 
and Forest Service to be public lands and that they would be referenced as 
National Forest System lands (NFS lands) and BLM Public lands. In the 
Final EIS, the BLM has decided that for the sake of clarity and common 
terminology they would shorten the reference to BLM managed National 
System of Public Lands (see DEIS Errata) to just BLM lands. 

D73 

Page 12, Screening Tools, User demand and desire. Here is another 
example of the planning team’s misunderstanding and separating 
“providing varied experiences” away from “providing multiple-use, 
sustainable resource management”. Sustainability as discussed above, 
by law, is intended to apply to public use, people and services…not 
just natural resources. A bio-centric bias is of great concern here.  

Sustained yield is a concept applied to resources. Providing varied 
experiences (e.g. recreation) is part of a different agency objective to 
provide a spectrum of recreation opportunities. This does not imply an 
obligation to continue to provide for unmanaged or unrestricted levels of 
motorized use. Analysis of sustainability of people is definitely outside the 
scope of this project. It is noted throughout the recreation analysis that in 
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We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] request a fuller 
discussion of sustainability of people and services that was missed in 
the DEIS. 

Colorado there is an increasing human population and those numbers 
suggest that the human population appears to be adequately sustaining 
themselves.  

D74 

The DEIS Summary (page 1) sets up the planning bias that reflects 
itself throughout the document. The sixth paragraph states: “The 
agencies have the difficult task of balancing the need for access to the 
federal lands for a wide variety of uses with our mandate to manage 
for long-term sustainability of the federal lands and natural resources 
on those lands”. While we [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; 
et al.] appreciate and recognize the “difficult task” of this planning 
effort, both the BL M and U.S. Forest Service have a “mandate” to 
provide for multiple use and sustained yield of all 
resources…including outdoor recreation …that best meets the need of 
American people (Multiple-Use Sustained Yield Act, 16 U.S.C. 
[section] 528, and National Forest Management Act, 16 U.S.C. 
[section] 1604(e)). These are “judicious use” concepts that include the 
principle of sustained yield of all of the several products and services 
obtained from renewable surface resources. By positioning “access 
needs for a variety of uses” on one end of a planning teeter-totter, 
against “the mandate for long-term sustainability of natural resources” 
on the other end, suggests an agency, predetermined, point of balance 
outside the mandate to also provide for sustainable services for the 
American people.  

The term “balance” in the Travel Rule and in this DEIS remains 
conveniently undefined and left open to individual, local planning 
team interpretation. This creates bias for alternative construction and 
allocation of opportunities. The term, “sustained yield” means 
achievement and maintenance in perpetuity of a high-level, annual 
output of the various resources and services without impairment of 
the productivity of the land. This should be a planning process that 
finds harmonious and coordinated management programs that 
recognizes relative values of both goods and services. In item 37 of 
this comment, details are provided on available mileage by type of 
recreation that show motorized recreation receives the short shrift on 
recreational opportunity.  

It has been extremely difficult for the public to participate with 
federal agencies that keep shifting management priorities and budget 

As the introduction to the analysis that follows in Chapter 3, it should be 
apparent that we believe sufficient analysis is presented. As for the repeated 
charge of bias against motorized recreation, none is intended, but rather the 
urgent need to manage motorized recreation is the very purpose of this 
action and the entire analysis. It should be noted that Chapter 3 does 
address social impacts, economic impacts, and recreational opportunities. 
Those assessments used the best available data and information. Without 
COHVCO providing the agencies with additional data, science, or 
information, the assessments made in the EIS are sufficient for the decision 
makers to make reasonable and informed decisions on which routes should 
remain open for public travel.  
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strategies. It has tended to make the anticipation of sustainable public 
services and facilities difficult to predict and plan for. The recreation 
service programs, greatly touted in the early 1990’s as a substitute for 
the loss of commodity programs in our rural communities, have taken 
a “back seat” to other resources and the allocation of land uses.  

We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] ask that 
recreation be afforded equal status with other forest uses, and that 
capricious budgeting explanations be removed in the FEIS. 

D75 

In contrast to the Interim rule, the new plan would actually close 
many trails to bicycling by not including them in the list of routes 
designated open, and its basic policy would state that it is illegal for a 
bicyclist to travel on any route not affirmatively designated open to 
that use. Why do you need to switch to a close-unless-designated 
open approach to bicycling management? The DEIS does not explain 
this. 

Comments relating to this perceived shift in management philosophy by the 
Forest Service in the DEIS Proposed Action were considered in the 
development of the Preferred Alternative in the Final EIS. The Forest 
Service believes that non-motorized trails should be open to mountain bike 
use and the difference in trail mile allowing mountain bike use in the 
Preferred Alternative reflect this belief. There are about 100 miles more of 
non-motorized trail where mountain bike use would be allowed in the 
Preferred Alternative than in the DEIS Proposed Action. The agency also 
believes there are some non-motorized trails outside of Wilderness where 
the use of mountain bikes is inappropriate for a variety of reasons should 
have restrictions on mountain bike use. Those reasons include trail design 
limitations, terrain and topography conditions, trail length, past user 
conflicts, desired recreational settings or traditional use. This explanation is 
disclosed in Chapter 2, Alternative 2. 

D76 

We thanked you for considering our comments in August 2007. You 
either didn’t consider them, or gave them little weight. We ask that 
you take them seriously this time. We commit to coming in to visit 
with both the Delta and Gunnison offices, to ensure that our concerns 
are seen and heard. (refer to letter - Cory Maj) 

The comments received by the public in the summer of 2007 were 
considered in the development of the alternatives in the DEIS. Our intent 
was to capture as many of the various public comments in one of the 
alternatives considered as we could. Just because your specific 
recommendations were not captured or carried forward into an alternative, 
does not mean they were not considered. The public was asked to comment 
on the alternatives and impact analysis presented in the DEIS. There was a 
90-comment period during the spring of 2008 that you could again express 
your concerns and preferences. This comment was received during that 
comment period. The agencies only responds to comments received during 
the DEIS comment period. We cannot meet individually with the public 
after the comment period nor is it reasonable to afford one person or one 
group the opportunity to "lobby" the agencies during the comment period to 
further their position or perspective. Comments on the DEIS should be 
specific and should address the adequacy of the EIS and the merits of the 
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alternatives (40 CFR 1503.3) and that direction was provided in the DEIS 
Cover page. 

D77 

Page 13. Purpose and Need for Action. This section would benefit 
from just using the wording from the Travel Rule. The planning team 
attempts to segregate human (social) values sets as different from 
resource protection concerns that tends to disconnect the public from 
their closely held values for resource protection. This is not a 
“balancing game” of “winners and losers”, but the development of 
management alternatives that integrate values that include humans as 
members of the natural environment and their public lands. The 
challenges are in finding the right set of integrated management 
techniques and mitigations to achieve public land management 
objectives. There may be a place for the term “balance” in the 
discussion about how fairly road and trail opportunities are shared or 
distributed between user groups. However, our [Colorado Off 
Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] concern for your concept of 
“balance” applied to our values for natural resource protection is that 
we do not want to be separated from our land ethic and stewardship 
responsibilities. We have to confront agency processes that are 
unnecessarily bio-centric, and tend to judge recreation and social 
needs on a separate and disconnected standard. Human benefits are 
derived from natural resources, and natural resources have been given 
their value, respect and management by humans.  

We request that “purpose and need” statements be more sensitive 
about using human-nature integration processes and terminologies, 
rather than weighed/balance choices.  

There are no specific comments on the adequacy of the assessment or 
addressing the merits of one of the alternatives. This is basically a position 
statement made by COHVCO and no response is needed. 

D78 

GMUG and Gunnison BLM managers are concerned about the fact 
that some bicyclists have pioneered new routes. Is this the basic 
Purpose and Need for the proposal to adopt a closed-unless-
designated-open policy for bicycling? I agree with you that high 
density of roads and trails directly correlates with to wildlife habitat. 
You are correct that a proliferation of unplanned, user-created routes 
can harm wildlife or cultural resources.  

That is a real problem. 

Closed unless designated open is the current direction that would go into 
practice after the final decisions on travel are made. 

D79 
Comment on how the alternatives addressed a few of the planning 
issues  

Individual alternatives are not required to address every issue or every 
option on every route. The number of alternatives would be limitless. 
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Issue 2: Recreational Experience and Opportunity  

Well, we are kind of at a loss to figure out how this issue got 
addressed in three alternatives that all reduce motorized uses! From 
the motorized users perspective, it seems terribly unfortunate that the 
response the agency has to these issue statements is to close roads and 
trails. None of the alternatives really do a good job in addressing the 
issue statements here.  

There is one other comment we would like to make about how the 
alternatives address this planning issue. Across the alternatives, route 
decisions were made based on this discussion of issue 2:Hiker and 
Horseback - Many commented that there are inadequate opportunities 
for hiking on trails adjacent to residential areas and that more non-
motorized trails are needed in several key areas adjacent to towns of 
Crested Butte and Gunnison. These users are concerned that 
increasing motorized use has and will continue to degrade the hiking 
and horseback riding experience due to the loss of quiet zones and 
semi-primitive recreational settings. (DEIS, page 24) In BRC's 
scoping comments expressed a concern that the inventory of 
motorized routes would be used to provide non motorized 
opportunity. We wrote:  

2. Comment: Regarding the attempt to do comprehensive travel 
management  

There is a problem with how the agency describes the scope of this 
project.  

Is this a motorized travel plan? One would easily assume so, given 
most of the effort, inventory and discussion seems to be focusing on 
the motorized route designations.  

Is it a motorized and mountain bike travel plan? One may easily 
assume this was correct by reading the Notice of Intent (NOI), which 
states: The Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) are to designate which roads or trails on federal lands 
administered by the BLM and the Forest Service within the Gunnison 
Field Office area and the Gunnison National Forest are open to 
motorized and/or mechanized travel.  

Is it a comprehensive trail plan, with trails being “designated” for 
hiking and equestrian use? The agencies say so on the website:  

Rather, responses to various issues are packaged into reasonable 
alternatives which can be considered in the analysis. We do not believe 
there is inconsistency in the scoping for this project. The purpose and need 
is well articulated in the Notice of Intent, and in Chapter 1 of the DEIS. The 
commenter is correct that the scope of this analysis is focused on motorized 
travel, this is fundamentally the basis of the Purpose and Need for Action 
because of decisions made in the 2001 Interim Travel Restrictions and for 
the Forest Service in the 2005 Travel Rule. 
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The outcome will be a system of roads, trails and areas designated for 
specific modes (classes of vehicles) and time of year regarding 
summer motorized, mechanized (bicycle) and non-motorized uses. 
The product will be a Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM) updated 
annually, showing the designated motorized routes and a Summer 
Recreation Visitor Use map identifying mechanized and non-
motorized (foot and horse) trails.  

Given the conflict between what is on the website and what is in the 
NOI, this seems to be a pretty serious problem. Our understanding in 
that if a planning effort is not properly scoped, the decision is likely to 
be both fundamentally flawed and successfully appealed. The 
agencies should double check this issue with its solicitors for NEPA 
adequacy. If any of our concerns are validated there may be a need for 
additional scoping or perhaps alteration of the “decision space.” 

D80 

It looks like it may be happening as we had feared. Motorized routes 
are used as an inventory to provide non motorized opportunity 
precisely because other viable alternatives, such as constructing non 
motorized routes, were categorically precluded via the flawed 
scoping. Suggestion: We [Blue Ribbon Coalition] recommend the 
planning team re-evaluate how this issue was applied when 
formulating the Final Travel Plan. If motorized routes are being used 
to provide for a non motorized activity, please ensure that other 
options besides closing the valuable motorized trail be at least 
considered. 

The development of new routes was not the focus for this action (See 
Chapter 1, Purpose and Need for Action). While some new routes were 
considered in concept, the decisions in the 2001 Interim Travel Restrictions 
mandated that the Forest Service and BLM, at future date, to do an analysis 
of what motorized and mechanized routes needed to remain open. The 2005 
Travel Rule directs the Forest Service to designate roads and trails open for 
motor vehicle use (36 CFR 212.50). This action is not about developing a 
recreational travel plan geared to preserving existing or historical motorized 
travel. 

D81 

 Questioning the adequacy of route inventory.  

 

The Forest Service and BLM are confident that we have inventoried the 
vast majority of our lands to the extent possible and captured almost all the 
routes on those lands. We also asked the public, in several rounds of public 
input to help us make sure we had captured all the routes that they knew 
about. We received very few reports of routes that were not already on our 
inventories. While there is always the possibility that we missed an obscure 
route or two in this process we are convinced that the inventory is more 
than adequate to provide a solid information base for the travel plan.  

 

D82 
Public was not adequately unformed of the scope of the project Through several rounds of extensive public scoping and draft review the 

scope of the plan has always been clear and consistent 

D83 The agencies placed too much emphasis on resource protection and We started off this travel plan with 3 basic objectives – to identify a travel 
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skewed the plan more toward reducing motorized routes. 

 

network that provided adequate access to public lands and recreation 
opportunities for the public, reduced the negative impact that these routes 
and the associated uses had on other resources and was within our ability to 
manage and maintain. It is clear that the first objective has the potential to 
be in conflict the second and third – the larger the network grows to allow 
access and recreation the more potential it has to cause impacts to other 
resources and exceed our budget and staffing to manage them. So by 
definition this plan seeks to find the proper balance between these 
competing goals. To those who are primarily focused on the first objective 
and downplay or ignore the other two the plan will seem overly restrictive. 
We placed a high priority on maintaining what the public told us were 
desired recreation opportunities. Many of the routes we did not carry 
forward for designation were little used and not identified as being essential 
for access or desired recreation opportunities. In most cases we were able to 
reduce resource impacts without a significant change in desired recreation 
opportunities.  

D84 
The commenter would like to see a line in the table that shows single 
track trail by alternative. They also want potential miles of new routes 
shown by use type. 

This was provided in the DEIS, Appendix B, and the same information is 
provided for the Preferred Alternative in the FEIS Appendix B. 

D85 

The commenter would like the agencies to change terminology in the 
FEIS. On map legends and other places they prefer to use National 
Forest rather than Forest Service lands and Public Lands rather than 
BLM land to emphasize the lands are owned by the American people 
and not by the agencies. 

It has always been clear that public lands belong to all the citizens of the 
U.S. The agencies are tasked by the government to work with the American 
people to manage those lands in a way that provide a wide variety of 
benefits both for today’s citizen and for many generations in the future 

D86 
The agencies have a bio-centric bias and contend that sustainability 
should be equally applied to recreation opportunities as well as 
wildlife and water.  

The long term sustainability of quality recreation opportunities was a high 
priority for us throughout this travel planning process. 

D87 

Pg 55 we again show our bias in the tables by saying only motorized 
routes were analyzed in the summary of impacts. We should 
summarize impacts for all types of uses. 

 

The rationale for this is explained on page 55 of the DEIS where it says 
‘Non-motorized trails can and do have adverse impacts to water quality, but 
they are relatively minor as compared to motorized roads and trails.’ In the 
FEIS this aspect of non-motorized impacts was further addressed. The 
purpose of the EIS is to evaluate the need to keep existing motorized and 
mechanized open to the public. Since that is the focus and purpose of the 
decision, the impacts related to those modes of travel are essential to the 
decision maker. Other impacts related to other modes of travel are not at 
the heart of the decision making process. Analyzing impacts that do not 
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provide the responsible official with relevant or needed information to 
make a reasoned and informed decision on the proposed action to 
determine which existing roads and trails should remain open for motorized 
and mechanized travel is not required nor is it necessary. 

 

# Economic Related Comments Response 

E1 

The impact to the local economy must be considered when 
access/usage on any of the existing trails is altered. For example the 
motorized (dirt bike) usage of trails (for over 30 years through 
multiple returning groups) generates substantial sales tax revenue for 
the Town of Mt. Crested Butte through lodging, retail, and restaurant 
sales tax. One major group of motorized users, who work on the trails 
annually, strongly supports Alternative 1. Additionally the 
mechanized (mountain bike) usage of trails in our area generates sales 
tax revenue for restaurants, retail, and lodging. Mountain Biking is a 
major reason tourists visit our community in the non winter months. 

Impacts to the local economy were considered and analyzed in Chapter 3, 
Societal Values, and Local Economy. The analysis was done with the best 
information available to the ID team at the time. This analysis was not done 
on a route by route basis, such analysis is impossible as there is insufficient 
information to create that level of nexus between a specific route and the 
local economy as a whole. The only information on revenue generated by a 
recreational activity specific to this action is included in the Final EIS. 
There have been some revisions to the Local Economy section based on the 
availability of a couple of studies made available to the agencies during the 
comment period. 

E2 

Compliance by Design  

The Forest Service and BLM initiated a travel planning process in 
early 2000, to stop route proliferation, limit authorized uses to 
established roads and trails, and prohibit off-route, cross-country 
travel.  

The agencies have the difficult task of balancing the need for access 
to the federal lands for a wide variety of uses with our mandate to 
manage for long-term sustainability of the federal lands and natural 
resources on those lands. Toward that end, the BLM and Forest 
Service evaluated and analyzed the existing system of roads and trails 
outside of Wilderness to determine which routes were needed to 
provide for appropriate access and those that may not be needed for 
access or need to be closed to reduce resource damage. The Proposed 
Action defines a transportation network of roads, motorized and non-
motorized trails that is intended to provide for a balance between 
recreational use,  

access, and resource protection. (pp. 1-2)  

We [High Country Citizens Alliance] commend the agencies for 
recognizing the ongoing problems of route proliferation and illegal 

We appreciate the support represented in this comment. We recognize there 
are those who intentionally attempt to add to the system of designated 
routes through user created routes. In this effort we have evaluated all 
existing routes (2001 Green to Yellow inventory) without determining their 
origin. In the future we will be attempting to enforce route designations, 
and the prohibition of cross-country travel.  
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cross-country travel in addition to analyzing the current existing 
system of roads and trails. We agree that sustainable resource 
management should avoid creating situations that encourage or 
incentivize non-compliance with route designations. Besides being 
simply good public policy and a sensible approach to resource 
protection, it will help stretch declining management and enforcement 
budgets by reducing or eliminating situations where travel violations 
are considered reasonable, tempting options.  

We’ve continually stated that rewarding illegal activity by bringing 
user created trails into the system incentivizes more of the same 
despite statements that this process is a one-time consideration of 
such routes. This concern is more than idle speculation - some users 
have communicated to us that they “see how it works” and that they 
have every reason to believe that ongoing bandit trail construction 
will get the same consideration in the future. Acknowledging that 
there will always be those willing to take the risk and not go through 
due process to develop routes, perhaps the incentive created by the 
adoption of user created trails could be heavily offset by creating 
strong disincentives for illegal route creation like confiscation of the 
mode of transportation, hefty fines that have more sting than those 
now imposed, and/or mandatory public service devoted to route 
reclamation. 

E3 

Hunting customers bring a tremendous amount of revenue into the 
state of Colorado. Since the institution of the limited drawing in Unit 
66 we have all noticed a considerable decline in hunters coming in to 
Lake City and spending money, money that the little shops always 
depended on. I have hunters that used to ask for camps in the Mesa 
Seco and Brush Creek area specifically. Now, they ask for Wilderness 
areas specifically. Since the ATV’s have been coming into the Deer 
Lake, Brush Creek and Cannibal Plateau area the elk and deer have 
moved out and that high quality area for a “real” hunter no longer 
exists. These customers take their money elsewhere now. We have 
lost many Mill Creek clients over the years when they find out that 
there is such considerable ATV use in the area. It reaches so far as to 
affect the hunting over in the Powderhorn Primitive. Noise and smell 
is a huge factor to wild game. I cannot encompass the reasoning, with 
all the restrictions that the Forest Service puts on Outfitters in regards 
to camps and horses and the “Leave No Trace” policy, why ATV’s 

The commenter has expressed many of the concerns considered by the 
agencies in developing the DEIS Proposed Action and alternatives. These 
issues are precisely some of effects that the Gunnison Travel analysis seeks 
to address. Your comments have been considered during the re-evaluation 
of specific routes where comments have been received (e.g. Deer Lake, 
Cannibal Plateau) in the development of the Preferred Alternative (Figures 
4A, B and C).  
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are allowed to destroy the trails and scenery that the rest of us are put 
to the task and hardship to protect.  

E4 

Page 184. Societal Values. Noise, dust and vehicle speed are very 
non-traditional “societal value” subjects. They are generally outside 
of a discussion about social effects in more traditional social-
economic discussions. These subjects or issues are more appropriately 
considered in discussions about air quality, transportation safety, or 
recreation user conflicts. By including those subjects here it distracts 
from the need to disclose the effects by alternatives on individual and 
community needs and benefits. The motivational and satisfaction of 
leisure time (see comment # 30) and the associated benefits to family 
and community relationships should be the focus of this section.  

The economics analysis should include a more thorough expansion 
and discussion of existing data that can come from Gunnison County, 
the regional economic development and planning groups, and the 
expanded results of the Forest’s own National Visitor Use 
information. The scoping comments submitted by COHVCO and the 
TPA provided information on the 2000 Colorado OHV Economic 
Impact Study, which documents $500M in economic impact. This 
appears to have been ignored. An updated study will be available in 
the summer of 2009, and the Planning Team will be provided a copy.  

We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] request that a 
thorough societal values analysis, including OHV economic impact, 
be included. 

 The agencies would agree that noise, vehicle speed, and dust are non-
traditional subjects. They were issues brought forward by the public during 
scoping. The agency preparing the EIS has a fair amount of discretion on 
the organizational layout of the document and we see nothing wrong with 
the organization of noise dust and vehicle speed into "Societal Values". 
This is a matter of preference. The discussion of economic impact has been 
expanded in the FEIS to include an updated study commissioned by 
COHVCO on the economic contribution of OHV recreation and a study 
done by Colorado DOW on the economic impacts of hunting, fishing, and 
wildlife watching in Colorado. The agencies evaluated other economic 
information available for Gunnison County but determined that information 
on taxable income, retail sales per capita, employment numbers, home 
prices, etc. did not provide information that would help the decision makers 
decide which routes should remain open for public travel (Propose and 
Need). Inclusion of such encyclopedic information served little purpose.  

E5 

Page 27. Societal Issues. Noise, dust, speed and the local economic 
consequences are a weak and an incomplete portrayal of the social-
economic issues that we [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et 
al.] know have been expressed regarding the development of this 
analysis and document. Issues in this area have to include the 
resulting loss of benefits, life styles, displacement of historic 
opportunities, and those issues associated with the understanding and 
disposition of conflict. There are no social-economic references or 
science cited in the Appendix. There is no apparent use or inclusion 
of Region 2 economic or Gunnison County data that more precisely 
demonstrate community jobs, business dependencies, and 
demographics.  

The analysis done for noise, dust, and speed are done based on the best 
available information. The impacts associated with these aspects of travel 
are extremely subjective, there is little if any data to define personal 
tolerance levels associated with these impacts. While COHVCO alleges 
this analysis is weak they offer no additional information or analysis to 
include in the EIS. COHVCO has commissioned an update of the 
Economic Contribution of Off-Highway Vehicle Use in Colorado (Hazen 
and Sawyer, 2001). Information from that updated study (COHVCO, 2009) 
was included in the Final EIS. As far as including Region 2 economic 
information that comment was addressed in responses E1 and E4 
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We request that the societal issues be properly addressed in the FEIS. 

E6 

Impacts to local businesses…..The impact to the local economy must 
be considered when access/usage on any of the existing trails is 
altered. For example the motorized (dirt bike) usage of trails 
generates substantial sales tax revenue for the Town of Mt. Crested 
Butte through lodging, retail, and restaurant sales tax. One major 
group of motorized users, who work on the trails annually, strongly 
supports Alternative 1. The mechanized (mountain bike) usage of 
trails in our area generates sales tax revenue for restaurants, retail, and 
lodging. Mountain Biking is a major reason tourists visit our 
community in the non winter months 

There is insufficient information available and the commenter provides no 
additional information to determine how motorized trail use is connected to 
local business revenues. The COHVCO study of economic contribution of 
OHV recreation in Colorado does provide some insight into economic 
contributions at the state level and regional level but it is unclear if that 
information can be broken down to assess possible impacts on business in 
the Town of Mt. Crested Butte, such analysis would be speculative or 
anecdotal at best. 

E7 

With 85% of Gunnison County being public lands, our communities 
are a desired destination for tourists. The economic engine of this area 
is tourism. CBMBA wants to keep our economy healthy by 
expanding our trail opportunities. Trails play a crucial part in ones 
decision of relocation. Both the cities of Gunnison and Crested Butte 
have done surveys where trails are the top priority as a recreation 
choice/amenity. 

The Forest Service agrees with and wishes to support this goal within the 
context of the overall balancing of these uses of public lands.  

E8 

[See Comment 1]  

Economic Development: The Hinsdale County Community Plan, 
Core Value No. 3 states: Build a community with a strong diversified, 
year-round economy. Core value 6 states: Provide for orderly, healthy 
growth, including the promotion of economic viability and diversity, 
consistent with community interests.  

Hinsdale County is highly dependent on tourism. Our summer 
tourist/second homeowner season lasts from June through mid-
September, with short May and October shoulder seasons and 
minimal winter tourism. Accordingly, it is essential to us to maximize 
recreation opportunities in our area, both to draw tourists to the area 
and keep them here for as many days as possible, especially during 
the fall foliage season. Although limited draw has wildlife 
management advantages, since the advent of limited draw hunting, 
our many small retail businesses have been negatively impacted 
during a once-prosperous hunting season. They have come to rely 
heavily on motorized recreation, fall festivals and foliage 
opportunities to bring people and dollars to our community and “fill 

The Forest Service agrees with and wishes to support this goal within the 
context of the overall balancing of these uses of public lands.  
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the economic gap.” Marketing for the fall season focuses on these 
aspects of recreation in Hinsdale County (see enclosed Guide). 
Maximizing the routes available for ATV/OHV access is essential to 
our economic development and certainly, closing any of the limited 
number of routes that are ideal for these activities is harmful to our 
economy. The Cannibal, Sawmill Park, Spring Creek/Quiet Valley, 
and Rambouillet/Penniston routes fall into this category. 

E9 

Such new trail opportunities as mentioned above, I believe would 
significantly help to promote a local, diverse economy based in part 
around active, healthy lifestyles and industries, while still protecting 
local resources and public lands. While I understand that to a lesser 
degree this factor may be taken into consideration when it comes to 
making a decision for a preferred alternative, I believe it speaks to the 
balance so many of us locally feel necessary to be able to continue 
living in the Gunnison Basin, while still enjoying and helping to 
preserve public lands. Thank you for your time.  

The Forest Service agrees with and wishes to support this goal within the 
context of the overall balancing of these uses of public lands.  

E10 

I purchased The Alpineer in 2006 and immediately became involved 
in trail advocacy, trail work days and promoting what our valley has 
to offer. Human Powered tourism is what drives my business as well 
many others in the community. Without it, there would not be Crested 
Butte nor Gunnison as it is today.  

The Alpineer's business relies on non-motorized human powered 
users coming to our valley to enjoy the trails we offer. Crested Butte 
has been getting a lot of press recently and even with the down turn in 
economy, we are expecting a great summer season. This is all because 
of the trail system that we have to offer. 

No response necessary 

E11 

Gunnison depends on summer recreation for income. It only makes 
sense to provide visitors with a quality experience and variety of 
choices. Hartman's is great but out of town and geared toward 
intermediate to expert riding. The NW trail system has the potential to 
offer biking, hiking, walking to all levels of recreation - and close in. 

No response necessary 

E12 
I am sure the local merchants enjoy us coming also, food, gas, 
lodging, gifts, etc. 

No response necessary 

E14 Better trail networks will not only provide more enjoyment of the 
Gunnison National Forest and BLM lands, but they will benefit local 

No response necessary 
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economies as more users visit the Gunnison Valley to enjoy our trails. 

E15 

If the OHV opportunities are reduced in this new plan, I fear it will 
have a disastrous effect on the economy of these communities which 
rely on visitors to bring new dollars to our motels, campgrounds, 
restaurants, and grocery stores. 

These effects are discussed in some detail in FEIS Chapter 3. Societal 
Values. 

E16 

Tourism is a very important part of the Gunnison basin economy. 
Mountain biking has become a large draw to the tourism base, as such 
mountain bike trail access is extremely important to the Valley’s 
continued viability. 

No response necessary 

E17 

Diverse recreation is becoming an increasingly important part of the 
rural economies. The unique customs and culture of these small 
communities is extremely valuable to me. The stability of these rural 
economies depends on the adjacent public lands. 

These effects are discussed in some detail in FEIS Chapter 3. Societal 
Values.  

E18 

Are there any petitions going out on this to try to keep the trails open 
to dirt bikes and other vehicles?  

Think about the years of tourism dollars that are spent on rooming, 
meals in restaurants, gas purchases, etc. in these local areas. 

The process used by federal agencies to make decisions (NEPA) does not 
provide for petitions, nor is it a voting process. Management of public lands 
is not a majority rules concept. Natural resource management is based on a 
combination of public input, science, ecology and sustainability; therefore 
decisions regarding uses on public lands are subject to NEPA procedures. 
The economic contributions of OHV users and hunters were considered in 
the environmental impact analysis. (FEIS Chapter 3. Societal Values)  

E19 

Take a look at Utah's trail system, they are very supportive of the 
sport, many of their trails make a loop from one town or historic site 
to another, many of the towns allow ATV's to travel on some city 
streets to access trails from motels, restaurants, and gas stations. This 
has to be good for their economy. They also print a nice brochure, 
outlining the trail system, and explaining trail etiquette, and safety 
tips. This can be funded by advertising in the publication. 

No response necessary 

E20 

Please no more closures! The off-road industry is a viable form of 
commerce for this valley. It provides multiple different ways to create 
income for locals.  

Speaking from experience as a business owner, my shop strives on the 
motor sports venue solely. We need to create ways to bring in revenue 
not turn it away. The Montrose area is catering to motorcars 
enthusiast. In Montrose they are opening trails to cater to tons of 
people to come to their town. We need to do the same. Our economy 

The Forest Service and BLM understand this perspective and do consider it 
as we balance the demands for the use of public lands. The Public lands are 
managed in the public interest. OHV use is one of the many economic 
contributors to the local economy.  
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is struggling, why turn away income from our county.  

E21 

I know the OHV groups in this area work very hard in conjunction 
with the forest service to make sure these trails are will maintained for 
all users and to make sure that all users can recreate in their own way, 
side by side. Particularly with the current economic situation that 
were are in, I would have to imagine that the local economies would 
take quite a hit if a number of trails were closed and OHV 
recreationists from all across the US stopped coming to this area. 

There is little indication that with more than 1,800 miles of high clearance 
roads and about 550 miles of motorized trail to remain open to the public 
under the Preferred Alternative that OHV recreationists will stop coming to 
the analysis area. There is no information or studies to determine the effects 
of individual route-by-route decisions on the local economy. The Forest 
Service and BLM understand this perspective and do consider it as we 
balance the demands for the use of public lands. The Public lands are 
managed in the public interest. OHV use is one of the many economic 
contributors to the local economy.  

E22 

There is no other place in the United States that equals the experience 
in this region. As a result of being a popular tourist destination, the 
local communities and the State benefits economically. Therefore, it 
is incumbent on the decision maker to choose a travel plan that 
enhances the motorized and mountain bike trail experience, or risk 
loss of (1) the economic benefit to the local communities, and (2) the 
unique world class OHV recreational experience. 

The commenter’s perspective on the quality of recreational experience in 
the analysis areas is noted. These potential effects of the alternatives 
considered are discussed in some detail in Chapter 3 and economic impacts 
are under Societal Values. 

E23 

The public lands are also how I make a living. Keep closing lands and 
I will lose my job as there will be no place left to ride. 

The Preferred Alternative proposes to maintain over 1,800 miles of high 
clearance roads, about 550 miles of motorized trail and about 180 miles of 
non-motorized trail open to mountain bikes. The Forest Service and BLM 
believe this to provide ample opportunity for recreational riding regardless 
of the mode of travel you prefer. There will continue to be places to ride in 
the analysis area. 

E24 

I think it would be extremely unwise to limit/close any mountain 
biking trails at all given that our local economy is primarily 
dependent on tourism, and many of those tourists are mountain bikers. 

The Final EIS section discusses the effects of recreation on the public lands 
on the local economy. It is not reasonable to say that one sector of 
recreation should go unrestricted because of its contribution to local 
economy.. As all types of recreation do so. It is important to provide of mix 
and balance of opportunities, which in turn will result in a diversity of input 
to the local economy.  

E25 

I personally ride an ATV and do not want to see anymore trails or 
routes closed particularly during the summer or fall as this would 
affect my income as a lodge owner and take away from the ability for 
my wife and me to go out into this lovely place. 

Please see Purpose and Need for Action related to this planning effort as 
described in Chapter 1.  

E26 We spend quite a bit of money on these trips in the surrounding towns 
on gas, diesel fuel, propane, groceries, motorcycle parts, etc. All of 

Please see Purpose and Need for Action regarding this planning effort as 
described in Chapter 1. The Preferred Alternative proposes to maintain over 
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our summer trips revolve around our dirt bikes and the Taylor Park 
and Crested Butte area is my favorite place to ride. CO already has 
huge amount of non-OHV areas available, we are very limited on 
where we can ride. 

1,800 miles of high clearance road and 550 miles of motorized trial open to 
motorcycles. The agencies believe this provides ample opportunity for 
recreational riding. 

E27 

Last year the in-state OHV registration amounted to over $3.3M 
which represents a huge economic boom to Gunnison County and 
Colorado. Not to mention the amount of tourism the off-road 
community generates for local economies. 

We are aware of these contributions, but must balance them against 
resource needs and the general purpose and need as described in Chapter 1. 
For more details on the economic contributions of OHV use in Colorado 
see Chapter 3. Societal Values, Local Economy. 

E28 

This is not the hope and change families will benefit from. The hope 
is to add more trails to the existing Gunnison National Forest trails 
system to spread out the traffic on the existing trails, making it safer 
for families to ride and enjoy nature. Our government seems to be 
doing everything possible to disrupt family outings and increasing gas 
consumption, moving the trail riding farther and farther from home. 
You are doing our country a disservice, increasing gasoline 
consumption, which impacts national security, depending on foreign 
oil. You are also impacting the economy when you take away trail 
riding, closing motorcycle shops, RV stores and camping stores. 

Please see purpose and need for this planning effort as described in Chapter 
1. The focus of this travel management effort was to determine which 
existing routes were needed and should remain open to the public. 
Spreading OHV use out across the public lands into new areas is not the 
desired conditions set forth by the agency land management plans for this 
area. Family outings that rely on or are focused on motorized travel do so 
by utilizing petroleum, increasing that use could result in the adverse 
impacts that you attribute to the Forest Service and BLM proposals to 
reduce the miles of road and trail not needed for transportation or 
recreation.  

E29 

Without these trails remaining open, Colorado will lose many tourist 
dollars spent by folks like me, my family and many of my friends as 
we likely not travel there any longer to ride and spend our hard earned 
dollars. 

The Forest Service and BLM believe that by providing quality dispersed 
recreation opportunities, and by managing use to reduce impact and 
conflict, we are providing more attracting settings, and that people will 
continue to want to visit the analysis area in Colorado.  

E30 

Land closures affect more than those that enjoy, respect and play on 
the land. It affects businesses such as dealerships, hotels, gas stations 
and restaurants in the community. 

There are no land closures associated with the alternatives considered for 
Gunnison Travel Management. The Preferred Alternative and action 
alternatives considered do propose to close unnecessary routes and change 
to allowed mode of travel on some. The potential effects of such closures 
and changes are fully evaluated and disclosed throughout Chapter 3, 
including local economic consequences.  

E31 

Many of the proposed trail closings to mountain biking and hiking 
activities or closures to all activities in this draft statement are 
discerning to us, and we would on a whole like to see new trails 
opened up to the hiking and mountain biking communities and for the 
USFS to take into consideration the historic nature of these trails, as 
some of them are major tourist draw and bring in recreation dollars to 
economy because of their existence. Permanent closures will directly 

 See response to comment E30 above.  
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impact out tourism economy here in the Crested Butte area. 

E32 

As the manager of the Alpineer, trail use is a huge part of our 
business. Without non motorized trails we have nowhere to send 
customers who come to Crested Butte primarily to recreate and have 
the experience of a lifetime! They want to have an experience that 
they will stand around the water cooler at work and brag about. What 
we have to use every day is a vacation they may save up to have for 
years! The Alpineer needs non motorized, quiet user, human powered 
trails to survive especially in these tough economic times! 

The Forest Service and BLM believe that by providing quality dispersed 
recreation opportunities, and by managing use to reduce impact and 
conflict, we are providing more attracting settings, and that people will 
continue to want to visit Colorado. We believe the Gunnison Travel effort 
supports and serves the interest of this commenter.  

E33 

We are writing this letter in reference to the travel management 
planning process. We own the Pioneer Guest Cabins up Cement 
Creek Road. Our establishment has been in business since 1939 and 
has served the public as lodging for their recreation based vacations. 
We have guests who have been coming here for over 40 years. Since 
its inception, the customer base has been vacationers seeking peace, 
quiet, relaxation and experiencing the natural beauty of this valley. 
We are very concerned about the dramatic increase in motorized use 
in this valley and the detrimental effects it is having on the trail 
network and overall peaceful nature of this valley.  

99 percent of the Pioneer over the last 67 years have been no-
motorized recreation people. Most of our guests are hikers, bikers, 
and families looking for peace and quiet. Unfortunately, we have had 
several guests who have been coming here for 20 years tell us they 
aren’t going to come back because of the negative impact of 
motorized travel in this valley. We have mountain bikers who 
complain that they can’t ride half the trails because they are too 
rutted. We have horseback riders who also claim they can’t use the 
trails because the horses won’t stay in the rutted trails. We have 
families who are in fear of the children being hit by riders on the trails 
and roads. Many of our hunters particularly in September are shocked 
by the proliferation of dirt bikes in the area and the detrimental effect 
it has on their hunting experience. Noise is the number one complaint 
from all users.  

If you look throughout the history of recreation in this valley it has 
been multi-use, but primarily of the non-motorized variety up until 
the last decade where motorized use has dramatically increased. 
Because almost all of the trails are signed motorized it is in danger of 

The National Forest System lands surrounding the commenter’s private 
property are open to multiple use. The trails and roads in the area offer a 
mix of different modes of travel. On the north side of Cement Creek valley 
there are trails that allow motorized use and some that allow only non-
motorized use under the Preferred Alternative (Alt 5.). On the south side of 
the valley there is a large area where there is no motorized travel allowed. 
This area is adjacent to the private properties along Cement Creek and can 
be readily accessed by visitors to the area, some almost exclusively by the 
property owners and their guests because of the location of the private 
property. The publication of the MVU map and other visitor use maps that 
depict the travel decisions that will result from this planning effort should 
help hikers and riders determine which trails are more oriented towards 
their preferred mode of travel and should help lessen unintended conflicts. 
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becoming single-use areas. WE are happy to share this valley with all 
users. We just feel that if the trails were distributed more equally, we 
could return ‘to civil multi-use instead of the contentious “multi-use” 
we have now. 

E34 

I am strongly against the closing of trails, those of us that use them 
will all vouch for this, and we all take our own hand in preserving 
them. One of the very special things about the area surrounding 
Gunnison is the beautiful countryside, the incredible hunting, fishing, 
and off-roading, and the trails that let people get access to these 
places. This has been a great source of revenue for the local economy, 
attracting outdoorsmen of all kinds to the area. Closing these trails 
will have a negative effect on both the tourism and the economy. Do 
not close these trails. 

We are aware of these contributions, but must balance them against 
resource needs and the general purpose and need as described in Chapter 1. 
For more details on the economic contributions of OHV use in Colorado 
see Chapter 3. Societal Values, Local Economy. Please see Responses to 
comments The Forest Service and BLM believe that by providing quality 
dispersed recreation opportunities, and by managing use to reduce impact 
and conflict, we are providing more attracting settings, and that people will 
continue to want to visit the analysis area in Colorado.  

E35 

Commenter feels we ignored the data gathered on the economic 
impact of motorized recreation on the state’s economy. 

 

We did not ignore the data gathered by COHVCO on the economic benefits 
generated by OHV recreation in Colorado. We found it was statewide in 
nature and did not have specifics on economic effects in the Gunnison 
Valley. Through it and other sources we clearly understand that outdoor 
recreation is a major component of the economy in the Gunnison Valley, 
that vehicle recreation is a popular component of recreation related tourism 
in the valley and that vehicle recreation generates a significant economic 
contribution in areas where it is popular. Despite those facts, it doesn’t 
make sense to accommodate motorized recreation to the point that it creates 
unsustainable impacts on other resources. It must be managed in a way that 
allows reasonable opportunities for motorized recreation while maintaining 
the health of soil, vegetation, water, wildlife and the other resources we are 
responsible for. The criteria we used to decide which routes made sense to 
carry forward heavily favored routes that we knew to be popular with 
recreationists. As a result, the majority of routes that are not being 
designated do not get much recreation use. Therefore we do not expect that 
the economic benefits of motorized recreation will be significantly affected 
by the decisions made in this plan. 

 

# Education Related Comments Responses 

E36 
Motorcycles should be encouraged, through education, to leave the 
trail system when weather changes immediately. Motorcycles that 

We agree, however this is more a matter of user education and ethics. We 
are not able to establish direction or restrictions to address this issue.  
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travel at high speeds and great distances can so an amazing amount of 
trail damage by continuing to ride in rainy or wet period. Here in CO 
frequent afternoon rain showers can catch riders while they are on 
trail systems, and every puddle the splash through removes dirt from 
the trail and creates huge ruts, whoop-do-doos, and in general can 
cause irreversible and or expensive trail damage.  

Education about weather patterns, socially and environmentally 
responsible practices should be promoted at trailheads, and maps 
should indicate locations where riders can egress to road systems in 
the event that weather conditions should change.  

E37 

Backcountry Hunters and Anglers recognize that ORVs are popular 
and powerful tools with a place on National Forests. But we need 
better controls on these machines to protect everyone's freedom to use 
and enjoy the land over the long run.  

We have several specific suggestions for your consideration:  

• Give line officers the support they need to protect habitat, 
streams, and water quality in the Travel Management Plans (s) on 
individual forests and ranger districts.  

• Take a hard look at the entire road system of each National 
Forest before developing a TMP in order to close unneeded roads 
and protect unfragmented blocks of habitat.  

• Protect watersheds, streams, and fisheries from damage by ORVs 
and obsolete, failing road networks.  

• Reform the TMP process to create TMPs with teeth to protect the 
values we prize on the National Forests: secure habitat, 
watersheds and streams, and quiet backcountry.  

• Provide adequate law enforcement, prosecution, and penalties to 
deter lawless ORV riders on our national forests. 

We agree with commenter, and believe these objectives are being addressed 
in this planning process. See purpose and need and decisions to be made in 
Chapter 1, and then see, when it is released, rationale for the decision in the 
Record of Decision.  

E38 

When there are questions/issues that arise more often than not it is a 
simple matter of "education” that I believe could be improved with 
better signage. It is not unusual to meet mountain bikers or 
hiker/backpackers that think the trail they are on is a non-motorized 
trail when it actually isn't. I and the 6-7 guys I ride with do our best to 
maintain a friendly dialog with other users and often take out a map 
and point out which trails are legal for dirt bikes and which aren’t. We 

We agree with commenter. Implementation of a travel decision will include 
annual production of a Motor Vehicle Use map, additional signing and 
education, and continued enforcement. Over time, we expect all users to 
become better acquainted with route designations and their meaning.  
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also tend to point out that the number and mileage of non-motorized 
trails vastly outnumbers the motorized trails and that many trails 
originally developed by motorcyclists are now non-motorized. Again, 
they are usually surprised and often conclude that it seems to be an 
unfair development. 

E39 

Certainly applying restrictions because of those few irresponsible 
idiots (which are everywhere in life) is not justifiable for the majority 
of U.S. Citizens. Proper law enforcement would certainly help! 

We would agree and no decisions regarding which routes should remain 
open were made based on the action of a few irresponsible people. The 
agencies would continue to provide for law enforcement in the analysis 
area, but recognized that peer pressure and societal expectations play a 
greater role in the public complying with travel management designations. 

E40 

How about a sticker or a permit required for bicycles, motorcycles 
and 4wheelers. Something like $40 a year for bicycles and $200 a 
year for motorcycles and 4wheelers. Motorized can do substantially 
more damage therefore they should pay more.  

No response necessary, the comment proposes actions way outside the 
scope of the Forest Service and BLM. 

E41 

[Restricting these roadways to licensed vehicles only] If such action is 
included in the FEIS/ROD it would completely eliminate all OHV 
loop routes in the area. This is action is unacceptable based on 
speculative guesses. The push to eliminate a user group(s) through 
these means is abhorrent. Education is the key for success in 
balancing all entities involved. Closure is more indicative of Gestapo 
tactics that violate access to our public lands. The areas that we are 
discussing in percentage of actual land to user contact are extremely 
small in comparison to the grander land mass. I stress to this 
committee that the need for compromise, understanding education are 
the only path that creates the balance.  

The mixture of licensed and unlicensed vehicles on roads (mixed use) is 
unsafe, except in certain circumstances. A decision on mix-use travel on the 
more well traveled/ high speed roads is outside the scope of this Travel 
Management planning effort. Those determinations are based on 
engineering and safety factors and can be implemented as needed. If some 
roads do not allow mixed use travel, they are done so primarily for safety 
reasons. The death of one person on Forest or BLM roads due to unsafe 
conditions is not acceptable. The Forest Service has developed a Preferred 
Alternative that does provide for alternative routes open to OHVs where 
there have been mixed use restrictions, while those alternative routes may 
not be as direct or as fast, they are typically safer for the OHV rider. If it 
takes heavy handed tactics to protect the safety of the public as you 
suggest, then the agencies may have to suffer that criticism in our efforts to 
provide for adequate public safety.  

E42 

Better education is the key to less damage on trails and roads. As 
members of outdoor recreation groups and clubs, we are willing to 
police our own sports, and try to educate users of our resources in the 
proper maintenance of our national treasures. 

No response necessary 

E43 

Regulation/Not Closure: “Encourage agencies to classify most areas 
to a restrictive travel designation such as “motorized travel limited to 
designated roads and trails”; and develop signage, maps and public 
education will [[sic]] be used to identify these trails on the ground.” 

Commenter makes reasonable requests, and we have given it individual 
consideration in coming to a final decision.  
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Hinsdale County Community Plan 8.6.4 C.  

Recognizing that violations of regulations can and do occur and 
damage resources, but that education is able to reduce this 
significantly, and in light of the importance and motorized access to 
some areas as explained previously and the limited number of routes 
available for motorized use, Hinsdale County has a preference for 
education and enforcement action, rather than closure of access. 
Hinsdale County is a partner with the BLM/FS in this endeavor as 
indicated by our joint efforts with San Juan and other Counties to 
provide back country ranger enforcement on the Alpine Loop and 
would appreciate it if the BLM could recognize these efforts by 
keeping the requested routes open to ATV/OHV traffic for the above 
stated reasons. 

E44 

I would urge consideration of several additional general planning 
concepts.  

Greater efforts are needed for education and behavior modification of 
trail users. Useful examples can be found from trail management in 
the United Kingdom, and particularly on lands held by the National 
Trust and the paths along the coasts. 

We agree that education and information are important parts of 
implementing travel management, and we plan to devote resources to this 
aspect of travel management. 

E45 

I truly believe, if we all work together to police these treasures, 
instead of regulate on the basis of a few wayward soles, we can make 
a huge difference. People need to know that these lands are for them 
to protect. When they see someone doing wrong, they should 
diplomatically bring it to their attention and I’m sure they would 
correct their thought process on how they use the land that they are so 
privileged to have access to and use properly. I think the remedy to 
our problem is education and empowerment of the people, not 
regulations to close the very land we love and enjoy responsibly. My 
hopes are that we will all still have access to these treasures, for your 
family, mine and those of my grandchildren and theirs to come. 

We believe that an appropriate mix of well thought out 
designation/restrictions, information and enforcement will accomplish the 
objectives commenter has recommended.  

E46 

To minimize conflict the educational process needs to be provided to 
all users not just motorized. With the knowledge of who is allowed on 
the trail and reminders of common courtesy, these trails can and 
should be a place where all users can enjoy.  

We believe that an appropriate mix of well thought out 
designation/restrictions, information and enforcement will accomplish the 
objectives commenter has recommended.  

E47 Education is the key for success in balancing all entities involved. 
Closure is more indicative of Gestapo tactics that violate access to our 

The Forest Service has stressed education over enforcement when trying to 
manage visitors to NFS lands. Education doesn't always work when we still 
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public lands. The areas that we are discussing in percentage of actual 
land to user contact are extremely small in comparison to the grander 
land mass. I stress to this committee that the need for compromise, 
understanding education are the only path that creates the balance 

continue to find a proliferation of user-created routes on the landscape in 
sensitive areas such as wetlands, watershed areas, wildlife habitat, etc. The 
Forest Service is directed by law to close routes that cause unnecessary 
resource damage. The Preferred Alternative is an attempt to create balance 
for public access and environmental conservation 

 

# Enforcement Related Comments Responses 

E48 

For at least the last ten years there has been a growing concern by 
sportsmen and women in Colorado that increased OHV use, 
especially illegal use, has diminished the outdoor experienced of 
those who hunt and fish on public land. As a result, HB 08-1069 was 
passed during the 2008 legislative session which allows state wildlife 
officers to enforce motor vehicle travel restrictions on federal public 
lands. Based on thousands of hunter contacts annually it is evident 
that the majority of sportsmen are in favor of further enforcement and 
regulation of motorized travel on public lands. Contrary to the 
statement made in the DEIS that “…the majority of [[OHV]] 
infractions are known to occur during hunting season”, it is clear that 
OHV abuse is occurring throughout the year and is certainly not 
limited to hunting seasons. While OHV violations do occur during the 
hunting seasons, the majority of sportsmen are law abiding and are 
tired of their outdoor experiences being degraded by motorized 
proliferation and abuse. 

Your comment has been considered. There is able data to support the 
assessments made in the EIS and hunters, like other recreationalist do in 
fact violate travel restriction rules. The agencies have reduced the number 
of miles of OHV trail in all alternatives due, in part, to concerns you have 
expressed.  

E49 
 Please ensure that adequate enforcement will be available and that 
MVUM’s [Motorized Vehicle Use Map] and other educational 
campaigns are clear and ubiquitous. 

We have this as our objective.  

# Funding Related Comments Response 

F1 

Page 208. Comparison of Maintenance and Decommissioning Costs. 
Table 3-41 is a handy chart that gives some good insight into costs. 
Our [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] concerns are 
about the federal agencies being able to develop the congressional 
support for the needs outlined. This is true for both the maintenance 
needs of existing systems, as well as the costs associated with 
implementing a decommissioning program. A review of the Table 
suggests that there is $1 million savings per year if both agencies are 

The purpose of the table referenced is to provide the decision maker is a 
sense of the difference between alternatives using some cost assumptions 
that could be reasonably supported to evaluate the potential cost aspects for 
each alternative. This was not intended to be a funding plan, nor is it 
included as a Transportation System funding request. It is included as a 
means to compare alternatives. The agencies are fully aware of the grant 
funding received from the Colorado State OHV Program and other sources. 
While all of this information is important to COHVCO and reflects the 
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combined. It has been traditional that any savings are not rewarded 
back to complete other work. Losses have been traditionally absorbed 
and high priority re-investment and maintenance work continues to be 
deferred.  

This section does give recognition to the opportunity for grants, 
cooperative maintenance programs, and volunteer assistance. 
However, from an agency point of view, and with the exception of the 
Colorado State OHV Program, these resources are not predictable and 
are generally route or trail specific. We have enclosed, as an 
attachment to this response, a report that shows the level of funding 
and assistance that State OHV and club programs have provided since 
1992. This report details what trails have been supported and shows 
$1.6 million has been awarded to Gunnison area trail programs. State 
registrations and permits are currently generating over $3 million per 
year and will continue to be available to roads, trails and programs for 
a variety of management needs. The No Action alternative shows 
annual maintenance costs of $92k/yr, and the current Good OHV 
Management grant is $60k/yr, without any route specific competitive 
grants. We think the display of this level of funding in the FEIS 
would help public understanding of the kind of support that is not 
only available, but received.  

We are very concerned that there may be budget alternatives, and 
grant programs that will shift limited resources to restoration 
programs and further neglect the maintenance and recapitalization of 
the designated road and trail systems. A balanced budget strategy by 
the agencies is critical is this area to both rehab those areas of 
unacceptable resource damage and to maintain a road and trail system 
that serves both visitor and resource management needs.  

It is our contention that the majority of routes slated for closure have 
not received any maintenance in the past 5-10 years, and maybe much 
longer. This is certainly the case for virtually all of the spur routes of 
short distances. The records of maintenance should be easily obtained 
and reported.  

We request that: 1) The planning team undertake an effort with 
COHVCO, and the TPA to address any motorized routes that are 
being considered for prohibition to motorized use due to 
maintenance/funding, to provide an opportunity to mitigate these 
issues prior to decision in the FEIS; and 2) that the Agencies provide 

efforts made by your organization, historical grant funding and possible 
future grant funding does not weigh heavily as a factor considered when 
determining on a route by route basis which routes should remain open, 
those determinations are more influenced by resource management factors, 
recreational value, safety and transportation needs rather than grand 
funding or maintenance costs in general. Travel Management is focused on 
determining which roads and travels should remain open, it not a budget 
exercise nor is it a budget strategy, such planning is related to 
implementation plans and not within the scope of this analysis. The 
maintenance cycle for roads and trails is not within the scope of this 
analysis either, the agencies recognize and accept that not all routes are on 
an annual maintenance cycle nor are that level of maintenance needed. 
Again the cost estimates and projects are based on common assumptions 
and offer a comparison of the alternatives and are not budget plans or 
projections. 
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documentation on the maintenance expenses for all routes proposed 
for closure in any of the alternatives. 

F2 

The agencies are wrong to say that outside sources for funding and 
maintenance by volunteers is outside the scope of this plan. 

 

Outside sources for funding and volunteers to assist with route maintenance 
are clearly a critical part of the resources we count on to help with 
maintenance needs. However, these important resources are not directly 
controlled by the agencies and can fluctuate significantly from year to year. 
For that reason we said that the availability of those resources was beyond 
the scope of the plan. Still, we are clearly aware of the benefits that can be 
gained by working with our partners to manage public land resources and 
remain committed to doing that to extend our management and 
maintenance capabilities. In this plan we are not focusing on decisions 
related to route maintenance. That is established in our standard operating 
procedures. We did, however, consider maintenance as one of many factors 
we examined as we evaluated the validity of routes.  

 

# Hiker- Horse related Comments Response 

H1 

No place in the plan does the agencies decrease hike/horse routes. 

 

Since the plan is focused primarily on identifying designated routes for 
motorized and mountain bike routes we did not focus specifically on 
managing hiking & horse use. Hikers and horses are not required to stay on 
designated routes so it would be meaningless to focus on which routes are 
open to these uses. As stated above we have not determined it is necessary 
to restrict foot and horse traffic to designated routes because we are not 
having nearly as many problems with these modes of travel. The overall 
number of hikers along with the minimal impact they cause indicates to us 
that the way they practice their sports and the current levels of use are 
sustainable. While horse use has the potential to cause more impact their 
total numbers are very low so the net impact is very low. In addition, 
neither of these groups has shown a tendency to create new routes nearly as 
much as motorized and mountain bike use has. Because these groups 
typically have less impact on resources (Pickering, 2009) and other visitors 
there is not a compelling reason to regulate them.  

H2 

The agencies should have considered hike/horse use as having the 
same impacts as motorized/mechanized uses. 

 

See response H1 above. Impacts come in several forms. One form is the 
actual imprint an activity leaves on the soil or vegetation. In those terms, 
the weight of a motor vehicle along with the torque on the wheels produced 
by the engine has inherently more impact on soil and vegetation than a 
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hiker. Another form of impact is the relative numbers of people practicing 
that activity. So while the impact of a horse on wet ground probably equals 
or exceeds the impact cause by a mountain biker, the fact that mt bikers 
outnumber horseback riders by 100 to 1 indicates the mountain bikers as a 
group have much more potential for impact. Another form of impact is 
noise. A number of studies including the one cited by this commenter show 
that quiet uses such as hikers, horse riders and mountain bikers cause less 
impact to wildlife because the noise of the use doesn’t carry as far away 
from roads and trails as the sound of motorized vehicles. Our experience is 
that there is a difference between the impacts caused by these respective 
groups and we tried to take those differences in impact levels into 
consideration as we made decisions in this plan. 

# Infrastructure Response 

I1 

Future Infrastructure/Route Development Considerations: On 
several occasions the DEIS states that “as a result of this analysis, the 
Forest service recognizes the need to improve ATV recreation in the 
greater Taylor Park, Tincup and Pitkin areas by providing more 
infrastructure such as developed trailheads, staging areas, kiosks, 
signs, maps, brochures, etc.” While these statements are area specific, 
it is clear that the current road and trail system throughout the 
planning area is not manageable from an economic or enforcement 
standpoint. The Division of Wildlife supports the creation of 
infrastructure that is necessary to reduce or prevent resource damage. 
In addition, we recommend that mode of travel conversations are used 
to create novel opportunities for particular user groups. As stated 
previously, the construction of new trails into pristine environments is 
not reasonable after considering the trail system that already exists 
across the landscape. Outside of wilderness, which is generally high-
elevation areas above 10,000 ft., very few of these unspoiled areas 
remain. Every effort should be made to preserve the integrity of these 
few remaining unfragmented environments. 

Our thinking here is that by providing more visitor information we can 
actually curtail off-trail impacts and negative user behavior from occurring. 
Currently visitors show up to Taylor Park or Pitkin and aren't too sure 
where to ride or what the rules and regulations are. Our hope is that by 
providing better signs, kiosks, maps and brochures we can help those 
visitors who are truly looking to "tread lightly". The intent here is to keep 
visitors on designated roads and trails that would remain open in the 
Preferred Alternative and not to create new routes since many already exist 
that provide quality rec. opportunities. 

 

# Maintenance Comments Response 

M1 Rocky Mountain Recreation Initiative appreciate the in-depth analysis 
of trade-off between trail maintenance and decommission cost and the 

No response required. (DEIS/FEIS Chapter 3, Transportation System) 
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chart on p. 208 of the DEIS. We strongly support Alternative 3 as the 
least costly alternative. 

M2 

Commenter suggests we qualify the opening of some routes with the 
agreement that users will continue to help us manage and maintain 
them. If they don’t, then the routes should be closed until the problem 
is corrected. 

 

As we evaluated routes we had a strong preference for closing routes that 
were causing serious resource impacts. As a result, we are not proposing to 
designate many routes that have persistent maintenance problems. As new 
route proposals are evaluated the question of maintenance will be 
considered as we deliberate about whether the route makes sense. In 
general, when new routes are designed and built using up to date standards 
we find that they require much less maintenance. When we determine that 
contributions of assistance from our partners are necessary to maintain new 
routes we will seek to tie down an ongoing commitment from those groups 
to help ensure proper maintenance. In some cases we have made the 
viability of the route contingent on the continued participation of our 
partners and will consider that as a reasonable option in the future. 

M3 

To conserve forest budgets and staff time, we recommend that the 
Gunnison Forest enter into agreements with motorized and mountain 
bike groups that trail remain open only so long as the user groups are 
providing trail maintenance funding and volunteers, and are offering 
trail patrols to prevent further user-created trail development…. 
Under such an agreement, trails that are not adequately being 
enforced or are resulting in ineffective closures or new user-created 
trails would be closed until the problem was corrected. 

Partnerships are entered, as available by willing partners, for the purposes 
of route maintenance and self-policing. Unfortunately, there is not 
consistent availability of volunteers or partners and individual users would 
be impacted by closures suggested. (DEIS/FEIS Chapter 3, Transportation 
System) 

M4 

Rocky Mountain Recreation Initiative trust that the Forest Service is 
not using trail maintenance by user-groups as a reason to open trails 
to certain uses. The agency has legal social and environmental 
considerations it must use to make trail decisions and user 
maintenance is not one of them. When trail users fix resource damage 
they themselves have created on their user-created trails this is only 
proper, not something to reward by legitimizing trails in travel plans 

Routes that have been determined to be part of the transportation included 
analysis of natural and physical resources, social demand/concern, and 
fiscal considerations. Routes were primarily kept open based on need and 
serving multiple use mandates and as part of a functional transportation 
network. (DEIS/FEIS Chapter 1 , Why replace the Current Travel 
Management Direction, Travel Analysis & Purpose of and Need for 
Action) 

M5 

Some of the trail closures in this plan are due to staffing/funding 
issues, we should be looking for a new cooperative management 
system that includes assignment of trails or trail systems to local 
government or user groups. 

Routes that have been determined to be part of the transportation included 
analysis of natural and physical resources, social demand/concern, and 
fiscal considerations. Routes were primarily kept open based on need and 
serving DEIS/FEIS Chapter 1 , Why replace the Current Travel 
Management Direction, Travel Analysis & Purpose of and Need for Action 
multiple use mandates and as part of a functional transportation network.  

Partnerships are entered, as available by willing partners, for the purposes 
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of route maintenance and self-policing.  

M6 

Trail maintenance will continue to be a problem. Eroded and braided 
trails are proliferating as more and more users cut their way through 
the fragile landscape. The more roads and trails that are 
decommissioned and revegetated, the more manageable the scenario 
will be. 

While fewer miles of trails would be easier to manage, high fiscal costs 
would still be incurred through their closure by addressing the watershed 
and soils concerns that would ultimately lead to being able to revegetate 
those sites. (DEIS/FEIS Chapter 3, Transportation System) 

M7 

Concern that OHV grant money (for maintenance) has been spent on 
every trail that is on the No Action Alternative and Alternative 1 
proposed for change in use or closure and that now OHV grant funds 
will be spent on closure of same routes (e.g., Agate creek trail, 
Roaring Judy trail, Crest Trail, cut the down fall on the Crest trail 
from Monarch Pass to Marshall Pass all the way thru the CT to North 
Pass, Bear Trail). 

Not all routes proposed for use change or closure have had OHV grant 
money/volunteer hours/trail crews spent to maintain them within the 
analysis area. State Trails grant moneys also cover non-motorized uses. 
State OHV grant requests to be used for closure are rarely funded. There 
are no exclusive motorized routes within the analysis area, OHV funds can 
be used to benefit all user groups. (District route files/INFRA database.) 

M8 

Use volunteer labor to maintain (or do not maintain at all) ungraded 
4WD roads (“Jeep Trails”), if cost is an issue, to insure the roads 
remain a challenging and adventurous experience sought by 4WD 
recreationalists.  

Maintenance activities generally deal with drainage or erosion problems 
(ditches, water bars, etc) not necessarily the difficulty of the route. 
Minimum maintenance (described above) is generally the only maintenance 
applied to these types of high clearance, 4WD routes. This type of activity 
is most easily accomplished with heavy equipment by someone who 
understands the standards required. Very rarely do volunteers come 
forward with the necessary equipment to do this work; however, 
partnerships are utilized for the purposes of route maintenance, as 
available. (DEIS/FEIS Chapter 3, Transportation System, FSH 
requirements) 

M9 

Trail maintenance will continue to be a problem. Eroded and braided 
trails are proliferating as more and more users cut their way through 
the fragile landscape. The more roads and trails that are 
decommissioned and re-vegetated, the more manageable the scenario 
will be. 

Trail maintenance is an issue because funding does not always meet all of 
the need. The Forest Service continually monitors trail use and takes steps 
to stop unauthorized trail proliferation and under the Preferred Alternative 
has proposed the closure of some motorized trails in an effort to create a 
more sustainable and manageable scenario.  

M10 

Concern that OHV grant money (for maintenance) has been spent on 
every trail that is on the No Action Alternative and Alternative 1 
proposed for change in use or closure and that now OHV grant funds 
will be spent on closure of same routes (e.g., Agate creek trail, 
Roaring Judy trail, Crest Trail, cut the down fall on the Crest trail 
from Monarch Pass to Marshall Pass all the way thru the CT to North 
Pass, Bear Trail). 

Partnerships are entered, as available by willing partners, for the purposes 
of route maintenance. Thank you for your support of the trails programs of 
the agencies. (DEIS/FEIS Chapter 3, Transportation System) 
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M11 

Use volunteer labor to maintain (or do not maintain at all) ungraded 
4WD roads (“Jeep Trails”), if cost is an issue, to insure the roads 
remain a challenging and adventurous experience sought by 4WD 
recreationalists.  

Statement, cost was not a criteria for closure, but it is an issued considered 
as a consequence of keeping the transportation system open to public use. 

M12 

Please consider that many local organizations are committed to 
assisting with trail maintenance and new trail construction. CBMBA 
[Crested Butte Mountain Biking Association] and Gunnison Trails 
have shown their ability and dedication to assisting in your efforts to 
maintain trails.  

As the number of non-motorized trails increase, so will CBMBA’s 
willingness to work on and maintain those trails, thus lessening the 
burden on the Forest Service and BLM to do so. CBMBA has spent 
much time working on trails popular amongst both the motorized and 
non-motorized communities, often in conjunction with motorized 
groups such as CBTrailriders, Reno/Flag/Bear/Deadman’s Gulch 

Volunteer contributions, both labor and funds was recognized and 
considered during the Travel Analysis process. 

M13 

While mountain biking is not a fee based activity it also has a much 
smaller impact than many other uses that you currently allow and 
promote under your use plan, such as the ski area, cattle grazing, 
timber sales and gas leases. While not wanting negatively impacting 
hikers, they do have access to all of the wilderness areas, which by an 
unfortunate twist of history are off limits to bicycles 

Statement, no transportation response required. 

M14 

New Crested Butte Mountain Bike Association (CBMBA) Trails 
listed below are examples of non-motorized trails in the urban 
interface that will help disperse recreation and CBMBA has a strong 
history of building trails that require low maintenance because of 
proper design and construction: 

Splain’s Connector #885.18 to Carbon Creek #436 as long as it does 
not impede on wilderness areas, potential wildness areas and crucial 
wildlife habitat areas 

Strand Hill Ridge Connector to Farris Creek Trail #409; 

Crested Butte Mountain Loop Connector #738.1 A 

Trail parallel to Gothic Road from Mt. CB's Snodgrass Trailhead to 
the Town of Gothic #317.3A; 

Snodgrass Ridge Loop Trail (not numbered); 

Trail parallel to Washington Gulch Road from Snodgrass Trail #590 

Comment is noted. The Forest Service appreciates the contributions of 
CBMBA in helping to maintain and locate trails on federal lands. Route 
specific responses to the agency’s preferred management direction for these 
trails and roads in shown on Figure 4, Preferred Alternative. 
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to Trail #403; 

Lower Loop Extension North along the base of Schukyll Mountain. 

M15 
It is important that besides the scheduled trail maintenance days, we 
are out there all the time, working on trails, riding with chainsaws to 
cut down timber to open the trails for ALL user groups.  

No response required. 

M16 

Mototorcyclists (for the most part) made the trails that other groups 
are enjoying now, and have funded maintenance of these trails 
through OHV registrations for over 30 years. The off road motorcycle 
groups still are required to pay annually through registration fees to 
support the trail system, search and rescue, and, most importantly, the 
local economy. 

The proliferation of unplanned and poorly designed user -created trails are 
at the heart of the purpose and need for action (Chapter 1). Vehicle 
registrations and licenses are outside the scope of the analysis. FEIS 
Chapter 1, Scope of the Project and Analysis 

M17 

Both CBMBA and Gunnison Trails has proven that new trails and 
work on existing ones can be created in ways that reduce the amount 
of maintenance. For example, Jacks at Hartman Rocks was built in 
such a way very little work has had to be done on it. So with 
partnerships with local trail groups, we can build and maintain 
sustainable trails in ways that have not been done previously. 

No response required. 

M18 

You have spent no money maintaining these roads, why spend money 
to decommission them? Most of these roads are not eroding, the ones 
that are eroding close. 

Routes that have been determined to be part of the transportation included 
analysis of natural and physical resources, social demand/concern, and 
fiscal considerations. Routes were primarily kept open based on need and 
serving multiple use mandates and as part of a functional transportation 
network.  

The FEIS Preferred Alternative addresses closing some routes until 
resource damage is mitigated.( DEIS/FEIS Chapter 1 , Why replace the 
Current Travel Management Direction, Travel Analysis & Purpose of and 
Need for Action, Chapter 3, Transportation System, FEIS Preferred 
Alternative) 

M19 
If there is an erosion issue, the trail should be closed or a detour made 
till the problem can be resolved, fill washouts and stream crossings 
with big rocks that won't wash away. 

The FEIS Preferred Alternative addresses closing some routes until 
resource damage is mitigated. (FEIS Preferred Alternative) 

M20 

Concern that every trail being closed has been worked on /maintained 
by Colorado and out of state motorcycle clubs (C500, CBTRA, 
NCTRA, groups out of Texas and others) at the request of the GNF 
staff. In addition, several non-motorized routes were worked on by 
these clubs as a show of faith from the motorized community in 

Not all routes proposed for use change or closure have had motorized 
volunteer hours or trail crews hours spent to maintain them within the 
analysis area. There are no exclusive motorized routes within the analysis 
area, therefore, maintenance is used to benefit all user groups. Pass 
maintenance contributions or efforts do not create a vested right to use in 
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conjunction with the local mountain bike club. There are many 
hours/years of maintenance that are on record with the FS to verify 
this (e.g., work performed by volunteers from CBTRA and NCTRA 
and other September of 2008 to rehab and close an upper section 
above Bear Trail caused by shortcutting from every user group.) 

the future. Although such contributions were considered, but long-term 
sustainability, management objectives and public need were also major 
factors used to determine which routes should remain open for public 
travel. 

M21 

Contact all off road clubs and organizations, they are willing to help 
maintain trails, and we can police our own sport. 

Partnerships are entered, as available by willing partners, for the purposes 
of route maintenance and self-policing. Thank you for your support of the 
trails programs of the agencies. (DEIS/FEIS Chapter 3, Transportation 
System) 

M22 

Motorized users have a place on the forests, provided their impacts 
are manageable. But motorized users have caused severe damage to 
trails in the Gunnison National Forest and the large amounts of 
money spent on trail repair have not kept up with the impacts. I 
suspect that the soils characteristics and level of rainfall are the reason 
for this problem. This Draft Travel Plan does nothing to address the 
problem. 

Maintenance costs and effects to soils/watershed are addressed in the 
DEIS/FEIS. This is a landscape scale analysis that deals with which routes 
remain open and to what uses; however, where route-by-route resource 
concerns were identified they were considered in determining the future of 
the route. (DEIS/FEIS Chapter 3, Soils Resources, Water Resources and 
Water Quality and Transportation System, and Project File Route 
Determinations) 

M23 

The agencies don’t adequately maintain our routes now and that more 
routes should not be added to the system unless we are sure we have 
the resources to maintain them.  

 

We agree that the agencies are not able to do as much maintenance on our 
transportation system as we would often like to do. Some routes that are 
well designed and located may only need maintenance every 7 to 10 years. 
Another route that is prone to erosion or poorly located may need to be 
maintained every year or two. Some visitors prefer a route that is smooth 
and free of obstacles while others prefer routes to be rough and challenging. 
In some cases we have to rely on federal resources to maintain routes and 
in other cases we get significant assistance from the counties and volunteer 
groups to help us extend our maintenance capabilities. The selection criteria 
we used to assess the desirability and viability of routes included 
assessments of their stability and maintenance needs. Our tendency was to 
not designate routes that were not stable or had an extensive need for 
maintenance out of proportion to the benefit it offered public land users. 
The Preferred Alternative presented in this Final EIS represents a reduction 
in the number of miles of routes we will have to maintain. That along with 
our selective elimination of problem routes should go a long way toward 
helping us achieve our maintenance goals for the routes that remain. As we 
evaluate proposals for new routes in the future we will certainly consider 
whether we have the capability to maintain them as one of many factors 
that will help us decide if a route makes sense or not. We will also continue 
to work with volunteer groups and other organizations to help us extend our 
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maintenance capabilities.  

M24 

Feels the plan succeeds at designating routes but does nothing to 
address poor route conditions on some motorized routes. 

 

Route conditions are a function of the physical character of the route, the 
uses that occur on that route and the maintenance activities on that route. 
The first step toward improving route conditions is to consider route 
conditions (steepness, erodability etc.) as we make decisions about which 
routes should remain open and which uses are appropriate for each route. 
This is the major focus of this plan. Hopefully route conditions will 
improve if we focus use on stable and sustainable routes and manage for 
uses that are suitable for that particular route. Once that is done then the 
issue of maintenance comes into play. By conducting periodic maintenance 
on designated routes we can help sustain enjoyable recreation experiences 
and reduce resource impacts. One of the concerns that triggered the need 
for this plan was the fact that public lands had many more routes than we 
had the capability to maintain. By reducing the miles of routes open to use 
we are hopefully improving our chances to work with our partners to 
properly maintain the remaining designated routes. This is one of the 3 
major goals of this plan. 

 

 Mapping Comments Response 

M25 

You must take into consideration the fact that you have not mapped 
the current travel system in the planning area with 100% accuracy. 
We would contend that there are at least 10-20% more miles of 
roads/trails on the landscape that did not show up on DEIS alternative 
maps. 

We have worked very hard to make our maps as complete and accurate as 
we can. The map of the current system of roads and trails (no action) is 
very accurate. The agencies have been on the ground and used recent aerial 
photography to verify existing routes. Often the "existing" routes many 
enthusiasts consider to be existing were created after the 2001 Interim 
Travel Restrictions were adopted and as such are unauthorized or illegal. 
All of the maps in the Final EIS have been updated since the DEIS was 
published. However, it is impossible to include every detail about all the 
roads and trials for the large area covered by this travel plan. We will 
continue to improve our data base and mapping, and would continue to 
update the MVU map each year as necessary. See disclaimers on maps 
produced.  
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M26 

I feel the key to successful trail systems is well marked trails with 
maps.  

Agreed. 

M27 

We favor the Proposed Alternative (Figure 4 of Draft EIS) and 
appreciate your efforts to minimize impacts to natural resources and 
wildlife. 

We do ask that the maps, including the Proposed Alternative (Figure 
4 of Draft EIS) not show any trails or roads on our private ground 
beyond the locked gates or on Road No. 563 or 563.2A. We have 
permitted roads with FS and request that our "Permitted Roads" and 
Administrative Use Roads not be shown on the map as well, because 
visitors can interpret the FS maps as the right to go through private 
ground in order to access FS land beyond. Frequently they are arguing 
for their right to do so during hunting season when carrying high 
powered rifles. 

Maps have been modified. 
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M28 

The Multi Vehicle Use Maps do NOT show the Licensed Vehicle 
Only roads, thus a non-licensed vehicle cannot know they are riding 
or planning to ride an invalid road. These Licensed Vehicle Only 
roads should be shown on the MVUMs for adequate evaluation of the 
maps. Having to go to a separate "Navigable Map" to get this 
information is not adequate for the user of those roads. -The MVUM 
Legends do NOT show the closed or administrative roads/trails, so 
one must assume the "orange/red X'ed" roads/trails are closed or 
administrative. The legend on the MVUMs should show these 
roads/trails for adequate evaluation of the maps.  

 The decision map is not the MVUM. The decision map portrays routes 
open for public travel. Appendix A indicates the routes that are open for 
administrative use and Appendix E and F portrays routes to be closed. 

 

M29 
811 seems to be misplaced from just south of 403 to 576. The actual 
route (as GPS’ed) is about .25 mi. SW of the shown route.  

Map has been updated. 

 

M30 

The Licensed Vehicle Only route from Taylor Reservoir north does 
not allow ATVs and Motorcycle Trail Bikes to navigate to the 
roads/trails in that direction. Similarly, the Licensed Vehicle Only 
route from Taylor Reservoir south does not allow ATVs and 
Motorcycle Trail Bikes to navigate to the roads/trails in that direction. 
Thus, the Cottonwood Pass trail is restricted to an out-and-back route 
for ATVs and Motorcycle Trail Bikes 

Road 742 is a Level 4 road, and for safety reasons, is only open to licensed 
vehicles. Motorized Mixed Use decision. 

M31 

Decommissioned routes on the Preferred Alt map should have route 
numbers displayed. It is difficult to jump between maps, find a route, 
find its number, then go back to the Preferred Alt map, locate the trail, 
and remember what the trail number is  

Due to the scale of the maps, it is difficult to label every route. The focus 
for labeling routes was placed on the managed system not those routes to be 
closed.  

M32 
The map legends do not define a route representation with black and 
white dashes bounded by thin brown lines. There are many of these 
and they are confusing. What are these routes?  

The symbology for the map and legend now match.  
 

M33 

Once again, in reviewing your DEIS, we noticed that the CDT is still 
not reflected or identified in your project maps. First, we feel that to 
be able to fully identify all the impacts to the CDT from this proposed 
action, that CDT must be identified on your maps 

The maps are included in the EIS to show routes. They are labeled to 
provide the responsible official with sufficient information to make a 
reasoned decision. Not all the attributes (e.g. names) of trails are needed to 
make an informed decision. Special status or interest trails are discussed in 
Chapter 3. Recreation Opportunity. Labeling those trails on the maps was 
not the needed for this EIS. Recreation user maps would most likely 
identify those special status trails as public information. 
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M34 

Quiet Use Coalition question the technical validity and need for 
Forest Road 578, as shown in most alternatives. The recently released 
motor vehicle use map for the Saguache District of the Rio Grande 
National Forest does not show a motorized connection (aside from 
trail 486/813) across the divide and district boundary where road 578 
is shown. Thus the proposed action and alternatives 3 and 4 are 
invalid, since they show full sized vehicle access onto 578 and 
578.2A as originating from the Rio Grande National forest (which is 
not legally possible) and not possible from the Gunnison National 
forest. We propose that 578 and 578.2A be administratively closed 
to vehicles. We see no reason to open up road 578.219, currently a 
road not open a system route. Doing so will create what appears to 
be a high route density in the area, with this and trails 486 and 488. 
Opening this dead end route will only serve to increase maintenance 
costs and fragment habitat in a remote part of the forest in/adjacent to 
a roadless area.  

The Forest Service would disagree with this comment. Based on this 
comment it has been confirmed that there is motorized access on the 
Saguache District leading up to road #578. The Preferred Alternative would 
continue to allow full-sized motorized travel on road #578 and #578.2A 
since that is the existing conditions and there were no adverse conditions 
anticipated with such use that would warrant closure. Under the Preferred 
Alternative, there is a spur route off of road #578.2A that would managed 
as an administrative road because of its forest management access needs. 

. 

M35 

An analysis of roads and trails in Appendices A and B, and matching 
up the routes on the appropriate Alternative Maps shows significant 
deficiencies. The first issue is the inability of the public to identify 
many of the routes. Most of those that are designated with ‘UT’ 
prefixes are not depicted on the Alternative maps, which is a clear 
failure in the NEPA process. The INFRA database numbers also do 
not have a direct relationship with the adjoining trail numbers. Dennis 
Larratt spoke to 3 other people in the USFS before being put in touch 
with Garth Gantt in Gunnison, who did a great job of providing 
Dennis with a map with the UT trails identified. This aided in our 
[Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] comments, but 
doesn’t help the rest of the public.  

We request that maps that contain these routes be provided to the 
public in a supplemental EIS, so that the public can comment in a 
meaningful and complete manner. 

 As far as the commenter’s inability to match all of the routes listed in 
Appendix A and B with maps is noted, but the Forest Service has provided 
various options to view these maps and when the maps contained on the 
Gunnison Travel management website are used, there is the ability to zoom 
in to a level of detail where those routes can be identified. 

As far as access to the Forest Service INFRA database, that is public 
information. The INFRA database is an internal system that is used by the 
agency for tracking and management of system routes. It is not necessarily 
set up to provide the public with maps. The maps provided in the DEIS and 
the in the FEIS are adequate for the public to understand the alternatives 
evaluated and they provide spatial context for the environmental 
assessments, they are not intended to be visitor use maps 

M36 

I noticed that in the DEIS, some roads on private property are shown 
as public roads but they should be shown as private roads (e.g., the 
Northeast corner of Gothic, and some of Bill Trampe’s private 
property south of Gothic).  

FEIS maps have been modified. 
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M37 

The access going up to Virginia Mine from the Judd Falls trailhead 
should be shown as a hiking trail and not a road. It is not passable as a 
road, it is not used as a road, and it requires crossing RMBL property 
where vehicular access is not allowed.  

FEIS maps have been modified. 

M38 

As displayed on the GMUG website, there are several roads marked 
as public trails that are within private property and for which public 
access does not exist or is limited. Perhaps it is simply a resolution 
problem; the scale of the mapping may have caused some roads to be 
imprecisely placed. I believe these should be shown as roads through 
private property. For example, the northeast corner of Gothic and 
some of the properties south of Gothic show public trails in private 
property.  

FEIS maps have been modified. 

M39 

We are concerned that the road going through Gothic up to Virginia 
Basin is shown as a public road. Access to that road requires entry 
onto our private property and currently vehicular access is not 
allowed. We suggest that the trail be show as “administrative hiking 
trail” this would keep it consistent with the designation for Copper 
Creek. Access to Copper Creek is through our property and in at least 
one instance we have provided an in holder vehicular access. 
Currently we have no negotiated agreements on the Virginia Mine 
Road 

 FEIS maps have been modified. 

 

M40 

For all maps, show NPS administered lands (i.e. show the boundary 
for Curecanti NRA and Black Canyon of the Gunnison National 
Park). Lands within the NRA boundary which are shown on the map 
as BLM land, and as private land, are actually all administered by 
NPS. Such information will clarify which agency has responsibilities 
for these lands.  

On Alternative 3 map, ¾ of Blue Mesa Reservoir and a segment of 
the Gunnison river at the East End of the reservoir are missing. That’s 
a lot of water! It would be advantageous to include these features on 
the map. 

 FEIS maps have been modified. 

 

M41 
Please include the Willow Creek Road (CR 31) on all maps, which 
is helps show connectivity.  

 FEIS maps have been modified. 
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M42 

Because the onus of determining proposed trail closures appears to be 
a matter of the public having to compare maps, it would be good to 
have the USFS put together a clear and concise list of the proposed 
trail closures in each alternative, and a list of the proposed new trails 
(we have a right to dream!) in each alternative. That will allow the 
public to better assess the various proposals. 

See Appendices in the FEIS lists road and trail closures in the proposed 
alternative. 

M43 

This was specifically not done in the DEIS. There are literally 
hundreds of trails and roads with UT designations. Very few are 
delineated on the maps. Only through a special request, were we able 
to obtain a map that helped with most of the UT trails, and none of the 
UT roads. This is a clear violation of the public process of NEPA. 
The people most affected must rely on their ability to create 
definitions and descriptions of the routes that they care about, rather 
than identifying them by number.  

Due to the scale of the map it is difficult to label every route number; the 
focus of labeling was placed on the managed system. The zoomable maps 
on the website allow for all labels to be appear when zoomed in. 

 

# Mitigation Related Comments Response 

M44 

Being I live in Grand Junction and travel to Gunnison to camp and 
ride and pay for our OHV tags we feel that with the more people 
using the trails MB, ATV most of our single track has been over run. 
You should not be cutting off trails you should be expanding 
designated use trails to go along with the old trails. More people need 
more trails not LESS. Where is the OHV money going too? If not to 
open and manage new trails. I also have a M-B and I have seen the 
mass numbers trying to take over our M-C trails away from us. And 
they have succeeded in some places. We M-C just go further away 
from the population. So I would not like to see any loss of M-C trails 
to M-B designated trails as a minimum. 

We cannot let the increase in numbers of users justify leaving more miles 
of this particular type of travel open, as EVERY category of use is 
experiencing increasing numbers of users. This reinforces the case for 
management of travel to provide the best experience for all types of users. 
The objective for recreation management on public lands in not necessarily 
to accommodate all users nor is it to provide for all of the public's demands. 
See Chapter 3, Recreation Opportunity, and The Forest's Role in Meeting 
Future Demand section for a more detailed explanation of the recreation 
management objectives. The use of motorized single track trails 
(motorcycle trails) by ATVs is not allowed and those users not complying 
with those restrictions can be cited. The funds generated by OHV 
registration fees has come back to the public lands in the Gunnison Travel 
Management analysis area for trail maintenance, improvements, and 
hardening all to reduce adverse impacts associated with trail use. 

M45 

It is essential that all efforts to “mitigate first – close last” be made in 
formulating your final plan. I strongly support the specific trail 
recommendations made by the Colorado Off Highway Vehicle 
Coalition (COHVCO), the Trail preservation Alliance (TRA), the 

Experience has shown that often the most effective and least cost mitigation 
is avoidance. There are situations where closure is the logical and most 
effective management option to avoid adverse impacts. It is not necessarily 
the preferred mitigation or management option since it is clearly 
understood by the Forest Service and BLM how important recreational 
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Thunder Mtn Wheelers and the Westerns Slope 4-Wheelers.  travel is to the public. 

M46 

Every effort should be directed towards mitigation and maintenance 
instead of closure. There is absolutely no reason to deny more access 
to a growing number of users 

See response to M45. We cannot let the increase in numbers of users justify 
leaving more miles of travel open, as EVERY category of use is 
experiencing increasing numbers of users. This reinforces the case for 
management of travel to provide the best experience for all types of users.  

It is rare that routes were closed strictly because they were too problematic 
or expensive to keep open. Maintenance was one of many factors we 
considered as we made our decisions. When maintenance and sustainability 
was considered along with historical levels of use, impact on other 
resources, access, recreation demand and other factors we ended up with an 
overall impression of whether it made sense to leave that route open to the 
public. Some of those factors did not lend themselves to mitigation. When 
public demand for a route was high we put more effort into searching for 
possible mitigation that would allow us to keep the route open. In some 
cases we did use mitigation to keep routes open that would otherwise be 
closed 

 

# Mobility/Age Comments Response 

M47 

Many of the trails, like Slaughterhouse Gulch between Tin Cup and 
Union Park, that are being considered for decommissioning are family 
favorites, because they are the very trails we have seen things that 
could only seen on those trails. Closing these trails would deprive 
many people from seeing and enjoying the things that can only be 
seen in Taylor Park.  

Not all people are the same and even though some people are able to 
hike to see these things, some cannot. And it would be unfair close 
these place to all but only a select few. They’re very few places left in 
Colorado where anybody, regardless of physical condition can ride on 
trails and see the magnificent beauty of Colorado or its colorful 
history. Please don’t take that away. 

We are well aware of this dilemma. However the extension of this 
argument is to leave all areas open to all modes of travel, which is counter 
to the clear need to manage travel as articulated in the Purpose and Need in 
Chapter 1 and will be discussed further in the Record of Decision. We are 
sympathetic to those who are not able to travel to all parts of the Forest, or 
for whom areas available to their use are now restricted, however we must 
make these types of decisions as we designate areas for use in accordance 
with regulation and prudent management. See the Preferred Alternative, 
Figure 4 to determine if your favorite trails and roads are proposed to be 
closed in the Final EIS. The DEIS identified options under various 
alternatives that may or may not be what the agencies have ultimately 
determined to be their preferred course of action. 

M48 

These roads have provided access for decades to Forest users for a 
variety of purposes. Hunting, fishing, mountain biking, firewood 
gathering, hiking and more. Guests of our Ranch use these roads to 
access the hunting and fishing. Many of our guests are older or 
elderly people, some are handicapped and these roads give me and my 

We are well aware of this dilemma. However the extension of this 
argument is to leave all areas open to all modes of travel, which is counter 
to the clear need to manage travel as articulated in the Purpose and Need in 
Chapter 1 and will be discussed further in the Record of Decision. We are 
sympathetic to those who are not able to travel to all parts of the Forest, or 
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guides the opportunity to set a hunter that can't walk in key places 
along these roads where elk and deer cross, allowing them to continue 
to enjoy the hunt. These roads provide a way for hunters of better 
physical abilities to cut miles off packing out their elk or deer. Just the 
roads I have listed total are about 10 miles of road. With a 300 ft limit 
on firewood collection, closing these roads removes about 800 acres 
of forest from reasonable access for firewood gathering.  

for whom areas available to their use are now restricted, however we must 
make these types of decisions as we designate areas for use in accordance 
with regulation and prudent management.  

M49 

 “Limited Mobility” Planning: Travel planning must also take into 
account the needs of those with limited mobility. ATV/OHVs provide 
access in ways that might have been available in earlier days by 
horseback. Routes like the Cannibal Plateau Loop provide unique 
hunting and foliage viewing access to an area that would otherwise 
only be available for those without impairments. A significant number 
of the 76% summer homeowners in Hinsdale County and of visitors 
as well, are of an age where mobility impairments or health issues 
might be a barrier to access. There are a very limited number of routes 
that provide this kind of opportunity for those visitors and citizens. 

We are not aware of any federal mandates to conduct "limited mobility" 
planning as part of the Travel Management process. While we are keenly 
aware of the interest people with limited mobility with regard to riding and 
driving OHVS, accommodating all of the desired access professed to be 
needed by the public is a dilemma. However the extension of this argument 
is to leave all areas open to all modes of travel, which is counter to the clear 
need to manage travel as articulated in the Purpose and Need in Chapter 1 
and will be discussed further in the Record of Decision. We are 
sympathetic to those who are not able to travel to all parts of the Forest, or 
for whom areas available to their use are now restricted, however we must 
make these types of decisions as we designate areas for use in accordance 
with regulation and prudent management.  

M50 

With the country’s population aging, more people are dependent on 
motorized recreation instead of foot or bicycle travel. The need for 
more opportunities for this group of users deservers to be recognized 
and not shut out. The FS should remember that ATVers and dirt 
bikers are trail sharers. You won’t see us in your office demanding 
that bicycles, hikers and horses be kept off “our” trails. Other users 
are welcome. And what do we get for this willingness to share? More 
trails closed to us and opened only the ones who are unwilling to 
share with other user groups. Does that make sense to you? Do you 
wonder why they complain so much? It pays off, that’s why! 

See response to comment M49.  

We are very aware that there is demand from a variety of visitors for 
motorized access. For some, this demand is because that is the type of 
recreation activity that they prefer. For others, it is a matter of necessity 
because age, disability or other factors require them to rely more on 
vehicles to get around. Whatever the motivation behind the demand, we 
gave a lot of consideration in this plan to providing access to public lands 
and accommodating a wide variety of recreation activities. These demands 
had to be balanced with our other goals of reducing inappropriate impacts 
to other resources and having a system that we could manage and maintain. 
That meant that some routes had to be closed. But we made a good effort to 
still provide good opportunities for recreation and access to allow these 
folks to enjoy their public lands. 

M51 

According to 2005 figures, 25% of the population is 55 or older, so 
why is it that the powers that be are trying to discriminate against 
25%+ of the population by telling them in jest that they can no longer 
access these lands. Who gives these people that right? What about the 
people that have physical conditions that make it impossible to access 

The travel management decisions will not close or deny access to public 
lands. The decisions may close routes or change the mode of travel that 
would be used to access public lands. It is unfortunate that not all people 
are physically able to travel using all modes of travel, but this dilemma 
goes many directions. Some users don't have the financial capacity to 
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these lands any way except for by motorized vehicles? Are they too 
being discriminated against, regardless of age? I will surely push hard 
to support these and any other groups of people that are in danger of 
being discriminated against, should these closures go through? Not to 
mention my own outrage at the situation. 

purchase motorized vehicles or prefer less mechanized travel and chose to 
hike. For the federal agencies to give preference to one age group, one 
mode of travel, or to one segment of the population is in fact 
discrimination. Also see response to comment M49.  

M52 

Please keep all the trails open to motorized travel so our injured 
veterans, handicapped citizens, and older people can enjoy the 
mountains too. To only allow the young and fit to enjoy is not right. 

Discrimination by user group, type of vehicle, mode of travel, age, financial 
capacity, physical ability, or service record is not allowed. The Preferred 
Alternative provides opportunities for all forms or modes of summer travel. 
Some modes of travel have more miles of route open to their specific mode 
of travel than others, such balancing of needs and desire is difficult and was 
considered extensively in the development of the alternatives evaluated and 
the Preferred Alternative identified in the Final EIS. Also see response to 
comment M49.  

M53 

We all know that this whole idea of closing public land to human 
presence is politically motivated and has very little, at this point, to do 
with animals, the land and nature. It is a struggle between political 
groups that have different ideas about how public land is best used. 
Some would like to see all public land turned into roadless wilderness 
while others would like to see it used as a playground for all forms of 
activity. Neither extreme is acceptable if our primary goal, as a 
nation, is to protect these lands for generations to use, appreciate and 
enjoy. Public lands need to be managed in such a way that we all, 
including the disabled and physically unfit, can enjoy them.  

To that end, administrators of public land must maintain the status 
quo. Roads and OHV trails that have served that community of 
outdoors people for these many years must be kept open for 
generations to enjoy. The Sierra Club and similar group's have had 
great success creating wilderness and roadless areas during the past 
30 years at the expense of OHV areas. Roadless and Wilderness areas 
have increased dramatically while OHV areas have decreased 
dramatically. It is now time to declare their efforts finished and use 
this year as a baseline for all special interest groups arbitration. 

This is not true. The federal land managers are mandated to manage public 
lands for multiple use and to provide for healthy forests, maintain favorable 
conditions of flow (streams), sustained yield, fish and wildlife. Such 
management objectives considered by this travel analysis are not the whims 
of political groups, but legal mandates. The preservation of the status quo 
as you suggest is problematic in that it continues to perpetuate conditions 
that make it difficult to meet the objectives you describe of managing 
public lands for generations to come. OHV use has increased dramatically 
over the past two decades and it is the proliferation of user created, 
unplanned, and poorly located roads and trails than necessitate changes to 
the current travel situation. (See Purpose and Need for Action, Chapter 1). 
See response to comments M49 and M52 for a response regarding 
providing opportunities to the disabled and physically unfit. 

M54 

As an older couple, or handicapped, the ATV is a great way to see 
what would otherwise be inaccessible to us. 

We understand this need, welcome visitation by mobility impaired people, 
and provide a wide range of opportunities for this mode of travel on routes 
designated for ATV use. This request does not impel us, however, to make 
all routes available to motorize use for mobility impaired individuals.  
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M55 

My first trip to Taylor Park was in 1977 and I have been going there 
and other parts of the GNF ever since. While I used to hike in the 
area, a bout with Post Polio Syndrome has left me unable to hike any 
long distances. None the less I am very active in Chaffee County 
Search & Rescue and contribute through motorized travel and 
Incident Command. I strongly object to your blatant bias toward 
bicycle and foot travel over motorized use.  

Your objection to providing opportunities for non-motorized modes of 
travel is noted. Under the Preferred Alternative there would be over 2,300 
miles of road and about 550 miles of motorized trail open to the public for 
travel. The agencies believe that there is sufficient and adequate 
opportunity for motorized recreation. It should be noted that there are about 
400 miles of non-motorized trail being proposed under this same Preferred 
Alternative. Even when the 510 miles of Wilderness trail added to the 
overall non-motorized travel opportunities the bias is still about 3 to 1 
motorized routes to non-motorized routes. 

M56 

The popularity of OHV has increased because many of us have grown 
older and are unable to hike to areas we have enjoyed for so many 
years, so the only way for many of to enjoy the beauty of the vistas is 
to use OHV. Please do not deprive us senior citizens by closing more 
trails to us to enjoy. Just because we are not as young as many of the 
people who oppose us, do we not have a right and/or opportunity to 
enjoy the outdoor experience that the younger and more active people 
have? We have for many years supported the public lands and when 
we could, we worked to improve the lands--not destroy them.  

Unfortunately, we feel the younger people feel we are encroaching on 
their wilderness experience, but don't we, as senior citizens, deserve 
to be able to enjoy a few of the areas still open to OHV. So many 
areas have been closed so the hikers can use the old trails that used to 
be used by OHV. The hikers need to walk on the old wagon trails and 
Jeep trails because it is easier for them to walk. Please consider the 
older people who are not able to hike anymore and have spent many 
years paying taxes and now we have license fees, gas taxes. What 
have the hikers contributed to the land? We quite often have to pick 
up their trash from their environmental experience.  

Please do not deny us seniors, who are not able to walk anymore from 
enjoying the beauty of this area. Some day you will not be able to 
walk like you do now and will have to use an OHV and/or ATV to be 
able to enjoy these vistas. Many of us are now having hip 
replacements, knee replacements and just are not able to enjoy these 
areas except by OHV.  

Also, please realize that so many OHV trails have been closed that it 
places more vehicles on less trails. These trails are difficult for OHV 
to stray from because it is dangerous to stray from the trail. Please 

See response to comments M52 and M49.  
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consider that closing more roadways/trails places more use on fewer 
trails. 

M57 
Some of us find as we age that we cannot walk to the top of the 
mountain any more, and the ATV trails are very necessary.  

See response to comments M52 and M49.  

M58 

I am a 67 year old that truly enjoys the back country experience; 
however I need to be able to use motorized transportation to take 
advantage of the experience. Closures of these areas would make it 
impossible for me to visit them. 

See response to comments M52 and M49.  

M59 

We support and request that our forests remain open for multi-use. 
The elderly, young and physically challenged cannot enjoy the depth 
of our forests without motorized access. If the forests continue to 
close roads and not re-route troubled areas with more and more 
people trying to access the woods it will put too much use on the 
other roads and cries for more closures will be heard. 

See response to comments M52 and M49 

M60 

We are both in our sixties and the experiences we have shared in this 
area are what keeps bringing us back. The things we are able to do 
and places we are able to go with motorized equipment would be 
impossible for us to do on foot. 

See response to comments M52 and M49.  

M61 

A 33% reduction in USFS motorized access to hunting and fishing 
resources is proposed. How will the aged and disabled access these 
resources (see below)? 

We are very aware that there is demand from a variety of visitors for 
motorized access. For some, this demand is because that is the type of 
recreation activity that they prefer. For others, it is a matter of necessity 
because age, disability or other factors require them to rely more on 
vehicles to get around. Whatever the motivation behind the demand, we 
gave a lot of consideration in this plan to providing access to public lands 
and accommodating a wide variety of recreation activities. These demands 
had to be balanced with our other goals of reducing inappropriate impacts 
to other resources and having a system that we could manage and maintain. 
That meant that some routes had to be closed. But we feel we made a good 
effort to still provide good opportunities for recreation and access to allow 
these folks to enjoy their public lands. The Preferred Alternative provides 
almost 1,840 miles of motor vehicle routes on NFS lands within the 
analysis area. This figure does not include the 1,046 miles of BLM 
motorized routes proposed in this alternative or the 1,850 miles of existing 
county, state and federal highway roads in the analysis area.  

M62 Mobility/Age• According to 2005 U.S. Census Bureau population See response directly above (M61).  
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data, the current population is aging with about 25% being age 55 and 
older. About 19% of the US population is considered disabled and 
about 12% is considered to be severely disabled. The aged and the 
disabled have a more difficult time accessing the public lands by 
other than motorized means. Since these lands are public lands, why 
are these users being prohibited from access to those public lands? 

 No one is prohibited from using public lands. The Preferred Alternative 
provides almost 1,840 miles of motor vehicle routes on NFS lands within 
the analysis area. This figure does not include the 1,046 miles of BLM 
motorized routes proposed in this alternative or the 1,850 miles of existing 
county, state and federal highway roads in the analysis area.  

 

# Mode of Travel Comments Response 

M63 

DEIS Observations  

• Will ATVs and Motorcycle Trail Bikes be able to ride the 
designated OHV >50" roads?  

• The claim that a few hunters having violated the OHV designated 
route restrictions on roads and trails is causing closures of some OHV 
designated routes. This action seems like overkill when those hunters 
should be fined for the violations. As you should be aware, the 
Colorado Legislature passed a resolution allowing DOW (as well as 
other law enforcement) personnel to ticket anyone for OHV 
violations, regardless if they are violating any DOW regulations or 
even hunting at all.  

 Yes, ATVs and Motorcycle Trail Bikes will be able to ride the designated 
OHV >50" roads. We are aware of DOW enforcement authorities. 
Violations by some OHV riders were not one of the factors considered in 
determining which routes should remain open for public travel. Problems 
related to user compliance do not reduce the very real need for travel 
management. See Chapter 1 of the EIS, Purpose and Need.  

M64 

• The conversion of existing trails (some possibly motorized) to 
hiker/horse trails include: Eccher Gulch-Round Mountain; Swampy-
Pass Creek-Lowline Trail connection; Green Lake-Carbon Creek-
Baxter Gulch connection; April Gulch-Beaver Creek; Quakey 
Mountain-Dawson Creek; and Green Lake Trail, the adjoining trails 
(Baxter, Carbon), and the Eccher Gulch-Round Mountain Loop. We 
are unsure of the intentions and prior use of these trails as the maps 
are unclear.  

• About 37% of the existing USFS roads are proposed to be closed. 
This reduction is very significant and demonstrates an 
unwillingness to recognize all user groups fairly.  

• A 40% reduction in USFS unpaved road access is being 
proposed. Again, this reduction is very significant. Ditto.  

• About a 20% reduction of USFS Motorcycle Trails is being 
proposed. This reduction is significant. Ditto.  

The Preferred Alternative (Figure 4) depicts the desired modes of travel for 
the trails you reference. The Preferred Alternative defines the intentions of 
the land management agencies for Travel Management and travel 
restrictions. No, the percentage roads to be closed are not 37%. The FEIS 
has the most current and desired conditions regarding roads to remain open. 
Some roads would be closed and some would be converted to other modes 
of travel. The Preferred Alternative would propose to close about 12% of 
the motorcycle trails from existing conditions. The overall impacts 
associated with road and trail closures are documented in Chapter 3 for 
environment (including humans). Maps in the FEIS have been improved; 
we hope to assist all reviewers. Maps are available in GIS formats for 
detailed review. We understand the concern about restrictions to certain 
users and we have deliberated about route designations with this in mind; 
however we are compelled by reasons stated under Chapter 1 Purpose and 
Need to make these decisions. We have attempted to be as fair and 
reasonable as possible.  
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• The BLM is proposing a reduction of 35% in the motorized 
routes. Both BLM and GNF need to recognize the overall impact 
of their combined actions. 

M65 

The planning area provides virtually unlimited recreational 
opportunities currently regardless of what recreational activities folks 
partake in. Thus, it is our opinion that development of new roads or 
trails at this point is reckless and unwarranted when you consider the 
current travel system that is present. Mode of travel conversions 
should be used whenever possible to provide additional opportunities. 

The Preferred Alternative would consider the addition of about 40 new 
trails, but no on-the ground action could occur relative to development of 
those planned new routes until further environmental analysis is done and 
public there is opportunity for public involvement and comment. There are 
about 100 miles of road under the Preferred Alternative that would be 
converted to other modes of travel.  

M66 

• There is a proposed decommissioning and closure of OHV routes 
in the following areas:  

Pitkin/Waunita Pass/Waunita Hot Springs; Depler Park; Soap Creek, 
Red Creek and Rainbow Lake; Flat Top/Red Mountain; and Texas 
Creek/Cottonwood Pass. We do not agree with these closures. 
Recreation opportunities should be created, not reduced.  

• Certain roads would be converted from full-size, high-clearance 
OHV roads to ATV only trails:  

Lost Canyon; Depler Park; Tincup-Mirror Lake area; Union Park; and 
the Needle Creek Reservoir area. We recognize the reduced impact of 
ATVs over jeeps but this should be done only as a last resort to 
prevent resource damage. ATVers love <50” trails but would rather 
see them created, not taken from the jeepers. That said, limiting roads 
to <50” is much preferred to closing them. 

Comments have been noted. The Forest Service would agree that 
converting roads to ATV trails often results in less erosion and road 
damage during wet conditions and typically those conversions are planned 
as the most desirable option to mitigation damage from full-sized vehicles. 
There are very few miles of full-sized road that are planned for conversion 
to ATV trail (OHV < 50 inches in width). Appendix A has a complete table 
of road conversions proposed in the Preferred Alternative.  

M67 

Trails that would be closed to Motorcycle Trail Bike use and/or 
converted to mountain bike or hiker/horse trail use include: 
Wildcat/Green Lake/Carbon Creek Trail connection, Strand Hill, 
Strand Bonus, Canal, 402, Timbered Hill and trails between Teocalli 
Ridge and Middle Brush Creek Road, parts of Farris Creek (409) 
Trail and Double Top, Walrod Gulch, portions of the Cement Creek 
Trail, lower Doctor’s Park, 413 Trail between Doctor’s Park Trail and 
Taylor Reservoir/River’s End Campground, portion of the Quakey 
Mountain Trail, Monarch Crest Trail between Monarch Pass and 
Greens Creek Trail, lower Agate Creek Trail (below Lime Creek 
cutoff), and a portion of the CDNST between Hwy. 114 (near North 
Pass) and Cochetopa Pass Road. This is completely unacceptable. The 
trail sharers are being booted off for the “convenience” of those 

The Preferred Alternative defines the Forest Service and BLM preference 
for the final decision on which routes would remain open. See Figure 4 for 
route specific determinations. Many of the routes referenced in this 
comment have been subject to change based on public comments, 
additional information, and updated resource information. Typically, 
motorized trails converted to non-motorized use are done so because of 
resource management concerns or because such use is inconsistent with 
long-term management objectives such as ROS, preservation of wildlife 
habitat or watershed conditions.  
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unwilling to share. And special attention should be paid to the 
Monarch Crest Trail where historic use is multi use. Closing this to 
multi use will cause a firestorm.  

Trails that are currently motorized would be converted to mountain 
bike trails include the following: Strand Hill; Strand Bonus; Canal; 
portions of 407 to Brush Creek; another connector trail between the 
Farris Creek Road (736) and the Brush/East Brush Creek Road 
junction; lower Farris Creek Trail (409) from Farris Creek Road to 
Cement Creek Road including the lower. Again, why are those who 
are willing to share being booted off? 

M68 

A public policy based on fairness to all, will go a long way to 
reducing political motivations for public land closures and all but 
eliminate law suits by parties the land closure affects most. The 
money spent defending an administrator's decision in the legal system 
is money wasted when it could have been better spent maintaining our 
public lands. A decision based on fairness to all parties is a win, win 
situation for the public administrator and all involved. Openings and 
closings based on percentage from each stake holder is the true test of 
relevance and would go a long way in making the administrator's job 
easier and more efficient.  

This is the approach to arbitration I used during more than 30 years of 
Federal Service. It worked for 100% of my decisions resulting in zero 
legal complaints. I encourage the decision makers in the Gunnison 
Basin Travel Management DEIS to use the same approach and be fair 
to all the parties involved. It is easy to file a complaint.  

The validity and seriousness of the complaint can best be determined 
by the complaining party's willingness to sacrifice as much as they 
ask others to sacrifice.  

Sincerity is validated by sacrifice. I sacrificed parts of my body for 
my country. I expect no less from the parties asking for OHV closures 
in the Gunnison Basin. Sacrifice an equivalent length of hiking and 
nature trails in the Gunnison Basin to prove the sincerity of your 
cause. Anything less proves that this issue has little to do with the 
reasons the complaint is based on and has everything to do with 
political motivation, making the complaint frivolous and without 
merit. 

We have every attempt to be fair to all user interests. Each user group has a 
different perspective, as clearly indicated by this comment, and we cannot 
accommodate all.  
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M69 

I can't believe that dirt bikes are doing any substantial damage to this 
area. Dirt biking is such a wholesome family sport. Would the 
government rather our kids do recreational drugs, or participate in a 
healthy family-oriented sport such as dirt biking. Please don't take our 
trails away from us. 

One would have to question whether closure of single track motorized trails 
(approximately 44 miles for the Preferred Alternative) would lead kids to 
drug use. There does not appear to be a logical nexus for this suggested 
impact. No further response is warranted. 

M70 

Reducing motorized use:  

The first paragraph on page 131:  

By not actively managing some uses in the past, a change in users and 
use patterns on the forest has resulted. More than 20 years ago, 
researchers documented a process of "invasion and succession" 
Existing users are displaced because they are no longer receiving their 
desired experience, and the new users fill the void left by the 
displaced, or departing users. Quite often these changes occur more 
slowly over time, and the agencies make no conscious management 
decisions to address the change. Although some users are vocal about 
these changes, the loss of recreational opportunities largely goes 
unnoticed until well into the future when the new and sometimes less 
desirable use pattern is set.  

My comment: So, you even know the methodology and details of how 
to change our motorized use; i.e., reduce it to your acceptable levels. 
The section labeled Motorcycles on page 144: Under the Proposed 
Action, motorcycle specific trails on NFS lands would decrease from 
340 miles to 265 miles. The opportunity for motorcycle riding would 
also be available on ATV trails, Jeep trails, full-size, high-clearance 
roads and passenger vehicle roads adding another 1,625 miles of 
riding opportunity on NFS lands. My comment: The last sentence is 
certainly specious. If I told you that I was cutting your miles of horse 
trail (or hiking trail) in half, but you could ride your horse (or hike) on 
1625 miles of roads, would you be happy? The quality motorized 
single-track riding opportunities the Gunnison Ranger District is 
known for would largely remain intact under the Proposed Action.  

My comment: The quality, motorized single-track riding opportunities 
the Gunnison Ranger District is known for will be reduced 22%; 
enjoy. Overall, the Proposed Action attempts to take a realistic look at 
which motorcycle trails are the highest priority for funding, 

The purpose and need for the action does not anticipate making all people 
happy or pleased, it does expect to determine which routes should remain 
open to the public for travel based on many factors mostly related to 
resource management, recreational opportunity, safety and access. The 
priority system you allude to is not contained in the EIS is not necessarily 
correct. The factors used in determining the appropriated use and desired 
conditions for existing trails is listed in Chapter 1, Travel Analysis and 
funding is not one of those factors. The Recreation Opportunities section of 
Chapter 3 was prepared by agency recreation specialists with expertise, 
experience and education in the area of recreation planning and discloses 
the potential impacts based on the information available and science.  
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maintenance, long-term sustainability, and grant seeking. My 
comment: I don't see a priority ranking system described nor criteria 
for deciding priority. If you have such a system, why is it not 
described herein? Conjecture vs facts.  

M71 

The fourth paragraph on page 146: Based on input from the Salida 
Ranger District, it appears that a majority of the motorcycle use on 
the Crest Trail originates from the Greens Creek Trail on that District 
rather than from Monarch Pass.  

My comment: What type of input was provided or was the 
information "conjectural and not supported by scientific or factual 
evidence." That quote is yours, from page 20. My own survey shows 
over 90% of riders prefer riding from Marshall Pass or Monarch Pass 
and only ride Greens Creek Trail very seldom, if at all. Perhaps the 
Salida Ranger District input came from the one employee who prefers 
to ride that trail and has a vested interest in keeping it open. If you 
can't substantiate the input, you shouldn't use it as a basis for decision 
making. Moving the problem. 

There is no indication that information provided by Forest Service 
personnel on the Salida Ranger District is conjecture as you allege. Such 
information can come from visitor use surveys, trail counts, visual 
observations, and years of experience managing trails on-the-ground. The 
Gunnison ID team has no reason to believe such assessments of trail use are 
incorrect. While you provide your own data, there is no period of 
observation tied to your survey which is based on only one person's 
observations.  

M72 

The growth in the motorized single-track segment extends throughout 
the entire valley. None of the Alternatives address that this is a 
recreation segment which is growing, instead every alternative 
decreases the number of available single-track trails open to 
motorcycles. By decreasing the number of available single-track trails 
to motorcycles while users increase, the pressure on the existing trails 
will greatly increase. This increased pressure on existing trails will 
further damage our forests and bring the motorcycle community 
under further scrutiny and trail closures. By leaving as many trails 
open as possible, the use and damage on every trail will be kept at a 
manageable level. I ask you to allow groups to adopt trails in 
question, I would happily donate my time to keep a trail open. As 
well as allowing groups to adopt, also please look at other options 
such seasonal closures and one way motorized traffic before closing 
single-track trails to motorcycles.  

We cannot let the increase in numbers of users justify leaving more miles 
of this particular type of travel open, as EVERY category of use is 
experiencing increasing numbers of users. This reinforces the case for 
management of travel to provide the best experience for all types of users.  

M73 

Like many long-time off-highway motorcyclists (dirt bikers) the 
Gunnison Area is my absolute favorite place to spend time in. From 
my experience it is unmatched in quality single-track riding options. I 
have ridden there for many years and have participated in trail 
projects with the local club and the Forest Service. I have also 

See response to comment M72 above. The Preferred Alternative proposes 
to manage and maintain 45 fewer miles of motorized single track trail than 
currently exists. This is a 12% reduction in trail miles. Neither the Forest 
Service nor BLM are trying to push more users onto the trails on public 
lands, those users are coming to the analysis area by choice. Whether is 
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watched as more and more users (both motorized and non-motorized) 
have "found'" the area and fallen in love with it as well. Now we have 
a pretty significant number of users all at a time when we seem to be 
faced with continued pressure to reduce the number of trails or 
eliminate connectors that make for good trail loops, both on this trail 
system as well as others throughout the region. It seems counter-
productive to me to continue trying to push more and more users into 
less trail miles. I am all for finding ways of solving those problem 
sections that run through boggy areas or were poorly planned and 
need to be re-routed but I continue to be frustrated with the proposed 
closures when it seems much more logical to create more trails not 
less. 

results in overcrowding is difficult to assess because the sense of 
overcrowding is based on personal tolerance levels. 

M74 

MC desire Short rides :The DEIS on page 146 states “Many of the 
motorcycle trails proposed for conversion to non-motorized use are 
short in length, attract many non-motorized users, and do not provide 
the longer loop opportunities desired by most motorcycle riders” 
While it is true that motorcycle riders desire long loops, quick rides 
are also needed and wanted. There seems to be a current theme across 
all Alternatives that closer in rides are becoming mountain bike only 
trails while motorcyclists have to travel farther in on dirt roads to 
access motorized single-track. This is not what the motorcycle 
community wants or needs. 

Trails that are closer to communities like Crested Butte and Crested Butte 
South attract lots of people because of their proximity. Hikers and 
mountain bikers cannot travel as far on a typical outing that a motorcycle 
can. It makes good sense to provide non-motorized trail opportunities on 
those trails closer to communities and at the same time reduce conflicts on 
those trails and reduce the need for hikers/bikers driving vehicles to 
trailheads. Motorcycle trail opportunities that are close to communities are 
still plentiful in the Preferred Alternative. 

M75 

There are currently many opportunities for hikers to hike without 
mechanized or motorized vehicles both in Wilderness areas and 
outside of them. There are also currently many opportunities for 
mountain bikers to ride single-track where no motorized vehicles are 
allowed such as 401, 403, upper loop, lower loop and there are even 
more proposed mountain bike trails in the works. Please do not 
further limit the motorized single-track opportunities in our valley. 
These trails have historically been managed as motorized to that 
extent that many of the trails in question were created and have been 
maintained by the motorcycle community. The motorized single-track 
segment is the most heavily hit by this travel management plan and I 
think maintaining as many environmentally sound motorized single-
track trails as possible is the most responsible and forward thinking 
action we can do. 

It is important to recognize that many motorcycle riders also utilize ATV 
trails and full-size, high clearance roads for their desired experiences. They 
do not rely on single-track motorcycle trails alone for their desired 
experiences. For example, Reno Ridge Road, Taylor Pass Road and other 
high mountain pass roads are also popular with motorcycle enthusiasts and 
are complementary to designated motorcycle trails. In many cases, novice 
to intermediate motorcycle riders prefer to ride on ATV, Jeep trails, or full-
size, high clearance roads to achieve their desired recreation experience and 
expectation. Overall, in the entire analysis area (FS + BLM lands) there 
would be approximately 2,370 miles of roads and trails open to motorcycle 
travel which includes the 351 miles managed for single-track motorcycle 
use. Outside of wilderness the majority of single track trails were left open 
to motorcycles and/or mt. bikes. We did find some cases, though, where it 
made sense to designate a few trails outside of wilderness for foot and 
horse use. For example, there is considerable demand for non-motorized 
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trail opportunities close to population centers such as Gunnison, Crested 
Butte and Lake City. Such trails offer easy opportunities for visitors to get 
some exercise or walk the dog close to town without having to drive to a 
more remote trailhead. In some cases the permissive easements we have 
arranged with private landowners to allow public access across their land 
specifically stipulate that the permission is for non-motorized use only. Our 
tendency in those cases was to manage the whole trail for non-motorized 
use to reduce the chances of trespass that might jeopardize our access 
easement. In a few cases the erodable soils or steepness of a trail made it 
unsuitable for motorcycle use or untradeable for mt. bikes but still 
acceptable for light use by hikers.  

M76 

My needs and desires for the National Forest are single-track trail 
systems for motorcycles, mountain bikes, horses and hikers all to 
share. After work I enjoy getting out on my dirt bike for a quick hour 
ride just like I do on my mountain bike. The DEIS on page 146 states 
“Many of the motorcycle trails proposed for conversion to non-
motorized use are short in length, attract many non-motorized users, 
and do not provide the longer loop opportunities desired by most 
motorcycle riders” While it is true that motorcycle riders desire long 
loops, quick rides are also needed and wanted. There seems to be a 
current theme across all Alternatives that closer in rides are becoming 
mountain bike only trails while motorcyclists have to travel farther in 
on dirt roads to access motorized single-track. This limits my 
opportunity to ride my motorcycle after work. 

One can travel much further in one hour on a motorcycle than on a 
mountain bike. Hikers and mountain bikers cannot travel as far on a typical 
outing that a motorcycle can. It makes good sense to provide non-
motorized trail opportunities on those trails closer to communities and at 
the same time reduce conflicts on those trails and reduce the need for 
hikers/bikers driving vehicles to trailheads. Motorcycle trail opportunities 
that are close to communities are still plentiful in the Preferred Alternative. 

M77 

Upon hearing of these proposed closures/conversions to mountain 
bike only trails, my thoughts were very negative towards the idea. I 
currently ride a trail type motorcycle that has been modified 
specifically for trail riding. The motorcycle is licensed and has been 
outfitted with full competition trials tires for maximum traction 
without having to “spin” the tires. The bike also has been geared as 
low as it can so as to be able to “crawl” over difficult sections of trail 
without leaving any damage to the trail.  

Thanks for the comment and your efforts to "tread lightly". Please pass on 
the tread lightly commitment to your riding friends and family. 

M78 

MC- responsible /family sport: I think that the motorcycle community 
is a little bit misunderstood. The demographics are changing... 
quickly! It's not just a few young guys chasing each other around. The 
sport has always been, (and more so lately) a family sport that 
requires physical ability, mechanical ability, and, most importantly, 

Comments noted. Motorcycle trail opportunities remain plentiful under the 
Preferred Alternative. 
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trail etiquette is taught to young riders from the day they got on a 
bike. Females riding dirt bikes are the fastest growing segment of the 
sport! The majority of the riders are very responsible, 
environmentally conscious people that just want to explore the trail 
system in this area, and have fun with their families. 

M79 

COHVCO's route summary, Item 39 in their comments, is critical. 
None of these trails should be stolen from and closed to mc's. Please 
re-designate them as fully multiple-use and open to motorized use as 
they have always been with no detriment to the resource, and open by 
the sweat of our back's and by our willingly supplied funds. (This 
comment is also on the site specific spreadsheet for a response- need 
to decide who responds?) 

Comments noted. Some would disagree that some of these trails have "no 
detriment to the resource". We have photos of severe trail degradation 
issues. The backlog of motorized trails needing major repair or relocation 
work outpaces our ability to apply for and manage state OHV grants. The 
use of OHV funds to repair trails does not commit the agency to keep a trail 
open in perpetuity. The agency does not take the decision to close 
motorcycle trails lightly. The decisions are based on valid resource and 
social concerns. Motorcycle trail opportunities remain plentiful under the 
Preferred Alternative. 

M80 

Many of these trails were originally installed by motorcycle riders and 
continue to be classic rides that draw riders from all over the country. 
Those riders and riding events, such as the Colorado 500, bring in 
much needed income to the Gunnison/Crested Butte economies. 
Closing these trails will eliminate popular loop trails, loops that have 
already been maintained with OHV fee monies, riders associations 
and OHV user volunteers in conjunction with the GNF. Off-road user 
fees have long supported trail reconditioning in these areas and will 
continue to maintain them in the future. Let us organize more 
volunteer trail days rather than restrict use, or re-route trails suffering 
from erosion to more durable fall lines. The deconstruction of trails 
that the public desires open is a waste of public money and, in some 
cases, targeted at trails that have been in-use for 40 years. An 
unpopular, useless trail would never have lasted that long. If it is to be 
no longer maintained, let it be, do not waste fee money to remove 
evidence of its existence.  

We are aware of the sentiments of this group of users, however one must 
defer to the broader purpose and need as stated in Chapter 1 of the EIS. The 
Preferred Alternative provides for looped rides as suggested, few, if any 
known rider loops were closed without resource management issues being 
the driving force for closure. 

M81 

Currently certain trails are heavily used. Closing trails only makes 
remaining trails get more use. A better solution is to create new trails 
to spread the usage around. Many people including myself an ATV is 
my only solution to getting into the back country. They actually have 
less impact on the trail than horses and foot traffic. Hot dog ATV 
riders do damage as do any out of control sports person. Do not close 
things because a small group of people created damage. As with any 

The proliferation of routes is the primary impact that is being addressed in 
this Travel Planning effort. See Chapter 1. Purpose and Need for Action.  
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endeavor there are always those who take advantage of a situation. 
Patrols and training will cut down on this abuse. Patrols also is a good 
way to make revenue and make sure offenders are handled in a way 
they will not be so willing to abuse the trail in the future.  

M82 

Please build future expansion opportunities into the alternatives 
considered in your NEPA analysis of the DEIS, even if you don’t 
open every one of them immediately. Not addressed in the DEIS. In 
fact, there are NO new motorized trails considered in the DEIS. This 
is contrary to the Travel Management Rule of November 2005. It 
specifically calls for adding routes. 

In our review of existing routes we do not find the need for many new 
routes. About 40 miles of new trails are proposed in the final preferred 
alternative to meet needs. The Forest Service does not agree that the 2005 
Travel Rule calls for adding new routes. There is no such language in 36 
CFR 212. 

M83 

Simply put, the Forest Service must create more motorized recreation, 
not less. The majority of the users of the public lands need motorized 
recreation. The vast areas set aside for Wilderness use only serve a 
tiny percentage of the population that wants to hike. Plus, most of 
them do no hike more than a couple miles from a road. We need more 
access points to the public lands. Trust me, I know. I have climbed al 
Fourteeners. While that use is increasing, it is a use by a very small 
segment of the population, which tends to be young, white, and male. 
Someday, someone will figure out the Forest Service approach of 
closing all lands to non motorized recreation is elitist at best and 
exclusive at worst. Please provide recreation opportunities for all the 
public, young and old, and without regard to age, gender, or race 

Why? Meeting the need or demand for more recreational opportunity is not 
the Forest Service role for recreation management. See Chapter 3, 
Recreation Opportunity, and The Forest's Role in Meeting Future Demand 
section for a more detailed explanation. The Forest Service has not closed 
any of the public lands to the public. Travel Management decisions will 
change the mode of travel required to access all areas on the National 
Forest, but it does not close areas. The proliferation of routes is the primary 
impact that is being addressed in this Travel Planning effort.  

M84 

I believe more forest should be open to this group of outdoor 
enthusiasts, locals and out of state the same, because this is why many 
people come from around the country to ride our beautiful land. 

The proposals for Travel Management do not close any areas of the public 
lands to the public. The Preferred Alternative does propose to close some 
routes to motorized and non-motorized travel and to convert some routes to 
other modes of travel. One consequence of such actions would be that some 
users may not be able to access areas within the analysis area using the 
same mode of travel as in the past.  

M85 

More miles of trails are needed to sustain motorized travel because 
motorized cover the same route at twice as quickly as mountain bikes 
and 8 times as quickly as a hiker or horseback. 

Resource management objectives include providing for sustainable yield of 
forest products, provide for favorable conditions of flow (streams), 
maintain healthy forests, and provide visitors with quality outdoor 
recreation opportunities. Sustaining motorized travel is not necessarily a 
goal of the public land managers. Adding miles of route does not 
necessarily improve the quality of experience. The fact that OHVs cover so 
many miles so quickly may suggest that users may want to slow down 
enjoy the scenery rather than cover the landscape 8 times faster than others. 
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M86 

One of the reasons we’ve lost trails was so much pressure was put on 
the remaining trails that they were closed to. The area in question is a 
tiny fraction of land in the entire state. If anything, increasing 
available trails would reduce the pressure on current trails. 

The comment is difficult to understand. Prior to this Gunnison Travel 
Management planning effort, no existing trails identified in the 2001 Green 
to Yellow inventory have been closed. The travel management being 
proposed under this action would close about 44 miles of existing 
motorcycle trail and about 63 miles of existing ATV trail. The Gunnison 
National Forest has some of the most miles of motorized trail when 
compared to other National Forests nationwide. The Forest Service and 
BLM believe the Preferred Alternative provides an adequate level of 
motorized trailing riding opportunity, more than almost any other area in 
Colorado. Increased user pressure seems to be coming from an increase in 
riders outside the local area and the overall population increases each year 
in Colorado.  

M87 

More miles of trails are needed to sustain motorized travel because 
motorized cover the same route as twice as quickly as mountain bikes 
and eight times as quickly as a hiker or horseback. 

We understand some of this logic, and have considered it to some degree in 
designating longer loops for motor cycle travel, and the selection of those 
routes that are designated for motorcycles. Also see response to comment 
M-85.  

 

Mineral County is in support of Hinsdale County in their efforts to 
protect and expand on all motorized recreational opportunities in the 
Gunnison National Forest and BLM properties.  

Sharing boundaries causes Mineral County and Hinsdale Country to 
both be affected by the decisions made by the Forest Service and 
Bureau of Land Management Public Land properties.  

Mineral County is in support of the more motorized travel 
opportunities by expanding on present motorized trails  

Comment noted. See Chapter 1, Purpose and Need for Action. 

Also see response to comment M-84/85.  

M88 

Route Density: Gunnison Trails is committed to lowering route 
density. We are as interested in reclaiming unsustainable routes and 
those designated for closure by land management agencies, as we are 
in building new, sustainable routes. Every new trail and trail system 
in Alternative 4 could be built including the Gunnison Northeast and 
Northwest Trail Systems; the Gunnison to Crested Butte Trail; and 
the routes championed by CBMBA that the Forest Service asked them 
to propose; and route density would still be reduced by closing and 
reclaiming the myriad of roads and trails that are unsustainable, user-
created, poorly located or negatively impact resources.  

To come full circle, how much is enough? Enough is a diverse system 
of sustainable, high-quality, non-motorized trails that are easily 

The comment is noted, and is one perspective in the discussion of balance 
and decision making.  
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accessible to most citizens - regardless of their age, abilities, levels of 
fitness or their time constraints -without driving or within a short, 
resource conserving drive, that allow citizens access to public lands 
that are close to town and that currently have plentiful access and 
numerous routes for motorized users or citizens who live in outlying 
neighborhoods. Enough is for a portion of the same mileage proposed 
to be open to full-size vehicles in Alternative 2 northeast and 
northwest of Gunnison, to also be shown as potential sustainable, 
high-quality, non-motorized trails, with easy and environmentally 
responsible access, meaning without having to drive an automobile 
for most users. 

M89 

I think it is important to get people into the outdoors to experience the 
wonders of nature in order for them to have a vested interest in 
protecting these areas. I think this experience can occur on many 
levels. I believe wilderness, without mountain bike access, and 
minimal human impact is extremely important both for biodiversity, 
and the human spirit. I think non-motorized; mechanical (i.e. 
mountain bike) access can bring an even higher number of individuals 
into a relationship with nature. I struggle to see the "nature 
experience" in dirt-bikes and ATVs as loud noise and air pollution 
seem to dominate the experience- a triumph over nature rather than a 
joining with it. Therefore, within reason I think increasing the number 
and access to non-motorized trials will help to tie people with their 
environment and help them to value it. 

The comment is noted, and is one perspective considered in the discussion 
of balance and decision making.  

M90 

Our members have seen first-hand the damage done to National 
Forests and streams by poorly controlled off-road vehicles (ORVs). 
We all have stories of stalks ruined, solitude shattered, and special 
places trashed. As managers of our vast national forest system, we 
trust your agency to protect the Forests' wildlife, water, and big open 
spaces by controlling this problem before more irreversible damage is 
done. 

The Forest Service and BLM concur with the general concept of your 
comment and believe those goals are captured in the Purpose and Need for 
Action in Chapter 1.  

M91 

It is in our interest to have trails in good condition and that is why we 
are freaking out at rate of destruction of them. It is not rocket science 
to see the resulting damage to the trails after the Colorado 500, 
Colorado 300, and Coconino Trail Riders come through here during 
the rainy monsoon season. The severe damage caused by over 300 
motorcycles in one afternoon has become too much to accept. The 

Your concerns regarding resource damage are of concern to the federal land 
managers. We believe that implementation of the Preferred Alternative 
would be a step in the right direction to help control these types of impacts 
and better manage motorized recreational use on public lands. See Chapter 
1, Why Replace the Current Travel Management Direction and the Purpose 
and Need for Action.  
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impact is not just a selfish observation of my interpretation trail 
damage. We are seeing cloudy sedimentation of feeder streams into 
fragile aquatic habitats, smelling blue colored noxious fumes 
stagnating in high basins, hearing ear piercing volumes equal to 
decibels of a heavy metal rock concert and feeling the loss of a 
quality experience all located on our public lands.  

M92 

I believe this plan emanated during the George Bush anti 
environmental presidency. I think we need to throw it out and start 
fresh - that is why we all elected Obama. George Bush was the worst 
president with the worst policies every in us history and any plan that 
emanated during his presidency is not worth the paper it is written on. 
The forest service was encouraged to work with lumber companies 
and far too many forest service plans regard lumber profiteers as who 
they work for, when they should be working for our health and our 
children's health and safety in this world. That safety is required by 
protecting forest, which is something this agency has not done in a 
long time. This agency has been regarding forest as clear cutting sites 
and this is harming the world. We have one planet Earth. FS should 
stop destroying it.  

Keep the trailers out. They already have enough roads to go to the 
moon and back. Stop cutting it all up. You are well aware that trees in 
isolated sites do less well. That means we all do less well.  

The BLM and Forest Service embarked on efforts to better manage 
motorized travel back in 1999 and 2000. The 2001 Interim Travel 
Restrictions called for the agencies to determine, on a route-by-route basis 
which existing routes were needed. This commitment and the subsequent 
adoption of the Forest Service’s 2005 Travel Rule are one aspect that has 
driven this travel management planning effort along with the need to better 
manage motorized travel to avoid and lessen resource damage. See Chapter 
1, Purpose and Need for Action.  

M93 
I do not think that ATVs or Motorcycles trail bikes should be allowed 
in any National Forest on any type of trail. They have destroyed too 
much of the forest land already.  

Your perspective is noted. No response needed. 

M94 

I think you must be very careful with how you deal with motorized 
travel. If this is left unchecked with the growing use of ATVs and 
motorcycles, you would soon have great trail and environmental 
(including noise pollution) degradation. Take the Pitkin area as an 
example; it is overrun with ATVs making hiking and mountain biking 
in the area miserable. Mountain biking in Gunnison County is a great 
financial boost, has a low environmental impact and does not lead to 
trail degradation as a motorized travel does. 

Your concerns regarding the need to better manage motorized use are 
noted. They are consistent with the purpose of this travel management 
planning effort. See Chapter 1. Purpose and Need for Action.  

M95 
My first rude encounter with motorized vehicles was when I hiked up 
in the Cement Creek Basin (American Flag Mtn.) area and found 1 
foot deep trenches through the wetland, I'm talking about 15 dirt bike 

Our effort is to reduce conflict through a balance of opportunities for 
different users, all of which are legitimate uses of National Forest. We can 
only enforce user behavior to a very limited extent, and we regret the kind 
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tracks or so. Last year, Strand Hill, I was yelled at while riding my 
mtn. bike by some dirt bikers for coming down what is normally a 
ascent. The thing that bothered me the most about that incident was 
that it was a double track "four wheeler trail" and that I was on the 
right side descending. I had chosen this route because of a 
malfunction on my bike, Point being that those people traveling at a 
high speed thought I was going the wrong way when there is no right 
way on that trail and they were loud and obnoxious not to mention the 
oder of their machines. I don't care for the dirt bikes on the trails for 
they take away what we should protect. There is a time and a place 
for everything. I believe protecting our land from noise pollution, air 
pollution and the decline of our biosphere will help educate those of 
our natural state, I hope you agree, nature is a rare commodity. Please 
take some time in this area and understand why we want to keep it as 
it is. Let me know what I can do to help limit the impact of fuel 
motorized vehicles. 

of report such as this one.  

M96 

With the increased trail-user population, it is becoming more difficult 
to find quiet areas for hiking and cycling. There are ample motorized 
trails, many of which seem to be user created. It is my hope that the 
Travel Management Plan will incorporate the need for conservancy 
and preservation of wilderness areas in the Plan. 

No decisions are being considered in Wilderness as these areas are 
protected under law. Also see also response to comment M95.  

M97 

It is uncomfortable and dangerous being confronted by dirt bikes on 
our trails which are becoming rutted and with “new paths” being 
created. 

Both the Forest Service and BLM believe with the implementation of the 
Preferred Alternative and enforcement of the 2005 Travel Rule it will be 
easier to identify and curtail new user created routes from becoming 
established and used.  

M98 

Hiking is why I became a homeowner here and continues to be my 
most passionate attachment to Colorado. Each time I venture out I am 
reminded of the perilous destruction created by trail misuse, 
specifically, the damage done by motorized vehicles to the fauna, 
flora, wildlife, and humans who live and play in these recreational 
areas.  

These are some of the effects we intend to manage with the Travel 
Management. See Purpose and Need in Chapter 1 of the EIS.  

M99 

True multiple use cannot be sustained when one user group overruns 
and effectively denies access to other groups, which is precisely 
what’s happening now, all across the West, with ORV abuse and 
overuse – and increasingly of late, off-road bicycling. As award-
winning Colorado Division of Wildlife DWM Cary Carron sums it 

The BLM and Forest Service would concur and our intend to implement an 
updated Gunnison Travel management decision to better provide for a more 
balanced motorized and non-motorized system of travel on federal lands. 
Your concerns were noted and the Travel Management decision is our best 
response.  
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up: “If we don’t do something soon to control the growing ATV 
problem, it will mean the end of hunting as we know it in the West.” 
While all Americans have a right to use our public lands, no one, 
especially a minority group or groups, has a right to run roughshod 
(politically as well as across the landscape) and spoil everything for 
everyone else. Education and peer pressure, while essential and 
helpful, clearly have proven incapable of even noticeably slowing the 
flood tide of public-lands destruction, wildlife disruption and 
traditional-values user displacement we are suffering today from 
ORVs, particularly ATVs and increasingly dirt bikes. Legitimate off-
road users, along with the Forest Service and BLM, would do well to 
acknowledge the starkly visible fact that the problem isn’t merely a 
minority of ATV abusers, but legally sanctified overuse as well. The 
common motorized demand to “Give us more trails and loops to 
accommodate and facilitate our rapid growth and help spread our 
impact” is not a valid response to the situation and problems, much 
less a solution. In fact “build it and they will come” holds far more 
visible truth here. 

M100 

Will motorcycles and ATVs be able to use larger routes? 

 

Generally yes. The hierarchy of acceptable uses shown in Chapter 1. 
Decisions To Be Made is meant to indicate that all the uses below a 
particular use are also allowed to use routes earmarked for a particular use. 
So since ATVs and motorcycles are below full sized vehicles they would 
be allowed on the routes open to full sized vehicles. The one exception is 
that ATVs and some motorcycles are not considered street legal in the state 
of Colorado so they are not allowed on State Highways, City streets and 
most County Roads. There are a few Forest Service Roads that do not allow 
ATVs but the vast majority of them do and all BLM roads allow ATVs. 

M101 

Leave routes open to full sized vehicles rather than downsized to 
ATV routes.  

 

In the past, the vast majority of vehicles on public lands were full sized 
vehicles. But over the last 10 years there has been a significant increase in 
the number of ATVs being used. Since ATVs are usually allowed on Forest 
Service and BLM roads it makes sense to continue to manage our roads for 
both full sized vehicles, ATVs and the intermediate UTVs that are also 
being used. In a few cases, though, we are seeing routes that used to be full 
sized roads gradually downsizing to be more like ATV trails because the 
majority of use on those routes has been ATV use. We determined that if 
there was not a strong demand for full sized vehicle use on these routes 
then we might be able to provide some ATV specific routes. This can 
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sometimes help contribute to the goals of this plan by resulting in less 
impact to resources and decreasing the cost of maintaining the route.  

M102 

Why no new ATV trails are being proposed in the plan –grant money 
can b obtained to build them. 

 

In general, because ATVs are allowed on the vast majority of Forest 
Service and BLM roads, we determined there were adequate opportunities 
for ATV riding on the existing network of roads. We relied on the public to 
tell us during the scoping and public comment portions of the planning 
process if they felt we needed to consider adding specific new routes or 
increase opportunities for a particular use. We received those 
recommendations from a variety of commenters. From ATV riders we 
received some comments that encouraged us to produce maps and 
information that helped them better understand where ATV use was 
allowed but we did not get suggestions for new ATV routes. There is a lot 
of confusion about where ATVs can and can’t ride. It is our hope that if we 
can clearly portray the routes that are legal for ATVs to ride then ATV 
enthusiasts will find that there are plenty of opportunities for riding in the 
basin. The first step toward that goal is to make clear designations in this 
plan about which routes are open to ATVs. The next step will be, as we 
implement the plan, to produce information materials that clearly show 
ATV riders which routes are open for their use. 

 

# Mountain Bike Policy Comments Response 

M103 

Unfortunately, Alternative #4 lumps mountain bikes in with 
motorized users, leading to confusion among trail users about the 
status and impacts of mountain bike use on the trail system. It is for 
this reason, that I would like to remind the authors of the Draft EIS 
that on June 18 2008, Mr. Joel D Holtrop, Deputy Chief for the 
National Forest System urged in his memo regarding mountain bikes 
(enclosed), that “I want to emphasize that mountain biking is a non-
motorized use of national Forest System trail, along with hiking and 
horseback riding. In our planning and policy documents, a distraction 
between mountain biking and motorized users on our national forest 
system lands should be made.  

I would urge the Forest Service to resist creating a separate “mountain 
bike category” in the Gunnison Basin Travel Management DEIS and 
treat mountain biking as a non-motorized trail user group for this and 

For the purposed of travel planning, bicycles are considered non- motorized 
travel, but are "mechanized" for the purpose of Wilderness considerations. 
However, even outside Wilderness, mountain bikes are restricted on some 
non-motorized trails. Reasons for restricting mountain bike use vary from 
trail design limitations, too steep or rocky conditions, trail length, past user 
conflicts, desired primitive settings, or traditional use. Travel is generally 
categorized and managed based on the mode of travel as either non-
motorized or motorized which is then further managed by vehicle type or 
class. Non-motorized travel includes mountain bike riding along with 
hiking and horseback riding (Holtrop, 2008). 
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all future policy decisions.  

M104 

On page 179, the Draft Travel Plan uses "mechanized" in the 
appropriate, common meaning of a device or tool uses a motor: 
"Therefore, an increased level of mechanized maintenance on a route, 
which is usually associated with an upgrade in the mode of travel 
designation, is considered to have a potential to increase impacts to 
sites." Surely, you are not speaking of bicycles maintaining the roads! 
Agency planners also often use the term "mechanized" to mean 
motorized in conjunction with projects such as logging and fire 
suppression.  

This definition dynamic has gone on since the birth of the mountain 
bicycling, but the Gunnison Draft Travel Plan significantly 
exacerbates the problem by proposing to treat bicycling in essentially 
the same way it treats motorized travel. You allege that you treat 
bicycling separately. It is true that the Draft Plan would keep some 
trails open to bicycling while closing them to motorized travel. But 
you still propose this general rule that treats bikes the same as motors 

No, mechanized does not mean a tool that uses a motor (see Webster, 
1996). This comment is somewhat trivial and incorrect. As stated in 
response to comment M103 the federal agencies use this term as it was 
intended with respect to Wilderness designation. Mountain bikes are 
mechanized (i.e. mechanical, operate by machinery) forms of travel 
powered by humans. Mountain bikes are considered non-motorized modes 
of travel in this the EIS. 

 Mechanized when used in reference to logging or fire suppression would 
fit the above definition, to be done mechanically, by machinery. 

M105 

The Draft Plan throughout refers to "motorized and mechanized 
vehicles." In several places it states that "mechanized" means 
bicycles. You probably also intend to use that more general word as a 
way of catching some other travel modes that are non-motorized But 
the word essentially violates your own Code of Federal Regulations, 
which, at 36CFR393.6(a) defines "mechanical transport" as "any 
contrivance which…and is propelled by a nonliving power source." 
We bicyclists are very much alive.  

Confusion about the word "mechanical" stems from two basic, 
different meanings of the word "machine" in the English language. 
One use means motorized, while the other use means any device or 
contraption with fixed and moving parts for performing some work. 
In the latter definition, skis and oar-powered rafts are clearly 
mechanical, and it's not much of a stretch to say that shoes and 
saddles are also mechanical. Imagine riding a horse bareback, hiking 
a trail barefoot, or trudging the deeps snows of the Gunnison Country 
on foot. Without the mechanical assistance of a saddle, shoe, or a 
snowshoe, respectively, human transport via those modes is extremely 
difficult. Bicycling is clearly mechanical by that latter definition, 
clearly not by the former. If you go by the second, more general 

See response to comment M103 and M104. 
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definition, then skiing and oar-rafting are also mechanized. 

M106 

Bicycling is a quiet, human-powered, low-impact recreation, just like 
hiking or horseback riding. Bicyclists desire narrow trails free from 
the distractions and safety concerns associated with motorized travel. 
There is no official agency "Hierarchy" of recreation that places 
bicycling in a separate category. It is a subjective local choice and 
should be changed unless the agencies can provide evidence of 
increased impacts as compared to other non-motorized activities.  

IMBA asks the BLM and Forest Service to use only two categories of 
transportation, motorized and non-motorized, in its planning 
documents. Many national forests and BLM lands use this strategy 
and it places mountain bicycles with forms of recreation that have 
similar impacts on the land and other users. In all cases, bicycles 
should be referred to as non-motorized or simply as bicycles 

See response to comment M103 and M104. 

M107 

IMBA objects to the term "mechanized" when describing bicycles 
because this definition is unclear. When used in reference to mountain 
biking, the term contradicts the Forest Service's definition of 
"mechanical transport" in the Code of Federal Regulations, which 
refers to "any contrivance...propelled by a non-living power source." 
(36CFR-293.6a) some documents and websites for the Gunnison 
Travel Plan correctly categorize mountain biking as non-motorized, 
while the DEIS commonly create a third category of recreation. By 
doing so, travel management is needlessly complicated and unfairly 
and incorrectly implies mountain biking is similar to motorized travel 
and separate from other non-motorized uses. 

See response to comment M103 and M104. 

M108 

IMBA's MOU with the Forest Service, Section III E, states, 
"Encourage the management of mountain bike use as distinct from 
motorized activities when developing agency policy, forest 
management plans, and travel management rules." The MOU also 
says, "Mountain bike use is not excluded from areas inventoried as 
"primitive" in the ROS." The BLM National Mountain Bicycling 
Strategic Action Plan (2002) specifically discourages field offices 
from managing mountain biking with motorized uses.  

Unfortunately, the DEIS repeatedly lumps together policies and 
language for motorized and bicycle use. 

See response to comment M103 and M104. The Forest Service believes 
that while the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) states that mountain 
bike use is not excluded from areas inventoried as "primitive" in ROS that 
does not preclude managers from making decisions relative to mountain 
bike use for other reasons and other management objectives. ROS is only 
one factor to consider when determining the appropriate and safe use of 
trails. Again, neither the Forest Service nor the BLM lump mountain bike 
with motorized vehicles.  

M109 The Gunnison Basin is one of the most important mountain biking  Not true, neither the Forest Service nor BLM are proposing to manage 
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areas in the country. Though sparsely populated, tourists from all over 
the world come to ride Crested Butte's famous trail network, drawn by 
the scenery, challenge and vast network of backcountry trails. 
Gunnison has similar potential. The area is one of the birthplaces of 
Modern Mountain biking and home to the Mountain Bike Hall of 
Fame. CBMBA may be the oldest such club in the world and has been 
a valuable Forest Service partner for decades.  

In light of this history of cooperation and proactive management, the 
DEIS is disappointing in that the Forest Service and Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) are proposing to manage bicycles more like 
motorized vehicles and separate from other non-motorized uses. 

mountain bikes like motorized vehicles. They are different from other 
forms of non-motorized travel but they are not considered motorized travel. 
This comment has been perpetuated by the mountain biking organizations 
without foundation. There have been several meetings with representatives 
from CBMBA and other bicycling representatives over the course of public 
scoping and during the Travel Analysis process to address this issue and the 
travel management plans related to mountain bike use has addressed their 
needs specifically and included those trails in both the DEIS and FEIS as 
non-motorized travel. See response to comment M103, M104, and M108. 

M110 

Mechanized  

CBMBA objects to the term “mechanized” when describing bicycles 
because this definition is unclear. The Forest Service’s definition of 
“mechanical transport” in the Code of Federal Regulations refers to 
“any contrivance…propelled by a non-living power source.” (36CFR-
293.6a). By including mountain bikes in the category of mechanized 
travel, travel management is needlessly complicated, which unfairly 
and incorrectly implies mountain biking is similar to motorized travel 
and separate from other non-motorized uses. It is not!  

Bicycling is a quiet, human powered, low- impact recreation, just like 
hiking or horseback riding. Bicyclists desire narrow trails free from 
the distractions and safety concerns associated with motorized travel. 
There is not official agency “hierarchy” of recreation that places 
bicycling in a separate category. It is a subjective local choice by the 
land managers of the GMUG and should be changes unless the 
agencies can provide evidence of increased impacts as compared to 
other non-motorized activities. CBMBA asked the BLM and Forest 
Service to use only two categories of transportation, motorized and 
non-motorized, in its planning documents. However, they chose not 
to. Many national forests and BLM lands use this strategy and it 
places mountain bicycles with forms of recreation that have similar 
impacts on the land and other users.  

In all cases, bicycles should be referred to as non –motorized or 
simply as bicycles. 

See response to comment M103, M104, and M108. 

M111 Mountain bikes are not Motorbikes/Dirt bikes and should not be See response to comment M103, M104, and M108 
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"lumped together." These are 2 (two) separate uses. 

M112 

Mountain bicycling and motorized travels are inherently different. As 
the USFS/BLM knows, bicycling is a quiet, human-powered, non-
motorized method of travel. Mountain biking speeds on narrow trails 
will usually range between 5 and 15 miles per hour: similar to trail 
runners and much slower than OHVs (Off – Highway – Vehicles). 

Yes, mountain biking and motorized travel is different in some regards. 
And as well, mountain biking and trail running are different in some 
regards. To say that a trail runner averages up to 15 miles an hour is a hard 
to calculate.. The fastest marathon time in the world (2 hours, 3 minutes, 59 
seconds) could maybe sustain that kind of pace on a trail environment. 
Mountain bikes are capable of much higher speeds and are different from 
trail runners in that they have wheels and brakes and can average many 
more miles than a runner can on trails. Both forms of travel are slower than 
OHVs. 

M113 

Scientific research has shown the impacts of bicycles are similar to 
hiking and far less than horses and OHVs. A recently completed study 
by Dr. Jeffrey Marion at the National Park Service’s Big South Fork 
National River and Recreation Area investigated impacts to a large 
random sample of trails, including hiking, biking, horse, OHV, and 
mixed-use trails. 

A variety of factors come into play when we try to compare the impacts 
caused by different recreation activities. One of those factors is the actual 
footprint of the activity on the ground e.g. send 10 hikers and 10 mt. bikers 
over the same ground and measure the effect that each has on soil, 
vegetation, wildlife etc. This type of an impact can change as the trail 
changes. Hiking and biking may have similar effects on dry, level, and 
stable soils but if you add some slope, moisture, speed and hard braking 
you may see more of a difference in impacts. The continuous line of a bike 
tire making a rut in wet soil creates a path that is more likely to run water 
and cause erosion. When it comes to effects on wildlife, several other 
factors should be considered. One is sheer numbers. Even if an individual 
analysis of hiking and biking effects shows the 2 uses to be similar in 
impacts to soils the overall impacts can differ significantly if there are 5 
times as many bikers on a trail as there are hikers. So impacts of a 
particular activity must also consider the cumulative effect of all the 
visitors practicing that activity on a trail. Another factor related to wildlife 
is speed. For some animals the faster something moves through the woods 
the more it is associated with a predator and the more likely it is to elicit a 
flight response in wildlife. That flight response stresses wildlife and can 
reduce energy reserves that are necessary for survival. For example, 
Wisdom et. al (2004) noted that movement rates and probabilities of flight 
response (i.e., stress) for elk were higher for ATV and mountain bike riding 
than for hiking and horseback riding . Wisdom also found that it takes less 
passes of mountain bikes to effect elk movement than it does for hikers and 
horseback riders. In the end, it was rare for us to close a route to biking 
strictly because of the impacts to wildlife. In the cases where we did it was 
felt that the number of users and the tendency for bikers to startle wildlife 
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at further distances from the trail that made us consider this action to be 
necessary.  

M114 

Dr. Marion measured trail impacts across a variety of matrices and his 
data shows that bicycle trails have the least erosion, least amount of 
muddiness, and are the narrowest. (Marion, 2006) These conclusions 
mirror the results of previous studies. (Sprung, 2004) If there is 
reason for restricting only bicycles among non-motorized uses to 
designated routes, it cannot by bases upon their environmental 
impacts and the best available science. 

There are other studies and summaries that challenge the findings of 
Sprung and Marion. Most notable are Lathrop (2003), Vandeman (2004) 
and Wisdom et. al. (2004). The biggest challenge is that many of the 
"mountain bike" studies do not account for mountain bike speed, slope, 
moisture, trail tread material, braking technique, distance traveled, and 
increase in visitors, manner of riding and other distinct mountain bike 
characteristics. One aspect of mountain biking is the sheer number of 
mountain bikers attracted to a trail than hikers or horseback riders, 
especially around Crested Butte. In the Preferred Alternative, the majority 
of designated non-motorized trails are open to mountain bikes (260 of the 
378 miles). And of the 118 miles open to hike/horseback only, over 90% 
are currently managed that way. 

M115 

I am wondering why you have decided to manage mountain biking 
separately from hiking or horseback riding. There have been 
numerous studies done that show mountain bikes have no more 
impact on wildlife or trails than hikers, and less impact than horses. I 
urge you to manage non-motorized users together and separate the 
motorized users, as they do have more impacts on trails. To take away 
trails from mountain bikers when they do a majority of the trail 
maintenance around Crested Butte seems like an unfair proposal. 

See response to comment M103, M104, and M108. 

M116 

Those users who contended “that bikes do not have the same adverse 
impacts on soil, wildlife, and primitive recreational settings as other 
forms of travel” are evidently hoping they are going to pass this off as 
a completely valid statement. There are no studies documented in 
Appendix E, and most importantly the discussion about mountain 
bike impacts is vacant from the narratives and Tables in Chapter 3, 
Affected Environment and Environmental Effects. This is especially 
true in areas of wetlands, water, riparian and soils discussions where 
only motorized water crossings and impacts are discussed. There are 
plenty of areas on federal lands where mountain bike impacts are 
obvious, damaging, contributing to conflict among all other user 
groups, a major distraction in primitive settings. The issue statements 
regarding mountain bikes needs to be more honestly displayed in this 
issues section, because it “drives” the rest of the document that 
require thorough and professional disclosure. Also, see the lack of 

We agree that Mt. Bike use can cause impacts to resources just as all other 
human uses have the potential to cause impacts. Each of these uses has 
varying degrees of impacts depending on the peculiarities of their use. 
Motorized use, for example, has more of a tendency to cause soil erosion 
because they weigh more and a powerful motor is turning the wheel which 
has more of a tendency to dig into the soil. This makes them less suitable 
on steep trails with erodable soil. Motorized vehicles also have a broader 
impact on wildlife because the noise of the engine can be heard much 
further away from the route than quiet uses like hiking, horseback riding 
and mt. biking. In some cases it was impacts associated with specific types 
of use that prompted our decisions about which routes were suitable for 
which use. There are also compatibility issues between different uses. In 
general, the experience of motorized users is not affected by the presence of 
other user types. But the experience of foot, horse and mt. bike use can be 
degraded when they share trails with motorized use. In some cases we 
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mention of mechanized equipment under Issue #4: Resource 
Protection where only motorized recreation is adversely affecting 
wildlife, soil and water 

recognized that fact but still left trails open to both motorized and non-
motorized uses. In other situations we decided to leave some trails open to 
non-motorized uses only so they would have more of a chance to have the 
sort of experience they were looking for. The difference in impacts caused 
by each use was considered as we made decisions about which routes 
should be open to each use. But there were a variety of other factors that 
also played into these decisions.  

M117 

Scientific research has shown that mountain bike impacts to the trail 
surface are similar to those of a hiker, and much less than those of 
either motorized and/or equestrian trail users. In the Grand Junction 
and Fruita areas, we’ve seen trails undergo serious negative impacts 
when the trails were either “discovered” by equestrians or, as in the 
case of Pollock Bench, where wilderness designation brought a halt to 
a decade of mountain bike trail usage, and horseback riding became 
the primary use of the trail. 

See responses above M114, and M116. On the Pollock Bench Trail you can 
still see the multiple chain-ring marks on the sandstone rock ledges left by 
mountain bikes. Hikers and horseback riders don't leave chain ring marks. 
Hikers and horses cause trail impacts and so do mountain bikes. It's not a 
question of which activity has more impacts, it's a question of what trails 
are open to what uses based on resource concerns as well as social 
concerns/desires (i.e., more hiking trails closer to communities outside of 
wilderness). 

M118 

Erosion studies that I have read show that mountain bikes are the 
equivalent to hiking for erosion and much less than horses. Cyclist 
ride single file while hikers and horseback will often walk side by 
side (I've seen a lot of "two track" in Wilderness meadows that I 
know are not created by OHVs. 

See response M114 

M119 

The plan doesn’t explain why agencies have to regulate mountain 
biking. There is no data showing impacts from biking and no national 
policy requiring that we regulate biking.  

In 1997 the Secretary of the Interior approved the Standards For Public 
Land Health for BLM lands in Colorado. Further guidance was released in 
2000 titled “Recreation Management Guidelines to Meet Public Land 
Health Standards on BLM Lands in Colorado”. Among other things it 
stated that recreation use was growing on BLM lands in Colorado, that 
these increasing uses have the potential to cause unacceptable impacts to 
other resources and that we should take a variety of steps to manage for a 
diversity of recreation opportunities for the public while working to reduce 
the impacts of that use. The document was not specific to motorized 
recreation but dealt with all types of recreation uses. Some of the steps that 
were recommended include: 

Eliminating or minimizing routes in wetland areas, riparian areas and areas 
with erosive soils. 

Reducing stream crossings to the minimal number dictated by the 
topography to reduce sedimentation. 

Managing to promote the survival and health of native plants and animals - 
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especially species that are endangered, threatened or sensitive. 

Trying to protect against the establishment of spread of noxious weeds. 

Field observations by our staff clearly indicated that we were seeing some 
impacts like these resulting from motorized vehicle use but also from non-
motorized use, especially mt. biking. Some of the management actions that 
were suggested to help deal with these issues included: 

Abandoning routes that are duplicative or unneeded. 

Identifying a system that is within our ability to manage and maintain. 

Educating the public on the proper use of vehicles on public land in a way 
that minimizes impacts to other resources. 

Building collaborative partnerships with individuals, groups and other 
stakeholders to assist with education, management and maintenance. 

Utilizing regulations, designations and seasonal closures as necessary to 
achieve these management goals. 

So we can see inappropriate resource impacts resulting from mountain bike 
use and have a clear mandate to take management actions to reduce these 
resource impacts. Including mountain bikes in this plan as a non-motorized 
use that must stay on designated routes is part of that strategy. We are also 
taking other steps outside this plan to work with the mountain bike 
community to provide adequate opportunities for this activity while 
reducing the impact of biking on other resources  

M120 

Studies cited that say biking creates no more impacts than hiking. So 
if we are closing routes to bikes because of the impact to wildlife we 
should also close it to hikers and horse users.  

 

There are situations where this has been determined to be necessary. The 
Preferred Alternative does propose some seasonal restrictions to all users 
and some where the restrictions only apply to motorized use.  

A variety of factors come into play when we try to compare the impacts 
caused by different recreation activities. One of those factors is the actual 
footprint of the activity on the ground. This type of an impact can change as 
the trail changes. Hiking and biking may have similar effects on dry, level, 
stable soils but if you add some slope and moisture you may see more of a 
difference in impacts. The continuous line of a bike tire making a rut in wet 
soil creates a path that is more likely to run water and cause erosion. When 
it comes to effects on wildlife, several other factors should be considered. 
Even if an individual analysis of hiking and biking effects shows the 2 uses 
to be similar in impacts to soils the overall impacts can differ significantly 
if there are 5 times as many bikers on a trail as there are hikers. So impacts 
of a particular activity must also consider the cumulative effect of all the 
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visitors practicing that activity on a trail. Another factor related to wildlife 
is speed. For some animals the faster something moves through the woods 
the more it is associated with a predator and the more likely it is to elicit a 
flight response in wildlife. That flight response stresses wildlife and can 
reduce energy reserves that are necessary for survival. Studies from the 
Starkey Forest Experiment station, for example, showed that the probability 
of a flight response declined most rapidly during hiking, with little effect 
when hikers were beyond 550 yards (500 m) from an elk. By contrast, 
higher probabilities of elk flight continued beyond 820 yards (750 m) from 
horseback riders, and 1,640 yards (1,500 m) from mountain bike and ATV 
riders (Wisdom et al. 2004). In the end, it was rare for us to close a route to 
biking strictly because of the impacts to wildlife. In the cases where we did 
it was determined that the number of users and the tendency for bikers to 
startle wildlife at further distances from the trail that made us consider this 
action to be necessary.  

M121 
Commenter feels agency portrayal of the miles of routes open to bikes 
is not accurate. Currently commenter feels we have at least 315 miles 
open to bikes and anything less than that is a loss 

Necessary corrections were made in the FEIS. 

M122 

MB-Deeming a trail "too rocky" or "too steep" for bicycles is 
restricting the sport of mountain biking. You might be very surprised 
as to what my definition of too steep is. As bicycle technology 
improves (suspension, brakes, tires have all made major 
improvements in the past 5 years), then what was once thought un-
rideable is now almost normal. 

In the Preferred Alternative, non-motorized trails managed for mountain 
biking would increase from 87 miles (no action) to 260 miles. Of the 118 
non-motorized trail miles managed for hike/horseback approximately 90% 
are already managed that way under existing conditions. While trails that 
are characterized as "too rocky" or "too steep" may be challenging and 
enjoyable to some they may also lead to trail deterioration and soil erosion 
issues because of the rocky and steep character of the existing location.  

M123 

MB-Cycling is a healthy recreation that is good for the heart, lungs, 
mind and easy on the knees. There are a lot of cyclists that can't do 
big long back pack style hikes due to joint problems. But they can 
cover in one day on a bike what would have taken 3 days to 
backpack. 

In the Preferred Alternative, non-motorized trails managed for mountain 
biking would increase from 87 miles (no action) to 260 miles. Of the 118 
non-motorized trail miles managed for hike/horseback approximately 90% 
are already managed that way under existing conditions.  

M124 

MB Mecca Trails are important to the economy of the valley. Crested 
Butte is somewhat of a Mecca in the mountain biking world. People 
know about our trails and travel to this valley specifically to ride on 
them. Events like the recent Growler Mountain Bike race brought 
many people to the valley and exposed them to the amazing trails 
system we have. Many people commented on how great the trails 

In the Preferred Alternative, non-motorized trails managed for mountain 
biking would increase from 87 miles (no action) to 260 miles. Of the 118 
non-motorized trail miles managed for hike/horseback approximately 90% 
are already managed that way under existing conditions.  
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were 

M125 

MB - Most of my comments concern the management of mountain 
bicycling- I disagree with the basic management policy you propose, 
which would fundamentally change the approach your agencies have 
taken to bicycling, The plan is essentially very negative for cyclists 
and its heavy handed rule is unnecessary. Regarding motorized 
management, the plan clearly accomplishes the basic goal of 
designating routes and restricting motors to those designated routes. 
But it does little or nothing to address the severe deterioration of trails 
and roads of some motorized routes. 

Route conditions are a function of the physical character of the route, the 
uses that occur on that route and the maintenance activities on that route. 
The first step toward improving route conditions is to consider route 
conditions (steepness, erodability etc.) as we make decisions about which 
routes should remain open and which uses are appropriate for each route. 
This is the major focus of this plan. Hopefully route conditions will 
improve if we focus use on stable and sustainable routes and manage for 
uses that are suitable for that particular route. Once that is done then the 
issue of maintenance comes into play. By conducting periodic maintenance 
on designated routes we can help sustain enjoyable recreation experiences 
and reduce resource impacts. One of the concerns that triggered the need 
for this plan was the fact that public lands had many more routes than we 
had the capability to maintain. By reducing the miles of routes open to use 
we are hopefully improving our chances to work with our partners to 
properly maintain the remaining designated routes. This is one of the 3 
major goals of this plan. 

M126 

MB – use established routes: The closed unless posted open policy 
makes sense to a motorized user, and works with the Forest Services 
goal of a reduction in motorized use in the GMUG. However, it seems 
needlessly harsh to incorporate non 

Restricting motorized and non-motorized (mountain bike) travel to 
designated routes only is necessary to curtail illegal route proliferation from 
occurring. 

M127 

MB-mileage of routes designated for bicycling: The Draft Plan 
maintains that the Proposed Action, as well as other alternatives, 
would increase the mileage of routes designated for bicycling. This 
may be technically true, because you appear to be referring to 
designated trails. The document states on page 33, "About 95 miles of 
these trails would continue to be designated and managed for 
mountain bike use and about 315 miles of trail would be designated 
for hiker and for horse use." It may be true that right now you have 
designated 95 miles of trail for bicycling, but that would be trivial. 
Current policy allows bicycling on all non- Wilderness trails, unless 
specially closed to bicycling. Therefore, bicycling is currently legal 
on at least the 315 miles you mention as designated for 
hiking/horseback. 

That is an incorrect assumption. There is no policy directive that says all 
non-wilderness trails must be managed for bike/hike/horse. Agencies have 
discretion on how trails are managed and what type of uses is allowed. Of 
the 118 non-motorized trail miles managed for hike/horseback under the 
Preferred Alternative approximately 90% are already managed that way 
under existing conditions. Those trails are not open to mountain biking per 
current travel management. The Preferred Alternative preserves those 
hike/horseback opportunities and adds a few more miles of hike/horseback 
only trails to equal 118 miles. Many of the hiker/horse only trails in the No 
Action alternative will become available for mountain bike use in the 
Preferred Alternative. In the Preferred Alternative, non-motorized trails 
managed for mountain biking would increase from 87 miles (no action) to 
260 miles.  

M128 MB-closed-unless-designated-open policy for bicycles: The proposed 
action, indeed, all three action alternatives, would significantly 

Before 2001 most of the BLM and Forest Service lands in the Gunnison 
Basin were classified as Open. That meant that the public could ride on 
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decrease bicycling opportunities by moving to a closed-unless-
designated-open policy for bicycles. Yet tables 2-1 and 2-2 show an 
increase from 95 mountain bike miles in the No Action alternative to 
192 in the Proposed Action. Table 2-5 repeats this allegation. The 
Draft Plan states on page 38 that in alternative 4 "The miles of non-
motorized trail managed for mountain bike use would be about 321 
miles, an increase over existing conditions by about 225 miles.” 

existing routes or legally ride off existing routes as long as they weren’t 
causing resource damage. Even for user created routes that were in good 
locations or reasonable grades, over time the cumulative effect of so many 
user created routes started to have negative effects on wildlife, soils, 
vegetation and watersheds. That provided the incentive for the agencies to 
change their designations in 2001 to limit wheeled vehicles to existing 
routes as an interim measure to stop the proliferation of user created routes 
until we could go the next step and do a route by route analysis of the 
transportation system (this travel management effort). Since 2001 it has 
been illegal for the public to create new routes. The decision to change the 
Open policy to "closed-unless-designated-open" has essentially been in 
effect since 2001. Designating open routes for mountain bikes is not a new 
concept; this policy exists in multiple locations across the United States in 
order to stop the illegal route proliferation and the resulting impacts from 
continuing.  

M129 

MB: You are actually significantly restricting bicycling access, but 
you present information that would lead an uninformed person to 
believe the opposite, 

In the Preferred Alternative, non-motorized trails managed for mountain 
biking would increase from 87 miles (no action) to 260 miles. Taken as a 
whole, available opportunities for non-motorized recreationists on NFS 
lands under the Preferred Alternative are plentiful especially when you 
consider motorcycle trail miles (302), ATV trail miles (148), Jeep trail 
miles (52), and high-clearance roads (969 miles). Overall, in the entire 
analysis area (FS + BLM lands) there would be over 3,000 miles of roads 
and trails open to non-motorized uses in the Preferred Alternative.  

M130 

USFS Mountain Bike trails are being expanded by over 200%. It is 
assumed that this increase is being taken mostly from motorized 
access, since hikers and horseback riders will likely have access to 
these trails, too. This is a glaring example of the apparent bias on the 
part of GNF. 

We started off this travel plan with 3 basic objectives – to identify a travel 
network that provided adequate access to public lands and recreation 
opportunities for the public, reduced the negative impact that these routes 
and the associated uses had on other resources, and were within our ability 
to manage and maintain. It is clear that the first objective has the potential 
to be in conflict the second and third – the larger the network grows to 
allow access and recreation the more potential it has to cause impacts to 
other resources and exceed our budget and staffing to manage them. So by 
definition this plan seeks to find the proper balance between these 
competing goals. To those who are primarily focused on the first objective 
and downplay or ignore the other two the plan will seem overly restrictive. 
We placed a high priority on maintaining what the public told us were 
desired recreation opportunities. Many of the routes we did not carry 
forward for designation were little used and not identified as being essential 
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for access or desired recreation opportunities. In most cases we were able to 
reduce resource impacts without a significant change in desired recreation 
opportunities. Comparing access miles, the Preferred Alternative provides 
almost 1,840 miles of motor vehicle routes on NFS lands within the 
analysis area and 378 miles of non-motorized trails. While hikers and 
horseback rides can use motor vehicle routes, it would not be accurate to 
assume that because they can use those routes that they would be able to 
have a quality recreation experience by using them. The experience of foot, 
horse and mountain bike use can be degraded when they share trails with 
motorized use. In some cases we recognized that fact but still left trails 
open to both motorized and non-motorized uses. In other situations we 
decided to leave some trails open to non-motorized uses only so they would 
have more of a chance to have the sort of experience they were looking for. 
The difference in impacts caused by each use was considered as we made 
decisions about which routes should be open to each use. But there were a 
variety of other factors that also played into these decisions 

 

# Multiple Use Comments Responses 

M131 

We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] request that 
specific use only, i.e. foot and horse, be eliminated and that all trails 
remain multiple uses as appropriate. 

Implementing this recommendation would be counter to the objectives of 
providing a full range and spectrum of recreational opportunities on public 
lands. It would open all trails to all users thereby creating more conflicts. 
See comments E33, M91, M94, and M96 that discuss concerns about user 
conflicts and opposition to motorized use on trails. Multiple uses do not 
mean all uses on all areas. The Preferred Alternative provides a full range 
of opportunity for all recreational users and the Forest Service and BLM 
believe that there are adequate opportunities for non-motorized and 
motorized uses. See Chapter 1. Purpose and Need for Action.  

M132 

in this DEIS, there is a damaging action in favor of mb's (mountain 
bicycles) and hikers and against motorized users (especially 
motorcyclists), evident in the reassignment of many motorized trails 
of long standing to exclusive use by mtb's and hikers, with no 
justification other than the prejudiced complaining and commercial 
interests of some members of these groups and in violation of the 
multiple-use requirements. This is simply unacceptable. It is 
management by destruction -- destruction of golden opportunities for 

The Preferred Alternative and all alternatives considered provide for a full 
range of multiple recreational uses. No one group or mode of travel has 
preference. The Purpose and Need for Action (Chapter 1) seeks to avoid 
and minimize resource damage and provide a balance between recreational 
use and resource protection. It should be noted that there is about a 3 to 1 
ratio of routes open to motorized travel as compared to non-motorized 
routes. Historic and traditional use by one type of vehicle does not vest that 
use into the future, future use should be based on the ability to sustain the 
natural resources, compatibility and meeting resource management 
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motorized users.  objectives on the public lands.  

M133 

A major attitude of the USFS is to deny opportunity on behalf of 
sustainability. But the key concept of MUSA is multiple-use and 
sustainability is to be used in support of multiple-use, not to deny it. 
The FS Planning Rule attempts to subvert the MUSA [Multiple Use 
by inverting the priorities. The USFS, in this DEIS as elsewhere, 
needs to apply sustainability to support multiple-use. The USFS wants 
to "manage" motorized recreation -- after all, with very little logging 
and limited resource extraction, how is one to justify one's job. But 
destructive "management" calls into question the need and purpose of 
the USFS itself. 

The comment is partially correct; the Forest Service goal is to provide for 
sustainability of the transportation system, the forest resources, and the 
ecosystem. MUSA is focused on sustained yields of forest products (e.g. 
timber, water, wildlife, forage). Recreational use opportunities, while one 
of the recognized uses of public lands, is not a forest product, but rather a 
by-product of maintaining healthy and sustainable public land ecosystems. 
The National Forests are still open to logging and resource extraction. The 
levels of activity related to those industries are outside the scope of this 
analysis and are heavily influenced by national economics, worldwide 
markets, and industry demand.  

M134 

Gunnison County Stockgrowers Association supports a travel 
management decision that accounts and considers for multiple uses on 
public lands and considers uses beyond recreation. We seek 
sustainability and balance on our public lands for range, water, 
recreation, wildlife and timber resources, and do not support 
recreational uses taking precedent over other multiple uses on a 
landscape scale. 

Managing recreational travel is but one aspect of multiple use management. 
See response to comment M132, Recreational use does not have preference 
over other aspects of public land use and activities. Grazing permittees 
continue to have access to public lands in support of their permitted 
activities. Their motorized travel is restricted to designated routes open to 
the public. Any exceptions granted a permittees for motorized travel is 
done so by written authorization, documented in the approved annual 
permit.  

 

M135 

We feel the current system trail network is heavily tilted towards 
protecting motorized interests and does not accurately reflex the 
balance of the multiple users of this wonderful valley. Since there are 
so many trails in this valley we feel there is a simple solution that 
would preserve opportunities for non-motorized and motorized users 
alike and dramatically reduce the current conflicts we have in this 
valley. Quite simply we recommend changing trail designations 
where there are parallel trail scenarios that go to the same place. 
Currently the map maintains multiple motorized routes to the same 
destination where there are no non-motorized routes. We feel this 
philosophy fails to offer opportunities for non-motorized users and 
forces all users together on the same trail leading to constant user 
conflict. 

This observation is probably correct. There is about a 3 to 1 ratio of 
motorized travel routes managed and open to the public as compared to 
non-motorized routes (including Wilderness trails). It should be noted that 
hikers and horseback riders are allowed to travel cross-country and are not 
restricted to designated trails. The Preferred Alternative seeks to eliminate 
redundant or parallel routes to common locations and it also seeks to 
balance opportunities for motorized and non-motorized travels in some key 
areas around Crested Butte.  

M136 
Public lands are being closed to motorized uses it is critically 
important to allow multiple use on areas such as the Gunnison NF. To 
cater only to mountain bikers and hikers violates the true meaning of 

The statements in this comment are incorrect. The public lands are not 
being closed to motorized uses. Motorized travel enjoys about a 3 to 1 ratio 
of open motorized travel routes to non-motorized trails. There is multiple 
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multiple uses. If the USFS cannot allow multiple use, then as a land 
management agency it is time to close all FS offices and allow nature 
to “reclaim” it all without the cost of hundreds of millions to 
taxpayers. 

uses on the public lands. The Preferred Alternative and all alternative 
considered provide for a full range of recreational travel opportunities. No 
one user group or mode of travel is given preference. Closure of the public 
lands to all users is an interesting concept, maintaining vast expanses of 
land in public ownership with no public access or use is a unique concept, 
one planning option which is rarely considered. 

M137 

The agencies show their bias by saying we have to balance recreation 
demand with resource protection. The agencies have a mandate to 
provide for multiple use and sustained yield. Recreation should have 
equal status with other uses on public lands.  

 

The basic principle of multiple uses recognizes that there are many values 
to public land and a variety of ways that our resources can be managed. 
Some of those uses may be complimentary and some may be in conflict. 
Our goal in multiple use management is to try to find a reasonable balance 
in the way we manage our resources so that by managing for one value we 
do not cause inappropriate or irreparable harm to other resources we are 
responsible for. When an action, such as the travel plan, is proposed we do 
an environmental analysis to determine how that action would affect the 
other resources on our lands. If potential impacts are identified then we 
examine ways to modify the plan in a way that would reduce unnecessary 
impacts to those other resources. In the travel plan there was extensive 
discussion and analysis about the potential effects of travel decisions on 
other resources. Our consideration of recreation opportunities and demand 
always played a prominent role in those discussions. In some cases 
decisions were heavily influenced by recreation considerations. If we were 
managing strictly for resource protection the plan would favor many fewer 
miles of routes open for public use and recreation opportunities would be 
severely restricted. If we were managing only to provide for recreation 
opportunities the plan would likely have significantly more miles of routes 
but we would also see more significant and unacceptable impacts on soil, 
vegetation, water, wildlife etc. By identifying several thousand miles of 
routes as open to public use we struck what we determined to be an 
acceptable balance that allows good opportunities for access and recreation 
even if it doesn’t include everything that some recreationists would like to 
see. We recognize that allowing that level of recreation use would cause 
some impact to other resources but by carefully choosing which routes are 
open and which should be closed we hopefully reduced the level of those 
impacts to more reasonable levels that are sustainable over the long run. 
Just exactly where that balance point is will always be a matter of opinion 
but our actions are clearly within accepted norms for multiple use and 
sustained yield management.  
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M138 

Commenter wants a balanced transportation plan and doesn’t want 
recreation to dominate over other resource priorities and concerns 

Recreation demand was definitely one of the major factors we took into 
consideration as we made decisions related to this plan. But in accordance 
with the 3 major goals of the plan we also paid a lot of attention to resource 
protection and identifying a transportation system that is within our ability 
to manage and maintain. Trying to balance out these sometimes competing 
demands led to some difficult decisions but both agencies determined we 
have designated a system that represents our best effort at walking that line. 

M139 
I believe mountain biking is much more sustainable and conducive to 
multiple use than motorized vehicles 

Comment noted 

 

# NEPA Comments Response 

N1 

Literally hundreds of routes are slated for decommissioning in 
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4. Because in most cases, this requires ground 
disturbing changes, NEPA requires that site specific analysis.  

We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] request that no 
decommissioning that requires ground disturbance be conducted 
without site specific NEPA analysis. 

We concur. This is consistent with current policy. For selected 
implementation methods which do not require ground disturbance with 
potential to "affect the quality of the human environment" no additional 
NEPA will be required. These include actions such as placing gates, or 
barriers to restrict use, signing, and other closure measures. 
Decommissioning activities such as ripping and seeding, re-contouring of 
slopes, mounding earth that would result in ground disturbing effects would 
require additional environmental analysis and NEPA compliance. 

N2 

Potential impacts can only be fully understood in relation to the pre-
disturbance baseline condition - that which would be impacted - a 
condition not available in this instance. 

 

NEPA requires us to analyze the effects of the decisions that are being 
made in this federal action. As mentioned above, those decisions relate to 
which routes, which are currently in existence, should remain open to 
vehicle use, what type of vehicles should be allowed on those routes and 
whether there should be seasonal restrictions on the use of those routes. 
Those are the decisions that were analyzed in this document. 

 

# Non-motorized Use Comments Responses 

N3 

Even with some trail designation changes the proposed alternative 
offers the non-motorized community only approximately 18 miles of 
maintained trail accessible from this valley as opposed to 
approximately 78 miles of motorized trails not including roads or jeep 
roads. Furthermore the non-motorized trails are not connected into a 
contiguous non-motorized trail network. We feel that the same 

It is not clear how this tail mile figures were determined and what valley is 
referenced in the comment, but it must be noted that the Purpose and Need 
for Action is focused on managing motorized travel. This travel 
management planning effort is not a recreation plan although travel 
determinations do have impacts on recreation (See Chapter 3. Recreation 
Opportunities). Hikers and horseback riders are allowed to travel cross-
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attention placed on creating motorized loops should be considered for 
non-motorized users. Changing only a few other trail designations 
would allow a greater variety of non-motorized loops that would be a 
tremendous asset for locals and visitors alike. 

country and are not restricted to designated trails. Those users have the 
ability to make their own desired trail connections, loops or travel 
distances.  

N4 

The ever increasing number of ATVs which are using – legally and 
illegally – the existing back country roads are definitely degrading the 
outdoor experience so many of us cherish. I have had as many as 6 
ATVs drive right into my camp uninvited to ask if we have seen any 
elk. You can imagine my response. I have had numerous hunts ruined 
by ATVs driving loudly down roads directly next to wilderness areas. 
The level of noise and air pollution generated by the average ATV is 
unacceptable to anyone who loves the backcountry/wilderness. Even 
though they may not directly enter the wilderness area – although 
many do – they totally destroy the hunting for 3 -5 miles every 
direction from their noise. ATVs belong on nice, smooth trails that 
are nowhere near hunting and fishing areas used by people who value 
the outdoors.  

The actions you describe are essentially allowed. ATVs are allowed to 
travel on open, high-clearance roads. Rude behavior is outside the scope of 
this analysis. Many Wilderness area boundaries are defined by motorized 
trails and sometimes roads. The agencies do not typically try to further 
buffer Wilderness area boundaries with travel restrictions since those 
considerations were often taken into account during planning for 
Congressional designation. The effects on hunting by recreation travel are 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. Recreation Opportunities.  

N5 

I believe mountain biking and hiking are less impactful on trails, other 
users, the forest, and the climate than motorized sports. This belief 
shapes a lot of my comments that follow. I don’t believe anyone can 
argue on solid grounds against the fact that motorized users have a 
greater negative impact on trails than mountain bikers and hikers. The 
amount of force a motorized user can exert is so much greater than 
the force a human powered mountain bike or a hiker can exert, 
resulting in far more damage, especially in soft or muddy soil. All one 
has to do is look at the motorcycle trails in comparison to hike and 
mountain bike only trails to see the results. Ten years ago only a 
handful of motorcycles and ATVs were out on the forest roads and 
trails and their damage was minimal. To my knowledge, conflicts 
with them were practically nonexistent in the Crested Butte and 
Gunnison areas. As motorcycles, ATV’s and jeeps become more 
specialized and more powerful and their use increases, motorized use 
becomes a more important issue in travel management. I know that 
motorized sports are popular and these folks need places to recreate, 
and that motorized recreation has a part to play in our tourist based 
economy. I also know that as their numbers have increased the last 
few years that the balance of use has been tipped in their favor and 

Your comments have been considered and are well understood by the 
Forest Service and BLM. One of the critical aspects of implementing travel 
management is maintenance and trail repair. There are many options for 
funding in the forms of grants, volunteers, and agency budgets and all have 
been and will continue to be utilized.  
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away from other user groups on shared use trails. It is becoming 
increasingly difficult to have a quiet and quality experience in Brush 
Creek or Cement Creek on a mountain bike or on foot. A majority of 
the non-wilderness trails in the Gunnison National Forests are legally 
open to motorcycles at this point, and in turn to mountain bikes, 
horses and hikers. However, many trails that I was able to ride just 5 
or 6 years ago are now so damaged they are no longer ride-able on a 
mountain bike. This is abuse of the trails and is unfair to other users 
as these trails become closed to other users due to disrepair. Misuse of 
trails by big motorcycle organizations such as the Coconino County 
Trail Riders, The Colorado 300 and The Colorado 500 have also led 
to growing user conflicts. I have gone to the Blue Ribbon Coalition 
website and read comments by their members and even their lawyer 
bragging about how much it rained and how they ripped through the 
mud on The Lowline and Carbon Creek Trails. The large number of 
riders is sure to cause extensive damage! Whatever money they 
donate for local maintenance is never enough, as evidenced by the 
growing number of trails in our area that are in terrible shape. I feel 
their permits to be evaluated more strictly than they have been to 
lessen damages and impacts. 

N6 

Summer trails  

Tourism is how we survive here in Crested Butte. I sincerely hope 
that we are not losing any of our mountain-biking trails. I think there 
is a need for two things a) more hiker only trails and b) less trails that 
allow motorized vehicle use (dirt bikes and ATV's). 

See Chapter 1, Purpose and Need for Action. While we cannot please all 
parties, it is our hope that all users groups are reasonably accommodated 
with the final decision.  

N7 

I have been hiking in the Gunnison and other Colorado national 
forests for most of my life and have been dismayed about the off-road 
vehicles that been allowed to develop unauthorized trails and have 
filled our backcountry with noise and engines. This use is not 
appropriate on the fragile soils, streams and pristine lands of our 
national forests! The machines are made for pavement and can 
literally not be driven off-pavement without doing damage.  

Please limit ORVs in the Gunnison Forest to a few well constructed 
trails, and reduce the motorized mileage that appears in your 
Preferred Alternative. 

The Purpose and Need for Action (Chapter 1) does address this need and 
halting the proliferation of user created routes is one of the objectives of 
pursuing a new travel management decision, OHV use would be restricted 
to about 550 miles of motorized trail but would also be allowed on about 
1,800 miles of high-clearance road all of which are in existence on the 
ground now.  

N8 Finally, to come full circle, how much is enough? Enough is a diverse Your question is fundamental to this travel management planning effort. 
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system of sustainable, high-quality, non-motorized trails that are 
easily accessible to most citizens - regardless of their age, abilities, 
levels of fitness or their time constraints - without driving or within a 
short, resource conserving drive, that allow citizens access to public 
lands that are close to town and that currently have plentiful access 
and numerous routes for motorized uses or citizens who live in 
outlying neighborhoods. Enough is for a portion of the same mileage 
proposed to be open to full-size vehicles in Alternative 2 northeast 
and northwest of Gunnison, to also be shown as potential sustainable, 
high-quality, non-motorized trails, with easy and environmentally 
responsible access, meaning without having to drive an automobile 
for most users.  

Currently, and in Alternative 2, you can get in your 4x4 and drive all 
over in the Signal Peak, Lost Canyon, Signal Mesa, McIntosh 
Mountain and West Antelope country. There are numerous road 
options in each of these areas. We are only asking for the potential to 
further study the possibility of but a portion of this same mileage to 
be in the form of non-motorized, high-quality single-track trails, 
easily accessible from Gunnison. 

The Preferred Alternative seeks to provide a balance of uses and 
opportunities for a full range of recreational travel. Both the Forest Service 
and BLM believe the Preferred Alternative defines a sustainable 
transportation system on public lands. It should be noted that while we 
understand the desire have non-motorized trails "leading out your back 
door" from town, providing such options are difficult, given private land 
locations. This travel management decision may not provide for such 
options now, but it does not close the door on the development of new trails 
in the future provided they meet the long-term resource management 
objectives for the area. Also see additional Responses above to various 
users/interests desires for more or less motorize use.  

N10 

We therefore support creating areas for non-motorized users to 
recreate where they can still have a wilderness experience without 
having to drive long distances to other areas in order to be free of 
noise and pollution. 

Comment noted.  

# Oil and Gas Related Response 

O1 

The agencies have not adequately analyzed roads and routes 
associated with foreseeable oil and gas development on Gunnison 
Basin federal lands especially in the North Fork Valley. 

 

This plan and the decisions made in it are focused on what routes will be 
open to the general public for recreation use and access to public lands. It 
will not make decisions on oil and gas development projects so it is not 
appropriate for us to speculate on analyzing impacts associated with those 
potential projects. The potential actions related to oil and gas development 
on federal lands will have to go through their own NEPA analysis. Once 
concrete proposals for those projects have been developed we will be in a 
better position to analyze the benefits and impacts of those routes and 
activities. 
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P1 

Multi-use permits for guides on public lands should be encouraged 
and managed in a manner that encourages outfitter responsibility, and 
quality user experiences. Guides and outfitters are often the user’s 
first window to the public lands and therefore have the greatest 
opportunity to promote and demonstrate sustainable and responsible 
practices. Because of this influential role outfitters play, they should 
be help to the highest standards of sustainable practices to renew their 
licenses and assuming they meet these standards they should be 
allowed to increase their permitted user counts and diversify their 
offerings bases upon their guest’s needs and desires. 

Outfitter-guide permits are outside the scope of the proposed action. 

P2 

Large moto groups need permits: The character of the National Forest 
changes drastically when large motorcycle groups, with no 
regulations, come to Crested Butte. The Colorado 1000 and 300 are, 
historically, incredibly noisy and destructive. The Colorado 500, on 
the other hand, who follow a permit process, has regulations for their 
riders (we believe self-imposed) and consequently have decibel limits 
and general ethic standards. They therefore have a far less obtrusive 
effect on the forest than the other groups, despite their considerable 
numbers. Based on Forest Service rules, any group with less than 75 
dirt bikers can come to Crested Butte/GNF and dirt bike WITHOUT a 
permit. We feel any large group having such considerable impact on 
the forest during their stay should be held to a standard similar to 
those of the Colorado 500. The only way to educate users who do not 
live here is to use some form of a permitting process so they are to be 
held accountable to a standard. 

Recreation event permit guidance is outside the scope of the proposed 
action. Groups less than 75 people are not required to have a permit under 
current recreation event regulations. 

P3 

The character of the National Forest changes drastically when large 
motorcycle groups, with no regulations, come to Crested Butte. The 
Colorado 1000 and 300 are, historically, incredibly noisy and 
destructive. The Colorado 500, on the other hand, who follow a 
permit process, has regulations for their riders (we believe self-
imposed) and consequently have decibel limits and general ethic 
standards. They therefore have a far less obtrusive effect on the forest 
than the other groups, despite their considerable numbers. Based on 
Forest Service rules, any group with less than 75 dirt bikers can come 
to Crested Butte/GNF and dirt bike without a permit. We feel any 
large group having such a considerable impact on the forest during 
their stat stay should be held to a standard similar to those of the 

Recreation event permit guidance is outside the scope of the proposed 
action. Groups less than 75 people are not required to have a permit under 
current recreation event regulations. 
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Colorado 500. The only way to educate users who do not live here is 
to use some form of a permitting process so they are to be held 
accountable to a standard. 

P4 

Loss of quality experiences- it is not rocket science to see the 
resulting damage to the trails after the Colorado 500, Colorado 300, 
and Coconino Trail Riders come through here during the rainy 
monsoon season. The severe damage caused by over 300 motorcycles 
in one afternoon has become too much to accept. We are seeing 
cloudy sedimentation of feeder streams into fragile aquatic habitats, 
smelling blue colored noxious fumes stagnating in high basins, 
hearing ear piercing volumes equal to decibels of a heavy metal rock 
concert and feeling the loss of a quality experience all located on our 
public lands.  

The Colorado 500 is a permitted recreation event that occurs on designated 
roads and trails in the Gunnison Basin. In the recreation event permit we 
issue direction that the event needs to adhere to such as staying off of trails 
when they are extremely wet and being courteous to other trail users. The 
other groups mentioned are not required to have permits since their group 
numbers are less than 75 people. Decisions to how to handle large groups 
using trails are outside the scope of this analysis. 

 

 # Policy Comments Response 

P5 

Page 9, paragraph 4, is incomplete in its answer to “Why Replace the 
Current Travel Management Direction? The Forest Service Travel 
Management Rule (November 9, 2005)(“Travel Rule”), clearly 
establishes the goal to enhance opportunities for motorized recreation 
experiences on National Forest system lands (FR Vol. 70, No. 216, 
68264). This important reason has been omitted in this section of the 
DEIS. It also established the position of the Department, that 
“designations of roads and trails…should be based on accurate, 
pertinent unbiased information”. The Department and the Rule did not 
require independent scientific review, nor supported that it had to be 
clearly proven to be harmless to the environment for roads and trails 
to be included (FR Vol. 70, No.216, 68266).  

We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] request that the 
FEIS clearly identify and follow the directives in the November 2005 
travel rule. 

The Gunnison Travel management planning effort is the Forest Service 
compliance with the very provisions cited in this comment. Just because 
decisions do not come out in favor of more motorized use, desired by the 
commenter, does not indicate directives have not been followed, but to the 
contrary, we have done our best to make decisions that provide opportunity 
to all, fully considering resources potentially impacted. COHVCO 
references the 2005 Travel Rule as clearly stating the goal to enhance 
opportunities, yet in 36 CFR 212 there is no actual language directing the 
agency to do so. 

P6 

The agency and taxpayers should not be responsible for maintenance 
of administrative or permitted roads. The U.S. government should not 
be responsible for the maintenance and repair of what are generally 
private driveways and commercial business access routes.  

Agencies managing lands on which these roads pass should have 

We agree that private driveways and administrative road use granted to 
commercial use are not to be maintained at public expense.  

We attempt to maintain a reasonable balance between the need for public 
access, and administrative access needs. Private land inholdings do have 
the right to close their lands to public travel. Permittees and easement 
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access through the gate via their separate agency lock, should such 
access be required for emergencies, periodic route inspection, other 
administrative needs, etc.  

Most permit or easement holders would want to exclude unlimited 
pubic access from their facility. This would limit the potential for 
trespass and vandalism. Eliminating public access would keep 
maintenance costs down and make the route safer to use for the 
permit holder.  

holders are not allowed exclusive use of public lands, however, when no 
public access is needed, but permittees and easement holders have 
legitimate access needs, they are allowed. On selected routes used by 
permittees or easement holders there is a legitimate need for full public 
access in accordance with route designations. These are all factors which 
weigh in the designation of routes under this travel management process.  

P7 

The agencies should develop a policy and procedure that requires new 
or existing administrative or permitted roads be closed to open pubic 
use by a locked gate at the point where they branch off a road open to 
public travel. 

 

It is common practice for us to consider the issue of public access when we 
analyze proposals for new routes on public land related to timber sales, 
Rights-of Way and other projects that involve road development. Our usual 
tendency is to keep those routes open only for administrative use. But there 
have been some cases when there was a compelling reason to leave new 
routes opens to the public. This question will be considered on a site 
specific basis as we analyze the potential benefits and impacts of future 
projects. 

P8 

The DEIS does explain why you are proposing to limit motorized 
travel. You are obligated to do this by relatively new agency policies, 
and you have evidence that motorized travel has caused adverse 
effects on natural resources. But no such national policies exist for 
bicycling, nor significant evidence of harm. Unlike with motorized 
recreation, there are not reams of scientific information about impacts 
of bicycling on natural resources. In fact, there is very little science to 
support your position that bicycling should be severely restricted. 

Forest Service policy requirements for trails management are broad and 
general and include direction such as the following: "Regulate uses to the 
extent necessary to provide for user and public safety; to protect natural, 
cultural, and historical resources; to minimize conflict and maximize 
responsible use; to achieve recreation experience objectives; and to comply 
with Federal and State laws"; "Provide a variety of trail opportunities, 
settings, and modes of travel consistent with the applicable land 
management plan"; "Provide a trail system that is environmentally, 
socially, and financially sustainable." Given this, the Forest Service has 
discretion on how trails are managed and our preference is that mountain 
bikes stay on designated trails and not travel cross-country since this has 
resulted in a proliferation of trails in inappropriate areas. In the Preferred 
Alternative, non-motorized trails managed for mountain biking would 
increase from 87 miles (no action) to 260 miles. Of the 118 non-motorized 
trail miles managed for hike/horseback approximately 90% are already 
managed that way under existing conditions.  

P9 

Throughout its history, the USDA Forest Service has taken an 
approach that activities were allowed unless there are rules 
specifically prohibiting them, and the agency has been reluctant to 
impose new rules, preferring to err on the side of freedom. Bicycling 
benefited from this and the Forest Service was one of the best friends 

This travel management process is being governed by the 2005 Travel Rule 
which is National in scope. The Forest Service has the management 
discretion and responsibility to manage mountain biking on the National 
Forest. 2001 interim travel management direction for the Gunnison Basin 
restricted mountain bikes to existing and designated trails only in order to 
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of bicycling. Now you are imposing a major new restriction without 
justification. 

halt route proliferation from occurring. Even with that management 
decision and this travel management planning effort we still find new 
mountain bike routes that have been pioneered illegally, one found recently 
above Crested Butte south complete with pin flags. Field observations by 
our staff clearly indicated that we were seeing some impacts from 
motorized vehicle use but also from non-motorized use, especially mt. 
biking. So we can see inappropriate resource impacts resulting from mt. 
bike use and have a clear mandate to take management actions to reduce 
these resource impacts. Including mt. bikes in this plan as a non-motorized 
use that must stay on designated routes is part of that strategy. We are also 
taking other steps outside this plan to work with the mt. bike community to 
provide adequate opportunities for this activity while reducing the impact 
of biking on other resources. 

P10 

Natural Resource Impacts of Mountain Biking  

Mountain bicycling and motorized travels are inherently different. As 
the USFS/BLM knows, bicycling is a quiet, human-powered, non-
motorized method of travel.  

Both agencies concur with this comment.  

P11 

Motorized Game Retrieval  

For those of us who hunt with boots on the ground, the inappropriate 
indulgence of allowing off-route motorized game retrieval disrupts 
hunting and harms wildlife habitat, facilitates cross-country motorized 
abuse and is the pioneering source of many illegal trails across and 
into sensitive terrain and habitat. Appropriately, most forests in 
Colorado, including Gunnison NF, disallow off-route motorized game 
retrieval. We thank and support you in that, but point out that a great 
many motorized hunters ignore this prohibition and when confronted, 
claim they were unaware. CTU [Colorado Trout Unlimited] and BHA 
[Colorado Backcountry Hunters and Anglers] hereby request that the 
Gunnison NF/BLM specify clearly in your DoR [Record of Decision] 
TMP and on all MVUMs [Motorized Vehicle Use Map] that no 
motorized game retrieval is allowed off designated routes.  

Your comment is noted. Both agencies agree and intend to make this 
decision clear, and to enforce it over time so that eventually it is accepted 
and followed.  

P12 

The Forest Service Travel Management Directives, proposed March 
9, 2007, and finalized December 8, 2008, reinforce the notion that the 
authorization of dispersed camping off-route is to be a designation 
“used sparingly”, as opposed to a blanket exception to designation of 
motorized use. FSM Sec. 7715.64, “Big Game Retrieval and 

Please refer to response S10 (Spurs) and the FEIS section on dispersed 
camping (Chapter 2). Over the years dispersed camping sites have 
developed based on the places the public has chosen to recreate and their 
concept of what makes a desirable campsite. The result is a system of 
regularly used dispersed campsites that are generally perceived as being a 
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Dispersed Camping”, provides: desirable place to camp. In the Preferred Alternative the analysis team 
identified 12 road corridors for dispersed camping designation. The supply 
of dispersed sites outside of these 12 corridors seems to be in balance with 
the demand and we are not seeing a trend toward the creation of many new 
routes to access dispersed camping sites. So the concern that allowing use 
on existing routes that go to dispersed campsites will lead to the creation of 
many new routes does not seem to be well founded. The next step in 
management that seems to be favored by the commenter would involve the 
inventory of existing routes to dispersed campsites, the designation of those 
routes as open to vehicles, marking them on the ground, conveying to the 
public where those sites are through maps & other information and 
enforcing new rules that the public is not accustomed to. The total effort 
and expense necessary to go to this next level of management does not 
seem justified given the low level of impact that we are currently seeing 
from dispersed camping outside of the 12 corridors. We are confident that 
allowing the public to use existing routes up to 300 ft off designated routes 
for dispersed camping will not result in significant additional impacts to 
resources, save the expense of implementing what is now an unnecessary 
level of regulation and be more convenient for the recreating public. We 
will leave open the option of going to designated routes for dispersed 
camping in the future (outside of the 12 identified corridors) if we find that 
there are areas where a proliferation of user created routes is becoming a 
problem. 

P13 
The authority [to designate] should be used sparingly to avoid 
undermining the purposes of the travel management rule and to 
promote consistency in its implementation. 

See responses above. 

P14 
Responsible officials should consider providing designating [[sic]] 
routes to dispersed camping sites as an alternative to authorizing off-
route use 

See responses above. 

 

# Private Land Related Comments Response 

P15 

One widespread issue throughout the planning area is the exclusive 
access to public lands that some private landowners are currently 
taking advantage of. In many instances, these administrative routes 
were created to provide agricultural operations access for fence or 

We appreciate the comment and agree. The Preferred Alternative should 
address such inequities by closing routes onto the National Forest where 
there is no public access across private lands. Ranchers with grazing 
permits or authorized irrigation structures on NFS lands would continue to 
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ditch maintenance or access to salt grounds. These motorized routes 
are often used during hunting seasons which has led to significant 
inequities between public land hunters and those granted exclusive 
motorized access. This issue is discussed in the DEIS and should be 
addressed during this planning process. Motorized routes that are 
administrative in nature should be designated as such; however they 
should not continue to provide exclusive motorized access for 
unauthorized use throughout the year. As stated in the DEIS, 
“…private ownership should not afford an individual or group 
exclusive access to public land.” 

be allowed access to repair fences, set salt, repair watering facilities, or 
maintain ditches and diversion as part of their permitted activities, but those 
access privileges to not extend to others. Enforcement of travel restrictions 
and to keep public travel on designated routes would be a consequence of 
this travel management decision. The MVU maps will aid in this 
enforcement. 

P16 

We believe that the USFS has an easement from us to provide public 
access to the Copper Creek trail from the Judd Falls parking lot. If the 
USFS can confirm that, we recommend that the trail through private 
property e show as a public hiking trail. This should help us by 
minimizing public confusion about how they should access Copper 
Creek, given the existence of several trails through the Gothic town 
site to which public access is not granted.  

There has been considerable discussion among users and managers of 
the road running through Gothic. No decisions have been made about 
whether management of the road should change. However, we request 
that the USFS retain appropriate flexibility such that id decisions are 
made to change how the road is managed; the USFS has the necessary 
latitude to take action.  

Determinations of existing easements are outside the scope of this EIS. One 
of the important outcomes of this travel management decision will be the 
publication of the MVU map, which unfortunately does not depict non-
motorized trails. That information is contained on the recreation user maps, 
which should be updated soon after the travel management decision is final. 
The Gothic road running through the private land at Gothic is also outside 
the scope of this travel management planning effort. 

P17 

It appears as though segments of many of these administrative roads 
may have been incorporated into the system of roads open to public 
travel in the past. These should not be allowed to continue with this 
Travel Plan. Private easement access routes should not be open to 
public use. Commercial access routes, to mines or other facilities, 
should be closed to public use. 

Determinations as to which existing routes should remain open to the 
public are essentially the purpose of this travel management planning 
effort. Roads developed for administrative purposes in the past that are now 
more appropriately needed for public travel, needed to develop a better 
transportation system should be allowed to be open to public use. We 
would agree that roads specifically intended for and used for commercial or 
energy development are most appropriately managed as administrative 
roads and this was done for the Preferred Alternative. 

P18 

The proposed additional trails on Snodgrass in the Proposed, 
Alternative 3, and Alternative 4 maps, are onerous to say the least. 
The Snodgrass trail system is largely dependent on access through 
Allen Ranches private property and I am surprised to see new trails 
being proposed without first consulting the Allens. We feel that we 
are more than generous with this public access, but do not want to see 

 The Forest Service believes that there is an easement for public use on trail 
#590 where it crosses private land. If that is not in fact true and the private 
land owners decide to prohibit public access that is beyond the scope of this 
analysis and would happen regardless of the travel management decisions 
made. The Preferred Alternative does not propose the conceptually plan for 
a new trail around the base of Gothic mountain but does proposed to keep 
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addition impact. Both the trail extension from the top of Snodgrass to 
590, and the link to 403 is bound to increase traffic. If such a thing 
should occur, the company would likely revoke access to our private 
ground, rendering the popular existing trail very much useless. The 
link to trail 403 around the base of Gothic Mountain would also create 
fence and gate issues along with grazing management issues. I 
strongly oppose either new trail. 

trail #590 open to non-motorized use as well as the existing trail Z 9590.1B 
further up Snodgrass mountain.  

P19 

The second proposal of concern (2) is in Washington Gulch between 
trail 590 and 403. There are several iterations in the Proposed Action, 
Alternative 3, and Alternative 4. The trail system connects the top of 
Snodgrass to the current Snodgrass trail, in addition to running along 
the base of Gothic Mountain to Trail 403. The paramount concern is 
the impact it will have on our private property that the Snodgrass trail 
crosses in two places. There is plenty of traffic as the trail is, and 
expansion will likely increase the number of users. Based on the 
increased impact, the family would have to consider closing the trail 
portions on our private ground. Second, developing a trail that crosses 
an important border fence just adds another gate that will need to be 
continuously monitored as closed. Third, the flank of Gothic is 
undeveloped at the proposed elevation and introducing a trail will 
most certainly effect cattle and wildlife dynamics. We strive to be 
compatible with other users by using undeveloped areas, but this trail 
would make that even more challenging. 

See Preferred Alternative, Figure 4B for the planned trail determinations in 
this area. Your comments are concern a trail that was considered in an 
alternative as part of a range of options for travel. The Preferred Alternative 
further defines the agencies plans for a final decision. 

P20 

It appears to me that the special interests of newer property owners 
are the only ones being served here, the ones who adjoin federal land 
and now want to have undisturbed access to what they perceive as 
"their" backyards, but keep all others out. I have seen this same 
sentiment everywhere that private property abuts public lands, so I'm 
not surprised that the moneyed special interests are winning this battle 
as well. 

The comment is not specific to any area or specific properties so there is no 
response. 

P21 

It is unfortunate that the recent purchasers of land adjacent to the 
trails that are proposed to be closed, bought this property knowing 
that these trails were access routes to the back country trail system, 
and now feel that these routes should be closed or selfish reasons. 
They knew these trails were there and used by many back country 
enthusiasts before they bought the property, and now through litigious 
process are set to try and usurp the OHV users and guardians of this 

The Forest Service and BLM recognize and respect the rights of private 
property owners to make public access decisions on their lands. Their 
ownership of private property adjacent to federal lands does not give any 
special privileges or preferences with respect to the managed transportation 
system on public lands.  
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public land, and leave it open only to those users who they "feel" 
should be using it. 

P22 
Trails should be Grandfathered, they were there first. If the new land 
owners don’t like it, they should talk to the real estate company that 
sold them the property! 

Issued related to access across to private property must first recognize 
private property rights. Prescriptive easements are a provision provided 
under State law and should be address accordingly. 

P23 

Another concern that was raised at the February meeting was how 
routes that cross private lands will be shown on public travel maps. 
We request that the Forest Service and BLM take great care in not 
portraying these routes as open to the public, unless of course an 
easement exists on that said route. Please consider asking the 
Gunnison Stockgrowers to review the final map for comments 
regarding these routes traversing private lands.  

Motor Vehicle Use Maps will be prepared every year as part of 
implementing decisions made. Information regarding roads and trails across 
private lands is depicted with different symbology. For the maps 
accompanying this EIS, those routes across private lands are differentiated 
by color and style. There is also the disclaimer that the depiction of such 
routes does not necessary mean there is public access. This type of road 
information will be shown in a standard format consistent with the rest of 
the GMUG National Forests 

 

# Public Involvement Comments Responses 

P25 

There is an additional and important concern about the way in which 
the agencies have described this project. Our concerns is that, because 
the public was not adequately informed of the scope of this project, 
the agencies will be reluctant to consider available options for 
providing non-motorized recreational routes, such as constructing 
new non-motorized trails when there is a need to address resource 
impacts and/or recreational user conflict. (BRC Scoping Comments at 
section B -2, emphasis added) 

We believe the project was properly scoped (See Chapter 1. Public 
Involvement). Additional routes were considered to connect existing trails 
to make loops or through routes. We also considered parallel trails, but 
rarely were able to determine that parallel routes were appropriate or 
warranted.  

P26 

To begin with, we are out of state owners of property on which we 
recently completed building a remote cabin in Hall's Gulch above 
Pitkin. We only recently found out about the DEIS. We visited Pitkin 
last week and was surprised how many local residents were unaware 
of the DEIS and how it would affect the area. Since many, If not the 
majority, of property owners have been missed by your efforts to 
inform the public about the DEIS, we respectfully suggest the 
comment period be extended another 3 months. This would allow 
property owners, and visitors, to discuss the proposals over the 
summer and then be able to give you more informed feedback to 
assist your decision process. We are sure you took great efforts to 
inform the public but many interested parties, like ourselves, were 

We did in fact go to great length to inform interested parties. We find that 
we cannot reach all interests. All procedures for scoping and notice have 
been followed, and we will not be extending the comment period. It was 
already considerably longer than required. (90 days instead of the required 
45). See response to comment P27 for more details on public notice. 
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missed. 

P27 

I only found out about the DEIS recently (about 2 weeks ago) from 
my brother. We have spoken with [too] many other out of state 
owners and local resident who did not know about the DEIS. This 
concerns me that many interested parties will not have the chance to 
be involved in this process. All property owners should have been 
notified via some sort of notice included in their property tax 
statements. Even though I have known about this for two weeks, I do 
not feel I have had a reasonable chance to review the different 
alternatives and how they will affect the Pitkin area local businesses, 
tourism, and the overall enjoyment of the forests. For this reason, I 
respectfully suggest you extend the comment period another 3 months 
to allow myself along with other interested parties to have the 
summer to discuss these proposals and have a chance to ride the trails 
that are being closed so we can be more informed. 

The federal land managing agencies are not required, nor has it been the 
practice of the agencies to notify all adjacent land owners of plans for 
action on federal lands. The NEPA process requires proper notification of 
the public (e.g. Notice of Intent to Prepare an EIS --May 2007 in the 
Federal Register and Notice of Availability for the DEIS -- March 2009 in 
the Federal Register and public notice in the newspapers of record for the 
agencies). The Forest Service and BLM have been in full compliance with 
these requirements. We have also sent out over 200 notices by mail to 
persons and organizations on our mailing lists notifying them of 
opportunities to provide comments. Typically the comment period for 
public comments on a DEIS are 45 days, the BLM and Forest Service gave 
the public 90 days to comment. Prior to that, during formal scoping after 
the Notice of Intent (May 2007) the public was given 120 days to provide 
the agencies with issues and concerns regarding travel management. the 
agencies do not believe an extension for public comment warranted.  

 

# Range Related Comments Response 

R1 

Ranching is important to the life and economy of our area and 
decisions on trail location, trail access, and trail heads must take into 
consideration the impacts to ranching and grazing. 

In our EIS we discuss the possible impacts to spread of noxious weeds.  

We also provide exemptions or written authorizations to for grazing 
permittees to use motorized vehicles differently than the general public for 
management of their allotments/ Those exemptions are granted in writing 
and are tied to grazing permit.  

R2 

As a director on the board of Ralph R. Allen & Sons Inc., a USFS 
permittees, these areas and proposed actions for trail systems would 
have an effect on our grazing permit and on our private property. The 
concern is north of Crested Butte in Washington Gulch between trail 
590 and trail 403 referenced in the Proposed Action (Alternative2) 
and Alternative 3. Expanding the current Snodgrass trail system to 
connect the top of Snodgrass and trail 403 would have a huge impact 
on our private property and would push more activity into an as yet 
undeveloped part of Gothic Mountain. The Snodgrass trail is very 
popular as is trail 403; connecting and expanding these trails would 
likely create even heavier traffic pushing more and more people 
across our property, making it more difficult to manage the grazing 

See response to comment R3. 
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requirements and impacting the wildlife corridors. The Allen Ranch 
has always allowed public access across our land on the Snodgrass 
trail and strives to maintain that access even when it requires more 
intensive management on site. It is not our desire to do so, but heavier 
traffic, higher usage, more erosion, and more gates to monitor and 
fences to repair could force us to close the portions of the trail that lie 
on our ground. 

R3 

I am writing to comment on the Gunnison Travel Management 
Alternatives. My concern is with two areas. The first area is north of 
Crested Butte, and the second area is Flattop. As a director on the 
board of Ralph R. Allen & Sons Inc., a USFS permittees, both of 
these areas and proposed actions for trail systems would have an 
effect on our grazing permit and on our private property. 

The Forest Service has evaluated the proposed trail use determinations for 
those areas and found that there should be no adverse effects to grazing or 
livestock management. While grazing permittees are authorized to utilize 
public lands for livestock grazing they must accommodate other allowed 
and authorized uses (multiple use) such as recreational travel. Since the 
commenter has not provided specifics on how his uses would be adversely 
impacted, it can be assumed that Ralph R. Allen and Sons, Inc. is opposed 
to public use of National Forest trails. The travel management decisions do 
not cover uses on private lands.  

R4 

The first trail of concern is in the Slate River Valley on the west side 
of the river and above the Oh-Be-Joyful campground in Alternative 4. 
The existing trail is noncontiguous, is and has historically been a 
cattle/wildlife trail. To open it up to further development would have 
ramifications to our grazing program and to our permit requirements. 
It would also have ramifications to wildlife movement in that area. In 
our grazing operation, this trail provides critical access to the rest of 
our permit and provides a means to avoid conflict with other users in 
that valley. The summer traffic on the other side of the valley is heavy 
and constant. If that traffic were also heavy on the west side of the 
valley it would make it difficult to keep the cattle settled where they 
should be and would put more pressure on riparian areas, from both a 
standpoint of disrupting cattle placement and more human river 
crossings. A popular and heavily traveled trail would also put more 
pressure on the wildlife in the area as they use the undeveloped side 
of the Slate for movement and access to water. 

The trail referenced by the commenter is a conceptual trail. There are no 
definitive plans to build that trail. This travel management planning effort 
only considered whether such a trail may be compatible and needed for 
recreation travel. Before any such trail is built there would be additional 
environmental analysis and public input. At such a time as a new trail is 
proposed, the commenter would have ample opportunity to express 
concerns and issues related to such an action. No approval of that 
conceptual trial in this Travel Management decision. 

R5 

We strive in our operation to be compatible with other users by using 
undeveloped areas, managing our grazing operation to minimize 
impacts and allowing public access across our private property but 
these proposed trail expansions would make that much more difficult 
and surely bring more conflict between users and the USFS. In 

Your comments are noted. Decisions by private property owners with 
respect to public access is outside the scope of this proposed action, unless 
there are existing easements, agreements, or rights-of-way granted for 
public access, then the Forest Service and BLM would continue to honor 
those arrangements. 
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addition, large increases in traffic into new areas would have 
untenable consequences on the environment. 

R6 

In addition to new and unplanned travel routes, and new modes of 
travel (mountain bikes and ATVs) we have seen recreation use 
increase across the Basin. The permittees in the northern part of the 
Gunnison Basin adjacent to Crested Butte and Taylor Park have seen 
a magnitude of increase of trails, travel and use.  

Your concerns are noted, and no response necessary. 

R7 

Inadvertent Movement of Cattle  

One of the greatest challenges that permittees face grazing on public 
lands is keeping the cattle within the bounds of the scheduled grazing 
rotation. To quote District Ranger Jim Dawson, “There is no excuse 
for your cattle being where they shouldn’t be.” We support that logic 
and strive to achieve it. The incongruity of that ideal lies in grazing on 
lands with multiple uses and users. As recreational use increases, 
compounded with the fact that people today often do not understand 
cattle and ranching needs, people inadvertently, or advertently, move 
cattle.  

Forest visitors can move cattle by leaving gates open, and they can 
move cattle by their very mode of travel. To point out one mode of 
travel over another as having a greater affect on cattle movement 
cannot be made. We find that the mode of travel coupled with the 
geography and terrain has an effect. For example, in mountain terrain 
with trails beginning in the valley bottoms ascending to mountain 
tops, nearly any mode of travel on these narrow trails can move cattle, 
as people get behind the cattle and force them up or down the trails 
because the cattle are channeled on the trail. Conversely, recreational 
travel on wide open areas on valley floors, whether it is in jeeps or by 
foot, seems to have less of an impact on cattle movement. But this 
changes as density of routes increase. 

The NFS lands are open to multiple uses. With that requirement there are 
sometimes conflicts between users. Problems relating to gate closures are a 
recognized problem. We are aware of the problems that can be created for 
grazing permittees from increased use by the public on grazing allotments. 
Some of this may be addressed through enforcement, some through 
education, and some through the development of relationships among users 
and stock growers. This travel management decision is not expected to 
reduce the amount of public demand for recreational travel, but it should 
help to define those routes that are open and provide for better enforcement 
of route closures. 

R8 

Mountain bikers, motorcyclists, and ATV riders can travel greater 
distances in a day, compared to a foot traveler, and generally, we 
observe that these uses have the potential to cause greater impacts, ie. 
Greater length of distance over time. However, horseback riders who 
are not familiar with cattle, can have a great impact on cattle 
movement.  

Horseback riding on public lands is an allowed use. It is one of many of the 
multiple uses that occur on public lands along with livestock grazing. The 
Forest Service and BLM do not restrict where horseback riders may travel 
on public lands with the exception of two Forest Service trails where horses 
are restricted due to safety concerns. Rider competency is not the 
responsibility of the federal agencies.. 

R9 Probability of Range Issues Increase as Forest Visitor Use Increases-  See response to comment R3. 
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Generally, as use and access increase within an allotment, the 
probability of gates being left open, and well meaning, or not well-
meaning movement of cattle by Forest users increases. Gates being 
left open and inadvertent movement of cattle by the public causes loss 
of time for the rancher. For example, when cattle move out of pasture 
because of a gate being left open, or are pushed out by Forest visitors, 
it may take days, if not weeks to find those cattle. If these cattle mix 
with neighboring cattle, these cattle must be sorted. Finding and 
sorting strays causes expense and additional time in the saddle that 
would best be served with the larger herd to ensure that the scheduled 
grazing rotation is being followed, and permit guidelines are being 
met.  

Inadvertent movement of cattle also has the probability of affecting 
the rate of gain on cattle. Cattle are stressed less, and gain better with 
less movement.  

With these challenges of increased use and increased access, the 
Gunnison County Stockgrowers support a travel alternative that 
lessens the amount of roads and trails throughout the National Forest 
and BLM.  

R10 

I write this letter as the president/CEO of Ralph R. Allen & Sons, and 
as such have some concerns and comments on the travel management 
proposals. These are from the company’s perspective as a grazing 
permittee and adjacent private land owner to federal lands. The three 
geographic areas of interest for us are the Slate River, Meridian and 
Flattop Allotments.  

See response to comment R3. 

R11 

The first trail of concern (1) is in Slate River on the west side of the 
river and above the Oh-Be-Joyful Campground in Alternative 4. 
There is a non contiguous cow/wildlife trail as it is now, and further 
development will have several effects. First, in our grazing operation, 
this is a critical corridor for reaching the rest of the permit. It is 
extremely important that we are able to have this path that avoids the 
traffic on the other side of the river. If we are to achieve our permit 
requirements and grazing goals, we can’t have heavy travel to jostle 
the cattle from where they are settled. Second, because of heavy 
traffic along the road, wildlife uses this undeveloped area as access to 
the river. While we use the area intermittently in late summer, a 
season long trail, that is bound to be popular, will certainly change the 

See response to similar comment R3 
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dynamic for wildlife. 

 

# Resource - General Response 

R12 

Mt Bikes cause resource impacts too. Commenter feel agencies 
characterized only motorized vehicles as causing impacts to resources 
and that drives our later conclusions to give mt. bikers more and 
motorized fewer routes.  

 

We agree that Mt. Bike use can cause impacts to resources just as all other 
human uses have the potential to cause impacts. Each of these uses has 
varying degrees of impacts depending on the peculiarities of their use. 
Motorized use, for example, has more of a tendency to cause soil erosion 
because they weigh more and a powerful motor is turning the wheel which 
has more of a tendency to dig into the soil. This makes them less suitable 
on steep trails with erodible soil. Motorized vehicles also have a broader 
impact on wildlife because the noise of the engine can be heard much 
further away from the route than quiet uses like hiking, horseback riding 
and mt. biking. In some cases it was impacts associated with specific types 
of use that prompted our decisions about which routes were suitable for 
which use. There are also compatibility issues between different uses. In 
general, the experience of motorized users may not be affected by the 
presence of other user types. But the experience of foot, horse and mt. bike 
use may be degraded when they share trails with motorized use. In some 
cases we recognized that fact but still left trails open to both motorized and 
non-motorized uses. In other situations we decided to leave some trails 
open to non-motorized uses only so they would have more of a chance to 
have the sort of experience they were looking for. The difference in impacts 
caused by each use was considered as we made decisions about which 
routes should be open to each use. But there were a variety of other factors 
that also played into these decisions.  

 

R13 

Agencies only seem to want to develop new roads for resource 
extraction and not for recreation – why?  

 

We generally haven’t identified the need to develop new roads for 
recreation because for many years recreationists were creating their own 
roads. In the Gunnison Basin before 2001 many areas were classified as 
‘Open’ which meant that visitors could drive both on existing roads and 
drive off the roads going cross country. The result of that was that many 
new routes were created by recreationists. While complete data is not 
available, our field staff estimates that over the last 30 years the number of 
miles of routes on public lands in the basin has at least doubled and perhaps 
tripled. Unfortunately, the people making these new routes were not always 
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careful with where they drove and this explosion of new routes resulted in 
excessive impacts to soil, vegetation, water, wildlife and other resources. 
The interim regulations we implemented in 2001 were an attempt to halt 
this proliferation of routes. This plan is an attempt to carefully look at all 
the routes that are out there now and decide which ones are desirable and 
necessary to carry forward in a system of designated routes that creates less 
impacts to other resources and is more within our ability to manage and 
maintain 

 

# Recreation Responses 

R14 

Route selection-quality recreation experiences. Page 203. 
Transportation System Effects. There is good recognition that “there 
will be a continuing demand for quality experiences by all travelers 
regardless of mode of travel”. The discussion follows on with a 
statement that says: “All alternatives address to varying degrees 
quality of experience”. We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle 
Coalition; et al.] did not find the discussion about the components of 
quality experiences or the application of management techniques to 
supply the settings for enhanced recreation experience in most of the 
Chapter 3 Alternative discussions. The Chapter 3 discussions by 
resource area were generally about the effects of motorized routes on 
natural resources, and not about the effects of route selection to 
provide quality recreation experiences. We request that recreational 
experience be included in the FEIS analysis. 

Discussing the quality of recreation experience is a challenge because each 
person has their own idea of what makes a quality recreation experience. 
This task is made particularly difficult because what makes a quality 
experience for one person may actually degrade the quality of experience 
for another. As the public thinks about what makes a quality recreation 
experience it is important to avoid confusing quantity with quality. A few 
people feel that the quality of their recreation experience is related to the 
quantity of routes that are available to them even if they never plan to use 
all those routes. As mentioned above, we placed a high priority on 
designating routes that led to popular destinations or offered good riding 
opportunities. But we feel there are many routes on public land that did not 
go to desirable recreation destinations or provide outstanding recreation 
experiences. We felt we could close these routes to achieve other resource 
benefits without significantly reducing the overall quality of recreation 
experiences. There are a few routes that we knew were popular with 
recreationists that had to be closed to some uses for compelling resource 
concerns and we generally did discuss the effect that would have on the 
opportunities for the groups that would be excluded from those routes. In 
some cases we also made changes from the draft to the final plan that left 
open some routes based on comments we received from the public. Most of 
those decisions were made based on a desire to maintain quality recreation 
experiences.  

R15 
Rec:NVUM Study references - the quoted references to the NVUM 
study don't recognize the regional uniqueness of the Pitkin 
surrounding area. Locals and visitors recognize that the extensive 

NVUM process is already determined by national policy. 
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trails and roads is the primary activity for visiting the area.  

R16 

Crowd, Density and Conflict -the NVUM study states problems with 
high crowded areas creating conflicts with various types of users. 
This rarely applies to the Pitkin area as most visitors are here to use 
and benefit from the extensive 4wd road and trail network for visiting 
historical area via 4WD or riding, fishing and hunting. 

Perceived crowding is in the eye of the beholder. Some people can feel 
crowded by seeing 10 other ATVs while for some it may take up to 100 
ATVs to make them feel "crowded". The NVUM study is outside of the 
scope of this analysis. 

 

# Recreation Analysis Response 

R17 

Commenters feel the recreation sections were lacking much analysis 
of the quality of recreation experiences between alternatives. 

 

Discussing the quality of recreation experience is a challenge because each 
person has their own idea of what makes a quality recreation experience. 
This task is made particularly difficult because what makes a quality 
experience for one person may actually degrade the quality of experience 
for another. As mentioned previously, we placed a high priority on 
designating routes that led to popular destinations or offered good riding 
opportunities. But we determined there are many routes on public land that 
did not go to desirable recreation destinations or provide outstanding 
recreation experiences. We could close these routes to achieve other 
resource benefits without significantly reducing the overall quality of 
recreation experiences. There are a few routes that we knew were popular 
with recreationists that had to be closed to some uses for compelling 
resource concerns and we generally did discuss the effect that would have 
on the opportunities for the groups that would be excluded from those 
routes. In some cases we also made changes from the draft to the final plan 
that left open some routes based on comments we received from the public. 
Most of those decisions were made based on a desire to maintain quality 
recreation experiences.  

R18 

There needs to be ROS analysis to demonstrate the extraordinary 
quality of those miles allowed hikers but not mc's. Hikers are not 
more aesthetically inclined than ohv'ers. The quality difference alone 
demands that mc's be allowed all the opportunities that they can find. 

ROS analysis in FEIS addresses travel opportunity by setting (FEIS 
Chapter 3, Recreation Opportunity). 

R19 

We request a comprehensive ROS analysis Page 131. Recreation 
Settings. The recreation discussions and data in the Forest Service 
part of the document better address and follow the planning issues. 
However, there is no display of roads and trails by ROS settings 
(urban-rural-semi primitive-primitive) to evaluate satisfaction, 

ROS analysis in FEIS addresses travel opportunity by setting (FEIS 
Chapter 3, Recreation Opportunity).  
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motivation or benefits as the author first suggested in the lead 
paragraph.  

 The subject of satisfaction and motivation from recreation activities 
(Brown and Haas 1980 and Manning and More 2002) is introduced in 
this section. However, the discussion ends without any application of 
the associated science cited. Additional references should include 
Driver, B.L. Benefits-based Management of Natural Areas, 1996; 
Driver, Brown and Peterson, Benefits of Leisure; and Clark, R. and G. 
Stankey, 1979, The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS), A 
Framework for planning, management and research. USDA-FS.  

There is a follow up comment in the second paragraph, page 131, that 
states that their are two primary goals to obtain recreation motivation 
and experience: one, provide opportunities for people to obtain those 
motivations and experiences; and, two, minimize impacts on natural 
resources. Again, the goal is stated, but there is no follow-up 
definition of experiences, motivations, benefits and more importantly 
no narrative or map data to display settings by activity category.  

Issues associated with recreation experiences, more primitive 
opportunities, reducing conflicts, maintaining wildlife escape cover, 
etc., cannot be addressed without a display of the various recreation 
settings available by user group. There is just as much interest and 
benefit to the motorized or mechanized user in a primitive alpine 
setting as there is to the hiker in the same setting in Wilderness. The 
“finding the right balance challenge” is not solved by just a display of 
miles; the document must include a display of associated settings by 
user group.  

Issues associated with recreation experiences, more primitive 
opportunities, reducing conflicts, maintaining wildlife escape cover, 
etc., cannot be addressed without a display of the various recreation 
settings available by user group. There is just as much interest and 
benefit to the motorized or mechanized user in a primitive alpine 
setting as there is to the hiker in the same setting in Wilderness. The 
“finding the right balance challenge” is not solved by just a display of 
miles; the document must include a display of associated settings by 
user group.  

R20 
Site References: Page 129. Recreation Opportunity. It would be 
helpful if the references and citations of recreation data were included 

ROS analysis in FEIS addresses travel opportunity by setting includes 
wilderness trails (FEIS Chapter 3, Recreation Opportunity). 
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in the Appendix. They are in the text but not in Appendix E. There is 
a noted statement that says that “trails within Wilderness are not 
within the scope of this analysis”. We [Colorado Off Highway 
Vehicle Coalition; et al.] understand these are by law foot and horse 
trails, however, they do provide opportunity in unique settings that are 
not available to mechanized and motorized users, and therefore are a 
critical part of the “balance” of opportunity discussion and disclosure 
that must take place in this document for areas outside of Wilderness. 
We understand that the Wilderness areas will not be a part of the 
designated routes maps required by the Travel Rule, but they play a 
major role in the development of a hierarchy of recreation 
opportunities in the Gunnison Basin area. -We request the FEIS 
include the wilderness routes as part of the foot and horse trail 
mileage and discussion  

R21 

The DEIS document does not use or display the gains and losses of 
recreation trail mileage by user group by Recreation Opportunity 
Class (ROS). This information would benefit the Summary Table on 
Page 3. At the heart of the conflict this DEIS is trying to solve (the 
quality and enhancement of outdoor recreation), it is critical to 
display the impacts of users’ gains and losses of recreation settings. 
An example, the loss of high altitude routes in semi-primitive settings 
is not substitutable for constructed road riding in urban or rural 
settings.  

We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] request that the 
[ROS] settings information be fully disclosed in fairness to the 
decision making and public involvement process.  

 ROS analysis in FEIS addresses travel opportunity by setting includes 
wilderness trails (FEIS Chapter 3, Recreation Opportunity). 

R22 

Let User define Rec OP- DEIS p. 16 -- "some routes...are inconsistent 
with recreation experience and opportunity objectives...". The FS 
should accept the user's definition of "recreation experience and 
opportunity", not try to arbitrarily assign these values. If the users like 
the route, then it is an appropriate "recreation experience and 
opportunity". 

We started off this travel plan with 3 basic objectives – to identify a travel 
network that provided adequate access to public lands and recreation 
opportunities for the public, reduced the negative impact that these routes 
and the associated uses had on other resources, and were within our ability 
to manage and maintain. It is clear that the first objective has the potential 
to be in conflict the second and third – the larger the network grows to 
allow access and recreation the more potential it has to cause impacts to 
other resources and exceed our budget and staffing to manage them. So by 
definition this plan seeks to find the proper balance between these 
competing goals. To those who are primarily focused on the first objective 
and downplay or ignore the other two the plan will seem overly restrictive. 
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We placed a high priority on maintaining what the public told us were 
desired recreation opportunities. Many of the routes we did not carry 
forward for designation were little used and not identified as being essential 
for access or desired recreation opportunities. In most cases we were able to 
reduce resource impacts without a significant change in desired recreation 
opportunities.  

 

# Roadless Comments Response 

R23 

I am concerned that the closures of roads, with some roads in 
inventoried road less areas being decommissioned and obliterated is 
more or less endorsing, and in fact encouraging the furthering or the 
“Road less” designation without a valid law being in place. I believe 
that this is inappropriate to plan for management of FS lands in 
accordance with regulations (i.e. RACR and CRR) that have been 
deemed illegal or have not been put in place.  

No decision is being contemplated that would be directed by regulations 
found to be illegal. And no decision is contemplated that would be directed 
by any regulation in draft form but not promulgated. No areas of the Forest 
have routes shown for decommissioning to create roadless, but rather each 
route decision has been based on the consideration of need for the route to 
meet overall objectives, to contribute to a balance of recreation 
opportunities, and to be consistent with resource protection/management 
and safety considerations.  

R24 

Currently there are seven segments of high clearance road that where 
motorized travel has been allowed within Roadless Areas. We [High 
Country Citizens Alliance] would like to commend the federal 
agencies for recommending closure of all of these segments to 
motorized travel in all three-action alternatives. These recommended 
closures are in compliance with the 2001 Roadless Area Conservation 
Rule (RACR) and keep the intent of the RACR intact 

Thank you for your comment.  

 

R25 

I am concerned that the closures of roads, with some roads in 
inventoried road less areas being decommissioned and obliterated is 
more or less endorsing, and in fact encouraging the furthering or the 
“Road less” designation without a valid law being in place. I believe 
that this is inappropriate to plan for management of FS lands in 
accordance with regulations (i.e. RACR and CRR) that have been 
deemed illegal or have not been put in place.  

Decisions on travel were based on a variety of rationale. 

 

# Route Analysis Response 

R26 Page 19. Mixed Use Determinations. Motorized mixed-use analysis. Expanding the mixed use analysis and safety decisions to include county 
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Mix-use, safety decisions as stated here are at the “discretion of the 
federal land manager”. We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle 
Coalition; et al.] request this discussion be expanded to include the 
role of the county and state (CDOT) road jurisdictions on the federal 
lands. We would also like to see and hear the rationale for safety-
based decisions.  

and state officials for roads under the jurisdiction of the Forest Service is 
not appropriate nor is it necessary. If the roads on NFS lands are under the 
jurisdiction of the County or State or Federal Highways, then those entities 
would be responsible for mixed use decisions. The documentation for 
mixed use decisions is public information and can be obtained by request. 

R27 

The table showing the amount of routes for each use is misleading 
because everyone can use motorized routes so the opportunities for 
foot, horse and mt bike is almost everything whereas motorized folks 
can only use motorized routes.  

 

Conceptually it is true that all users can use full sized roads along with 
routes open to their specific use. But it would not be accurate to assume 
that because they can use those routes that they would be able to have a 
quality recreation experience by using them. That would be similar to 
saying that just because a motorcyclist can legally operate on a freeway that 
they will be just as happy riding there as they would be riding on a single 
track trail. Some groups are comfortable using a variety of routes as part of 
their recreation pursuits. Others tend to favor particular settings or levels of 
use to help determine if they are getting the type of recreation experience 
they are looking for. Since that changes from person to person we 
determined it is more useful to show the miles of routes open to the highest 
use in the hierarchy of uses and make it clear that all other uses below can 
use those routes too.  

R28 

Non motorized users travel fewer miles in a day so they need fewer 
miles to have equal time opportunities with motorized uses. 
Commenter provided 2 tables to show the actual opportunities for 
each group and feel agency final analysis should include a similar 
table.  

 

The amount of miles respective groups may cover in a day may be argued 
as an asset or a liability. Those arguing for this point would say that 
because motorized vehicles cover more miles in a day of recreation they 
should be allotted more miles so they have a relatively equal amount of 
route time to practice their sport. Those arguing against this view would say 
because motorized users cover more ground in a day their impacts are 
spread over a wider area and they don’t necessarily deserve an equal 
opportunity to practice a more impacting use. 

 Our management priorities try to stay focused on the basic goals we have 
had for the plan from the beginning – identify a transportation system that 
provides adequate opportunities for recreation activities and access, 
minimizes inappropriate impacts to other resources and is within our ability 
to manage and maintain. Two of these basic goals are directly tied to the 
number of miles of routes that are designated. Most of our resource analysis 
indicated that the more miles that are designated the more impacts to other 
resources we are likely to see. Similarly, the more miles of routes 
designated the more it will cost in time, money and effort for us and our 
partners to maintain them to acceptable conditions. Both of those goals tend 
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to not favor uses that advocate designating a lot of miles of routes. As a 
result we will try to provide what we determined to be an adequate amount 
of recreation opportunity but will stop short of committing ourselves to 
provide an equal number of visitor days of recreation opportunities because 
we have other priorities that we need to consider.  

R29 

The DEIS scope does include analysis of non-motorized travel modes 
“[[i]]n order to provide an area-wide physically sustainable 
transportation system that balances resource protection, public safety, 
recreational use and access needs…” (DEIS p.15). 

Comment noted 

R30 

Route Density 

About an 18% USFS road density reduction is being proposed. This 
reduction is significant and unnecessary 

We started off this travel plan with 3 basic objectives – to identify a travel 
network that provided adequate access to public lands and recreation 
opportunities for the public, reduced the negative impact that these routes 
and the associated uses had on other resources, and were within our ability 
to manage and maintain. It is clear that the first objective has the potential 
to be in conflict the second and third – the larger the network grows to 
allow access and recreation the more potential it has to cause impacts to 
other resources and exceed our budget and staffing to manage them. So by 
definition this plan seeks to find the proper balance between these 
competing goals. To those who are primarily focused on the first objective 
and downplay or ignore the other two the plan will seem overly restrictive. 
We placed a high priority on maintaining what the public told us were 
desired recreation opportunities. Many of the routes we did not carry 
forward for designation were little used and not identified as being essential 
for access or desired recreation opportunities. In most cases we were able to 
reduce resource impacts without a significant change in desired recreation 
opportunities. Comparing access miles, the Preferred Alternative provides 
almost 1,840 miles of motor vehicle routes on NFS lands within the 
analysis area and 378 miles of non-motorized trails. While hikers and 
horseback rides can use motor vehicle routes, it would not be accurate to 
assume that because they can use those routes that they would be able to 
have a quality recreation experience by using them. The experience of foot, 
horse and mt. bike use can be degraded when they share trails with 
motorized use. In some cases we recognized that fact but still left trails 
open to both motorized and non-motorized uses. In other situations we 
decided to leave some trails open to non-motorized uses only so they would 
have more of a chance to have the sort of experience they were looking for. 
The difference in impacts caused by each use was considered as we made 
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decisions about which routes should be open to each use. But there were a 
variety of other factors that also played into these decisions.  

R31 

The only new proposed road construction seems to be for energy 
development, mining, and timber harvesting. There is no apparent 
proposal to build new roads for recreational use. Why is this? 

The simple truth is that we generally haven’t felt the need to develop new 
roads for recreation because for many years recreationists were creating 
their own roads. In the Gunnison Basin before 2001 many areas were 
classified as ‘Open’ which meant that visitors could drive both on existing 
roads and drive off the roads going cross country. The result of that was 
that many new routes were created by recreationists. While complete data 
is not available, our field staff estimates that over the last 30 years the 
number of miles of routes on public lands in the basin has at least doubled 
and perhaps tripled. Unfortunately, the people making these new routes 
were not always careful with where they drove and this explosion of new 
routes resulted in excessive impacts to soil, vegetation, water, wildlife and 
other resources. The interim regulations we implemented in 2001 were an 
attempt to halt this proliferation of routes. This plan is an attempt to 
carefully look at all the routes that are out there now and decide which ones 
are desirable and necessary to carry forward in a system of designated 
routes that creates fewer impacts to other resources and is more within our 
ability to manage and maintain. 

 

# Season of Use/Seasonal Closures Response 

S1 

Commenters don’t necessarily agree with seasonal closures and think 
agencies should consider changes by day or week or month to allow 
various uses to coexist. They want to work with us before the FEIS to 
come up with mitigation other than seasonal closures. 

 

Seasonal closures are a good example of mitigation we used to keep routes 
open that otherwise might be closed to reduce impacts on other resources. 
We generally have 2 types of seasonal closures – spring closures to reduce 
damage to roads when they are wet and wildlife closures that try to reduce 
disturbance to wildlife during a critical part of their life cycle. No seasonal 
closures were done to settle territorial disputes between conflicting groups 
of recreationists. Spring closures are necessary because of the physical 
condition of the route and changes by day or week would not change that 
physical condition. The only solution to that problem is to keep traffic off 
the route until it dries out. Wildlife closures are more complex but run on 
the basic premise that, for some key species, there are some critical times of 
the year when they would be inappropriately impacted by significant 
amounts of use in critical habitat. The easiest way of dealing with that 
concern is to close the route completely. But knowing that there might be 
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significant impacts to recreation values from that action we looked for 
mitigation to reduce the impact to wildlife and recreation both by closing 
the route only during the most sensitive parts of their life cycle. That way 
wildlife is protected during the most critical periods and recreationists can 
still use the route for most of the year. 

S2 

Close roads on Jan 1st that are normally closed on March 15th to 
protect all wildlife 

This plan is focused on making travel decisions for wheeled vehicles during 
the spring, summer and fall seasons. This comment suggests closures to 
protect wildlife during the winter season which is outside the scope of this 
plan. We recognize that there are concerns with potential impacts to 
wildlife from use during the winter along with a variety of other winter 
transportation issues. Once this transportation plan is completed for the 
spring, summer and fall one of our next priorities will be to start on an 
analysis of winter transportation issues.  

S3 

Page 17. Season of Use. The two examples of limiting season of use 
are for wet roads and wildlife habitat. We [Colorado Off Highway 
Vehicle Coalition; et al.] believe that managers should also include 
potential for scheduling different recreation activities seasonally, 
monthly, or weekly as a method to reduce conflicts and still provide 
access opportunities for all classes of users.  

We request that the planning team undertake an effort with 
COHVCO, and the TPA to address any motorized routes that are 
being considered for prohibition to motorized use due to seasonal use 
issues, to provide an opportunity to identify mitigation opportunities 
prior to decisions in the FEIS. 

COHVCO is fundamentally at odds with the process of designation of 
routes in accordance with regulations at 36 CFR 212, and 43 CFR 83.42. 
We welcome COHVCO offers to help mitigate the impacts of motorized 
use on routes designated for that use; however we will not delay the process 
set out in this analysis and decision process. The purpose and need 
discussed at page 13 of the DEIS is clear, and requires a prompt agency 
response. The use of seasonal restrictions is essentially a mitigation 
measure. This management option allows use on routes where there are 
adverse environmental impacts by targeting the period when impacts would 
potentially cause resource damage or adverse impacts and avoiding them. 
What COHVCO seems to suggest is that they want to mitigate mitigation? 

 

# Single-track trails Response 

S4 

Commenter suggests we not limit any trails to just foot and horse and 
that all those trails outside of wilderness be open to all uses (or 
possibly to motorcycles and mt bikes on single track trails).  

 

It is true that wilderness areas offer good opportunities for foot and horse 
use. Outside of wilderness the majority of single track trails were also left 
open to motorcycles and/or mt. bikes. We did find some cases, though, 
where it made sense to designate a few trails outside of wilderness for foot 
and horse use. For example, there is considerable demand for non-
motorized trail opportunities close to population centers such as Gunnison, 
Crested Butte and Lake City. Such trails offer easy opportunities for 
visitors to get some exercise or walk the dog close to town without having 
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to drive to a more remote trailhead. In some cases the permissive easements 
we have arranged with private landowners to allow public access across 
their land specifically stipulate that the permission is for non-motorized use 
only. Our tendency in those cases was to manage the whole trail for non-
motorized use to reduce the chances of trespass that might jeopardize our 
access easement. In a few cases the erodable soils or steepness of a trail 
made it unsuitable for motorcycle use or un-rideable for mountain bikes but 
still acceptable for lighter use by hikers.  

S5 

Table on pg 41 doesn’t paint a clear picture when it lumps all single 
track trail uses together. It should be reworked to show different types 
of uses 

The table on page 41 of the Draft EIS does not lump together all single 
track trail uses. Under the section of Travel Opportunities there are separate 
lines that show opportunities available for Motorcycle use, Hiker/Horse use 
and Mt. Bike use. Perhaps the commenter is referring to the fact that foot 
and horse use can also use the miles of single track trails open to Mt. biking 
and motorcycling. The hierarchy of uses explained on pg 16 of the draft 
clearly shows that a route open to a particular use is also open to all of the 
uses below it in the hierarchy. With this understood we determined the 
clearest way of depicting what opportunities are available for each group 
was to identify the number of miles where each activity was the highest use 
allowed. We have received a variety of informal feedback from the public 
that suggests that depicting our proposals in this way was clear and easy to 
understand. 

S6 

Single-track- pushed into 2 tracks- I am against 4wheeler use on all 
single-track. They have made many into double tracks. They also 
make their own trails such as from hunter Hill pass to Double Top. 
Make big fines for this, you will need the deterrent and the money for 
trail repair. 

In the Preferred Alternative, we tried to eliminate routes where this has 
been an issue. See the Preferred Alternative, Ch. 3, Recreation. 

 

# Societal Issues Response 

S7 

Commenter feels our discussion of societal issues is incomplete by 
just talking about noise, dust and economic impact. Commenter 
suggests we consider loss of recreation opportunity, interruption of 
quality of life, conflict between user groups, historic recreation use 
patterns etc. Agencies didn’t use Region 2 or Gunnison County 
economic, demographic or jobs data in our analysis. 

 

Some of these items such as loss of recreation opportunity, conflicts 
between user groups and historic recreation use patterns were considered 
and analyzed under the Recreation section rather than the Social impacts 
section. These issues clearly have a social component but were more 
directly related to recreation management. The issue of interruption of 
quality of life is similar in that it has both social and recreation 
implications. Our understanding is that there could be potential 
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interruptions in the quality of life of public land visitors in several ways. 
We could eliminate the potential for someone to practice a preferred 
activity completely or we could reduce their opportunity to practice a 
preferred activity. No decision in this plan eliminates or unduly limits 
anyone’s ability to practice a particular sport or activity on public land. 
There are some decisions in this plan that will reduce the number of miles 
that are open to some uses. Through our public participation process we 
solicited input that would help us understand which routes were particularly 
favored by our visitors. In many cases we recognized that attachment and 
tried to leave those routes open as much as possible. In a few cases, though, 
the demand by the public to use a particular route in a certain way was 
outweighed by other management considerations and we were not able to 
accommodate those preferences. Quality of life could also be diminished if 
the quality of one’s recreation experience was disrupted by competing uses. 
This is a difficult impact to assess because something that is a benefit for 
one group might cause an impact for another group. We proposed decisions 
that we determined would provide a reasonable balance that offers the most 
benefit for the wide variety of people that visit public lands with the least 
impact on resources 

S8 

Noise, dust and vehicle speed aren’t appropriate to analyze under 
social impacts. It would be more appropriate to address them under 
air quality, safety and recreation conflicts between groups. 

There are several impact discussions that could be addressed under various 
sections. These issues clearly have social aspects to them if members of the 
public find them a nuisance. They also have aspects of air quality, safety 
and recreation. There are no rules in an EIS about where specific impacts 
should be discussed; there is the expectation that impacts will be discussed 
in the Environmental Consequences chapter. 

 

# Spurs Response 

S9 

 

Spurs/site spec analysis: We request all of the dead-end travel routes, 
including those of less than a quarter mile, receive site specific 
analysis or be placed back into the inventory of established routes for 
motorized use, and be available for consideration in all alternatives. 

Dead end routes can go to scenic overlooks, trailheads, desirable campsites 
and/or good fishing spots. At the same time we identified a number of dead 
end routes that had none of those values. They were simply places where 
vehicles wandered looking for some of those values and, finding nothing, 
turned around and went back out leaving a mark as they went. In some 
cases, vehicles would reach the dead-end and then keep on going making 
new routes; that's how many of the user-created routes in the analysis area 
were made. We did not close a lot of dead end routes simply because they 
were dead end. For each dead end route we analyzed if there was a 
recreation or access value associated with that route. If there was, our 
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tendency was to leave it open rather than close it. The result is that 
hundreds of dead end routes are included in the Preferred Alternative. 

S10 

Spurs: All of the I’ve spur roads are very important for dispersed 
camping as well as fishing access and they are a fabulous place for 
people to get away for little peace and quiet. Remember, handicapped 
people, older people, families with small children, and non hikers 
need these quiet places. Less than 1% of people on vacation hike into 
the wilderness. To my knowledge the Forest Service has put very 
little money into maintaining these spur roads in Taylor Park. To lose 
these roads would greatly hurt us economically. 

Under the Preferred alternative, the Forest Service would allow motorized 
travel for the purposes of dispersed camping within a 300-foot corridor as 
an exception to the 2005 Travel Rule that restricts all motorized travel to 
designated routes. The Forest Service would actively work to educate and 
inform the public of the need to utilize existing camp sites, minimize 
vegetative damage, restrict off-road travel within the 300-foot corridor, and 
not to create new dispersed camping sites. Within the analysis area there 
are hundreds of existing dispersed camping sites that would remain 
available in the Preferred Alternative. Additionally, the Forest Service 
would eliminate the 300-foot corridor exemption for dispersed camping 
access along 12 road corridors (see FEIS, Ch. 3, Recreation, Dispersed 
Camping section). These 12 corridors were chosen because of their high 
intensity of dispersed camping and resulting resource and social concerns 
associated with high intensity dispersed camping. Many of the dispersed 
camping sites in these 12 corridors are too close to the watershed influence 
zone (WIZ), have caused vegetation compaction, noxious weed spread and 
are heavily utilized by “squatters” for long-term (and illegal) occupancy. In 
addition to the items just mentioned, the issue of “squatting” has also 
resulted in the proliferation and expansion of camp sites, increased trash 
and property abandonment, and the unavailability of camp sites for 
legitimate recreation visitors. Dispersed camping opportunities in these 12 
corridors would still be available provided the sites are in good locations 
and not causing resource damage. Forest visitors would have to use 
designated, signed roads to access these sites. Designated dispersed 
camping is not a new concept as many Forests in Colorado utilize this 
system in order to concentrate impacts at suitable sites instead of allowing 
visitors to create more and more camp sites often in locations not suitable 
for long-term dispersed camping. The Gunnison Ranger District has 
utilized the designated dispersed camping strategy in the Gothic corridor 
for many years due to campers continually creating new campsites in 
inappropriate locations. Recently the Gunnison Ranger District has 
restricted areas to camping in Taylor Park that are too close to the Taylor 
River watershed (WIZ). 

S11 Spurs/dead-end travel routes (Page 22). The planning team’s 
interpretation of public input that ATV and motorcycle enthusiasts 

See response S9  
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want to eliminate dead-end roads and trails is wrong. While 
motorized recreationists seek out long distance and loop trip 
opportunities, they still have a high interest in maintaining their 
special places and campsites…many of which are on dead-end roads. 

S12 

Most dispersed campers use motor vehicles to get to their favorite 
campsites, even if they do not use them for recreation. This group of 
dispersed campers is most impacted by the closure of spur routes. To 
automatically eliminate dead-end roads and trails is to remove 
reasonable, enhanced recreation settings that have been historically 
enjoyed by many motorized users. To eliminate these dead-end sites 
is to concentrate motorized camping along designated routes (+/- 300 
ft) only and sets up a situation that disrupts other users and 
perpetuates potential conflicts. It is essential that the agency perform 
site-specific analysis in order to determine the proper designation 
status of dead-end routes, rather than adopting some form of rigid 
guideline that will inappropriately eliminate legitimate use that will 
have a net beneficial effect on the environment. 

See response S9 and S10 

S13 
I would like to see the short spur roads left open for dispersed 
camping, fuel/wood gathering, picnicking for daytime opportunities 
to get away from the crowds and have placed to park for fishing. 

See response S9 and S10 Fuelwood gathering for use off the National 
Forest is guided by another set of rules and regulations printed on the 
permit. 

 

# Soil Resource Comments Response 

S14 

Page 46. Soils. Paragraph 2 has a discussion about narrow trails 
contributing less erosion than roads, and then claim there is no change 
in relative erosion rates by slope class between trails and roads.  

We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] request further 
explanation or clarification of this. 

This section of the text was re-written to improve clarity. The absolute 
production of sediment per mile of trail is less because there is less surface 
area exposed vs. a mile of road. The affect of slope is the same regardless 
of road or trail. (DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 3. Soil Resources. Environmental 
Effects Common to All Alternatives) 

S15 

Erosion- The mountains are made of rock, in the 15 years I've been 
going out there I haven't seen a whole lot of erosion. Now, before you 
get real excited, I have seen a few places where erosion is a problem. 
use permit money to fix those areas or route around them. 

Any disturbance that removes native cover that exposes mineral soil results 
in erosion greater than natural levels. Routes that traverse bedrock, talus, or 
skree slopes would not result in accelerated levels. The soil survey “k” 
factors used to determine relative erosion risk account for that difference. 

S16 Closing so many trails in a concentrated area will force us all to use Accelerated erosion due to the development of roads and trails is directly 
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the same trail which will unduly increase erosion and maintenance or 
force us to ride on the road. 

related to the surface area disturbed. The fewer overall miles across the 
landscape will lessen the amount of erosion. 

S17 

While I will enjoy having more lands devoid of the sounds of motors, 
I am more concerned with having physically sustainable human 
transportation routes that do not harm ecosystems. How will you 
solve the problem of trail and road erosion? 

There is no ‘solution’ to road and trail erosion. However, The fewer overall 
miles across the landscape will lessen the amount of erosion. In addition, 
available resources can be focused on improvements to reduce erosion. 

S18 
With regard to trampling of vegetation, an experiment by Thurston 
and Ready, 2001, showed that biking and hiking over natural 
vegetation in Canada caused creation of denuded paths at equal rates. 

The basic mechanism(s) that result in increased erosion are the same 
regardless of the type of route. The first step is always the removal of 
native cover and the exposure of the surface soil. 

S19 

With regard to impacts to trail surfaces, Wilson and Seney, 1994, 
found that horses and motorcycles caused considerably more erosion 
than hiking and bicycling. Hiking and bicycling were 
indistinguishable in their study and rain falling on poorly designed 
trails outweighed the impacts of trail users. Marion (2006) found that 
horse and ATV trails are significantly more degraded than hiking and 
biking trails at Big South Fork National River and Recreational Area. 

The level of time and detail available to compare erosion rates in a 
controlled study is beyond that available in this analysis. A number of 
factors interact to determine actual erosion rates. All disturbance that 
results in loss of vegetative cover and exposes bare mineral soil results in 
increased sediment production. Roads and trails become chronic sources of 
sediment, because re-vegetation is inhibited by continued use. 

 

# Time Frame Comments Responses 

T1 

The plans should look out 20 years to guide us until the next update 
can be done. 

Twenty years is a long time horizon for definitive management plans. The 
Gunnison Travel Plan addresses circumstances as we know them today, and 
into a reasonably foreseeable future, but cannot anticipate what will be 
needed in 20 years. We do intend for this plan to be in place as long as it is 
clearly valid, and until there is a need for an update.  

T2 

The final alternative should be considering the realities of 
implementation, and how important this plan is for the next 20-30 
years 

Implementation is the next step after the Travel Management decision 
which routes would remain open and the desired modes of travel to be 
managed for. Implementation issues are outside the scope of this 
environmental analysis but are real world considerations for the Forest 
Service and BLM managers. See response to comment T-1.  

T3 

As a forward looking document, commenters want the Travel Plan to 
anticipate the future recreation demand by user type. 

 

The level of current demand and anticipated future demand for a variety of 
activities was taken into consideration as we made decisions in this plan. 
We did not, however, accept the basic premise of some commenters that 
because there was increasing demand for a particular use that we were 
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obligated to meet all of that demand. Such an approach to management 
would lead to a situation where, if demand increases, we should strive to 
create an ever expanding network of routes to accommodate that demand. 
That might be a logical course if our only priority was to meet recreation 
demand. But because we are also required to minimize the impact of 
recreation on other resources and identify a system that is within our 
capability to manage and maintain we must stop short of an ever expanding 
transportation network. The result is an upper limit on the miles of routes 
that we designate. That upper limit, as depicted in this plan, is a result of 
our best efforts to balance the competing priorities of recreation demand, 
resource protection and viable management. 

 

# Trail Related Comments Responses 

T4 

We would also recommend that the multitude of roads being closed 
SE of Pitkin be considered for an ATV Park with many 
interconnecting routes 

From the FEIS, Ch. 2, "Few public comments express a desire for travel 
management to address these types of variations [e.g. ATV play areas]. In 
general, these variations are inconsistent with Forest Plan direction and did 
not address the Purpose and Need for the action. These variations were not 
evaluated further in this travel management planning process and 
consequently are not included in the Proposed Action or an alternative. 
Such variations could be addressed in the future and potentially be 
incorporated into travel management for the analysis area, but that would 
be a separate planning effort and require additional public involvement, 
environmental analysis, and decision making."  

T5 

As a single ATV user and user of all the trails in CO and elsewhere, I 
am opposed to the closure of any trail. Responsible users, such as 
myself and thousands of others, clean up trails on every outing, as 
well as repair damage from other users and nature. Closing trails 
limits thousands of taxpaying users from access to areas otherwise not 
accessible and allows the very small minority of hikers, etc. to use 
and access these areas. It makes no sense to me to close trails which 
have been in existence for decades for the restricted use of so few. 
Please leave the trails open to responsible motorized use for the 
enjoyment of so many more.  

We are aware of the sentiments of this group of users, however one must 
defer to the broader purpose and need as stated in Chapter 1 of the EIS.  

T6 To the maximum extent possible, trails should be accessible directly 
from growth centers such as municipalities and CB South. In support 

This is an admirable concept, providing public trails "out the back door" of 
residential centers. Actions taken by local government to provide trails 
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of this principal, the Town contributed to the acquisition of the Lower 
Loop ten years ago, which accesses the Raggeds Wilderness Area at 
Oh-be-joyful Creek. Nine years ago the Town worked with a 
developer to create a trail access, direct from town, to the Upper 
Loop, now known as Tony’s Trail. The Town is currently working to 
create access from the Town to Baxter Gulch and the Forest Service 
lands in the Whetstone/Carbon Peak area. We encourage the Forest 
Service to work with us to create more trails on Forest Service lands 
that can be accessed directly from town, without getting into an 
automobile to go to a trail head. 

open to the public across private lands to the public land boundaries were 
considered and where those trails were in place or reasonably expected to 
become reality were provided connections on public lands.  

T7 

The eighth paragraph on page 146: Many of the motorcycle trails 
proposed for conversion to non-motorized use are short in length, 
attract many non-motorized users, and do not provide the longer loop 
opportunities desired by most motorcycle riders.- What information 
are you using that shows many non-motorized users are attracted to 
these trails? Have you conducted surveys? Is this more conjecture 
than fact? 

Comments received during scoping and the DEIS review period indicated 
that many of these trails close to communities are desirable for recreation 
and for non-motorized experiences. Furthermore, we have observed in the 
field over several years that many of these trails (Strand, Strand Bonus, 
Canal, Walrod, etc.) are heavily used by non-motorized users 

T8 

Trails I am in favor of designating some trails for mountain bike use 
and not for motorcycle use. The Strand Hill and Farris Creek areas 
and other areas close to Crested Butte seem like reasonable places for 
these trails. I am also in favor of designating some backcountry trails 
similarly. 

See the Preferred Alternative, Recreation Section, for trails proposed to be 
designated for non-motorized uses. 

T 

I think it is imperative to have a rule on the entire forest that trails are 
closed unless singed open. I think that ATV users are especially 
disrespectful of trails closed to them during hunting season. Without 
this rule, there is an open ticket for all users to make new trails 
anywhere. 

Essentially this is what the 2005 Travel Rule is moving towards. The first 
step is that if the route is not on the MVU map it is not open to motorized 
travel. One aspect of implementation is the desire to sign those routes open 
and on the MVU map. Since non-motorized travel is not regulated by the 
MVU map, there would need to be other means or methods employed to 
educate and enforce the appropriate mode of travel on non-motorized trials 
and signs is one of the best methods to convey those management 
objectives. 

T9 
Closing trails is disproportionately harming the region while 
providing minimal if any costs and environmental benefits 

This is a sweeping statement not supported by scientific fact. 

T10 
Over the past several years I have seen the number of “shared” trails 
closed to motorized traffic. I have yet to see a trail closed to non-
motorized traffic such as mountain bikes. 

See Preferred Alternative and t he Record of Decision when it is final there 
would be non-motorized trails closed to mountain bikes, about 124 miles is 
proposed for restrictions to mountain bike use. 
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T11 

Trail Mileage: Allocation of trail miles: I believe that miles of trail 
and acres of area should be allocated for various uses in proportion to 
the number of each type of user and not based on the speed of travel 
over the ground. In this respect I feel that ORV users and, in some 
cases mountain bikers, now have more than their share of area and 
trails to use. 

Comment noted. Our management priorities try to stay focused on the basic 
goals we have had for the plan from the beginning – identify a 
transportation system that provides adequate opportunities for recreation 
activities and access, minimizes inappropriate impacts to other resources 
and is within our ability to manage and maintain. Two of these basic goals 
are directly tied to the number of miles of routes that are designated. Most 
of our resource analysis indicated that the more miles that are designated 
the more impacts to other resources we are likely to see. Similarly, the 
more miles of routes designated the more it will cost in time, money and 
effort for us and our partners to maintain them to acceptable conditions. 
Both of those goals tend to not favor uses that are advocating designating a 
lot of miles of routes. As a result we will try to provide what we feel to be 
an adequate amount of recreation opportunity but will stop short of 
committing ourselves to provide an equal number of visitor days of 
recreation opportunities because we have other priorities that we need to 
consider.  

T12 

Trail Mileage: Cohvco's analysis of trail mileages and days of 
opportunity, item 37 or 38, is critical and must not be ignored by the 
FS. The bottom line is that hikers, in the Preferred Alt, are assigned 
5.25 times the trail mileage that motorcycles are allowed. Yet these 
figures should be reversed. The vast majority of the hikers trail 
mileage is never used by more than a handful of hard-cores. A huge 
resource is being wasted on those who are not truly interested in using 
it. With the vast distances that mc's can travel, they should have 
access to those large trail mileages instead of being stuffed onto a 
virtual reservation. 

Comparing access miles, the Preferred Alternative provides almost 1,840 
miles of motor vehicle routes on NFS lands within the analysis area and 
378 miles of non-motorized trails. While hikers and horseback rides can 
use motor vehicle routes, it would not be accurate to assume that because 
they can use those routes that they would be able to have a quality 
recreation experience by using them. The experience of foot, horse and mt. 
bike use can be degraded when they share trails with motorized use. In 
some cases we recognized that fact but still left trails open to both 
motorized and non-motorized uses. In other situations we decided to leave 
some trails open to non-motorized uses only so they would have more of a 
chance to have the sort of experience they were looking for. The difference 
in impacts caused by each use was considered as we made decisions about 
which routes should be open to each use. But there were a variety of other 
factors that also played into these decisions. The plan’s focus has always 
been to decide what routes should be designated as open to motorized and 
mountain bike use during the spring, summer and fall, the appropriate users 
allowed on each route and what seasonal closures or other restrictions 
might be necessary for those uses. The decisions made in this document 
will have some effects on what opportunities are available for foot and 
horse traffic but planning for the use of these groups is not a major focus of 
this route designation effort. We are focusing on motorized and mountain 
bike activities because we are having problems with them (e.g. 
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inappropriate or unnecessary routes, resource impacts, user conflicts, 
maintenance problems, route proliferation etc) but we are also doing this 
because the FS was directed to do travel planning and BLM’s local 
planning programs called for detailed route-by-route planning. Since the 
plan is focused primarily on identifying designated routes for motorized 
and mountain bike routes we did not focus specifically on managing hiking 
& horse use. The overall number of hikers along with the minimal impact 
they cause indicates to us that the way they practice their sports and the 
current levels of use are sustainable. While horse use has the potential to 
cause more impact their total number are very low so the net impact is very 
low. In addition, neither of these groups has shown a tendency to create 
new routes nearly as much as motorized and mountain bike use has. 
Because these groups have less impact on resources and other visitors there 
is not a compelling reason to regulate them.  

T13 

Clustering all motorized traffic together will be a mistake Not sure of the meaning of this comment. Certain types of use are 
compatible on the same trails, such as motorcycles using ATV routes.  

Route designations do not concentrate motorized use in one area, but rather 
provide access across much of the Forest. This concept of clustering use 
was not done, but there is a certain pattern to modes of travel based on 
traditional uses, terrain and location that seem to keep some modes of travel 
in some general areas. This was not planned, but more a function of 
traditional and appropriate use. 

T14 
I would like you to consider that we need loops that connect all areas 
for all use with limited access loops spurred off of them, trails that 
isolate large areas do not serve the greater good 

We have been very well aware of this desire, and have attempted to create 
loops for each type of user.  

T15 

Trail Loop s- in general please consider the trails and if loops can be 
ridden. Riding to a destination and then back tracking as in option 3 is 
not a very enjoyable experience and in some cases trails are better off 
ridden in only one direction both for safety as well as erosion control. 
Also in terms of trail maintenance, it is my understanding that local 
riders and clubs have been very active in maintaining trails regarding 
erosion control and clearing winter deadfall. If riders are no longer 
allowed to access and use certain trails, it may prove more labor 
intensive for the FS and BLM personnel to maintain. I am active in 
my own area in terms of helping to maintain trails and intend to be 
involved in trail maintenance when I relocate to Colorado in a few 

The Preferred Alternative attempts to maintain as many loop opportunities 
as possible. Outside sources for funding and volunteers to assist with route 
maintenance are clearly part of the resources we count on to help with 
maintenance needs. These important resources are not directly controlled 
by the agencies and can fluctuate significantly from year to year. For that 
reason we said that the availability of those resources was beyond the scope 
of the plan. We can’t make a decision in the plan that would have direct 
influence over these resources. Still, we are clearly aware of the benefits 
that can be gained by working with our partners to manage public land 
resources and remain committed to doing that to extend our management 
and maintenance capabilities 
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years 

T16 
Trail Loops-I would like you to consider that we need loops that 
connect all areas for all use with limited access loops spurred off of 
them, trails that isolate large areas do not serve the greater good 

The Preferred Alternative attempts to maintain as many loop opportunities 
as possible. 

T17 

One thing I know for sure is that motorcycle trail riders and mountain 
bike riders share single track trails with no problem. We need to 
continue to be able to share all the trails that make up the trail system 
like we do now. It is unfair to propose that some of our best multi-use 
(motorcycle) trails be turned over to bicyclist. I am shocked to see the 
possible closure of these motorcycle trails in your Proposed 
Alternative and hope you will reconsider and understand the value 
that Alt 4 has to those of s that actually use these trails.  

Motorcycle use on trails is not always compatible with mountain bike use. 
The experience is altered considerably by the sound and the speed of 
motorcycles, but some riders do not mind and are willing to share trails. 
There are many comments received that do not support your contention that 
there is no need to restrict and control motorcycle use on public lands. 
Perspectives vary and depend upon preferences for recreational 
experiences.  

T18 

When I cross paths with the hikers, bikers and horseback riders, I am 
always courteous and shut my motorcycle off for skittish horses. I 
think we can all coexist on the trails, but I think everyone using them 
needs to buy a permit to keep the trails in good shape. 

We appreciate courtesy from all users. The suggestion to require permits to 
use public trails is very controversial. Many "fee for use" proposals 
considered in other locations on the GMUG have been contested and fought 
by organized groups; we believe such a concept is well beyond the scope of 
this travel management decision process.  

T19 

Multi uses/shared trails: Page 140. Chapter 3 Recreation. Table 3-33. 
the loss of motorized routes for jeeps, ATV’s and motorcycles in the 
Proposed alternatives. Overall, this represents an 8% reduction in 
opportunity from the historic (Alternative 1) from 525 miles to 481 
miles. While this may seem like “not much”, it is the cumulative 
effects of years of losses on this forest, and the associated losses on 
other forests and public lands that keeps this issue unresolved and out 
of balance with demand and demographics. It is exacerbated by the 
fact that historic routes in semi-primitive settings are being 
substituted by miles in less satisfying settings 

See Ch. 3, Recreation, preferred alternative analysis for the discussion on 
motorized access, cumulative effects and recreation demand. 

T20 

It is clear that in order to minimize conflict on single track trails, these 
trail opportunities are being redistributed from the hiker/horse and 
motorcycle single track inventories to mountain bike use. We are 
supportive of a managed trail system that requires more tolerance for 
the sharing of access opportunities. We think the efficiency of shared 
trail systems and the lower associated costs for maintenance and 
enforcement would be of great benefit to the federal agencies. We 
request that multiple uses be the basis for the FEIS, not segregation of 

The commenter seems to have a different interpretation of multiple use than 
we do. The basic principle of multiple use recognizes that there are many 
values to public land and a variety of ways that our resources can be 
managed. Some of those uses may be complimentary and some may be in 
conflict. Our goal in multiple use management is to try to find a reasonable 
balance in the way we manage our resources so that by managing for one 
value we do not cause inappropriate or irreparable harm to other resources 
we are responsible for. When an action, such as the travel plan, is proposed 
we do an environmental analysis to try to determine how that action would 
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uses. affect the other resources on our lands. If potential impacts are identified 
then we try to see if there are ways to modify the plan in a way that would 
reduce unnecessary impacts to those other resources. In the travel plan 
there was extensive discussion and analysis about the potential effects of 
travel decisions on other resources. Our consideration of recreation 
opportunities and demand always played a prominent role in those 
discussions. It clearly had an equal status and in some cases decisions were 
heavily influenced by recreation considerations. If we were managing 
strictly for resource protection the plan would favor much fewer miles of 
routes open for public use and recreation opportunities would be severely 
restricted. If we were managing only to provide for recreation opportunities 
the plan would likely have significantly more miles of routes but we would 
also see more significant and unacceptable impacts on soil, vegetation, 
water, wildlife etc. By identifying several thousand miles of routes as open 
to public use we struck what we feel to be an acceptable balance that allows 
good opportunities for access and recreation even if it doesn’t include 
everything that some recreationists would like to see. We recognize that 
allowing that level of recreation use would cause some impact to other 
resources but by carefully choosing which routes are open and which 
should be closed we hopefully reduced the level of those impacts to more 
reasonable levels that are sustainable over the long run. Just exactly where 
that balance point is will always be a matter of opinion but our actions are 
clearly within accepted norms for multiple use and sustained yield 
management.  

T21 

Shared trails: The Gunnison National Forest has had very little 
conflict between hikers and bicyclists because the Gunnison National 
Forest is so distant from population centers. Today that is changing a 
little. Some hikers, unhappy with the popularity of bicycling around 
Crested Butte, are clamoring for exclusions of bicycles from non-
Wilderness trails. The Gunnison National Forest should begin using 
the techniques recommended by Kulla and Moore to address this 
issue, rather than closing trails to bicycling 

The FEIS Preferred Alternative increases the number of trail miles 
managed for mountain bike use. There are some trails however that would 
be managed for hike/horseback only due to factors such as location, 
existing management, and visitor use patterns 

T22 

Shared trails: I can understand separating the trails between motorized 
and non-motorized in congested areas near the resort towns, but in the 
less congested areas we should coexist. 

The majority of the non-motorized trails outside of wilderness proposed in 
the FEIS Preferred Alternative are in the Crested Butte/Crested Butte South 
areas. Outside of this area most of the single track trails are open to 
motorcycles, bikes, hikers and horseback riders. 

T23 I find it quite easy to share the road with the other outdoor lovers, Comment noted. Not all visitors have the same expectations regarding 
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whether they are on foot or on mtn. bikes. I think we can all coexist 
using the wonderful trails, as long as we are all courteous to each 
other. 

shared motorized/non-motorized use so it's important that the agencies 
provide different opportunities so that visitors can achieve their desired 
recreation experience(s). 

T24 

It would be a large disservice to me and many of my fellow OHV 
comrades if the currently open trails were restricted or closed to us. I 
find it quite easy to share the road with the other outdoor lovers, 
whether they are on foot or on mtn. bikes. I think we can all coexist 
using the wonderful trails, as long as we are all courteous to each 
other. 

Some comments received suggest otherwise. Not all users have the same 
tolerance or recreational expectations that you are amenable to. The 
Preferred Alternative attempts to provide for both modes of travel and 
while some motorized use trails are planned for closure or conversion, there 
would about 550 miles of motorized trail open to the public under the 
Preferred Alternative.  

T25 

It is not hard for anyone to understand what it is like strenuously Mtn. 
biking and hiking uphill only to have a motorized vehicle effortlessly 
pass by spewing a plume of dirt and dust all over you and into your 
lungs. Any mtn. biker knows the reward and gusto after a strenuous 
climb is the downhill descent. However, danger as well as the dirt and 
dust plume is potentially around every corner from motorized 
vehicles. There are just some of the reasons mtn. bike riders as well as 
hikers need trails which are non-motorized in order to enjoy our 
national treasure. 

Comment noted. The Preferred alternative provides many non-motorized 
trail opportunities within the analysis area 

T26 

I am concerned about the negative long-term impact of motorized use 
in the Gunnison and the loss of good hiking trails to high impact 
recreation. I am also hopeful that the final Plan provides proper 
protection of the hiking experience in the Gunnison. I feel that it is 
important to quantify compatible uses and manage recreation for the 
long-term health of the habitat and preservation of quality hiking and 
non-motorized recreation opportunities. While some people talk of 
sharing trails, in reality hikers and equestrians are simply displaced by 
the invasion of motorized users. I (and most hikers I know) simply 
avoid motorized trails in order to avoid having my hiking experience 
ruined and to avoid the inevitable conflict that I have seen occur when 
non-compatible users try to co-exist. 

Thank you for this comment. We share this concern, and believe the Travel 
Plan does address it specifically. See Purpose and Need of the Chapter 1 of 
the EIS, and the Preferred Alternative, and ultimately the Record of 
Decision.  

T27 

Separate trails- Keep public access to routes open but implement 
better management. If this means closing a trail for a period of time to 
allow for natural restoration, so be it, but more trials should be cut 
which would allow for alternating trails from year to year 4 wheeled 
ATV and UTV traffic has done more damage in the past 5 years than 
single track motorcycle trails have done since they have been riding 

The FEIS considers separation of uses (motorized and non-motorized) in all 
action alternatives. Some of the trails identified in the Preferred Alternative 
would be closed until the resource concerns are addressed. The Preferred 
Alternative would provide many quality opportunities for all uses. Because 
the analysis area is so large (almost 2 million acres) there are plenty of 
opportunities to disperse use to avoid congestion. Visitors' concept of trail 
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in the Rockies. I think there should be separate trails and areas for 2 
wheeled traffic, as 4 wheel traffic does so much more damage to the 
terrain. Closing trail and areas will put more stress on what's open as 
you are putting more people on a smaller area thus doing much more 
damage than you would if you have more trails and restricted access 
to certain vehicles. 

crowding differs from individual to individual - some can tolerate many 
visitors, others cannot. Putting more people on a single trail would not 
cause more damage as long as the trail is sustainable and not in a location 
prone to resource damage from increased use. 

T28 

I feel that by creating more trails that are non-motorized and keeping 
the motorized users on separate trails from mtn. bikes and hikers will 
help to limit conflict and tension between the different users and also 
help provide more pristine, quiet trail experience for visitors and 
locals. 

This rationale has been a part of the decision process for th e allocation of 
different types of use across the Forest. Your comment was considered in 
the development of the Preferred Alternative. Many trails in the FEIS 
Preferred Alternative would provide separate opportunities for motorized 
and non-motorized trail users. See FEIS, Ch. 3, Recreation section. 

T29 

Across much of the Gunnison Basin there are many somewhat 
roughly parallel trails and roads to common destinations. Separation 
of motorized transportation from non-motorized transportation is 
desirable. Similarly separation of non-motorized biking from hiking 
and particularly horseback riding and lama trekking improves these 
experiences. However, consideration is needed for how to rest and 
rotate use of such trails when required to restore their condition 

The FEIS considers separation of uses (motorized and non-motorized) in all 
action alternatives. Some of the trails identified in the Preferred Alternative 
would be closed until the resource concerns are addressed 

T30 

I would urge consideration of several additional general planning 
concepts.  

Across much of the Gunnison Basin there are many somewhat 
roughly parallel trails and roads to common destinations. Separation 
of motorized transportation from non-motorized transportation is 
desirable. Similarly separation of non-motorized biking from hiking 
and particularly horseback riding and lama trekking improves these 
experiences. However, consideration is needed for how to rest and 
rotate use of such trails when required to restore their condition. 

Separation of motorized use from non motorized use has been one objective 
as we determined the designation of routes. However, we are not inclined 
to develop parallel routes to the same destination.  

 

It is not hard for anyone to understand what it is like strenuously Mtn. 
biking and hiking uphill only to have a motorized vehicle effortlessly 
pass by spewing a plume of dirt and dust all over you and into your 
lungs. Any mtn. biker knows the reward and gusto after a strenuous 
climb is the downhill descent. However, danger as well as the dirt and 
dust plume is potentially around every corner from motorized 
vehicles. There are just some of the reasons mtn. bike riders as well as 
hikers need trails which are non-motorized in order to enjoy our 
national treasure. As a business owner in Crested Butte, I realize 

Comment noted.  
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fishing and hunting licenses are down. Crested Butte is nationally 
recognized and written about as a mountain bike Mecca in the United 
States. In this community we see tourists visit and leave all spring, 
summer and fall with mtn. bikes attached to their vehicles. They shop 
in our stores, eat in our restraints and stay in our hotels. 

T31 

I feel their [ATV’s] noise and aggressive riding, especially when in 
larger groups, has a negative effect on quiet users. In the last few 
years I have had close calls with motorcycles on four trails in the 
Crested Butte area: Farris Creek, Doctors Park Trail near Taylor Park, 
Trail 400 and Double Top. Each time the motorcycles were going 
fairly fast up hill, trying to keep their momentum, and not really 
seeing far ahead due to the dark timber. My companions and I had to 
get off the trail fast to avoid being hit. Unintentional, yes, but also 
dangerous. This is another reason to have a few non-motorized 
options in Brush and Cement Creek. Many times, motorcyclists do 
not give me enough time to get off the trail for them, they ride off the 
trail to go around so as not to stop. In an ongoing CBMBA survey, a 
majority of mountain bikers (about 60% at this time) that responded 
so far say that most user conflicts are between motorcyclists and 
mountain bikers. 

Thank you for the comment. We believe these arguments support the 
Purpose and Need for travel management as articulated in Chapter 1 of the 
FEIS. The CBMBA survey referenced in this comment was not made 
available to the federal agencies during the preparation of this 
environmental analysis. 

T32 

Please consider the recommendations of Andy Kulla, a recreation 
manager in the Loio National Forest of Montana. In his 1991 paper, 
"A New Perspectives Approach to National Forest Recreation and is 
Application to Mountain Bike Management," Kulla maintained that 
managers too quickly adopted closure as their primary tool for 
addressing user conflict. He developed a list of possible management 
actions and arranged them from more preferred to less preferred: 
Kulla List of Management Actions - Ranked Most Preferred to Least 

• Signing 

• Peer pressure 

• Education 

• Use closed roads 

• Soft cycling training programs 

• Trail design 

• Barriers to control speed 

It is very rare that we closed trails to biking strictly to resolve conflicts 
between bikers and other recreation groups. We regularly use the 
management strategies outlined here to try to reduce conflicts between 
various trail users and will continue to do so as we implement the plan. 
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• Requested walking zone 

• One-way only 

• Post speed limits 

• Patrols by peers 

• Patrols by rangers 

• Ban during certain times 

• Ban on certain days 

• Construct separate routes 

• Close certain areas and encourage use elsewhere 

• Close trail 

T33 
While I don’t think there should be more full-sized roads on the 
Gunnison, new trails that serve as connector routes and alternate 
routes that reduce user conflict should be welcomed. 

Comment noted. We have attempted to create loops and connectors for 
each type of user and a few new trails are considered in concept to provide 
for such connections. 

T34 
While I don’t think there should be more full-sized roads on the 
Gunnison, new trails that serve as connector routes and alternate 
routes that reduce user conflict should be welcomed. 

The FEIS considers new trails in the analysis area. 

T35 

The development of trails for multiple areas in the valley would be an 
amazing boost to the community. The Gunnison Northeast trail 
system would create a more organized and clean place not only for 
WSE students but for the kids in the community. The NE Trail would 
increase those benefits for kids even more. Instead of tuning to 
organize their recreation outside of town they would be able to utilize 
trails right in town – it would be safe, refreshing, and also a unique 
new attribute to our valley. 

The FEIS considers new trails in the analysis area. 

T36 

We [City of Gunnison] would like to emphasize the importance of 
including further study of new trail, and trail systems proposed for 
inclusion. Specifically, what is referred to as the Gunnison Northwest 
trail System is a network of low impact, non-motorized trails that 
would offer incredible value to our attractive trail experience 
offerings. This is especially true as it connects directly from federally 
owned public lands to our City owned Van Tuyl Ranch that is 
currently in the process of being master planned. This 465 acre ranch 
currently provides opportunities for hiking, running, bicycling and 

The FEIS considers new trails in the analysis area. 
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Nordic skiing as well as access to the Gunnison River corridor. 

T37 

The Board of County Commissioners (BOCC) generally supports the 
new Gunnison Trails proposals with the proper Environmental 
Analysis being completed prior to trail approval. They would like to 
see these proposed routes indicated with a placeholder agreement so 
they may be pursued. The 3 systems are listed below. 

The FEIS considers new trails in the analysis area. 

T38 
Gunnison Northwest Trail system this trail network would access the 
BLM Public Lands closest to the City of Gunnison, adjacent to the 
VanTuyl Ranch; 

This proposed trail system is not being considered in the FEIS Preferred 
Alternative due to wildlife concerns.  

T39 
Gunnison Northeast - This trail network would access the BLM 
Public Lands behind Western State College and adjacent to the 
proposed Gunnison Rising development; 

This proposed trail system is included as a future concept in the FEIS 
Preferred Alternative. Trail locations would be subject to site-specific 
NEPA analysis. 

T40 

A Crested Butte to Gunnison Trail that does not impede on wilderness 
areas, potential wildness areas and crucial wildlife habitat areas. 

This proposed trail system is not included in the FEIS Preferred Alternative 
due to wildlife and resource concerns. Proponents of such a system can still 
identify a network of existing roads and trails that would connect the 
communities of Crested Butte and Gunnison. Other well known connector 
trails such as the Kokepelli Trail is actually tied together through a varied 
system of roads and trails, many of which already existed. From a land 
management perspective this is much more feasible than trying to create an 
entire system of non-motorized single track which would require new trail 
construction in areas with resource/social concerns. 

T41 

Gunnison Trails has made the decision to focus primarily on the 
public lands within approximately a 10-mile radius of Gunnison. In 
addition to this, Gunnison Trails has committed itself to work toward 
a non-motorized single-track trail that would connect the trails 
network of Gunnison, with that of Crested Butte. This focus allows us 
to be most effective to the largest number of citizens and also to assist 
land managers with the public lands close to Gunnison, allowing them 
to deploy more of their own valuable resources onto the public lands 
further from this population center. This comment is to advocate for 
the inclusion in the Final Decision of the following new trail and trail 
system proposals for future study and consideration. 

This proposed trail system is not included in the FEIS Preferred Alternative 
due to wildlife and resource concerns. Proponents of such a system can still 
identify a network of existing roads and trails that would connect the 
communities of Crested Butte and Gunnison. Other well known connector 
trails such as the Kokepelli Trail is actually tied together through a varied 
system of roads and trails, many of which were already existing and open 
to motorized vehicles. From a land management perspective this is much 
more desirable than trying to create an entire system of non-motorized 
single track which would require new trail construction in areas with 
resource/social concerns. 

T42 
The Gunnison Northwest Trail System, currently portrayed in 
Alternative 4, including the North Beaver Creek trail bypassing DOW 
lands in the April Gulch/Lands end road area. 

This proposed trail system is not being considered in the FEIS Preferred 
Alternative due to wildlife concerns.  
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T43 

The Gunnison to Crested Butte Trail, currently portrayed in 
Alternative 4. 

This proposed trail system is not included in the FEIS Preferred Alternative 
due to wildlife and resource concerns. Proponents of such a system can still 
identify a network of existing roads and trails that would connect the 
communities of Crested Butte and Gunnison. Other well known connector 
trails such as the Kokepelli Trail is actually tied together through a varied 
system of roads and trails, many of which were already existing and open 
to motorized vehicles. From a land management perspective this is much 
more desirable than trying to create an entire system of non-motorized 
single track which would require new trail construction in areas with 
resource/social concerns.ee response #260 

T44 
Submissions of NEW TRAILS PROPOSALS BY the Crested Butte 
MOUNTAIN BIKE Association (CBMBA). THESE ARE 
CURRENTLY Portrayed in Alternative 4. 

See responses above. 

T45 
The GUNNISON NORTH TRAIL System, CURRENTLY IN THE 
PROPOSED ALTERNATIM. 

See responses above. 

T46 

How much is enough? We have been asked this question numerous 
times by land managers, the implication being that our proposals for 
high-quality, non-motorized single-track are somehow excessive. 
Here, we will try to explain our response to the question, "How much 
is enough?" 

See the FEIS Preferred Alternative, Recreation Section. Non-motorized 
trail opportunities, primarily for mountain biking, will increase in the 
Preferred Alternative. 

T47 

Our last main point of interest is that there should be allowed to be an 
increase in available trails throughout the valley, in terms of new 
trails being created in ways that can reduce vehicle use and its 
subsequent pollution, and energy consumption, with the current (and 
most likely future) state of the economy. Therefore, Crest& Butte 
Mountain Guides LLC supports the proposal of the development of an 
available trail network branching out right from the City of Gunnison 
in the vicinity of the Van Tuyl Ranch, to alleviate traffic and people 
driving to trailheads. We also support the proposal to build a trail 
network connecting the City of Gunnison to the Town of Crested 
Butte, in the vicinity of Carbon Creek as this would be a great 
connector trail and has the potential to be one of the longest stretches 
of single-track available in Colorado. 

See responses above. 
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U1 

Rewarding illegal activity by bringing user created trails into the 
system incentivizes more of the same despite statements that this 
process is a one-time consideration of such routes.  

 

This comment is based on the assumption that all user created routes were 
made illegally. That is not an accurate assumption. Before 2001 most of the 
BLM and Forest Service lands in the Gunnison Basin were classified as 
Open. That meant that the public could ride on existing routes or legally 
ride off existing routes as long as they weren’t causing resource damage. 
Most of the user created routes in the valley was created legally before 
2001. Some of those routes did cause inappropriate impacts to resources by 
being too steep, traversing wetland or riparian areas etc. Even for user 
created routes that were in good locations or reasonable grades, over time 
the cumulative effect of so many user created routes started to have 
negative effects on wildlife, soils, vegetation and watersheds. That 
provided the incentive for the agencies to change their designations in 2001 
to limit wheeled vehicles to existing routes as an interim measure to stop 
the proliferation of user created routes until we could go the next step and 
do a route by route analysis of the transportation system. Since 2001 it has 
been illegal for the public to create new routes. When we identified newly 
created routes we generally took steps to mark them as closed. In our travel 
planning we generally did not consider new user created routes as part of 
the system of existing routes and they were not considered for inclusion in 
our Alternatives for this plan. 

U2 

The agencies are comfortable that those user created routes being 
brought into the system are going through a proper NEPA process. 
HCCA disagrees. It is simply inaccurate for the USFS & BLM to 
represent this effort as appropriate NEPA analysis. The agencies 
should supply the legal/regulatory basis supporting this unorthodox 
process that appears to conflict with the intent of NEPA. Further, the 
USFS & BLM should develop readily producible documentation for 
each user created route proposed for designation clearly disclosing the 
full economic and ecologic impacts from the decision to bring the 
illegal route into the system. All user-created routes, no matter when 
they were created, must be analyzed under NEPA before it is included 
as part of the official national forest travel system. 

 

The decisions we are making in this document determine which of the areas 
that are currently impacted by vehicle use should we allow to continue to 
be open to vehicle use and which should be closed to vehicle use. We 
disagree with the contention that our environmental analysis is inadequate. 
A large part of the staff work related to this plan was spent going route by 
route and analyzing each route’s benefits and impacts. The documentation 
for that route-by-route analysis was not included in the EIS because it ran 
several thousand pages and would be inappropriately cumbersome to 
include in the EIS. For each route the BLM considered at least 30 factors 
that helped us understand the advantages and disadvantages of leaving it 
open to vehicles or closing it off. During that site specific analysis it was 
rare we ran into impacts from a road that were dramatic. If we found 
situations like that our typical response was to close the route. Instead the 
impact to resources tended to be cumulative in nature – the basin-wide 
effect of several thousand vehicle routes on soil, vegetation, water, wildlife, 
cultural resources, and scenery. As a result, the environmental analysis in 
the EIS tends to be more general in nature as we tried to portray the basin-
wide effects of the different alternatives on other resources. But that 
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general analysis is based on thousands of site specific assessments of the 
benefits and impacts of the individual routes.  

U3 

Adopting user-created Routes  

Sometimes referred to as “ways”, “unauthorized”, or “user-created”, 
these roads and trails on National Forest System and Bureau of Land 
Management lands are routes that are not managed or recognized as 
part of the designated transportation system. These travel ways have 
not been determined to be necessary for administration of National 
Forest System or BLM lands. Many of these routes are older timber, 
range, mining, or oil and gas exploration roads that no longer serve 
their intended purpose and were never properly closed. Others have 
been created by off-road/trail recreation use. These roads and trails 
created after the 2001 Interim Travel Decision without due process 
are illegal.  

The roads closed to public use are generally those in poor locations, 
had impacts to sensitive resources, or were redundant travel routes. 
Often spur roads that did not lead to a particular recreational 
attraction or facility, or were determined to not be needed to complete 
travel between communities and other attractions, or were poorly 
located user-created routes were the routes most often dropped from 
the transportation system. (p.2)  

Since January 12, 2001, efforts have been made by both agencies to 
enforce the Interim Travel Restrictions through closure signs, or 
barriers placed on user-created routes and law enforcement actions. 
Both agencies have continued to inventory routes on-the-ground, and 
analyze routes shown on aerial photography. The public has identified 
several routes that were not included in the 2001 Decision and the 
agencies are investigating these routes to determine if they could have 
been in existence prior to January 2001, but not recorded in the 
inventories. Subsequently, some of these routes have been included as 
part of the “Existing Condition” (No Action Alternative). Also 
included as part of the No Action Alternative, are several routes with 
a status change since the 2001 route inventory and travel decision. 
The status change was a result of other site-specific project level, 
NEPA compliant decisions. (p.9)  

This suggests that the agencies are comfortable that those user created 
routes being brought into the system are going through a proper 

It is a long standing argument that routes created by various means, such as 
user created routes, are illegal and should all be eliminated. We disagree in 
part. Both agencies do their best to prevent the proliferation of routes, 
especially since 2001, through enforcement of off route restrictions, and 
immediate signing of new routes being created, as closed/restricted. 
However, in the Gunnison Travel plan all existing routes (2001 inventory) 
have been evaluated, and those which we find to be needed and appropriate 
are incorporated into the system, irrespective of origin. Direction provided 
by 36 CFR 212.50 states that the responsible official may incorporate 
previous administrative decisions regarding travel, including designations 
(e.g. open) and prohibitions (e.g. closed) of motor vehicle use ... under this 
subpart. After the Travel Management decision is final, we will continue to 
prevent the further creation of new routes and implement planned closures.  
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NEPA process. We [High Country Citizens Alliance] disagree. Again, 
we fully support the stated purpose and need to distinguish between 
designated system routes and unauthorized non-system routes in order 
to reclaim the latter. What remains troubling is that some of these 
illegal routes created without due process will be brought into the 
official designated system. We understand that the Forest Service and 
BLM considers this to be a onetime effort and the intent is that this 
TMP NEPA process is backfilling where appropriate NEPA analysis 
did not previously exist. We appreciate that the federal agencies are 
clearly signaling that this is a one-off process to deal with what is on 
the ground and that future unauthorized routes will not be tolerated. 
However, we must still register our objection to this approach. 
Authorizing user created routes after the fact, even if in an extensive 
NEPA document like an EIS, does not fully constitute due process. 
The essence of NEPA is informed decision making through fully 
understanding, evaluating, and disclosing potential impacts from 
proposed actions prior to disturbance generating activities. 
Importantly, potential impacts can only be fully understood in relation 
to the pre-disturbance baseline condition - that which would be 
impacted - a condition not available in this instance. The pre-
disturbance condition disappeared long ago. It is simply inaccurate for 
the USFS & BLM to represent this effort as appropriate NEPA 
analysis.  

Admittedly no easy remedy for this situation exists and we appreciate 
the difficult position the agencies find themselves in. One potential 
solution would be for the agencies to close and rehab all routes that 
fall into the “ways”, “unauthorized”, or “user-created” categories. 
Then, a period of time should be allowed for these areas to recover 
full ecologic function before considering the appropriate construction 
and designation of new routes.  

At the very least, the federal agencies should unequivocally state that 
the inclusion of user created routes in the travel system is not 
appropriate NEPA analysis, but a rather unorthodox process 
substituting for appropriate NEPA analysis. The agencies should 
supply the legal/regulatory basis supporting this unorthodox process 
that appears to conflict with the intent of NEPA. Further, the USFS & 
BLM should develop readily producible documentation for each user 
created route proposed for designation clearly disclosing the full 
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economic and ecologic impacts from the decision to bring the illegal 
route into the system. Further, decisions to designate user created 
routes must be based on a transparent and standardized set of criteria. 
These criteria must be disclosed to the public in order to show that 
these decisions are not being made arbitrarily.  

For many reasons, the adoption of user created routes is 
objectionable. However, we do see some logic in evaluating whether 
some user created routes better serve the recreating public than legacy 
roads/trails created for entirely different purposes. However, the DEIS 
fails to fully disclose the environmental effects of adopting user 
created routes. We strongly suggest that no user created routes should 
be brought into the system until there is full disclosure of all the 
economic and ecologic impacts, an analysis the DEIS fails to 
adequately provide.  

Regarding those routes that fall into categories Z, UT, and UX, the 
Forest Service’s approach is confusing. It is irrelevant whether an 
authorized, user-created route was created prior to 2001 and included 
in the USFS’s inventory or was blazed after 2001 and not included in 
the inventory. One thing is important: whether an environmental 
analysis under NEPA has occurred? The Forest Service must not 
consider any user-created routes that have not undergone appropriate 
site-specific analysis as part of the baseline travel system thereby 
side-stepping the necessary environmental review required by NEPA. 
This includes those routes that are documented in the 2001 inventory 
that the Forest may be considering as existing routes. All user-created 
routes, no matter when they were created, must be analyzed under 
NEPA before it is included as part of the official national forest travel 
system. 

U4 

Quiet Use Coalition caution thinking by the agency or pubic that user 
created routes brought into the system with this travel management 
plan have undergone a full scope of extensive and appropriate NEPA 
analysis. We realize the difficult position the agency is in, in that it 
must deal with conditions as they exist in the field and on the ground 
at this time and that an analysis of areas before they have been 
disturbed by these routes is impossible. The lack of full and proper 
analysis of these routes should be emphasized. New information and 
impacts may become known in the future that may be considered 

See response to comment U-2. We believe that analysis for this Travel Plan 
is full and complete as required for route designation, and acceptance of 
routes in to the system. (See 36 CFR 212.50 (b)).  

Consider that the vast majority of routes on public lands existed prior to 
NEPA (1970) and therefore have never been specifically proposed as an 
individual routes and analyzed in a separate NEPA document. Almost ALL 
routes have been created through use or need, over time as part of other 
projects and by public use. To eliminate routes because of the argument 
made by this comment would obligate the agencies to take up nearly all 
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concerning these routes. existing routes as separate proposed actions. This is not practical nor is it 
legally required.  

U5 

Illegal trail proliferation (motorized or mechanized) should not be 
rewarded by incorporating those trails into the system. Setting that 
precedent will only encourage future illegal behavior. 

 See response to comment U-3. The 2001 Interim Travel Restrictions 
prohibited cross-country and eliminated the ability of the public to create 
routes without authorization. It should be noted that the overwhelming 
majority of routes proposed for closure (See Appendix A and B) show that 
many non-system routes inventoried as existing in the 2001 Green to 
Yellow maps are proposed for closure. This precedent is similar to what 
you recommend in your comment. 

U6 

The hikers' term "social trails" is just a euphemism for "user-created 
trail". Please either deny them the use of their "social trails" or 
designate as open those types of ohv trails -- lets keep the playing 
field level. 

Your comment was considered. Each route has been considered for 
designation or elimination irrespective of how it was created as long as it 
was identified in the 2001 Green to Yellow inventory. Once the travel plan 
is in place, we intend to enforce off route travel to the maximum extent to 
prevent further proliferation of routes. It should be noted hikers may travel 
cross-country off of designated trails, but the purposeful development of a 
trail by any group or organization without the authorization of the federal 
land managing agency is not allowed. 

U7 

Trail alignment and special attention can lead to less erosion. I like 
the fact we are considering user created trails. Signage should be used 
to promote touring and scenic viewing. Maybe include on maps, a list 
of user etiquette and trail use hierarchy. Save money by not 
decommissioning trails, leave them for future use. Future possibilities 
I would like to see, would be tax credits for trail easements. I don't 
want to see a motocross mentality, more touring and viewing should 
be promoted. 

See response to comment U-3. Also, Motor Vehicle Use Maps produced 
every year will include some of the kinds of information you suggest.  

Route closure and decommissioning are both necessary to meet overall 
objectives.  

 

# User Fees Response 

U8 

User Fees: How about a sticker or a permit required for bicycles, 
motorcycles and 4wheelers. Something like $40 a year for bicycles 
and $200 a year for motorcycles and 4wheelers. Motorized can do 
substantially more damage therefore they should pay more. 

User fees are outside the scope of the proposed action. Motorized vehicles 
(ATV's, dirt bikes, etc.) are already required by the State to be licensed 
and/or permitted (OHV permit).  

U9 
User Fees: I don't think hikers, bikers and horseback riders pay a fee. 
I think they should buy a permit like I do to help maintain the trail 
system. If there are areas prone to erosion, use some of the permit 

User fees are outside the scope of the Proposed Action. We are fortunate in 
the Gunnison Basin that many non-motorized users also volunteer their 
time and resources to maintain existing trails.  
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money to fix it. I have seen many areas on the trails that have been 
improved over the years -some by the kids working for the Forest 
Service and some by local motorcycle clubs. 

U10 

User Fees: Maybe a use permit (not too expensive please) may be the 
way to go, to deter people who would I am actually more in favor of 
some type of governmental licensing for all OHVs and training than I 
am of the endless trail closures. The majority of riders are all just like 
my family, good people who follow the rules and want to enjoy our 
beautiful country. Please don’t let a few bad apples ruin this riding 
opportunities for generations to come. This is one of the last areas to 
ride not only in Colorado but also the nation. 

OHV users are already required to have a state OHV permit. The preferred 
alternative still provides numerous quality recreation opportunities for all 
visitors. 

U11 

User Fees: I am one who believes there needs to be more recreation 
opportunities for the citizens and more economic uses beneficial to 
the country on our Federal Lands. I support the development of any 
recreation activity, and user fees, we can and think we should extract 
any minerals, gases or lumber we can to sustain, both the local and 
national economy. I believe the forest should pay its way. 

User fees are outside the scope of the Proposed Action.  

U12 

User fees: The motorized community is getting taken advantage of in 
the fact that horse and foot travelers along with mountain bikers get a 
free ride while motorized pays the bill. A large amount of trail and 
some road construction is paid for from State Parks grants, which are 
generated from motorized permits. Of these user groups, very few 
help with maintenance. I personally would like to see these groups 
pay into some fund like motorized people do. 

User fees are outside the scope of the Proposed Action. We are fortunate in 
the Gunnison Basin that a great number of non-motorized users (not just 
"very few") also volunteer their time and resources to maintain existing 
trails. CBMBA and Gunnison Trails are two examples of local groups who 
have "adopted" trails some of which receive motorized use as well. While 
we are fortunate to have access to state OHV grants (assuming we are 
successful in obtaining them), those funds do not provide all the resources 
we need to manage the vast quantity of motorized routes available in the 
analysis area. Simply stated, there are more motorized routes available than 
there are the state OHV funds to maintain them all. 

U13 

User fees: These trails involve a very small percentage of the forests 
and trails in the trail system in Colorado. As an off-highway user we 
pay fees for trail maintenance, registration fees to enhance and 
maintain these trails. The mountain bike groups don’t have to pay fees 
like we do yet you’re closing down the usage for the citizens that pay 
these fees. 

See response U-12 above 

U14 
User fees: When I cross paths with the hikers, bikers and horseback 
riders, I am always courteous and shut my motorcycle off for skittish 
horses. I think we can all coexist on the trails, but I think everyone 

See response U-12 above; Unfortunately not all users are as courteous as 
you are. 
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using them needs to buy a permit to keep the trails in good shape. 

 

# Water Resource Comments Response 

W1 

Page 41. Table 2-5. Comparison of Alternatives by Effects. Water 
Resources and Aquatic Species categories could be combined as 
motorized stream crossing and road density data is the same. We 
[Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] think the 680 miles 
of motorized trail riding should be 687 miles under Alternative 4 in 
the Recreation Opportunity section and the Local Economics section. 
There is an apparent attempt to lump data under motorized trail riding 
in order to show Alternative 4 increases over Alternative 1, No Action 
in the Recreation Opportunity section. This certainly covers the loss 
of single track motorized trails shown in the Travel Opportunities 
section and hunting/fishing categories, in light of the across the board 
increases for mountain bike use opportunities. 

Table 2-5 does appear to have an error and some redundant data. The 
duplicate information was included because even though the indicator 
metrics are identical the effects to the subject resources are not. However, 
in the final document the error will be corrected and the duplicate data will 
be removed under the aquatic species heading. (DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 2, 
Alternatives including Preferred Alternative) 

 

W2 

We request that the planning team re-evaluate these elements. 

An example of direct habitat loss associated with travel management 
relates to water quality. As stated in the DEIS, “watershed studies 
have demonstrated that roads can have a noticeable impact on both 
physical and biological aquatic resources.” Route density, type of use, 
and intensity of use may contribute to the long-term degradation of 
localized riparian systems and has the potential to influence overall 
watershed function. It is well documented that degraded watersheds 
experience increased rates of erosion and sedimentation that are likely 
to impact aquatic wildlife species such as native cutthroat trout. As 
stated in the DEIS, “individual travel routes have varying degrees of 
risk to water resources and water dependent values, based upon route 
design, maintenance levels, soil type, land cover, but most 
importantly location within the landscape.” Minimizing risks to 
aquatic systems throughout the planning area should be central to 
final alternative selection. 

 

The primary purpose of travel management is to determine which routes 
need to remain open to public use (See Chapter 1, Purpose and Need for 
Action). As stated in the DEIS abstract, “The purpose of changing the 
existing travel management plan is to complete the intended route by route 
assessments of existing roads and trails to determine which are needed to 
provide for a range of recreational users while balancing resource 
protection and access needs.”  

 It is our intent to eliminate those routes that cause undue risk to watershed 
condition and to apply seasonal restrictions or temporarily close to use 
those routes having the most serious impacts or represent the greatest risks 
to aquatic resources. However, minimizing risks in all cases is not possible. 
Management activities and infrastructure that is draped across the 
landscape will always present some element of risk. It is not reasonable to 
expect that we can optimize resource protection, recreation demands and 
access needs. While there may be room for argument on a handful of 
specific routes we strongly believe that overall we have achieve a measure 
of improvement.  

Another important disclosure is that most aquatic systems and the biota that 
occupy them, are resilient and have adapted to withstand periodic impacts 
associated with natural disturbances, e.g. floods, droughts, landslides, fires, 
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avalanches, insect mortality, etc. Ecosystems have the ability to withstand 
some impacts associated with the travel network and may even have the 
ability to withstand sizeable periodic impacts so long as sufficient flows 
exist to move sediment and maintain fluvial processes. (DEIS/FEIS, 
Chapter 2 and 3, Abstract 

W3 

Trout and Watershed Vulnerability 

Colorado’s relatively high-elevation, often densely forested roadless 
areas receive more precipitation and do a more efficient job of 
metering and distributing it than do lower-lying areas, thereby 
contributing a disproportionately larger amount of water to 
downstream fisheries as well as to groundwater and surface 
catchments for agricultural and other human uses. Because native 
cutthroat trout, in particular, require clean, cold water, their self-
sustaining presence is a good indication of healthy water quality and 
watersheds. Only backcountry streams, remote enough to largely 
escape decades of cumulative negative impacts from grazing, logging, 
mining, road building, introduced non-native species and motorized 
traffic, among other insults, have been able to sustain remnant native 
cutthroat populations. Roads and motorized trails – via splash-through 
crossings and deliberate “playing” in streams and along riparian 
stream banks -- can deposit large quantities of sediment into stream 
channels where it buries the gravel necessary for successful trout 
spawning, fills the spaces between rocks where aquatic insects reside, 
and reduces pool depths thus raising water temperatures. Rutted roads 
and motorized/mechanized trails can also accelerate runoff, increasing 
down-slope siltation and erosion. And just as too much easy access 
brings in more people and facilitates the over-hunting of elk, it can 
likewise put too much angling pressure on native fish populations. A 
comparison of the motorized and mechanized mileage and consequent 
watershed and water-quality impacts of your alternatives again points 
to Alt. 3 as the wisest choice. 

EPA encourages the FS and BLM to include as much information as 
possible on watershed restoration actions in the FEIS that will be 
included in the project to help mitigate for project-related impacts. 
Wherever possible, EPA recommends the FS and BLM take action to 
reduce the likelihood of an adverse stream listing or further 
exacerbate a current condition, especially with existing 303(d) listings 

The Forest has an annual program of work which includes watershed 
restoration projects. Over the last decade particular emphasis has been 
directed at the elimination and rehabilitation of unauthorized travel routes 
and impacts of dispersed recreation within riparian corridors. During this 
period of time many miles of road have been closed and travel prisms 
obliterated to restore hydrologic paths and reduce surface runoff. We have 
on several occasions removed abandon stream crossings and removed 
imported fill within the floodplain. A number of stream crossings culverts 
have been replaced to eliminate aquatic species passage barriers. Much of 
this work has happen in the Gunnison Basin. With regard to future 
allocations of restoration funding we would certainly agree that priorities 
must be driven by considerations such as 303(d) listed streams as well as 
where cumulative actions may be jeopardizing aquatic values or the 
habitats for species of concerns. The GMUG National Forest is in the 
process of developing and adopting a Watershed and Aquatics Program 
Strategy. This foundational document addresses actions to be taken under 
the headings of Protection, Restoration and Enhancement; Workforce and 
Collaboration. As we move from planning to implementation of travel 
management decisions the Forest will need to integrate those restoration 
actions with our overarching goal of sustaining ecosystems. 

 There may be some clarification needed in the FEIS to disclose the basis 
for the statement made on the impacts of specific routes was subjective. 
This paragraph will be rewritten in the FEIS to say. “There have been 
several specific routes on the National Forest where water related concerns 
have been expressed by either a member of the interdisciplinary team or 
during public comment. These include the Upper Soap Park Road (FS Rd 
7721.3F); the Farris Creek Road (FS Rd 7736); the Needle Creek Road (FS 
Rd 7781); South Fork Quartz Creek Road (7769.2C); the South Texas 
Creek Road (7847.1A); and Dry Fork Minnesota Creek Rd (FS Rd 711). 
These concerns were based upon observations and qualitative assessments 
and not a definitive inventory protocol. Therefore, it could be argued they 
are opinion and not science based findings. In spite of the lack of scientific 
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in the area. EPA also recommends that additional data/information be 
provided to support the claim that the “severity” of water quality and 
aquatic impacts is “subjective” for those impacts expressed by the 
public that are associated with specific routes listed in the fourth 
paragraph of page 54 of the DEIS. 

 

rigor behind the conclusions made, most observers would agree that these 
highlighted routes are definitely having impacts to aquatic 
ecosystems.”(DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 3. Water Resources and Water Quality)  

W4 

Resource damage- Motorized users have a place on the forests, 
provided their impacts are manageable. But motorized users have 
caused severe damage to trails in the Gunnison National Forest and 
the large amounts of money spent on trail repair have not kept up with 
the impacts. I suspect that the soils characteristics and level of rainfall 
are the reason for this problem. This Draft Travel Plan does nothing 
to address the problem. 

Soil erosion varies by soil, site, climatic, and vegetative characteristics. The 
loss of vegetative cover on roads or trails begins the process of accelerated 
erosion. There are improvements that can be made to reduce the level of 
increase. 

W5 

Page 47. Water Resources and Water Quality. The affected 
environment discussion is about motorized uses of roads and trails 
only. There is no discussion about mechanized, foot or horse impacts 
in this section or its associated summary tables or cited science. This 
is really a major oversight and flaw throughout this entire Chapter, 
especially as it relates to soil, wetland, riparian and wildlife analysis. 
We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] request a re-
evaluation and proper scientific evaluation of water resource and 
water quality. 

 

There is no disagreement that there are instances where mechanize use, 
hikers and horse use has had an adverse impacts on soil, water and riparian 
resources. Unfortunately we have examples of eroded trails and impacted 
wetlands within Wilderness Areas where that has occurred. However, while 
there is some potential for that effect there should be little debate that it 
does not compare to the more extensive impacts created by motorized use. 
Impacts from non-motorized use are more isolated. It is generally felt that 
motorized travel has a greater potential for impact, because those modes of 
travel tend to be accomplished on larger, faster and more powerful vehicles. 
The scope of the decisions to be made in the Gunnison Travel EIS are 
focused on motorized and to a lesser extent mechanized travel (See Chapter 
1, Purpose and Need for Action). Therefore the effects on hiker and horse 
travel were not extensively addressed since they are somewhat outside the 
scope of the decisions to be made. We will revisit the analysis to determine 
if additional effects disclosure is necessary or information is available to 
better define those potential impacts for mechanized travel, which would 
essentially be mountain bike use. 

(DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 3. Water Resources and Water Quality 

W6 

EPA Recommendations: 

Water Mitigation and Restoration 

EPA believes that more information needs to be disclosed regarding 
planned mitigation for road and trail stream crossings which can 
cause, among other things, sedimentation loading and possible 

With the exception of item #7 in the commenter’s list all these practices are 
appropriate best management practices (BMPs) and are essentially 
encompassed in the Forest Services Region 2 Watershed Conservation 
Practices Handbook FSH 2509.25. This handbook contains proven 
watershed conservation practices to protect soil, aquatic, and riparian 
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pollutant delivery. For road construction under the proposed 
alternative and/or the formal establishment of new routes that may 
currently exist, EPA’s general recommendations include:  

1. Minimize road/trail construction and road density to reduce 
adverse impacts to watersheds; 

2. Locate roads/trails away from streams and riparian areas as much 
as possible; 

3. Locate roads/trails away from steep slopes or erosive soils; 

4. Minimize road/trail stream crossings; 

5. Stabilize cut and fill slopes; 

6. Provide adequate road/trail drainage and control surface erosion 
with adequate water bars, crowns, rolling dips and ditch relief 
culverts to promote drainage off roads or along roads/trails; 

7. Consider road/trail effects on stream structure and seasonal 
spawning habitats when determining alignment; and  

8.  Allow for adequate large woody debris recruitment to streams 
and riparian buffers near streams. 

systems. If used properly, they will meet applicable Federal and State laws 
and regulations. Implementation of BMPs is on-going management actions 
and would continue regardless of the decisions made for Gunnison Travel 
Management. Item #7 is not as clear to us on what exactly is prescribed.  

(Mitigation Section added in FEIS; Chapter 3- Water Resources) 

 

W7 

EPA wants to see more mitigation to reduce the impacts of stream 
crossings and watershed restoration. (BLM) 

The focus of this plan has 3 basic objectives – to identify a travel network 
that provides adequate access to public lands and recreation opportunities 
for the public, reduces the negative impact that these routes and the 
associated uses had on other resources and is within our ability to manage 
and maintain (sustainability). The main mechanism for achieving these 
goals is to decide which routes should be open to motorize and mountain 
bike use during the spring, summer and fall and what seasonal closures 
might be appropriate to protect resources. During this process we have tried 
to reduce the number of routes that had inappropriate impacts on riparian 
areas and watersheds. The question of maintenance standards for the 
designated routes is not addressed in detail in this plan because we feel it is 
adequately covered in our standard operating procedures for route 
maintenance. Those SOPs include actions and guidelines to reduce the 
impact of routes on stream crossings and watersheds. 

 

W8 
Roads and Riparian Area Impacts 

Roads and road usage have notable impacts on water quality, fish 
populations, wetlands and riparian vegetation. Resource impacts 

All Terrain Vehicles (ATV’s) were not ignored in our analysis. The effects 
associated with ATV use may be associated with either roads open to full 
size vehicles (where that is allowed, as not all system roads permit dual 
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associated with motorized travel manifest themselves via increased 
sedimentation when motor vehicles cross streams. We [High Country 
Citizens Alliance] would like to commend the federal agencies in 
reducing the number of stream crossings per mile open to motorized 
travel in 24 of the 25 total watersheds within the travel analysis area. 
The 26% reduction in stream crossings in the proposed action is a 
welcomed improvement over the No Action scenario. Alternative 3 
provides an even better 30% reduction in stream crossings and its 
benefits on water quality, sedimentation and aquatic species would be 
preferable over the long term when considering that the next iteration 
of this travel management plan could be 15-20 years distant.  

It should be noted that restricting this analysis to roads ignores a 
significant source of riparian degradation from all terrain vehicles. 
Yes, they are smaller than full sized autos and therefore may have less 
impact but they still can churn a wetland or stream bank into a rutted, 
muddy mess. And, judging from the plethora of images promoting 
ATVs and on OHV websites, driving an ATV in streams is a 
desirable and enticing experience. Non-disclosure of ATV trail 
impacts by restricting this analysis to full sized vehicle roads fails to 
fully account for the impacts of travel management decisions and 
inhibits the well informed decision making that NEPA requires. 

use) or more likely associated with motorized trails. The confusion may be 
due to our tabular data displays which did not separate out roads and 
motorized trails, but instead lumped them together. This was done to 
simplify the data displays comparing alternatives. However, our 
transportation system data base contains much more detail. Reports are 
available, or could be generated, that would sort and compare any number 
of road and trail use designations by geographic area. This 
acknowledgement will be made in the FEIS if it is not already. 

(Clarification on tabular data displays has been inserted into FEIS Chapter 
3 – water resources) 

W9 

Wetlands Impacts 
There are approximately 25 different wetland and riparian ecological 
communities in the analysis Area. These ecosystems provide habitat 
for a variety of plant and animal species which in some cases may be 
unique or sensitive. 

Roads can affect wetlands directly by encroachment, and indirectly by 
altering hydrologic surface and subsurface flow paths. Encroachment 
results in a loss of wetland area directly proportional to the area 
disturbed by the road. Alteration of the hydrologic flow paths can 
affect wetland function with the effects extending beyond the area 
directly affected by the road. Roads can also result in direct 
disturbance, removal, or damage of protective vegetation associated 
with these ecosystems. This can result in having sediment move 
directly into drainage networks or wetlands. Routes can cause 
compaction of riparian or wetland soils reducing permeability or 
increased drainage of these areas that are naturally wet and saturated. 

Comment expresses a preference for Alternative 3. No response necessary. 
(No Change to FEIS) 
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Often times, use of improperly prepared surfaces in these conditions 
result in rutting, displacement and churning of the soils which can 
reduce productivity and increase the potential for erosion and 
sedimentation. (p.60)  

The DEIS states that 355 miles of roads currently exist within wetland 
soil units:  

[Table of miles of wetland soil units by Alternative]  

As you can see from the DEIS table above, the greatest reduction of 
road miles within wetland areas would occur under Alternative 3. 
This would be a 30% reduction over the No Action alternative and 
would provide the least negative wetland impacts of all the action 
alternatives. 

 

 

W10 

Water Quality 

An example of direct habitat loss associated with travel management 
relates to water quality. As stated in the DEIS, “watershed studies 
have demonstrated that roads can have a noticeable impact on both 
physical and biological aquatic resources.” Route density, type of use, 
and intensity of use may contribute to the long-term degradation of 
localized riparian systems and has the potential to influence overall 
watershed function. It is well documented that degraded watersheds 
experience increased rates of erosion and sedimentation that are likely 
to impact aquatic wildlife species such as native cutthroat trout. As 
stated in the DEIS, “individual travel routes have varying degrees o 
risk to water resources and water dependent values, based upon route 
design, maintenance levels, soil type, land cover, but most 
importantly location within the landscape.” Minimizing risks to 
aquatic systems throughout the planning area should be central to 
final alternative selection. 

Where we have the opportunity to eliminate routes that are located adjacent 
to or within riparian areas or wetlands and still provide for some reasonable 
level of access and motorized or mechanized recreation we should. 
However, there will be instances where some routes will persist even 
though they may be having adverse impacts at certain locations or during 
periods of the year. By addressing travel management now we will allow 
for the closure of many routes immediately to be followed by site 
restoration in time. While this does not eliminate all risk and impact we 
believe it is sufficient to safeguard water quality and to insure the 
sustainability of aquatic ecosystems. (No Change in FEIS) 

 

# Wilderness and Wilderness Buffer Comments Responses 

W11 
Recommended Wilderness and the Draft GMUG Plan 

CBMBA is concerned that the draft maps appear to ban bicycling in 

The Draft GMUG Forest Plan of 2006 is just that, a draft. Decisions of 
travel in these areas are based on current forest plan management and 
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potential Recommended Wilderness areas in Alternative #2 and #3. It 
is inappropriate to close all trails to bicycling in areas that have been 
proposed in the defunct draft Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre and 
Gunnison (GMUG) plan as Recommended Wilderness. Not only has 
a federal judge declared the draft plan illegal, but the public has not 
yet had an official opportunity to comment on the proposed 
Recommended Wilderness boundaries. These areas are not 
Recommended Wilderness and may never become so. To close them 
to bicycles prematurely is an exercise of improper, heavy-handed 
management. When a Wilderness Area is actually approved by 
Congress, CBMBA would absolutely reconsider its position on this 
issue. Until then please keep all trails open in these areas.  

resource concerns. 

W12 

Hinsdale County -Abundance of Wilderness: Although Hinsdale 
County recognizes the need to designate certain areas for certain uses, 
that high impacts users do not prevent low impact users from 
legitimate use and enjoyment of public lands for reasons such as 
noise, dangerous speeds and lasting damage to lands and resources 
(Hinsdale County Community Plan 8.6.3), there is an abundance of 
wilderness in Hinsdale County (in excess of 50% wilderness) that is 
not only available, but also limited to low impact use. Converting 
essential hunting, firewood, camping and motorized recreation access 
to low impact use is an economic hardship for Hinsdale County and 
does not fairly distribute recreational opportunities between 
motorized and non-motorized users. 

The Forest Service and BLM considered existing use as a factor in its travel 
analysis process. The Preferred Alternative provides for motorized 
recreation on most existing roads and some trails. There are seasonal 
restrictions on some roads that are consistent with the management 
objectives for those areas. Seasonal restrictions are often used as mitigation 
for potential impacts rather than complete closures. Hinsdale County 
identified some areas of concern or interest with respect to public travel 
during formal scoping and both agencies believe those areas of concern 
were fully evaluated and the Preferred Alternative provides the best option 
to balance the several competing needs such as firewood collection, hunting 
access, wildlife habitat, resource management and motorized and non-
motorized recreational opportunities. 
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W13 

We oppose the establishment of buffer zones around designated 
Wilderness. Your “management objective” to “Protect wilderness 
values by reducing motorized and/or mechanized travel on roads or 
trails that dead-end at or are along Wilderness boundaries” is arbitrary 
and capricious. Congress did not create buffer zones around 
Wilderness. (See: buffer zone language Congress included in a Utah 
Wilderness bill).Your plan does not appear to be consistent with this. 
Your travel plan is more restrictive than one resulting from 
implementation of Wilderness legislation! 

This legislative language is quite common. Is your plan in any way 
consistent with this? It sets up the situation where your travel plan is 
more restrictive than one resulting from implementation of 
Wilderness legislation!  

The Preferred Alternative does not propose to establish buffer zones for 
Wilderness through the closure or mode of travel restrictions. The Forest 
Service would concur that Congress did consider needed buffer zones when 
Wilderness boundaries were designated. 

The Gunnison Travel Management planning cannot be compared to 
legislation for Utah Wilderness; it is not applicable nor are the issues and 
ecosystems the same. 

The Forest Service has determined that some trails leading to Wilderness 
Areas are better managed if mountain bike use is not allowed. Past 
experience has shown that some trails are prone to mountain bike users 
failing to stop at the Wilderness boundary. The number of such trails is 
small, but typically it is those trails where the potential for mechanized 
travel to occur in a Wilderness Area is high due to past experience. 

Failure to comply with existing regulations sometimes warrants more 
restrictive management.  

W14 

Do not remove motorized usage near Wilderness boundaries (DEIS p. 
30-31) The boundaries of Wilderness are boundaries -- everything 
within is Wilderness regardless of what is happening outside of the 
boundaries. I do not support closing the Teocalli Ridge route down 
the east side of the ridge to Middle Brush Creek. No buffer zones!  

 

Determinations on the appropriate mode of travel on Teocalli Ridge were 
not influenced by the proximity of the trail to the Wilderness boundary. The 
Preferred Alternative proposed use on Teocalli Ridge trail was determined 
by factors relating to resource conditions, recreational opportunity 
objectives, and long-term resource management objectives for the area. In 
the DEIS alternatives were considered that would have changed the 
existing mode of travel on that trail, this is an appropriate consideration of a 
range of management options (i.e. alternatives) where resource damage 
issue were of concern. 

W15 

With the increased trail-user population, it is becoming more difficult 
to find quiet areas for hiking and cycling. There are ample motorized 
trails, many of which seem to be user created. It is my hope that the 
Travel Management Plan will incorporate the need for conservancy 
and preservation of wilderness areas in the Plan. 

Wilderness Areas are intended to provide the non-motorized quiet areas as 
well as maintain or preserve near pristine or native landscapes. The Travel 
Management planning effort does not change the mode of travel within the 
Wilderness Areas. Additionally, there are many large landscapes where 
there are no motorized or mountain bike trails that continue to be open to 
hikers and horseback riders who are not restricted to designated routes. 

W16 

Removing trails that border wilderness will remove opportunities to 
make loops out of trails. Out and backs are no fun and often too short 
for a cyclist to really make the trail worthwhile. 

The Forest Service is unaware of any location where a possible looped trail 
riding opportunity was not considered or closed because if its proximity to 
a Wilderness Area boundary, other factors (See Chapter 1, Travel Analysis) 
would have been the rationale for possible closures. The commenter 
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provides no examples so this comment is considered a general comment not 
related to the proposed action. The Forest Service would agree from a 
recreational mountain bike riding perspective “out and back” trails are less 
desirable than looped trails and few were proposed to be managed in that 
way, especially where the mountain bike trail dead-ends at the Wilderness 
boundary. 

W17 
Please do not restrict mountain bikes from proposed wilderness. It 
just is not fair to do this prior to an area actually being designated as 
wilderness. Proposed means it is not wilderness yet. 

Thank you for your comment. Decisions on travel were based on a variety 
of rationale 

W18 

I noticed comments for Alt 2 and 3 that mention the restriction of 
trails leading to some wilderness areas or along the boundary of 
wilderness areas. I often will use my bike to gain quick access to a 
wilderness boundary (and then stash it in the woods). This is 
especially useful for some tall peaks (13ner or 14tners) and makes the 
exit a blast. 

Comment noted and considered in development of the Preferred 
Alternative. Unfortunately, evidence has shown often riders forget to stash 
the bike at the Wilderness boundary. 

 

# Wildlife Comments Response 

W19 

Mountain bike trails and any additional trail development should be 
considered with caution (if wildlife is a priority). It is clear that 
mountain biking popularity has grown tremendously and the intensity 
of use has greatly increased. In fairly open country, such as the areas 
surrounding Crested Butte, it is clear that mountain biking pressure is 
contributing to wildlife distribution issues (elk in particular). There is 
a significant difference from a wildlife standpoint between a few 
hikers a week on a particular trail and dozens of mountain bikers per 
day. There is no shortage of mountain biking opportunity in the 
planning area currently, and this user group should not be viewed as 
equivalent to hiker/horse. 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments and support 
for non-motorized trails in this area. Please refer to the affected environment 
section for wildlife for a discussion of user impacts on wildlife. Managing 
all natural resources on public lands is a priority for the federal land 
managing agencies. The Preferred Alternative represents the agencies’ 
desired travel management plans for this area. (DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 3. 
Wildlife: Affected Environment.) 

W20 

Quiet Use Coalition question the designation of trails 487.5A and 
581 as motorized in Alternative 2. We strongly support their 
designation as hiker/horse in Alternative 3. These trails go through an 
important wildlife linkage area (for moose and others), being at one of 
the lowest points of the continental divide in the state. This low 
altitude divide crossing makes the lands in this area unique and 
diverse, and this linkage is important for biodiversity and connectivity 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments and support 
for non-motorized trails in this area. The Preferred Alternative represents the 
agency’s desired travel management plans for this area. 
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for species that cannot exist at higher elevations.  

W21 

I understand that with some trails, there is wildlife impact. I like the 
idea of restricted access - closure at certain times of high impact. This 
has been successful at Hartman's and other areas. It just does not 
make sense to deny access to an entire trail or trails as the case may 
be. 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. The Preferred 
Alternative represents the agency’s desired travel management plans for the 
planning area. 

W22 

Pages 91-128. Chapter 3. Wildlife-Affected Environment. This 
section was extensive and based on species specific analysis with a 
focus on management indicator species (MIS). A literature review 
was conducted (page 92) to research the effects of vehicle use and 
recreation on wildlife species. However, in the final application, risks 
ratings and habitat effectiveness are all based on motorized road and 
trail densities. For example, (page 105), potential impacts to elk as a 
MIS were only evaluated from the aspect of roads and motorized 
trails. This effort, as with the water, soils, wetlands, and fish sections, 
is short of analysis and disclosure of the effects of hikers, hunters, 
mountain bike riders and other non-motorized recreation that tends to 
stress and impact wildlife. It would seem that some better level of 
balance in literature reviews and a fuller discloser of all user impacts 
would be appropriate here. 

An example of a single focus on just motorized recreation is involved 
with the proposed closing of the Dr Park/North Bank Trail. Closing 
the trail to motorcycles from May to September does not impact 
bighorn sheep any more than dogs, kids, and hikers. The trail that is 
being closed is on the extreme west side of the area and only a very 
small and limited area. There is more access by other users. If the 
CDOW wants to protect the area, it should be closed to all users 
including the campground at the west end of the area. We [Colorado 
Off Highway Vehicle Coalition; et al.] are not aware of any study or 
research in this area that documents motorcycle/sheep impacts.  

 The purpose and need statement generally orients this DEIS and 
analysis around the need to designate motorized recreation routes. 
However, the planning issues selected, the hierarchy of users 
established, the alternative maps that assign different user groups to a 
segregated road and trail system, and the nature of the conflicts that 
need resolution (Chapters 1 and 2) require that the disclosure of 
effects in Affected Chapter 3 be broadly expanded to accommodate 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. We disagree. 
The literature includes numerous instances where motorized use results in a 
greater displacement from the source of use than non-motorized activities. 
Additionally, the literature suggests that increased noise as a result of 
motorized use has a negative impact on some species, especially avian 
species. Please refer to the affected environment section for wildlife for a 
discussion of user impacts on wildlife. The Preferred Alternative represents 
the agency’s desired travel management plans for the planning area.  

The Purpose and Need for Action is clearly stated in Chapter 1 and the 
issues are defined and environmental consequences disclosed based on the 
best information available which is clearly the intent of NEPA.( DEIS/FEIS, 
Chapter 3. Wildlife: Affected Environment.) 
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an integrated travel management plan. 

W23 

On the topic of impacts to wildlife, Taylor and Knight, 1993, 
demonstrated that bison, mule deer, and pronghorn antelope on an 
island in the Great Salt Lake reacted about the same in response to 
bicyclists and hikers. Papouchis, Singer, and Sloan, 2001, found that 
bighorn sheep in Canyonlands National reacted more strongly to 
hikers than to bicyclists, apparently because the hikers were more 
likely to be in unpredictable locations and often directly approached 
sheep. In 1996, Gander and Ingold found that male alpine chamois in 
the Alps responded similarly to bicycling and hiking. Spahr, 1990, 
found that bald eagles flushed three times more often from the 
passage of a hiker than from the passage of a bicyclist, while 
bicyclists seemed to affect the eagles from a further distance.  

Several trails in the Gunnison Basin that have seasonal closures during 
sensitive periods for various wildlife species are proposed to be restricted to 
all uses during the time of seasonal closures. We agree that wildlife 
particularly avian species can be disturbed by non-motorized as well as 
motorized uses. The intensity and length of disturbances however, vary by 
degrees depending on the number of users, distance from the species and 
duration of use in the area. Based on field observations, motorized users are 
more predominate and frequent.  

W34 

Key problem in DEIS-Decisions are being made based on an inherent 
flaw in the analysis.  

When formulating the Alternatives and making route specific 
designations it is obvious that decisions were made based on the 
flawed assumption that eliminating motorized use on a route will 
drastically improve the condition of wildlife habitat and other natural 
resources when hiking, horseback riding, mountain biking, bird 
watching, hunting and numerous other uses that have been 
documented to impact those resources are still allowed.  

If we may, we would like to say that finding little, if any, discussion 
of impacts from non motorized uses, even those authorized by this 
plan, in Chapter 3 and Appendix E is extremely frustrating given the 
fact that we specifically discussed this potential flaw in our Scoping 
comments:  

The agencies must not automatically assume that closing roads and 
trails to motorized use will instantly increase habitat effectiveness. 
The analysis must not improperly assume or over-estimate the 
beneficial affects to wildlife resulting from motorized route closures.  

Research done at the Starkey Experimental Forest and Range is the 
most recent and most detailed and complex research done on deer and 
elk in relation to human travel modes consisting of ATV/trail bike, 
bicycle, hiking, and horseback. Previous studies dating back to the 
1970s indicate that these animals flee from all of these travel modes. 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. We disagree. 
The literature includes numerous instances where motorized use results in a 
greater displacement from the source of use than non-motorized activities. 
Additionally, the literature suggests that increased noise as a result of 
motorized use has a negative impact on some species, especially avian 
species. Please refer to the affected environment section for wildlife for a 
discussion of user impacts on wildlife. The Preferred Alternative represents 
the agency’s desired travel management plans for the planning area.( 
DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 3. Wildlife: Affected Environment.) 
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Starkey research quantifies the different rates, times, and distances. 
However, they admit that the resultant impact on individuals has not 
been determined and no scientific conclusions are reached in the 
studies on how this disturbance affects individual health or 
survivability.  

Likewise, no relationship has been made between the four disturbance 
modes and herd health. All that is known is that deer and elk run from 
humans using any form of travel. Nothing in the Starkey research 
proves the existence of motorized trails actually results in a decrease 
in habitat effectiveness or in an individual animal’s poor health and 
survivability, nor is this evidence that current vehicle use is 
negatively impacting herd health factors.  

It should not be assumed that the elimination of motorized use would 
drastically reduce disturbance of wildlife or improve “wildlife 
vulnerability” when walking persons, persons on horses, mountain 
bike use, bird watching, hunting and numerous other uses that are 
documented to disturb, harass or kill wildlife are still allowed. (BRC 
[Blue Ribbon Coalition] Scoping Comments at section I – 4, 
emphasis added) It’s hard to see how the disclosure and analysis of 
non motorized uses, especially the uses this document authorizes, 
meets the requirements of NEPA.  

Suggestion: We suggest the planning team closely examine the 
specific trail recommendations included in Appendix A of these 
comments. If the rationale for closing any these routes relate to 
impacts on natural resources, the analysis in the DEIS should be 
checked to determine if impacts of non-motorized uses that are still 
permitted was disclosed. If not, the analysis should be supplemented 
and the decision to close the route re-considered. 

W25 

Upon the subject of protecting wildlife habitat during crucial seasonal 
periods, I recommend seasonal closures on all roads (BLM/FS) that 
would normally be closed to motorized travel on March 15th, to be 
closed January 1st. The reason for the earlier closure would be to 
protect the well being of all game species. Again from my perspective 
the users in this case (motorized) are not a large group per say, nor do 
most folks have to recreate in these particular areas for optimal 
experience for the activities that would otherwise be eliminated. In 
other words there are better places for motorized users, other than 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments and support 
for earlier closures (Jan 1). Seasonal closures were designed to coincide with 
other agency (Gunnison County, CDOW, BLM) suggested closure dates. 
The agencies do not feel that recreational activity on the majority of seasonal 
closure routes warrants an earlier closure date. The Preferred Alternative 
represents the agency’s desired travel management plans for the planning 
area. 
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wildlife winter range. In both of the fore mentioned 
recommendations, my feelings are that, recreational users who would 
be most affected by these measures are overall low in numbers and 
have the most negative effect on the resources. So the exchange of 
reducing the recreational opportunities seems to be greatly 
outweighed by the opportunity to achieve balance of the natural 
environment. 

W26 

Recommendation for roads to be closed roads on Jan 1st that are 
normally closed on March 15th to protect all wildlife. 

 

This travel management planning effort is focused on making travel 
decisions for wheeled vehicles during the spring, summer and fall seasons. 
This comment suggests closures to protect wildlife during the winter season 
are outside the scope of this plan. We recognize that there are concerns with 
potential impacts to wildlife from use during the winter along with a variety 
of other winter transportation issues. Once this transportation plan is 
completed for the spring, summer and fall one of our next priorities will be 
to start on an analysis of winter transportation issues.  

W27 

Road Impacts to Wildlife Species:  

Numerous studies have shown that recreational impacts on wildlife 
from roads and road usage on public lands can have detrimental 
effects: Effects of Winter Recreation on Wildlife of the Greater 
Yellowstone Area: A Literature Review and Assessment (Olliff et al. 
1999); Effects of Recreation on Rocky Mountain Wildlife Habitat 
(Joslin and Youmans 1999); The Environmental Impacts of 
Recreation: a Bibliography (Anon 1999); Forest Roads: A Synthesis 
of Scientific Information (USDA Forest Service 2000c); Wildlife and 
Recreationists: Coexistence Through Management and Research 
(Knight and Gutzwiller 1995); Effects of Off-road Recreation on Deer 
and Elk (Wisdom et al. in press); and The Effects of Highways on Elk 
(Cervis elaphus) Habitat in the Western United States and Proposed 
Mitigation Approaches (Ruediger et al. 2006).  

These studies show the effects that roads have in regards to habitat 
fragmentation, mortality due to collisions, habitat loss due to physical 
damage, barriers to wildlife movement, habitat abandonment and 
physiological reactions to stress related to the impacts of travel 
management.  

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments and support 
for Alternative 3. Alternative 3 represents a better scenario for the effects of 
travel management on wildlife species. The agencies are required to manage 
for all uses on public lands. The Preferred Alternative reduces road densities 
more than Alternative 2 but less than Alternative 3 while representing the 
agency’s desired travel management plans for the planning area. 

W28 Road density is one measure that can impart the impacts on wildlife in 
statistical form. The DEIS states that the greater the road density over 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments and support 
for Alternative 3. Alternative 3 represents a better scenario for the effects of 
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a given unit of wildlife habitat, the more potential negative effect the 
road has on wildlife (p. 100). The following table from the DEIS (pp. 
100-101) shows road density across 36 lynx analysis units (LAU) 
within the travel analysis area:  

[Table 1 of road density across LAU’s]  

Alternative 3 shows an overall 27% reduction over the No Action 
alternative and a minimum 10% reduction in road densities over the 
next closest alternative (Alt 2). The benefits to wildlife under the 
Alternative 3 road density reductions would likely result in positive 
impacts for many of the wildlife species that inhabit the analysis area. 
It should also be noted that the mileage of decommissioned roads 
being recommended for designation as motorized travel routes under 
this alternative is only three miles. In addition, impacts to wildlife 
associated with the construction of new routes would be negligible 
over the analysis area under Alternative 3. 

travel management on wildlife species. The agencies are required to manage 
for all uses on public lands. The Preferred Alternative reduces road densities 
more than Alternative 2 but less than Alternative 3 while representing the 
agency’s desired travel management plans for the planning area. 

W29 

Direct Loss of Habitat: 

The productivity and viability of wildlife populations is dependent on 
both the quantity and quality of their habitats. The federal lands in the 
Gunnison and North Fork area support a remarkable diversity of 
wildlife. Some species are generalists while others are specialists, 
meaning that some species are more adaptable to habitat changes than 
others. Individual life-history and climatic variable mandate that 
many species rely on seasonal habitats across a large geographic area; 
therefore changes to one season habitat may have profound effects on 
the species across its range. For most species, direct loss of habitat 
will have negative impacts. Three examples of direct habitat loss are 
provided below that relate directly to travel management planning.  

Consider the construction of a road or trail that directly removes 
habitat for wildlife. It is important to point out that the resultant 
habitat loss is not necessarily confined to the actual footprint of the 
development. The “zone of influence” of a road or trail for wildlife 
may extend for some distance beyond the actual route and will vary 
depending on habitat composition, topography, and a species; 
tolerance of human disturbance. One species discussed at length in 
the DEIS is elk. Elk are an excellent example because their 
distribution has repeatedly been correlated with recreational activities, 
particularly motorized forms, at distances as far as .5 to 1.8 miles 

Thank you for your comment. Your example relates to a reduction in 
quantity and quality of habitat and displacement of species discussed in the 
affected environment and the analysis sections for wildlife (DEIS/FEIS, 
Chapter 3. Wildlife: Affected Environment. ). 
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away from a road or trail 

W30 

An example of direct habitat loss associated with recreation is the 
spread of noxious weeds, which is known to result in the degradation 
or elimination of preferred wildlife habitats. “Noxious weeds are 
considered one of the Forest Service Chief’s “Four-Threats” to 
National Forests and Grasslands,” according to the DEIS. The 
Division of Wildlife concurs with that assessment and would contend 
that one of the most important vectors perpetuating the spread of 
noxious weeds throughout the west is increasing levels of motorized 
recreation and proliferation of motorized trails. Disturbed areas on 
and adjacent to roads and trails are ripe for noxious weed 
establishment, with introductions facilitated by motorist transporting 
seed sources from contaminated vehicles. The threat of introducing 
highly competitive invasive plants is growing each year as 
recreational pressure increases and trails are pioneered into formerly 
undisturbed areas. Weed management should be a key consideration 
when making final travel system recommendations. 

Thank you for your comment. Your example relates to a reduction in 
quantity and quality of habitat discussed in the affected environment section 
for wildlife in Chapter 3. Noxious weeds were considered in our analysis as 
they relate to reductions in habitat quantity and quality.( DEIS/FEIS, 
Chapter 3. Wildlife: Affected Environment.) 

W31 
Wildlife concerns are important and the utilization of seasonal 
closures is a positive method to addressing wildlife concerns. 

Thank you for your comment and support. 

W32 

Support For wildlife: We [Trout Unlimited et al] support the DOW’s 
concerns, comments and preferences to the letter, including the 
importance of seasonal and permanent route closures in certain 
instances, and ask that in the final reckoning, you give wildlife/DOW 
priority over the “We want our share and your share and wildlife’s 
share too!” recreational interest groups. 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. Please refer 
to the affected environment section for wildlife for a discussion of user 
impacts on wildlife. The agencies have worked closely with the CDOW in 
developing our alternatives. The Preferred Alternative represents the 
agency’s desired travel management plans for the planning 
area.(DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 3. Wildlife: Affected Environment.) 

W33 
Big game must be kept on public land and enforcement must be a 
consideration. 

Same as above 

W34 
Please don’t forget that when making closures to protect wildlife that 
many hikers and horseback riders have loose dogs with them. I feel 
that this can be more impactful than a biker at times. 

Same as above 

W35 

On page 118, the document states that “breeding and nesting times are 
the most critical life history periods…” While we agree that these 
times are extremely critical for the birds’ survival, we question 
whether other life history periods such as winter habitat are not also 
critical. We are not aware of any research that has documented one 

You are correct. Changes to the Gunnison sage-grouse write up have been 
made. Thank you for your comments. (DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 3. Wildlife: 
Affected Environment.) 
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particular life history period being more critical for the bird than the 
other.  

Implementation of the 4 mile buffer around Gunnison sage-grouse 
leks, as discussed on page 119 of the DEIS, is a good conservation 
measure and we strongly encourage its implementation. However, 
that recommendation from the Gunnison sage-grouse Range wide 
Conservation Plan was put forth with the acknowledgement that such 
a buffer would be protective of approximately 80 percent of sage-
grouse nests. Thus, assuming that roads beyond this 4 mile as 
discussed on page 119 would have little to no impact is incorrect. 
This incorrect assumption should be corrected and the impacts 
assessed in the Final EIS. 

You are correct. Changes to the Gunnison sage-grouse write up have 
been made. Thank you for your comments. 

W36 
I would urge consideration of several additional general planning 
concepts. Specific consideration is needed for protection and 
restoration of habitat conditions of the Gunnison Prairie Dog. 

Gunnison prairie dog habitat protection and restoration is outside the scope 
of travel management planning. The impacts to Gunnison prairie dog are 
discussed in the sensitive species section in chapter 3. 

W37 

Many routes proposed as motorized in the draft plan are located in 
critical lynx, big horn sheep, boreal toad or big game habitat, involve 
damaging stream crossings, enter fragile wetlands, destroy the peace 
and habitat security of the backcountry and are generally tearing up 
the land. Hundreds of miles of motorized trails now slice up the forest 
where few existed as few as 15 years ago. 

The impacts of road and trail use on lynx, big horn sheep, boreal toad, and 
big game are discussed in the wildlife and aquatics section in Chapter 3. The 
agencies are required to manage for all uses on public lands. The Preferred 
Alternative reduces road densities while depicting the agency’s desired 
travel management plans for the planning area.( DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 3. 
Wildlife: Affected Environment. Chapter 3. Aquatic Resources: Affected 
Environment.) 

W38 

On pages 112-113, the DEIS discussed that the impacts resulting from 
new road construction under each of the alternatives would be 
assessed and analyzed in the future. While we understand it is 
difficult to know where these future impacts may occur, some criteria 
should be established under which future actions could take place and 
have minimal adverse effects on listed species and migratory birds – 
an Adaptive Management approach should be outlined that should set 
the criteria around which indicator species will be managed (i.e., as 
long as populations of a given species are at “x” level, activities 
would continue to occur, or additional activities authorized. An 
adaptive management approach as discussed in Williams et al (2007) 
should be established for key species such as the Gunnison sage-

An adaptive management approach is outside the scope of this planning 
effort. The analysis area is outside the range of the black footed ferret and 
Mexican spotted owl, and the yellow billed cuckoo has no habitat within the 
analysis area. These species have not been on our list of species we are 
required to analyze based on our most recent correspondence with the Grand 
Junction Office of the USFWS. A biological assessment has been completed 
and will be sent to the Grand Junction office for concurrence. We disagree 
with your suggestion that road or trails would equate to increased recreation 
demand on the remaining roads and would result in a “likely to adversely 
affect” determination. Please refer to the biological assessment. (Please refer 
to: The US Forest Service Biological Assessment for the Gunnison Basin 
Federal Lands travel management Plan, Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre and 
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grouse.  

Mr. Charles Richmond, Forest Supervisor and Mr. Kenny McDaniel, 
Field Manager 3  

On pages 123-124, the FEIS should provide the rationale for the “no 
effect” determinations for the black-footed ferret, Mexican spotted 
owl, and yellow-billed cuckoo, similar for that done for the 
Uncompahgre fritillary butterfly on p. 125.  

USFWS disagrees with the rationale provided in the DEIS supporting 
the “not likely to adversely affect” (NLAA) determinations for listed 
species on pages 125-128. The main approach in making the NLAA 
determinations in the DEIS is that because the road density is being 
reduced that the effects of the action are beneficial. However, even 
though some aspects of the proposed action are anticipated to have 
some beneficial effects (i.e., overall decrease in road density), the 
remaining roads, and the direct and indirect effects (i.e., the increased 
recreational demand) of the remaining roads, and/or newly 
constructed roads would likely have negative effects that would result 
in “likely to adversely affect” determinations for listed species thus 
requiring formal section 7 consultation prior to finalizing this action. 
Section 7 consultation on the Canada lynx should also be completed 
prior to finalizing this action 

Gunnison National Forests, Gunnison Ranger District 

 

W39 

On pg 123-4 There needs to be a rationale for No Effect 
determination on Black footed Ferret, Mexican Spotted Owl and 
Yellow billed Cuckoo.  

 

The rationale for these species in contained in the document, Chapter 3. 
Wildlife under affected environment. Basically the suspected range of these 
species are not within the analysis area nor are they present and there is not 
suitable habitat.. 

W40 

USFWS disagrees with the rationale provided to support agencies Not 
Likely to Adversely Affect for the species in our table. 

 

For species listed under effects determination and rationale, these are MIS 
and Sensitive Species. All listed species are addressed in the Forest Service 
Biological Assessment addressing these species which is based on the 
Preferred Alternative which was not developed until the Final EIS. The 
Forest Service has submitted that BA and part of the Administrative Record 
and is available to the public. 

W41 
Section 7 consultation on Lynx should be done prior to final decision. 

 

This is standard procedure and will be followed. We are taking steps to do 
this analysis and a determination would be made before a final decision is 
published. 

W42 USFWS - many stages of a species life cycle (especially grouse) are  Although the analysis of road density in sage grouse habitat was focused on 
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critical not just breeding and nesting times. They like to see us reduce 
routes in a 4 mile buffer around leks but that protects only 80% of the 
bird’s activity and it is inaccurate to say that roads outside that buffer 
will have no effect on grouse. We should correct that assumption and 
analyze further impacts in the FEIS. 

 

a 4 mile buffer area from leks, consideration was still placed on road within 
occupied habitat. The Gunnison Sage-Grouse Conservation Plan (2005) talks 
only about disturbance from new construction of roads and the Gunnison 
Disturbance Guidelines (Appendix I) focuses on no new construction of 
roads within 0.6 miles of an active lek. Road construction within other 
seasonal habitats should be constructed small and speed limits placed under 
35 miles an hour. We are not proposing any new roads in this EIS and in fact 
have closed many roads based on improving sage grouse habitat. As far as 
identifying the effects of existing roads on Sage grouse leks, the FEIS will 
be revised to state that the existing roads within 4 miles of leks would not 
result in any change from existing conditions. 

W43 

USFWS- We should add the Sage Grouse to the list of sensitive 
species that would be most affected on pg 112 DEIS. 

Gunnison Sage grouse is on the list of sensitive species. It seems trivial to 
add Sage grouse as a separate species in the table since Sage grouse and 
Gunnison Sage grouse have the same habitat and potential for occurrence in 
the analysis area. The purpose of a NEPA compliance document is to 
disclose potential impacts, provide for public comment and inform the 
responsible official with sufficient information to make a reasoned and 
sound decision. For this decision there seems to be adequate information on 
potential impacts to Sage grouse. The Biological Evaluation provides more 
detailed information on sensitive species based on the Preferred Alternative.  

W44 

USFWS -They suggest establishing guidelines for adaptive 
management of new route proposals based on condition of indicator 
species.  

 

New routes will need to have site specific NEPA conducted on them which 
will address wildlife species. Management Indicator Species is specific to 
the Forest Service and they would address and evaluated for any new 
construction of roads or trails. The EIS clearly states no new routes would be 
authorized for construction under this decision and the further site-specific 
environmental analysis and public involvement would be required. See 
Chapter 2. Possible New Routes. 

W45 

Seasonal Closures: We [Colorado Division of Wildlife] recommend 
seasonal closures of the following routes to protect wildlife during 
critical/vulnerable times of the year, improve hunter experience and 
harvest, and reduce resource degradation. 

Gunnison sage grouse seasonal restrictions: The Division of Wildlife 
supports Alternative A described in Appendix C. Alternative A 
maintains motorized closures in important sage grouse habitats 
throughout the planning area from 3/15-5/15. This motorized travel 
prohibition is currently providing adequate regulatory protection for 
breeding sage grouse while promoting resource protection during the 

The seasonal closure change recommended has been incorporated into the 
Preferred Alternative. 
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spring season. 

W46 
Gunnison Habitat Partnership Program (HPP) - want fewer routes 
than Alt 3 in S Parlin Flats area for Grouse. (BLM)  

 

The BLM reviewed the routes in this area and identified an additional 3.5 
miles of routes that we decided to not designate for public use to protect 
Sage Grouse values. 

W47 

Gunnison Habitat Partnership (HPP) only want main loop in Monson 
Gulch – close middle route (BLM). 

 

The BLM reviewed the routes in this area and agreed that the middle 
connections of the loop was in poor condition and impacted a riparian area 
suitable for brood rearing activities for Sage Grouse. We identified an 
additional 1.25 miles on a route that we decided to not designate for public 
use to protect wildlife values. 

W48 

Gunnison Habitat Partnership (HPP) - want reduced route density in 
the Huntsman Mesa area beyond the level in Alt 3 because it is an 
important big game corridor (BLM). 

 

There are a number of routes in the Huntsman Mesa area that have mostly 
been created by hunters prior to the 2001 Interim Travel Restrictions. These 
routes typically get very little use outside of hunting season. The open nature 
and low vegetation of Huntsman Mesa make it very difficult to establish and 
enforce effective road closures. The BLM determined that even though there 
were quite a few routes out there the limited amount of time they were being 
used resulted in a relatively small impact on wildlife populations that use 
that area. The Preferred Alternative has designated routes similar those 
proposed in Alternative 2 in the Draft Plan.  

W49 

Gunnison Habitat Partnership (HPP) want less routes than Alt 3 in 
Gold Basin area to maximize wildlife benefits of vegetation 
treatments (BLM).  

 

The BLM reviewed the routes in this area and identified an additional two 
miles of routes (in the lower part of Stubbs Gulch) that we decided to not 
designate for public use to protect wildlife values. 

W50 
Gunnison Habitat Partnership (HPP) want to reduce routes lower than 
Alt 3 for Indian Creek area (BLM).  

 

The BLM reviewed the routes in this area and identified an additional two 
miles of routes (east of the Indian Creek Road) that we decided to not 
designate for public use to protect wildlife values. 

W51 
Gunnison Habitat Partnership (HPP) want to further reduce route 
densities in Antelope Hills/Steers Gulch area (BLM). 

 

The BLM reviewed the routes in this area and identified an additional three 
miles of routes (northwest of McIntosh Mountain) that we decided to not 
designate for public use to protect wildlife values. 

W52 
Gunnison Habitat Partnership (HPP) want fewer routes than Alt 3 in 
Woods Gulch (BLM).  

 

The BLM reviewed the routes in this area and did not identify any additional 
routes that we determined were appropriate to close.  

W53 New Trails: Public recreational demand and access have increased 
significantly in recent years, and motorized uses and roads in many 

The impacts of road and trail use on water quality, aquatic resources, and 
wildlife habitat are discussed in Chapter 3. The agencies are required to 
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cases have caused increased damage to aquatic and terrestrial 
resources. EPA has been particularly concerned about the increasing 
use of off-highway vehicles (OHVs) that occurs on fragile soils, over 
water body crossings, and near areas of critical wildlife habitat. There 
are concerns regarding water quality, aquatic resources and wildlife 
habitat impacts associated with the establishment of new trails. 

manage for all uses on public lands. The Preferred Alternative reduces road 
densities while representing the agency’s desired travel management plans 
for the planning area. ( DEIS/FEIS Chapter 3).  

W54 

The Gunnison County BOCC also felt that issues of wildlife were not 
sufficient to preclude further study of the Gunnison Northwest Trail 
System in the final decision. That does not mean they weren't 
concerned about the potential impacts of this trail system on wildlife, 
but rather they felt the concept had enough merit to give it in-depth 
consideration, consideration well beyond the scope of the current 
TMP. Also, with the encroachment on this area from subdivisions on 
both sides and an existing network of unsustainable and poorly 
located social trails currently being regularly used by residents of 
local neighborhoods (by foot, horse, mountain bike, motorcycle, ATV 
and full-size vehicle), a well planned system of trails would decrease 
route density; determine appropriate uses (motorized/non-motorized); 
take sensitive wildlife habitat into consideration; and allow access to 
public lands for all citizens, not just those of a particular 
neighborhood, regardless of whether they are trespassing on private 
property to gain access or not. This would show proactive 
management toward protecting wildlife. 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments and support 
for a trail system in this area. The Preferred Alternative represents the 
agency’s desired travel management plans for this area at this time but does 
not preclude you from proposing this action in the future.  

W55 

A gripe I have is that motorized people are being shut out because of 
wild game concerns. I have perused this to some length. The articles I 
have read are about 70% in agreement that motorized alone has little 
effect on wild game. The feeling is that wild game have become hard 
wired to see as danger, man walking upright or with a dog with him. 
Game sees this as danger while for less than 150 years they have 
associated motorized machinery with danger. In fact when motorized 
machines are encountered this alerts game to something different, not 
always danger. The most disturbing thing for wild game is a man 
walking with a dog. Please don’t fall for the old story that motorized 
machines overly disturb wild game. 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. We disagree 
that motorized use has little effect on wildlife species. The literature includes 
numerous instances where motorized use results in a greater displacement 
from the source of use than non-motorized activities. Additionally the 
literature suggests that increased noise as a result of motorized use has a 
negative impact on some species, especially avian species. Please refer to the 
affected environment section for wildlife for a discussion of user impacts on 
wildlife. The Preferred Alternative represents the agency’s desired travel 
management plans for the planning area (DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 3. Wildlife: 
Affected Environment.) 

W56 
There are several key concepts that should be highlighted with regard 
to wildlife and recreation. Recreation has the potential to negatively 
impact wildlife through direct loss of habitat, fragmentation of 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. Please refer 
to the affected environment section for wildlife for a discussion of user 
impacts on wildlife. The Preferred Alternative represents the agency’s 
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habitat, and changing animal distributions. These three factors 
strongly influence the long-term viability of local wildlife populations 
and management decisions. 

desired travel management plans for this area. 

W57 

It is clear from this table [page 119 in DEIS] that Alternative 3 would 
offer the best protection to the GSG in the travel analysis area. 
Alternative 3 has the most road closures in the buffer zones near GSG 
leks and would result in the least amount of stress and adverse 
impacts from road related stressors to GSG. In addition, Alternative 3 
has road related impacts of about ½ of the No Action alternative and 
would likely result in increased reproduction & subsequent population 
increases. This scenario would likely result in a shorter duration of 
ESA listing if the GSG does get listed under the current review. In 
conclusion, Alternative 3 offers the best protection and best chance of 
keeping the Gunnison sage-grouse from extinction. 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments and support 
for Alternative 3. Alternative 3 represents a better scenario for the effects of 
travel management on wildlife species. The agencies are required to manage 
for all uses on public lands. The Preferred Alternative reduces route 
densities more than Alternatives 1, 2, and 4 but less than Alternative 3 while 
representing the agency’s travel management plans for the planning area. 

W58 

Elk Summer Concentration: Elk congregate in certain areas during the 
summer months, referred to as summer concentration areas. High 
quality forage, security, and lack of disturbance are characteristics of 
summer concentration areas. Both bulls and cows require the 
amenities of these concentration areas to provide adequate nutrition 
for antler development and nursing, respectively. In addition, elk calf 
winter survival rates may be dependent on forage intake during 
August and September. These areas are thus critical in the seasonal 
cycles of wildlife, as the nutritional gains made during the summer 
months determine the animals’ vigor and ability to survive the harsh 
Gunnison winters. Roads and trails in or near summer concentration 
areas may reduce the suitability of the adjacent habitat for elk. 
Incursions of user created off-highway vehicle routes (proliferation) 
into elk summer concentration areas from existing trail and roads 
further decrease the suitability of this necessary habitat. 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. Elk habitat 
was a major consideration in the analysis of effects of travel management on 
wildlife species. Please refer to the wildlife section in chapter 3. The 
agencies are required to manage for all uses on public lands. The Preferred 
Alternative reduces route densities more than Alternative 1, 2, and 4 but less 
than Alternative 3 while representing the agency’s desired travel 
management plans for the planning area.( DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 3. Wildlife: 
Affected Environment.) 

W59 

Elk Calving: Certain locations in the Gunnison Basin have been 
identified as elk calving areas. These sites are chosen by the various 
herds for several identified attributes, and the elk’s affinity to these 
particular locations is well known. Failure to protect these areas from 
human disturbance will likely result in displacement of birthing elk to 
less suitable habitat, where predation, poor nutrition, and other factors 
could affect entire herd vigor. Securing the biological and physical 
integrity of these areas is critical to the viability of these big game 

Same response as above 
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herds. 

W60 

In our considerations of wildlife in the area I think it is important to 
realize the magnitude of the differences between motorized and non-
motorized travel. Just as in places like Yellowstone National Park we 
have both important and rare wildlife in our valley. Yellowstone has 
bison, big game and wolves and we have our big game and sage-
grouse, etc. The park struggled to find a balance between visitation 
and protection of these species which seems to be the position we are 
currently in. That park's decision was to limit the number of loud, 
polluting snowmobiles (and requiring 4-stroke) but they did not limit 
human powered transport such as cross-country skiing. This shows an 
understanding of the huge difference between the two modes, and 
their impact on wildlife. I think we will find that white periods of time 
will require closures to protect vulnerable species, namely the sage-
grouse, and that trails should be located sensibly, human powered 
activities will have little impact on most species. 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. While we 
agree that much of the literature suggests that motorized impacts are greater 
than non-motorized, there can be situations where non-motorized activities 
have a similar impact as non-motorized. Please see discussion in wildlife 
affected environment in chapter 3. (DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 3. Wildlife: 
Affected Environment.) 

W61 

With regard to trampling of vegetation, an experiment by Thurston 
and Ready, 2001, showed that biking and hiking over natural 
vegetation in Canada caused creation of denuded paths at equal rates.  

On the topic of impacts to wildlife, Taylor and Knight, 1993, 
demonstrated that bison, mule deer, and pronghorn antelope on an 
island in the Great Salt Lake reacted about the same in response to 
bicyclists and hikers. Papouchis, Singer, and Sloan, 2001, found that 
bighorn sheep in Canyonlands National reacted more strongly to 
hikers than to bicyclists, apparently because the hikers were more 
likely to be in unpredictable locations and often directly approached 
sheep. In 1996, Gander and Ingold found that male alpine chamois in 
the Alps responded similarly to bicycling and hiking. Spahr, 1990, 
found that bald eagles flushed three times more often from the 
passage of a hiker than from the passage of a bicyclist, while 
bicyclists seemed to affect the eagles from a further distance.  

 

Thank you for your comment. Generally, the effects of mountain bike 
activities were considered to be similar to foot/horse use in the analysis of 
effects on wildlife. Please see the wildlife section in chapter 3 for a 
discussion of user impacts on wildlife (DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 3. Wildlife: 
Affected Environment.) 

W62 

More generally, the plan states, about the wildlife effects of the No 
Action and Proposed alternatives: "Keeping motorized and 
mechanized travel to designated routes would benefit wildlife as this 
would limit the travel related disturbance to the '/z mile zone on either 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. In some 
cases we have seasonally closed routes in critical wildlife habitat to all uses. 
We disagree that motorized use has the same impacts as non-motorized use. 
The literature includes numerous instances where motorized use results in a 
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side of the existing routes.” This is true. It would be equally true with 
regard to hiking and equestrian travel. So if you care about wildlife, 
why don't you limit those? 

greater displacement from the source of use than non-motorized activities. 
Additionally the literature suggests that increased noise as a result of 
motorized use has a negative impact on some species, especially avian 
species. Please refer to the affected environment section for wildlife for a 
discussion of user impacts on wildlife. The Preferred Alternative represents 
the agency’s desired travel management plans for the planning area 
(DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 3. Wildlife: Affected Environment.) 

W63 

Conflicts on Public and Private Lands: 

Disturbance by humans and habitat degradation cause many elk herds 
to move to winter ranges and other conflict areas on both public and 
private lands much earlier in the season. Game damage problems 
have increased on large areas of private land as elk have become more 
disturbed by hunting and motorized travel. As human encounters 
increase, wildlife movement from federal land to private lands where 
access is more controlled will increase. Areas of more than 250 acres 
of remote unfragmented land with boundaries of more than ½ mile 
from a road are called ‘habitat security areas’. These areas reduce the 
disturbance on elk and present suitable habitat preventing the 
movement of animals to adjacent private lands. HPP spends hundreds 
of thousands of dollars each year to help with wildlife conflicts on 
private and public lands. Many of these conflicts would be greatly 
reduced if there were areas of refuge from roads on the public lands. 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. Route 
closures were attempted in many instances in order to block up habitat for 
“habitat security areas.” The agencies are required to manage for all uses on 
public lands. The Preferred Alternative reduces route densities more than 
Alternative 1, 2, and 4 but less than Alternative 3 while representing the 
agency’s desired travel management plans for the planning area. 

W64 

Lamas should not be in any Forest, ever. They should not be in this 
country. Lamas are an invasive species. I challenge the USFS to 
discover whether the virus that causes Wasting Disease in deer and 
elk is carried by lamas! 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. Whether or 
not llamas are allowed on public lands is beyond the scope of this planning 
effort. 

W65 

As a strong wildlife advocate, I am aware of the important big horn 
sheep habitat the exists near the lower 5 miles stretch of Trail 424 
Doctor Park trail and I strongly support your mountain bike 
designation in Alt 2 of this stretch of this trail! The area is an 
important lambing and movement corridor. I recommend further that 
you close it to mountain bikes as well. Mountain bikes move in packs 
and can be a major wildlife disturbance. 

Thank you for your comments. Generally, the effects of mountain bike 
activities were considered similar to foot/horse use in the analysis of effects 
on wildlife. Where the impacts to sensitive wildlife habitats were 
unacceptable, seasonal closures to all users were proposed. Please see the 
wildlife section in chapter 3 for a discussion of user impacts on wildlife. 
Some routes were seasonally closed to motorized use in the fall to enhance 
hunter opportunity; however, mountain bicycles were not included. The 
Preferred Alternative represents the agency’s desired travel management 
plans for the planning area (DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 3. Wildlife: Affected 
Environment.) 
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W66 

My main concern is that much of the Gunnison National Forest has 
extensive mountain biking trail system. While this is wonderful, it is 
in direct conflict with big game hunters, during their hunting seasons, 
as well as early spring calving areas. Recreation on mountain bikes is 
great but it is not the only use. I have before and will once again voice 
my complaint that much of the single track mountain biking trails 
should be closed to this use during big game hunting seasons. One 
only needs to look in the paper and determine that the elk herds need 
management (which is in this case is increased harvest). Mountain 
biking harms and hinders big game hunters in the fall. It is a fact! 
Please consider this use curtailed during the big game hunting seasons 
from use on single track trails! I feel it is akin to molesting a hunt, a 
section in CRS title 33 statues that prohibits persons from interfering 
from a legal hunter’s ability to harvest game. But the use of single 
track mountain biking during these seasons does indeed affect this as 
well, and I implore you to at least curtail some usage during big game 
seasons from mountain bike use on single track trails, for the welfare 
of big game hunting, herd management and multiple-use of our 
federal lands. 

Same response as above 

W67 

Changes in animal distribution:  

Animal distribution changes over time as the result of many factors-
some biotic, some abiotic. Wildlife managers are continuously tasked 
with implementing effective management prescriptions to address 
changing animal distributions. Populations that are unable to, or are 
discouraged from using preferred habitats tend to be less productive, 
are more prone to contribute to localized habitat degradation, and if 
landownership patterns allow, are more likely to become involved in 
private land conflicts.  

Within the planning area, elk in particular have traditionally been a 
focal point for discussions pertaining to range condition, private land 
conflicts, and hunter satisfaction. Travel management directly 
influences elk movements throughout the course of the year. These 
movements are particularly evident during the late summer and fall as 
recreational pressure peaks, and hunting seasons commence. Effective 
elk management, particularly population control, in some instances 
has been hindered by elk moving to refuge areas in response to 
summer and fall recreation. Outside of wilderness, much of the 

Hunter access and quality of hunt were among the factors considered when 
determining which routes should remain open. Some routes were seasonally 
closed to motorized use in the fall to enhance hunter opportunity. The 
Preferred Alternative reduces route densities more than Alternative 1, 2, and 
4 but less than Alternative 3 while representing the agency’s desired travel 
management plans for the planning area. 
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planning area is heavily trailed/roaded and highly accessible. In 
response to recreational pressure elk have learned to move onto 
refuge areas consisting of private lands, areas where hunting is not 
permitted (such as covenant regulated subdivisions), and/or rugged, 
remote areas such as deep canyons where recreation is less prolific 
and most hunters are unwilling to go.  

The notion that hunters require unlimited motorized access into elk 
country in order to be successful is neither corroborated anecdotally 
nor within the peer reviewed literature. Limiting motorized use within 
a geographic area will likely achieve several desirable affects from a 
management standpoint. Most notably, the timing of elk movements 
and overall distribution may be influence, with the ultimate goal of 
returning to a natural biological regime. Elk migrations throughout 
the year should be driven by plant phenology and abundance and 
snow depths. Elk that are allowed to remain dispersed over the 
landscape for a greater portion of the year promote a more balanced 
utilization of forage resources across their range, create fewer 
conflicts on private lands, and are more available to hunters on public 
lands. 

W68 

Hunters traditionally have increased success rates and a higher quality 
experience in areas where elk are less pressured by motorized activity 
so we should attempt to hold elk in non-motorized areas in order to 
increase hunter success rates and improve hunting experience during 
the fall big game seasons (BLM).  

 

Conceptually this is true but the reality is that more and more hunters rely 
heavily on vehicles to get around while they are hunting. While this isn’t a 
very effective strategy for successful hunting it leads us to a significant 
challenge. If we allow a lot of roads to accommodate common current 
practices of hunting with vehicles we end up with more habitat 
fragmentation, more pressure driving animals to inaccessible areas or private 
land and less hunting success. On the other hand, if we close roads to create 
larger blocks of security areas for wildlife we will have less fragmentation 
but we may have fewer hunters who are willing to walk long distances into 
those security areas to hunt. This results in less harvest and herds that are 
even higher above the herd goals for the area. Our challenge is to find the 
proper mix of open roads and security areas that allow vehicle based hunter 
to get close enough to animals that they are then willing to park their vehicle 
and walk in to hunt. And we believe the proposed action accomplishes this 
balance. We must work with Colorado Division of Wildlife to educate 
hunters about the need to rely on vehicles less when they hunt but we also 
have to be realistic about how far most hunters are willing to walk when 
they hunt. 
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W69 

Proliferation: ATV’s have become an almost unstoppable means of 
recreation. In many cases, the only barriers that keep them on 
designated trails are topography and vegetation. Unfortunately, much 
of the Gunnison Basins terrain is navigable by ATV’s. Trail 
proliferation is of serious concern for the preservation of wildlife 
habitat. The Taylor Park area gives a prime example of trail 
proliferation. Taylor Park is a “destination” area for off-road 
enthusiasts. Each year, miles of user created trails are added to the 
already spider webbed system of roads and trails in the Park, 
fragmenting the forest into smaller and smaller blocks. System trails 
that lead to sensitive habitats or areas that lend themselves to trail 
proliferation, due to topography or vegetation, should be effectively 
closed to motorized use to help prevent habitat destruction and 
preserve refuge areas for wildlife. Additionally areas west and north 
of the town of Gunnison have become destination areas for motorized 
users including ATV enthusiasts, Four Wheel drive fans, and 
motorcycle riders looking for an off-road experience. These uses 
directly conflict with big game, primarily elk and mule deer abilities 
to effectively utilize critical habitats during the summer and fall 
months. This results in numbers of big game moving to areas away 
from human intrusion and over utilizing the available forage or 
creating conflicts with private land agricultural operations. Regulation 
of these uses and providing areas where their use is not allowed is 
critical to the long term viability of public wildlife resources and our 
ability to manage and enjoy them. 

Same response as above 

W70 

Improve Hunting: Attempt to hold elk in non-motorized areas in order 
to increase hunter success rates and improve hunting experience 
during the fall big game seasons. Hunters traditionally have increased 
success rates and a higher quality experience in areas where elk are 
less pressured by motorized activity; elk tend to abandon areas where 
motorized activity is high for more remote refuges.” It is also 
important that these herds be managed at biologically sustainable 
levels for long term viability of the habitat and the wildlife 
populations themselves. 

Same response as above 

W71 
Motorized travel, including ATVs, is a popular form of recreational 
activity on federal lands and is anticipated to continue at an increased 
level. As the population in Colorado increases, the recreational traffic 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. Route 
impacts on wildlife and wildlife habitat were utilized in part to determine 
routes to be closed. A discussion of user impacts on wildlife can be seen in 
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on our federal lands can be expected to increase. This will impact 
wildlife through more frequent human/wildlife encounters and result 
in disturbance or displacement. Repeated disturbance could ultimately 
lead to public land habitats being underutilized. This shifting use to 
private lands and other conflict areas will increase the level of 
difficulty for the DOW and other land managers to effectively 
manage wildlife. 

the affected environment section for wildlife in chapter 3(DEIS/FEIS, 
Chapter 3. Wildlife: Affected Environment.). 

W72 

Over the past few centuries, widespread disturbance of native forests 
of the conterminous United States has dramatically altered the 
composition, structure, extent, and spatial pattern of forestlands 
(Curtis 1956, Whitney 1994). Roads have often been associated with 
being a major factor in affecting wildlife behavior and habitat quality. 
In addition to road-kill, roads increase animals’ vulnerability to over-
hunting, poaching, and the effects of degraded habitat. HPP feels this 
management process is extremely important to decrease the amount 
of recreation/wildlife conflicts while still offering main access points 
for recreation. Currently, outside of the wilderness areas in the Basin, 
it is difficult to impossible to find areas that aren’t dissected with 
multiple routes that cause several conflicts with wildlife 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. Route 
closures were attempted in many instances in order to block up habitat for 
habitat security areas. The agencies are required to manage for all uses on 
public lands. The Preferred Alternative reduces route densities more than 
Alternative 1, 2, and 4 but less than Alternative 3 while representing the 
agency’s desired travel management plans for the planning area. 

W73 

Fragmentation: The impact of road density, measured as kilometers of 
roads per square kilometers of land area, in numerous aspects is 
considered significant. The most important of these impacts is 
fragmentation of landscapes and habitats. The loss of habitat due to 
road construction develops barriers between the divided habitats on 
either side of the road. In general, the greater the road density over a 
given unit of wildlife habitat, the more likely roads will have a 
negative impact on the wildlife. Habitat fragmentation is considered 
one of the single most important factors leading to loss of native 
species (especially in forested landscapes) and one of the primary 
causes of the present extinction crises (Wilcox and Murphy 1985). 
Closure of existing roads would provide renewed security and have a 
positive impact on wildlife. 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. Route 
closures were attempted in many instances in order to block up habitat for 
“habitat security areas.” Please see the discussion in the affected 
environment wildlife section in chapter 3. The agencies are required to 
manage for all uses on public lands. The Preferred Alternative reduces route 
densities more than Alternative 1, 2, and 4 but less than Alternative 3 while 
depicting the agency’s desired travel management plans for the planning 
area. 

W74 

Fragmentation: Quality wildlife habitat includes food, water, shelter, 
space, and connectivity. Large blocks of contiguous habitat are most 
likely to promote the long-term viability of a species. Habitat 
becomes fragmented as land use changes break the landscape into 
smaller more distinct “patches”. These patches may not provide 

Same response as above 
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fundamental habitat requirements resulting in a diminished carrying 
capacity for the species across the landscape. Wildlife living within 
fragmented habitats is more vulnerable to stochastic population 
declines stemming from disease, increased rates of predation, or 
habitat loss or modifications. Fragmentation often leads to diminished 
immigration and emigration rates that are vital for promoting genetic 
diversity, range expansion, and re-colonization in the event of 
localized extirpation. Diversity within floral and faunal communities 
is often diminished as a result of habitat fragmentation. 

Travel management planning is integral to the maintenance and 
preservation of contiguous blocks of wildlife habitat. Considerable 
habitat fragmentation has occurred over the last 30 years in the 
Gunnison basin and North Fork Valley, primarily as a result of 
increased demand for, and illegal proliferation of roads and trails. 
This trend can be reversed through this planning process, and every 
effort should be made to reduce or mitigate habitat fragmentation 
across the landscape. 

W75 

Resource Damage/Maintain Habitat: The integrity of large blocks of 
diverse habitat is necessary for the preservation of many species of 
wildlife. Road and trail density, trail proliferation, water quality, 
erosion and habitat degradation by unauthorized, user created trails, 
or inappropriately designated or constructed system trails, have a 
major impact to habitat suitability and availability for wildlife. 

Same response as above 

W76 

Trail/Road Density: Many species of wildlife are dependent on large 
blocks of undisturbed suitable habitat. Currently, the Taylor Park 
Landscape is fragmented by 347 miles of system roads and 88 miles 
of system trails. These numbers are not an accurate reflection of 
actual road and trails however. Taylor Park is a “destination” area for 
OHV enthusiasts, and if non-system, user created trails were added to 
this figure they would likely double the road/trail density in the area. 
Small mammals, herptiles, predators, ungulates, even some bird 
species are negatively affected by road/trail densities. For example; a 
road density greater than 1.5 miles per square mile of summer range 
is considered a limiting factor for utilization by elk. 

Same response as above 

W77 
Benefits for Wildlife: The reduction of road density results in 
encouraging outcomes for all terrestrial wildlife species but would 
undoubtedly benefit Gunnison Sage-grouse and big game animals 

Thank you for your comments. The literature on elk was used extensively 
for our analysis of impacts. Please see the wildlife affected environment and 
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such as deer and elk the most. A number of studies have established 
the constant year-round influence of motorized vehicles on elk use of 
preferred habitats (Thomas et al. 1982). Ward (1976), Perry and 
Overly (1977), Lyon (1979), and others have documented a decline in 
elk use of areas adjacent to roads. The distance from the roads 
avoided by elk has been reported as ranging from 0.25 to 1.8 miles, 
depending on the type and quantity of traffic, location, category of the 
road, and density of cover next to the road. This decline in use of their 
preferred habitat puts pressure on the animals to move into less 
desirable habitats or onto already occupied optimum habitat. The 
unnatural movements result in exploitation of the range due to 
overcrowding, and significantly increase the threat of disease 
transmittal.  

analysis sections for discussion 

W78 

Bighorn Sheep Habitat: The Colorado Division of Wildlife has 
recently brought the plight of Colorado’s Bighorn sheep to the 
forefront of its agenda. Recently, the Division completed a 
comprehensive statewide Bighorn sheep management plan. 
Management issues addressed in the plan include disease, predation, 
hunting, and loss of habitat. The native Taylor River Herd 
traditionally has used the Matchless/South matchless/Rocky Point 
areas for lamb rearing and summer ranges. The multitude of roads and 
trails in these areas has most likely had significant impact on the 
suitability of this habitat; for the sheep no longer utilize it. Closing 
roads and trails in these areas will have a positive impact on the 
Taylor Herd in general. 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. Please refer 
to the affected environment section for wildlife for a discussion of the 
Taylor River herd and of user impacts on wildlife. Many routes in this area 
were either closed, seasonally closed, or limited to non-motorized activity. 
The Preferred Alternative represents the agency’s desired travel 
management plans for this area. 

W79 

All three of these routes (UT 8108 Poison Park to Sheep Park, Route 
550.1B and 424 NE Gunnison in the Spring Creek/Doctor Park/South 
Matchless area) should be closed to keep big game on public land. 
The route in the NE Gunnison area moves elk off the top and into 
heavier cover and harder to get to areas. The two routes on the Paonia 
District are in very close proximity to private land and motorize use 
pushes big game onto that private land. Also Natural Gas activity, 
vehicle use and pipelines in area should not have motorized travel as 
an additional factor affecting movement of big game. 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. Please refer 
to the affected environment section for wildlife for a discussion of user 
impacts on wildlife. The Preferred Alternative represents the agency’s 
desired travel management plans for this area. 

W80 
Elk Vulnerability :  

As documented in DOW’s comments to the Gunnison TM DEIS and 
as a matter of increasingly general knowledge to outdoorsmen, elk are 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments and support 
for Alternative 3. Alternative 3 represents a better scenario for the effects of 
travel management on wildlife species. The agencies are required to manage 
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highly vulnerable to motorized disturbance. While elk can become 
accustomed to routes (which term we use throughout to include not 
only roads but motorized trails) under certain circumstances and at 
times seem to ignore vehicle traffic – primarily in winter when they 
have little choice but to occupy the same lowlands wintering habitat 
humans have settled – the farther into backcountry security cover we 
go by wheel and motor, the more disruptive motorized intrusion 
becomes to elk and other wildlife, and consequently to traditional 
muscle-powered quiet-use hunting and fishing.  

A growing number of studies West-wide (see a sampling of available 
citations in Appendix I), including here in Colorado and within the 
GBFL (Ouren et. al.) have documented what quiet-use backcountry 
hunters and other users see and hear with increasing annoyance and 
frustration: Even a small amount of motorized traffic in the 
backcountry can and does move elk off preferred seasonal habitat and 
into less habitable escape areas, which often is on private land where 
hunters cannot reach them. (Ouren et al.; Grigg et al.; Rowland et al.) 
Additional negative effects include disruption of the rut and other 
stress-related social disharmony (which in turn can launch a cascade 
of short- and long-term biological and management problems), 
displacement from prime seasonal forage, calories expended in 
running from disturbances, and a compensatory forced increase in 
nocturnal activity (Geist). Aside from these direct impacts to elk, 
another negative effect of motorized disturbance is to lower hunter 
harvest, which in turn works against DOW’s management efforts as 
well as long-term habitat health. Therefore and necessarily, we 
oppose new and inappropriate or redundant existing motorized trails 
in areas deemed by DOW to be priority elk habitat. Overall, Alt. 3 
clearly provides the highest degree of elk security from motorized and 
mechanized disturbance.  

We hold similar feelings and preferences regard Gunnison sage 
grouse lekking areas and mechanized disturbance. 

for all uses on public lands. The Preferred Alternative reduces road densities 
more than Alternative 1, 2 and 4 but less than Alternative 3 while 
representing the agency’s desired travel management plans for the planning 
area. 

W81 

Most of the Gunnison Sage Grouse leks have a two track road leading 
through the centers of them and many more still have adjacent roads 
surrounding them. In every case however, there are existing alternate 
routes which should be utilized in order to prevent disturbance to 
mating grouse. The roads immediate to or in close proximity to leks 

As we analyzed which routes should be left open we placed a high priority 
on reducing route density in sage grouse habitat and particularly within 4 
miles of leks as called for in the Gunnison Sage Grouse Range wide 
Conservation Plan. The result is a significant reduction in routes in occupied 
habitat. For example, on BLM lands from the Lost Canyon Road to the 
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should be decommissioned and alternate routes emphasized. (BLM) 

 

Quartz Creek Road, from the No Action to Proposed Action we reduced 
routes by 74% and miles by 40%. Southeast of Gunnison we got similar 
numbers reducing routes by 71% and miles by 41%. Disturbance to grouse 
on the leks is further protected by spring closures which eliminate all 
motorized use in key habitats from March 15th to May 15th. We believe these 
are significant steps toward protecting Sage grouse during the breeding 
season. 

W82 

The DOW doesn’t feel that it is necessary to close Sage Grouse lek 
areas near Gunnison to non-motorized use before 9am. (BLM) 

 

We had originally suggested this 9am closure in Alternative 2 of the Draft 
EIS based on discussions with the DOW about ways to protect Sage Grouse 
populations. The DOW and BLM biologists concur that there is not enough 
of a problem with impacts from these uses to warrant such a closure. As a 
result we have dropped this proposal from the Preferred Alternative in the 
final. If that situation changes and we start to see increasing use early in the 
morning causing disturbance to grouse on the leks we reserve the right to 
establish the proposed closure in the future.  

W83 I support seasonal closures for wildlife concerns. Thank you for your comment and support. 

W84 

Seasonal road closures at South Beaver Creek and Pole Creek are 
being negated by the open access point at Willow Creek. This needs 
to be addressed if closures are going to be effective (BLM) 

 

In our experience there are occasional cases where people circumvent our 
gates to get into this area when it is closed but it is not common. By 
reconfiguring our closures to cover entire areas rather than specific routes 
we make it clear that no matter how the public accesses a closure area, it 
would be illegal to be there during Sage grouse closures. We will explore the 
possibility of establishing another closure gate off of the South Willow 
Creek road but the area where the roads in question split from the main road 
is managed by the Park Service. The Park Service would be responsible for 
establishing a spring closure there. Cooperation from the DOW on the 
monitoring for compliance throughout the Sage grouse closure area would 
be greatly appreciated. 

W85 

As far as using the trails in unison - in the DEIS you mentioned 
breeding grounds and lambing/calving grounds. I would assume most 
of the trail use is done before the breeding season and doesn't start 
until after the lambing/calving season. If not, route around those areas 
during critical times. 

Seasonal closures have been proposed for protecting these habitats. Routing 
around critical wildlife habitats is not a viable option in most cases and is 
beyond the scope of this analysis. 

W86 
As a former Wildlife Biology major, I can assure you that the 
detrimental effects of this increased backcountry use of OHVs are 
being felt not only by the human users who desire the enjoyment of 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. Habitat 
connectivity was considered in our analysis of effects. The Preferred 
Alternative represents the agency’s desired travel management plans for the 
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nature in its pristine condition, but by the wildlife and plant species in 
this area endangered or not. Mountain Lions, coyotes, and countless 
other species depend on corridors of undeveloped and remote lands to 
migrate and survive. If you lose one part of the connective habitat of 
wildlife say to the intrusion of OHVs, the entire system could be 
disconnected. 

planning area. 

W87 
Wildlife is abundant on the Gunnison. Those who claim the current 
trail and road systems are hurting animal populations are wrong. 

Thank you for your comment, but we disagree. Please see the wildlife 
section in chapter 3. The Preferred Alternative represents the agency’s 
desired travel management plans for the planning area. 

W88 

If an area is deemed to be of critical wildlife habitat; it should be 
closed to all human related activities (hiking, skiing, biking, 
construction, mining, livestock grazing, motorized travel, horse travel, 
etc.) not just closed to selected groups. 

The Forest Service and BLM have considered your comments. In some 
cases we have seasonally closed routes in critical wildlife habitat to all users. 
We disagree that motorized use has the same impacts as non-motorized use. 
The literature includes numerous instances where motorized use results in a 
greater displacement from the source of use than non-motorized activities. 
Additionally the literature suggests that increased noise as a result of 
motorized use has a negative impact on some species, especially avian 
species. Please refer to the affected environment section for wildlife in 
chapter 3 for a discussion of user impacts on wildlife. The Preferred 
Alternative represents the agency’s desired travel management plans for the 
planning area. (DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 3. Wildlife: Affected Environment.) 

W89 

All human presence in the forest, whether on foot, on bike, or on 
OHV has a impact in each case. Who is to say that the impact to an 
animal is less or more from a OHV then from a hiker. Animals living 
next to roads think no more of a passing vehicles then a wilderness 
animal thinks of a passing hiker. It might be true saying that a 
wilderness animal is more traumatized by the hiker then the car. How 
many deer or bear bolt and run when a car passes by as opposed to the 
passing of a hiker in a wilderness area. My experience tells me that 
the wilderness animal is more traumatized for I have never been able 
to walk by an animal in a roadless area without the animal bolting off. 
While, at the same time, I am able to walk up and almost touch urban 
wild animals before they turn and casually walk away. 

Same response as above 

W90 

So science has increasingly demonstrated that the environmental 
impacts of bicycling are approximately the same as the impacts of 
hiking. This body of science should be applied to the Travel 
Management Plan. One example is with the Draft Plan's proposal to 

We have reviewed your comment. The preferred alternative seasonally 
closes the Deer Creek Trail to all uses from 4/15 - 6/30. 
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close the Deer Creek Trail to bicycling during spring. I have bicycled 
there on June 4, my birthday, about a dozen times. On some of those 
years I saw the big elk herd and realized that we were on land where 
they were raising young calves, and I felt that perhaps we should not 
be there. Nearly all bicyclists can respect such reasons for closing a 
trail, particularly when the closure is appropriately limited to the 
times when the wildlife conflict occurs (in this case, spring). But your 
proposal would close that land to bicycling, while leaving it open to 
hiking and equestrian travel. Where your evidence is that bicycling 
causes harm to elk, but hiking and equestrian travel do not? 

W91 

Seasonal closure mitigation: 

Cohvco- Page 17. The two examples of limiting season of use are for 
wet roads and wildlife habitat. We [Colorado Off Highway Vehicle 
Coalition; et al.] believe that managers should also include potential 
for scheduling different recreation activities seasonally, monthly, or 
weekly as a method to reduce conflicts and still provide access 
opportunities for all classes of users. We request that the planning 
team undertake an effort with COHVCO, and the TPA to address any 
motorized routes that are being considered for prohibition to 
motorized use due to seasonal use issues, to provide an opportunity to 
identify mitigation opportunities prior to decisions in the FEIS. 

Seasonal closures are mitigation for the effects of road and trail use on 
wildlife species. In some cases where routes are through special habitats, 
seasonal closures are for all uses. Where seasonal closures are for motorized 
closures only, it generally is for increased hunter opportunity in the fall or 
due to the greater impacts of motorized use on wildlife species. See the 
wildlife section in chapter 3 for a discussion of user impact on wildlife 
species. (DEIS/FEIS, Chapter 3. Wildlife: Affected Environment.) 

W92 

As state in the DEIS, “In 2003, the Chief of the Forest Service 
identified unmanaged recreation as one of four threats to National 
Forest System lands. One component of unmanaged recreation was 
the expanding use of off-highway vehicles (OHVs).” The DEIS goes 
on to state that “ATV’s are wide spread in the analysis area…and the 
number of illegal off road incidents and other ATV infractions” has 
led even Forest Service recreation personnel to comment that certain 
areas are “under Siege by ATVs”. In fact, the number of annual OHV 
registrations in Colorado has increased from 12,000 in 1991 to 
131,000 in 2007 according to the DEIS, and this trend is likely to 
continue. These increased registration rates have been coincident with 
staggering trail proliferation across public lands, which cumulatively 
has had profound impacts on wildlife habitat and distribution 
throughout Colorado.  

As the state’s human population has grown, the intensity of various 
forms of recreation such as four-wheel driving, cross-country 

The Colorado Division of Wildlife concerns are well noted and have been 
considered in great detail by the Forest Service and BLM. As multiple use 
management agencies, all resources that comprise the mix of allowed uses 
must be considered, no one user group or resource is elevated above another 
unless there is specific law, regulation or policy to do so. Long term 
sustainability of all natural resources is a goal for both agencies. 
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motorcycle riding, mountain biking, horseback riding, and hiking has 
also increased. Collectively, we will refer to all of these various uses 
of public lands as “recreation.” Specialized user groups tend to focus 
on their individual recreational needs, however, natural resource 
issues should be evaluated based on the cumulative effects of all 
forms of recreation across a geographic area. The Division of Wildlife 
realizes that public land management, particularly motorized 
recreation issues are highly controversial, but look forward to a final 
plan that balances the needs of various forms of recreation while 
focusing on the long-term sustainability of our public land and 
wildlife resources. 

W93 

Blue Ribbon Coalition fears we are reducing motorized use in an 
attempt to improve wildlife habitat. They cite Starkey Forest 
Experiment station research saying all uses affect big game. Our 
reasoning is flawed so we need to find research to support this or 
reexamine our assumptions. (BLM) 

 

We reviewed the cited study and did not find the results of this research in 
conflict with our assumptions. It is true that the study verified our 
professional experience that a variety of recreation activities had the 
potential to disturb wildlife. But the study went beyond that simple summary 
to show that different uses disturbed the animals at different rates. Elk were 
more likely to run from ATV and mountain bike use than they were from 
foot and horse users. The researchers found that “Higher probabilities of 
flight response occurred during ATV and mountain bike activity, in contrast 
to lower probabilities observed during hiking and horseback riding. 
Probability of a flight response declined most rapidly during hiking, with 
little effect when hikers were beyond 550 yards (500 m) from an elk. By 
contrast, higher probabilities of elk flight continued beyond 820 yards (750 
m) from horseback riders, and 1,640 yards (1,500 m) from mountain bike 
and ATV riders. They moved away from ATV riders faster (thus expending 
more energy) than they did for mountain bikes, hikers or horse riders.” They 
did find that deer were less affected by these uses than elk were. They cited 
other research that showed that if the additional energy required to flee from 
an off-road activity reduces the percent body fat of elk below 9 percent as 
animals enter the winter period, the probability of surviving the winter is 
extremely low (Cook et al. 2004). They also discussed the fact that since 
motorized users traveled through more country in a day of recreation than 
non motorized users the impact of one group on an ATV is roughly 
equivalent to the impact of 2 groups of mt. bikers and 3 groups of hikers and 
horseback riders. They finished by stating that if the linear distance of trails 
or roads open to recreation is small relative to the total area of the watershed, 
the effect on elk is likely to be minor or negligible. If the linear distance is 
large relative to the size of the watershed, the negative effect on elk could 
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increase substantially. Thus route density appears to have a direct correlation 
to the quality of habitat for wildlife. We have reviewed a variety of other 
studies such as Thomas et al. (1982), Ward (1976), Perry and Overly (1977), 
Lyon (1979), Wilcox and Murphy (1985) that suggest the same thing or 
similar effects of motorized vehicles on wildlife and their habitat. 

W94 

Concerns were expressed by Gunnison County regarding the impact 
of pets (dogs) on wildlife and suggest that permanent closure to dogs 
on some trails may be appropriate. 

 

A variety of studies show that dogs that accompany recreationists can be 
disturbing to wildlife. Our experience is that dogs mostly accompany hikers 
and occasionally mountain bikers. They may ride in motor vehicles but don’t 
usually roam free during motorized use in a way that affects wildlife 
significantly. The travel plan focuses primarily on decisions about which 
routes should be open to motorize and mountain bike use. We did not 
usually focus on rules or routes appropriate for foot and horse use because 
these activities are not required to stay on designated routes. Our specialists 
did not identify many areas where they felt that hikers with dogs were 
causing significant impacts to wildlife. One exception was on trails adjacent 
to Gunnison where we determined that hikers with dogs had the potential to 
disturb Sage Grouse while they were on leks from March 15th to May 15th. In 
that case we did lay out management to encourage visitors to reduce non-
motorized uses on key sage grouse areas before 9am. At this time we have 
not determined that further action is necessary to reduce the effects of hikers 
with dogs on wildlife.  

W95 

Hunters traditionally have increased success rates and a higher quality 
experience in areas where elk are less pressured by motorized activity 
so we should attempt to hold elk in non-motorized areas in order to 
increase hunter success rates and improve hunting experience during 
the fall big game seasons.(BLM) 

 

Conceptually this is true but the reality is that more and more hunters rely 
heavily on vehicles to get around while they are hunting. While this isn’t a 
very effective strategy for successful hunting it leads us to a significant 
challenge. If we allow a lot of roads to accommodate common current 
practices of hunting with vehicles we end up with more habitat 
fragmentation, more pressure driving animals to inaccessible areas or private 
land and less hunting success. On the other hand, if we close roads to create 
larger blocks of security areas for wildlife we will have less fragmentation 
but we may have fewer hunters who are willing to walk long distances into 
those security areas to hunt. This results in less harvest and herds that are 
even higher above the herd goals for the area. Our challenge is to find the 
proper mix of open roads and security areas that allow vehicle based hunter 
to get close enough to animals that they are then willing to park their vehicle 
and walk in to hunt. And we believe the proposed action accomplishes this 
balance. We must work with Colorado Division of Wildlife to educate 
hunters about the need to rely on vehicles less when they hunt but we also 
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have to be realistic about how far most hunters are willing to walk when 
they hunt. 

 

W96 

Most of the Gunnison Sage Grouse leks have a two track road leading 
through the centers of them and many more still have adjacent roads 
surrounding them. In every case however, there are existing alternate 
routes which should be utilized in order to prevent disturbance to 
mating grouse. The roads immediate to or in close proximity to leks 
should be decommissioned and alternate routes emphasized. 

 

As we analyzed which routes should be left open we placed a high priority 
on reducing route density in sage grouse habitat and particularly within 4 
miles of leks as called for in the Gunnison Sage Grouse Range wide 
Conservation Plan. The result is a significant reduction in routes in occupied 
habitat. For example, on BLM lands from the Lost Canyon Road to the 
Quartz Creek Road, from the No Action to Proposed Action we reduced 
routes by 74% and miles by 40%. Southeast of Gunnison we got similar 
numbers reducing routes by 71% and miles by 41%. Disturbance to grouse 
on the leks is further protected by spring closures which eliminate all 
motorized use in key habitats from March 15th to May 15th. We believe these 
are significant steps toward protecting Sage grouse during the breeding 
season. 

 

W97 

The DOW doesn’t feel that it is necessary to close Sage Grouse lek 
areas near Gunnison to non-motorized use before 9am. 

 

We had originally suggested this 9am closure in Alternative 2 of the Draft 
EIS based on discussions with the DOW about ways to protect Sage Grouse 
populations. The DOW and BLM biologists concur that there is not enough 
of a problem with impacts from these uses to warrant such a closure. As a 
result we have dropped this proposal from the Preferred Alternative in the 
final. If that situation changes and we start to see increasing use early in the 
morning causing disturbance to grouse on the leks we reserve the right to 
establish the proposed closure in the future.  

W98 

There is a fear we are reducing motorized use in an attempt to 
improve wildlife habitat? They cite Starkey Forest Experiment station 
research saying all uses affect big game. Our reasoning is flawed so 
we need to find research to support this or reexamine our 
assumptions. 

 

We reviewed the cited study and did not find the results of this research in 
conflict with our assumptions. It is true that the study verified our 
professional experience that a variety of recreation activities had the 
potential to disturb wildlife. But the study went beyond that simple summary 
to show that different uses disturbed the animals at different rates. Elk were 
more likely to run from ATV and Mountain Bike use than they were from 
foot and horse users. The researchers found that “Higher probabilities of 
flight response occurred during ATV and mountain bike activity, in contrast 
to lower probabilities observed during hiking and horseback riding. 
Probability of a flight response declined most rapidly during hiking, with 
little effect when hikers were beyond 550 yards (500 m) from an elk. By 
contrast, higher probabilities of elk flight continued beyond 820 yards (750 
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m) from horseback riders, and 1,640 yards (1,500 m) from mountain bike 
and ATV riders. They moved away from ATV riders faster (thus expending 
more energy) than they did for mountain bikes, hikers or horse riders.” They 
did find that deer were less affected by these uses than elk were. They cited 
other research that showed that if the additional energy required to flee from 
an off-road activity reduces the percent body fat of elk below 9 percent as 
animals enter the winter period, the probability of surviving the winter is 
extremely low (Cook et al. 2004). They also discussed the fact that since 
motorized users traveled through more country in a day of recreation than 
non motorized users the impact of one group on an ATV is roughly 
equivalent to the impact of 2 groups of mt. bikers and 3 groups of hikers and 
horseback riders. They finished by stating that if the linear distance of trails 
or roads open to recreation is small relative to the total area of the watershed, 
the effect on elk is likely to be minor or negligible. If the linear distance is 
large relative to the size of the watershed, the negative effect on elk could 
increase substantially. Thus route density appears to have a direct correlation 
to the quality of habitat for wildlife. We have reviewed a variety of other 
studies such as Thomas et al. (1982), Ward (1976), Perry and Overly (1977), 
Lyon (1979), Wilcox and Murphy (1985) that suggest the same thing or 
similar effects of motorized vehicles on wildlife and their habitat 

W99 

This is another example of the documents biased approached, whether 
intended or not. It is well documented that wildlife are, in some 
contexts, more adversely affected by “stealth” approaches than those 
with sound levels that announce both the approach and exits of others 
into their habitat areas.  

This is a comment that should be addressed by wildlife. A variety of 
recreation activities have the potential to disturb wildlife. The Wisdom et. al. 
(2004) study shows that different uses disturb animals at different rates. Elk 
were more likely to run from ATV and Mountain Bike use than they were 
from foot and horse users. The study found that “Higher probabilities of 
flight response occurred during ATV and mountain bike activity, in contrast 
to lower probabilities observed during hiking and horseback riding. 
Probability of a flight response declined most rapidly during hiking, with 
little effect when hikers were beyond 550 yards (500 m) from an elk. By 
contrast, higher probabilities of elk flight continued beyond 820 yards (750 
m) from horseback riders, and 1,640 yards (1,500 m) from mountain bike 
and ATV riders. They moved away from ATV riders faster (thus expending 
more energy) than they did for mountain bikes, hikers or horse riders.” They 
did find that deer were less affected by these uses than elk were. They cited 
other research that showed that if the additional energy required to flee from 
an off-road activity reduces the percent body fat of elk below 9 percent as 
animals enter the winter period, the probability of surviving the winter is 
extremely low (Cook et al. 2004). They also discussed the fact that since 
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motorized users traveled through more country in a day of recreation than 
non motorized users the impact of one group on an ATV is roughly 
equivalent to the impact of 2 groups of mt bikers and 3 groups of hikers and 
horseback riders. They finished by stating that if the linear distance of trails 
or roads open to recreation is small relative to the total area of the watershed, 
the effect on elk is likely to be minor or negligible. If the linear distance is 
large relative to the size of the watershed, the negative effect on elk could 
increase substantially. Thus route density appears to have a direct correlation 
to the quality of habitat for wildlife. We have reviewed a variety of other 
studies such as Thomas et al. (1982), Ward (1976), Perry and Overly (1977), 
Lyon (1979), Wilcox and Murphy (1985) that suggest the same thing or 
similar effects of motorized vehicles on wildlife and their habitat. 

 

# Not within the scope of the decision Response 

Z1 

Alternative Number Five  

ATV riders in Taylor Park camp in many dispersed places and travel 
the roads to ride all the different trails in the area. We have been 
sharing the roads with full sized vehicles and having very few 
problems. If the main road is closed to ATVs, then the users will have 
to trailer their machines to the different trails, which will cause 
congestion and heavier road damage. There will also need to be 
parking lots constructed and/or parallel trails constructed to 
accommodate the ATV traffic in a safe manner. If this alternative is 
selected, then we ask that parking and parallel trails be constructed 
before the main road is closed. 

The possible closure of the main Taylor Park road to mixed use (OHVs and 
full sized vehicles on higher speed and heavier travel routes) is something 
that is done based on engineering assessments and safety. Those actions may 
occur as necessary and are essentially outside the scope of this Travel 
Management planning effort. The Preferred Alternative (Alt 5) does identify 
and keep open routes open to OHVs that provide for alternate ways to access 
areas that may be difficult to get to ride an OHV is there is a mixed use 
closure. Such alternative routes may not be as director or as fast, but do 
afford the riders a way to continue to access other recreation trails. Parallel 
trails are just one way to provide access where mixed use decisions may 
restrict OHV travel on primary roads and have been considered. 

Z2 

I think it is great to have travel off established routes prohibited 
entirely. I have seen a few new road spurs happen in the last two 
years in West Brush Creek for people wanting a shorter way into a 
campsite or making a new campsite. Some signs that explain this need 
to be well placed in the forest. 

Thank you for the comment. As the Travel Plan is implemented signing will 
be an important element of informing the public.  

Z3 

Our expertise in knowing ATV trails names and locations is not good; 
therefore, we rely upon the expertise of those area natives and 
experienced forest service personnel and BLM personnel to make 
wise decisions for multi-use for all citizens (tax payers)  

We being Thunder Mountain Wheelers members wish the TMW 

No response necessary 
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leaders (who are natives) expert knowledge to be considered for us. 
The TMW are conservationists that enjoy God’s creations out there 
and we do more than our share to maintain ATV trails which are used 
by all including wildlife. 

Z4 

Please use “common sense” along with your great education and do 
your “Best” in making your final decisions. The public lands need to 
be shared by all tax payers. When this prolonged management 
planning effort is hopefully completed I hope you all find the time 
you deserve and spend more time in the fabulous creations “enjoying” 
and “working” out there with us.  

Remember, our natural resources are to be used and cared for by all 
for all. Trees make homes, coal and oil heat the homes trails allow 
those home dwellers to enjoy life and the natural resources provide 
jobs; not to be abused but used. 

Both the Forest Service and BLM believe that implementation of the 
Preferred Alternative would best meet the Purpose and Need for Action 
(Chapter 1).  

Z5 

The national decision to restrict motorized travel to designated-routes-
only took far too long. Given the big body of scientific evidence, it 
should have happened twenty years ago. This plan locally implements 
that decision, and I support the general idea, as do most motorized 
groups. 

We appreciate the support expressed in this comment very much. It is 
refreshing to hear this, as compared with the many negative and complaining 
comments we get from one side or the other. All parties and all sides want 
what they want, with little regard for other potentially conflicting users. 
Thanks for the comment.  

Z6 

Throughout its history, the USDA Forest Service has taken an 
approach that activities we allowed unless there are rules specifically 
prohibiting them, and the agency has been reluctant to impose new 
rules, preferring to err on the side of freedom. Bicycling benefited 
from this and the Forest Service was one of the best friends of 
bicycling. Now you are imposing a major new restriction without 
justification. 

The Forest Service does not necessarily agree with this comment. The Forest 
Service approach is to manage public lands for the public benefit by 
sustaining healthy forests, ecosystems, favorable conditions of flow and 
recognizing multiple use objectives for sustained yield. There are situations 
and locations where some uses must restricted to meet the overall 
management objectives for NFS lands. In the Gunnison Basin even 
mountain bikes are causing impacts to trails and on the recreation experience 
for others, and need to be managed along with other modes of travel.  

Z7 

The only way to level the playing field in this area is to make this a 
walk in hunting area for landowners and the public. Open to motorize 
would create an enforcement nightmare. There would be covert after 
dark operations that would be impossible to control. Do not create an 
enforcement nightmare! Clarify area? 

We presume the "area" mentioned in this comment is an area which is closed 
to most public access, but selectively open to administrative access, or 
access by permittees. We do not give private land owners preferential access 
to public lands, but there are legal requirements relating to private land 
access surrounded by federal lands. We are not able to restrict admin and 
permittees access for these reasons. This does suggest the need for 
enforcement of travel restrictions even with permittees if the area of concern 
has restricted travel for the rest of the public.  
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Z8 

In reviewing the Gunnison Basin Public Lands Preliminary Proposed 
Transportation System Map that you provided to us at the February, 
2008 meeting, the Gunnison County Stockgrower’s Association 
support this alternative.  

Gunnison County Stockgrowers Association also support the concept 
of routes being closed unless posted as open.  

As an organization, we do not plan to provide comment on individual 
route-by-route decisions, and rather, encourage individual permittees 
to do so. They know their respective permitted range areas, and are 
much more prepared to make those individual comments. We 
encourage the Gunnison District range staff to share the Proposed 
Transportation maps with range permittees during spring Forest 
Service/range permittees meetings, and seek comment there. 

Thank you for the support for Travel Management. Individual livestock 
operators have made general and specific comments relative to Travel 
Management planning alternative. Travel will be discussed with each 
permittee in spring meetings as you suggest, however, that may be after the 
decision is made with regard to route selection and designation.  

Z9 

The Gunnison County Stock growers applaud the Forest Service for 
taking on this endeavor of travel management planning. It has been a 
long time coming. For decades, unchecked travel has been occurring 
on the BLM and FS lands, with consequences of new roads, ATV 
trails, and single track mountain bike and motorcycle trails being 
established by users. Most of these routes were not planned routes and 
some seem to have “sprung up” very quickly. 

Your comment is noted and we appreciate the support. 

Z10 

Arbitrary, irrational, un-scientific multiple use closures I believe will 
create a strong dislike for the Forest Service. This will in turn, create 
respectable taxpaying citizens into outlaws. 

There was no expectation by the Forest Service nor BLM that all would 
embrace the decisions that need to be made with respect to public travel. The 
determinations and planning efforts conducted by the agencies were in no 
way arbitrary (i.e. subject to an individual judgment); they were 
accomplished by a team of resource specialist, all with technical expertise, 
education or experience in their area of responsibility. Whether citizens 
chose to comply with the management direction provided be the final 
decision on Gunnison Travel Manage remains to be seen.  

Z11 

Please don't follow the ways of the Eastern States, and shut down this 
beautiful piece of true America. I always looked up, and admired the 
way you keep the true spirit of adventure alive with your parks. 
Please don't close down your parks.  

The National Forest System lands and BLM lands are public lands open to 
the public to use within the regulations, rules and laws applicable to those 
lands. The Eastern states are predominated by private land ownership unlike 
many of the Western states such as Colorado. 

Z12 

In this present day I don't understand policies of the politicians who 
want to shut down our riding areas. The population isn't getting 
smaller and the areas available to the ever-expanding two-wheeled 
enthusiast seem to be shrinking placing a greater demand upon our 

The EIS, leading to an ultimate decision, has done just this. We are taking a 
very careful look in attempt to provide a fair mix of recreation opportunities, 
based on conscious choice, rather than the unmanaged travel which has 
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resources. I am asking you to take a hard look at this plan and make 
sure it benefits everyone who uses the forest and not the special 
interests groups. 

evolved to date.  

Z13 

OHV popularity going up because prices have gone down? Are you 
kidding me, have you priced them lately? In the old days you could 
buy one for around $1500, now some are over $7000! Maybe trail use 
will go down because of higher gas prices and economic uncertainty. 

We believe that assessment was disclosed in Chapter 3. Local Economics. 

Z14 
Please do not let the big money of lobbyist, or the frustration of your 
limited resources to properly manage the use of our forests, cost the 
rest of us our enjoyment of Colorado’s open spaces. 

Neither lobbyists nor limited funding were factors considered in the Travel 
Analysis process (See Chapter 1). No further response is deemed 
appropriate.  

Z15 
Please consider people like me that have paid your salaries for years 
and not asked for any handouts. 

The vast majority of the public using public lands are taxpayers, including 
federal employees. Multiple use of the public lands is a legal mandate not 
necessarily a handout.  

Z16 

The single-track trails in the Gunnison are some of the best trails 
available for both motorcycle and mountain bike use. I am delighted 
to see that all forms of recreation including motorcycles, mountain 
bikes, horses, and hikers are happy to share the same single track 
trails. I believe that this sharing of the trails is the way to have more 
trails for everyone. 

Thank you for your comment.  

Z17 

Properly developed trails are not a cause for environmental 
degradations or erosion. The trail users have traditionally contributed 
to the bulk of the construction labor and long term maintenance of the 
trails. 

We would agree with the comment.  

Z18 

Born and raised in Colorado, I have been riding trails for 35 years. I 
have spent countless hours helping others maintain our trail system. 
Over this time I have seen countless trails closed to motorcycles. 
(Entire mountain ranges) Many if not most of those trails are not used 
by any one because they become overgrown. Over 35 years of riding, 
I have never witnessed a hiker or a bicyclist doing any type of trail 
maintenance. I pay my federal and state taxes just like the other 
people who enjoy our land. Next to horses, I have noticed bicycles are 
the most destructive. Shouldn't they pay their ohv fees also? 

Whether mountain bikes, horses, or hikers should be subject to OHV 
registration fees is beyond the scope of this analysis. OHV registrations are a 
state function. Many organizations and groups volunteer to maintain and 
rebuild trails damaged by use. Under the Preferred Alternative 
approximately 44 miles of existing single track motorized trail would be 
closed. There would be about 200 miles of other motorized trail open to 
motorcycle riders and about 1,800 miles of high clearance dirt road open to 
motorcycle riders.  

Z19 
It would be a BIG MISTAKE to have such a thing happen to such a 
Wonderful Pristine Mountain Area.  

See the Preferred Alternative (Figure 4) for the proposed final plan for the 
area you have expressed concern. There is no connection planned across 
public lands for CR 3043 to connect with road #806. There would remain a 
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I worked with KW Wapiti Outfitters for three years as Cook,Guide 
and Wrangler.I would prefer to see the area stay the way it 
is....Roadless.If it has to be turned into Primitive Wilderness that 
would be O.K. too.I DO NOT want to see it turned into a Motorized 
Vehicle Area.There are enough places now for those people who 
REFUSE to get out or off their ATV's,Jeeps,Motorcycles,etc.to go 
and have their fun.  

I also DO NOT want to see the County Road 3043 connection on 
South Beaver Creek opened up to Motorized Vehicle Access either.I 
believe there is NO WAY of the Forest Service of being able to 
Enforce the Law or the People who would take advantage of this to 
access and go beyond the Boundary's, I have personally seen it 
happen and not been' able to get names and other ways to help the 
Forest Service to enforce the Law. 

large contiguous landscape in the Sawtooth area where there would continue 
to be no motorized access. 

Z20 

Oil and Gas Development – Gravel Pits  

Increased oil and gas development over the last decade has 
necessitated more and more development of gravel mines in the North 
Fork Valley and other nearby areas to fulfill the growing need for 
road surfacing materials. Any analysis of new roads and upgraded 
existing roads should take into account sources of road construction 
materials and the impacts that development of those sources may have 
on the environment.  

Any environmental impact analysis of roads and routes in the travel 
analysis area is incomplete without some study of the materials used 
to create and maintain those routes and roads. Nonetheless this DEIS 
overlooks impacts that route maintenance and route construction have 
on the environment.  

Local gravel pit operations will likely continue to increase due to oil 
and gas extraction on public lands in western Colorado. Even as we 
decommission old timber and mining roads on the forest, we are 
seeing a proliferation of new road construction to facilitate oil and gas 
development. The federal agencies have completely overlooked the 
impacts associated with this development in the DEIS.  

The impacts associated with gravel pits are various and wide-ranging. 
An adequate TMP analysis would take into account the environmental 
and economic impacts of such development at the front door of towns 
like Paonia, Hotchkiss and Crawford; within the Muddy Creek region; 

The scope of the analysis and decision taken up by Gunnison Travel does 
NOT include decisions about roads construction, reconstruction and 
maintenance. Gravel mining operations on private lands are outside the 
scope of this Travel Management planning effort. Market factors driving the 
production of goods and products from private lands are a basic premise of 
the free market system. See Decisions to be Made in Chapter 1. 
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and upwind of Class 1 airsheds. Because this DEIS defers to future 
analysis any study of impacts of roads associated with oil and gas 
development, or other extractive development, the public is unable to 
understand what the cumulative and/or connected environmental 
impacts may be. 

Z21 

Winter snowmobile travel  

I feel right now they are free to rip around anywhere they dare to go. I 
don't know how your travel plans are going to address snowmobiles, 
but I would love to see something where certain areas (mountains, 
ridgelines, valleys, whatever) or maybe certain days, are snowmobile-
free. Right now they cruise all over Whetstone, Carbon, the 
Anthracites, Beckwith, Emmons, you name it. As a backcountry skier 
looking to get away from those noisy things, I find myself more and 
more having to cross private property in order to find places to ski 
where I will be less likely to be disturbed by snowmobilers. 

Over snow travel is outside the scope of the Gunnison Travel analysis and 
decision. See Decisions to be Made in Chapter 1.  

Z22 

We [High Country Citizens Alliance] would like to reiterate our 
request for a specific travel management plan for winter use, 
including designation of roads, routes, trails and areas for OSV use 
that minimize user conflicts with other legitimate winter recreation 
users, and addresses resource damage and negative impacts on key 
wildlife species. 

Over snow travel is outside the scope of the Gunnison Travel analysis and 
decision. See Decisions to be Made in Chapter 1.  

Z23 

2005 Rule Inconsistent with Executive Orders-  

The discretionary “exemption” for OSVs in the 2005 Rule (36 CFR, 
part 212) is not consistent with the Executive Orders and does not 
remove the requirement that the Forest Service comply with the 
Executive Orders.  

Executive Order 11644 (1972) and its amendment, Executive Order 
11989 (1975), specifically include snowmobiles (now OSVs) in 
emphasizing “the need for a unified Federal policy toward the use of 
such vehicles on the public lands.” These Executive Orders clearly 
require that all motorized vehicles, including snowmobiles, be 
managed. Per these Orders, affected agencies, including the Gunnison 
National Forest must develop and issue regulations and administrative 
instructions meeting the requirements of minimizing resource damage 
to the public lands; minimizing disruption of wildlife habitats; and 
minimizing conflicts between off-road vehicle use (including OSVs) 

Over snow travel is outside the scope of the Gunnison Travel analysis and 
decision. See Decisions to be Made in Chapter 1.  
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and other existing or proposed recreational uses. 

Z24 

It has become apparent in many national forests with designated 
Wilderness areas that trespass by OSVs is a common and persistent 
occurrence. Wilderness trespass has been documented in many 
national forests, and many of these forests are not even considering 
the inclusion of OSV use in travel planning, allowing this trespass to 
occur indefinitely. 

Over snow travel is outside the scope of the Gunnison Travel analysis and 
decision. See Decisions to be Made in Chapter 1.  

Z25 

Preferential Treatment to OSV Use  

WWA believes that OSVs should not receive preferential treatment in 
any national forest planning process. In order to eliminate preferential 
treatment, winter travel planning should take place at the 
road/route/trail level across all areas of the Forest that are subject to 
winter use by OSVs. All motorized vehicles on the Forest should be 
subject to the “closed unless open” policy established by the 2005 
Travel Management Rule. 

Over snow travel is outside the scope of the Gunnison Travel analysis and 
decision. See Decisions to be Made in Chapter 1.  

Z26 

Resource Damage  

Damage to public natural resources by OSVs has been documented in 
a number of national forests. This damage takes many forms, 
including tree and tundra damage in alpine areas, tree-top damage in 
forest regeneration areas, stream bank damage and destruction of 
spawning areas used by OSVs for crossing and for play, and trail and 
vegetation damage in staging areas during low snow areas. This 
damage is often not recognized, documented and/or remediated when 
OSVs are exempted from travel planning.  

In addition, OSVs are often given unregulated access to areas 
inhabited by key wildlife species such as bear, Canada lynx, and 
fisher, as well as winter range for game species including deer and 
elk. Harassment of wildlife has been reported in many forests as well. 
Again, these negative impacts go unrecognized, undocumented and 
are allowed to persist, unless OSVs are included in the “closed unless 
designated open” regulatory framework, along with all other 
motorized users. 

Over snow travel is outside the scope of the Gunnison Travel analysis and 
decision. See Decisions to be Made in Chapter 1.  

Z27 

User conflicts between OSVs and quiet users exist in many, if not 
most, national forests, and occur on the Gunnison National Forest. To 
exempt OSVs from travel planning means these user conflicts are 
allowed to persist indefinitely, contrary to Executive Orders 11644 

Over snow travel is outside the scope of the Gunnison Travel analysis and 
decision. See Decisions to be Made in Chapter 1.  
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and 11989. These conflicts are largely due to the disproportionate 
impact OSVs have on other forest users. While many quiet 
recreationists do not detract from OSV users’ experience, just one 
OSV can significantly detract from those seeking the quite and 
solitude of skiing or snowshoeing in winter. The noise, pollution and 
high speeds of OSVs not only degrades other users’ recreational 
experience, it is also responsible for the displacement of one type of 
recreational user as quiet recreationists are forced to go to other areas 
of the forest that are usually less desirable for their recreational 
pursuits, or simply stop using the forest as a result of the agency’s 
preferential treatment of OSVs. 

Z28 

User Conflicts  

A report by Winter Wildlands Alliance reveals that on national forest 
land in Colorado, there are nine times more miles of groomed 
motorized trails than non-motorized, yet the NVUM data shows 50 
percent more skier and snowshoer visits than snowmobile visits. 
Statewide, there are more than 2 million skier visits annually and 1.3 
million snowmobile visits annually. This disparity results in a density 
of 8,043 skier and snowshoer visits per mile of groomed non-
motorized trail compared to only 631 snowmobile visits per mile of 
groomed motorized trail. These statistics indicate that (a) user 
conflicts are inevitable when a small minority of users can 
significantly degrade the recreational experience of over two-thirds of 
forest users, and (b) that the National Forest in Colorado are giving 
preferential treatment to one type of winter recreation at the expense 
of quiet recreationists. 

Over snow travel is outside the scope of the Gunnison Travel analysis and 
decision. See Decisions to be Made in Chapter 1.  

Z29 

Winter Wildlands Alliance believes that that in order for the 
Gunnison National Forest to comply with the Executive Orders and 
the 2005 Travel Management Rule, the current travel planning 
process and EA must include the following:  

• An analysis and determination of where known winter 
recreational user conflicts exist as well as an analysis of resource 
damage and negative effects on key wildlife species caused by 
OSV use; and  

• A specific travel management plan for winter use, including 
designation of roads, routes, trails and areas for OSV use that 
minimize user conflicts with other legitimate winter recreation 

Over snow travel is outside the scope of the Gunnison Travel analysis and 
decision. See Decisions to be Made in Chapter 1.  
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users, and addresses resource damage and negative impacts on 
key wildlife species. 

Z30 
The winter plan should be very free with access for snowmobiles, as 
these are less impactful to landscape and wildlife. They ride on 
snowpack and do not damage the land. 

Over snow travel is outside the scope of the Gunnison Travel analysis and 
decision. See Decisions to be Made in Chapter 1.  

Z31 

Quiet Use Coalition strongly advise the agency to develop and 
implement a policy and procedure whereas any new or existing 
administrative or permitted roads be closed to open pubic use by a 
locked gate and sign at the point where they branch off a road open to 
public travel. This would prevent unlimited public use of the 
administrative route and negate the impacts from this use. 
Maintenance of these administrative routes should be the 
responsibility of the permit holder (under agency supervision), as 
would installation and maintenance of the gate. 

Various routes have been considered for Administrative Use only, and other 
use by the public would be restricted, consistent with your suggestion.  

Z32 

I would urge consideration of several additional general planning 
concepts.  

Restoration of trail and road quality can contribute to recognition of 
the special qualities of the Gunnison Basin and to its economic 
benefit. Ways to financially sustain road and trail management on 
public lands should be examined such as for example “user pays” 
programs, supportive display stickers, and contribution opportunities 
for funding specific restoration. 

To varying degrees each of these suggestions is being supported now, and 
will likely be more so in the future. User groups contribute many dollars and 
man hours to route re-construction and maintenance. Colorado OHV 
registration fees do fund grant programs that have provided funds for 
Gunnison area trail maintenance, repair and reconstruction. This is an 
example of a "user pays" program at work. 

Z33 

Documentation of Decision to Exclude OSVs from Travel Planning 
Needed  

The 2005 Travel Management Rule is internally inconsistent as it 
pertains to the regulation of OSVs. Section 212.51 specifically 
exempts OSVs from being subject to limitation on use based on 
designations of roads, trails and areas. However, Subpart C 
specifically provides for the regulation of OSV use. Section 212.80 
begins, “The purpose of this subpart is to provide for regulation of use 
by over snow vehicles on National Forest System road and National 
Forest System trails and in areas of National Forest System lands.” 

The scope of this Travel Management planning effort clear states over-snow 
travel would not be addressed. This decision by the responsible officials to 
exclude winter travel at this time is consistent with direction in the 2005 
Travel Rule ( 36 CFR 212.51) as you point out. You are correct 36 CFR 
212.81 provides the Forest Service the ability to designate routes for over 
snow travel, but this is not being done at this time under this planning effort. 

Z34 
It is clear that the intent of Executive Orders 11644 and 11989 is to 
protect natural resources on public lands from off-road vehicle 
(including OSV) use, and to manage such use as to minimize conflicts 

We agree that planning for OSV use is needed for our area; however it is 
outside the scope of this analysis process and decision. See response to 
comment 13/8. The Forest Service has not opted to address winter travel, 
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with other users of public lands. The 2005 Rule does not provide a 
blanket exemption for OSV use, but instead allows the Forests 
discretion to regulate their use. Even if the Forests decide to exclude 
winter motorized recreation from the travel planning process by 
finding that OSV use has no detrimental environmental impacts and 
does not negatively impact the use and enjoyment of other 
recreational users of the Forest (a case for each would be difficult to 
make), the Executive Orders still compel Gunnison National Forest to 
address winter recreational travel on its lands. 

just not as a part of this travel management planning effort. See Scope of 
Project and Analysis (Chapter 1). 

Z35 

Section 212.81(a) states that “Use by over-snow vehicles on National 
Forest System roads and National Forest System trails and in areas on 
National Forest System lands may be allowed, restricted, or 
prohibited.” And then the Rule flip-flops again, as Section 
212.81(a)(5) endeavors to exempt from restrictions and 
prohibitions—exempted is “use by over-snow vehicles that is 
specifically authorized under a written authorization issued under 
Federal law or regulations.”  

The inevitable confusion that results from these contradictory 
statements indicates that the responsible official must make a decision 
whether to regulate OSV use. The decision made by the responsible 
official(s) in every instance where the 2005 Travel Management Rule 
is being implemented, should require an analysis and rationale that is 
documented and made available for public review. 

See response to comment Z33 and Z34. 

Z36 

One of my favorite things to do is go to Colorado in the winter and do 
high elevation snowmobiling. I ask, “How does this hurt the forest”? 
How about lawnmowers, chainsaws and weed eaters? I love the 
outdoors just like everyone else. We as motorized recreators do not 
want to harm these precious acres of land. We want to keep them as 
pristine as possible. 

There are few situations where the use of lawnmowers and weed eaters are 
of concern on the public lands. There are many studies that address impacts 
associated with motorized winter travel, but they are outside the scope of 
this project or analysis and therefore not included in the Chapter 3 
environmental consequences sections. 

Z37 

I am an avid 4x4 enthusiast (jeep truck) and I enjoy driving these 
trails to get to a view with such heights and I am waiting for an area 
to be open to us year round dedicated to extreme rock crawling. I 
believe that this sport is growing and has a lot of potential to bring 
money to the local businesses – hotels – gas – food – auto parts stores 
– etc.. An area set aside for us with no conflict with other activities. 
Trails are getting closed where are the ones you can open or reopen? 
There is an area for this to happen – it is between 887 – 888 Roads 

The Forest Service considered the option to have open areas for unrestricted 
travel and found no areas that were deemed to be suitable or appropriate for 
this level of OHV use. There are approximately 52 miles of trail to be 
managed for the more specialized 4 wheel drive vehicles, these "jeep" trail 
offer a more extreme and rough travel experience. 
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left side – of 50 Gold Basin High Country. – Please consider this 
option. Tomichi Creek – Dome area- out of scope of document) 

 

 
Supplemental attachments received No response necessary 

 

ATT 1] Trail Recommendations from Colorado Off Highway Vehicle 
Coalition Thunder Mountain Wheelers ATV Club.  

 

 

[ATT 1: Recreation 140 Roadless Area Comments and suggestions 
for Alternatives] 

 

 

[ATT:2 TRA 140, Southern Rockies Conservation Alliance 
Recommended Policy for Dispersed Camping] 

 

 

[ATT 1]: Comments previously submitted from Western Slop ATV 
Association dated July 20, 2007, signed by Steve Chapel, President 

 

 
[ATT 1]: 11 pictures of trails at Cement Creek.  

 

[ATT 1] list of Gunnison National Forest Colorado OHV Program 
Grants 

 

 

[ATT 2] Appendix A/B. Summary of Route Travel Management by 
Alternative 

 

 
[ATT 3] Appendix C. Routes with Seasonal Restriction  

 

[ATT 4] Appendix D. Public Comments on Routes Addressed in 
Action Alternatives. 

 

 

[ATT 5] previously submitted comments from Colorado Off-
Highway Vehicle Coalition  

August 30, 2007 

 

 
[ATT 1: TRA 140 Map of Double Top #405]  

 
[ATT 2: TEC 140 yr 1955 Map of Trail Use]  

 
[ATT 3: TEC 140 Map of Crystal Peak]  

 
[ATT 4: TRA 140 Trail Analysis in Total Miles ]  

 
[ATT 2 TRA 140 Maps of Enterprise Mines]  
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Supplemental attachments received No response necessary 

 
[ATT 3: TRA 140 Maps of Eyre Basin]  

 
[ATT1 : TRA Maps of Park Cone]  

 

[ATT1: TRA 140 - Thunder Mountain Wheelers letter to Paonia 
District Ranger]  

 

 

[ATT2: TRA 140 - Thunder Mountain Wheelers letter to Paonia 
District Ranger]  

 

 

[ATT 1: TRA 140 - Elk Mountain Hikers Club input to Travel 
Management Draft EIS]  

 

 

[ATT1: 140 TRA 3 photos of multiple tracks in bog and rock damage 
area] 

 

 

[ATT2: LND 140 Gunnison County Tax ID number and property 
owners] 

 

 

[ATT 1] Parcel description of mining claim property from Gunnison 
County Tax print out. 

 

 

[ATT 1] Mountain biking magazine articles on Gunnison trails.  

Magazine = Bike, Mountain Bike Action and S  

2009unset 

 

 
[Already captured as attachment #3 and 4 from letter #1]  

 
[ATT 1] GPS exchange files of three loop bike routes.  
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APPENDIX XX. RESPONSE TO DEIS SITE SPECIFIC COMMENTS 
36 CFR 215.2 defines substantive comments, as comments that: 

1. are within the scope of the proposed action, 
2. are specific to the proposed action, 
3. have a direct relationship to the proposed action, and 
4. include supporting reasons for the Responsible Official to consider. 

 

 BLM Response 

Ss1 Support for opening a spur road east of the Wager Gulch Road to an old mine. 

 

This route is currently not designated for vehicle use under the 
existing travel plan. We reexamined the possibility of designating 
the route as open but concluded that we could not support this 
recommendation. Our recent field inspections on the route showed 
that it was in poor condition, narrowing down and vegetating in. We 
have no doubt that the road could not be repaired and reopened but 
the Forest Service nor the BLM has determined this would be a 
priority for scarce funding. The attractions and recreation 
opportunity that would be offered do not warrant the cost of 
improving and maintaining the road. We are aware that the County 
road crew has tried to maintain the route in the past this work was 
not appropriate because this is not a County road 

Ss2 There is support for opening some ATV trails between the Sawmill Park Road and 
Pennison Park 

These routes are currently not designated for vehicle use under the 
existing travel plan though some are used for snowmobiling in the 
winter. We reexamined the possibility of designating some of the 
routes as open but concluded that we could not support this 
recommendation. At best, this recommendation would add 1.25 
miles of ATV trails to the system. The most likely way this area 
would be used would be to trailer an ATV up to start near Pennison 
Park then ride west to join up with the Sawmill Park Road and 
continue south toward Rambouillet Park to connect with other ATV 
routes. Unfortunately there is very little space to accommodate 
parking and trailhead development in this area. The few locals who 
currently ride this area illegally may find room to park and unload a 
single vehicle but if the route was designated there would not be 
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 BLM Response 

room to allow more visitors to use the area. We also have a concern 
that encouraging ATV use near Pennison Park may lead to vehicle 
impacts on the wetlands in that area. We have not determined the 
attractions and recreation opportunity that would be offered warrant 
the cost of improving a parking area, maintaining the route and 
risking additional resource impacts. 

Ss3 Roads to nowhere in (Hindsdale) County may be great roads.  

 

We clearly heard from a variety of commenters that they much 
preferred loop routes to dead end routes. That doesn’t mean that we 
didn’t see any value or use for dead end routes. Dead end routes can 
go to scenic overlooks, trailheads, desirable campsites or good 
fishing spots. At the same time we identified a number of dead end 
routes that had none of those values. They were simply places where 
vehicles wandered looking for some of those values and, finding 
nothing, turned around and went back out leaving a mark as they 
went. We did not close a lot of dead end routes simply because they 
were dead end. For each dead end route we asked ourselves if there 
was a recreation or access value associated with that route. If there 
was, our tendency was to leave it open rather than close it. The result 
is that hundreds of dead end routes are included in the Preferred 
Alternative 

Ss4 Agencies should mention the West Elk Loop as an amenity and many routes lead 
off that road. 

The West Elk Loop is clearly a recreational amenity, but as a state 
highway it is outside the scope of this travel management planning 
effort. Those roads would remain open. The recreational use of such 
roads for sight-seeing is noted in Chapter 3, Recreation – BLM 
Scenic Driving but may not specifically identify all the actual roads 
used for such recreation.  

Ss5 The commenter wants the agencies to reduce route density in the Huntsman Mesa 
area beyond the level in Alt 3 because it is an important big game corridor 

There are a number of routes in the Huntsman Mesa area that have 
mostly been created by hunters. These routes typically get very little 
use outside of hunting season. The open nature and low vegetation of 
Huntsman Mesa make it very difficult to establish and enforce 
effective road closures. The BLM determined that even though there 
were quite a few routes out there the limited amount of time they 
were being used resulted in a relatively small impact on wildlife 
populations that use that area. The Preferred Alternative has 
designated routes similar those proposed in Alternative 2 in the Draft 
EIS.  
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Ss6 The commenter wants less routes than Alt 3 in Gold Basin area to maximize 
wildlife benefits of vegetation treatments 

The BLM reviewed the routes in this area and identified an 
additional 2 miles of routes (in the lower part of Stubbs Gulch) that 
we decided to not designate for public use to protect wildlife values. 

Ss7 The commenter wants to reduce routes lower than Alt 3 for Indian Creek area.  

 

The BLM reviewed the routes in this area and identified an 
additional 2 miles of routes (east of the Indian Creek Road) that we 
decided to not designate for public use to protect wildlife values. 

Ss8 Commenter wants fewer routes than Alt 3 in S Parlin Flats area for Grouse.  The BLM reviewed the routes in this area and identified an 
additional 3.5 miles of routes that we decided to not designate for 
public use to protect Sage Grouse values. 

Ss9 The commenter wants fewer routes than Alt 3 in Woods Gulch.  

 

The BLM reviewed the routes in this area and did not identify any 
additional routes that we determined were appropriate to close.  

Ss10 The commenter only wants main loop in Monson Gulch – close middle route. 

 

The BLM reviewed the routes in this area and agreed that the middle 
connections of the loop was in poor condition and impacted a 
riparian area suitable for brood rearing activities for Sage Grouse. 
We identified an additional 1.25 miles on a route that we decided to 
not designate for public use to protect wildlife values. 

Ss11 The commenter wants to further reduce route densities in Antelope Hills/Steers 
Gulch area. 

 

The BLM reviewed the routes in this area and identified an 
additional 3 miles of routes (northwest of McIntosh Mountain) that 
we decided to not designate for public use to protect wildlife values. 

Ss12 Jeep trails have been lost to the development of timber sale areas where roads were 
improved to accommodate timber harvesting equipment. One such (jeep trail), now 
known as BLM #3113 and USFS #726 accessed the Lands Ends area. This original 
road past through heavily wooded areas and had tall grass growing at the edges and 
in the middle of the roadway to the extent that is was at times difficult to tell where 
the road was. Now this access road is in some places at least 40 feet wide with very 
little vegetation, a lot of dust during any dry periods, and impassable amounts of 
mud when it is wet. The 4wd community has lost roads to other closures and 
causes, all in the name of some sort of preservation or good intention, but the loss 
of recreational opportunities for the 4wd recreational group is the final outcome.) 

The management of timber by harvest is fundamental to the Forest 
Service mission. Decisions related to the management and harvest of 
that resource does often include the further development of existing 
roads or creation of new roads (See Chapter 3 Evaluation of 
Cumulative Impacts). The “loss” of rough, challenging 4-wheel 
drive roads was considered and some roads are to be managed 
specifically as “jeep” trails for the recreational opportunity they 
provide under the Preferred Alternative. While the 52 miles of Jeep 
trail identified in the Preferred Alternative may not be a large 
percentage of the overall road mileage open to the public, there are 
over 1,800 miles of high clearance road that may provide 4-wheel 
driving experiences depending upon driver skill, vehicle design, and 
weather. 
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3 

Commenter is concerned about the gate locked off Homestead Rd. down on to 
BLM because it accesses their PVT after a half mile. 

 

We reconsidered this closure in light of the comments offered. In our 
analysis of routes in the plan we made an attempt to apply consistent 
guidelines regarding the amount of public land that should be 
blocked to try to avoid trespass on neighboring private land. 
Generally we considered that blocking the public’s access on a half 
mile of decent road in a popular hunting area to avoid the possibility 
of trespass was not justified. The commenter contended that there is 
no place to turn around if the public is allowed down the route. Our 
field inspections did not show that to be the case and we found that 
there were several places where vehicles could turn around before 
they trespassed on private land. We also found that the facilities that 
the commenter was concerned about trespass on are probably located 
on public land. In the final plan we propose designating that route as 
open to full sized vehicle traffic and will be willing to work with the 
landowner to install signs or take other steps to reduce the chances of 
trespass on their property. Apart from the plan we will also work 
with the landowner to clarify ownership lines in that area and resolve 
trespass issues at the cow camp if appropriate.  

 

 Black Mesa Area (Dyer/ Crystal Creek) Response 

Ss14 Notes on Preferred Alternative: 

East Crystal (713.3A) Alt 5 = HC 

Grand View (749) Alt 5 = Admin5 

Grand View Spurs (749.3c, 749.3d) Alt 5 = Admin 

Z749.3A – Alt 5 = Admin  

Z716.1B – Alt 5 = ATV (.02 miles); HC (.05 miles) 

Z716.3A = NE (route does not exist on ground) 

Z716.2B = Alt 5 = ATV) 

Z716.1A1 = Alt 5= closed 
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Ss15 Areas Recommended for Closures: Road/trail densities in the following areas are so 
significant that route by route recommendations would be exceedingly 
cumbersome. It is or recommendation to identify the most practical routes from 
“point A to point B”, and remove all others from the Travel Management System. 

Crystal Creek/Dyer Creek area: Ongoing elk research in this area indicates that elk 
movements throughout the year are strongly correlated with motorized activity 
(Ouren and Watts, in press 2009). The Division of Wildlife strongly recommends 
Alternative 3 in this area in order to hold elk on public lands longer so they remain 
available for public land hunter harvest. Encouraging elk to remain on public lands 
for greater portions of the year will also help mitigate burgeoning private land 
conflicts to the west. As part of this planning process, we recommend 
decommissioning routes 713.3A, Z749-3A, 749.3C, 749.O, 749-3D, Z716.1A1, 
Z716.1B, Z716.2B, and Z716.3A. 

Please reference Ouren, D. S., and Watts, R.D., 2009, Black Mesa-Black Canyon 
Elk Movement Study: Elk, Roads and Traffic: U.S. Geological Survey, Biological 
Resources Discipline, Open-File Report 2009-xxxx, 13 p (In-Press). 

The recommendation that the Travel Analysis consider 
transportation needs based on connecting important public nodes 
(e.g. point A to point B) was in fact done in the route by route 
considerations. A major influence in the determinations whether 
roads and trails should remain open was that the roads and trails 
provided multiple travel objectives or opportunities. Often travel 
objectives include recreation and go beyond basis public 
transportation needs. Considerations were given to the Colorado 
DOW concerns regarding elk movement off of public lands on to 
private lands when determinations were made on what is proposed to 
remain open for public travel. The Study referenced was available 
and considered by the ID team in the Travel Analysis process. Many 
of the dead end spur roads in this area and user created ATV routes 
are planned to be closed to the public under the Preferred 
Alternative. 

Ss16 Z713.3A Crystal Creek Spur Loop 

This proposed route would be a new addition to the travel system or a change in 
existing use. At least one alternative should contemplate not adding this route to the 
system. Any alternative proposing this new route must be supported by substantial, 
site-specific analysis. Effects of trail designation and use must be analyzed for 
impacts to wildlife habitat, and other effected resources. 

This trail is proposed for motorcycle use in all alternatives which fails to consider a 
reasonable range of alternatives. We suggest that this trail is a user created route 
and that its status is inaccurate in the No Action alternative. 

Any proposal to designate this route in any alternative must be accompanied by 
additional site specific NEPA analysis. 

The Forest Service does not concur that this is a new road. Under 
existing conditions this road is on-the-ground and being used for 
motorized travel. In evaluating where this road was needed (Travel 
Analysis, Chapter 1) it was determined that this road is an important 
and useful connector route for the area and provides a loop of travel 
in the system for this area. In the Preferred Alternative this road 
would remain open to public travel.  

Ss17 Crystal Creek/Dyer Creek/Black Mesa area (Routes 713.3A, 749.0, 749.3C-D, 
Z749-3A, Z716.1B, Z716.2B, Z716.3A) 

Almost from its beginning we have followed the important research being done on 
the effects of motorized traffic on elk movement in this area. As DOW sums up the 
results to date: “Ongoing elk research in this area indicates that elk movements 
throughout the year are strongly correlated with motorized activity (Ouren and 
Watts, in press 2009).” As we mentioned above (General Comments: Elk 
Vulnerability), the Ouren research is but the latest and closest to home in a sizable 

Both the Forest Service and BLM are aware of the findings in the 
research done by Ouren and Watts. Those findings have been taken 
into consideration in our Travel Analysis process (Chapter 1). The 
support for Alternative 3 for the area referenced is noted. The Forest 
Service has re-evaluated the routes in this area based on comments 
received on the DEIS and developed the Preferred Alternative that 
we believe best meets the Purpose and Need for Action and provides 
adequate protection of the areas of concern with regarding to 
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 Black Mesa Area (Dyer/ Crystal Creek) Response 

and growing body of studies individually and collectively confirming that elk are 
readily disturbed motorized vehicle traffic on both road and trails. (We find 
Ouren’s concept of “vehicle spawning” also worthy of your consideration.) 
Consequently, CTU [Colorado Trout Unlimited] and BHA [Colorado Backcountry 
Hunters and Anglers] support DOW’s recommendation Alt 3 for this area “in order 
to hold elk on public lands …” throughout all big game hunting seasons. We note 
also that the N. Fork Habitat Partnership Committee agrees with us, pointing out 
that “The study focused on the Black Mesa-Dyer Creek area and how motorized 
traffic moves elk onto private land disproportionally [sic]. Alternate 3 has less 
designated motorized routes in the Dyer Creek and Crystal Creek drainages and 
therefore would create fewer disturbances to elk that habituate [sic] those 
drainages.” 

sustaining elk populations (none are identified on the decline in the 
analysis area). The movement of elk is influenced by motorized 
travel as well as other factors like hunting pressure, livestock 
operations, and early seasonal weather variability. All of these 
factors were considered too. 

 

 Brush Creek/Cement Creek Response 

Ss18 Travel Mode: ATVs trails should be concentrated in Taylor Park as this area is 
already a popular spot for them, away from the main population centers of Crested 
Butte, CB South and Gunnison. This would keep them from riding on the busy 
forest roads in Cement and Brush Creeks and illegally riding single-track in these 
areas. I feel no ATVs should be allowed on trails in Brush or Cement Creeks. I do 
not want to see these areas overrun by ATVs as has happened in many other places 
I have visited. Out of the few ATVs I have seen recently on Cement Creek and 
brush Creek Roads, several were out of control and nearly took a few of us out as 
they flew over a rise on the road at high speed. I believe the machines are too easy 
to get out of control on and I don’t want to see their use encouraged in our forest 
around Gunnison or Crested Butte. Our towns and our forest here have traditionally 
recreated in a healthy, self propelled and fairly quiet way, I think this needs to be 
preserved for our residents and tourists. I also feel our forest cannot handle other 
group of high impact motorized users. 

There are numerous comments from the public that contend that the 
local population of Crested Butte and Gunnison are supportive of 
motorized uses on National Forest system lands because of their 
historical use and the economic benefit they provide the local 
communities. There are others that have commented that motorized 
use in the areas you reference is unwanted and destructive. The 
Forest Service has developed a Preferred Alternative that seeks to 
address both perspectives, with some non-motorized use trails and 
some motorized use trails. The Forest Service does not concur that 
ATV use should be relegated to a specific area on of the National 
Forest; instead we considered traditional use areas, recreational 
preferences, resource conditions and suitability for ATV use with 
respect to other users. The Forest Service is opposed to illegal riding 
anywhere on the National Forest, but it should be noted that there are 
no speed limits for ATVs on trails only on roads (see Chapter 3. 
Societal Values, Vehicle Speed). There are no ATV specific trails in 
the Cement Creek and Brush Creek areas, these motorized trails are 
for motorcycles, one would have to travel over toward Taylor Park 
(as you recommend) to find motorized trails managed specifically 
for ATV use. See Figure 4, Preferred Alternative map. 
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Ss19 Canal Trail (408), Strand Bonus (407)  

Alternative 4 Needed Changes – Canal Trail (408, 407) - Allow motorcycles. The 
canal trail is a great single-track link to Teocalli Ridge and the rest of the Brush 
Creek trails. This is much preferable to riding Brush Creek Road and allows for 
almost complete single-track loops. This also provides much needed 
beginner/intermediate motorized single-track in the upper Gunnison Valley. 

 

The Forest Service has given careful and extensive consideration to 
the mix of uses for trails in this area. There are opportunities for 
motorcycles, mountain bikes and hiker/horseback riders to use 
separate trails recognizing that motorcycles must share trails with 
non-motorized users (See Chapter 1 Decision to be Made). The 
Canal trail (#408, also known as the Ditch Trail Road) and Strand 
Bonus (#407) were determined to be more appropriate for non-
motorized use and are proposed to be managed as non-motorized 
trails in the Preferred Alternative. The Forest Service felt that the 
alternative route up the Farris Creek road (#736) provides the option 
for motorcycles to get off the Brush Creek road and reconnect with 
the Brush Creek road further up the road where there is less full-
sized motorized traffic (See Figure 4). This also provides motorcycle 
riders with a connection to the motorized single track trails up East 
Brush Creek (trails #738.2B and #400). This option provides for a 
series of looped trails managed for single track motorized use. 

Ss20 Ditch Road Trail – Alternative #4. The trails on Mt. CB are becoming fantastic 
loops. This allows you to go from the mountain trails to the FS trails without going 
around on roads and vice versa. This trail would be a great way for Mt. CB tourists 
and locals to access the trails easily for a better experience without the road riding 

See response above 

Ss21 Ditch Road #738.1A to Crested Butte Mountain, Loop Trail 

CBMBA would like to express support for the proposed trail connecting the Ditch 
Road on Brush Creek to the ski resort trails and road system as proposed on the FS 
Travel Management Alternative #4. This is proposes it as a non-motorized trail. 
This proposed trail would circumnavigate Crested Butte Mountain. Trail users 
could use this as an access to the Brush Creek trail system from Mt. Crested Butte, 
creating an exciting new alternative. Businesses in Mt. Crested Butte and the 
CBMR ski resort would benefit by having more trail options for their guests to 
enjoy. It makes sense with the density of trails and trail users on Crested Butte 
Mountain and Upper Loop to build a small route to allow connectivity between the 
trails in this area. CBMBA hopes that this trail would then connect to the Upper, 
Upper Loop in the future; making a single-track route that would stay off Brush 
Creek Road entirely. 

Please review these statements and allow the Ditch Road Trail to be placed on the 
FS long-term plan. 

See response above 
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Ss22 The Ditch Road Trail would be an awesome trail for a variety of reasons. It’s a 
straightforward connector route that would not only be fun to ride, but would have 
really positive impacts in terms of giving mountain bikers an option other than 
using a large extent of Brush Creek Road to access the Strand Hill trails. What a 
great way to be able to give mountain bikers an option that allows them to stay out 
of the Brush Creek traffic. If you factor in the improvements that CBMR [Crested 
Butte Mountain Resort] is making to their trail system, the Ditch Road Trail would 
be a great way to tie a bunch of excellent trails together. And it’s an easily 
sustainable trail in a location that already sees a good amount of human traffic. 
Wildlife on that side of the mountain sees plenty of human activity with the 
ranching, hiking, and ski area activities that happen there, as well. 

See response above 

Ss23 (Old) # 402- UT-7736.1B 

In regards to the #402 trail, considered # UT-7736.1B on FS maps, CBMBA would 
like to express support for the FS Travel Management Alternatives # 2 and # 4, 
which show this trail open to non-motorized use. If this route becomes non-
motorized CBMBA will adopt this trail, maintaining it and looking to reroute 
around the sensitive wet areas. ATVs have encroached on this trail and cause 
damage to its single-track character. Trail # 402 starts in the Farris Creek area and 
ends up traveling through to Middle Brush Creek. Considered an expert level trail, 
# 402 suits a cyclist looking for a challenging uphill, coupled with an expert and 
fun downhill. The terrain surrounding this trail is unique and rugged, ending in one 
of the most beautiful meadows and stream crossings our area has to offer. # 402 is a 
rare trail experience in that, a trail user gets the expert challenge usually only 
offered in a day long efforts, but in a close-to-town, after work ride. Please consider 
these statements and make Trail # 402 open to only non-motorized use in the 
future. 

Trail #402 is to be managed as a non-motorized trail where mountain 
bike use would not be allowed under the Preferred Alternative. This 
trail has a very short segment from the road (#738 Brush Creek) to 
the Wilderness boundary and therefore does not provide a unique or 
valuable bike riding experience. This is a trail where, in the past, 
some users have failed to stop riding their mountain bikes at the 
Wilderness boundary which was also a factor in the determination to 
restrict mountain bike use. Trail UT – 7736.1B would remain open 
as a non-motorized trail where mountain bike use would be allowed. 
This provides the experience that is described for trail #402, leading 
the Forest Service to believe there is some confusion as to where 
trial #402 ends and other trails begin. See Figure 4, Preferred 
Alternative to see which routes would remain open to non-motorized 
mountain bike riding.  

Ss24 Caves Trail #959 (Farris Creek Trail NFST #409):  

I recommend this be non-motorized as there are currently no non-motorized routes 
between Cement Creek and Brush Creek. 

There is confusion regarding trail numbers in these comments. The 
trail that connects the Cement Creek road (#740) with the Farris 
Creek road (#736) is trail #409 (aka Farris Creek trail or Caves trail). 
Under the Preferred Alternative this trial would be managed as a 
non-motorized trail that would allow mountain bike use. Off of this 
trail is a non-motorized portion of #405 Double Top that would 
allow non-motorized travelers to connect with the entire Double Top 
trail. TheWalrod Gulch cutoff trail (#418) would be managed as 
non-motorized trail allowing mountain bike use as well.  
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Ss25 Crested Butte South Area Trails – Caves Trail 740.2A/Walrod – 2A/Walrod Cutoff 
Trail 418/Trail 409 – I like that these trails are listed as non-motorized on all the 
alternatives giving CB South trail users a non-motorized trail experience close to 
home and a growing population area with a connector to Brush Creek. 

See response above 

Ss26 Star Pass (411), Hunter Hill (410.0A), East Brush Area 

It is important to note that motorized use frequently pushes other user groups out of 
an area due to their impact. Star Pass should be closed to motorized traffic as 
should the north side of Hunter Hill (Upper East Brush Basin/Star Pass). This (the 
upper basins of East Brush) is the destination for most non-motorized users and a 
portion of it should be free from the ephemeral and physical impacts of motorized 
use. 

The Forest Service is aware that motorized use on trails such as Star 
Pass trail (#411) and Hunter Hill (#410) can conflict with some non-
motorized users expectations and recreational experience when 
trying to hike or ride horses on those trails. Such conflict can push 
users away to other more suitable trails (See Chapter 3. Recreation 
Opportunities for more detailed impact assessment). These trails are 
popular motorized trails though and have been traditionally been 
used by motorcycles for many years. OHV grant fund money has 
been used to maintain and repair these trails. There are other 
traditionally used motorcycle trails that are to be closed (Hunter Hill 
#410.0A) and Crystal Peak (#583) closed to motorized use. Crystal 
Peak trail is to be managed as a non-motorized trail under the 
Preferred Alternative. There are large tracks of National Forest 
adjacent to Crested Butte and Crested Butte South where hikers and 
horseback riders can travel where there are no roads or motorized 
trails (e.g. Cement Mountain/Horse Basin, Whetstone Mountain, 
Mount Axtel, Peeler Basin, and Dry Basin) all affording recreational 
users a unique opportunity free from the ephemeral and physical 
impacts of motorized uses. 

Ss27 545 Block and Tackle  

At least one alternative should consider a change in managed use from motorized 
single-track to mountain bike. This change would be warranted to stop excessive 
environmental damage. Any alternative proposing the designation of this route 
must be supported by substantial, site-specific of the effects of continued intensive 
motorized use of this trail should be analyzed and disclosed and compared to a 
change in use to mountain bike. Considerable environmental damage has occurred 
on this trail due to motorized use. Continued motorized use leading to continued 
resource damage and impacts to recreation opportunities warrants additional, site-
specific NEPA analysis in order for this proposal to be included in the preferred 
alternative. 

requests that the FEIS include additional site specific analysis of the existing and 
likely resource impacts of continued motorized use of this trail. 

During Travel Analysis (Chapter 1) consideration was given to 
converting this trail to non-motorized use. It was determined that the 
continued motorized use was consistent with management objectives 
for the area and that there was no need for change. Neither the Forest 
Service nor the BLM believe that NEPA does not require that a full 
range of alternatives (e.g. differing modes of travel) be considered 
for each separate and individual route, such analysis beyond the 
scope of meeting the purpose and need for action (Chapter 1) for this 
decision and to do so would lead decision makers down a 
complicated and overly complex matrix of endless possibilities when 
all the routes are considered as a transportation system.  

Based on traditional use, desired management objectives for the area, 
trail design, location and connecting trails, the Forest Service has 
determined for the Preferred Alternative that trail 545 would remain 
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open as a single track trail open to motorized travel. The Forest 
Service is currently reconstructing and hardening the trial surfaces to 
mitigate resource damage and to provide a “black diamond” trail 
riding experience.  

Ss28 Block and Tackle (545) is a mess, and should be closed in view of all parallel 
routes 

Your concerns are noted. See response to comment above. 

Ss29 COHVCO and the Colorado Backcountry Trail Riders have both identified 
potential trail closures at Farris Creek, Strand Hill and the connectors in the Brush 
Creek area. The area is ripe with old mining roads and should remain open. This 
section is an important loop connector for Double Top (405), Block and Tackle 
(545) and back. Please reconsider keeping these open. Scheduled for closure. 
Please ensure that this is open in the FEIS. 

We considered those uses, and it was determined that the best 
management for roads in trails in this area is a mixture of non-
motorized and motorized single track trail. Not all existing trails will 
remain open. Farris Creek Bypass (#409.5a) is proposed to be single-
track motorized in the Preferred Alternative. Rationale; due to a loss 
of public access across segments of this route, mode of travel was 
changed from full-size motorized access to single track motorized 
access. There is a need to create a new alignment to avoid or by pass 
private lands recently closed to public travel. Short-term 
management in this area is expected to be different than long-term 
management due to access issues. Strand Hill (#556) is non-
motorized, open to mountain bikes in the Preferred Alternative 

Ss30 Route Closures: We [Colorado Division of Wildlife] recommend closures of all 
motorized use and some mechanized use for the following routes to protect wildlife 
during critical/vulnerable times of the year, reduce wildlife habitat fragmentation, 
improve hunter experience and harvest, reduce resource degradation, influence big 
game distribution, and minimize hunter harassment issues. 

Route 560 (Cement Mtn.) Close to all motorized use to maintain habitat, improve 
hunting, and prevent resource damage. ATV’s proliferating trails. No through 
access. 

Yes, we agree trail 560 (Pioneer Ski Trail ) is proposed to be 
abandoned because there is no public access to the trailhead. Non 
motorized options for Cement Mountain (#553) were considered but 
it was determined that existing use should be allowed to continue an 
it is proposed to be a single-track motorized trail in the Preferred 
Alternative. 

Ss31 Areas Recommended for Closures: Road/trail densities in the following areas are so 
significant that route by route recommendations would be exceedingly 
cumbersome. It is or recommendation to identify the most practical routes from 
“point A to point B”, and remove all others from the Travel Management System. 

Double Top/Cement Creek: Reduce trail density >50% to maintain habitat, improve 
hunting, prevent resource damage and protect elk calving and summer ranges. 

Road density is measured in this analysis in miles of route per square 
mile of area. It is not clear what is meant by reducing trail density to 
less than 50%. The change in road density for the Brush Creek LAU 
is calculated to be a 28% reduction from existing conditions. While 
not a 50% reduction there is some measurable benefit from the 
Preferred Alternative over existing conditions.  
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Ss32 East River Valley to Cement Creek (Routes 956.1A, 409.5A, 410.01A, 560, 562, 
956.1A 

a. This area is exceptional wildlife habitat.  

b. Motorized trail proliferation and recreational intensity have grown tremendously 
across the past 25 years.  

c. Recreational activities are negatively impacting elk distribution and habitat 
suitability.  

d. Parallel trails and loops have significantly fragmented habitat (Double Top 
Mountain is one example). 

e. Alt. 3 will help to address these growing problems 

The Forest Service would concur that the area of concern has valued 
wildlife habitat. All of these routes referenced are currently open for 
travel and the wildlife populations (species evaluated) are not 
declining. Several of these routes are planned for closure under the 
Preferred Alternative (See Figure 4 and Appendices A and B) and 
some remain open to public travel based on the Travel Analysis 
(Chapter 1) and the desired management objectives for this area.  

Ss33 553 Cement Mountain Trail 

At least one alternative should consider designating this route for mountain bike 
use; Any alternative proposing the designation of this route must be supported by 
substantial, site-specific analysis of the effects of different types of recreation use 
on this route. The MO designation found in all alternatives fails to consider a 
reasonable range of alternatives. HCCA requests that at least one alternative should 
consider MB designation for this route in order to have more balanced use in the 
Cement Creek Basin. 

During Travel Analysis (Chapter 1) consideration was given to 
converting this trail to non-motorized use. It was determined that the 
continued motorized use was consistent with management objectives 
for the area and that there was no need for change. Neither the Forest 
Service nor the BLM believe that NEPA does not require that a full 
range of alternatives (e.g. differing modes of travel) be considered 
for each separate and individual route, such analysis beyond the 
scope of meeting the purpose and need for action (Chapter 1) for this 
decision and to do so would lead decision makers down a 
complicated and overly complex matrix of endless possibilities when 
all the routes are considered as a transportation system.  

Based on traditional use, desired management objectives for the area, 
trail design, location and connecting trails, the Forest Service has 
determined for the Preferred Alternative that trail #553 would remain 
open as a single track trail open to motorized travel. There are 
seasonal closures planned for trails in this area to help mitigate 
potential impacts on wildlife in the fall.  

Mode of travel preferences were determined based on information 
we received during scoping, existing use and management objectives 
for the area.  

Ss34 Cement Mountain 553 Non-motorized  

Cement Creek Caucus strongly agrees that a non-motorized designation should be 
appointed for this trail. The forest plan (currently in limbo yet still worth designing 
around) has labeled Cement Mountain/Round Mountain/Granite Basin as a region 
suitable for wilderness designation. With that in mind it seems irrational to have the 

The Forest Service has considered non-motorized uses on the trails 
in Cement Creek. There is considerable public interest in keeping 
motorized single track trail (motorcycles) use in this area. Forest 
Service has provided for a mix of uses in an effort to avoid conflicts 
between non-motorized and motorized users. We are proposing to 
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border of this primitive area be a motorized trail especially when this is a parallel 
route trail that allows motorized users to access the same places. (Rosebud, 
Deadman's, Roaring Judy). Wilderness areas should be quiet and making this trail 
non-motorized would ensure that Cement and round 

Mountains would forever be quiet and primitive. This trail also offers a wonderful 
non-motorized opportunity from the Deadman's parking lot where there are 
currently no non-motorized trail options. 

close three motorized trails and provide for several non-motorized 
trails that would separate non-motorized and motorized users to 
some degree. The trails in this area are very popular and offer some 
of the most unique motorcycle riding recreation in the Gunnison area 
and are often destination areas for this type of recreation; 
Additionally OHV grant funds have been used to maintain, improve 
and protect many of these trails. The Forest Service and other users 
have a high capital investment in many of these facilities 

Ss35 The northerly section of 553 (suffering environmentally) would make a great hike 
and bike trail in Alt 3 for access to Cement Mountain. Motorized users have 420 
and 423  

See response above 

Ss36 Cement Creek/Walrod/Double Top areas. 

Over the years I have been dismayed at the deterioration of many of the trails, 
widened and deeply rutted, especially on downhill portions, purportedly from 
increased dirt bike use, particularly in the Cement Creek/Walrod/Double Top areas. 
The trails in these areas, in my opinion, should be closed to motorized use to 
prevent further damage. To be able to access these trails as hiker/horse only would 
be a desirable amenity for those residing in CB South 

The Forest Service has concerns regarding trail damage on trails in 
this area. Over $250,000 has been spent on maintenance and 
mitigation on several of these trails. In the Preferred Alternative 
Walrod Cutoff (# 418) and Cement Creek (#612) are proposed to be 
managed as non-motorized trails where mountain bike use is 
allowed; however, Doubletop (#405) is proposed to remain open to 
motorcycles as a motorized single track trail. 

Ss37 The Cement Creek Trail, Trail 612, that runs along the bottoms of 555, Block and 
Tackle, and 410 would best be changed to a non-motorized use in entirety, and re-
routed up into the dry sage hillsides away from Cement Creek in some sections. 
There is currently incredible wetland damage on this trail due to motorized use. 
Ruts are up to 3 feet deep and there is an oily sheen on the water in them. I have 
seen motorcycles tearing this up and with difficult getting to the other end. 
Mountain bikers must walk around the entire section now. IT IS THE Only easy 
gradient trail in Cement Creek except for a short trail near Walrod Gulch, Z9636.0, 
and it would be great left open to mountain bikers and hikers to offer an easy trail 
in the upper Cement Creek drainage. It allows mountain bikers and hikers access 
without fording Cement Creek, which is more difficult than on a motorcycle. This 
would be sustainable use for this trail, and CBMBA would help with its repair and 
upkeep if designated non-motorized. Continuing the trail to Crystal Peak Trail 
would add a nice link to the system, and a lot of it is already on the ground. 
Motorcycles would be able to access the trails leading to Double Top by crossing 
the creek a t the different trails’ starting points. Only one section of trail would 
need to be added for their access across the creek to Waterfall Creek 555. Allowing 
motorcycles to continue using this trail from Cement Creek Road up to Trail 555 is 

The Forest Service Preferred Alternative (Figure 4) depicts the 
agency’s plan for the allowed modes of travel for all the trails 
referenced in these comments. We have determined there is need to 
close the Fenceline trail (UT-7071) and keep the Waterfall cutoff or 
Homestead trial (UT-7073 and UT-7164) open to non-motorized use 
including mountain bikes to lessen user conflicts identified by the 
public in this area. These trails have many local names and are 
difficult to keep track of them all, but the Preferred Alternative map 
(Figure 4) provides an accurate and understandable depiction of the 
routes to be closed and those that would remain open. The 
Doubletop (#405) trail would remain open to motorized use. Such 
use has been occurring on this trail for many years and is very 
popular and well supported by the public to remain open. The 
determinations regarding all the trails referenced in these comments 
were considered and re-evaluated based on the comments received 
on the DEIS alternatives and the Forest Service believes the 
Preferred Alternative provides the best mix of use while adequately 
protecting and sustaining the natural resources of the area. 
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not a good idea, as they will continue to degrade the wetlands, and it seems it 
would be more difficult to enforce partial trail closures to motorized. Trail 612 also 
has difficult moves in the rocks right next to the creek, just asking to spill a rider 
and oil and grease into the creek. This trail combined with UT7164 and UT7073 
would add to a great system for non-motorized section of the Homestead Trail, 
UT7071. From what I understand, the private property owner in this area does not 
mind if possible. In the above scenarios, closing at least the top section of 405.3A 
would be optimal to keep motorized from dropping onto UT073. It is in bad shape 
and I believe would not be missed if decommissioned, or maybe as a hike/horse 
only. I have seen horses on this trail, coming up from Cement Creek Ranch, but no 
other users. The unnumbered trail that comes straight down from the Double Top 
Trail, intersects UT7073 and ends on the Homestead Trail UT7071 (locally known 
as the Hank Barlow Trail) would need to be decommissioned to make this work. It 
is too steep to be a sustainable trail anyway, and closing it would defragment the 
area a little less. 

Ss38 In regards to the greater Cement Creek Area, I am an avid mountain biker who also 
enjoys hikes especially when it is too wet to ride. Unfortunately too many 
recreationalists don’t choose to hike or just stay inside when conditions don’t allow 
for non-impacting recreation. Nowhere that I am aware of is this more noticeable 
than in the Cement Creek area. Many users go out on these trails too early in the 
season or during summer monsoons and do damage. It is one thing to go out early 
on a mountain bike, it is something else to go out on a 350 or greater dirt bike. I 
want to make it very clear that I am all for dirt biking, and have and respect my 
many friends that choose to dirt bike. However, one needs to only look at Double 
Top, Block and Tackle, Flag Creek early in the season, Cement Mountain Trail to 
see the unacceptable damage a motorcycle can and is doing every year. Damage so 
bad these trails are being abandoned by not only non-motorized trail users, but even 
dirt bikers themselves. A common comment among dirt bikers is that many of these 
trails are so destroyed; the damage of the trails is what makes them a fun challenge. 
No forest should look like these trails look like; there is no way to find this 
acceptable any longer. 

See response above 

Ss39 Cement Creek Trails 409, 405, 418, 740.2A, Z9636.0, UT-7071, & 612  

The following Cement Creek Trails highlighted in Pink: 409, 405, 418, 740.2A, 
Z9636.0, UT-7071, & 612. These trails are proposed to be closed to motorized use 
and I fully support this. I would like to see 583 and UT 7073/UT 7164 added to the 
other non motorized routes as it would create a loop concept in our valley for quiet 
users.  

The Forest Service Preferred Alternative (Figure 4) depicts the 
agency’s plan for the allowed modes of travel for all the trails 
referenced in these comments. We have determined there is need to 
close the Fenceline trail (UT-7071) and keep the Waterfall cutoff or 
Homestead trial (UT-7073 and UT-7164) open to non-motorized use 
including mountain bikes to lessen user conflicts identified by the 
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public in this area. These trails have many local names and is 
difficult to keep track of them all, but the Preferred Alternative map 
(Figure 4) provides an accurate and understandable depiction of the 
routes to be closed and those that would remain open. The 
Doubletop (#405) trail would remain open to motorized use. Such 
use has been occurring on this trail for many years and is very 
popular and well supported by the public to remain open. The 
determinations regarding all the trails referenced in these comments 
were considered and re-evaluated based on the comments received 
on the DEIS alternatives and the Forest Service believes the 
Preferred Alternative provides the best mix of use while adequately 
protecting and sustaining the natural resources of the area. 

Ss40 Homestead Trail (UT-7071) and Cement Creek Trail (612)– Non Motorized 

This trail has been technically closed to all traffic as sections of it cross private 
property. The owners have allowed Non motorized traffic to pass through. I would 
propose that this trail be officially opened to non-motorized as we could also 
receive help from CBMBA [Crested Butte Mountain Biking Association] to keep 
this trail maintained and open to the public. This trail offers some great Hiking and 
Mountain Biking dong the Cement Creek corridor. Moto's no longer ride it, it is in 
great shape would be easy to maintain giving an easy non-Moto option for this area. 
Trail 612 and 7071 do need to be re-routed away from Wetlands 

Cement Creek Trail (612) and the Homestead/Waterfall cutoff Trail 
(UT-7073 and UT-7164) are proposed to be open as non-motorized 
trials that allow mountain bike use in the preferred alternative. This 
trail is a mid-slope alignment well above the meadow riparian areas. 
The Preferred Alternative would close the Fenceline trail for various 
reasons, but private land issues are of major concern with use on this 
trail, past problems identified by land owners suggest that public 
access on this trail is not the best management option.  

Ss41 CBMBA would like to express its support for designating the entire length of the 
Homestead Trail (UT-7071) as non-motorized as shown on the Draft EIS Proposed 
Alternative and Alternative #4. With CB South’s growing population, it is crucial 
that the FS convert the network of trails close to the valley floor in the Cement 
Creek corridor to non-motorized. This will help accommodate the ever-increasing 
hiking and mountain biking community. It will also help alleviate the damage 
caused by motorcycles in these very wet areas. In conjunction with (old) Waterfall 
trail UT-7164/UT-7073 and the Cement Creek Trail # 612, the Homestead Trail 
would form an excellent loop system/network of trails on the north side of the 
valley offering many miles of quietude away from motorized traffic. Alternative #3 
shows the north leg of this trail as decommissioned. Please consider the other 
Alternatives and keep this important piece of connecting trail open for non-
motorized use. 

See response above 
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Ss42 Cement Mountain Trail, Trail 560, 553, 420 or 423 560. Rosebud.- non motorized. 

There is an old pack trail which starts from Cement Creek road , wind's between 
Round Mountain and Cement Mountain and summits Cement Mountain. This could 
be connected to Trail 553. You could continue to Rosebud or take 553 to 420 back 
to Cement Creek Rd. 553, Rosebud should be Non Motorized as this trail has been 
eroding away exposing tree roots in the woods, and rutting out the single track this 
all due to Moto traffic 

Rosebud (423) and Deadman’s Gulch Trail (420) are proposed to 
continue to allow motorized use in the Preferred Alternative with a 
seasonal closure to improve hunting by providing secure areas. 
CDOW requested seasonal closures for motorized use to be begin 
after Labor Day to provide wildlife security prior to hunting seasons. 
But the Forest Service did not concur that such a restrictive seasonal 
closure was warranted, nor would it be consistent with overall 
management objectives for the area. instead a spring closure for elk 
calving and migration. 

Pioneer Ski Trail (560) is proposed to be closed because of private 
land access issues to the trail head. This has been a non-motorized 
hiking and horseback trail and such use could continue, but the trail 
would no longer be managed or maintained by the Forest Service 
under the Preferred Alternative. Cement Mountain Trail (#553) 
would remain open as a single track trail open to motorized use in 
the preferred alternative. This is a popular and well used motorized 
single tack trail with a lot of public support to remain open to 
motorize. 

Ss43 Cement Creek Road (740) and Cement Creek Trail (612)- I think limiting 
motorized use on Cement Creek Trail is a good decision, this is a terminally wet 
area and there is no need for motorcycles in that area. 

Your comment was considered and in the Preferred Alternative, 
Cement Creek trail (#612) is proposed to be a non-motorized trail 
where mountain bike use is allowed. Cement Creek road (#740) 
would continue to be open to full-sized motor vehicles with licensed 
and non-licensed vehicles allowed. 

Ss44 Cement Creek General Area 

In regards to the greater Cement Creek Area, I am an avid mountain biker who also 
enjoys hikes especially when it is too wet to ride. Unfortunately too many 
recreationalists don’t choose to hike or just stay inside when conditions don’t allow 
for non-impacting recreation. Nowhere that I am aware of is this more noticeable 
than in the Cement Creek area. Many users go out on these trails too early in the 
season or during summer monsoons and do damage. It is one thing to go out early 
on a mountain bike, it is something else to go out on a 350 or greater dirt bike. I 
want to make it very clear that I am all for dirt biking, and have and respect my 
many friends that choose to dirt bike. However, one needs to only look at Double 
Top, Block and Tackle, Flag Creek early in the season, Cement Mountain Trail to 
see the unacceptable damage a motorcycle can and is doing every year. Damage so 
bad these trails are being abandoned by not only non-motorized trail users, but even 

The Forest Service has considered non-motorized use and demand 
for trails in the Cement Creek area and is proposing to close three 
existing motorized trails and provide for conversion of several trails 
to non-motorized use that allows mountain bikes under the Preferred 
Alternative. These options would help to separate non-motorized and 
motorized users in some areas. There is considerable public interest 
in keeping motorized single track use in this area as well as public 
support for less motorized use as theses comments portray. Forest 
Service has provided for a mix of uses in the area. Walrod Cutoff (# 
418), Cement Creek (#612) and Crystal Peak trail (#583) are 
proposed to be non-motorized trails where mountain bike use would 
be allowed in the Preferred Alternative. Law enforcement priorities 
and staffing is not within the scope of the EIS. 
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dirt bikers themselves. A common comment among dirt bikers is that many of these 
trails are so destroyed; the damage of the trails is what makes them a fun challenge. 
No forest should look like these trails look like; there is no way to find this 
acceptable any longer. 

Ss45 As a resident of CB South, I would like to encourage the Forest Service to create a 
non-motorized network of trails in the Cement Creek area. Currently there are no 
non-motorized trails in this area. CB South has a large and growing population with 
many people who enjoy hiking and biking and it would be a real boon to the area to 
have a variety of trails that are designated non-motorized to allow the residents to 
recreate in quiet, free of user conflict. It would have the added benefit of attracting 
people from Crested Butte and Mt Crested Butte as well as tourists, to help alleviate 
the pressure of trail use in the upper end of the valley. 

See response above 

Ss46 It seems that the Cement Creek Valley has become a popular destination for dirt 
bikers from around the country. The number of motorcyclists appears to grow every 
year while the deterioration of the trails grows as well. I despair to think what the 
trails will look like in twenty more years after seeing the damage that has occurred 
in the recent past. I also think the noise; presence and damage caused by 
motorcyclists is a deterrent to tourists, hikers, mountain bikers and horseback riders 
looking for a peaceful backcountry experience. 

See response above 

Ss47 Crested Butte South is slated to be the largest concentration of full-time residents 
north of Gunnison and therefore represents users of all types. Cement Creek Valley 
residents are also overwhelmingly non-motorized users. With this diverse 
demographic group we strongly support recreation options for all types of forest 
users in Cement Creek. 

See response above 

Ss48 Resource damage, noise and pollution are forcing historic users of Cement Creek to 
recreate or visit other areas. This reality has forced users, and will force users in the 
future, towards other areas of the forest that have limited trails. There are few 
accessible non-motorized routes in the Gunnison National Forest outside of 
wilderness areas. Consequently the wilderness areas are becoming overcrowded 
and are losing their character as regions that are designed to preserve wilderness. 
One key purpose of creating federally mandated wilderness areas was to exclude 
humans as a major fixture of the land. Partly because there are few other options for 
non-motorized users outside wilderness areas, humans have become a predominant 
fixture within wilderness areas on too many summer days. Rational would, 
therefore, support creating areas for non-motored users to recreate where they can 
still have a wilderness experience without having drive long to other areas in order 

See response above 
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to be free of noise and pollution. 

Ss49 We have a motorcycle problem here. To fully understand this all one needs to do is 
park just past the Walrod Gulch Trailhead near the Pioneer Guest Cabins and 
observe the situation each evening. You will witness young males full of 
testosterone racing each other like Evil Kenevil speeding up FS 740 and onto our 
trail system. These storm troopers have little respect for the families walking on the 
road, the residents living along the canyon or the wet and muddy conditions which 
occur so frequently here. We are really getting fed up with it. This is a Law 
Enforcement issue, however it is also a Travel Management issue and a resource 
protection issue. With zero miles of quiet use trails in our drainage we literally have 
no place to hide. Please incorporate a non motorized trail system into the planning 
and management of Cement Creek Valley. There have been too many close calls 
and too many trails here have become degraded literally to the point that you 
cannot walk on them. 

See response above 

Ss50 Cement Creek Caucus feel the current system trail network is heavily tilted towards 
protecting motorized interests and does not accurately reflex the balance of the 
multiple users of this wonderful valley. Since there are so many trails in this valley 
we feel there is a simple solution that would preserve opportunities for non-
motorized and motorized users alike and dramatically reduce the current conflicts 
we have in this valley, Quite simply we recommend changing trail designations 
where there are parallel trail scenarios that go to the same place. Currently the map 
maintains multiple motorized routes to the same destination where there are no 
non-motorized routes. We feel this philosophy fails to offer opportunities for non-
motorized users and forces all users together on the same trail leading to constant 
user conflict. 

See response above 

Ss51 I am a Non-Motorized user (mountain biker, hiker, and horseback rider) and I 
represent a group of C.B. South residents who are alarmed at the loss of a quiet and 
quality experience on USFS lands in the Cement Creek Drainage. We are outraged 
concerning riparian resource damage along the Cement Creek Trail (UT-7071). We 
have been meeting regularly throughout this process to educate ourselves on the 
plan and how to respectfully achieve our goals. We have hosted speakers from 
Crested Butte Mountain Bikers Association, Elk Mountains Hikers Club, Friends 
Hut, Cement Creek Caucus and Crested Butte South Property Owners Association 
to hear their views and reach consensus regarding designation of non-motorized 
routes near our neighborhood. We support seasonal closures of roads and trails due 

See response above 
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to wildlife habitat concerns. One thing which we all agree upon is the fact that the 
motorized impact in the Cement Creek valley is currently unsustainable. Trails are 
being down cut and deeply rutted due to more powerful machines and extremely 
aggressive riding practices. 

Ss52 We are not radicals who seek to push out motorized users. We support the concept 
of multi-use. We, however, feel that the current system trail network supports 
motorized use at the expense of all other users of Cement Creek. Multi-use is 
quickly disappearing in the Cement Creek Valley. We would like to see you 
employ rational and reasonable strategies to come to a more just solution that offers 
creative options to all users, helps preserve the forest as a wild and beautiful place 
and offers minimal but important concessions to people and wildlife 

See response above 

Ss53 The current USFS proposals provide for virtually only motorized use in the upper 
end of the East Bench and Cement valleys. It is important to note that motorized 
use frequently pushes other user groups out of an area due to their impact. 

See response above 

Ss54 Mountain Biking Opportunities in Cement Creek drainage 

Mountain biking and hiking are a lot less fuel intensive than motorized sports. The 
town of Crested butte and Gunnison County have pledged to lower their carbon 
footprints as well, and a growing number of non-motorized opportunities on the 
Gunnison National Forest would help this. Having a system of non-motorized trails 
in Cement Creek that the large population there could use without driving to the 
trailhead would keep cars off the road as well. 

The Forest Service has considered concerns about providing for a 
system of non-motorized mountain bike trails in and around the 
Crested Butte area. Providing “out the back door” access (no driving 
required) to the National Forest lands from residential areas is 
difficult and not necessarily one of the management objectives for 
NFS lands in this area. 

Ss55 I am writing to support retaining mountain biking opportunities in the Gunnison 
National Forest, specifically the Upper Gunnison river Basin, including the East, 
Slate, and Taylor Rivers, as well as Cement Creek drainage 

The Forest Service has considered concerns about providing for a 
system of non-motorized mountain bike trails in and around the 
Crested Butte area. Providing “out the back door” access (no driving 
required) to the National Forest lands from residential areas is 
difficult and not necessarily one of the management objectives for 
NFS lands in this area. 

Ss56 Waterfall Creek /Waterfall Cut-off trail 

I would like to comment on my favorite trail in Cement Creek-Trail UT 7073/UT 
7164 known locally as Waterfall Creek or Waterfall Cut-off Trail. This trail is 
recommended to be decommissioned in the proposed alternative and I would like to 
recommend it be added as a non-motorized trail to allow a quiet use access to the 
upper valley. There are currently no non motorized routes to reach the upper valley. 
My rational is that this trail is not currently known by many motorcyclists and is 

Both of these trails UT 7073 and 7164 are proposed to be managed 
as a non-motorized trail where mountain bike use is allowed in the 
Preferred Alternative. Keeping the Waterfall Creek cutoff trail open 
replaces the need to keep the Fenceline trail (UT- 7071) open.  
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not deeply rutted like so many of the trails here. This trail contours the land as 
opposed to steeply climbing and therefore is not prone to erosion. Please strongly 
consider adding Waterfall Cutoff Trail to the non motorized inventory in Cement 
Creek.  

Ss57 I would like to see UT7073 and UT7164, between Waterfall 555 and Walrod Gulch 
412 become a non-motorized system trail. This would be an important and fun link 
of Cement Creek non-motorized trails and is already on the ground, being a historic 
trail. It has a mostly gradual gradient and is very narrow. It is a good quality grade 
for hiking and for a mountain bike trail, needing only surface work and no or only 
short re-routes. Motorcycles are quick to damage it, as they cannot negotiate the 
tight creeks and cliff bands. It is not a popular motorcycle ride and would be one of 
the trails that would be least missed by their group, as it is currently not open to 
motorized use. Motorcyclists could still ride Double Top which parallels this trail 
farther up the mountain. As shown in Alternative 4, making the lower section of 
Trail 405.3A that connects the southern end of UT7073 to the top of Walrod Gulch 
Road non-motorized is a poor option unless it is switch backed and repaired. 
Designating Trail 412 non-motorized and open to mountain bikers and hikers is a 
better option, especially because of the trails’ proximity to the creek. Once again, 
the most damaged trail is proposed for mountain biking and hiking use.  

See response above 

Ss58 Waterfall Creek Cutoff Trail (Parallels 405 Waterfall Trail) Route parallels existing 
system route creating unnecessary route density to reach the same destinations. 
Proposed action should be common to all alternatives. 

Any alternative proposing the changed use of this route must be supported by 
substantial, site-specific analysis. Effects of route designation and use must be 
analyzed for impacts to wildlife habitat, and other effected resources. 

The designation of this route as MO in all alternatives fails to consider a reasonable 
range of alternatives. In addition this route runs parallel to another similarly 
designated route and is not needed to meet the minimum road system requirement.  

HCCA requests that at least one alternative should consider a non-motorized 
designation for this route. 

See response above 

Ss59 Waterfall Creek Trail – I support in designating the Waterfall Trail UT-7073 – UT-
7164/UT-7073 non-motorized as shown on Travel Management Alternative #4. 
This is another gem of a trail, built by the CCC during the Depression. 
Decommissioning this trail as proposed on the Draft EIS Proposed Alternative #2 
and Alternative #3 would be a tragic loss to the non-motorized community. This 

See response above 
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also gives CB South cyclists another excellent non-motorized trail to enjoy. 

Ss60 Incorporate the Waterfall Creek Cutoff Trail into the system trail network -The 
Waterfall Creek Cutoff trail is one of the few trails in the area that is in true single-
track condition and would be a great trail to preserve in its current condition. We 
have included some photos of the Waterfall Creek Cut-off trail and its parallel trail 
#405. We feel it is unjustified to decommission a beautiful single track trail that is a 
critical route for non-motorized users and maintain a severely eroded parallel trail. 
Non-motorized users cannot use trail #405 in this area due to resource damage. We 
think you should keep both trails and allow non-motorized users to use the 
Waterfall Creek Cutoff and be able to access all of the beautiful vistas and create a 
loop with the Cement Creek trail #612. 

See response above 

Ss61 Trails 412 Walrod Gulch, 402.5A Walrod Spur, Trail 405.3A, Trail 405 and Trail 
409 

Making a loop in the lower end of the Double Top area that is non-motorized is a 
fine idea, as bikers, horseback riders and hikers could access these trails from 
Crested Butte South without driving. Motorcycles can easily head up the valley 
farther under motorized power and access Double Top by Waterfall Creek 555, 
Hunter Creek 410 and Block and Tackle. The trails shown for a partial non-
motorized loop in alternative 3 and on the proposed alternative are possibly the best 
for a quiet experience and also quite close to CB South, but sections of them are in 
terrible shape and are not enjoyed by many mountain bikers. They will need repair 
and sections of rerouting, which CBMBA will help with if they are designated non-
motorized. The southwestern end of 405 between 409.5A and 409 could be 
switched backed and repaired, becoming a sustainable trail with beautiful views. It 
is imperative that the entire length of Trail 409 from Cement Creek Road to Farris 
Creek be changed to non-motorized, with the exception of the joint part of the trail 
with 409.5A allowing motorized access to that trail. The switchbacks near the caves 
((UT740.2A) cannot handle motorized use and always have a lot of walkers and 
mountain bikers on them. In addition to these two trail sections, I propose 
designating the Walrod Gulch Trail 412 and the Walrod Spur Trail 405.2A as non-
motorized as well, to complete a mostly non-motorized loop that ends in Cement 
Creek. These two trails would be more sustainable with non-motorized use and 
would allow non-motorized users a quiet use trail that is in good shape and usable 
immediately, in contrast with the need to repair the lower part of the loop on Trail 
405 and sections of 409 before they are useable by most riders. Motorcycles could 
drop down to the Ranch Trail 602 from Walrod Gulch Road. The section of the 
Double Top Trail 405 that would be shared by motorcycles and non-motorized 

The Preferred Alternative would convert trail #409 from the Cement 
Creek road to the Farris Creek road from being open to motorcycles 
to a non-motorized trail where mountain bike use would be allowed. 
Under the Preferred Alternative the Walrod Gulch trail #412 and 
Walrod Spur trail #405.2A would remain open to motorized single 
track trail use. Considerations were given to converting more of the 
existing motorized trail to non-motorized travel, but the Preferred 
Alternative represents what the Forest Service believes to be the 
appropriate and desired travel management for this area.  
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users between 405.2A and 409.5A is a more sustainable section for motorcycles 
due to a more gradual gradient and non wet sections. This way, they could continue 
to ride Double Top in entirety. I have always seen a lot of wildlife and many 
flowers on all these trails. 

 

 Cannibal Plateau Response 

Ss62 Notes on Preferred Alternative: 

West Brush (# 569) Alt 5 = non-motorized trail with seasonal closures for elk 
calving and mud season use.- preferred is HO: rationale: restriction to all uses- 
deferred to CDOW on this trail for dates for best available science, for wildlife 
calving purposes 5/15 - 6/30, extend closure to April 15 to protect trail during wet 
season; 

East Brush (#400) Alt 5 = single track motorized open to motorcycles, mountain 
bikes, hikers and horseback riders. 

 

Ss63 Seasonal Closures: We [Colorado Division of Wildlife] recommend seasonal 
closures of the following routes to protect wildlife during critical/vulnerable times 
of the year, improve hunter experience and harvest, and reduce resource 
degradation. Routes 464, 457, 458, 458.0A, 461 (Cannibal Plateau, Mesa Seco and 
Brush Creek trail complexes) We strongly encourage managers to designate these 
routes as non-motorized. Seasonal closures proposed under Alternative’s 2 & 3 do 
not adequately address wildlife issues throughout the year. Motorized closures in 
this area will protect elk production and summer concentration areas, improve 
hunting, and prevent resource damage and future motorized trail proliferation. 

Cannibal Plateau trails (#464) would be open to ATV use under the 
Preferred Alternative and would connect with trial #457 (Brush 
Creek) and #458 (Calf Creek) to make an ATV loop for this area. 
This is the existing condition. The Forest Service considered public 
input on these trails along with the Colorado DOW concerns and 
determined that based to on the Wilderness areas adjacent to the 
Cannibal Plateau that there were large landscape tracks where there 
was no motorized use and it was Wilderness that provides wildlife 
security in that area and that those trails provided popular hunter 
access in an area. Keeping these trails open to ATV use was 
supported by local government and the public who value the 
opportunity to access the Plateau area both during the summer and 
during hunting seasons. The Forest Service does have concerns 
regarding user created spurs off of these trails and expects to provide 
better user education, signing and enforcement in this area as part of 
the implementation for travel management. Trail #461 would remain 
open to non-motorized use and mountain bikes would not be allowed 
on the trail beyond its intersection with trial #458 (See Figure 4). 
Deer Lakes Cutoff (458.0A) is currently a single-track motorized 
trail and would allow ATVs under the Preferred Alternative, which 
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is consistent with existing use. 

Ss64 Route Closures: We [Colorado Division of Wildlife] recommend closures of all 
motorized use and some mechanized use for the following routes to protect wildlife 
during critical/vulnerable times of the year, reduce wildlife habitat fragmentation, 
improve hunter experience and harvest, reduce resource degradation, influence big 
game distribution, and minimize hunter harassment issues. Routes 464, 457, 
458.0A, 461 (Cannibal Plateau, Mesa Seco and Brush Creek trail complexes): We 
strongly support permanent motorized closures for all of these routes as depicted in 
the DEIS Alternative 3. The approved recreation uses for this trail should be 
designated foot or horseback only. This area is a summer concentration area as well 
as a production area for elk. These areas are critical for biological integrity. This 
area is also used on a consistent basis by resident moose in the area, particularly 
cow/calf pairs. The area that is influenced by all these trails is truly critical wildlife 
habitat and grand in scope. In addition, this collection of trails is a hotbed for illegal 
OHV trail proliferation. This trail is being abused by individuals on motorcycles ad 
ATV’s to push the boundaries of both the La Garita and Powderhorn Wilderness 
areas. Trails have been pioneered on the periphery of Brush Creek and Canon 
Infierno. Incidents of motorized closure that is currently in existence where routes 
464 and 457 come together is constantly being violated and is indefensible based on 
the sensitivity of alpine ecosystems. The ever increasing levels of motorized use on 
these trails are influencing elk movements in the area. Elk groups are vacating the 
area and are being driven further into the interiors of both the La Garita and 
Powderhorn wilderness areas or onto adjacent private land to the west of trail 464. 

See response above 

Ss65 Cannibal Plateau/Brush Creek/Mesa Seco area (Routes 457, 458, 458.0A, 461, 464) 

a. An ATV/motorcycle trail has led to motorized overuse and proliferating abuse 
during accessible times of year. Several illegal motorized routes have been created, 
including one that penetrates designated wilderness to Devil’s Lake.  

b. This entire area is exceptional wildlife habitat, including elk production and 
summer concentration areas.  

 c. Hunter complaints of illegal ORV use in the area, as well as legal motorized 
overuse that interferes with hunting, have dramatically increased in recent years, as 
evidenced by the following testimony from a Lake City resident, active sportsman 
and BHA [Colorado Backcountry Hunters and Anglers] member, himself an ATV 
owner:  

See response above 
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“Of particular concern to me is the Cannibal Plateau loop which begins and ends on 
FS588. It used to be a 4WD trail and was then reclassified to ATVs only. It is now 
being considered for seasonal use only. I would recommend that the closure date be 
8/15 because archery season begins [[in late August]] and the deer and the elk need 
a couple of weeks to get their courage up enough to return. I have hunted that area 
since the fall of 2004 and have had many hunts ruined by ATVs roaring down the 
path in front of me.” 

d. Here again, Alt. 3 provides the best solutions. And in the realm of seasonal 
closures to benefit big game hunting, we strongly urge that all such closures begin 
the day after Memorial Day, to encompass the early archery and black powder 
seasons 

Ss66 Areas Recommended for Closures: Road/trail densities in the following areas are so 
significant that route by route recommendations would be exceedingly 
cumbersome. It is our recommendation to identify the most practical routes from 
“point A to point B”, and remove all others from the Travel Management System.  

East Brush Creek/Upper Taylor River: Consolidate the numerous trails to maintain 
habitat, improve hunting, and prevent resource damage. 

The comments regarding motorized use in this area are well 
understood and have been considered extensively by the Forest 
Service in the development of the Preferred Alternative. As noted in 
the response to the use of the existing ATV trails for the Cannibal 
Plateau above, there is extensive public and local interest in keeping 
these areas open to ATV use. The Forest Service has determined that 
seasonal restrictions may mitigate some of the wildlife concerns and 
is proposing such restrictions in the Preferred Alternative. 

Ss67 We have been complaining all along about the erosion and distasteful appearance 
of the trails in Brush Creek and Cannibal Plateau by ATV use. ATV’s making new 
trails when the old one doesn’t suit their needs or isn’t easy enough, trash being lost 
or tossed from the ATV, and the extreme detrimental effects on wildlife. This abuse 
by ATV users is particularly devastating starting in August with the archery season 
and through the rifle hunting season and winter when the wildlife is most 
susceptible to harm by being chased and frightened by motorized vehicles, 
including snowmobiles. We have been asking the Gunnison District for help with 
the illegal use of ATV’s in there for years with no visible response to the increasing 
problem. 

See response above 

Ss68 We would like to address the issue of the possible seasonal closure of an ATV trail 
which was unfortunately developed and opened to the public a few years ago in 
Hindsdale County. The trail I am referring to is the Brush Creek/Cannibal Plateau 
area east of Lake City. It is my understanding that this closure is being met with 
heavy resistance from the Hinsdale County Commissioners. Keeping this open is 
being met equally if not more so with heavy resistance from those of us who 
actually pay a considerable fee to the US Government to use the land and provide 

After weighing all the comments from the CDOW, County 
Commissioners, and the public, the Forest Service has decided to 
keep these routes open to ATV’s with a seasonal restriction in fall 
due to wildlife and hunting concerns. The existing and preferred use 
for routes 458 and 464 is ATV and non-motorized use on trails 461 
and 457. 
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services to others as well as folks who enjoy the pristine wilderness and the 
tranquility that our beautiful Colorado high country has to offer. We are the 
licensed outfitter for that particular area and have been for several years now. Every 
year there was one on top of Calf Creek Plateau! We believe all of this is being 
accessed via Brush Creek or Cannibal Plateau (entrances off of CR 788 Mill 
Creek). 

 

 Continental Divide National Scenic Trail Response 

Ss69 Based on input from the Salida Ranger District, it appears that a majority of the 
motorcycle use on the Crest Trail originates from the Greens Creek Trail on that 
District rather than from Monarch Pass. My comment: What type of input was 
provided or was the information "conjectural and not supported by scientific or 
factual evidence." That quote is yours, from page 20. My own survey shows over 
90% of riders prefer riding from Marshall Pass or Monarch Pass and only ride 
Greens Creek Trail very seldom, if at all. Perhaps the Salida Ranger District input 
came from the one employee who prefers to ride that trail and has a vested interest 
in keeping it open. If you can't substantiate the input, you shouldn't use it as a basis 
for decision making. Moving the problem. 

That information was provided by the Salida RD based on their 
expertise and experience in managing recreation. We would 
welcome your survey and would also need to know your survey 
methodology, sample size, etc. 

Ss70 Change the trail designation for the 26-mile section of the Summit Trail #486 from 
motorcycles to hiker/horse. Motorizing this trail will affect the Cochetopa Hills and 
surrounding roadless areas. Alternative 3 preserves the area’s primitive 
backcountry quality and resulting opportunities for quiet recreational uses 

 Consideration was given to changing the mode of travel on the 
Summit trial (#486, aka Continental Divide trail) to non-motorized 
use. The existing use is motorized single track, so the primitive 
nature of this area has remained intact even with such traditional use. 
Under the Preferred Alternative this trail would remain single-track 
motorized (motorcycle use allowed). The Forest Service has 
determined that the existing modes of travel on the Continental 
Divide trail are appropriate. To make changes on the Continental 
Divide trial does have the potential to have effects on other trails 
outside the analysis area (see comment on Greens Creek trial) and 
therefore, changing modes of travel and travel designations on this 
trail that forms the boundary between other National Forests (San 
Isabel and Rio Grande) is problematic if done from one Forest’s 
perspective. A multi-Forest comprehensive travel analysis and plan 
is probably a better approach to determine a need for change in this 
particular area 
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Ss71 In the Preferred alternative, for all but a few sections, the use along the CDNST 
will remain open to motorized vehicles. We feel that with the future proposed and 
existing decisions to change the CDNST alignment and designation of those new 
alignments of non-motorized recreation, that our concerns over motorized use 
along the CDNST will be addressed. We are still concerned with those areas where 
motorized trail routes will cross or intersect the new CDNST and want to see some 
assurance that careful monitoring of those trails be established so as to identify any 
future changes or management actions that may be needed to prevent illegal 
motorized use of the CDNST.CDNST  

See FEIS, Chapter 3, Recreation, Preferred Alternative, Special-
status trails section. 

Ss72 The scope of the DEIS analysis is too limited relative to the CT [Colorado Trail] 
and CDNST [Continental Divide National Scenic Trail] The DEIS focuses its 
attention specifically on the CDNST and, by virtue of its co-location, includes the 
CT in that analysis. For that reason, we address the parts of the DEIS that address 
the CDNST and incorporate The CT by association. 

It is recognized in the "special status trails" section that this 
evaluation addresses both the CDNST and CT. 

Ss73 The DEIS scope does include analysis of non-motorized travel modes “[i]n order to 
provide an area-wide physically sustainable transportation system that balances 
resource protection, public safety, recreational use and access needs…” (DEIS 
p.15).  

Yes that is true, but the primary focus of the travel management 
planning effort was to determine which routes should remain open 
for motorized and mechanized travel (Chapter 1, Purpose and Need 
for Action).  

Ss74 We have identified the following routes as co-aligned with the CDNST and they 
are listed as open to MTB use or Motorized use (outside of Wilderness): 618,906 
A,531,243.3G,243.3H,486,577/486,785,878, and 499. First we would like to state 
that while decisions have been made to allow Mountain biking along these trail 
sections, it should be noted that the primary use of the CDNST as stated by the 
Comprehensive plan and the soon to be released National Directive for 
management of the CDNST is for Equestrians and Hikers, and all other non- 
motorized recreational uses be secondary to those uses. This identification we feel, 
confuses the public as to the intended purposes of these trail sections. Any uses 
outside of the primary uses of the CDNST should only be allowed if they do not 
substantially interfere with the nature and purpose of the CDNST and that is for 
high quality recreation by equestrians and hikers. Therefore, while we understand 
the need for identifying Mountain Bike use in the plan- it should be noted and 
understood that this use is not the primary or “highest” use of those trail sections.  

Comment noted. Forest Service Manual direction regarding 
management of the CDNST was recently updated (FSM 2300, Ch. 
2350, effective 11/4/09) to address mechanized and motorized use 
on the CDNST. Direction concerning mountain bike use on the 
CDNST includes the following: "Bicycle use may be allowed on the 
CDNST (16 U.S.C. 1246(c)), using the appropriate trail design 
standards, if the use is consistent with the applicable CDNST unit 
plan and will not substantially interfere with the nature and purposes 
of the CDNST (FSM 2353.42)." See the FEIS Preferred Alternative, 
Recreation Section, Special Status Trail section, regarding the 
CDNST. 
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Ss75 As you may be aware, the CDNST USFS Proposed Directive was issued in the 
Federal Register in May 2007. The Proposed Directive attempted to provide future 
management direction for the CDT by addressing and clarifying the nature and 
purpose of the CDT. Due to the significance of this process to the future 
management of the CDT, we feel that there should be some recognition of the 
potential outcomes of that process and incorporation for the outcomes of the Final 
Directive into this management plan, and specifically how you will resolve the 
nature and purpose of the CDNST being defined as a non- motorized high quality 
recreation al experience for hikers and horseman with the current management 
outlined for the Trail in this document. We feel strongly this still must be 
addressed.  

 See the FEIS Preferred Alternative, Recreation Section, Special 
Status Trail section, regarding the CDNST. 

Ss76 CDNST/CT -The DEIS should include a broader look at options for the 
CDNST/CT [Continental Divide National Scenic Trail/Colorado Trail] such as the 
planned reroute as a connected action. We ask that a Supplemental DEIS (CEQ 
Regulation 1502.9©) be issued to study this reroute as a connected action and that 
the Final EIS on the status of the CDNST/CT be postponed until completion of the 
supplemental analysis. 

Specific trail planning for the CDNST/CT is beyond the scope of 
this analysis. Future planning of the CDNST is not a connected 
action since it is not dependent on this travel management document 
and can be taken up at any time. The DEIS portrays a variety of 
alternatives for the CDNST/CT. Under the Preferred Alternative in 
the FEIS, the existing uses and modes of travel would be retained for 
the CDNST/CT.  

Ss77 The NEPA document "purpose and need" should clearly describe the "nature and 
purposes" of the CDNST, as described in the vision for the Trail as adopted by the 
CDNST Leadership Council: 

The purpose and need of this Travel Management EIS includes more 
than just management of the CDNST. CDNST management 
requirements are considered in this EIS. See the FEIS Preferred 
Alternative, Recreation Section, Special Status Trail section, 
regarding the CDNST. 

Ss78 "Complete the Trail to connect people and communities to the Continental Divide 
by providing scenic, high-quality, primitive hiking and horseback riding 
experiences, while preserving the significant natural, historic, and cultural 
resources along the Trail." 

Comment noted 
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Ss79 The following web links refer to documents that provide necessary background 
material for the NEPA document.  

Leadership Council Charter - 2004 

Vision and Guiding Principles - 2004 

CDTA-FS-BLM-NPS Memorandum of Understanding - 2005 Legislative History 
and Planning Reference - 2008 Administrative Reference Questions and Answers - 
2008 The Colorado Trail Master Plan - 1998 CTF-Forest Service Memorandum of 
Understanding - 2005 

Comment noted. 

 

Ss80 As mentioned, the CDT/CT traverses the project area along the Eastern border of 
the Gunnison National Forest and the San Isabel and Rio Grande national Forests. 
Two of the control points of the CDT/CT in this area include Monarch Pass and 
Marshall Pass. This area is of great concern to all the multiple users of this very 
unique and special place. It affords all users a rare experience, with ease of access 
and opportunity to have a high quality recreational experience with a high chance 
for success. However, we do feel that the current management of the area creates a 
less than desirable experience for the primary users of the CDT and that current and 
the proposed management while meets the nature and purpose of the CDNST as 
stated in its comprehensive plan does so without careful analysis of whether or not 
the new use and prior allowable motorized use substantially interferes with the 
primary uses of the CDNST . While we support the intent of having this section of 
trail transition to non-motorized use, the fact that motorized use occurred in this 
section prior to designation of the CDNST in 1978, it seems that further evaluation 
must be done to determine if motorized use in this area is “substantially interfering 
“ with the CDNST experience in the area. We are not convinced that this process 
has been completed. In particular, we are concerned with the impact of the 
management identified by the preferred alternative of this section of the CDT on 
equestrians and hikers. If the idea is to improve the condition of the CDNST in the 
area, it would be better to indicate that a realignment of the CDNST occur in the 
area and the use on that realignment be limited to non-motorized and non-
mechanized trail use. We recognize this is not a travel management decision, but it 
is impossible to evaluate this management decision without having some idea of 
what its impacts may be on existing recreational uses. More importantly, we 
continue to encourage the USFS to consider a management plan for this area that 
acknowledges all current users and allows them to maintain their opportunity to 
experience this area, but also acknowledges that in some places not all uses should 
be co-aligned. CDTA remains interested in taking the lead, with USFS support, to 

Comment noted. See the FEIS Preferred Alternative, Recreation 
Section, Special Status Trail section, regarding the CDNST. 
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engage with the various user groups in meaningful discussion to develop a series of 
alternatives in the area that provides for the intended uses of the CDT, but also 
allows for the continued uses of the area by both motorized and mechanized users 
in the Monarch Crest/Marshall Pass Area. 

Ss81 I don't understand how one could justify designating parts of a motorcycle trail as 
mountain bike sections. By so doing, you are creating a certain conflict situation, 
which you will have to resolve by; you guessed it, designating the entire trail as 
mountain bike use.  

Typically that scenario would not be a desired management 
condition under the Preferred Alternative. Since there was no 
specific trial reference to where the commenter believes this to be 
the planned trail management. See the FEIS Preferred Alternative 
Figure 4 for a map of the trails and modes of trail that would be 
allowed. See Chapter 3 Recreation Section for proposed changes of 
motorized trails to non-motorized trails. 

Ss82 I would also like to say that I am totally befuddled about why you want to close a 
portion of the CDNST between Highway 114 (near North Pass) and Cochetopa 
Pass Road to motorized use. This trail segment is smack-dab in the middle of our 
motorcycle ride from Sargents to South Fork. A ride that people from all over the 
country come to Sargents and stay at the Tomichi Creek Trading Post cabins and 
spend 3-5 days riding trails in the area and then ride the famous Sargents-South 
Fork Loop. There can be no possible justification for this trail segment to be 
designated non-motorized. Most of it is actually a road. 

The FEIS Preferred Alternative would keep this section as open to 
motorcycle use. 

Ss83 Although I mentioned earlier that I am in favor of designating some trails for 
mountain bike use and not for motorcycle use, I could not make this choice based 
on my preference if I was a USFS planner engaged in preparing a Travel 
Management Plan. As a USFS planner, my decisions would have to be based on the 
facts, on science, on potential impacts, and on calculated benefits. When preference 
enters the decision making process, politics trumps science and facts. I defy you to 
tell me why motorcycles and mountain bikes cannot share the Crest Trail and that 
little piece of the CDNST by highway 114. After all, they currently share the entire 
CDNST from Marshall Pass to highway 114 and will do so in the future according 
to the Travel Management Plan alternatives. 

The FEIS Preferred Alternative would keep this section as open to 
motorcycle use. 
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Ss84 We recognize our suggestion for how to determine how to manage the non-
motorized uses may conflict with your desire to reduce the number of multiple 
parallel routes to the same or similar areas. However, in the case of the Monarch 
Crest and Marshall Pass Areas, these areas are so significant and receive so much 
use, that some additional type of management must be considered to maintain the 
quality of the experience users are desiring. We are concerned with this 
management goal because it may severely limit the opportunities for user groups to 
develop a sound set of alternatives in the Monarch Crest that will preserve the 
recreational experience for all users. 

See the FEIS Preferred Alternative, Recreation Section, Special 
Status Trail section, regarding the CDNST. 

Ss85 1.It is the intention of Congress for the Continental Divide National Scenic Trail to 
be a primitive and challenging non-motorized trail traversing the Continental 
Divide from Canada to Mexico. 

Yes, but Congress also included provisions in the 1978 National 
Parks and Recreation Act that designated the CDNST allowing for 
motorized vehicles on the trail if they were in use at the time of 
designation and that do not substantially interfere with the nature and 
purpose of the trial (Section 7©). These provisions were also 
considered when determining the suitable modes of travel. 

Ss86 2.To avoid aligning the CDNST with an existing trail that may not fit National 
Scenic Trail standards, and to improve the overall planning of the CDNST, we 
suggest all agencies: 

- Review the existing or proposed CDNST route in the adjacent jurisdictions to 
assure it meets National Scenic Trail standards prior to connecting with them. 

- Establish CDNST “control points” where the Trail must pass through and analyze 
route opportunities between these points that fit National Scenic Trail standards. 

Alignment of the CDNST is not the scope of this travel management 
planning effort. The existing trail alignment was the focus of the 
travel management evaluations, not a new or speculative alignment. 

The Forest Service agrees that before changes to the existing modes 
of travel on the CDNST should be made, more comprehensive 
evaluations and planning need to be completed that include input 
from adjacent Forests that have roads and trails connecting with the 
CDNST. The Preferred Alternative would keep modes of travel on 
the CDNST the same as existing conditions, no change. The 
specifics of such planning are premature at this time, but the concept 
of using “control points” in such a planning effort is noted. 

Ss87 Crest Trail and Agate Creek – this is a perfect example where many miles of 
excellent, sustainable and maintained single track are being sacrificed for what? So 
mountain bikers/hikers don’t have to have any overlap with motorized users of a 
section of trail less than one mile long (where the Agate Creek Trail intersects the 
Crest Trail)? I’ve ridden Agate Creek at least a dozen times and seen a total of 1 
mountain biker and zero hikers on that trail. Why close it to the only group that 
uses it? If you feel the trail is too narrow and can’t support both user groups 
simultaneously (a problem I’ve not experienced), please enlist us to help cut a new 
parallel trail or wide the existing one. 

The FEIS Preferred Alternative would keep this section as open to 
motorcycle use. 
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Ss88 Furthermore, the CDNST is a National Scenic Trail and therefore already a 
designated Trail in the project area and we feel that as the team identifies new 
designations for routes in the forest, the impacts of these new designations to 
existing ones must be fully evaluated. (This is f both new trail and CDNST trail 
related comment- so I put it here) 

Comment noted. See the FEIS Preferred Alternative, Recreation 
Section, Special Status Trail section, regarding the CDNST. 

 

 Crystal Peak Trail 583 Response 

Ss89 Crystal Peak Trail (583)  

This trail has fallen into disrepair over the years but has historically served both 
hikers and mountain bikers and has provided a valuable non-motorized trail 
segment in an otherwise motorized trail area. 

AHCCA [HIGH COUNTRY CITIZENS ALLIANCE] requests that at least one 
alternative should be modified to consider non-motorized use of this route. 

The Forest Service has considered these comments and re-evaluated 
the existing uses in the area and determined that under the Preferred 
Alternative, the Crystal Peak Trail (583) should be managed as a 
non-motorized trail where mountain bike use is allowed. 

Ss90 Continuing up Cement Creek, a trail that many Crested Butte and CB South 
residents including myself would like to see non-motorized is the Crystal Peak 
Trail 583. It is decommissioned on alternative three and motorized on the other 
alternatives. A better option and compromise is to designate it non-motorized, 
which will greatly decrease the damage on it, and instead decommission Trail 580, 
which is similar to most trails in the area and not near the quality wilderness-like 
experience of Trail 583. Trail 580 also leads to Double Top, which is no longer a 
good mountain bike trail. Crystal Peak Trail 583 is a short section of trail through 
amazing wildflower meadows and ends on Trail 400, which is still ride-able on the 
descent. No other trail in the area except Trail 400 has the beautiful diversity of 
flowers that Trail 583 has. The trail is far too steep to sustain motorcycle use and in 
the past few years has gotten a lot of abuse from them. It is now too deeply rutted 
through several sections to ride, which was not the case just 4 years ago. Closing 
this trail to motorized would allow hikers and mountain bikers one trail up to the 
ridge between East Brush and Cement Creeks that is a quiet sue and quality 
experience. Mountain bikers could once again ride it instead of carrying their bikes 
through the ruts. Motorcycles could still access Taylor Road and Taylor Park via 
Cement Creek Road and Trail 582, Trail 582.1A and Trail 440. The Crystal Peak 
Trail is the most suitable of all the trails going up to the ridge between East Brush 
and Cement Creeks because it is still in reasonable shape to be saved before it 

See response above 
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needs thousands of dollars of work. It also does not require mountain bikers to ride 
on the Double Top Trail which is destroyed and mostly not ride-able now. It does 
not cut off motorcycles access to Double Top or Trail 400. As a Crested Butte 
South mountain bikers, I believe this is a far better alternative to designate non-
motorized than is Trail 580 or 545. Designating Trail 583 non-motorized would be 
a great step in lessening the growing animosity toward the motorcyclists in Cement 
Creek by hikers and mountain bikers as well. Designating a destroyed trail like 
Block and Tackle as non-motorized will not solve the problem. 

Ss91 Trail #583 (Crystal Peak Trail) changed to non-motorized. Cement Creek Caucus 
feel it is tragic that this trail which was a barely recognizable single track for 
decades, that many in our valley used to bike, hike and horseback ride, has been so 
badly eroded in the past few years. The old trail cannot be ridden any longer due to 
excessive damage. It is an amazing trail that is sadly falling into disrepair due to 
incompatibility of use and design, and neglect. It is too steep for its current usage 
and needs to be preserved and restored. We feel this trail should be changed to non-
motorized and CBMBA and CB South non-motorized users have shown interest in 
making some changes to this trail in the form of switchbacks and water bars that 
could save this trail. This trail is parallel to 582.1a which goes to the same spot. 
With two trails going to the same place it would be reasonable to return this trail to 
its more historic usage as a non-motorized trail. We feel if there is not a trail 
designation change on this trail that it will inevitably become a deeply rutted 
braided trail within a few summers which would be a great loss to all users. 

In regards to the upper end of the valley, the current plan calls for five motorized 
routes up to Double Top all within a few miles (Block and Tackle, Waterfall Creek 
#55S, Hunter Creek, Crystal Peak Trail and Mt Tilton Trail.) We feel it is irrational 
to have this many redundant trails to the same place for the same user pup. 
Changing Crystal Peak would still leave a majority of the trail options motorized 
and it would greatly diminish the maintenance requirements for the forest service. 
There would be less user conflict and greater opportunity for all users. 

See response above 

Ss92 Crystal Peak Trail 583-CBMBA would like to propose that Crystal Peak Trail #583 
be designated as non-motorized. Alternative #3 shows it decommissioned and the 
other Alternatives designate it as motorized. Trail #583 travels through beautiful 
terrain with abundant wildflowers in the summer. Recent years of motorcycle 
traffic have had a negative impact on this trail, causing sections to become deeply 
rutted. Currently there are many options for the motorized community to travel 
between the Cement Creek Valley and East Brush Creek on over to Aspen. 
Converting the Crystal Peak Trail to non-motorized use would provide the non-

See response above 
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motorized community with an important amenity through scenic terrain, free of 
motorcycle traffic and noise. Once again, CBMBA would volunteer to restore this 
trail to sustainable condition. Please consider these comments and designate 
Crystal Peak Trail #583 as non-motorized. 

Under the preferred alternative, the Crystal Peak Trail (583) – is proposed to be 
NM/MB to provide a NM experience in this area. 

Ss93 Crystal Peak Trail 583 Non Motorized -This trail is in decent shape and is 
absolutely beautiful in the summer months. If designated non motorized, it would 
provide a maintained and non rutted route to connect the Brush and Cement Creek 
valleys. It does not end at Double Top which should remain a motorized trail. 
Please do not de-commission this trail as on alterative 3. 

See response above 

Ss94 Crystal Peak Trail 583-I would like to see the Crystal Peak Trail #583 designated 
non-motorized. Alternative #3 shows this trail decommissioned while the other 
Alternatives keep it motorized. This trail has a long history in the community and I 
have personally hiked and biked it many times. Decommissioning it would be 
unfortunate. I suggest it be designated as non-motorized because the motorcycles 
have many ways to travel from Cement Creek over to Brush Creek and to Aspen. 
Crystal Peak Trail is highly scenic and has beautiful wildflowers in the summer 
months, yet it has suffered heavily from heavy motorcycle traffic, becoming deeply 
rutted in many sections. Designating the Crystal Peak trail non-motorized would 
allow the hiking and mountain biking community a non-motorized trail in the 
northern most part of the valley to enjoy in peace and quiet, and with volunteer 
work from CBMBA, could be restored to sustainable condition. Please keep this 
longstanding trail open and designate it non-motorized. Thank you. 

See response above 

Ss95 Trail #583 (Crystal Peak Trail) changed to non-motorized-We feel it is tragic that 
this trail which was a barely recognizable single track for decades, that many in our 
valley used to bike, hike and horseback ride, has been so badly eroded in the past 
few years. The old trail cannot be ridden any longer due to excessive damage. It is 
an amazing trail that is sadly falling into disrepair due to incompatibility of use and 
design, and neglect. It is too steep for its current usage and needs to be preserved 
and restored. We feel this trail should be changed to non-motorized and CBMBA 
and CB South non-motorized users have shown interest in making some changes to 
this trail in the form of switchbacks and water bars that could save this trail. This 
trail is parallel to 582.1a which goes to the same spot. With two trails going to the 
same place it would be reasonable to return this trail to its more historic usage as a 
non-motorized trail. We feel if there is not a trail designation change on this trail 

See response above 
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that it will inevitably become a deeply rutted braided trail within a few summers, 
which would be a great loss to all users. 

Ss96 Trail 583, Crystal Peak Trail, located at the very source of Cement Creek and 
situated in a fragile high elevation wildflower meadow is recommended as 
motorized in the Proposed Alternative. This trail is a place where we bring our 
parents to see the spectacular array of flowers and observe the elk herd browsing 
across the upper valley. It was a unique place where an elderly person could 
actually access and walk a short distance from 740 (Cement Creek Road) to obtain 
an incredible natural experience. Well, over the last few years motos have ripped 
such a deep rut that you cannot walk in the v-shaped trail and last year they have 
just started a new trail 2 feet away paralleling the existing trail. This is a prime 
example of irresponsible and non sustainable use and something the Forest Service 
has asked us to Identify as a problem. This trail does not constitute a loop concept 
for motos to reach Double Top (Trail 405) as they can use 582.1A to reach the 
same place. Please strongly consider designating 583 as a non-motorized trail 

See response above 

 

 Eccher Gulch /Green Lake Trails/ Para Mi Response 

Ss97 As a resident of Aspen and frequent visitor to Crested Butte I am concerned over 
some proposed mountain bike trail closures in the Crested Butte Area, specifically 
the Eccher Gulch and Green Lake trails. The main reason I (and many other 
summer visitors) head to Crested Butte year after year is the wonderful mountain 
biking the area affords and the closing of these trails represents a serious loss to the 
community and tourists like me. 

 

Eccher Gulch Tail (#559). Currently there is no public easement for 
this trail across private land to Hwy 135 making it a dead-end trail. 
To further complicate the management of this dead-end trail is that it 
is downhill, making riders less likely to turn around at the Forest 
boundary and ride back up hill to trail #558. The Forest Service is 
reluctant to depict a trail as open where there is a high propensity for 
the public to cross private lands without authorization or easement. 
After considering the comments received on this segment of trail the 
Forest Service has determined that the long-term management goal 
for this trial (#559) is to be a non-motorized trail where mountain 
bike use is allowed. Due to the private land issues, there would be a 
temporary closure on this trail until the access issues across private 
land can be resolved. Mountain bike use in this area is consistent 
with the Forest Plan recreation settings of semi-primitive, non-
motorized recreation for the area.  
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Ss98 Some of your Alternatives #2 and #3 close many currently open trails to cyclists, 
while #4 keeps them open. There is plenty of support for each of the three 
alternatives in pieces but none for any of them as a whole.. I simply want to 
suggest, instead of simply closing trails such as Green Lake trail to cyclists who 
regularly enjoy it, can we at least look at some specific trails, determine what the 
problem is, and attempt to make a solution that works without the quick and harsh 
closed posting. Perhaps there is a lot of room to consider as other Forest Service 
Districts have done, ideas that allow use but deter conflict. Open to biking on odd 
days of the month, uphill use only, etc. Please take the time to contact user groups, 
CBMBA [Crested Butte Mountain Biking Association], Elk Mountain Hiking 
Club, Town of Crested Butte, and lets discuss what options might satisfy all user 
groups instead of simply closing it to one user group. 

It is true that under some of the alternatives considered some 
existing trails open to mountain bike use would be closed to such 
use. Based on public comments and re-evaluation of agency 
directives, many of the existing non-motorized trails would remain 
open to mountain bike use under the Preferred Alternative. Public 
comments regarding the desired mode of trail for the Green Lake 
trail (#566) was varied. The Forest Service has determined that the 
best management direction for this trial is to be non-motorized use. 
The segment of the Green Lakes trial (#566) from the Forest 
boundary to the intersection with the Carbon trail (#436) would 
allow mountain bike use, from that intersection up to Green Lake 
would be restricted and mountain bike use would not be allowed 
under the Preferred Alternative. Mountain bikers riding up on the 
eastern segment of the Green Lakes trial (#566) would have to use 
the Carbon trail (#436) to return back to Crested Butte or go back 
down the Green Lakes trail. But use of the Carbon trail provides 
riders with a loop ride back to Crested Butte. 

Ss99 I would greatly enjoy mountain biking the Crested Butte to Gunnison Trail 
proposed along the back of Whestone Mountain and a long trail would draw 
tourists from other areas. If access remained limited in the future as it is now, it 
would keep this trail pristine. Impacts to the trail and wildlife would be limited if it 
is designated mountain bike, horse and hike only.  

I believe keeping the area non-motorized and designating the Carbon Creek Trail 
436, Para Mi Para Ti and The Green Lake Trail non-motorized would limit impacts 
to this quiet area. Keeping the area closed entirely o ATVs would definitely lessen 
the pressure during hunting season on the wildlife here. I have seen many user 
created ATV spurs in that area, and watched the Carbon Creek Trail single-track 
widened by ATV use over the years. During hunting season I have read about 
mayhem happening back here and non-motorized access only would alleviate a lot 
of this. The Green Lake Trail is a good mountain bike and hiking trail right from 
town. Of which we have very few. I would like to see it kept open to mountain 
bikes to the junction before the lake even if other trails in the area were closed to 
mountain bikes.  

A loop could be formed with the Wildcat Trail and Splain’s Gulch. I would like to 
see the Carbon Creek Trail and Para Mi Para Ti remain open to mountain bikes as 
well as I do enjoy riding these. Hikers and horseback would still have to drive to 
access the Carbon Creek Trail so it would offer no different access than the many 

The Forest Service is keenly aware of the concept of “build in and 
they will come”. The existing Forest Plan direction for recreational 
opportunity is varied in the Carbon Creek/Whetstone/Mt. Axtell 
area. There is a block of land that the Carbon trail (#436) bisects 
where the Forest Plan management objective is semi-primitive 
motorized use. Based on that Forest Plan direction, it was 
determined that the Carbon trail (#436) would remain as a single-
track motorized trail that would allow motorcycle, mountain bike, 
hiker, and horseback use. The Forest Service is somewhat unclear as 
to what trail is actually referred to as the Para Mi Para Ti trail. The 
Carbon trail ( #436) connects the Ohio Pass road (#730) with County 
Road 12 and provides access to the Green Lakes trial (#566). The 
Forest Service management objective to maintain the single-track 
character of the trails in this area would mean that efforts would be 
taken to prevent ATV use on the Carbon trail as well as the non-
motorized Green Lakes trail (#566).  
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wilderness hiking trails near Crested Butte if designated hike/horse only. The many 
times I have ridden these area trails, I have only once seen a runner but no other 
users, aside from on the Green Lake Trail, and do not think there is much conflict 
with mountain bikers and hikers or horses on the Carbon Creek or Para Mi Para Ti 
Trails. Unless The Carbon Creek Trail and Para Mi Para Ti are significantly 
upgraded, they will not incur huge amounts of mountain bikers as they are difficult 
and rough. The Green Lake Trail is probably the most popular mountain bike trail 
in the area. 

Ss100 Para Mi Para Ti (Don Cook Trail) – Very important access from Green Lake Trail 
to Carbon Creek Trail. Alternative #4 non-moto. 

See response to comment above. 

 

 Flattop Mountain Response 

Ss101 Notes on Preferred Alternative:  

Flattop B3 (863.2E) Alt 5 = jeep trail 

Spur 1 (7863.2A) Alt 5 = closed 

Spur 2 (863.2C) Alt 5 = closed 

BR 2 (863.2D) Alt 5 = closed 

 

Ss102 Flat Top Mountain/Red Mountain area 

a. DOW rates this area as exceptional wildlife habitat during all seasons.  

b. Illegal motorized route proliferation has reduced habitat effectiveness, 
diminished hunting success and satisfaction, and led to resource degradation.  

c. Significant elk distribution issues occur in this area that clearly are related to 
travel management and recreation.  

e. Choose Alt. 3 

The Forest Service has considered the Colorado DOW’s assessment 
of wildlife habitat values for this area in its travel analysis process 
(see Chapter 1, Travel Analysis). The proposed action would 
continue the agency’s efforts to enforce travel restrictions that only 
allow motorized travel on designate routes. The Forest Service 
considered many of the closure options depicted in Alternative 3 and 
would, under the Preferred Alternative, close many miles of road on 
the Flattop mountain area including the connecting road from road 
#955 to road #829, (See Figure 4). 

Ss103 Road 955 on Flat Top Mountain needs to be connected to 955 Jeep road. It goes 
from Ohio Creek to Hwy 135 outside of Almont to make a good loop. Leave un 
maintained and post open high clearance. 

The Forest Service considered this option in Alternative 2 and 4 but 
has determined, based on concerns relating to wildlife habitat and 
hunting success, that the appropriate management objective for this 
area is not to have thru travel on road #955 up to road #829. The 
existing road that would be closed is extremely rough and rarely 
used by the public. It was determined that a thru connection on road 
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#955 was not needed as part of a sustainable transportation system. 

Ss104 A general comment on Flattop. The decommissioning of the spider-work of roads 
in Alternative 3 and the Proposed Plan is a good idea. Last year there was 
maintenance on portions of the roads and the work was successful in discouraging 
vehicles from creating new paths. Often, several roads lead to the same destination 
without any utility but do create erosion issues. 

See above response. 

Ss105 I applaud the changes that are in the Proposed and Alternative 3 plans as they 
pertain to Flattop Mountain. The decommissioning of the network of poorly 
maintained and often redundant roads on this mountain is a good idea. This will 
dissuade vehicular users from establishing new roads in the sage and begin 
recovering erosion damage that has occurred along existing roads. 

The Forest Service considered your support for options depicted in 
Alternative 2 and 3 regarding closures to roads in the Flattop 
mountain area. The Preferred Alternative would close many roads 
and close the connection made by road #955 thru to road #829. The 
agency believes this to be the appropriate management objective for 
this area given the importance of wildlife habitat and hunting 
expectations. 

Ss106 Areas Recommended for Closures: Road/trail densities in the following areas are 
so significant that route by route recommendations would be exceedingly 
cumbersome. It is or recommendation to identify the most practical routes from 
“point A to point B”, and remove all others from the Travel Management System. 

Flattop/Red Mountain Area: Flattop Mountain Area: We [Colorado Division of 
Wildlife] strongly encourage the adoption of Alternative 3 for this area. Flattop and 
Red Mountains provide some of the most productive wildlife habitat in the 
Gunnison Basin. Over the last 15 years, user created routes has proliferated, 
leading to significant habitat degradation and fragmentation across the much of this 
landscape. We support reasonable access to both sides of Flattop and to Red 
Mountain, but the status quo is not acceptable from a wildlife standpoint. Based on 
the current level of use, substantial enforcement and educational campaigns will be 
necessary in this area following implementation of the final travel plan. 

In the Travel Analysis process (Chapter 1), the agencies considered 
the most practical routes to access areas of interest or connect routes 
to comprise a sustainable travel system (e.g. “point A to point B”) as 
you suggest. The Forest Service considered these comments and 
support for reducing open routes in the Flattop Mountain area. The 
Preferred Alternative depicts the agency’s desired travel 
management plans for this area and is not a continuation of the status 
quo and does provide some changes from the existing conditions. 
The system of trails and roads in this area as defined by the Preferred 
Alternative are the agency’s determination of the most appropriate 
management for this area given public concerns, public preferences, 
and resource management objectives. The agencies concur that 
implementation of the decisions contained in this travel management 
planning will require enforcement and education, but specific 
strategies for implementation are beyond the scope of this 
environmental assessment. 
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Ss107 Areas Recommended for Closures: Road/trail densities in the following areas are 
so significant that route by route recommendations would be exceedingly 
cumbersome. It is or recommendation to identify the most practical routes from 
“point A to point B”, and remove all others from the Travel Management System. 

Kebler Pass south to Red Mountain: We [Colorado Division of Wildlife] do not 
support additional mechanized travel routes in this area as proposed in Alternative 
4. Additional mechanized routes would further fragment wildlife habitat and likely 
contribute to already problematic elk distribution issues and private land conflicts 
in the area. Elk calving and summer concentration areas occur in this area. We do 
support mechanized travel on trail 885 as identified on Alternative 3. 

The Forest Service considered these comments related to Alternative 
4. The Preferred Alternative depicts the agency’s desired travel 
management plans for this area. Road #885 is open for motorized 
travel under existing conditions. The Preferred Alternative would 
maintain existing mode of travel on this road based on management 
objectives for the area. There are two spurs off of this road that 
would be closed and the trail off of Road #885 back to the Ohio Pass 
road and Kebler Pass area would be a non-motorized trail open to 
hikers, horseback riders and mountain bikes. 

 

 Game Unit 54 (DOW comments) Response 

Ss108 (GMU 54) Forest Service West of Highway 135  

FS 862 (Powerline Rd. North of switchbacks); support closure close N. of FS 
860.1B @ creek crossing to admin. access only; No needed private access from that 
area; this will improve wildlife habitat. 

see Preferred Alternative, the agencies believe they have made 
appropriate management decisions for that area considering both 
wildlife and private access needs. 

Ss109 (GMU 54)- Lowline Trail (Castle Creek/Mill Creek area); in support of proposed 
alternative for horse/foot trail but do not recommend conversion to Mt. Bike trail; 
Livestock driveway with wet ground, switching it to mechanized travel will 
increase erosion and gullying.  

Lowline Trail (#438) is proposed to be open to non-motorized travel 
in the Preferred Alternative. Forest Service could not find 
environmental limitations that would warrant not allowing mountain 
bike use. 

Ss110 GMU 54) Antelope Hills to CR# 818 (Wiley Lane) 

(GMU 54)Wiley Lane- support for alternative 3 for road closures; justification-
Unnecessary road development.  

The agencies have considered your comments supporting road 
closures in this area. The Preferred Alternative would close four 
roads in the area that were deemed to be unnecessary parallel routes 
not needed for public access in the area. 

Ss111 (GMU 54) Antelope Hills- to deny new development of Upper Mountain bike trail; 
acquired and designated for critical wildlife area and an area of highly erosive soils. 

Your concerns have been considered. This was a conceptual trail and 
not carried forward in the preferred alternative 

Ss112 (GMU 54) BLM Antelope Hills /Steer’s Gulch area; Comment: to reduce overall 
road densities; .Justification: Critical Gunnison Sage-Grouse habitat and is 
currently heavily fragmented 

The BLM reviewed the routes in this area and identified an 
additional 3 miles of routes (northwest of McIntosh Mountain) that 
we decided to not designate for public use to protect wildlife values 
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Ss113 (GMU 54) Sun Park- FS 858.1B; to implement road closures; Unnecessary parallel 
routes and excessive erosion caused by steep routes; Will increase foraging habitats 
for game 

 

The Forest Service believes route # 858.1B is suitable and 
appropriate as a motorized trail that provides a desired opportunity 
for serious 4-wheel drive recreation travel. It does parallel another 
road but provides a unique recreational opportunity not afforded the 
public in this area near Gunnison. There are access concerns across 
private lands for the parallel road which over time may not be open 
to public travel. This route on the ridge would provide access to the 
public in the event the other route through private lands is closed to 
the public in the future. Watershed condition for this area is good but 
the inherent watershed sensitivity is moderate. There is no evidence 
of excessive erosion associate with this route, but there is potential 
for accelerated erosion if the trial is improperly maintained. Another 
parallel route to the east within this watershed would be closed to 
motorized travel under the Preferred Alternative. The Forest Service 
believes it has made appropriate management decisions for this area 
considering both wildlife and private access needs. 

Ss114 (GMU 54) FS.573 trail; in support of alternative 3 closures; closures would aid in 
increased Elk harvest 

Under the Preferred Alternative the Wheelbarrow Gulch route 
(#573) would be closed. 

Ss115 (GMU 54) .Z9642.0- support to have trail be converted to non-motorized use; 
Greater Elk harvest opportunity while stopping potential poaching of wilderness 
area boundary 

(GMU 54) .Z9642.0- support to have trail be converted to non-
motorized use; Greater Elk harvest opportunity while stopping 
potential poaching of wilderness area boundary 

Ss116 The work that was done last summer on the network of roads (on the northwest 
side off the Hinkle Road) made a visible difference. When I was last on the 
mountain in late August, it was apparent that the barriers placed to discourage 
travel in undesirable areas were having the desired effect. In addition to this, I 
could see an improvement in the erosion off the Hinkle Road 

The comment is in response to past maintenance actions taken by the 
Forest Service on road #829 and is not within the scope of this 
environmental assessment. 

 

 Gothic Area Response 

Ss117 Areas Recommended for Closures: Road/trail densities in the following areas are 
so significant that route by route recommendations would be exceedingly 
cumbersome. It is our recommendation to identify the most practical routes from 
“point A to point B”, and remove all others from the Travel Management System. 

Gothic Road, Snodgrass Mt, Slate River, and Oh Be Joyful Areas: We do not 
support additional route development in this area. Additional routes will diminish 

We concur. In the Travel Analysis process (Chapter 1), the agencies 
considered the most practical routes to access areas of interest or 
connect routes to comprise a travel system (e.g. “point A to point 
B”) as you suggest. The Forest Service preferred alternative does not 
include any new route development in the areas identified. For the 
most part, the Forest Service has reduced the miles of route open to 
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hunting opportunities and harvest while contributing to problematic big game 
distribution issues in the Crested Butte area. 

public travel in this area and has moved towards non-motorized use 
on some existing trails in these areas. 

Ss117 I was expecting more discussion regarding a partial closure of change in status of 
Gothic Road. I know that this road is maintained by the county, and urge the USFS 
to give itself the flexibility to respond if the county takes action to deal with traffic 
problems on Gothic road. 

The Forest Service does not believe that closure of the County Road 
portion of the Gothic Road is within the scope of the decision (see 
Chapter 1, Travel Analysis and Purpose and Need). If the county 
takes actions to deal with traffic control on this road, the Forest 
Service role and involvement would be a separate and distinct 
action. Traffic control was not within the scope of this proposed 
action. 

Ss118 CBMBA would like to express support for the MT. Crested Butte to Gothic trail 
proposed by the FS/BLM on the Travel Management Alternative # 4. This trail is 
shown as a non-motorized trail. This trail would be a much-needed addition in the 
Gothic corridor. We believe this trail will reduce the traffic on Gothic Road and 
alleviate some trail/road problems Many cyclists riding Deer Creek, Trail # 403 
and # 401 would use this proposed trail, as it would be preferable to the dusty road. 
It would make for a much better trail ride/hike. We believe beginner cyclists would 
find the trail to Gothic enough of a trail experience in itself. If Crested Butte is 
famous for anything it’s the # 401 trail. The Mt. Crested Butte to Gothic trail would 
allow tourists, and locals to ride its most famous, popular # 401 trail more safely, 
with less motorized traffic, increasing the enjoyment and overall experience. The 
bottom line is, from an environmental standpoint, les driving means fewer 
pollutants emitted and fossil fuels consumed fewer disturbances to wildlife, less 
traffic and road maintenance. Encouraging and promoting benefit for the people of 
Gothic and Mt. Crested Butte. It truly is a win, win trail to Gothic. Please consider 
these comments and place this trail on the FS long-term plan. 

The Forest Service considered these comments and support for non-
motorized trail use in these areas. The Preferred Alternative depicts 
the agency’s desired travel management plans for this area. The 
system of trails and roads in this area as defined by the Preferred 
Alternative are the agency’s determination of the most appropriate 
management for this area given public concerns, public preferences, 
and resource management objectives. 

Ss119 The last point I would like to make is that there are a few ideas floating around to 
get substantial Mountain Bike traffic off of dirt roads that are very busy and often 
dusty and dangerous in the summer months. Especially Gothic road to Gothic and 
from Gothic to the 401 would be a great place to focus this effort. If we can find 
the support for the Wagon Trail to Kebler we certainly can find support for this 
endeavor.  

The Forest Service has considered new non-motorized trails in this 
area. The Preferred Alternative depicts the agency’s desired travel 
management plans for this area. The decision to implement the 
Preferred Alternative would not preclude the development of new 
trails in the future provided there is sufficient purpose and need for 
such future actions 
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Ss120 I support all of the Crested Butte Mountain Bike Associations trail proposals, but 
specifically the trails around Gothic Mountain and the extension of the lower loop. 
The area around Gothic sees the most intensive use of any area during peak tourist 
times and these proposed trails will help to spread that impact out. 

The Forest Service has considered your comments and support for 
new non-motorized trails in this area. The Preferred Alternative 
depicts the agency’s desired travel management plans for this area. 

 

 Italian Connector Response 

Ss121 We [Colorado Division of Wildlife] recommend closures of all motorized use and 
some mechanized use for the following routes to protect wildlife during 
critical/vulnerable times of the year, reduce wildlife habitat fragmentation, improve 
hunter experience and harvest, reduce resource degradation, influence big game 
distribution, and minimize hunter harassment issues. 

Route 760 (South Italian Creek) Close to all motorized use as indicated on 
Proposed Alternative to maintain habitat, improve hunting, and prevent resource 
damage. Road is being pushed further every year, now almost reaches to Horsethief 
Lake. 

The Forest Service believes this comment is referencing road 
#744.2H since it refers to accessing Horsethief Lake. Road #744.2H 
was constructed for a timber sale or timber stand improvement 
project and under the Preferred Alternative would become an 
administrative road, not open to the public for travel. The Forest 
Service has considered the concerns expressed by the Colorado 
DOW and has closed several spur roads #744.2H, #544.1, #544.1B, 
#544.1A, #880.1A, and #880.1B to public travel reserving their use 
for administrative purposes only. The reduction in motorized travel 
associated with administrative roads for timber management is 
expected to benefit wildlife. 

Ss122 We [Colorado Division of Wildlife] recommend closures of all motorized use and 
some mechanized use for the following routes to protect wildlife during 
critical/vulnerable times of the year, reduce wildlife habitat fragmentation, improve 
hunter experience and harvest, reduce resource degradation, influence big game 
distribution, and minimize hunter harassment issues. 

Route 561 (Italian Mountain) Close to all motorized use as indicated on Proposed 
Alternative to maintain habitat, improve hunting, and prevent resource damage. No 
through access; creates trespass problems. 

Trail #561 (Eyre Basin trail) would be closed to motorized travel 
under the Preferred Alternative. The Forest Service has considered 
comments from the Colorado DOW and motorized users regarding 
this trail and has determined that closure would best meet the 
management objectives for this area. The Forest Plan management 
prescription for this area is semi-primitive non-motorized recreation. 
Closure is consistent with the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum 
(ROS) objectives. Closure of this trail creates a large block of land 
that is not bisected by motorized travel and is expected to provide 
important wildlife security, eliminate some fragmentation of wildlife 
habitat, and eliminate a trail with a high potential for resource 
damage due to the step nature of the trial. There are also concerns 
regarding public access across private lands at the southern end of 
this trail.  

Ss123 The Old Italian Creek Road (759.1A) is a duplicate, parallel route to FSR 759. The 
proposed action and all alternatives should be modified to close one of these two 
parallel routes. Opportunities for four-wheel drive recreation are plentiful on the 

The Forest Service has considered the comments regarding the 
closure of road #759.1A and recognizes that it is a parallel route to 
road #759. During the Travel Analysis process (Chapter 1) it was 
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forest without this short route. Impacts to wildlife and watersheds will occur if both 
remain open. 

Analysis and disclosure of effects to wildlife and watershed values must be 
included in the DEIS for any alternative proposing to include both Italian Creek 
routes in the travel system. Designating this route as JEEP in all action alternatives 
fails to consider and analyze a reasonable range of alternatives. 

HCCA [HIGH COUNTRY CITIZENS ALLIANCE] requests that at least one 
alternative in the FEIS include decommissioning of this route. We further suggest 
that the preferred alternative should propose this route for decommissioning. The 
NEPA analysis for this route should identify site specific effects to wildlife and 
watersheds from continuing to permit parallel routes to exist. 

determined that this route is not causing undue resource damage, 
provides a unique and desirable recreational opportunity for this 
area. The site specific impacts of this route were considered during 
the travel analysis process which is part of the pre-project planning 
done by the Forest Service interdisciplinary team (ID team). Based 
on that analysis, the ID team found that the route provided a needed 
attribute to the mix of recreational opportunities and did not cause 
unacceptable resource impacts. Based on the public input regarding 
the desire for more extreme 4-wheel drive recreational opportunities, 
evaluation of existing conditions, and management objectives for 
this area, the Forest Service believes this road would be 
appropriately managed as a low-use 4-wheel drive “jeep” trail. 

Ss124 Please leave this single track trail from Road 754 to 880. This trail leaves 759 at 
top of Italian Mt and goes down Spring Creek to the Jeep Road 880 it is a single 
track trail that is usually used by motorcycles downhill only. Very good trail. 

The Forest Service believes these comments are in reference to a 
trail commonly referred to as the Italian Connector. This is an 
existing single-track motorized trail. The agency has received 
numerous comments from the public regarding this trail and the need 
to provide a single-track loop off of the very popular Italian 
mountain trail system. The agency has considered the environmental 
consequences of keeping this trial open to motorcycle use and 
proposes to keep the trail open to such use under its Preferred 
Alternative.  

Ss125 Keep UT-8282 (Spring Creek Reservoir to Italian Mtn Rd); it should have been 
adopted decades ago.  

UT-8282 is known as the Italian Connector. See response to the 
comment above. 

Ss126 Taking the Dorchester Trail from Italian Creek (759) road, and then creating a new 
section running back to Italian Creek Road from near the bridge over the Taylor. A 
trail could be cut between Pie Plant Road and Red Mountain Road, just East of 
Taylor Park Road, and then another connection farther East. This could create a 
short but enjoyable family loop. The connector near Taylor Park Road would 
reduce ATV traffic on what we understand to be the busiest FS road in Gunnison 
County. Not addressed in the DEIS. In fact, there are NO new motorized trails 
considered in the DEIS. This is contrary to the Travel Management Rule of 
November 2005. It specifically calls for adding routes. 

The scope of this travel management planning was to determine 
which existing roads and motorized trails were needed and should 
remain open to public use (See Chapter 1. Purpose and Need). Since 
this is a continuation of the planning started in 2001 where it was 
determined there was a need to stop the proliferation of new user 
created routes, there was more emphasis on route by route 
evaluations of those existing roads and trails that should remain 
open. The Purpose and Need (Chapter 1) for this travel management 
planning goes beyond the need to just comply with the 2005 Travel 
Rule and the Forest Service does not concur that the 2005 Travel 
Rule mandated or directed the Forest units to add new routes for 
motorized travel. While some new motorized routes were considered 
and evaluated under Alternate 4, there was mixed public support for 
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more motorized trails to be built. There was no clear or predominate 
public opinion. Where there were obvious benefits to create new 
short segments of trial to connect other existing trails needed to 
create loops, the Forest Service considered those options and in 
some limited situations would plan to develop those new trails in the 
future under separate environmental compliance (NEPA). In the 
future, if it is determined that there is a need and a purpose to 
construct new motorized trails in an area to provide for rider safety, 
facilitate a better transportation system, reduce maintenance, or 
eliminate resource damage associated with other route alignments, 
then the Forest Service would consider such projects on a project by 
project basis and complete the necessary public involvement and 
environmental compliance (NEPA).  

Ss127 There currently isn’t any good connector trail from near Harmels at the intersection 
of Road 744 (Rocky Brook) at Road 742 (Taylor Canyon). It would be good to 
have an OHV route that parallels the road, for mixed use safety and quality of 
experience. Want help laying out a route? You’re already in the NEPA process, so 
this is a great time to address this. Not addressed in the DEIS. In fact, there are NO 
new motorized trails considered in the DEIS. This is contrary to the Travel 
Management Rule of November 2005. It specifically calls for adding routes. 

Again, the scope of this travel management planning was to 
determine which existing roads and motorized trails were needed 
and should remain open to public use (See Chapter 1. Purpose and 
Need). See response to comment above. The Forest Service does not 
concur that the 2005 Travel Rule mandates or directs the agency to 
add new routes. It does provide the latitude to consider such actions, 
but such alternatives should be consistent with the Purpose and Need 
for the proposed action 

 

 Lower Loop Extension (proposed) to Pittsburg ( Z9754.1A) Response 

Ss128 This trail extends the lower loop trail system out to Pittsburg town site. It passes 
through an area that is slated for a possible Wilderness Area extension and thus as a 
mountain biking trail is not compatible with Wilderness Area designation. 

HCCA [HIGH COUNTRY CITIZENS ALLIANCE] supports the inclusion of 
Alternative 2 as the preferred alternative for this route. 

The Forest Service and BLM considered this conceptual trail under 
Alternative 4 in the DEIS. After further evaluation it was determined 
there was insufficient information to demonstrate the need for this 
new trail at this time and therefore it is not shown as a possible new 
trail in the Preferred Alternative. While these comments show that 
there is public support, there are also issues with livestock operators 
(other comments received) in the area and the long-term 
management objectives for this area which may be incompatible 
with the development of a new mountain bike oriented trail. The 
determination to not include a conceptual trail in the Preferred 
Alternative does not preclude consideration and analysis of a new 
trail in this area in the future, but does indicate that the agencies do 
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not believe that a new system trail is needed at this time to provide 
for a sustainable public transportation system. More planning, 
environmental analysis and public input would be needed for a site-
specific project before the Forest Service believes a final decision on 
this conceptual trail would be appropriate. 

Ss129 The most popular and really only beginner mountain biking and hiking trail 
available to the public in the Crested Butte area due to its relative lack of elevation 
gain over distance. Increasing this trail would increase the public offerings allowed 
on the forest for this beginner level experience. 

See response above 

Ss130 I think that extending the Lower Loop is an excellent idea. Being non-motorized it 
will be a quiet use trail close to the wilderness. It is mostly flat so it will be 
sustainable and easy to maintain. It will be a welcome addition to our selection of 
few easier trail for tourists of who many come here to mountain bike. It will keep a 
lot of bikes off the Slate River Road, which gets quite busy in the summer now. 
This is a high priority proposed trail route. 

See response above 

Ss131 CBMBA would like to express support for the Lower Loop Extension trail towards 
Pittsburg as proposed by the FS/BLM on the Travel Management Alternative #4. 
This trail is proposed as non-motorized. Every non-motorized user loves the Lower 
Loop trail system. CBMBA sees cyclists, hikers, families and a few equestrians 
using these trails. What better way to improve the most popular trail in the valley 
than by extending it? This trail will be designed properly with the same grade, skill 
level and beauty only longer. CBMBA believes it will be just as successful and 
well liked as the original. The increased length will help spread users out and folks 
with more endurance will have a longer trail experience. 

CBMBA understands this proposed route crosses a long standing grazing allotment 
held by the Allen Family and it may be necessary to have a seasonal closure when 
the cattle are in this area. 

Please consider these comments and include the Lower Loop Extension on the final 
plan for Travel Management. 

See response above 

Ss132 Extending the lower loop to Pittsburg would be incredible. I think there is a lot of 
existing cow path that could be used, and with a little help, and some kind of a 
bridge at O Be Joyful, it could be accomplished in a couple of CBMBA work days. 
The existing lower loop is the most used trail I know of anywhere. This extension 
could be great. 

See response above 
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Ss133 Lower Loop Extension – Alternative #4. Extends the incredibly popular Lower 
Loop all the way to the Pittsburg town site. Gives a long trail option for non-
motorized users that leave right from town. 

The concept of “out the back door” trail access to public lands is a 
popular and often desired concept for recreational users, but 
developing such systems is essentially outside the scope of this 
travel management planning effort. Such systems require 
development on private lands which is outside the authority and 
jurisdiction of the federal land managers. The primary purpose and 
need for this action was to determine which existing routes need to 
remain open for public travel. It did consider possible new concept 
routes, but mostly where the develop of a new route would link or 
loop existing routes to provide for a more sustainable transportation 
system rather than a planning exercise on how to enhance 
recreational opportunities. While there is support for development of 
new mountain bike trails in this area, there too are concerns. See 
response to comments above. 

Ss134 I would like to show my support for this proposed trail which is on alternative 4. I 
cannot express enough about the value of creating loops so that people don’t have 
to drive to trail heads. This proposed trail would allow bikers to bike from the town 
of Crested Butte and link it to either the proposed 403 to Snodgrass or continue on 
one of the most epic and scenic rides continuing to 401 which is my favorite trail in 
the valley. Please consider this proposed trail for the future. 

See response above 

Ss135 The proposed new trail extension is a no brainer here. We send hundreds of people 
out on the Lower Loop every summer and people love it but it's short. The 
extension would provide more miles of that beginner trail riding that doesn't climb 
3,000 feet for all ages/types of riders to enjoy a longer but still ride-able trail. Not 
to mention being able to be out in the awesome Slate River Valley without having 
to be on the road. 

See response above 

Ss136 To the maximum extent possible, trails should be accessible directly from growth 
centers such as municipalities and CB South. In support of this principal, the Town 
contributed to the acquisition of the Lower Loop ten years ago, which accesses the 
Raggeds Wilderness Area at Oh-be-joyful Creek. Nine years ago the Town worked 
with a developer to create a trail access, direct from town, to the Upper Loop, now 
known as Tony’s Trail. The Town is currently working to create access from the 
Town to Baxter Gulch and the Forest Service lands in the Whetstone/Carbon Peak 
area. We encourage the Forest Service to work with us to create more trails on 
Forest Service lands that can be accessed directly from town, without getting into 
an automobile to go to a trail head 

See response above 
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 Lower Loop Extension (proposed) to Pittsburg ( Z9754.1A) Response 

Ss137 Comment- not in support of lower loop trail: 

The first trail of concern is in the Slate River Valley on the west side of the river 
and above the Oh-Be-Joyful campground in Alternative 4. The existing trail is 
noncontiguous, is and has historically been a cattle/wildlife trail. To open it up to 
further development would have ramifications to our grazing program and to our 
permit requirements. It would also have ramifications to wildlife movement in that 
area. In our grazing operation, this trail provides critical access to the rest of our 
permit and provides a means to avoid conflict with other users in that valley. The 
summer traffic on the other side of the valley is heavy and constant. If that traffic 
were also heavy on the west side of the valley it would make it difficult to keep the 
cattle settled where they should be and would put more pressure on riparian areas, 
from both a standpoint of disrupting cattle placement and more human river 
crossings. A popular and heavily traveled trail would also put more pressure on the 
wildlife in the area as they use the undeveloped side of the Slate for movement and 
access to water. 

The Forest Service and BLM considered this possible new trail in 
the context of concept rather than plan to build. It was considered 
and evaluated in Alternative 4. The agencies have not chosen 
Alternative 4 as the Preferred Alternative and therefore this concept 
trail is not included in the transportation system that would be open 
to the public for motorized and mechanized travel. This does not 
preclude the consideration and possible site-specific planning for 
development of a new trial for this area in the future. See response to 
comments above. 

 

 Matchless Mountain Response 

Ss138 Notes on Preferred Alternative: 

Doctor Park (424) Alt 5 = non-motorized, single track motorized and a short 
segment of ATV trail. Seasonal restrictions (North Bank C.G. to Manganese Peak) 
apply to all uses, not just motorized travel. This area is important big horn sheep 
habitat.  

Ute Gulch (572) Alt 5 = close; Determination: this is a parallel egress to the 
ridgeline trail system, no need for two stream crossings w/in 1 mile of each other. 
Close northern spur, little used. 

Ute Gulch (550.1A) Alt 5 = closed 

Matchless (413) Alt 5 = motorcycle and closed. The road spur off of #748 that 
parallels trail #413 would be closed. Major portion of trail 413 on the east side 
and north along Taylor Park Reservoir would be closed due to concerns for big 
horn sheep in that important area of the Matchless Mountain landscape. 

UT 8270 Alt 5 = non-motorized trail that would allow mountain bike use. 

Doctor Ridge (554.1B) Alt 5 = motorcycle 
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Ss139 Route Closures: We [Colorado Division of Wildlife] recommend closures of all 
motorized use and some mechanized use for the following routes to protect wildlife 
during critical/vulnerable times of the year, reduce wildlife habitat fragmentation, 
improve hunter experience and harvest, reduce resource degradation, influence big 
game distribution, and minimize hunter harassment issues. Route 753.1 (Matchless 
Mountain.) is a dead end road; Close it to all motorized use to maintain habitat, 
improve hunting, prevent resource damage, and protect big horn sheep summer 
range. 

Please refer to the maps of the Preferred Alternative (Figure 4A, B 
and C). Many of the spurs in this area are proposed to be 
decommissioned (Burn Spur 2 - 753.1B, South Trail-7753.1 and 
South Trail Branch -7753.1) or converted to admin use only 
(753.1D,753.1C, 753.1A and sections of 753.1,). Other sections of 
South Trail (753.1) are proposed to be single track motorized for 
approx 0.63 miles and hiker and horseback for about 1.95 miles 

Ss140 Route Closures: We [Colorado Division of Wildlife] recommend closures of all 
motorized use and some mechanized use for the following routes to protect wildlife 
during critical/vulnerable times of the year, reduce wildlife habitat fragmentation, 
improve hunter experience and harvest, reduce resource degradation, influence big 
game distribution, and minimize hunter harassment issues. Route 424 (Matchless 
Mountain area) - close to all motorized use between FR 550.1A and 554.1B to 
maintain habitat, improve hunting, protect big horn sheep summer range and 
prevent resource damage. Re-route onto FR 550. The ATV segment of this trail is 
(424 and 550 loop) is unsustainable, causing erosion and habitat degradation. In 
addition, ATV trails in the area have been proliferating on to South Matchless 
Mountain. Turning Route 424 motorized use down onto Route 550 will help insure 
compliance with non-motorized use of the southern section of 424 as identified in 
the Proposed Alternative. 

A seasonal closure for all use and closures of major portions of trail 
#413 should improve spring migration routes and summer big horn 
sheep habitat conditions. Doctor Park trail (#424) is proposed to 
have a seasonal travel restriction (3/15-6/15) applied to all uses not 
just motorized, from parking area of North Bank to Manganese 
Mountain because this is important big horn sheep migration and 
lambing habitat 

Ss141 Areas Recommended for Closures: Road/trail densities in the following areas are 
so significant that route by route recommendations would be exceedingly 
cumbersome. It is or recommendation to identify the most practical routes from 
“point A to point B”, and remove all others from the Travel Management System. 
Matchless Mountain: Protect bighorn sheep summer range by precluding/closing 
all trails or roads south of trail 424 as indicated on Proposed Alternative. 

See response to Doctor Park trail comments and Matchless mountain 
trial (#413) closures. The Forest Service recognizes the importance 
of this habitat for big horn sheep and are well aware of the concerns 
regarding that population of sheep. We believe we have taken an 
aggressive approach to management in this area by closing a popular 
segment of trail #413 and plans to implement very restrictive 
seasonal closures on a popular section of Doctor Park trail. 

Ss142 I would like to see the bighorn sheep in the Matchless area restored, and agree with 
closing Matchless Mountain Trail 413 and all the dead-end roads and trails in the 
area and also throughout Taylor Park. It seems the sections of Trail 424 from 
Taylor Park to Trail 572 are popular with motorcyclists and it will probably be 
open to them. However, this trail has been incredibly damaged by motorcycle use. 
It is a shame, as it is the Colorado Trail Spur as well. Some signs posted to 
recommend it closed when muddy might help. I would like to see the lower part of 
Doctors Park 424 closed to motorcycles entirely from Trail 572 to Taylor River 

Restoration of the big horn sheep population in this area is outside 
the scope of this travel management effort, but the Forest Service 
believes the travel decisions proposed in the Preferred Alternative 
will be a benefit to the big horn sheep in this area. The Ute Gulch 
trail is to be closed, the Forest Service would concur with your 
assessment of it not being sustainable as a motorized trail. UT-8270 
would remain open as a non-motorized trail where mountain bikes 
would be allowed. 
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Road as in alternative 3. The steep climb out of the Ute Gulch is not sustainable for 
motorized use, and ATVs ride this now as well, I believe illegally. If it helps the 
wildlife, closed until June 15 to all use if fine with me. I would like to see the little 
route at the top, UT8270, remain open to mountain bikes as well. This entire trail is 
a very popular loop with mountain bikers. 

Ss143 CBMBA disagrees with the Forest Service’s proposed actions on this trail. It is 
decommissioned in Alt. 2 and Alt. 3 and motorized in Alt. #4. The Matchless trail 
#413 has historical use with bicycling and is an original CCC trail. We would like 
to see it non-motorized because of its steep terrain and open to bicycling with a 
seasonal closure for the Bighorn Sheep. 

Matchless trail (#413) would be closed on the east side and along 
Taylor Park Reservoir. The trail from the Spring Creek side would 
remain open to motorcycle use to the top of the ridge where it 
intersects with motorized trail #424. Closure of these segments 
provide for big horn sheep needs. A seasonal closure for all 
recreational use should help to improve the summer range sheep 
needs. Doctor Park trail (424) is proposed to have a seasonal travel 
restriction (3/15-6/15) applied to all uses not just motorized, from 
parking area to north bank because this is important big horn sheep 
habitat. Ute Gulch (550.1A) is proposed to be closed in the Preferred 
Alternative and Doctor Ridge (554.1B) is proposed to be remain 
open to motorcycles to allow riders on trail #424 to drop off the 
ridge back down Doctor Ridge road #554 to Spring Creek since 
motorcycle use beyond the intersection with #554.1B would not be 
allowed. 

Ss144 Rocky Pt, Matchless Mountain, Lower Doctor Park, Spring Creek areas (Routes 
413, 424, 550.1A, 554.1B):  

a. The native Taylor River bighorn sheep population has been in decline for several 
years, largely as a result of poor lamb recruitment. While disease issues also plague 
this herd, DOW managers believe the radically increased level of human recreation 
(particularly motorized) has diminished habitat suitability across the bighorn’s 
Gunnison Basin range. While DOW has recently initiated a research project on the 
Taylor herd, strong anecdotal information suggests that sheep are no longer using 
preferred alpine habitats due to motorized trail proliferation. The area is also 
excellent elk and mule deer habitat, and includes elk production and summer 
concentration areas. 

b. Alt. 3 most effectively addresses these concerns by closing problematic trails to 
motorized use in the area. 

See response above 

Ss145 Manganese (744.2B): 

This proposed route is not in the existing trail system but it does it appear in the 
interim “Green to Yellow” travel designation. The proposal appears to be a 

 In the Preferred Alternative Manganese road (#744.2B) is proposed 
to be closed. 
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designation of a user created route. The purpose for this proposal is unclear from 
the system maps. A portion of this proposal is located within the Matchless 
Mountain IRA. 

One or more alternatives should propose and analyze closure of this route. 

Any alternative proposing this new route must be supported by substantial, site-
specific analysis. Effects of route designation and use must be analyzed for impacts 
to wildlife habitat, and other effected resources. 

HCCA [HIGH COUNTRY CITIZENS ALLIANCE] supports decommissioning 
this route in the preferred alternative. 

 

 Monarch Response 

Ss146 Notes on Preferred Alternative:  

Crest Trail (531) Alt 5 = motorized single-track trial (motorcycles, mountain bikes, 
hikers and horseback). Existing use. 

Basin View (618) Alt 5 = non-motorized single-track trail, where mountain bike 
use is allowed. Existing use. 

Monarch Ridge Road ( 906) Alt 5 = Administrative use only, no public access 

Monarch Ridge road spur (906.1A) Alt 5 = Administrative use, minor section open 
to motorcycles, mountain bikes, hikers and horseback where there is overlapping 
use by the Crest Trail users. 

Canyon Creek trail (481) Alt 5 = motorized single track trail (motorcycles, 
mountain bikes, hikers and horseback). Existing use.  

Agate Creek trail (484) Alt 5 = motorized single track trail (motorcycles, mountain 
bikes, hikers and horseback). Existing use.  

Lime Creek trail (485) Alt 5 = motorized single track trail (motorcycles, mountain 
bikes, hikers and horseback). Existing use.  

 

Ss147 Marshall Pass/Indian Ck area to Monarch Pass:  

Areas Recommended for Closures: Road/trail densities in the following areas are 
so significant that route by route recommendations would be exceedingly 
cumbersome. It is or recommendation to identify the most practical routes from 
“point A to point B”, and remove all others from the Travel Management System. 

Marshall Pass/Indian Ck area to Monarch Pass: Elk and mule deer summer ranges 

The Forest Service believes the roads and trails to remain open 
under the Preferred Alternative do result in the most practical routes 
to provide access to points of interest and to connect other necessary 
roads (e.g. point A to point B). The area referenced in this comment 
does have some private land access requirements that limit the 
opportunities to close roads, and under the Preferred Alternative 
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including some elk production areas. Support Alternative 3. Reducing overall route 
densities will reduce habitat fragmentation, improve hunting, and minimize 
resource damage. 

several dead-end routes were closed along the western Forest 
boundary.  

Ss148 Needle Ck to Marshall Pass Rd: 

Areas Recommended for Closures: Road/trail densities in the following areas are 
so significant that route by route recommendations would be exceedingly 
cumbersome. It is or recommendation to identify the most practical routes from 
“point A to point B”, and remove all others from the Travel Management System. 

 

Typically, ATV routes that dead end or turn into single track trails 
are difficult to keep ATV riders from pushing through or creating 
new routes, but the routes (trails #489, #491, #493 and #487) in the 
area referenced in the comment are currently managed in that 
manner and all seem to be working out fine. The Forest Service does 
not believe there is need for change. Route #578 is currently limited 
by the terrain and roughness of the road as it turns into a motorized 
trail. This is the current situation on the ground and there does not 
appear to be a need for change. Experience has shown that the 
northern end of road #578 is better suited for ATV travel than full-
sized vehicles and the proposed location for transitioning the road to 
trail is a physically logical location (before it starts down into the 
canyon). The Preferred Alternative provides for some major blocks 
of land where there are no motorized access such as the West Baldy 
area and the two large tracks in the Cochetopa Hills (Long Branch 
Creek watershed) that continue to provide non-motorized habitat for 
wildlife. The Forest Service did consider closing trail #489 in 
response to public comments and wildlife concerns, but re-
evaluation of conditions in the area did not suggest there was a need 
for closure and that the two large areas both east and west of trail 
#489 were adequate based on existing wildlife populations and 
hunter demands for access. 

Ss149 Needle Ck to Marshall Pass Rd: Elk and mule deer summer ranges; elk production 
areas near Long Branch baldy and Tank Seven areas. General comment – OHV 
routes that turn into single-track motorized routes will be challenging to enforce 
and are not logical (eg. 489, 491 to 492); same is true for full size vehicle routes 
that turn to OHV routes (eg. 578). Between route 490 * 480, reduce trail density by 
half. There are currently six primary motorized routes in this region that parallel 
each other running north/south (490, 491, 489, 488, 578, & 480). Reducing overall 
route densities will reduce habitat fragmentation, improve hunting, and minimize 
resource damage. 

See response above 

Ss150 Greens Creek Trail  

Very important to hikers in the Arkansas Valley is that designating this section for 

It is extremely difficult to predict or speculate how use will shift 
when travel management decisions are implemented and some 
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motorcycles will also affect use patterns on one of our non-motorized trails called 
the Greens Creek Trail. This trail leads off from this section of Trail 531 and will 
see more motorcycle use as a result of your designation, displacing the hikers and 
mountain bikers who are currently the primary users of this trail. As a hiker, I 
encourage you not to contribute to the loss of one of the few largely non-motorized, 
low elevation, accessible trails in the Salida area. 

existing routes are closed to certain modes of travel, especially for 
areas outside of the analysis areas such as on the Salida Ranger 
District (San Isabel N.F.). All of the trails currently open to public 
travel would stay open to public travel with the same mode of travel 
allowed in the Monarch Crest area. The Forest Service would concur 
that the predominate use on the Monarch Crest trail from the pass 
(Hwy 50) down to Marshall Pass are mountain bike riders, but the 
Preferred Alternative would continue to allow motorized use 
(motorcycles) on these single track trails (no ATVs) since such use 
is consistent with management direction for the area (ROS) and 
provides an important connection and loop to other existing 
motorcycle trials. To make changes on the Crest trial does have the 
potential to have effects on other trails outside the analysis area (see 
comment on Greens Creek trial) and therefore, changing modes of 
travel and travel designations on this trail that forms the boundary 
between other National Forests (San Isabel and Rio Grande) is 
problematic if done from one Forest’s perspective. A multi-Forest 
comprehensive travel analysis and plan is probably a better approach 
to determine a need for change in this particular area. 

Ss151 Monarch Crest Trail – The 6 plus section from Highway 50 to Greens Creek trail 
(#1412 Salida Ranger District). This segment (Monarch Crest Trail) is suitable for 
bicycles not motorcycles and should be designated a mountain bike trail. Mountain 
biking is the primary use of this section, but is difficult to enjoy when combined 
with motorcycles. Motorcycles have abundant, more appropriate trails nearby, such 
as Rainbow Trails and the many trails on the Gunnison Forest.  

The section from the Greens Creek trail 1412 to road 243.3G near Marshall Pass  

The same argument holds true as above. This section lends itself to mountain bike 
use and needs to be designated for mountain bikes to protect this use from 
incompatible impacts and safety issues caused by motorcycles. 

See response above 

Ss152 Monarch Crest (531) and Basin View (618) Trails : 

I feel that the old Monarch Pass Rd and Hwy 50 are too steep for Mtn biking and 
should be only for hiking and horse travel to minimize the extensive environmental 
damage that could occur with OHV use. 

The old Monarch Pass road (#237) would continue to remain open to 
full-sized, motorized travel. The Forest Service does not concur that 
there is undue or extensive resource damage associated with such 
use on this road. The trail segments of #531 and #618 (Continental 
Divide trail north of Monarch Pass) would remain as non-motorized 
use trails where mountain bike use would be allowed. This is the 
existing condition. The Monarch Crest trail (#531 south of Monarch 
Pass) would remain open to single track motorized use under the 
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Preferred Alternative. This too is the existing condition. This is a 
popular and important motorcycle loop and connector trail. 
Changing designations for travel on a ridgeline trail that forms the 
boundary between other Forests is problematic (see Monarch Crest 
Trail comment above). 

Ss153 Section between old Monarch Pass Road #237 and Highway 50 comprised of trails 
531 and 618  

I am very concerned your Preferred Alternative appears to show this section as 
designated for motorcycles. Motorcycles are inappropriate here as they ruin the 
trail both physically and the experience of other users. The Continental Divide 
Trail was not intended for motorized use. The 531 section here is suitable for 
mountain bikes, while the 618 is too steep for mountain bikes and should be 
retained for hiking/horses. 

See response above 

Ss154 Quiet Use Coalition support designating the sections of the Continental Divide NS 
trail 531 AND 618 between old Monarch Pass Road #237 and Highway 50 as non-
motorized, as shown in the preferred alternative. There is no need for a motorized 
connector between these two routes, with a closing of the Crest trail south of 
Monarch Pass/highway 50 to motorcycles. We would like to suggest that 618 
become a hiking only trail due to steep slopes, and 531 be designated as open to 
bicycles. 

See response above 

Ss155 906 and 906.1A 

 Please make roads 906 and 906.1A off the top of Monarch Pass administrative 
roads closed to public motorized use. This will benefit lynx and quiet users on the 
crest trail, and protect communication and electronic sites and also please designate 
most of the Continental Divide National Scenic trail (trail #486) in this area as a 
quiet trail which will benefit its users, lynx and other species and is the intent of 
this trail. 

Monarch Ridge Road (906 and 906.1A) would be managed as an 
administrative use road. No public access except for a small segment 
where there is overlapping use associated with the Monarch Crest 
Trial. The potential impacts to lynx have been evaluated (See 
Chapter 3, Wildlife). 

Ss156 Monarch Crest (531), Agate Creek (484/485) Trails  

The Monarch Crest Trail needs to stay single track and motorcycle accessible. 
Please see details from our friends at COHVCO on this one. Scheduled for 
restriction to mountain bikes – which is ridiculous. Colorado OHV funds have been 
used on this trail and it must be kept open by agreement. Please ensure that this is 
open in the FEIS. 

The Preferred Alternative would continue to keep Monarch Crest 
Trail (#531) open to single track motorized use as would be the case 
with Agate Creek (#484) and Lime Creek (#485) trails (See response 
to comment Monarch Crest Trail above). Canyon Creek (#481) trail 
would also remain open to motorcycle use. Road #906 will be 
managed for administrative use only in the Preferred Alternative this 
is a change from existing conditions but is consistent with the 
purpose and need for this road.  
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Ss157 Crest Trail #531 and Agate Creek Trail #484/485 – these trails are part of the 
Continental Divide Trail and Colorado Trail systems and therefore need to be non-
motorized, as listed on the Proposed Alternative. The goals of the CDT and CT 
organizations are non-motorized routes. CBMBA members rarely see motorcycles 
on the Crest Trail, but hundreds of bicyclists use this trail weekly and sometimes 
daily. Agate Creek Tail would then also need to be non-motorized because 
motorized-users cannot access Agate Creek without using the Crest Trail from 
Marshall Pass. If the Crest is non-motorized, then so must Agate Creek Trail. 
CBMBA members do think the soil on most of the Crest Trail is suitable for 
motorized use, except the part between the Agate Creek Trail and Marshall Pass. 
CBMBA is emphatic that these routes stay open to bicyclists. 

See response above 

Ss158 From Monarch Pass to Marshall Pass # 906 and 531 (Crest Trail) has been a 
motorcycle trail forever. You can make connections from Greens Cr. and Agate Cr. 

See response above 

Ss159 Canyon Creek (481) Trail near Monarch Pass 

Canyon Creek Trail 481 is a great downhill trail that many mountain bikers enjoy a 
few times each summer. This trail combined with County/Forest Road 888 makes a 
great loop for mountain bikers from Salida, Gunnison and Crested Butte. With 
camping nearby, it is a great weekend outing. As always, I would like to see trails 
designated non-motorized as they stay in better shape this way, however, this trail 
is not next to any towns and is probably fairly lightly used by each of the different 
types of trail users allowed on it. This makes it a good candidate for continued 
shared use single-track, open to motorcycles, mountain bikers, horses and hikers. 
There are relatively few single-track trails in this area and I believe it should 
remain open. Keeping it open may also take some pressure off the heavily used 
crest trail. I think a reroute along the top would help preserve the more fragile 
tundra area. The lower part of the trail from where it leaves the high point and after 
the cliff band of the ride all the way to County Road 888 seems fairly sustainable 
and does not change much from year to year in relation to damage. I really would 
like to keep riding this loop on my bike and know many others who would as well. 
Horseshoe Creek Trail 482 is much steeper and in poor shape, and would be better 
decommissioned that the Canyon Creek Trail, which is enjoyed by many different 
users. Trail 497 is a good link for users of Canyon Creek to a different trailhead.  

All of the trails referenced in this comment would remain open as 
motorized single-track trails where motorcycle, mountain bike, 
hiker, and horseback use would be allowed. The Forest Service has 
determined that this use is appropriate and consistent the 
management direction for this area.  
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Ss160 752.1 B is a logging road that goes to the base of Mt. Park Cone. Parking at the 
base of it has allowed thousands of people to enjoy hiking to the top of the 
Mountain for at least 45 to 50 years. To make people start this hike all the way 
back at FS752 would defeat most hikers. The object of this hike is to reach the top 
of the mountain and get that fabulous view and the satisfaction of reaching the top. 
This is a physical stretch for most flatlanders from the base of the mountain. 

The purpose of the 752.1B road was for the management and harvest 
of timber. It was not intended to be a public access road. This road 
segment is 1.5 miles in length. Restricting public travel on this 
resource management road was determined to be the desired 
management situation in this area. Maintaining this road as an 
administrative road maintained for the purposes associated with 
timber management was considered to be the appropriate 
management direction for this segment of road. Often these short 
dead-end routes, if left open to the public in this particular area, are 
prone to having ATV riders push beyond the end of the road looking 
to create a loop ride. Hikers capable of hiking to the top of the Park 
Cone peak (12,100 ft. in elevation) are more than likely to be able to 
hike the additional distance, without motorized use on this road, the 
travel experience for hikers would be more consistent with the 
recreational opportunities associated with hiking to the top of a local 
peak.  

Ss161 Please leave open Road 752 1B open to the Middle Slide. People enjoy driving to 
the base of Park Cone on this road and then hike to the top of the mountain. 

See response above 

Ss162 752.1B Road that goes from 752 Union Park Road to Park Cone needs to stay open 
to public. Good hiking access 

See response above 

 

 Needle Creek Reservoir area Response 

Ss163  Trail (409.5A) and Razor Creek Trail (487):  

An issue affecting the travel management plan I would like to comment on is the 
designation of ATV or motorcycle trails that dead end on a non-motorized single-
track. In my experience, these do not work and should be avoided. Trail 409.5A, 
The Timberline Trail, Razor Creek and several other trails in the Needle Creek 
Reservoir area are al examples of how this doesn’t work. ATV users keep pushing 
farther and farther until the whole trail system is double –track. A bad precedent 
was set when a couple of these trails were designated for ATV use (The Timberline 
and Trail 409.5A) after they were widened illegally by ATV users and in the case 
of 409 ½ by motorcycles avoiding the huge rut they had made in the past. I am 
happy to see Trail 409 ½ returned to single-track status on the preferred alternative 

This comment references two trails in different areas. Trail #409.5A 
is called the Farris Creek bypass trail. Under the Preferred 
Alternative this trail would be a motorized single-track trail that 
would allow motorcycles to travel from the Brush Creek road to 
access the Double Top trail and the looped system of trails in this 
area. In the past this trail has been used by ATVs and under the 
implementation of this travel management decision steps would be 
taken to prevent ATV use on this trail. 

The Forest Service would agree that ATV trials that dead-end and 
require “up and back” travel are not typically a good management 
strategies. In the Razor Creek area there are four ATV trails (#487, 
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to avoid all the Double Top area becoming illegally widened to an ATV trail. On 
the preferred alternative, Razor Creek has been designated for ATVs. This is 
another unacceptable precedent, and they will continue to push through to make the 
entire area wide enough for ATVs. 

#493, #491, and #489) where, under the Preferred Alternative, ATV 
trails essentially dead-end at single-track trails. This is the existing 
condition for these trails and this situation has shown to work and 
ATV use on those trails is supported by some of the public and they 
are popular trail riding opportunities particularly during hunting 
season. The Forest Service has determined to continue to allow ATV 
use on these “dead-end” trails because they work and there is no 
evidence of non-compliance on these particular trails.  

Ss164 Razor Creek (487) 

I am worried about your decisions on: Razor Creek (487=HC) 6.38 mile segment, 
change all 4 segments to horse/hiking. Low elevation, diverse ecosystem, wildlife 
migration corridor, moose etc. keep it remote and quiet. 

The Razor Creek trail (#487) is being used by ATVs under existing 
conditions. The management objectives for this area would be 
compatible with continued motorized use. The Forest Service 
considered and evaluated the option to manage this trail as a non-
motorized trail (Alternative 3) and determined there was not 
sufficient need to change the existing uses. Under the Preferred 
Alternative this trail would remain open to ATV use and mountain 
bike use is allowed as well.  

Ss165 Needle Creek Reservoir Area: 

I have enjoyed riding in the Needle Creek Reservoir area for many years, and I 
know a lot of Crested Butte and Gunnison mountain bikers who do as well. 
Generally it is quiet whenever I have been there, except during hunting season. 
When I first rode there 10 years ago, it was nearly all single-track. Now nearly the 
entire system has been poached by ATVs and is mostly double track, except when 
they have been prevented by natural obstacles. I would like to see the entire area 
returned to single-track, open to motorcycles, mountain bikes, horses and hikers, as 
best shown in alternative 4. One thing that should be changed on alternative 4 is the 
ATV trail connecting Forest Road 781 and Razor Creek Trail 487. This is how it is 
now, and it seems ATVers do not respect this and push on to ride Trail 487, even 
though signed as a single-track closed to ATVs. Closing Forest Road 781 just past 
the lake at a gate and the trail section between FS 781 and Trail 494 to ATVs and 
vehicles, as in alternative 3, would minimize a lot of damage to the Razor Park area 
and control the rampant ATV use in Razor Park. This would be an easier 
management solution for the area, with gates in places where they could not be 
bypassed. In alternative 3, the dead end motorcycle an ATV trails won’t be 
respected any more than they have been in the past. Keeping ATVs low, around the 
reservoir and on Forest Roads 750 and 750.2A, and making single-track only 
access past the gate at the bottom of the Dutchman Trail is a priority for the area. I 
don’t think they belong on Trail 490, 687.1, 750.2D, 495 or Z7495.0 but these are 

The Forest Service has not evidenced the mountain bike use in this 
area that these comments would seem to suggest. Because the area is 
at lower elevations, there are some Gunnison bike riders who use the 
area in the spring and early summer. The majority of use ( 
predominately motorized) occurs later in the summer and is more 
prevalent in the fall and is often associated with hunting.  

The Forest Service does not concur with the comment that Razor 
Creek trail (#487) is closed to ATV use, this trail is open to such use 
under existing conditions (see response to comment above on trail 
#487). Trails #501 and #502 are open to motorcycle use under 
existing conditions and the under the Preferred Alternative they 
would remain open to that mode of travel, while changing the mode 
of travel to non-motorized was considered, it was determined during 
Travel Analysis there was not sufficient need for change and 
existing conditions on these trails was not resulting in resource 
damage. Mountain bike use on these trails would be allowed. 

Alternative 3 considered closing motorized travel on the Razor 
Creek road (#781) south of the reservoir up through the canyon 
because of watershed impact concerns. This option was fully 
evaluated and it was determined that access and travel needs on this 
road warranted continued use and watershed impacts can be 
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not as important as keeping the higher trails leading to the Colorado Trail single-
track. This will allow hunting access. In trying to make this a more wilderness like 
corridor, the mayhem in hunting season I have witnessed could be tempered by 
people having to go in on horse or foot. Two falls ago, I saw a group of rough 
looking ATVers chase a deer down on their machines and shoot it! There were 
literally over 50 hunters out there that day in Razor Park. ATVs need to be kept off 
the entire Colorado Trail, Razor Creek, and all the single tracks leading off the 
Colorado Trail. This is a popular and famous through hike and bike. I believe 
motorcycle use in the area is still minimal and the mostly dry soils can handle the 
use fairly well. I would like to see 502, 501 and 494 remain open to mountain 
bikes, horses and hikers with the possibility of non-motorized designation. I’d like 
to see Razor Creek and the Colorado Trail open to shared single-track use. Long 
Branch Baldy, the Baldy Lake Trail and sections of the Colorado Trail would be 
suitable for non-motorized use only. Dead end ATV designation on 489 and 491 
has not worked in the past nor will they work in the future. I also believe 
decommissioning some of the dead end road in the area would help restore the 
area. 

adequately mitigated with implementation of best management 
practices and improved maintenance on the road segment through 
the canyon. 

Ss166 Bicyclists have enjoyed riding in the Needle Creek Reservoir area for years. It is 
generally a quiet area to recreate, except during hunting season. Ten years ago, it 
was nearly all single-track. Now the entire system has been poached by ATVs and 
is mostly double track, except where they have been prevented by natural obstacles. 
CBMBA would like to see the entire area returned to its single-track origins, open 
to motorcycles and non-motorized users. The trail between Forest Road 781 and 
Razor Creek Trail #487, is single-track motorized and it seems ATVers do not 
respect this and push on to ride Trail 487, even though signed as a single-track to 
ATVs. In Alt. #3 closing Forest Road 781 just past the lake at a gate and the trail 
section between FS 781 and Trail 494 to ATVs and vehicles, as in alternative 3, 
would minimize a lot of damage to the Razor Park area and control the rampant 
ATV use in Razor Park. This would be an easier management solution for the area, 
with gates in places where they could not be bypassed. In alternative 3, the dead 
end motorcycle and ATV trails won’t be respected any more than they have been in 
the past. Keeping ATVs low, around the reservoir and on Forest Roads 750 and 
750.2A, and making single-track only access past the gate at the bottom of the 
Dutchman Trail is a priority for the area. CBMBA would like ATV’s banned on 
Trail 490, 687.1, 750.2D, 495 or Z7495.0 but these are not as important as keeping 
the higher trails leading to the Colorado Trail single-track and open to bicyclists 
and many routes open to motorcycles. This will still allow hunting access. In trying 
to make this amore wilderness like corridor, the mayhem in hunting season could 

See response above 
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be tempered by people having to go in on horse or foot. 

ATVs need to be kept off the entire Colorado trail, Razor Creek, and all the single-
tracks leading off the Colorado Trail. Motorcycle use in the area is still minimal 
and the mostly dry soils can handle their use fairly well. It would be good to see 
Trails 502, 501 and 494 remain open to non-motorized users and Razor Creek and 
the Colorado Trail open to shared single-track use. Long Branch Baldy, the Baldy 
Lake Trail and sections of the Colorado Trail would be the most suitable for non-
motorized use only. The dead-end ATV designation on 489 and 491 has not 
worked in the past nor will they work in the future. CBMBA believes 
decommissioning some of the dead-end roads in 

Ss167 In regards to the Needle Creek Reservoir Area, unfortunately this area is so 
massive and the routes I use require many trail combinations therefore I am not 
aware of them by a route by route # or name. However I can accurately say, having 
ridden there for over 10 years, one can see a marked change in the routes qualities 
from years ago to the current quality due to the intrusion of ATV’s. Many of the 
trails that have been fantastic primitive single-track have at least for the first few 
miles seen an ATV influx, damaging the quality of the experience for all single-
track enthusiasts. I am aware that the bordering Forest has no limitations on ATV 
use, and the Gunnison District feels as though many of the ATV users come from 
that adjacent forest. Perhaps better communication with that forest, making it 
apparent to ATV users that the GMUG does have restrictions, would be a step in 
the right direction, coupled with better signage on the routes could make a positive 
impact. These trails do not see much use for most of the year; motorcyclists and 
mountain bikers seem to get along great in this area. Surely, the DOW can better 
communicate come hunting season, or better patrol this area to limit the ATV 
damage being done to this recreational gem. 

See response above 

 

 Northeast and Northwest Trail Systems Response 

Ss168 The Gunnison Northeast Trail System:  

I already hike, ride and walk my dog behind the college – there are great trails there 
already and expanding on those would complement the existing system. It would 
make it easier for the college students to go further and easy access for those living 
right in town. Having a variety of areas that folks can get out, exercise and look 
around close to town. 

The mountain bike trail riding opportunities in and around the 
Crested Butte and Gunnison areas are routinely showcased in 
national magazines and publications, especially this past summer 
while the agencies were working on the development of the 
Preferred Alternative. The long-term future trail planning being 
proposed by user groups for trails connecting Gunnison with Crested 
Butte as well as trails northeast of Gunnison were considered, but 
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inclusion of those concept plans in the Preferred Alternative was 
deemed premature. At this time the details and need for such a non-
motorized trail were not sufficient to include in the Preferred 
Alternative as something the agencies are ready to fully support. By 
not including all of the conceptual trail planning proposed by local 
groups at this time does not preclude the development and 
implementation of such a system of trails in the future, but it would 
require more planning, environmental analysis and public 
involvement before the agencies would include those trails in the 
public transportation system.  

Ss169 There are few trails in Colorado that could have this many consecutive miles of 
single track and Whetstone Mountain is stunningly beautiful. This trail would 
mimic the direction of the Low Line trail across the Ohio Creek Valley, yet would 
be built in a high more sustainable location and have none of the muddy, boggy 
problems the Low Line Trail has. Please consider these statements and help keep 
the Gunnison Valley on the map for cyclists all over the world. 

See comment above 

Ss170 Gunnison Northeast Trail system would allow the Gunnison to CB trail to occur, as 
well new riding/hiking opportunities - as well a good link between Almont and 
Gunnison. 

See comment above 

Ss171 I would like to see the Gunnison northeast trail system for the same reasons as #1. 
Having variety in my bike riding from my door lets me drive less and have less of 
an impact on the environment. 

See comment above 

Ss172 The Gunnison Northeast Trail System – This trail network would access the BLM 
Public Lands behind Western State College and adjacent to the proposed Gunnison 
Rising development. Great trails close to population centers. 

See comment above 

Ss173 Alternative 2, the Proposed Action, portrays The Gunnison Northeast Trail System. 
This would be an amazing network of trails for avid and fit trail users and would be 
an important asset to our community. However, as new, high-quality trails in this 
system begin 3 miles away from Gunnison; its appeal will not be noticed by many 
citizens of our community. Users who are not likely to benefit from the Gunnison 
Northeast Trail System include: 

People who cannot cover the "approach distance" to get to this system. This 
includes most: Walkers,- Runners,- Less experienced, less fit mountain bikers, - 
Seniors,- Kids, Trail users looking for a quick experience, for example a walk 
during the lunch hour or before or after work. 

The commenter has provided an interesting statement of support for 
the conceptual Northeast trail system being proposed by local groups 
and then has gone on to identify problems and concerns with 
responses to those issues. These perspectives are helpful and 
interesting, but the public lands are under the management of the 
BLM and Forest Service in those areas. The final determinations on 
how those lands are to be used is the responsibility of the federal 
land managing agency responsible officials.  

The Travel Management planning effort has taken the Northeast trail 
system into consideration. While comments identify the desire to 
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Thus, Gunnison Trails continues to advocate for the Gunnison Northwest Trail 
System as being necessary if the BLM (and further out, the Forest Service) is 
interested in offering a full spectrum of residents of the Gunnison Valley, 
regardless of age, ability or fitness level, high-quality opportunities for trail based 
recreation and fitness on public lands close to the City of Gunnison; lands that can 
be accessed for quiet, healthy recreation while decreasing the carbon footprint of 
our valley by keeping people out of their automobiles. Following are the most 
common objections to the Gunnison Northwest. 

OBJECTION: A bridge across the Gunnison River would be cost prohibitive.  

RESPONSE: In May of 2008, the Gunnison County BOCC unanimously endorsed 
further consideration of this trail system and the cost of the bridge was not a 
concern for them. Bridges to access recreational opportunities are approved, paid 
for and built all the time. This is not an unusual instance of needing a bridge. It is 
clear to all, including the BOCC, that the BLM will not be able to pay for this 
bridge, and will not be expected to contribute. 

OBJECTION: It will be difficult to get permission from the Colorado DOW to 
cross lands controlled by them.  

RESPONSE: In a meeting with DOW Area Manager J Wenum during the spring of 
2008, he stated that requests such as this to cross DOW lands are common 
occurrences and need to go through the state level process for crossing or gaining 
public access to DOW lands. Additionally, it's possible that the Gunnison River can 
be crossed and access to BLM lands gained while never encountering DOW lands. 
This determination would be part of the process of a feasibility study of the 
Gunnison Northwest Trail System, which is beyond the scope of the Travel 
Planning Process. 

OBJECTION: The trail up to the top of the ridge will be difficult to build.  

RESPONSE: This trail may require the construction of one labor intensive 
switchback. Even with that factored in, the trail construction to gain the ridge is not 
extraordinary. 

OBJECTION: This trail to the ridge would be too steep and wouldn't get much use.  

RESPONSE: This trail would be built using modem trail design standards and 
would be built to a sustainable, reasonable grade. The trail head for the Gunnison 
Northwest Trail System would be located on the City of Gunnison's outer loop 
trail, one of the trails that was a component of ballot issue 1A, which was passed by 
popular vote of a majority of citizens. This trail head and its various potential 
segments and loops, will appeal to citizens from all walks of life. 

have “out the back door” access to public lands with trial systems, 
such desired conditions are outside the scope of this planning effort 
because they involve the use of private lands. The Preferred 
Alternative defines the transportation system the agencies believe 
best meets the purpose and need for action and provides a 
sustainable public system of roads and trails open for varying modes 
of travel. It does not specifically include all of the features of the 
Northeast trail system proposal. See response to comment above that 
addresses future planning needs. 
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Ss174 Gunnison Northwest Trail System: 

Thus, Gunnison Trails continues to advocate for the Gunnison Northwest Trail 
System as being necessary if the BLM (and further out, the Forest Service) is 
interested in offering a full spectrum of residents of the Gunnison Valley, 
regardless of age, ability or fitness level, high-quality opportunities for trail based 
recreation and fitness on public lands close to the City of Gunnison; lands that can 
be accessed for quiet, healthy recreation while decreasing the carbon footprint of 
our valley by keeping people out of their automobiles. Following are the most 
common objections to the Gunnison Northwest Trail System and our responses to 
those objections. 

OBJECTION: A bridge across the Gunnison River would be cost prohibitive. 
RESPONSE: In May of 2008, the Gunnison County BOCC unanimously endorsed 
further consideration of this trail system and the cost of the bridge was not a 
concern for them. Bridges to access recreational opportunities are approved, paid 
for and built all the time. This is not an unusual instance of needing a bridge. It is 
clear to all, including the BOCC, that the BLM will not be able to pay for this 
bridge, and will not be expected to contribute. 

OBJECTION: It will be difficult to get permission from the Colorado DOW to 
cross lands controlled by them. RESPONSE: In a meeting with DOW Area 
Manager J Wenum during the spring of 2008, he stated that requests such as this to 
cross DOW lands are common occurrences and need to go through the state level 
process for crossing or gaining public access to DOW lands. Additionally, it's 
possible that the Gunnison River can be crossed and access to BLM lands gained 
while never encountering DOW lands. This determination would be part of the 
process of a feasibility study of the Gunnison Northwest Trail System, that is 
beyond the scope of the Travel Planning Process.  

OBJECTION: The trail up to the top of the ridge will be difficult to build. 
RESPONSE: This trail may require the construction of one labor intensive 
switchback. Even with that factored in, the trail construction to gain the ridge is not 
extraordinary 

OBJECTION: This trail to the ridge would be too steep and wouldn't get much use. 
RESPONSE: 

This trail would be built using modern trail design standards and would be built to 
a sustainable, reasonable grade. The trail head for the Gunnison Northwest Trail 
System would be located on the City of Gunnison's outer loop trail, one of the trails 
that was a component of ballot issue lA, which was passed by popular vote of a 

See response to comments on the Northeast trail system proposal. 
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majority of citizens. This trail head and its various potential segments and loops, 
will appeal to citizens from all walks of life. 

Ss175 The Gunnison Northwest Trail System: 

 Highest quality trail system closest to the City of Gunnison that will be accessible 
to the most users, regardless of their age, abilities, fitness levels and/or time 
constraints. We in the City of Gunnison voted for 3A two years ago with the hope 
that our city could then tie into this corridor. 

See response to comments on the Northeast trail system proposal. 

Ss176 The North Beaver Creek Connector – This new trail segment will maintain historic 
access for mountain bikes and motorcycles to the North Beaver Creek Trail/ April 
Gulch/ Lands End Loop north of Highway 50. This key link would become an 
important component of the Gunnison Northwest Trail System. 

See response to comments on the Northeast trail system proposal. 

Ss177  Being able to ride and hike in the Palisades area and connect up with trails north of 
there would be very exciting. I would also look forward to volunteering in building 
these trails. Seems like having a way for people to access that public land with a 
simple well built trail would be a real benefit. 

See response to comments on the Northeast trail system proposal. 

Ss178 Listed only on Alternative # 4. CBMBA supports this trail network that would 
access the BLM Public Lands closest to the City of Gunnison. Currently there are 
very few trail’s adjacent to the City of Gunnison that offer the quietude and solace 
that many users desire. This non-motorized system, bordering the Van Tuyl ranch 
and would be the highest quality trails with the easiest access from town. Further 
from Gunnison, this trail system would access trail opportunities on US Forest 
Service Public Lands, including the Mill Creek area. We understand that there may 
be seasonal closures in this system to protect wildlife habitat. CBMBA also 
endorses the closing some of the myriad of motorized routes in this area in 
exchange for a quality, sustainable non-motorized trail network. 

See response to comments on the Northeast trail system proposal. 

Ss179 I am in support of the newly proposed Gunnison Northwest/Northeast trails. Alt# 4 
includes these highly popular trails even though they are only being proposed. The 
quality of Gunnison single-track I often tell friends and visitors is World-Class. 
These trails would only add to the economic support of Gunnison and Crested 
Butte residents ride these areas in the early and late seasons while Crested Butte is 
under snow. All of these trails could be ridden from town so no need for driving or 
extra carbon emissions. 

See response to comments on the Northeast trail system proposal. 

Ss180 The Gunnison Northwest Trail System – Alternative #4. This trail network would 
access the BLM Public Lands closest to the City of Gunnison, adjacent to the Van 

See response to comments on the Northeast trail system proposal. 
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Tuyl Ranch and would be the highest quality trails with the easiest access from 
town, helping to reduce driving by making great trails close to the population 
center. 

Ss181 CBMBA wishes to specifically mention again the proposal for a single track 
corridor between Gunnison and Crested Butte. The only logical route runs through 
a “possible” recommended Wilderness area on the west and north sides of 
Whetstone Mountain. The travel planning process should not reject Gunnison 
Trails’ proposal because of its potential conflict with a “possible” Recommended 
Wilderness area. The Green Lake, Carbon Creek, Wildcat and Para Mi Trails are 
also in this area. It would be inconsistent with policies of the current GMUG forest 
plan, and out of line with the vast majority of National forests in Regions 1, 2, 4, 5, 
8, 9 and 10 that allow bicycling in Recommended Wilderness 

The Preferred Alternative does not reject a possible new trail in the 
Whetstone/Carbon peak area because of “possible” Wilderness. This 
conceptual trail was considered and was not included in the 
Preferred Alternative because there was insufficient need 
demonstrated at this time for such a trail. Under the Preferred 
Alternative mountain bike use would be allowed on the Carbon trail 
(#436) and portions of the Green Lakes trail (#566). The 
development of a trail from Gunnison to Crested Butte is a concept 
plan and at this time lacks sufficient information and detail to 
include in the Preferred Alternative. This does not preclude future 
planning efforts that may consider this new trail option. 

Ss182 In Alternative 2, you can get in your 4x4 and drive all over in the Signal Peak, Lost 
Canyon, Signal Mesa, McIntosh Mountain and West Antelope country. There are 
numerous road options in each of these areas. We are only asking for the potential 
to further study the possibility of but a portion of this same mileage to be in the 
form of non-motorized, high-quality single-track trails, easily accessible from 
Gunnison. 

The purpose and need of action (Chapter 1) was to determine which 
routes were to remain open to motorized and mechanized travel. 
While the agencies worked to provide for a balance of use, this does 
not mean there is a need to have equal numbers of miles of route 
specifically managed for one user group when compared to another. 
Trails miles for non-motorized travel, are nearly equal to motorized 
trail miles under the Preferred Alternative for the entire analysis 
area. If Wilderness trail miles are included there is almost a 2 to 1 
ratio of non-motorized to motorized trial. If roads are included in the 
motorized use miles, then the ratio changes to about 3 to 1 of 
motorized route miles to non-motorized trail miles.  

Ss183 I endorse the creation of trails northeast and northwest of Gunnison, as proposed by 

Gunnison Trails. I also endorse the Beaver Creek Connector. I once rode the 
Beaver Creek Trail on its non-Wilderness portion. This connector would facilitate a 
good loop there.  

The purpose and need for action for this travel management 
planning effort was essentially to determine which routes were to 
remain open to motorized and mechanized travel. This was not 
necessarily a planning effort to develop new trails and new trail 
systems. Such expanded planning is best considered separately, in 
the future, when more information on need, purpose, and alignments 
can be considered, analyzed, and shared with the public. The Forest 
Service and BLM agree that providing for the full range of 
recreation opportunity on public lands coupled with increasing 
demand is a daunting task and appreciates the efforts of the public in 
their comments and concerns expressed during this travel 
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management planning effort. While energy efficiency of travel was 
not necessarily a factor in the Travel Analysis, it is a goal that each 
community and federal agency may be required to consider in more 
detail in the future. Both the Forest Service and BLM did evaluate 
the potential environmental effects of travel in terms of vehicle 
emissions and air pollution. Altering the carbon “footprint” of public 
travel is more of social planning effort and outside the scope of this 
travel management planning effort. 

Ss184 For local residents of the Gunnison Valley who enjoy recreation and having an 
active role in helping to preserve and protect local public lands while still enjoying 
them, these goals can seem daunting. Many recognize that in order to achieve these 
goals, it's going to take active personal steps in reducing current energy 
consumption, including reducing that energy currently necessary to enjoy many 
areas of local public lands. That's where I believe new routes proposed by 
Gunnison Trails and Crested Butte Mountain Bike Association in the vicinity of 
Gunnison and Crested Butte, but also linking existing routes around Crested Butte, 
play a very crucial role. Greater energy efficiency in the Gunnison Valley can be 
achieved by providing these types of new route opportunities, which wouldn't rely 
on vehicular travel to a trail head to enjoy and which would ultimately help to ease 
the burden on avid recreationalists who are still concerned about reducing carbon 
emissions and/or gaining energy independence. 

See response above 

 

 Paonia Ranger District Response 

Ss185 Cathedral Peak Ranch and The Thunder Mountain Four Wheeler Club in Delta 
have teamed up to sponsor and alternate trail plan to bring a trail in from the 
Crystal Creek side, at no cost to the Forest Service. 

 The proposed trail closure was based on the fact of the adjoining landowners being 
the only people that would be able to use the forest lands. If this area is closed to 
motorized travel, you will be creating a monopoly for property owners joining the 
forest, to gain monetary value at the tax payer’s expense. LeRoy McLaughlin 
leases his property to and outfitter out of Montrose, Co., who would love to see the 
area closed. Collins Ranch and Jim Ayer's ranch also charge gun fees to cross their 
property to hunt the National Forest. 

 Cathedral Peak Ranch and The Thunder Mountain Four Wheeler Club is under the 

The alternative trail plan for this area developed by Cathedral Peak 
Ranch and Thunder Mountain Four Wheeler Club was analyzed in 
Alternative 4 of the DEIS. 

Under the Preferred Alternative in the FEIS, the only motorized uses 
of existing routes in this area would be in accordance Figure 4 
(Preferred Alternative map). Routes not open to the public would not 
be open to adjacent landowners either. Adjacent landowners, their 
friends or clients would not be authorized to travel using motorized 
vehicles or mountain bikes on roads or trails on federal lands not 
open to the public. 

The Forest Service travel management planning effort is focused on 
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impression the forest service personnel are looking to create a "fair" and user 
friendly environment, for the "majority" of the public to be able to access the 
National Forest. 

determining the best management direction for roads and trails for 
public use.  

Ss186 The Proposed Action (Alternative 2) is contrary to the DEIS document "Purpose of 
and Need for Action" in changing the travel allowances on Forest Service Roads # 
701 (Stevens Gulch) and Forest Service Road # 265 (Buzzard Divide Road) from 
PSG4-NL to PSG4. This action is arbitrary and capricious because there is no 
documentation to justify the change of restricting these roadways to licensed 
vehicles only. Restricting these roadways on anticipated problems is not justified. 
If such action is included in the FEIS/ROD it would completely eliminate all OHV 
loop routes in the area. 

Specific Comments -We contend that the Proposed Action (Alternative 2) changing 
restriction of OHV use on FS Road # 701 (Stevens Gulch) and FS Road 265 
(Buzzard Divide Road) from PSG4-NL to PSG 4 in the Paonia Ranger District is 
irrational and arbitrary for the reasons listed below. 

Safety is a key concern of the Forest Service regarding the public 
uses on public lands. These comments refer to Motorized Mixed Use 
determinations which are outside the scope of this travel 
management planning effort. This was clearly stated (Chapter 1, 
Relationships to Other Plans, Decision Documents and Regulatory 
Authority) that these determinations are separate and independent 
determinations to be made based on safety issues and engineering 
criteria. This was further explained in Chapter 3, Transportation 
System – Safety. 

Changes related to Motorized Mixed Use determinations are at the 
discretion of the federal land manager.  

Ss187 Restricting FS Road# 701 & # 265 to PSG4 removes the access and use of 
dispersed camping along the entire path of both roadways for the OHV community. 
This forces the OHV camping community onto other dispersed camping sites, 
roads and trails which is a typical force of overcrowding other areas because of 
closure and restriction. 

See Response to Comment above.  

If a certain segment of the recreating public decide to not use an area 
because there have been restrictions placed on OHV travel on roads 
designed and used extensively by full-sized vehicles because of user 
safety concerns, that is one of the consequences of Motorized Mixed 
Use determinations, which are outside the scope of this 
environmental analysis.  

Ss188 I am writing with deep distress over the proposed action (Alt 2). There is a call for 
concern over the "Purpose of and Need for Action" in changing the travel 
allowances on Forest Service Roads # 701 (Stevens Gulch) and Forest Service 
Road # 265 (Buzzard Divide Road) from PSG4-NL to PSG4. This action is 
arbitrary and capricious because there is no documentation to justify the change of 
restricting these roadways to licensed vehicles only. There is insufficient 
justification in restricting these roadways based on “crystal ball futures.” 

See Response to Comment above. 
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Ss189 1. It is contrary to the DEIS document “Purpose of And Need for Action” which  

States in part… “To provide a functional transportation system that balances 
resource protection and public safety with recreation and access needs.” 

2. Restricting FS Road# 701 & # 265 to PSG4 is in conflict with providing a 
functional transportation system and access needs for OHV use. Resource 
protection is not an issue because both roads are level 4 roadway. 

3. Restricting FS Road# 701 & # 265 to PSG4 prohibits the completion of loop 
routes for all of the ATV trails in the area. 

4. Restricting FS Road# 701 & # 265 to PSG4 arbitrarily removes all miles of 
needed ATV access to various loop trails and ATV riding areas in the Buzzard 
Divide, Sheep Mountain, Overland Park and Electric Mountain areas. 

See Response to Comment above. Motorized Mixed Use 
determinations are not part of the Purpose and Need for Action, they 
are safety and engineering related determinations.  

 

Ss190 I am writing you because you intend to close FR 701 (Stevens Gulch Road) to all 
except licensed vehicles. I have hunted big game in GMU 526 for Ten years. I have 
harvested only one elk in that time in GMU 526. Elk are found there in small 
pockets…. Not all over the area. Most of the hunters in GMU 526 hunt with ATVs 
which are only a tool to help hunters to get to area which may hold elk and deer. If 
you close FR 701 to ATVs it will mean a hunter camped on one side of FR 701 and 
wishing to hunt on the other side of that road will have to break camp…. Load his 
ATV…. Drive to the other side of the road and off load. This is virtually 
impossible given the short hunting time allowed. A better solution in my opinion 
would be to just close the entire area to big game hunting. 

The scenario presented in this comment is not necessarily true. 
Motorized Mixed Use determinations are based on safety and 
engineering criteria. If it is unsafe to ride unlicensed OHVs on main 
transportation arteries, then there may be restrictions. Crossing a 
main road with an OHV to get from one trail to another on the other 
side or to a campsite would not be the same as traveling on the 
running surface of a road.  

Ss191 Dry Fork Road- Paonia RD 

After careful review of the DEIS, Mountain Coal Company and Ark Land believe 
that there could be unintended negative consequences to current and future 
operations if the areas near and around Dry Fork Road (USFS Road 711) are not 
left open for our and general public uses. MCC and Ark Land understand that 
administrative closures do not preclude permitted operations; however, the 
inactivation of roads and trails can affect MCC and Ark Land as generally 
described below. 

The proposed decommissioning of existing roads and trails that are and/or have 
been used by Mountain Coal Company, Ark Land and the general public, is 
encouraging the controversial “Roadless Area" designation issue by making the 
area in fact more "roadless" by removing roads and trails that exist today. MCC has 
long been active in providing comment and information to the federal government 
about the Inventoried Roadless Areas in the vicinity of the mine. We've provided 

The DEIS Proposed Action and the FEIS Preferred Alternative were 
developed to provide a mix of public motorized and non-motorized 
recreational opportunities in the Dry Fork area for the foreseeable 
future. As the commenter stated “… administrative closures do not 
preclude permitted operations;” and this travel management 
planning effort did not intend or suggest that this would guide 
roadless area designations. It is unknown what, if any, future 
possible roadless area designations would be or what criteria for 
analysis for such designations would entail. 

Future administrative access road needs and authorizations would be 
determined as part of the permitting process for projects or 
operations and are not within the scope of this analysis. 
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maps of this area that had not even been included in the EIS for the original, 2001 
Roadless Area Conservation Rule, as well as pointed out the economic and 
operational hardships that would be created by this designation, not only for the 
mine, but most importantly to the local people, businesses and communities that 
rely in a large extent on the employment and revenues provided by the mine 
operations. 

Ss192 After careful review of the DEIS, Mountain Coal Company and Ark Land believe 
that there could be unintended negative consequences to current and future 
operations if the areas near and around Dry Fork Road (USFS Road 711) are not 
left open for our and general public uses. MCC and Ark Land understand that 
administrative closures do not preclude permitted operations; however, the 
inactivation of roads and trails can affect MCC and Ark Land as generally 
described below. 

By decommissioning roads and trails south of current Mountain Coal Company 
permit boundaries, the proposed plan would limit future exploration and mining 
activities in the same way as described in concern #2, above. 

The people of the local communities know that Mountain Coal Company and Ark 
Land continue to have activity in the Dry Fork Road area. An administrative 
closure that excludes the public yet allows MCC and Ark Land complete access 
could develop negative attitudes and actions toward our operations. In our 
experience, negative attitudes are often exhibited through vandalism of public and 
private properties 

The Forest Service is unable to predict the possible future roadless 
area designations or determination criteria. The potential effects of 
future roadless area designations on mining operations or energy 
development projects are beyond the scope of this travel 
management decision. Any such analysis would be conjectural and 
not based on any reasonably foreseeable actions. 

Ss193 MCC operates an underground coal mine, the West Elk Mine, located on Highway 
133, approximately two miles east of Somerset, GO. MCC has been operating in or 
near the Gunnison National Forest since 198 1. Ark Land has been conducting 
exploration activities on the Gunnison other National Forests for over 10 years. 
MCC's primary uses on U.S. Forest Service'(USFS) surface lands include 
environmental monitoring, methane drainage wells (MDW) and methane capture 
operations, including the necessary access to these sites, Ark Land's primary use 
has been coal exploration and leasing activities, also including access. Through the 
years, MCC and Ark Land have worked closely with the USFS to maintain and 
protect USFS road infrastructure, while fully complying with road and trail 
maintenance, sediment control, and environmental regulations and/or USFS 

The Forest Service has over 65 miles of administrative road on the 
Paonia Ranger District with public access closures or travel 
restrictions that allow vehicular access only to authorized activities 
(permitted operations). To be consistent with the 1993 Oil and Gas 
Leasing Analysis and Decision Notice, Panels 16-24 EA and E-
Seam ROD, new roads are constructed for leasable minerals as 
administrative roads and not typically open to the public for 
motorized travel.  
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standards. 

Ss194 Trail 840 (Cliff Creek) was in somewhat bad shape from intense outfitter horse 
travel last time I visited it, about 10 years ago. Why doesn't the GMUG N.F. 
require some trail maintenance by that outfitter? 

The Paonia Ranger District has completed trail maintenance on 
portions of trail #840 over the past 3 years. The methods and means 
by which such maintenance is carried out on hiker and horseback 
trails is outside the scope of this analysis (Chapter 1, Scope of the 
Project and Analysis). 

Ss195 The Raggeds Trail (820) used to be a nice single-track and also a quiet use trail 
through aspen forest in prime elk habitat. It is a user created ATV trail and became 
an official ATV trail on the Paonia District. This is a terrible president as it rewards 
illegal use with formal designation. A very similar situation is occurring in the 
Cochetopa Hills. Razor Creek (487) was and still is a single-track up to the 
Continental Divide. On the Proposed Alternative it is turned into an ATV spur 
which dead ends near the Continental Divide Trail. It has been my experience that 
ATV’s will not stop and turn around; everyone likes loops. Please designate Razor 
Creek (487) as non motorized single-track. 

The Forest Service would concur that a portion of trail #820 is open 
to ATV use. Trail use established prior to the 2001 Interim Travel 
Restrictions would not necessarily be illegal. Such changing use on 
established trails may not have been authorized by the Forest 
Service at the time, but would have been legal prior to January 2001. 
Even after the 2001 Interim Travel Restrictions, trails shown on the 
“Green to Yellow” maps did not designate the allowed mode of 
travel and shifting modes of travel could have occurred. This travel 
management planning effort evaluated (Travel Analysis) whether 
such existing uses should be allowed to continue or what was the 
desired and appropriate mode of travel on existing trails. Responses 
to comments on Razor Creek trail #487 are addressed below under 
the Razor Creek comments. 
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Ss196 Access to our Private Property - one of the roads being decommissioned (7690) is 
the sole access to our family cabin / property. Although lightly used, this road 
should remain open, perhaps as an administrative road 

Road #7690 is known as the Pitkin Campground spur and provides 
access to private lands. Under the Preferred Alternative this section 
of road would be managed as an administrative access road for use 
by the private property owner. The segment of this road that passes 
through the private property and connects with road #779 would be 
closed to public travel. See Figure 4, Preferred Alternative map. 

Ss197 Risk/Benefit - none of the three Action Alternatives is warranted for the Pitkin area 
as any proposed benefits they may provide are minimal compared to the significant 
issues it will create for the residents and visitors to the area who are enjoying the 
area. - Interested Parties - Based upon what I have seen, a significant portion of 
residents and visitors to the area are unfamiliar with the action alternatives and any 
plans to shut down roads. At a minimum, all property tax payers should be 
mandatory included in the distribution of the information and alternative actions. 
There are many interested parties that unfortunately are not a part of this process; 
and they should be. As difficult as it may be to implement, the many thousands of 
returning visitors to the area should also have say in this process. 

The Forest Service is not required to notify individual property 
owners of pending planning efforts. The public was notified several 
times regarding the agency’s plans to proceed with Travel 
Management. The notification process was in compliance with 
provision of NEPA and those public involvement actions are 
disclosed in Chapter 1, Public Involvement. The public was afforded 
90 days to comment on the Draft EIS. All members of the public, 
whether property owners or visitors have been afforded to 
opportunities to comment and participate in the planning process 
over the past three years. The Forest Service believes the public 
would benefit from the decisions to be made regarding Travel 
Management in terms of a more cost effective and sustainable 
transportation system, reduced environmental impacts, improved 
wildlife habitat and continued recreational opportunities for 
motorized and non-motorized travel on public lands. 

Ss198 We specifically request the following routes be left open.766.1J (Halls Gulch Spur 
1J) Our cabin is located off this spur and the road is proposed to be changed from 
HC to Administrative use. Our first choice is to leave this road open. If that is not 
possible, we would support this change as long as we are given ANILCA 
access.766. lA, 766.18,766.10, 766.1E, 766.1F, 766.1G,766.1H,766.1lD766.1J 
These routes are scheduled to be decommissioned or changed to administrative use. 
These Hall's Gulch roads take you to old gold mines, old town sites and some of 
the most beautiful overlooks. Closing these roads would deny the public from 
viewing these truly historic sites. 

766.1J (Halls Gulch Spur 1J) is proposed to be managed as an 
administrative use road in the Preferred Alternative. This would 
allow you access to your cabin. 
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Ss199 Pitkin Campground (not 4x4 road)  

No USFS # but widely used. Is an excellent alternative to the Cumberland Pass Rd. 
providing access to South Quartz Creek, Depher Park and beyond 

Under the Preferred Alternative there is a short segment of 
motorized trail from the Pitkin Campground running parallel to the 
road that would remain open to ATV use as well as motorcycles, 
mountain bikes, hikers and horseback riders. This is used by ATVs 
and motorcycles to avoid traveling on the Cumberland Pass road 
(#765). There is also road (#779.1A) that is currently used by ATVs 
and motorcycles to connect to road #779 that would take riders over 
to Depher Park and South Quartz Creek. This road is planned to be 
closed to the public under the Preferred Alternative and managed as 
an administrative use road because it accesses private lands and 
there is no easement for public travel across those private lands. 
Comments were received from the owners of that private land 
supporting closure and conversion to administrative use only. 

Ss200 Pitkin CG trail is a trail that has been downgraded to non-motorized but has 
historically been used by motorcycles and need to be opened for motorized use: No 
USFS # but widely used. Is an excellent alternative to the Cumberland Pass Rd 
providing access to South Quartz Creek, Depher Park and beyond? 

See response above 

 

 Quakey Mountain Trail/ Black Sage Pass Response 

Ss201 I would also like to see Trail 537 and 538 off Black sage pass (Quakey Mountain 
Trail) remain open to shared use. This is another of the few single-track in the area 
and is in fairly good shape. 

 

The Preferred Alternative discloses the agency’s management plans 
for these trails. The Quakey Mountain trial (#537) would remain 
open to motorized use as a motorcycle trial while the Quakey 
Mountain west trial (#538) would be a non-motorized trail that 
provides a loop by connecting with trail Z-7538. The Quakey 
Mountain trial (#537) provides a connection from the Sargents area 
up to Black Sage Pass for motorcycles. The Forest Service 
determined that there was not sufficient need to keep #538 and Z-
7538 open to motorized travel and that use on the #538 trail would 
dead-end riders onto private land at the Forest boundary where there 
was on public access easement or agreement. The lower segment of 
trail #538 would be closed under the Preferred Alternative since 
there was insufficient public access to that segment of trail.  
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Ss202 Whitepine area to Pitkin (routes 482,483,481,767,769) 

Areas Recommended for Closures: Road/trail densities in the following areas are 
so significant that route by route recommendations would be exceedingly 
cumbersome. It is or recommendation to identify the most practical routes from 
“point A to point B”, and remove all others from the Travel Management System. 

Whitepine area to Pitkin: Support Alternative 3. Proposed Alternative would 
significantly benefit wildlife with the following modifications: Designate routes 
482, 483, and portions of 481 non-motorized. Designate route 767 non-motorized 
from junction with 769. This creates a contiguous block of roadless area within the 
Quartz Ck. Watershed. Ample motorized recreational opportunities exist on all 
sides of this portion of the landscape. Reducing overall route densities will reduce 
habitat fragmentation, improve hunting, and minimize resource damage. This 
would provide a better balance of motorized and non-motorized recreational 
opportunities in this region. A large motorized loop route will still be available 
from 888 to 839 to 767 to 769 to 497, plus all spurs 

The desire to creating large contiguous blocks of non-motorized use 
areas is noted. These options were considered and evaluated 
(Alternative 3) in the DEIS. While it is understood that large 
landscapes free from motorized intrusions benefit wildlife there are 
many such areas on NFS lands that currently exist. A management 
indicator species, elk, are in relatively good shape in terms of 
population numbers. It is suggested that motorized recreation would 
continue to have a big loop of travel by using roads #888, # 839, 
#767, #769 and #497 which is true, but the routes recommended for 
closure to motorized use are single-track trails. Trail riding is a 
different recreational opportunity from driving on roads and is 
highly desirable to the majority of motorcycle riders (see comment 
below). Considering that there are many large blocks of NFS lands 
where there is no motorized travel, wildlife populations are not 
declining in this area, and that single track trail riding is the existing 
use, it was determined that there was not sufficient need to warrant 
change under the Preferred Alternative. 

Ss203 7544 Williams/Middle Quartz Stage 

This trail crosses marshes at headwaters of Middle Quartz Creek, and contains 
fragile soils.  

HCCA [HIGH COUNTRY CITIZENS ALLIANCE] Suggestion for the Preferred 
Alternative: HCCA [HIGH COUNTRY CITIZENS ALLIANCE] supports the 
decommissioning of this route in the preferred alternative. 

The Forest Service concurs. The segment of trail upstream of the 
Middle Quartz campground would be closed under the Preferred 
Alternative for reasons stated in this comment. 

Ss204 7483 South Quartz 

Trail comes through the headwaters of S. Quartz - extensive marsh habitat present. 

HCCA [HIGH COUNTRY CITIZENS ALLIANCE] supports the 
decommissioning of this route in the preferred alternative as found in Alternative 3. 

Trail #483 does follow the South Quartz creek, but the Forest 
Service believes the alignment of the trail avoids much of the 
wetland/riparian habitat and is not causing undue resource damage. 
The Preferred Alternative would allow the existing use to remain 
which is single-track motorized use. While there were concerns 
related to watershed impacts, it was determined that the existing 
conditions did not warrant a need for change. 
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Ss205 Area above middle Quartz Creek CG 

 ATV trails proposed for conversion to Motorcycle Trail Bikes use includes: 
Hunters Hill Trail and part of the Farris Creek Loop (409.5) between Farris Creek 
Road; Double Top Trail; and the route above Middle Quartz Campground. We are 
not familiar with most of these except Middle Quartz. We have ridden above 
Middle Quartz many times and see no reason why this would be suddenly closed to 
ATVs. The other mentioned trails should be looked at very closely to see if they 
will reduce access to legal trails and cut off potential ATV loops. 

 • Additional miles of new ATV trails are not proposed in the analysis area. Why 
not? We can get the grant money to build and maintain new trails. 

Resource damage is the primary rationale for closure of trail #544 
the Middle Quartz Creek ATV trail. There are extensive and fragile 
wetland and riparian habitats being adversely impacted by use on 
this trail. There is also a parallel route open to ATVs that would 
provide access to the same terminus as trail #544. The alignment of 
that parallel route is the historic railroad grade is more suitable for 
motorized travel than the trail up the creek. Previous responses to 
comments for trail #409.5 address this concern. 

Ss206 Canyon Creek (481, 482) and South Quartz Creek  

Both are similar and important to keep as single track areas. The terrain and 
location give access to loops and high alpine areas and the single track gives those 
users one of the few areas around Pitkin for that type of recreation. 

Trails #481 and #482 are to remain open to single-track motorized 
use under the Preferred Alternative. 

Ss207 Old Stage Rd. Trail No USFS Trail #.  

This trail begins at the Middle Quartz Creek USFS Campground and follows creek 
coming out on the Alpine Tunnel Rd. Officially opened by USFS in 1990 is an 
important route that keeps traffic off of the heavily traveled Alpine Tunnel Rd. 

This trail was originally a road that most likely was the old stage 
road up to Williams Pass. So there has been historic use on this 
route. At one point the Forest Service scaled back the level of use 
from being a road to an ATV trail. That trail was included in the 
Forest Service system of trails. As stated in the Purpose and Need 
for Action (Chapter 1) this travel management planning effort is to 
determine which existing routes should remain open for motorized 
travel. After evaluating the need for this trail and the environmental 
concerns (Travel Analysis) it was determined that this trail was not 
needed and continued use was resulting in adverse environmental 
damage to wetlands and riparian habitats along the creek. As stated 
previously there is an alternative road that is open to ATV use that 
would take riders to the same terminus near Williams Pass 

Ss208 Old State Rd. Trail has been set for decommissioning (eliminated) from the system 
and should remain open to motorized use. 

No USFS Trail #. This trail begins at the Middle Quartz Creek USFS Campground 
and follows creek coming out on the Alpine Tunnel Rd. Officially opened by USFS 
in 1990 is an important route that keeps traffic off of the heavily traveled Alpine 
Tunnel Rd. 

 

See response above 
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Ss209 The Whetstone Roadless Area is a 17,000 acre expanse of land south of Crested 
Butte containing Whetstone Mountain, Mt. Axtell and Carbon Peak. This area is a 
prime future Wilderness Area candidate and has been recommended as such in the 
2007 draft Forest Management Plan and our own M2m plan.  

It is used by elk in the summer for calving and is a winter elk migration corridor. In 
addition to elk, mule deer, Canada lynx, bear and other wildlife species utilize this 
Roadless Area. It also encompasses the headwaters of Ohio & Carbon creeks – a 
pristine watershed in the Crested Butte/Gunnison area.  

We commend and support the proposed designation of all trails within the 
Whetstone Roadless area as non-motorized and non-mechanized in order to 
facilitate future Wilderness Area designation. It is this reasoning that prevents us 
from supporting the proposed Gunnison to Crested Butte mountain bike trail as it is 
currently routed. We [High Country Citizens Alliance] would consider supporting a 
different alignment of this trail as long as it avoids the Whetstone Roadless area 
boundaries.  

It is also worth noting that there are not any trails adjacent to the town of Crested 
Butte that are hiker/horse only, and that this area could fill that gap in recreation 
opportunities 

The revised GMUG forest plan of 2006 was only developed in draft 
and did not go through a final public review; therefore, the current 
GMUG Forest Plan (Amended 1991), guides management of this 
area. Proposed travel decisions are consistent with the Roadless 
Area Conservation Rule (RACR) guidelines of 2001 and will not 
alter any Inventoried Roadless areas. 

The purpose of this travel management planning effort was to 
determine which existing routes should remain open to public 
motorized and mechanized travel. All of these comments reference 
inventoried Roadless designations. All of the travel routes in this 
Whetstone/Carbon/Axtell Roadless area are trails, not roads. As 
trails, whether motorized or non-motorized, they are allowed in 
Roadless areas. Comments referencing the draft Forest Plan (2007) 
are not within the scope of this travel management planning effort. 
That Forest Plan revision effort is stalled and the management 
objectives for this area are set by the existing 1983 Forest Plan, as 
amended in 1991 and 1993. Under the existing Forest Plan there are 
several recreational opportunity objectives that include both semi-
primitive motorized and roaded natural settings. Given this existing 
Forest Plan direction and the existing motorcycle use in this area, the 
Carbon trail (#438) would remain open as a single-track motorized 
trial under the Preferred Alternative.  

The HCCA comment that there are no hiker/horse trails adjacent to 
Crested Butte is very misleading. Hikers and horseback riders are 
not restricted to designated routes; they can travel cross country on 
NFS land adjacent to Crested Butte. There are several large tracks of 
land adjacent to Crested Butte where there is no motorized use (e.g. 
Dry Basin, Mt. Axtell, Whetstone Peak, Peeler Basin, and Oh-Be-
Joyful Creek). Under the Preferred Alternative there are many non-
motorized trails on NFS lands near adjacent to Crested Butte (e.g. 
#409, #556, #408, #568, #435, #603, #435.1A, #602, #738.1A, 
#590, #566, #885 and #585.2A) where hikers and horseback riders 
can use established and managed trials, but they would have to share 
them with mountain bike users.  

Ss210 Whetstone Roadless Area-support for Alt 2. Designates area for hiker/horse only. 
(HCCA 

Your comment and preference is noted and was considered. 
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Ss211 The Whetstone Roadless Area warrants exemption from new routes, as do the 
Cochetopa Hills and any other Roadless Areas. These areas will hopefully be 
considered for inclusion into the wilderness system and need to remain as pristine 
as possible in order for acceptance to occur. They represent large expanses of 
untrammeled habitat for native, threatened and endangered species. Wilderness 
offers the most protection 

Proposed travel decisions are consistent with the RACR guidelines 
of 2001 and will not alter the any inventoried roadless areas. 

The Forest Service would agree, inventory Roadless areas are not 
appropriate locations for new roads, except as allowed under the 
provisions of the roadless rule that is finally adopted. The scope of 
this comment is not within the scope of this travel management 
planning effort  

Ss212 I am a frequent visitor to Crested Butte and I would like to comment on one area 
that is extremely special to me. The Whetstone/Carbon area, historically, has trails 
which were hiker/horse only. Over time, these trails were converted to mechanize 
or motorized which was unfortunate. This area used to be pristine and was 
designated as an Inventoried Roadless Area and a candidate for future Wilderness 
designation 

Proposed travel decisions are consistent with the RACR guidelines 
of 2001 and will not alter any Inventoried Roadless areas. 

 

Ss213 Please consider designating all the trails (and any future trails) in this area as 
hiker/horse as you have proposed in Alternative #3 of the Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement 

See Response to Comment above 

Ss214 I support the creation of new Wilderness designation within the Gunnison (ie. 
Whetstone, Carbon, Axtell, Cement, and Sawtooth/Agency Peak) and would gladly 
relinquish mechanized travel in those areas in order to achieve that goal. There are 
few areas left roadless which qualify for such designation and I fully support 
preserving them as such for future generations  

Your comment is noted, but this travel management planning effort 
does not address the Wilderness designation process. The 
Wilderness Area designation process and planning is a separate and 
distinct action not within the scope of this travel management 
planning effort.  

 

Ss215 I always thought the area around Whetstone Mountain was special. A hiker can feel 
like she/he is in a wilderness setting close by a mountain town. However, the last 
time I was at Green Lake, the tranquility was rudely disturbed by a dirt biker. How 
nice it would be to have this Inventoried Roadless Area hiker/horse only. I 
understand this is a major elk migration route and I hope it will be designated 
Wilderness in the future 

Proposed travel decisions are consistent with the RACR guidelines 
of 2001 and will not alter any Inventoried Roadless areas. 
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Ss216 Trail 566 Green Lake Trail Protect Whetstone Roadless Area - 

I strongly recommend that this trail be closed to mountain bikes as it passes 
through the proposed Whetstone wilderness area. Mountain bikers have ample 
miles of trails in the Preferred Alternative and this area is needed for quiet 
recreation and a true wilderness experience in the middle of the busy recreational 
interface near Crested Butte 

Under the Preferred Alternative, the mode of travel on trail #566, 
from trail #436 to Green Lake is Hiker/horse (mountain bikes not 
allowed), and from #436 east to the Forest Boundary would be open 
to mountain bike travel along with hikers and horseback riders. The 
non-motorized mode of travel on this trail is influenced by the travel 
restrictions on the trail across the private lands leading up to the 
Forest boundary for consistency. 

This travel management planning effort was focused on the need to 
determine which existing routes need to remain open for public 
motorized and mechanized travel. Future Wilderness plans and 
possible Roadless area designations are speculative and therefore not 
factors in this decision making process. Existing Wilderness Area 
designations and the inventoried roadless areas were considered as 
factors affecting the Travel Analysis but travel management is not a 
surrogate for Forest Plan level land-use planning where roadless and 
wilderness objectives are addressed. 

Ss217 Please keep the Whetstone/Carbon Creek/Baxter Gulch trail for hiking and horse 
riding only. This area is so special and wild. I was on the Crested Butte Land Trust 
Board of Directors and am well familiar with this area and well familiar with all of 
the work that it took to gain legal access to it 

The Preferred Alternative would continue to manage the Carbon trial 
(#436) and the Baxter Gulch trail (#565) as they are currently used. 
Carbon would remain open to motorcycle, mountain bikes, hikers 
and horseback riders, while Baxter Gulch would remain a non-
motorized trail where mountain bike use would not be allowed. 

Ss218 The highest and best use of this roadless area is as wilderness, not mountain biking! 
Not only should these trails be hiker/horse, but they should not be upgraded for 
more users. Keep them natural-feeling, especially Baxter Gulch so the wilderness 
quality of the area is preserved, even from high-use horse and hiking trails!  

Proposed travel decisions are consistent with the RACR guidelines 
of 2001 and will not alter any Inventoried Roadless areas. Under the 
Preferred Alternative mountain bike use would continue to be 
allowed on several of the trails in this area. The Baxter Gulch trail 
would be non-motorized, but mountain bike use would not be 
allowed on that trail similarly, mountain bike use be restricted on the 
Green Lake trail from its intersection with the Carbon trail (#436) to 
the lake. 

Ss219 Whetstone/Carbon/Green Lake Area-We want to go on record as supporting all the 
new wilderness areas in the vicinity of Crested Butte that are being considered as 
part of the Forest Management Plan revision. We strongly support the hiker/horse 
designation of all trails in the Whetstone/Carbon/Green Lake area. This is an 
Inventoried Roadless Area and a prime future wilderness candidate. This area was 
nominated by the Forest Service as a Wilderness Area in its 2007 draft Forest 
Management Plan and we have every reason and hope to expect it will be similarly 

The revised GMUG forest plan of 2006 was only developed in draft 
and did not go through a final public review; therefore, the current 
GMUG Forest Plan (Amended 1991), guides management of this 
area. Proposed travel decisions are consistent with the RACR 
guidelines of 2001 and will not alter any Inventoried Roadless areas. 
Under the Preferred Alternative existing modes of travel for most of 
the trails in this area would continue to be allowed. Wildlife 
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nominated when you re-issue a plan. Therefore, mountain biking use would be 
inconsistent with, and would in fact undermine the possibility of a future 
wilderness designation. It is well documented that summer elk calving occurs here 
and the area is a major elk migration route to winter ranges. This area also provides 
important summer habitat for mule deer and lynx and is adjacent to the home 
ranges for several lynx 

concerns and potential impacts were evaluated and addressed in 
Chapter 3, Wildlife sections. 

These comments do not relate to Travel Management decisions.  

Ss220 To create a new wilderness area in the Carbon/Whetstone/Axtel roadless area 
differs from the current existing Forest Plan management prescription for this area. 
The mountain biking community has a tremendous appreciation for this area and 
has historically used most of the area. I support the protection of the natural 
environment from mining development but would like to see inclusion of bicycle 
access maintained. Mountain bikers would certainly help protect this area from any 
mine, and just want to be included and allowed to enjoy this unique area 

Travel decisions for this area are based on the current GMUG Forest 
Plan as amended 1991 and resource concerns. This travel 
management planning effort does not address new wilderness 
potential, recommendations or the designation process. Such 
wilderness planning is outside the scope of the decisions to be made 
for travel management. 

All these comments deal with “rumors of” or “plans to” with regard 
to Wilderness in the Whetstone/Carbon/Mt. Axtell area. This is not 
the purpose nor the need identified for this travel management 
planning effort (See Chapter 1). Determinations of what would 
remain open and the appropriate mode of travel were based on the 
factors listed for the Travel Analysis process (Chapter 1). 
Speculative actions of others and speculation on other possible or 
future land-use decisions were not factors considered in the Travel 
Analysis. Such analysis based on speculative actions is not 
warranted and is misleading to decision makers. 

Ss221 In regards to the Carbon Creek Area, that includes the above mentioned trails: I 
believe I understand the goal of the Forest Service on this subject, to create a new 
wilderness area in the Carbon/Whetstone/Axtel roadless area. However the current 
existing Forest Plan differs from this management and who knows how a new Plan 
may vary or when it may be resolved. It would seem at least short term, the Forest 
Service should include mountain biking on these trails which are currently open to 
even motorized users, at least this would be a step in the direction of wilderness 

The goal of travel management is not linked to wilderness area 
recommendations. The Purpose and Need for Action (Chapter 1) is 
clearly defined to essentially determine which existing routes need 
to remain open and what is the appropriate and desired mode of 
travel. Under the Preferred Alternative the existing modes of travel 
would continue to be allowed for most of the trails in this area. 

All these comments deal with “rumors of” or “plans to” with regard 
to Wilderness in the Whetstone/Carbon/Mt. Axtell area. This is not 
the purpose nor the need identified for this travel management 
planning effort (See Chapter 1). Determinations of what would 
remain open and the appropriate mode of travel were based on the 
factors listed for the Travel Analysis process (Chapter 1). 
Speculative actions of others and speculation on other possible or 
future land-use decisions were not factors considered in the Travel 
Analysis. Such analysis based on speculative actions is not 
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warranted and is misleading to decision makers. 

Ss222 To my knowledge none of the wilderness areas near Crested Butte are surrounded 
by roads as busy as Kebler, Ohio, and HWY 135 are. Certainly I am not aware of 
any wildernesses in our area that have a major road with multi-million dollar 
houses spread all over one side of it. I believe it is confusing to the public and 
leaves a bad taste in our mouth how this area has gone from open to ride and full of 
great trails, to developed and illegal to ride many of the historical trails that existed 
well before the development, all because of some land trade that banned trail use 
and left the public with very little public access. Now the non-motorized mountain 
biking public will truly be left with nothing in an area we have tremendous 
appreciation for and historical use in 

Land exchanges and purchases involving private owners and dealing 
with private lands are outside the scope of this federal travel 
management planning effort. This travel management environmental 
analysis is to address travel impacts, not private land use effects on 
wilderness recreation or Wilderness Areas. Proposed travel in this 
area includes mountain biking on trail 436 and a portion of trail 566 

All these comments deal with “rumors of” or “plans to” with regard 
to Wilderness in the Whetstone/Carbon/Mt. Axtell area. This is not 
the purpose nor the need identified for this travel management 
planning effort (See Chapter 1). Determinations of what would 
remain open and the appropriate mode of travel were based on the 
factors listed for the Travel Analysis process (Chapter 1). 
Speculative actions of others and speculation on other possible or 
future land-use decisions were not factors considered in the Travel 
Analysis. Such analysis based on speculative actions is not 
warranted and is misleading to decision makers. 

Ss223 Long term I believe the Forest Service could choose to look at this in a unique way. 
There are rumors if you will that a wilderness would put an end to the threat of a 
mine. I wish that were 100% true but feel that there is no way it is that simple. I 
believe that this is the Forest Service’s chance to make a national precedent that 
would allow this area to become as wilderness like as it could be while maintaining 
bicycle access. I know this could be done, would forever protect the natural 
environment in this area, and would allow a user group that provides maintenance 
at no charge in an area and to the Forest Service that sorely needs it. I am not 
asking for an attempt to change the Wilderness law, simply satisfy all concerned 
parties needs with a simple inclusion. Mountain bikers are not doing this area any 
harm, and in fact could help better the trail experiences to all non-motorized users. 
Mountain bikers would certainly help protect this area from any mine, and just 
want to be included and allowed to enjoy this unique area 

This comment addresses wilderness issues and concerns outside the 
scope of this travel management planning effort. Mountain bike use 
on trails in this area was considered and evaluated as part of the 
Travel Analysis process (Chapter 1) and under the Preferred 
Alternative mountain bike use would continue to be allowed on 
several of the trails in this area (See Figure 4). 

. 
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Ss224 A land trade seems to have banned trail use and left the public with very little 
public access. This potential wilderness areas is surrounded by major roads 
(Kebler, Ohio, and HWY 135) and multi-million dollar houses on one side.. This 
area has gone from open to ride great trails, to developed and illegal to ride many 
of the historical trails that existed well before the development 

Land exchanges and purchases involving private owners and dealing 
with private lands are outside the scope of this federal travel 
management planning effort. This comment addresses wilderness 
issues and concerns and trail riding on private lands which are both 
outside the scope of this travel management planning effort.  

 

 (New Trails) Crested Butte – Gunnison – Carbondale Response 

Ss225 This trail in newly proposed and would be new construction. MB is common to all 
three action alternatives. 

The section of this trail from Erickson Springs to Pretty Place Road (12.5A) does 
not run adjacent to Kebler Pass Road like the rest of this proposed trail. HCCA 
[HIGH COUNTRY CITIZENS ALLIANCE] requests that at least one alternative 
should consider no new trail construction from Erickson Springs to Pretty Place 
Road (12.5A) and have an alternative alignment that runs parallel to Kebler Pass 
Road similar to the rest of this trail’s proposed alignment 

No new trails would be constructed as a result of this travel 
management decision. The Kebler Pass trail is a conceptual trail in 
many locations, before those sections of conceptual trail could be 
built, further, site-specific planning, impact analysis and public input 
would be required.  

One key features of the proposed Crested Butte to Carbondale trail is 
to develop a bicycle trail between the two towns, therefore since that 
is the stated purpose of the proposed trail, it does not seem logical to 
consider an alternative to that larger scale trail planning effort. 

When the project specific planning begins for the segment of the 
proposed trail referenced by this comment, HCCA should again 
submit their comments regarding the possible alignment of the new 
trail.  

The Crested Butte to Carbondale trail is a concept trail in some 
locations and is on-the-ground in others. This travel management 
planning effort considered the entire length of that trail as a concept 
trail. Under the Preferred Alternative the Forest Service continues to 
consider this concept trail as a needed link in the overall non-
motorized (mechanized) transportation system. Actual alignments 
for portions of the trails that need to be built would undergo site 
specific environmental analysis and be subject to public comment 
before such construction could occur. This was clearly stated in 
Chapter 1, Scope of the Project and Analysis. 
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Ss226 I would greatly enjoy mountain biking the Crested Butte to Gunnison Trail 
proposed along the back of Whestone Mountain and a long trail would draw 
tourists from other areas. If access remained limited in the future as it is now, it 
would keep this trail pristine. Impacts to the trail and wildlife would be limited if it 
is designated mountain bike, horse and hike only. I believe keeping the area non-
motorized and designating the Carbon Creek Trail 436, Para Mi Para Ti and The 
Green Lake Trail non-motorized would limit impacts to this quiet area. Keeping the 
area closed entirely o ATVs would definitely lessen the pressure during hunting 
season on the wildlife here. I have seen many user created ATV spurs in that area, 
and watched the Carbon Creek Trail single-track widened by ATV use over the 
years. During hunting season I have read about mayhem happening back here and 
non-motorized access only would alleviate a lot of this. The Green Lake Trail is a 
good mountain bike and hiking trail right from town. Of which we have very few. I 
would like to see it kept open to mountain bikes to the junction before the lake even 
if other trails in the area were closed to mountain bikes. A loop could be formed 
with the Wildcat Trail and Splain’s Gulch. I would like to see the Carbon Creek 
Trail and Para Mi Para Ti remain open to mountain bikes as well as I do enjoy 
riding these. Hikers and horseback would still have to drive to access the Carbon 
Creek Trail so it would offer no different access than the many wilderness hiking 
trails near Crested Butte if designated hike/horse only. The many times I have 
ridden these area trails, I have only once seen a runner but no other users, aside 
from on the Green Lake Trail, and do not think there is much conflict with 
mountain bikers and hikers or horses on the Carbon Creek or Para Mi Para Ti 
Trails. Unless The Carbon Creek Trail and Para Mi Para Ti are significantly 
upgraded, they will not incur huge amounts of mountain bikers as they are difficult 
and rough. The Green Lake Trail is probably the most popular mountain bike trail 
in the area 

Under the Preferred Alternative the Green Lake trail (#566) would 
be managed as a non-motorized trail. The Carbon Trail would be 
managed as a motorized single track trial that would allow 
motorcycles, mountain bikes, hikers and horseback riders. This is 
the existing condition on the Carbon trail and is consistent with 
Recreational Opportunity Forest Plan objectives for this area. The 
Forest Service does not recognize a trail in our system known as the 
Para Mi Para Ti trail. Therefore we are unable to comment on the 
proposed management for that trail under that name. 

The Forest Service is aware of the concept of “build it and they will 
come” but does not believe the purpose of this travel management 
planning effort was to determine where new recreational 
opportunities are needed or where they would be enjoyed, it was to 
determine which of the existing routes need to remain open to the 
public for motorized and mechanized travel. Under the Preferred 
Alternative the Carbon trail (#436) would remain open to 
motorcycle use and would allow mountain bike, hiker, and 
horseback use (See Chapter 1, Decisions to be Made – travel 
hierarchy). This is consistent with the existing Forest Plan 
management objectives for recreational opportunity settings. 

Ss227 IMBA is concerned that the Forest Service appears to omit the Crested Butte-to-
Gunnison Connector trail because it would traverse the Whetstone Mountain area. 
It is inappropriate to discredit this proposal based on any reasoning found in the 
defunct draft Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre and Gunnison (GMUG) plan. Not only 
has a federal judge declared the draft plan Illegal, but the public has not yet had an 
ot3cial opportunity to comment on the proposed Recommended Wilderness 
boundaries. This area is not Recommended Wilderness and may never become so. 
To close it to bicycles prematurely is an exercise of improper, heavy-handed 
management. Please include the Crested Butte-to-Gunnison single-track in the final 
plan.  

The Forest Service considered a conceptual trail that would provide 
a single track, non-motorized trail linking Gunnison to Crested 
Butte. This potential alignment of conceptual new trail linked to 
existing roads and trials can be seen on the Alternative 4 maps in the 
DEIS. 

Under the Preferred Alternative many of the segments required for a 
Gunnison to Crested Butte mountain bike trial were not carried 
forward at this time. There was insufficient need to commit to 
further route planning at this time. This does not preclude 
consideration of new trails in this area in the future. 
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The Forest Service concurs that there has been little or no public 
involvement regarding recommended Wilderness for the Whetstone 
Mountain area and under the Preferred Alternative continued 
mountain bike use on some key trails would be allowed. Wilderness 
recommendations and Forest Planning are not within the scope of 
Travel Management decisions to be made. 

All these comments deal with “rumors of” or “plans to” with regard 
to Wilderness in the Whetstone/Carbon/Mt. Axtell area. This is not 
the purpose nor the need identified for this travel management 
planning effort (See Chapter 1). Determinations of what would 
remain open and the appropriate mode of travel were based on the 
factors listed for the Travel Analysis process (Chapter 1). 
Speculative actions of others and speculation on other possible or 
future land-use decisions were not factors considered in the Travel 
Analysis. Such analysis based on speculative actions is not 
warranted and is misleading to decision makers. 

Ss228 CBMBA wishes to specifically mention again the proposal for a single track 
corridor between Gunnison and Crested Butte. The only logical route runs through 
a “possible” recommended Wilderness area on the west and north sides of 
Whetstone Mountain. The travel planning process should not reject Gunnison 
Trails’ proposal because of its potential conflict with a “possible” Recommended 
Wilderness area. The Green Lake, Carbon Creek, Wildcat and Para Mi Trails are 
also in this area. It would be inconsistent with policies of the current GMUG forest 
plan, and out of line with the vast majority of National forests in Regions 1, 2, 4, 5, 
8, 9 and 10 that allow bicycling in Recommended Wilderness  

See Response to Comment above. 

All these comments deal with “rumors of” or “plans to” with regard 
to Wilderness in the Whetstone/Carbon/Mt. Axtell area. This is not 
the purpose nor the need identified for this travel management 
planning effort (See Chapter 1). Determinations of what would 
remain open and the appropriate mode of travel were based on the 
factors listed for the Travel Analysis process (Chapter 1). 
Speculative actions of others and speculation on other possible or 
future land-use decisions were not factors considered in the Travel 
Analysis. Such analysis based on speculative actions is not 
warranted and is misleading to decision makers. 

 

 Reno, Flag, Bear, Deadman’s , Rosebud Response 

Ss229 Notes on Preferred Alternative: 

Deadman’s Gulch (420) Alt 5 = motorized single track with seasonal restrictions 
in the fall and spring. 

Rosebud (423) Alt 5 = motorized single track with seasonal restrictions in the fall 
and spring.  
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Reno Ridge (607) Alt 5 = motorized single track with downhill only restrictions  

Flag Creek (422) Alt 5 = motorized single track. 

Bear Creek (415) Alt 5 = motorized single track with seasonal restrictions in fall 
and spring. 

Cement Mountain (553) Alt 5 = motorized single track with seasonal restrictions in 
fall and spring. 

Ss230 Routes 415, 420, 423, & 553. (Rosebud/Deadman’s Creek areas) 

Seasonal Closures: We [Colorado Division of Wildlife] recommend seasonal 
closures of the following routes to protect wildlife during critical/vulnerable times 
of the year, improve hunter experience and harvest, and reduce resource 
degradation. 

Routes 415, 420, 423, & 553. (Rosebud/Deadman’s Creek areas) Close to 
motorized use the day after Labor Day weekend – May 31 to improve hunting in 
the fall and provide security for elk during the early portion of the calving season. 
Trails are proliferating. An ATV trail now extends nearly to Cement Mtn. An 
alternative would be a “mode of travel conversion” to single track mechanized on 
these trails, in which case a seasonal closure would not be as necessary. In either 
case, by no means should these trails become available to ATV’s. 

The Forest Service considered and re-evaluated use in this area and 
determined that Labor Day seasonal closures were deemed not 
necessary considering the primary benefit would be for hunting (a 
recreational activity) at the expense of trail riding (a recreational 
activity). Since this essentially pits one recreational activity over 
another, the determination was that most recreational trail riding 
ends by the end of September and does not have an adverse affect on 
hunters during several of the later hunting seasons. There would be 
season restrictions in the spring to avoid calving impacts and muddy 
conditions 

Ss231 Reno Ridge, Flag Creek, Bear Creek 415, Deadman Gulch 420, Rosebud 423- keep 
open to Mountain Bikes. 

The loop of trails known as Reno Flag Bear Deadman’s is likely the most popular 
mountain bike in Cement Creek, and many mountain bikers I have talked to would 
like to see it non-motorized. I think these trails do sustain a fair amount of damage 
and rutting from heavy motorcycle use, but overall it has a most sustainable grade 
than a lot of cement Creek trails, and both motorcyclists and CBMBA work on it 
regularly o keep it in reasonable shape, I think the Flag Creek Trail could be 
rerouted in spots to be more sustainable, as this gets dangerously deep ruts. 
Possibly a downhill only designation would help it stay in better shape. I feel this 
area is quite popular with motorcyclists and will probably remain open to them. A 
solution to the damage needs to be found if these trails do remain open to 
motorcycles. I believe Bear Creek Trail 415 should not be closed between Flag 
Creek Trail and Forest Road 744.3C, as shown in Alternative 3. This section of 
trail is a great section of a popular loop. It could be rerouted out of the creek if that 
is a problem or closed to motorized to lighten the use. Please keep this section of 
trail open to mountain bikes. It is unfair to close a section of trail to all users due to 

There were many comments received recommending a change to 
non-motorized recreation on all of these routes: Cement Mountain, 
Reno, Flag, Deadman’s Gulch, Bear Creek and Rosebud. The Forest 
Service considered all the comments received including earlier 
scoping comments that identified these trails as very popular 
motorcycle riding trails that should remain open to such use. These 
trails provide desired loop riding opportunities which is one of the 
recreational management objectives for single track trails. This 
landscape is hardly pristine with historical mining and other uses 
evidenced in much of the area. The Forest Service is aware that 
heavy motorized use does cause rutting. The same impacts can and 
do occur with heavy use by mountain bikes, hikers and horseback 
riders. Popularity does affect the conditions on trails. After 
evaluating all public concerns and evaluating resource conditions it 
was determined that these trails would remain open as motorized 
single-track trails under the Preferred Alternative. This is the 
existing condition. The Forest Service does and would continue to 
maintain and repair damaged trails with plans to continue to utilize 
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the damage created by one user group. 

Personally, I think the Cement Mountain Trail 553 covers a lot more pristine 
territory and is a better non-motorized option, especially with the possibility of 
wilderness going in right next to it. Trail 553 does not have a sustainable grade to 
support motorcycle use and it would be a great option for a non-motorized link, in 
entirety, from Deadman’s Trail 420 to Eccher Gulch 552 and Forest Road 813.2A 
above Jack’s Cabin Cutoff. I do think the Rosebud Trail 423 would need to be non-
motorized to make this work, otherwise motorized would be dead-ended onto a 
non-motorized trail. This trail also sustains a lot of damage from the motorcycles, 
and I’ve seen them ripping through the wetlands in spots where they can’t 
maneuver the trail due to mud or rocks, or to pass mountain bikers. Motorcycles 
could still ride Deadman’s to Reno Ridge to form a loop with the Reno Divide 
Road and descent Trail 562. Reno Ridge and the Deadman’s switchbacks are 
designated non-motorized on alternative 3. Personally Reno Ridge is not a favorite, 
it is mostly road anyway and the trail is dark and damaged and shared use could 
continue on this without a lot of damage to the road section. The Deadman’s 
switchbacks to cement Creek Road are a good possibility as non-motorized, 
especially in conjunction with the Cement mountain Trail 553. These have been 
worked on over and over as they incur a lot of damage. I have seen motorcycles 
going up it despite the downhill only designation, and have heard form tourists and 
locals they have experienced the same. Routing the motorcycles back along Reno 
Ridge would be a good option 

volunteer labor, grant funding, and federal funding to accomplish 
needed maintenance and repair to trails in this area. We would also 
implement some seasonal restrictions on motorized use to help 
mitigate adverse effects on hunting, wildlife, and avoid mud season 
use.  

Ss232 Reno, Flag, Bear and Deadman’s-This classic single track has been brutalized by 
motorized traffic. Last season I had never seen such irresponsibility. Moto's (lots of 
them) went way too early in the season or when it was still wet and destroyed the 
single track causing rivers to flow down it. When they couldn't use the single track 
anymore they rode right through the wetlands or any way they wanted. This is a 
pristine area with Wetlands, Wildlife and should be closed to 

Moto's open to Hikers and Mountain Bikers. 

See response above 

Ss233 Trail 420 Deadmans Gulch Switchbacks/Trail 607 Reno Ridge. 

The Reno/Flag/Bear/Deadman loop is an extremely popular mountain bike loop- 
legendary even. Alongside Trail # 401, people travel from all parts of the country 
to ride this 20-mile loop. The Deadman switchbacks suffer from rutting, damage 
and erosion from continuous motorcycle traffic. CBMBA has had at least 6 
workdays on this section and we believe it needs to be mandatory that the 
motorcycles ride it in the downhill direction only (often disregarded in this writers 

See response above 
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personal experience). Now it’s only a suggestion. If that is not possible it would be 
appropriate to have it open only to non-motorized use as suggested in Alternative 
#3. The switchbacks traverse a steep hillside through deep, dark timber and when it 
rains, that trail holds a lot of moisture and is very popular route amongst bicyclists; 
it is a lot of road with a small amount of single-track trail. This solution would 
protect the fragile switchbacks while leaving motorcycles the option to loop back to 
Reno Divide. With this proposal enacted, CBMBA would take pride in maintaining 
the sustainability of the switchbacks, further enhancing their legendary and epic 
status. 

Ss234 Reno , Flag, Bear and Deadmans -This classic single track has been rutted and 
damaged year after year by motorized traffic. It seems as if every few years the trail 
is repaired, only to be ruined again early season or if the summer is particularly 
rainy. When they couldn’t use the single track anymore, because it was too rutted 
out, they rode right through the wetlands or anywhere they wanted. This is a 
pristine area with wetlands and wildlife that should be protected. This trail system 
should be closed to motorized traffic open to hikers and mountain bikers. 

See response above 

Ss235 Reno, Flag (422), Bear (415), Deadman’s (420) – This is a Crested Butte classic 
ride on both mountain bikes and motorcycles. Changing this trail in anyway would 
harm the experience and subsequently tourism. By eliminating motorized use on 
the Deadman’s downhill and Reno Ridge (607) trails, there is no longer any way to 
use this area as a loop. I support managing this trail system according to 
Alternatives 2 or 4. 

See response above 

Ss236 Keep these trails open to Motorized users 

North Bank of Doctor’s Park, Agate Creek, Farris Creek/409, Deadman’s downhill, 
Reno Ridge, Bear uphill, Carbon Creek, and the Crest Trail should not be closed to 
motorized users. These are all important of the existing trail system and loops that 
make sense. They have historically been motorized routes, have seen a great deal of 
motorized dollars to sustain them and are frequented by motorized users. 

These route specific comments cover may areas on the National 
Forest. The Preferred Alternative map (Figure 4) depicts the planned 
management for all the trails referenced in this comment. The 
preference for motorized use was noted and considered as well as 
past maintenance funding expenditures. Not all of the trails 
referenced would allow motorized use under the Preferred 
Alternative. 

Ss237 553, Deadman’s , 405 and 409  

These trails are all examples of trails that motorized travel exclusion, would allow 
historic wildlife habitat to return to a natural state. Which would also address some 
of the elk distribution/management issues that we are currently suffering from?  

Elk habitat and populations were considered in the Travel Analysis 
process. The trails referenced would remain open to motorcycle use 
under the Preferred Alternative. Elk populations are good and above 
expected targets and there was not sufficient information or impacts 
to warrant closure of these trails. 
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Ss238 Deadman’s and Warm Springs trail one way 

We feel that the Deadman’s and Warm Springs trails should be signed and 
enforced as downhill only as they currently are. 

There would continue to be downhill restrictions on Deadman’s 
Gulch trial (#420). The need for other downhill restrictions on other 
trails was necessarily not part of this travel management planning 
effort. Those types of trail specific restrictions can be implemented, 
as needed, in the future to provide for public safety or to mitigate 
undue or excessive resource damage. That level of detail was not 
considered for all trails and is more appropriate as a maintenance or 
safety decision for specific routes rather than at the landscape level 
associated with this travel management planning effort. 

Ss239 Thanks for applying the Deadman’s downhill only rule, greatly appreciated by the 
residences at the bottom of the trail and resulting in significant less erosion 

See response above 

Ss240 Bear Creek Trail (415) 

This is in reference to the Bear Creek trail #415, in particular the 4-mile single-
track portion between the bottom (Spring Creek side) of the Flag Creek Trail, to the 
Bear Creek Trail. It is unnecessary that this tail be decommissioned as shown in the 
FS Travel Management Alternative #3. CBMBA things that a non-motorized 
designation would be a fair compromise. We believe the sensitive nature of this 
next-to-the-creek trail would be much better served without motorcycles. The 
Reno, Flag, Bear, Deadman’s Loop is considered one of the absolute best in the 
GMUG area. It has recently been heralded in Bike Magazine as the “Best twisty 
curvy trail in North America”. CBMBA has had dozens of trail days on this entire 
loop, and CBMBA has done extensive work to this particular section. The bicycles 
are not causing the damage. Closing this trail and forcing bicyclists to climb on a 
dusty road, full of ATV’s would certainly take away from the trail experience one 
currently receives when recreating on this loop. Please consider these statements 
and use the Travel Management described on both Alternative #2 and #4 and keep 
this trail open to non-motorized uses. 

Consideration was given to changing use on this trail to non-
motorized use. The existing conditions allow motorcycle use. Under 
the Preferred Alternative, this trail would be managed as a motorize 
single-track trail. As such mountain bike riders are allowed on this 
trail and riders can take this trail rather than ride on road #744 if 
they chose. The travel analysis process did not see the need for 
change and the trail it was determined that the trail should remain 
open for limited motorized use (motorcycles). 

Ss241 request for gate at top of Flag Creek  

Can we have a gate at the top of Flag Creek, which could be officially opened 
when the muddy conditions of winter and spring have passed? Last year, dirt bikes 
tore up a large area in the field. They decided that the bear section was ready. It 
was muddy. The trouble with dirt bikes is that even innocent people, who 
commonly get themselves where they realize they shouldn't be, get stuck. Rather 
than turn around, they continue. They create damage that lasts until it is repaired. 
Who will repair these scars? When a mountain bike comes to these large gouges, 
they can only get through by picking up the bike and walking. But a dirt bike, they 

Installation of gates is a decision to be made during the 
implementation stage of travel management. Such decisions are 
more appropriately maintenance issues. Details such as how to close 
a road or trail, the type of maintenance or when conditions are dry 
enough for travel are implementation issues and were not within the 
scope of this travel management planning effort  

(See Purpose and Need for Action, Chapter 1). 
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cannot pick up their machine. They turn around or make it deeper. Is this fair to 
anyone? These scars are ugly to hikers too. Why do we not control the opening of a 
trail that is as popular as Reno/flag/bear? I heard word that it has happened again 
this year already. Please, can we have a fence? 

 

 Sawthooth Area Response 

Ss242 Vehicles have disturbed the habitat and prevented the animals from living in a 
natural environment and moving in natural patterns. There are very few areas in 
Colorado where the hunting and camping are so protected. There are very few areas 
in Colorado where you can backpack and hunt without hearing vehicles. I beg you 
to continue to protect Sawtooth ad continue to protect the land from motorized 
vehicle destruction. You will lose good and responsible hunters and backpackers 
like me if you choose to pen the mountain up for motorized vehicle use. Please do 
your best to protect the land and the animals for us “die hard” nature lovers. 

The Forest Service has developed system of roads in the Sawtooth 
area the agency believes would continue to allow an appropriate 
level of public access for hunting and recreation. That system does 
not allow for through travel from BLM lands on the west side across 
the Sawtooth area to private and BLM lands on the east side. The 
Forest Service believes these controls are necessary to preserve the 
existing management objectives for this area. This Sawtooth area 
does provide for hiker and horseback oriented hunting with the 
system of open roads proposed under the Preferred Alternative 

Ss243 I am an avid hunter and traveled from the east coast to hunt at Sawtooth Mountain 
in the fall of 2006 and enjoyed the pristine wildlife that the area offered. I feel the 
splendid wildlife would be ruined by the allowance of motorized vehicles to access 
the area. Motorized vehicles would not only distort the natural trails in the area, the 
noise pollution would disturb the wildlife living in this delicate area. Hunters, 
especially out-of-state hunters who spend exorbitant amounts of money, will not 
return to a disturbed hunting area where the odds of success are depleted due to 
wildlife being chased off by noise pollution. Furthermore, allowing ATVs and 
other motorized vehicles in areas where lots of public hunting and other outdoor 
activities are authorized creates a safety hazard when high speed vehicles are 
driving through an area of low visibility where many people may be walking 
(walkers use these trails as well). I feel very strongly about returning to this area to 
hunt, and believe that these mountains are some of the few areas of natural, 
untouched beauty left. Allowing motorized vehicles would destroy the area, ruin 
the experience for outdoorsman who believes in leaving an area the way they 
discovered it, and would create an undue safety hazard. I trust when the decision is 
made, it will be favor of not allowing motorized vehicles. 

See response above 

Ss244 Map UT7064, Location: USFS Sections 1 & 2 T46N R1W (Sawtooth area 
(FS808??? Miller Creek Road?); BLM Sections 26 & 35 T47N R1W (Powderhorn 

The Forest Service does not believe that road UT-7064 exists on the 
ground under current conditions. Under the Preferred Alternative 
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area).We OBJECT to the proposed roads in the locations referenced above. The 
proposed roads in the USFS have been previously closed, why open them again? 
We have worked for years to keep the public from trespassing on our private 
property located in this area. By reopening these closed roads, once again I believe 
our trespass problems will begin. Regarding the Proposed Road in Section 27, that 
road has been un-maintained I know for the last 20 years. Some of the gates leading 
across private property have been locked and in some areas the original road was 
fenced off by folks in the development. By reopening the roads that were 
previously closed by the BLM and the USFS it would most assuredly cause more 
problems to the private land owners and livestock growers in this area. 

there are no plans to develop a road in the area you reference and in 
fact the agency has determined that it is appropriate to close the 
northern most segment of road #806 (Beaver Creek road) to help 
prevent undesired access from adjacent private lands unto the 
National Forest. The Miller road (#808) would remain open to where 
it connects up with road #599, the western segment of road #808 to 
the Forest boundary would be closed. There are no roads proposed 
to be reopened that have been closed on public lands under the 
Preferred Alternative in this Sawtooth area.  

Ss245 Since the Forest service restricted motorized vehicles in 1970, the area has 
flourished – erosion from vehicles, trash pieces, and illegal wood cutting, have all 
been eliminated. Therefore I’m in favor of travel plan #2 or #3 for this area – 
wilderness or remain roadless. Proposed connection for motorized use specifically 
country RD #3043 to South Beaver CK – West side of Sawtooth – This is a 
disturbing proposal and never should be allowed – History has proven motorized us 
in sensitive areas never agree, especially when the area cannot be patrolled to check 
the abusive ones 

Your comment is noted. The Preferred Alternative proposes to 
manage travel in the area you reference much like you recommend. 
There are no plans in the Preferred Alternative to connect the 
County road with the Beaver Creek road (#806) on the west side of 
Saw tooth mountain. See Figure 4, Preferred Alternative map. 

Ss246 Sawtooth Mountain area  

a. The Sawtooth Mountain area, south of Gunnison, provides some of the best 
remaining non-motorized blocks of rich and varied wildlife habitat in the planning 
area, including important elk winter and summer range with known wildlife 
production areas.  

b. Problematic motorized access to public lands is prevalent throughout the 
Sawtooth area, particularly on the west and southwest sides of the mountain.  

c. Notwithstanding the above, Alt. 4 recklessly proposes additional motorized 
routes in the Sawtooth area.  

d. Alt. 3, to the contrary and laudably, recommends routes for decommissioning 
that will preserve a large block of habitat for wildlife protection and for non-
motorized users to enjoy.  

f. Yet again, Alt 3 is clearly the appropriate choice. 

Both the Forest Service and BLM essentially concur with your 
comments regarding travel in the Sawtooth mountain area. The 
agencies have not chosen Alternative 4 or Alternative 3 as the 
Preferred Alternative, but have taken aspects of both alternatives and 
formulated the Preferred Alternative. Accompanying this comment 
were concerns regarding a mile of road #505.1B known as Gandy 
Ridge road which is in the Matchless mountain area and would be 
closed under the Preferred Alternative because it is essentially a 
parallel route and was determined not to be needed to provide 
adequate public access in the area 
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Ss247 Notes on Preferred Alternative: 

403 Washington Gulch – NM/MB 

401 Trailriders- NM/MB 

 

Ss248 Snodgrass to #403 trail: 

Alt #4 includes this very special segment of single-track linking the popular 
Snodgrass trail to #403. This would be a great loop opportunity in both directions. 
This trail connected with the Snodgrass to Gothic trail would make a world-class 
loop ride. Tourists and locals alike are looking for this type of trail to increase the 
quality of the biking experience here in Crested Butte. 

These comments are referring to conceptual routes considered in 
Alternative 4. The Forest Service has not chosen Alternative 4 as its 
Preferred Alternative. The conceptual routes that were considered in 
Alternative 4 are not contained in the Preferred Alternative for many 
of the same reasons expressed in these comments. See Figure 4, 
Preferred Alternative for a depiction of those trails the Forest 
Service would make part of its public transportation system under 
this Travel Management decision. 

Ss249 Snodgrass to Gothic – Alternative #4. ( 401 and Deer Creek) This route would be 
safer, way more fun, much less traffic. Create an additional short loop for lower 
miles more novice and tourism. Win-win for all parties from RMBL to trail users. 

See response above 

Ss250 The lower loop extension, Snodgrass to 403, and Mount Crested Butte to Gothic 
proposed trails would separate the bikers and hikers from cars, would give 
mountain bikers an alternative to enduring the dust and the traffic of Washington 
Gulch and Gothic roads and would help encourage people to not drive. 

See response above 

Ss251 Snodgrass to #403 – Alternative #4. Single track from the Washington Gulch side 
of Snodgrass all the way to #403. 403 is great but it’s all road for 3 miles of trail. 
This keeps you off the road, which gets very busy and dusty and dangerous. 

See response above 

Ss252 Areas Recommended for Closures: Road/trail densities in the following areas are 
so significant that route by route recommendations would be exceedingly 
cumbersome. It is or recommendation to identify the most practical routes from 
“point A to point B”, and remove all others from the Travel Management System. 

Gothic Road, Snodgrass Mt, Slate River, and Oh Be Joyful Areas: We do not 
support additional route development in this area. Additional routes will diminish 
hunting opportunities and harvest while contributing to problematic big game 
distribution issues in the Crested Butte area. 

See response above 

Ss253 These extensions expand the Snodgrass road and trail and proceed up Washington 
Gulch and on the north side to Gothic as well. I believe that these extensions would 
provide valuable foot, bike and horse accesses up those valleys away from the 
dangers and dust from the vehicular traffic present on the roads. I do realize that 

See response above 
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much work would be necessary before these extensions could be realized, but I 
believe the resulting value would be enormous. A number of people I have talked 
to regarding the trails in this general area have expressed a desire for more "loops" 
and I think these extensions would greatly help in that regard. 

Ss254 Z9638.0 Snodgrass, Z9590.1 

At least one alternative should propose and analyze no new trail designation in this 
area. 

Proposal to designate a new segment of trail on Snodgrass Mountain must be 
supported by substantial, site-specific analysis. Effects of expanded use of this trail 
on the Gothic Mountain roadless area and wildlife habitat, including lynx, should 
be analyzed. 

Proposal to designate a new segment of trail on Snodgrass Mountain must be 
supported by substantial, site-specific analysis. Effects of expanded use of this trail 
on the Gothic Mountain roadless area and wildlife habitat, including lynx, should 
be analyzed. 

Trail is not proposed in any alternative. 

This proposal to designate a new segment of trail on Snodgrass Mountain must be 
supported by substantial, site-specific analysis. Effects of expanded use of this trail 
on the Gothic Mountain roadless area and wildlife habitat, including lynx, should 
be analyzed. 

HCCA requests additional NEPA analysis in a site specific document for both 
trails. 

As clearly stated in the DEIS before any new trail or road would be 
built, site-specific impact analysis that included public involvement 
would be required. The Forest Service has not proposed to build any 
new trails under this travel management decision, that was 
specifically addressed in Chapter 1, Scope of the Project and 
Analysis. New routes were considered as conceptual plans for travel, 
not project specific plans. This planning was essentially to determine 
which existing routes should remain open for motorized and 
mechanized travel. Trails within the boundaries of the active ski area 
of the Crested Butte Mountain Resort are not within the scope of this 
travel management planning effort. Those activities would be 
covered under the ski area permitting process. Travel activities 
considered for NFS lands on Snodgrass mountain areas of NFS 
lands were considered in this travel management planning effort. 
Regardless of where on NFS lands, new trail construction would 
require separated and project specific environmental analysis. 

 

 Splain’s Gulch Response 

Ss255 Notes on Preferred Alternative: 

Splain’s Gulch (885) Alt 5. = part high clearance road, remaining segments non-
motorized open to mountain bike use. 

Spur 885.1A Alt 5 = first segment open high clearance road, remaining segment 
closed. 

Spurs 885.1B- Alt 5. = first segment open high clearance road, remaining segment 
closed. 
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Ss256 Comment-Splain’s Gulch # 885.1B Connector Trail (Proposed) from Carbon Creek 
Trail # 436 

CBMBA would like to express support for the proposed trail connecting Carbon 
Creek trail # 436 to Splain’s Gulch Road # 885.1B as proposed on the FS Travel 
Management Alternative #4. This trail is proposed to be non-motorized. This has 
been a connector that CBMBA has wanted for many years. CBMBA sees this as an 
integral piece allowing trail users access from the Carbon Creek Trail/Ohio Creek 
drainage to Splain’s Gulch and back. This would incorporate other tails in the area 
including the Lily Lake Trail, Kebler Pass Wagon Trail and the proposed Crested 
Butte to Gunnison trail. Combining these routes would allow non-motorized users 
several loops in this area. If the eastern portion of Carbon Creek became off-limits 
to bicyclists this connector could be used to keep the western end open and create a 
loop to Ohio Pass road. We prefer that all these integral pieces of trail are non-
motorized and open to cyclists. 

The consideration of a connector trial from the Carbon trial (#436) 
to the Splain’s Gulch roads and trials (#885 and #885.1A and 1B) 
were considered in Alternative 4 of the DEIS. It is true the 
development of this concept trail would offer expanded recreational 
opportunity in this area. Based on the Forest Plan management 
objectives for recreational opportunity, a new trail in this area 
connecting the Carbon trail with Splain’s Gulch should most likely 
be a motorized trial. After considering comments on travel in this 
area, the strong support for reducing motorized travel and the 
potential having this to be a new motorized trail in this area it was 
determined that the Preferred Alternative would not carry that 
concept trial forward at this time. There was insufficient 
environmental analysis and limited public input to warrant further 
consideration of development of a new trial. This does not preclude 
more detailed study and planning of such a trail and decisions 
related to a site-specific trail project would entail further 
environmental analysis, public input and a project specific decision. 

Ss257 A new trail at Splain’s Gulch would be great, and I believe is proposed. It can 
access Lily Lake and create loops with the Kebler Wagon Trail, which CBMBA 
[Crested Butte Mountain Biking Association] has maintained and expanded in 
recent years. 

See response above 

Ss258 Splain’s Gulch Connector – Alternative #4. Short trail that would connect the new 
Lily Lake Trail (proposed) to the Carbon Creek Trail and Kebler Pass. An 
important short piece of trail that would tie several trails together ad be access to 
the new Crested Butte to Gunnison Trail (proposed). 

See response above 

Ss259 There should be a route from Crested Butte, over Gibson Ridge to Carbon Creek, 
then up from Carbon Creek to Splain’s Gulch, and over to Lily Lake. 

See response above 

Ss260 Lily Lake Trail – Alternative #2, #4. A non-motorized loop from Ohio Pass Road 
to Splains Gulch, it makes an excellent bike loop for Lake Irwin campers, Irwin 
Town site folks and as an added loop when riding the Kebler Pass Wagon Road. 

See response above 

Ss261 7885.1A Splain’s Spur- At least one alternative should include closure of spurs off 
of Splain’s Gulch because these dead end routes do not serve destinations that can’t 
be easily accessed by travel limited to Splain’s Gulch itself. One alternative could 
consider mountain bike designation for spurs off of Splain’s Gulch. Any alternative 
proposing the designation of this route must be supported by substantial, site-

Access into the Splain’s Gulch area was originally related to 
resource management and use activities. The routes to remain open 
were on the ground prior to the 2001 Interim Travel Restrictions and 
therefore can remain open if determined to be needed under this 
travel management planning effort and environmental assessment. 
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specific analysis of the ecological and recreational impacts of changes in use. 
HCCA supports the decommissioning of this route in the preferred alternative as 
found in alternative 2. 

Public use on those roads has made them an expected and popular 
travel route. Consideration was given to closure of routes in this 
area, but there was insufficient resource management concern to 
warrant further closures. Under the Preferred Alternative, converting 
some of the old road into non-motorized trail was deemed to be an 
appropriate level of access (Travel Analysis) for the area as well as 
continuing to allow the spur roads (#885.1A and 1B) to remain open 
for full-sized vehicle access. 

 

 Taylor Park Response 

Ss262  Taylor Park Area- keep the trails open: 

The Taylor Park Area important to MC users in adjacent states/towns: These trails 
are important to me for my personal use, but they are important to Americans 
throughout the west. This also means that our trails are important to adjacent towns 

The Forest Service is keenly aware of the popularity of motorized 
recreational trail riding in the Taylor Park area. The Forest Service 
also aware of the concerns about shared use by ATVs on some of the 
full-sized vehicle roads in the area and have taken steps under the 
provisions for Mixed-Use analysis to address safety issues related to 
mixed use. The Preferred Alternative defines what the agency 
believes is the best option to meet the Purpose and Need for Action 
(Chapter 1) regarding motorized travel on NFS lands. Under the 
Preferred Alternative some motorized trails and roads would be 
closed (See Figure 4). The rationale for such closures included 
consideration of many perspectives and considered the varied 
multiple use objectives for public lands. Some were closed due to 
resource management issues and the need to provide habitat for 
wildlife, others were closed because they were not needed as they 
where parallel routes to the same designation or recreational 
attraction, some had changes in the mode of travel to lessen user 
conflicts. Many trails and roads are to remain open because of their 
recreational value and popularity. For the Taylor Park area there are 
many miles of road and trail open to motorized travel, some trails 
are specifically managed for ATVs other for extreme 4-wheel 
driving, and others for motorcycles. Almost all of the non-motorized 
travel facilities in the Taylor Park area is confined to Wilderness 
areas. 
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Ss263 Taylor Park-The trail systems in Colorado are second to none. Taylor Park is an 
incredible area to ride. We are very aware of the need to share trails with all people. 
No one use should rank above another; all trails should have a shared use policy. 
Some users can have a negative impact because of the way they use the trail 
systems; those users are a minority. Don't close or limit trails to one group. A little 
education can go a long way in keeping the mountains pristine, and still keep the 
experience of being in middle of the forest and to ride the challenging trails of 
Colorado.  

See response above 

Ss264 By some accounts, the Taylor Park area is one of the top 3 off-road motorcycle 
destinations in the world. The ability to loop and connect the many dramatic and 
different areas of the forest is part of what makes riding in this area so desirable. 
Preservation of the trail system with the notion of a continuum of access and not 
fragmented short legs is not only desirable, but it is what is needed to keep users on 
designated trails 

See response above 

Ss265 The closures proposed would terminate vehicle use of the [Taylor Park] area for 
many who have enjoyed the "loops" and other possibilities for sightseeing that are 
just not possible with the closures proposed. 

See response above 

Ss266 Please, do not close the world-class single track motorcycle trails in Taylor Park 
and South area. Reroute and/or restrict use to only the driest times of the year if 
necessary.  

See response above 

Ss267 Closing trails would limit the current “loop” opportunities. We would have to ride 
x number of miles and then turn around and ride the same trail back to our starting 
point. Trail closures would increase the amount of traffic on the remaining trails, 
cause more environmental problems, and trail congestion. If possible, I would 
suggest creating more trails rather than reducing the amount of trails. 

See response above 

Ss268 I do not believe any trails in the listed areas should be closed to recreation in any 
form. Whether they be closed to OHV’s or mountain bikes. My family has been 
riding the trails around Taylor Reservoir for years and this is truly one of the best 
places to enjoy being outdoors riding our ATV’s camping and enjoying being 
together as a family. I simply do not understand why every year more and more 
trails are closed for no logical explanation at all. 

See response above 
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Ss269 Our family recreates in the Gunnison Taylor Park area several times yearly. We 
would like to see attention given to allowing ATV/Quad access to the road running 
from the Taylor Park businesses all the way to Italian Creek area as it currently 
stands allowing camping and OHV (dirt bike and Quad) travel access. 

See response above 

Ss270 There currently is not any good connector trail from near Harmels at the 
intersection of Road 744 (Rocky Brook) at Road 742 (Taylor Canyon). It would be 
good to have an OHV route that parallels the road, for mixed-use safety and quality 
of experience. You’re already in the NEPA process, so this is a great time to 
address this. Not addressed in the DEIS. In fact, there are NO new motorized trails 
considered in the DEIS. This is contrary to the Travel Management Rule of 
November 2005. It specifically calls for adding routes. 

See response above 

 

 Timberline Response 

Ss271 Notes on Preferred Alternative: 

Timberline (414) – MO 

Farris Creek (409.5A) – MO 

Razor ( (487) – ATV 

U Razor (487.5A) – MO 

M Razor – MO 

 

Ss272 414 Timberline Trail 

The MO designation found in all alternatives fails to consider a reasonable range of 
alternatives. HCCA requests that at least one alternative should consider non-
motorized trail designation in the section of 414 bordering the Collegiate Peaks 
Wilderness to reduce user conflicts along the Wilderness boundary and protect 
Wilderness values. 

The Timberline trial (#414) essentially defines the boundary of the 
Wilderness area. Congress clearly understood the implications of 
using an existing motorized trail to define the boundary of a 
Wilderness area. No buffer is needed nor was one intended with 
regard to managing this Wilderness area. The Forest Service does 
not subscribe to the contention that Wilderness areas need buffers to 
protect those values. Not all routes are required to have alternative 
modes of travel considered to provide decision makers with a full 
range of reasonable alternatives. This trail has been a motorcycle 
trail and there were no concerns relating to excessive resource 
damage and or user conflicts that came to light during the Travel 
Analysis that would warrant a need for change 
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Ss273 I enjoy riding the non-motorized section of the Gunnison Spur of the Colorado 
Trail from the Timberline Trail to Texas Creek Road. It is the only non-motorized 
trail in the area that is outside the wilderness, and this is respected by motorcycles 
and ATVs currently. I believe it should remain that way. 

This trail makes a nice loop with Texas Creek Road and a climb to the west on the 
Timberline Trail 414. This section of the Timberline Trail is some of the most bike 
friendly terrain as the gradient is more gradual so the trail remains in better shape. 
It seems to me a lot of the parallel road sections along Texas Creek could be closed 
as well, keeping just one access and allowing the river corridor to recover. It also 
needs to be well signed to help keep ATVs and jeep traffic on the road. I am happy 
to see many dead end logging roads and spurs decommissioned on several of the 
alternative plans in the entire Taylor Park and Spring Creek areas. I think 
concentrating motorized use in this area is suitable, but I would like to be able to 
enjoy one trail in Taylor Park. 

Many mountain bikers I know and I do ride the Timberline Trail form Tincup to 
the Colorado Spur, It is sad to see it designated as ATV trail, as they poached a 
single-track in the first place. They do tend to ride off all over the place and create 
new trails, if any trails in the area are designated for ATVs, a solution to this off 
trail riding needs to be found. This would be a beautiful and exciting ride for them 
and many old roads could be loops for them to connect with this to form a loop if it 
is designated ATV. Loops in this area would keep them off busy roads up north 
towards CB South and Crested Butte. 

The Texas Ridge trail (#571) would remain as a non-motorized trial 
where mountain bike use would be allowed under the Preferred 
Alternative. The majority of the Timberline trail would be managed 
as a motorized single-track trail and the southernmost segment 
would continue to allow ATV use. This is the existing condition and 
there was insufficient information or concern to warrant a need for 
change. 

Ss274 I would like to see the ATV trail going from Timberline trail (414) to Sanford Road 
(765.1 B) to stay open because Timberline trail (414) going North to Sanford Cr. 
Road (725. I A) gets very technical for ATVs and dangerous for most people, but 
okay for motorcycles 

The Forest Service concurs with your assessment of the trail 
conditions on the Timberline trail for the area you describe. The 
ATV trail off of the Timberline trail connecting to the Sanford Road 
(#765.1B) would remain open to ATV use under the Preferred 
Alternative. 

Ss275 All my comments deal with the creek and drainages in the Taylor Park/Taylor 
Reservoir/Taylor River Area. I strongly support leaving the roads in behind the 
private property open to the Little Lake up Illinois Creek. Forest Road 671 R82W 
T.135. Sec 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 R81W Sec 19. It gives public access to 
the lake and Timberline Trail and Colorado Trails. 

Please leave open the road in the bottom of Pass Creek 209.1C r82W T145 Sec 13, 
14, 23, 34 R81W T145 Sec 18. People use the road for fishing access, place to form 
loop for bicycles, ATV, 4wheel drive, motorcycles, Road has been in use for over 
60 years. Needed for irrigation ditch access. Leave open roads #3M and Trail #561 

The trail Z-9414.1A that connects the forest road #671 to the 
Timberline trail would remain open as a motorized trail under the 
Preferred Alternative. The segment of the trail from road #671 to the 
lake would allow ATV travel and past the lake it would be restricted 
to motorcycles so they can access the Timberline trail. 

The Pass Creek road (#209.1C) would be closed under the Preferred 
Alternative. There are numerous open roads in this area, the road 
density is quite high in the Pass Creek watershed. Because road 
#209.1C ran up the drainage along the creek it was deemed to be a 
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in Eyre Basin R83W T125 Sec 23, 26, 35 Public use it. Makes it to where older 
people can enjoy hiking Eyre Basin 

greater risk to stream resources than those parallel routes further up 
the ridge. The Forest Service believes there is sufficient motorized 
access in this area. Even if a road was constructed 60 years ago as 
you suggest, development of that alignment was probably more 
related to ease of construction rather than being the most sound 
location for a road with respect to resource management objectives.  

The Eyre Basin trail (#561) is proposed for closure under the 
Preferred Alternative. This is a steep and eroding trail and is located 
in an area where the existing Forest Plan recreational setting 
objective is for semi-primitive, non-motorized travel. Hiking in the 
Eyre Basin would continue to be allowed and it can be done in a 
more primitive quiet setting than currently exists. 

Ss276 Please keep the Timberline trail a through trial and maintain the multiple access 
points 

The Timberline trail as shown on the proposed alternative map creates very 
difficult access and is nearly unworkable. Perhaps this is a mistake on the 
publishing of the map, but there are 4 areas of concern.  

Starting at the north and the access from 742.3D road the motorized access is cut 
off by a short section of MTB only trail. This would prevent starting or ending 
from that point and motorcycle riders attempting to complete a long loop would be 
forced to do an out-and-back. 414 can no longer connect to road 671. This is a 
valuable ‘bail out’ for someone injured, has mechanical problems, or just no longer 
wants to be on the Timberline trail. This should remain connected. When 414 hits 
the 755 road there is no longer a means of picking back up the motorized section. 
There is a small loop of MTB only with motorized just on the other side. This cuts 
off the obvious access and will likely be ignored by people trying to connect 
through. At the southern end of 414 it is cut off by MTB only trail and there is no 
access in or out to the 584 or 267 road. This again creates a very odd out-and-back 
situation that completely destroys the opportunity to ride this long trail as a through 
trail (as it can be done today). 

Some of the problems you describe relating to access onto the 
Timberline trail were errors and have been resolved in the Preferred 
Alternative. The short trail (Z-9414.1A) would continue to remain 
open to motorcycles and would afford an opportunity for riders to 
“bail out” as you suggest. Where the Timberline trail connects with 
the Texas Creek road (#755) riders have to travel back down the 
Texas Creek road a short distance to reconnect to the Timberline 
trail, the short segment of motorized ATV does not prevent 
motorcycles for using that segment to access the motorcycle trail on 
the other side of the creek. At the southern end of the Timberline 
trail motorcycles are not cut off, they are just required to share the 
trail with ATV riders; there is a shift from single track motorized to 
ATV motorized. The Timberline trail allows motorcycle use on its 
entire length under the Preferred Alternative. This is the existing 
condition and that mode of travel would continue to be allowed. 
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Ss277 Wildcat Trail (not numbered) 

In reference to the Wildcat Trail, between County Road #12 and the Green Lake 
Trail, CBMBA believes the FS should use the travel management described in FS 
Alternative #4. In Alternative #4 this route stays open to non-motorized use. There 
is no reason to close this route to cyclists 

The Wildcat Trail if closed to motorized use can be adopted by CBMBA and we 
can have many workdays devoted to improving this damaged trail. Wildcat has 
suffered because of motorized and horse damage to the steep wet sections of this 
close to the Town of Crested Butte trail 

Combined with the Green Lake Trail, Wildcat makes for a very challenging loop. 
This is another trail in the non-motorized Kebler area that can help relieve 
congestion in the more popular corridors. 

Please review these statements and make every attempt to allow the public to 
continue cycling on this route 

Trail 958.1A, Wildcat Trail, is being proposed for motorcycle travel 
which includes mountain bike use. The current GMUG Forest Plan 
(Amended 1991), guides management of this area. Proposed travel 
decisions are consistent with the RACR guidelines of 2001 and will 
not alter any Inventoried Roadless areas. The Preferred Alternative 
would designate this trail open to single track motorized travel as a 
long-term objective, but deteriorated trail conditions and resource 
protection concerns may require short-term restrictions until damage 
can be mitigated.  

The Wildcat trail is actually a portion of the Carbon trail (#436) and 
this trail would remain open to motorcycle use as well as mountain 
bikes, hikers and horseback riders. This segment of the Carbon trail 
has existing trail conditions that are causing resource damage. The 
long-term management objective is to keep this trail segment open, 
but the short-term status mostly likely will be to close it to all travel 
until trail damage and the associated impacts can be mitigated. 

 

 Willow Creek Trail Response 

Ss278 7479.0 Willow Creek (Fossil Ridge Recreation Area) 

Portions of this proposed route are not in the existing travel system, while other 
segments are system road to a single track motorized trail that runs along the 
southern edge of the Fossil Ridge Wilderness. Portions of the proposed route are 
within the Crystal Creek IRA. Because of the potential user conflict this route 
could cause, issues with trespass and conflicts with roadless character it should not 
be designated under any alternative. This trail is proposed for motorcycle use in all 
alternatives which fails to consider a reasonable range of alternatives. We suggest 
that this trail is a user created route and that its status is inaccurate in the No Action 
alternative. We request that at least one alternative consider no designation of this 
route. Further, any proposal to designate this route in any alternative must be 
accompanied by additional site-specific NEPA analysis. 

The travel decisions for routes within the Fossil Ridge Recreation 
Area were determined by a previous Forest Service decision. Those 
decisions would remain in place for this Travel Management 
planning effort as it was determined there was no need for change. 
This is consistent with the 2005 Travel Rule (36 CFR 212.50 (b)). 
Motorized trails are allowed in Roadless Areas. The Forest Service 
has evaluated the Preferred Alternative routes for possible impacts to 
inventoried Roadless Areas (See Chapter 3, Roadless Areas). Under 
the Preferred Alternative trail #479 is on the 1991 Fossil Ridge 
inventory of existing routes and was a motorized trail on the 2001 
inventory for the Interim Travel Restrictions. Under the Preferred 
Alternative, trail #479 would remain open to motorcycle use. Since 
there was a previous decision on travel for the Fossil Ridge 
Recreation Area that was supported by an environmental 
assessment, there was no need for change and evaluating another 
mode of travel on this particular 0.9 miles of trail as an alternative 
would have been a pointless exercise.  
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